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Agenda Item 1
CARDIFF COUNCIL
CYNGOR CAERDYDD
MINUTES

CABINET MEETING: 15 JULY 2021

Cabinet Members Present:

Councillor Huw Thomas (Leader)
Councillor Peter Bradbury
Councillor Russell Goodway
Councillor Graham Hinchey
Councillor Sarah Merry
Councillor Michael Michael
Councillor Lynda Thorne
Councillor Chris Weaver
Councillor Caro Wild

Observers:

Councillor Keith Parry
Councillor Adrian Robson
Councillor Rhys Taylor

Officers:

Paul Orders, Chief Executive
Chris Lee, Section 151 Officer
Leeanne Weston, For Monitoring Officer
Sarah McGill, Corporate Director
Joanne Watkins, Cabinet Office

Apologies:

Councillor Susan Elsmore

12

MINUTES OF THE CABINET MEETING HELD ON 17 JUNE 2021

The minutes of the Cabinet meeting held on 17 June 2021 were approved.
13

ANNUAL WELLBEING PLAN

The Cabinet received the Annual Wellbeing report for 2020/21 financial year which
focused specifically on progress of the Well-being Objectives that were set out
previously in the Council’s Corporate Plan 2020-23. The assessment drew on a
range of information sources, including not just progress against Corporate Plan
Steps and KPIs, but also the financial monitoring position, assessment of corporate
risk, as well as other sources of information such as the Ask Cardiff Citizen
Satisfaction Survey.
The assessment contained within this report also reflects the judgements of external
regulators.
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RESOLVED: that
1.

Authority be delegated to the Chief Executive, in consultation with the Leader
of the Council and Cabinet Member for Finance, Modernisation &
Performance, to make any consequential changes to the Annual Well-being
Report 2020/21 following receipt of comments from the Policy Review and
Performance Scrutiny Committee.

2.

Subject to recommendation 1, the Annual Well-being Report 2020/21 be
approved for consideration by Council.

14

ENGLISH-MEDIUM PRIMARY SCHOOL PROVISION TO SERVE PARTS OF
CREIGIAU & ST FAGANS, PENTYRCH AND RADYR / MORGANSTOWN

A report outlining proposals for a public consultation on a proposal to increase the
number of primary school places at Pentyrch Primary School from 140 places to 210
places and to establish nursery provision of 48 part-time places at the school was
considered.
RESOLVED: that
1.

Officers be authorised to consult on proposals to increase the capacity of
Pentyrch Primary School from c0.7FE (140 places) to 1FE (210 places), and
to extend the age range of the school from 4-11 to 3-11, from September
2023.

2.

It be noted that officers will bring a report on the outcome of the consultation to
a future meeting to seek authorisation as to whether to proceed to publish
proposals in accordance with section 48 of The School Standards and
Organisation (Wales) Act 2013.

15

SCHOOL ORGANISATION PROPOSALS: PROVISION FOR CHILDREN
AND YOUNG PEOPLE WITH ADDITIONAL LEARNING NEEDS

The Cabinet received a report containing proposals to hold public consultation on
proposals to transfer, expand and redevelop The Court Special School in line with
the Band B 21st Century Schools priority scheme, and on the proposed establishment
of specialist learning resource base provision at Moorland Primary School. The
proposals would help to meet demand for special school places for primary age
learners with emotional health and wellbeing needs and complex learning needs.

RESOLVED: that
1.

officers be authorised to consult on proposals to:


Increase the capacity of The Court Special School from 42 to 72 places.
The school would transfer to new build accommodation across two sites at
Fairwater Primary School and the current St Mellons, CiW Primary School
site in Llanrumney from September 2025.
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Establish a Specialist Resource Base (specialist resource base) for up to
20 primary aged children with Complex Learning Needs (CLN) at Moorland
Primary School from September 2022.

2.

It be noted that officers will bring a report on the outcome of the consultation to
a future meeting to seek authorisation as to whether to proceed to publish
proposals in accordance with section 48 of The School Standards and
Organisation (Wales) Act 2013.

16

BUDGET STRATEGY

Cabinet received a report which provided an update on the Medium Term Financial
plan and budget strategy for 2022/23. The report outlined the budget gap for the
2022/23 budget and set out a strategy to meet that gap. The report also identified key
impacts on financial planning including the economic context, Brexit and COVID19
together with other key issues such as funding and pay which would need to be kept
under review.
RESOLVED: that
(1)

Agreement be given to the budget principles on which this Budget Strategy
Report is based and the approach to meeting the Budget Reduction
Requirement both in 2022/23 and across the period of the Medium Term
Financial Plan within the context of the objectives set out in Capital Ambition.

(2)

directorates work with the relevant Portfolio Cabinet Member, in consultation
with the Corporate Director Resources and Cabinet Member for Finance,
Modernisation and Performance to identify potential savings to assist in
addressing the indicative budget gap of £21.310 million for 2022/23 and
£80.853 million across the period of the Medium Term Financial Plan.

(3)

Authority be delegated to the Chief Executive, in consultation with the Leader
and Cabinet Member for Finance, Modernisation and Performance, to
implement any saving proposal in advance of 2022/23 where no policy
recommendation is required or where a policy decision has already been
taken.

(4)

It be noted that work will continue to update and refresh the MTFP and that
this will be reported to Members as appropriate.

(5)

Council be recommended to agree that the Budget Timetable Framework set
out in Appendix 2 be adopted, and that the work outlined is progressed with a
view to informing budget preparation.

(6)

consultation on 2022/23 budget proposals take place in order to inform the
preparation of the draft 2022/23 Budget.

17

NNDR WRITE OFFS

Appendices A and B to this report are exempt from publication by virtue of
paragraph 14 of Part 4 and paragraph 21 of Part 5 of Schedule 12A of the Local
Government Act 1972
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The Cabinet received a report seeking formal authorisation to write off Non-Domestic
Rate debts which exceed £100,000 in value. This request is made in accordance with
Part 3, section 2, of the Cardiff Council Constitution, Executive Decision making
function number 20
RESOLVED: that authorisation be given to write off debts amounting to
£1,166,148.51
18

HOUSING DEVELOPMENT NEW BUILD SCHEMES - AUTHORITY TO
PROCEED.

Appendices 1 and 2 of the report are not for publication as they contain exempt
information of the description in paragraph 14 of part 4 and paragraph 21 of
Part 5 of schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972.
A report seeking approval for the Council to enter into a number of agreements to
help deliver against its new build housing targets was received. It was proposed that
a legal agreement be entered into withh Linc Housing Association to purchase the
former Michaelston Pub site off Drope Road, Ely to deliver new council housing and
would compliment the wider masterplan for the Michaelston college site.
Approval was also sought to enter into a Collaboration Agreement with Hafod
Housing Association to jointly develop the former Lansdown Hospital site and
adjoining council (HRA) owned land to deliver a total of 106 new affordable homes of
which 38 (40%) would be council homes.
Further the report also provided details of proposed strategic support for Linc
Housing Association in relation to the allocation of Social Housing Grant for the
delivery of new social housing units with Willis Construction Ltd on the former
Morrisons Local site, Pentwyn.
RESOLVED: that
1.

Approval be given to the Council entering into an acquisition contract with Linc
Housing Association for the freehold interest of the former Michaelston Pub
site, Drope Road to enable the site to be included with the wider Michaelston
College development scheme.

2.

Authority be delegated to the Corporate Director for People & Communities, in
consultation with the Cabinet Member for Housing & Communities to approve
and enter into a Collaboration Agreement with Hafod Housing Association to
jointly deliver 106 new affordable homes (38 council) at the former Lansdown
Hospital site and adjoining HRA land in accordance with the terms set out in
the body of this report.

19

VELODROME & INTERNATIONAL SPORTS VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY UPDATE
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The appendices of this report are not for publication as they contains exempt
information of the description contained in paragraphs 14, 16 and 21 of
Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972.
Cabinet received a report containing the Outline Business Case for the development
of a new Velodrome at the International Sport Village following the approval of the
masterplan for the ISV in March. The report contained details of the business and
financial plan, including anticipated revenue opportunity to finance the required
capital loan and sought approval to proceed to develop a full business case.
RESOLVED: that the business plan report attached at Confidential Appendix 2 to the
report be approved and agreement in principle be given to the allocation of the
budget required to deliver the Velodrome at the International Sports Village as set out
in the report subject to final approval of the Full Business Case at a future Cabinet
meeting.
20

ATLANTIC WHARF UPDATE

Appendices 1 to 9 of this report are not for publication as they contain exempt
information of the description contained in paragraphs 14, 16 and 21 of Schedule
12A of the Local Government Act 1972.
An update on the new Indoor Arena Project was received together with details of
changes to the Atlantic Wharf masterplan following further commercial appraisal and
feasibility consideration. It was proposed that the redevelopment of the Red Dragon
Centre (RDC) be delivered in 2 phases, with the first phase located on the site
previously proposed for a stand-alone office development allowing the
redevelopment of the RDC to proceed in advance of the current Red Dragon Centre
being demolished and would enable all existing tenants to be retained
The report also contained details of the outline business case for the new multi-storey
car park which recommended that the Council construct and operate the new car
park. Approval was sought for the development of a full business case.
RESOLVED: that
1.

progress on the Indoor Arena be noted and that a report will be presented to
Cabinet seeking authority to enter into a Development Agreement with the
Preferred Bidder in September.

2.

Approval be given to the Multi-Storey Car Park OBC attached at Confidential
Appendix 2 and the development of a Full Business Case (FBC) as set out in
this report and in line with the rationale and details set out in Confidential
Appendix 5 be authorised

3.

Approval be given to the development of an Outline Business Case to
consider options for the redevelopment of the Red Dragon Centre including a
soft market testing exercise and authority be delegated to the Director of
Economic Development, in consultation with the Cabinet Member for
Investment and Development, the Section 151 Officer and the Legal Officer to
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agree the Council’s contribution to the hybrid planning application, as set out
in this report.
4.

Approval be given to the MOU attached at Confidential Appendix 8 and
authority be delegated to the Director of Economic Development in
consultation with the Cabinet Member for Investment and Development, the
Section 151 Officer and the Legal Officer to negotiate a delivery strategy.

21

CABINET RESPONSE TO THE COMMUNITY & ADULT SERVICES
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE REPORT ENTITLED 'CLOSER TO HOME'

The Cabinet received a report containing the Cabinet’s response to report of the
Community and Adult Services Scrutiny Committee entitled ‘Closer to Home Project:
Out of County Placements for Adults with a Learning Disability’. The scrutiny report
set out 65 key findings and 30 recommendations. 20 recommendations have been
fully agreed, 9 have been partially agreed and one recommendation will not be
possible due to statutory guidance.

RESOLVED: that the response to the recommendations of the report of Community
and Adult Services Scrutiny Committee entitled ‘Closer to Home Project: Out of
County Placements for Adults with a Learning Disability’, as set out in appendix 2 be
approved
22

LOCAL AUTHORITY SOCIAL SERVICES ANNUAL REPORT 2020/21

The Cabinet received the 12th Annual Report of Local Authority Social Services
(Appendix 1) as required under Part 8 of the Social Services and Well-Being
(Wales) Act 2014 (SSWB Act). The priorities for action identified in the Annual
Report were reflected in the Directorate Delivery Plans for Children’s and Adult
Services for 2020/21.
RESOLVED: that the Local Authority’s Social Services Annual Report for 2020/21 be
approved for consideration by Council.
23

A BUS STRATEGY FOR CARDIFF

The Cabinet considered a report seeking approval for public consultation and
engagement to develop a Bus Strategy for Cardiff. It was proposed that the
preparation of the Bus Strategy be informed by public consultation and engagement
with key stakeholders with the strategy seeking to ensure that Cardiff had excellent
bus services that will address the needs of both current and potential passengers in
Cardiff. The strategy would contain high level and strategic options for enhanced bus
based public transport in Cardiff, which would inform a package of transport
measures and initiatives described as ‘Big Moves’. These strategic actions would
collectively enable Bus working in a way that is integrated with Metro to become an
effective mass public transit system for Cardiff.
RESOLVED: that
1.

Approval be given to the undertaking public consultation and engagement to
develop a Bus Strategy for Cardiff.
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2.

Authority be delegated to the Director of Planning, Transport and Environment,
subject to consultation with the Cabinet Member Strategic Planning and
Transport, Cabinet Member Finance, Modernisation & Performance, s.151
Officer and Director Governance and Legal Services to determine and
approve the final form and content of the public consultation and engagement
on Cardiff Council’s behalf and to deal with all ancillary matters relating thereto
in preparing the Bus Strategy.

3.

It be noted that there will be a further report on the draft Bus Strategy for
approval.

24

ACTIVE TRAVEL NETWORK MAP

The draft active travel network map was received. The map set out Cardiff’s plan for
active travel infrastructure development over the next 15 years and approval was
sought for a 12 week statutory consultation.
RESOLVED: that
1.

the consultation plan to undertake a statutory 12-week consultation on the
Draft Active Travel Network Map be approved

2.

authority be delegated to the Director of Planning, Transport & Environment to
consider the feedback to the consultation on the draft Active Travel Network
Map and approve any amendments thereto that are considered appropriate.

3.

Authority be delegatedy to the Director of Planning, Transport & Environment
to submit the final version of the Active Travel Network Map to the Welsh
Ministers for approval in accordance with the timetable set out by Welsh
Government

25

CYCLEWAY 1.2 APPOINTMENT OF PRINICPAL CONTRACTOR

Appendix 2 of the report is not for publication as it contains exempt
information pursuant to the provisions of Schedule 12A Part 4 paragraph 16 of
the Local Government Act 1972
A report seeking approval to award the contract for the construction of Cycleway 1.2
to the winning contractor: Horan Construction Ltd was received.

RESOLVED: that the contract for the construction of Cycleway 1.2 be awarded to
Horan Construction Ltd.
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Agenda Item 2
CARDIFF COUNCIL
CYNGOR CAERDYDD
CABINET MEETING: 23 SEPTEMBER 2021
SCHOOL ORGANISATION PLANNING: TY GLAS ROAD LAND
ACQUISITION
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT & SKILLS (COUNCILLOR SARAH
MERRY)
AGENDA ITEM:2
Appendices 3,4,5 and 6 to this report are not for publication as they contain
exempt information of the description contained in paragraphs 14, 16 and 21 of
Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972.
Reasons for this Report
1.

This report seeks approval for the acquisition of the freehold interest of
land at Ty Glas Road, Llanishen to allow the Council to progress options
for a mainstream community secondary school and special school
provision, in line with an independent valuation and delegate authority to
conclude the acquisition.

Background
2.

Cardiff 2030 is a ten year vision for a Capital City of Learning and
Opportunity which builds on the progress and achievements which have
been accomplished across the city’s education system, since the launch
of Cardiff 2020.

3.

The strategy sets out an ambitious vision, underpinned by five goals and
priority commitments:






4.

A Learning Entitlement;
Learners’ health and wellbeing;
Realising the Curriculum for Wales 2022 in Cardiff;
A world class education workforce; and
High quality learning environments.

The Council’s Capital Ambition strategy has made a clear commitment to
continuing the investment in, and improvement of, Cardiff schools to make
sure every child has the best possible start in life. The delivery of 21 st
century learning environments will ensure that there are appropriate, high
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quality school places for young people which meets the needs of Cardiff’s
growing and changing population.
5.

The Council are committed to ensuring the Future Generations (Wales)
Act and improving the social, economic, environmental and cultural wellbeing of Wales to create:
-

6.

A prosperous Wales
A resilient Wales
A healthier Wales
A more equal Wales
A Wales of cohesive communities
A Wales of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh language
A globally responsible Wales

In recent years there has been significant investment in the development
of the education estate in Cardiff. However, significant challenges remain
around:





sufficiency of places to meet growth in the secondary school age
population;
increased demand for additional learning needs provision;
suitability of the school estate to meet the demand of 21 st Century
Learning; and
Projected growth in education provision resulting from the Local
Development Plan.

7.

The Council has set out its vision to invest in its education estate to deliver
“Inspiring, sustainable, community-focused schools in which children and
young people can achieve their potential”.

8.

A Cabinet report outlining the strategic investment in the city’s education
estate through its Band B 21st Century School Programme was approved
on 12 October 2017 (attached as Appendix 1). Key programme benefits
have been mapped to the four key educational aims as part of the
realignment of the Council’s 21st Century Schools Programme as noted
above.

9.

The Council is seeking a strategic acquisition of the Ty Glas site, which is
a key flexible site in north Cardiff, that allows the Council to bring forward
options for secondary Education. The site is of a suitable size to locate a
community secondary school and subject to design a secondary special
school. The acquisition would enable a future proofing of secondary
education provision as the city’s population continues to grow through the
development of the strategic housing sites.

10.

The strategic acquisition would also accelerate delivery of the Council’s
21st Century Schools programme and provide for greater flexibility in the
overall programme particularly in relation to the Council’s ability to bring
forward secondary school projects for schools with condition issues on
constrained sites. Subject to planning permission, the site could offer
accommodations with options of potential uses, such as education for
secondary and/ or Additional Learning Needs (ALN).
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11.

The Council requires flexibility to provide educational services as it seeks
to dispose of a number of land assets within the city to secure capital
receipts to support the delivery of the new Band B schools programme
and capital programme more generally. The scale and strategic location
of this site offers the Council potential flexibility to manage its estate,
including the potential provision of temporary solutions.

12.

The site is well located in the city and benefits from good transport links
for the wide area the site could serve. The site is located with the
secondary school catchment areas of Llanishen High School and Ysgol
Gyfun Gymraeg Glantaf, and is in close proximity to the catchment areas
of a number of community secondary schools. The area is also served by
Corpus Christi Catholic High School and St Teilo’s Church in Wales High
School.

13.

The general benefits of acquiring a new school site rather than developing
a constrained existing one may also include the following:






No impact on educational delivery and attainment during the
construction period;
The school would be designed to be located in the optimum
location within the new site, rather than on a constrained existing
site;
No need to consider potentially complex decant arrangements;
The school could be designed with greater effectiveness around
the vision for the school without limitations brought about by no
phasing or site constraints; and
The potential forlower construction costs as a result of a faster
construction programme.

14.

Therefore, consideration has been given to purchasing this site and in
doing so supporting the Council’s aims and wider aims of the Welsh
Government. In line with the agreed heads of terms, the site could be
disposed of in the future subject to certain conditions should any
Education purposes not be brought forward.

15.

Ministerial approval has been given for the acquisition of the Ty Glas site.
Welsh Government will support the Council with the full acquisition and
demolition costs. This allocation is likely to be reflected within the Band C
programme envelope of the Council’s 21st Century Schools Programme.
The Council will fund operational and holding costs through the SOP
Revenue Reserve. It is anticipated that the Council would provide its
intervention rate contribution when future workflows are confirmed.
Should an education project not come forward in future the Council will
look to dispose of the Ty Glas site in accordance with the Council’s
procedures and reimburse Welsh Government the initial outlay from the
land receipts.
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Issues
Sufficiency of mainstream and specialist school places
16.

When considering likely demand for places across the area, a number of
factors have been used to inform projections and forecasts, including:






17.

Recent and historic numbers on roll taken from verified PLASC (Pupil
Level Annual School Census) for Cardiff schools;
Recent and historic populations known to be living in each area
utilising NHS data;
Recent and historic numbers and percentages of children attending
English-medium and Welsh-medium community and faith places in
Cardiff;
Recent and historic numbers and percentages of children transferring
from primary schools in Cardiff to secondary schools elsewhere; and
Birth rate and population data currently available indicates a cyclic
pattern in Cardiff, and nationally. Whilst school reorganisation
proposals must be appropriate for current and projected pupil
populations, an appropriate level of surplus capacity should be
available to respond to population changes.

The Council prepares school forecasts based on:





Current residential populations;
Likely child populations from the future residential developments
currently in construction and proposed;
Likely demand if parental take-up patterns were to remain consistent
with the most recent years applying these trends to the relevant
populations in future years; and
Likely demand if parental take-up patterns at entry to secondary
schools were consistent with the type of primary school (Englishmedium community, Welsh-medium community or Faith) attended,
applying this information to the relevant populations in future years.

Sufficiency of mainstream primary school places city-wide
18.

City-wide intakes to primary education in September 2021 to September
2023 are projected to reduce significantly as a consequence of a further
fall in the birth rate and changes to migration patterns, which are
evidenced in data published by the Office of National Statistics and the
most recent NHS GP registration data sets. However, changes to
populations are not consistent in all parts of the city.

19.

Overall existing capacity in the mainstream primary sector is projected to
be sufficient to accommodate demand in existing residential areas of the
city until at least 2024, in each language medium. Additional primary
school provision is planned to serve new housing developments in the
north east and north west of the city. In order to allow for changes in
population as birth rates and migration changes, a reasonable level of
surplus places must be retained.
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Sufficiency of mainstream secondary school places city-wide
20.

Following a period of growth within the primary sector, there has been an
increased demand for places at entry to secondary education city-wide in
the past five years. City-wide projections indicate that the demand for
places in the mainstream secondary sector will further increase until the
2023/24 academic year.

21.

City-wide, peak intakes at entry to secondary education of c4,115 pupils
are projected in 2022/ 2023 and 2023/ 2024, following which intakes
remain at high levels but reduce to c3,900. A significant reduction in pupils
entering secondary education, from existing housing, is projected from
2028/ 2029.

22.

However, it is anticipated that, as a result of the yield of pupils from the
new housing developments, additional school provision will be required to
provide school places local to new housing in some parts of Cardiff.

23.

Each of the existing secondary schools in and serving North Cardiff areon
sites adjacent to housing or other geographical constraints. Any significant
redevelopment of secondary schools on operational sites would therefore
be difficult, may be disruptive to existing pupils and staff, and may not
result in the most appropriate layout of a school site. Consideration should
therefore be given to the acquisition of a new site in order to continue to
provide sufficient places to achieve the transformation goals of developing
existing Cardiff schools into a 21st Century Schools estate.

Sufficiency of specialist places for children with Additional Learning Needs
24.

The number of young people with Additional Learning Needs (ALN),
including those with severe and complex needs who require a place in a
special school or Specialist Resource Base (SRB), has grown significantly
since 2012. This can be partly attributed to the overall school-age
population increase but it is also related to other factors including:




Improved survival rates for children born with significant disabilities,
resulting in a higher percentage incidence of severe and complex
disabilities
Increased incidence of specific needs such as autism
Higher incidence of children and young people with social emotional and
mental health needs

25.

Four of Cardiff’s special schools are classified as “D” for suitability and are
also at full capacity. Whilst agreed proposals to replace and expand
Woodlands High School and Riverbank School will address the suitability
issues, the Council does not have sufficient specialist provision to meet
fully the current and projected need.

26.

At present, Cardiff has a shortfall in its specialist ALN (Social, Emotional
& Mental Health) provision of c120 places, which is therefore met in
private provision, out of county provision or with support in mainstream
schools, and there is a projected shortfall of c189 places by 2025.
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27.

The reliance on independent schools to provide such places, and the
increasing cost of supporting greater numbers of children with statements
in mainstream schools, is a significant and growing financial challenge for
Cardiff.

28.

Feasibility work undertaken to identify potential sites to expand ALN
provision has concluded that the required scale of expansion of places on
existing sites is not possible, and consideration should therefore be given
to the acquisition of a new site.

Ty Glas site
29.

A site at Ty Glas Road of c7.2Ha has been identified as suitable for the
development of a 21st century school campus. A plan attached as
Appendix 2 sets out the location and boundaries of the site.

30.

The site is conveniently located for public transport, with regular bus
services and railway stations close by.

31.

Each of Cardiff’s existing special schools provide places that meet a
different additional learning need and/ or age range, and each serves the
entire Cardiff area.

32.

Community access to the new build school facilities and opportunities for
use of these by third party organisations would be a key consideration
when designing any new school site.

33.

The Ty Glas site, and local infrastructure off-site, would support the
development of secondary and/or special school provision. If, following
consultation and further feasibility work on preferred options, the Council
decided not to proceed with establishing a school on the Ty Glas site, the
Council would consider alternative uses for the site or could dispose of
the site for a capital receipt.

Land Matters
34.

Land requirements for schools in Wales must following Building Bulletin
Guidelines 98, 99 and 103 for secondary, primary and special schools
respectively. Given the land requirements to deliver schools that are
compliant with Building Bulletin requirements, the search for developable
sites has included sites not currently within the ownership of the Council.

35.

The Council has engaged with the existing owners and has agreed Heads
of Terms which are appended as Confidential Appendix 3.

36.

As part of the process, due to the nature of the site, extensive due
diligence has been undertaken and this report is outlined in Confidential
Appendix 4.

37.

Independent external valuers have been engaged to advise the Council
on the proposed acquisition and will take account of the costs outlined in
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Confidential Appendix 4 to provide the Council with a valuation report
which is appended in Confidential Appendix 5.
38.

A full commercial summary of the acquisition can also be found in
Confidential Appendix 6.

Community Benefits
39.

Cardiff Council is committed to contributing to the social, economic and
environmental well-being of the wider communities involved in projects
awarded through SEWSCAP. All contractors on SEWSCAP are
contractually bound to commit to working with the Council to achieve
community benefits related targets. A specific Community Benefits Plan
will be produced with input from SOP at the time of developing a specific
set of proposals.

40.

Community benefits will be a non-core aspect to the contract and will not
be a factor in the decision to award the contract but will be a key
requirement of these schemes.

41.

The key community benefits deliverables required of Contractors for every
project are:








Training and employment opportunities, including apprenticeships,
NVQs and H&S training;
Opportunities to recruit and train long term economically inactive
persons as part of the workforce;
Maximising supply chain opportunities for SMEs, including social
enterprises and supported businesses;
Advertising sub-contracting opportunities on Sell2Wales and using
the Welsh Government’s Supplier Development Service to hold
“Meet the Buyer” events;
Working with local schools and colleges – to develop knowledge and
experience of pupils relating to the construction industry as well as
promoting opportunities for work experience / work placements.
Contributing to community schemes; and
Minimising Environmental Impacts and taking part in the Considerate
Contractors Scheme.

Sustainability-Low carbon and Bio-diversity
42.

Within the design of school sites, the vegetation and drainage on site
would offer the opportunity to increase site biodiversity and encourage
ecological development. Proposals should provide links and continuity
with the surrounding habitats and existing ecology.

43.

Cardiff expects its schools to reduce the city’s dependency on fossil fuels
and be designed in such a way as to be a low carbon emission building.
In doing so, the design and construction process shall identify and
implement methods to reduce carbon emissions and water demand and
shall implement sustainable drainage systems, and minimise embodied
carbon by sourcing recyclable and reclaimable products wherever
possible.
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44.

All users including the school and wider communities will be shown and
encouraged to use the school buildings to optimise the operational energy
used as part of the wider school sustainability strategy.

45.

The briefing documents will be aligned with industry best practice and the
procurement process will stipulate that the principal contractors will be
required to produce a net zero operation pathway for the project at tender
stage, monitor during the design development, verify at practical
completion and monitor for five years post completion.

46.

The key themes to achieve this are:






Reduce demand by passive measures of orientation and building form,
fabric and air permeability and to simplify the MEP installation using
highly efficient plant.
Optimise use of on-site renewables and minimise any offsetting.
Use low carbon materials that can be part of the circular economy.
Eliminate the need to use fossil fuels.
Improve monitoring and data collection of both operational and
embodied carbon.

Local Member consultation and Scrutiny Consideration
47.

The Children and Young People’s Scrutiny Committee will consider this
report at its meeting on 21 September 2021. Any comments received will
be circulated at the Cabinet meeting.

Reason for Recommendations
48.

To progress the acquisition of the site as outlined in Appendix 2 in order
to facilitate the development of new-build education facilities in North
Cardiff.

Financial Implications
49.

This report recommends the acquisition of sites in readiness for use in
future 21st Century Schools projects. This decision would enable officers
to acquire freehold interest of land at Ty Glas Road, Llanishen. The
following paragraphs set out the points for consideration prior to any
acquisition. Cost estimates have been provided by the SOP team and
supported by cost consultants.

50.

Whilst the planned acquisition will support the 21st Century Schools
Programme by providing flexibility in considering options, this should be
accompanied by confidence that a specific planned use for the site will
ultimately be identified. In the event of no education use being identified
for all or part of the site acquired, the likelihood of a return equal to the
investment not used should be factored into any risk assessment. Equal
consideration should be given to the length of time that all or part of the
site will not be used for building purposes and any associated ongoing
costs need to be factored into the Business Plan.
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51.

Welsh Government are considering opportunities to initially fund the
acquisition, through the ongoing 21st Century School capital programme.
Current discussions indicate that the WG funding would be capped and
would only be available for the capital acquisition and ground remediation
costs. No funding would be made available for site security or holding
costs. Should any portion of the site be used for non-education purposes
the grant could be clawed back on a pro rata basis (with an equal split of
any profit if sold). The grant award will stipulate that education provision
on the site would need to be developed within 7 years of acquisition and
continue for 30 years from the date of the grant award. In addition any
resulting capital receipts identified due to development of Ty Glas will
need to be reinvested into Cardiff’s educational estate or shared with WG.

52.

Any additional revenue costs in relation to site acquisition and ongoing
security costs will need to be met from the SOP revenue reserve for the
duration, along with any ongoing capital financing costs relating to any
borrowing required. Any unused land will need to be considered within the
context of VAT in order to ensure that no financial liabilities are incurred
unnecessarily, and this risk would be mitigated if there is a clear
understanding of the planned use for the whole of the site prior to initiation
so that tax implications can be worked through early in the project
timeframe.

53.

Due to the age of the buildings on the site asbestos is prevalent. Due
diligence has been undertaken in relation to asbestos removal required
as part of any demolition of existing buildings, but the estimated costs are
subject to change as work is undertaken. Under the current proposal
Welsh Government will fund capital costs associated with the acquisition
and demolition of the Ty Glas site, with the Council funding site holding
costs (including security and insurance) through the SOP Revenue
Reserve. At present, estimates are based on ground investigations with
limited site access, along with desktop valuations from demolition
specialists with a level of contingency added. These costs will be kept
under review in line with the planned demolition and site use to ensure
these additional costs are affordable within the SOP Revenue Reserve.
Risks related to the site will be identified and actions taken to mitigate
against them.

54.

The site has previously been opted to tax for VAT by the current owner.
Current plans would mean acquisition of the site with VAT payable, which
would be recoverable, with the future use of the site intended for nonbusiness or standard rated supply services. Any exempt supply would
require the Council to consider opting to tax, so usage of the site should
be closely monitored to ensure no adverse impact on the Councils overall
partial exemption calculation.

Legal Implications
Property Advice
55.

Section 120 of the Local Government Act 1972 enables the Council to
acquire land for either (a) the benefit, improvement or development of its
area or (b) for any of it functions under any enactment. The Council’s
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Disposal and Acquisition of Land Procedure Rules requires the decision
maker to have regard to advice from a qualified valuer, to ensure value
for money.
56.

The Cabinet needs to take account of the Council’s fiduciary duties to the
local residents and taxpayers. As such, proper consideration needs to be
given to the risks, rewards and potential future liabilities of the proposals
which are the subject of this report.

Equalities & Welsh Language
57.

In considering this matter the decision maker must have regard to the
Council’s duties under the Equality Act 2010 (including specific Welsh
public sector duties). Pursuant to these legal duties Councils must, in
making decisions, have due regard to the need to (1) eliminate unlawful
discrimination, (2) advance equality of opportunity and (3) foster good
relations on the basis of protected characteristics. Protected
characteristics are:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Age
Gender reassignment
Sex
Race – including ethnic or national origin, colour or nationality
Disability
Pregnancy and maternity
Marriage and civil partnership
Sexual orientation
Religion or belief – including lack of belief.

58.

An equalities impact assessment would need to be undertaken at the time
of developing proposals for the relevant site.

59.

The decision maker should be mindful of the Welsh Language (Wales)
Measure 2011 and the Welsh Language Standards.

The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015
60.

The Well-Being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 (‘the Act’) places
a ‘well-being duty’ on public bodies aimed at achieving 7 national wellbeing goals for Wales - a Wales that is prosperous, resilient, healthier,
more equal, has cohesive communities, a vibrant culture and thriving
Welsh language, and is globally responsible. In discharging its duties
under the Act, the Council has set and published well-being objectives
designed to maximise its contribution to achieving the national well-being
goals. The wellbeing objectives are set out in Cardiff’s Corporate Plan
2020 -23.

61.

When exercising its functions, the Council is required to take all
reasonable steps to meet its wellbeing objectives. This means that the
decision makers should consider how the proposed decision will
contribute towards meeting the wellbeing objectives and must be satisfied
that all reasonable steps have been taken to meet those objectives.
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62.

The wellbeing duty also requires the Council to act in accordance with a
‘sustainable development principle’. This principle requires the Council to
act in a way which seeks to ensure that the needs of the present are met
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs. Put simply, this means that Council decision makers must take
account of the impact of their decisions on people living their lives in
Wales in the future. In doing so, the Council must:
•
•
•
•
•

63.

Look to the long term
Focus on prevention by understanding the root causes of problems
Deliver an integrated approach to achieving the 7 national wellbeing goals
Work in collaboration with others to find shared sustainable
solutions
Involve people from all sections of the community in the decisions
which affect them

The decision maker must be satisfied that the proposed decision accords
with the principles above; and due regard must be given to the Statutory
Guidance issued by the Welsh Ministers, which is accessible on line using
the link below:
http://gov.wales/topics/people-and-communities/people/futuregenerations-act/statutory-guidance/?lang=en

Policy and Budget Framework
64.

The decision maker must be satisfied that the proposal is within the Policy
and Budget Framework, if it is not then the matter must be referred to
Council.

HR Implications
65.

There are no HR implications arising out of this report.

Property Implications
66.

The Strategic Estates Department has worked closely with the Education
Directorate to appraise a number of potential school sites. Given the need
comply with Building Bulletin site requirements it has been necessary to
consider land not currently in within the ownership of the Council.

67.

Much of the property matters and implications are identified and
discussed in the body of this report and also in further detail in the
Confidential Appendices.

68.

Where there are resultant land transactions, or further negotiations or
valuations required to deliver these proposals, these should be done so
in accordance with the Council’s Asset Management process and in
consultation with Strategic Estates and relevant service areas.

69.

Further due diligence is required on the title and the agreed Heads of
Terms outlined a specific timescale for exchange and completion of the
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acquisition in the event of a Cabinet approval. Strategic Estates will
continue to work with Education on the site acquisition and the advice on
management of the site thereafter.
Traffic and Transport Implications
70.

The Council’s Transport White Paper sets out the Council’s commitment
to deliver a range of transformational transport projects to help tackle
climate change, air pollution and the adverse impacts of car dependency
on people’s health.

71.

The White Paper highlights that the most common cause of death for
children between the ages of five and 14 years is being hit by a vehicle,
whilst fear of traffic and the cars clogging up our streets have put a stop
to children playing outside and limited their independence.

72.

The adopted Local Development Plan sets a target to achieve a 50:50
split between journeys by car and journeys made by foot, cycle and/or use
of public transport by 2026.

73.

The Council’s Transport White Paper sets a much more ambitious modal
shift target and seeks to achieve over 60% of daily work trips to be made
by sustainable modes of travel by 2025 with this share increasing to
around 75% by 2030.

74.

Achieving this target will require changes to the way children travel to
school.

75.

Travel to school creates considerable pressure on Cardiff’s transport
network. 30% of all car-based trips during the morning peak are journeys
to school. There are around 40,000 car trips to school each day in Cardiff.

76.

Yet, journeys to school are often very short; 75% of journeys to education
are within 3km of people’s homes. More of these journeys could be made
by active modes if all schools are well connected to their catchment areas
by safe and convenient active travel routes.

77.

The Transport White Paper includes the commitment to “Develop Active
Travel Plans and accessible walking and cycling routes for all schools by
working with children, teachers, parents and governors to promote
walking, scooting and cycling to and from schools”.

78.

The new school developments being brought forward as part of the
Council’s 21st Century Schools programme provide the opportunity to
deliver on this commitment by ensuring that active travel infrastructure is
properly planned and provided as an essential and integral element of the
scheme design.

79.

Key to this will be ensuring that the design and layout of buildings and the
site access arrangements prioritise travel by active and sustainable
modes. Other critical elements will be the location of access points in
positions which take account of the alignment of the surrounding network
of roads and pathways and which serve to minimise walking and cycling
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distances and avoid unnecessary detours for people travelling.
Development of the proposed new site provides an opportunity to design
accesses in more appropriate and convenient locations to suit desire
lines.
80.

A Transport Assessment (TA) will be required to assess the traffic impacts
and off-site infrastructure required to accommodate any development and
facilitate sustainable access to the development in a way which accords
with national planning policies in Planning Policy Wales (Edition 11, 2021)
and the Council’s Local Development Plan.

81.

Planning Policy Wales requires the use of a sustainable transport
hierarchy in relation to all new development, which prioritises walking,
cycling and public transport ahead of the private motor vehicles.
Effectively this requires the designers of the new schools on the Ty Glas
site to give priority to how children can access the site on foot and by
bicycle before considering requirements for access by motorised
transport. The Council’s Local Development Plan requires all
development proposals to maximise access by sustainable transport to
contribute to modal shift from car travel to walking, cycling and public
transport.

82.

The TA will identify the on-site and off-site infrastructure to maximise
access by sustainable modes, including provision to prioritise active
journeys to school - separated cycle routes, crossings, speed reduction
measures as well as necessary works associated with required vehicular
access onto the site. The transport team has already commenced
engagement with the designers and transport consultants for the project
to ensure that appropriate facilities to support sustainable travel are
considered at the outset of the project and incorporated into the site
master plan.

83.

Opportunities to make existing roads and streets within the surrounding
area safer for active travel by managing vehicle speeds and filtering out
through traffic will also be investigated as part of the Transport
Assessment. Work to develop the new Active Travel Network Map for
Cardiff as required under the Active Travel Act is now underway and is
currently being consulted on. This identifies measures and schemes to
expand Cardiff’s existing active travel network and provide better off road
and on road active travel routes to key trip destinations including schools.
The outputs of this work will be useful in informing the infrastructure
measures required off-site to maximise access to the new school by active
modes.
School Active Travel Plans

84.

The Council is committed to ensuring that every school in Cardiff has an
Active Travel Plan by 2022. Such a plan identifies actions by the school
to support and encourage active travel to school and will also identify any
improvements to on-site and off-site infrastructure required to facilitate
active journeys.
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85.

All new schools will need to have such a plan in place from the outset of
their operation. An Active Travel Plan for an expanded or new school site
should be informed by both the Transport Assessment and any existing
Active Travel Plan and developed with full involvement of the pupils and
staff, both at the existing school and involving pupils and staff in the
catchment school populations. The Active Travel Plan for the new school
should be linked to the Active Travel Plans for the feeder or cluster
schools. This will help to encourage active travel across each age group
and ensure that all pupils entering the new school are equipped with the
skills they need to travel to school by active modes. The Council’s Active
Travel Plans officers can support the development of the Active Travel
Plan. Other support can be offered through the Council’s Road Safety
Team which delivers National Standards Cycle Training to schools in
Cardiff. The Council’s Active Travel Schools and Road Safety Teams will
provide vital inputs to inculcate and support sustainable and active travel
to the new school from the day it opens.
Off-site infrastructure

86.

The site is located next to a large industrial estate which is served by
heavily trafficked local distributor roads, Ty Glas Road and Ty Glas
Avenue. These roads, by way of the volume of traffic they carry, and the
poor quality of pedestrian facilities, physically sever the site of the
proposed new school from parts of the immediate Llanishen area for
walking to school. Therefore, it is essential that pedestrian crossing
facilities – both new ‘stand-alone’ crossings and crossings provided as
part of modifications to existing junctions (including the junction of Ty Glas
Road and Ty Glas Avenue and the junction with the site access) are
designed in a way which connects with key off-site walking routes and
facilitates pedestrian desire lines.

87.

The western edge of the existing site is currently severed from the
residential areas to the west of the site boundary. It is essential that pupils
travelling on foot/bicycle from this side of the site can access the school
directly, without having to make any inconvenient detour.

88.

It is recommended that engagement with children and parents living in the
local area takes place to ensure that off-site routes and crossings
facilitates the routes that children will want to use, and parents will be
happy with them being used.

89.

Given the potential large size of the catchment area for the new school, it
is also essential to take the opportunity to build in connections to the wider
strategic cycle network so that cycling to school becomes an option for
children who live beyond a reasonable walking distance from the site but
may not qualify for free school transport. The opportunities to provide offroad routes and separated on-road routes for cycling connecting with the
school will need to be investigated as part of the Transport Assessment
process.

90.

The roads within adjacent industrial estate are wide and offer the potential
for the provision of on-road separated cycle routes. Opportunities for
connecting these facilities to the wider existing and planned strategic
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cycle network must be investigated. For example, there is potential to
provide a direct walking and cycling access to residential areas to the east
of the industrial estate which could potentially connect with future sections
of Cycleway 1 along Lake Road North and planned routes along the Roath
Recreation Ground/Roath Park Lake corridor. Onward cycling
connections to Cyncoed and the Llanedeyrn and Pentwyn areas of the
school catchment must also be investigated. These routes are likely to
feature within the Council’s new Active Travel Network Map (required
under the Active Travel (Wales) Act 2013) which is currently being
developed.
91.

Off-site infrastructure design must anticipate the imminent introduction of
legislation in the Senedd (2023) that will make 20mph the default speed
limit in built-up areas. Ty Glas Road, Ty Glas Avenue and roads within the
adjacent industrial estate will almost certainly fit the criteria for having a
20mph speed limit.
Public Transport

92.

The site is located close to Ty Glas rail station on the Coryton line. The
station can be accessed directly from within the industrial estate via
Malvern Drive. The roads and junctions within the industrial estate are
very wide which encourages high vehicle speeds so measures are
required including crossing facilities and narrowing of junction radii to
ensure that pupils travelling by train can safely access the school site on
foot. The existing bus gate between Malvern Drive and Smith Road
provides the opportunity for buses to access the site from both Ty Glas
Avenue and Caerphilly Road so bus stop and bus drop off facilities should
be located close the main vehicular access to the school on Parc Ty Glas.

93.

Appropriate provision would need to be made for use of public transport
services to access the school site. This would include safe waiting
facilities for pupils and staff using scheduled and additional school bus
services with safe pedestrian access to bus stops at locations convenient
to the school, and assessment of existing crossings to confirm appropriate
to the desire lines, type and level of use.

On-site infrastructure
94.

Direct pathways of sufficient width which avoid navigating through or near
to on-site parking areas should be provided for pupils accessing the site
on foot or by bicycle.

95.

The provision of secure cycle parking spaces and lockers for storage of
cycling clothes and equipment will be essential. At this early stage of the
project, the opportunity must be taken to build in the best possible secure
on-site cycle parking provision. The scope for including secure cycle
storage within the main school building should be investigated in the first
instance.

96.

Any external cycle parking must be covered and secure and be sited in a
convenient location within the site which is easy for pupils for access and
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where it benefits from surveillance. Sheffield stands are recommended.
Tiered cycle parking will not be acceptable.
97.

Cycle parking provision must meet the minimum requirements set out in
the Council’s Managing Transport Impacts SPG and the site must be able
to accommodate increases in scooter and cycle parking to meet future
demand.

98.

Vehicular access to the school site will need to be limited to staff and
vehicles requiring access for essential servicing.

99.

On-site car parking should be in accordance with the Council’s Managing
Transport Impacts Supplementary Planning Guidance (2018). The
maximum car parking requirements for mainstream schools within the
SPG is one parking space per 30 pupils. In the case of special schools a
specific agreement would be made and could be expected to be in the
order of one parking space per 8 pupils.

100.

Parking on street near the school will be discouraged through the
introduction of appropriate parking restrictions. The Council is currently
introducing School Streets in selected suitable locations; the use of Traffic
Regulation Orders to restrict vehicular access on streets outside schools
at morning drop-off and afternoon pick-up times. Where the street layout
is suitable this approach could potentially be used to restrict parking and
access associated with a new school at the site.

Equality Impact Assessment
101.

A Statutory Screening Tool including Equality Impact Assessment would
be undertaken at the appropriate time of education proposals being
developed for the site, and would be updated as the proposals are
progressed.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The Cabinet is recommended to:
1.

Subject to contract, acquire the freehold interest for the land at Ty Glas,
Llanishen in line with an independent valuation.

2.

Delegate responsibility to the Director of Economic Development (in
consultation with Director of Education) and Section 151 officer for all
matters relating to the acquisition of land and demolition.

SENIOR RESPONSIBLE
OFFICER

Melanie Godfrey
Director of Education & Lifelong Learning
17 September 2021
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The following appendices are attached:
Appendix 1: Cabinet Report, 12 October 2017
Appendix 2: Red Line site boundary
Appendix 3: Heads of Terms (confidential item)
Appendix 4: Due Diligence (confidential item)
Appendix 5: Valuer’s Report (confidential item)
Appendix 6: Commercial Summary (confidential item)
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APPENDIX 1
CARDIFF COUNCIL
CYNGOR CAERDYDD
CABINET MEETING: 12 OCTOBER 2017
DEVELOPING THE EDUCATION ESTATE IN CARDIFF
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT & SKILLS (COUNCILLOR SARAH
MERRY)
AGENDA ITEM: 4
DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION AND LIFELONG LEARNING
Reason for this Report
1.

To outline the challenges and opportunities facing Cardiff in the
development of the education estate and to highlight aspects which
require proposals to be brought forward to subsequent Cabinet meetings
in the following areas:



Cardiff priority schemes for Band B of the 21st Century Schools
Programme
An approach to the development of provision for learners with
additional learning needs (ALN), including the development of new
provision and the remodelling of existing provision in Cardiff schools

Context
2.

The Council and its partners outlined in 2016 a clear vision for education
in the city in Cardiff 2020: a renewed vision for education and learning in
Cardiff
“All children and young people in Cardiff attend a great school and
develop the knowledge skills and characteristics that lead them to
become personally successful, economically productive and actively
engaged citizens.”

3.

There are five key goals to deliver Cardiff’s aspiration:






4.

Excellent outcomes for all learners
A high quality workforce
21st Century learning environments
A self-improving school system
Schools and Cardiff in partnership

The Council’s Capital Ambition strategy has made a clear commitment to
continuing the investment in, and improvement of, Cardiff schools to
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make sure every child has the best possible start in life. The delivery of
21st century learning environments will ensure that there are appropriate,
high quality school places for young people which meets the needs of
Cardiff’s growing and changing population.
5.

In recent years there has been significant investment in the development
of the education estate in Cardiff, both prior to, and then as part of, the
Band A phase of the Welsh Government 21st Century Schools
Programme. Cardiff has benefitted greatly from the initial “Band A”
investment programme of the 21st Century Schools programme, with
circa £164 million to expand the number of both English and Welsh
medium places. Band A will deliver two new High Schools: Eastern High
in collaboration with Cardiff & Vale College and Cardiff West Community
High School as well as six new primary schools.

6.

However significant challenges remain as a result of the rapid growth in
the school age population, and against a background of many of the
existing school buildings requiring significant further investment to bring
them up to an acceptable standard.

7.

The first part of this report outlines the:





Sufficiency needs of the school population;
Condition of the school estate;
Suitability of the estate to meet the demands of 21st Century
Learning;
Projected growth in education provision resulting from the Local
Development Plan.

8.

Sufficiency refers to the capacity of the school estate to meet the
numbers of young people who require school places.

9.

There are four categories used to define the condition of school
buildings.
These are:
A - Performing as intended and operating efficiently;
B - Performing as intended but exhibiting minor deterioration;
C - Exhibiting major defects and not operating as intended;
D - Life expired and risk of imminent failure.

10.

The factors that influence suitability of use for the delivery of 21st
Century learning are:





Age of school (c.50% of Cardiff schools built 1945-1976; 25%
Victorian schools);
Building design;
Pedagogy;
Best use of facilities.

The report then sets out the challenges facing Cardiff in relation to:
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 Cardiff priorities for Band B of the 21st Century Schools Programme
 Funding for the management and maintenance of the existing
education estate
 An approach to the development of provision additional learning
needs (ALN), including the development of new, and the remodelling
of existing, provision in Cardiff schools.
Analysis of Need
Sufficiency Issues in the Mainstream
11.

The Council, as the Local Education Authority, has a statutory duty under
the Education Act 1996 to ensure that it provides sufficient school places
in Cardiff. This requires the Council to ensure that it has local schools for
local children and an appropriate balance of school places in primary,
secondary, and special sectors and through the mediums of both English
and Welsh for the young people of Cardiff.

12.

The significant factors that influence the sufficiency of school places in
Cardiff include:


A rapidly growing population in the city that has seen growth by
1.1% per annum, which is equivalent to around 4,000 individuals for
the past 10 years;



This has resulted in successive, large reception age cohorts of
4,200 children entering the system and significantly exceeding the
intakes in the last 10-year period. The most recent reception intake
represents an increase of 28%, with over 800 more children,
compared to the 2006 intake of 3,381;



The large primary cohorts are now reaching secondary school age
and by September 2019, they will exceed the numbers of places
available across the city at entry to Year 7;



As Cardiff’s population has grown, so has the number of children
with Additional Learning Needs (ALN). At present, 23.4% of pupils
in Cardiff schools have an Additional Learning Need (ALN). There
are currently appropriately 1,800 statements of ALN across the
authority. There are a range of schools and settings located across
Cardiff which meet the educational needs of this cohort of young
people. However the demand for places exceeds the number of
places available and this trend is set to continue into the future.



The Local Development Plan adopted by Cardiff maps the
infrastructure required to facilitate and sustain the city’s growth up
to 2026. This involves the potential building of 41,415 homes over
the period of the plan, including sizeable strategic sites in the north
and west of the city. There will be up to 5000 homes in each area.
This will generate significant increases in the demand for school
places across the city over the next 10 years.
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Primary Sector Sufficiency
13.

4,339 children entered reception in September 2016. There was a 5%
surplus of places at reception and a 6.4% surplus in the other year
groups of the mainstream primary sector (ages 4-11). The Council has
delivered:



6% surplus in English Medium primary schools (age 4-11);
9% surplus in Welsh Medium primary schools (age 4-11).

14.

An analysis of levels of surplus in the primary school sector indicate that
a broad balance in the supply of, and demand for, English Medium
places may be achieved through changes to catchment areas and/ or
other organisational changes. There remain some localised sufficiency
issues in Butetown and in Fairwater.

15.

In accordance with the Welsh Government Policy aspirations and the
Cardiff Council’s Welsh in Education Strategic Plan (WESP), some
additional investment is necessary to increase Welsh medium places in
primary phase.

Secondary Sector Sufficiency
16.

The rising primary aged school population will lead to a shortage of
English medium secondary school places in 2019.

17.

There are currently 134 forms of entry for Year 7 combining Foundation,
Faith and Community secondary schools across both English and Welsh
language mediums.

18.

The most recent secondary school projections suggests that demand for:

19.



English-medium places at entry to secondary education (Year 7)
will exceed places available by September 2019;



English-medium places throughout the whole secondary age
range (11-16) will exceed places available by September 2022;



Welsh-medium places at entry to secondary education will exceed
places available by September 2021.

The projections indicate that there will need to be an additional 8 Forms
of Entry (equating to 240 pupil places more per year) over and above the
existing 114 form of entry city-wide at entry to Year 7 in the Englishmedium sector, in order to accommodate the existing residential
population and known migration patterns. The central areas of the city
have the most acute need for additional schools places.
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Bilingual Cardiff 2017-202 and Welsh in Education Strategic Plan 20172020
20.

The Welsh Government’s Welsh Language Strategy sets out the vision
of a million Welsh speakers across Wales by 2050. Cardiff Council has
developed a five-year Bilingual Cardiff strategy to increase the number of
Welsh speakers within Cardiff that builds upon the work already
undertaken to meet the needs of Welsh speakers, learners and
communities across the city.

21.

Cardiff Council believes that the education system is a key element in
ensuring that children are able to develop their Welsh skills, and for
creating new speakers. Cardiff’s Welsh in Education Strategic Plan
(WESP) supports both strategies. The WESP also contributes to the
seven national well-being goals within the Well-being of Future
Generations Act. In particular to a prosperous Wales providing high
quality education and training to children and young people in the
language of their choice and creating a vibrant and thriving Welsh
culture.

22.

Between 2016/17 and 2021/22, there is a projected increase of total
pupils taught through the medium of Welsh in Cardiff to 15.2% making a
significant contribution to meeting the targets set in the Council’s
Bilingual Cardiff Strategy.

23.

It is recognised that the continued growth in the Welsh-medium primary
sector will necessitate an increase in provision in the Welsh-medium
secondary sector, however it is not anticipated that this will be required
until after 2022. There is currently a 16% net surplus capacity within the
secondary sector due to the 3rd Welsh Medium High School, Ysgol Bro
Edern, opening in the 2013/13 academic year. Therefore, adaptation to
existing provision can be utilised until after 2024, taking the need for
additional Welsh secondary provision outside of the timescales of Band
B. For Reception applications in September 2017, there was 12%
surplus capacity across 10 welsh medium primary schools, as Cardiff
has invested heavily in primary sufficiency as part of its Band A capital
programme.

24.

The Council will continue to monitor pupil projections, conduct feasibility
studies and undertake planning and development work to ensure that the
Council will be in a position to ensure the sufficiency of Welsh medium
secondary places when necessary. Additional provision will be required
to accommodate the residential population generated by the Local
Development Plan (LDP) major housing sites in the North and West of
the City.

Sufficiency Issues in the special sector
25.

There has been a significant growth in the numbers of young people with
Additional Learning Needs (ALN) since 2012. This can be attributed to
the general population growth but it is also related to other factors, such
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as the improved survival rates for children with complex disabilities and
increased incidence/identification of autism spectrum conditions.
26.

The need for special school places is projected to grow over the next 510 years. Increased need is anticipated in all areas of ALN and
particularly in:





Behaviour emotional and social needs (BESN);
Complex learning needs (CLN); The term CLN is used here as a
generic term for a range of primary need labels, including severe
learning difficulties (SLD), physical and medical needs (PMED),
profound and multiple learning disabilities (PMLD).
Autism spectrum conditions (ASC).

27.

Between 2017 and 2022 an additional 220 places for pupils with autism
spectrum conditions and complex learning needs, and approximately 70
additional places for pupils with behaviour emotional and social needs,
will be required in order to meet growing demand.

28.

The rate of growth over the last 5-10 years has exceeded earlier
projections. Over the last two years, the Local Authority special school
provision has been unable to meet fully the current need. The additional
provision, afforded by the development of Ty Gwyn and the Marion
Centre, are now at capacity, with no further scope to extend specialist
places within the current accommodation.

29.

Cardiff has been obliged to turn to the independent sector in order to
comply with statutory duties. In 2017-18, Cardiff will be funding 113
pupils in independent special school places at a total cost of £2.5M. The
cost of these places ranges from £28K to £57k per annum, compared to
costs for Cardiff special schools of £14k to £25k per annum. The reliance
on independent schools is a significant financial challenge for Cardiff.

30.

Ty Gwyn Special School expanded and transferred to a new building in
2009. It is now at maximum capacity and provides 170 places for young
people who have profound and multiple learning difficulties or autism
spectrum conditions.

31.

The Marion Centre, on the site of the Bishop of Llandaff School, provides
55 places for young people with autism. There has been successive
growth year-on-year and this specialist provision is now at maximum
capacity.

32.

Over the same period, Cardiff has expanded places in other Specialist
Resource Bases (SRBs) located in mainstream schools, particularly for
pupils with autism spectrum conditions. Since 2012, 40 additional places
have been provided through the development of new SRBs.

Condition & Suitability Issues
33.

Cardiff has a very large education estate, with over 127 school
properties. Many sites comprise of multiple blocks, constructed during
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different decades. A large number of primary, secondary and special
schools are in a poor state of repair.
34.

Using a detailed and robust methodology, a prioritisation matrix has been
developed to classify all properties across the school estate from A to D,
with D being the worst category for the following issues:




Sufficiency of places available;
Condition of the school buildings;
Suitability of the environment for teaching.

35.

The sufficiency ratings for all schools were prepared using the corporate
population database and methodology used for the planning of school
places. The condition and suitability rating were prepared independently,
using Welsh Government approved methodology.

36.

Approximately £17m, or 14%, of maintenance and condition issues of
the estate have been addressed through Band A of the 21st Century
Schools investment programme. There has been significant investment
in the construction of two new high schools in the East and West of the
City and suitability works undertaken in primary schools.

37.

This nonetheless leaves a significant maintenance backlog of
approximately £68M, of which circa £8M is Equality Act 2010
compliance. The Local Authority’s current spend on school asset renewal
has been circa £3m per annum. This resource is allocated on a priority
basis and is predominantly limited to keeping properties safe and
watertight.

38.

Works to address the compliance issues in a number of secondary
schools in 2016-2017 required an additional investment of approximately
£5 million. A complete review of electrical compliance issues across the
city’s entire education stock resulted in additional compliance works,
estimated to have cost approximately £350K.

39.

Electrical works completed in response to condition surveys have
resulted in a much reduced asset management budget for the medium
term. Resources have been brought forward from future years to address
the immediate problems and during the summer vacation in 2017 further
asset management works have been completed.

40.

The electrical compliance works, and the significant backlog in condition
and suitability works, require the Council to explore ways of securing
significant additional investment in the education estate. This investment
is required to ensure that its ageing educational properties remain safe
and are fit-for-purpose into the future.

41.

In order to understand fully the current condition and suitability of the
school estate, Project Management Consultants were engaged in 2017
to update the 2010 conditions surveys. The focus of the 2017 analysis
was the top 15% of the school estate in the worst condition, or properties
with significant suitability issues. It is intended that the entirety of the
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education estate is resurveyed by the end of the year. Table 1 shows
the proportion of schools classified as C and D.
Table 1: C and D Condition Properties
C Condition Property

D Condition Property

42% Primary Sector (41 schools)
16% of Secondary Sector (3
56% Secondary Sector (10 schools)
schools)
88% Special Sector (6 schools)
42.

There are now three High Schools in Cardiff that are classed as “D”,
which means that they are at the end of life in terms of their condition.
These are Cantonian High, Willows High and Fitzalan High.

43.

A large proportion of primary, secondary and special schools are
classified as “C” condition, which means that they are exhibiting major
deterioration. This represents 46% of the overall estate. There are two
schools, which are in the sub-classification of “C-“. This means that the
buildings are nearing their end of life and will require urgent attention in
the very near future. These are the Court Special School and Riverbank
Special School.

Suitability
44.

In a number of Cardiff schools, teaching is inhibited by the suitability of
both internal and external accommodation. Factors such as the flexibility
of the space, its size and shape, levels of light, accessibility, ventilation
and acoustics are restricting the access of young people to a broad and
balanced curriculum.

45.

From the suitability surveys, it was found that the majority of secondary
and primary schools surveyed were classed a “C”. This means that their
environments are poor, inhibit 21st Century teaching and learning and
have an adverse impact on the school organisation.

46.

Four schools in the special sector are classified as “D” for suitability
(Table 2). These properties have poor environments, with the buildings
seriously inhibiting the schools’ ability to deliver the curriculum.
Table 2: D Suitability Properties
D Suitability Property

ALN Category

The Court Special School
Greenhill Special School
Riverbank Special School
Woodlands Special School

BESD (4-11)
BESD (11-16)
CLN (4-11)
CLN (11-19)
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Local Development Plan & Major Housing Sites
47.

The current northeast housing site is expected to generate demand for a
8-form entry high school, with the same demand situation projected in
the west of the city. Current indications are that these will not be required
until 2022/23 onwards. However, some temporary measures may be
required to accommodate demand from the early phases of housing.

48.

Determining the type of educational provision and the time-frame for
delivery will be a significant aspect of the planning of educational places
in the new housing sites. There will also be special school provision
included in these new areas. The proportion of education provision in
each medium and denomination will vary according to demand within
particular communities at the time of the building development. The
nature of the demand will be monitored throughout the build periods to
ensure that there is a sufficiency of places in all mediums and school
categories across the city.

49.

The provision of new schools serving newly established communities, in
the Local Development Plan major housing sites in the North East and
North West provides Cardiff with the opportunity to provide new Welshmedium provision. It may also provide opportunities to re-organise
existing English-medium and Welsh-medium provision, where
appropriate, in adjacent communities to deliver the aims of Cardiff’s
Welsh in Education Strategic Plan (WESP), Bilingual Cardiff Strategy
and the Welsh Government Welsh Language strategy.
Map 2: Local Development Plan, Housing Areas
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Action required to address the needs in the education estate in Cardiff
50.

The city has already responded to the statutory duties to provide a
sufficiency of school places through the delivery of the Band A 21st
Century Schools and Education Programme and through other
investment as outlined earlier in this report. However it is clear that the
growth of the pupil population, the age and condition of much of the
existing education estate and the marked growth in the need for further
special additional learning needs provision, require action to be taken
both within the timespan of Band B, 2019-2014 and prior to it.

21st Century Schools Programme
51.

The 21st Century Schools and Education Programme is a collaboration
between the Welsh Government (WG), the Welsh Local Government
Association (WLGA) and Local Authorities. It is a major, long-term and
strategic, capital investment programme with the aim of creating a
generation of 21st century schools in Wales. The programme focuses
resources on the right schools in the right places, from early years
through to Post-16. Band B of the programme runs for 2019-2024.
Councils have been invited by Welsh Government to outline their
priorities in the allocation of this funding, which in Band B draws on two
funding models.

52.

The Band A programme for 21st Century Schools was predicated on a
50:50 funding split with each local authority. The funding provided by
Welsh Government took the form of either capital grant funding passed
directly to each local authority or revenue funding provided to each local
authority to fund the capital financing costs associated with prudential
borrowing undertaken in respect of the Welsh Government’s 50% share.
The Council’s 50% share was funded through a combination of capital
receipts, released as a result of certain schemes undertaken, Section
106 funding and prudential borrowing. The prudential borrowing
undertaken was funded through the SOP Revenue Reserve, set up to
manage the revenue expenditure associated with Band A, which was
itself funded from revenue release savings from the School Delegated
Budget.

53.

Welsh Government’s approach to Band B is slightly different, in that an
additional option has been made available to local authorities. Whilst the
traditional capital grant funding model, predicated on a 50:50 cost
sharing arrangement, continues to be available, the WG introduced the
Mutual Investment Model (MIM) as an alternative option. The MIM is a
revenue funded option and is based on a 75:25 cost sharing
arrangement in the favour of local authorities. The basic premise of the
model is that any new schools created would be initially funded by the
private sector through Special Purpose Vehicles, in which Welsh
Government would be represented, and local authorities would then
lease the assets created over a period of 25 years. As such, local
authorities would pay an annual lease payment for use of the new school
facilities, rather than incurring the upfront capital costs associated with
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constructing and then owning the facilities. Welsh Government’s
proposal would be to provide revenue funding towards 75% of the annual
lease payments for the 25 year period. At the end of the 25 year period,
the assets would transfer over to the respective local authorities.
54.

Cardiff Council’s proposed vision for its Band B 21st Century School
Strategy is to deliver:
“Inspiring, sustainable, community-focused schools in which
children and young people can achieve their potential”

55.

This vision can be realised through the achievement of four Key
Educational Aims that directly link to the Welsh Government’s National
Programme Objectives.
Aim 1: To provide a sufficiency of school places across the city that are
in the right place and are at the right size to enable the delivery
of excellent education provision.
Aim 2: To provide high quality educational facilities that will meet the
diverse requirements of the 21st Century.
Aim 3: To optimise the use of education infrastructure for the benefit of
the wider community across Cardiff.
Aim 4: To ensure that Cardiff achieves best value from its resources to
improve the efficiency and cost effectiveness of the education
estate.

56.

A Stakeholder Reference group was formed in March 2017 to secure
views of stakeholders on the priorities for Cardiff’s school organisation
programme for 2019-2024, including the Band B submission. Chaired by
Chris Taylor, Professor of Education at the Wales institute of Social and
Economic Research, the group had a wide range of headteacher and
some governor representation from the primary, secondary and special
schools and early years’ representatives. The purpose of the group was
to:




Review the population projections for the city;
Comment on the Local Development Plan (LDP) Education Strategy;
Review the methodology for the Band B 21st Century Schools
Programme.

57.

The Stakeholders Reference Group met on six different occasions
between March and June 2017. The group covered the funding context,
population projections, the LDP, condition and suitability, the theory and
design underpinning 21st Century Schools, Additional Learning Needs,
Sixth Form provision, the influences of, and upon, parental preference
and explored principles for prioritization of schemes. The outcome of the
work of this group was disseminated to all headteachers at the citywide
meeting in July 2017.

58.

The Stakeholders’ Reference Group proposed some guiding principles to
inform the priorities for Band B in Cardiff. These are:
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 Every school should be secure, safe and be fit for purpose for 21st
Century learning;
 Meeting the needs of learners should determine priorities;
 Proposals should ensure/maximise equality of opportunity and
accessibility (and conversely not worsen equality of opportunity).
59.

The sufficiency, suitability and condition issues in Cardiff outlined in the
first part of this report are the basis for the request for funding from
Cardiff to Welsh Government under the Band B programme. Funding is
required to enable the Council to:





Remove “D” condition, end of life, school properties;
Address the 8 form of entry sufficiency issue in the English medium
secondary sector in the central area of the City;
Address the sufficiency, condition and suitability issues in the
Special Sector, in both primary & secondary settings;
Address local sufficiency issues in Welsh medium primary schools
in the East & West of the City;
Address local sufficiency issues in English medium primary schools
in Cardiff Bay & West of the City.

60.

The Band B phase of the 21st Century Schools Programme will
commence in April 2019 and is scheduled to run until 2024.

61.

The outline programme will address a significant proportion of the asset
maintenance backlog within the school estate. It is not possible,
however, to address all issues within Band B and other options will be
considered for those schools not within the outline of this programme.

62.

The funding required by the Council to match fund the 21st Century
Schools will depend on clarification of the amount of funding available
from Welsh Government and of the most viable funding model. It is
anticipated that indicative allocations of funding will be announced in late
October or early November 2017. Following this notification, proposals
for specific schemes would be developed and would be outlined in a
subsequent paper to Cabinet for decision.

63.

Any specific project to increase the size of a school establishment, or
change its location will require statutory consultation and Cabinet
determination. The statutory consultation would set out the detailed
proposals and proposed location for each scheme. It would also indicate
whether there were any proposed co-locations with other educational
establishments. It is important that these are considered in full, alongside
any collaborative opportunities, in order to optimise the economies and
educational benefits that can be delivered from the projects.

Asset Management
64.

The Band B submission for 21st Century funding will only address some
of the condition and suitability issues. The 46% of the overall school
estate in a “C” condition, which is exhibiting major deterioration, will need
attention in the near future.
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65.

The need to increase funding within the capital programme for school
asset renewal will be progressed as part of the Council’s future capital
programme.

66.

Schools comprise a very significant proportion of the Council’s overall
estate. Strengthened alignment between the management of school
buildings and of the wider Council estate will be delivered through a
refreshed approach to the exercise of the Council’s responsibilities as
“landlord” across all aspects of the estate, with, in particular, an
enhanced focus on ensuring health and safety compliance.

67.

Whilst Band B will significantly reduce the asset maintenance backlog, a
limited number of schools will experience the benefit of the Welsh
Government and Cardiff Council investment. As a result, a large number
of schools will continue to experience issues in respect of the condition of
their building. The pressure upon the annual asset renewal budget,
approved as part of the Council’s annual capital programme, will
continue to be high.

68.

In the Council’s Budget Strategy Report, approved by Cabinet at the
meeting of 27 July 2017, the approach to the capital programme was
outlined for the next financial year. The need to address funding within
the capital programme for school asset renewal will be progressed as
part of the Council’s process for developing the next iteration of the
capital programme, and in light of funding allocation announcements
from Welsh Government in relation to Band B. Proposals will be included
in the February 2018 Budget report.

Developing provision to meet Additional Learning Needs
69.

In order to address some of the immediate pressures related to the
shortfall in the sufficiency of special school places, there is a need to
implement short-term, interim measures in addition to planning for longer
term expansion of provision.

70.

With regard to the needs of children and young people with behavioural
emotional and social needs (BESN), the Council has taken steps to
provide additional ‘revolving door’ places for primary pupils, expand the
Pupil Referral Unit (PRU) and secure alternative curriculum provision for
secondary pupils from September 2017. A further 50 new places are
likely to be needed between 2018 and 2022.

71.

In the short-term, additional places could be provided by developing 6-8
additional Specialist Resource Bases (SRBs) across the city. The current
geographical distribution of Specialist Resource Bases (SRBs) is
unbalanced, with for example one are of the city hosting eight SRBs in
six schools and no SRB provision in other areas. As far as possible, the
Council will seek to open new Special Resource Bases (SRBs) in areas
where there are gaps in provision in order to:


Reduce the need for Additional Learning Need (ALN) transport;
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72.

Ensure a more balanced distribution of ALN expertise across the
City.

There is therefore a need for proposals to be brought forward to Cabinet
outlining options available as to how the above developments could be
secured.

Reason for Recommendations
73.

To inform Cabinet of the challenges and opportunities facing Cardiff in
the development of the education estate and to highlight aspects which
require proposals to be brought forward to subsequent Cabinet meetings.

Financial Implications
74.

This report outlines a range of challenges in respect of the school estate,
including the need to reduce the asset maintenance backlog, increase
the amount of provision for pupils with additional learning needs and
invest in the Council’s school estate as part of the Welsh Government’s
21st Century Schools Band B Programme. There are no direct financial
implications arising from this report, however the future reports outlined
as part of the recommendations will have significant financial
implications. These implications will be considered and addressed as
part of those reports and reflected in the Council’s annual budget report,
where appropriate.

Legal Implications
75.

As stated within the report, the Council has a specific obligation under
section 13 of the Education Act 1996 to secure efficient primary and
secondary education to meet the needs of the population of the area, in
order to do so the Council has to maintain the schools in its area. The
Council also has legal obligations as owner of educational premises and
contractual employer of staff, as well as a duty of care to ensure the
wellbeing of pupils who attend maintained schools within Cardiff. In
accordance with the Welsh language Standards the Council also has to
consider the impact on the Welsh Language of any policy decisions and
the Council must consider the Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales)
Act 2015.

76.

Under section 88 and schedule 10 of the Equality Act the Council has to
prepare and implement accessibility strategies and plans to increase
disabled pupils’ access to the curriculum and improve the physical
environment and the provision of information. The Council also has to
satisfy its public sector duties under the Equality Act 2010 (including
specific Welsh public sector duties). Pursuant to these legal duties,
Councils must in making decisions have due regard to the need to (1)
eliminate unlawful discrimination, (2) advance equality of opportunity and
(3) foster good relations on the basis of protected characteristics. The
Protected characteristics are:
• Age
• Gender reassignment
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• Sex
• Race – including ethnic or national origin, colour or nationality
• Disability
• Pregnancy and maternity
• Marriage and civil partnership
• Sexual orientation
• Religion or belief – including lack of belief
77.

As the proposals are developed and future reports are presented, the
Council will have to consider all of the legal issues and where relevant
statutory consultation processes will be followed and appropriate
consultation undertaken.

HR Implications
78.

There are no specific HR implications arising from this report. As
proposals for improvements across the Education estate are progressed
each will be assessed for HR implications.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
The Cabinet is recommended to note the matters outlined in this report and to
receive for subsequent decision further Cabinet reports in the following areas:



Proposed schemes for Cardiff under the Band B phase of the C21
schools programme in light of budget allocations from Welsh
Government
Proposals for the adaptation and enhancement of Additional Learning
Needs provision in Cardiff.

NICK BATCHELAR
Director of Education & Lifelong Learning
6 October 2017
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Agenda Item 3
CARDIFF COUNCIL
CYNGOR CAERDYDD
CABINET MEETING: 23 SEPTEMBER 2021
21st CENTURY SCHOOLS, BAND B: THE FUTURE FOR
WILLOWS HIGH SCHOOL
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT
SARAH MERRY)

AND

SKILLS

(COUNCILLOR

AGENDA ITEM: 3
Reason for this Report
1.

This report is:


to inform the Cabinet of responses received following a public
engagement exercise on a proposal for a new build Willows High
School.



to seek Cabinet approval for implementation of the proposal.



to seek approval to change the funding mechanism for the new build
Willows High School from Mutual Investment Model (MIM) to the
Band B 21st Century Schools capital funded programme, subject to
Welsh Government approval.

Background
2.

At its meeting on 25 February 2021 the Cabinet agreed that the freehold
interests for land at Lewis Road, Splott to deliver the new build Willows
High School be acquired in line with Heads of Terms and an independent
valuation, subject to Ministerial approval of the Welsh Government
Business Justification Case.

3.

It was noted that a public engagement exercise, with stakeholders
including school staff, pupils, governors and the wider community served
by Willows High School, would be undertaken following the acquisition,
to help shape the proposals for replacing the existing Willows High
School buildings with a new 21st Century School and that officers would
bring forward a report advising Cabinet of responses received following
the public engagement exercise.

4.

A copy of the report can be seen at Appendix 1.
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Issues
The proposed new build school
5.

The proposed replacement Willows High School would provide 21st
Century educational facilities in a new build school. Pupils would have
access to the high-quality learning environment to support and enhance
teaching and learning.

6.

The new school would be situated on three parcels of land at Splott
Market, Portmanmoor Road and 3G pitches at the former tennis centre.

7.

This new site provides enough space for the new school without taking
away any existing open space.

8.

The new school would have sufficient places for up to 900 learners, age
11-16, made up of 180 pupils per year group (six forms of entry).

9.

The new build school would have easy access to high quality new sport
facilities locally including:



10.

Partnerships would be made with other sports facilities in the area for
Physical Education lessons. There would also be the opportunity for
them to provide training and career opportunities. Other sports facilities
are:




11.

Two 3G pitches which would have absolute reserved rights during
school term time and be available for clubs and the community to use
in the evening.
Cardiff Central Sport and Community Centre (CCSCC) at Ocean Park
for changing rooms and potential additional teaching space, which
could be used by the whole community outside of core school hours.

A three-court tennis centre
Splash Central swimming
Cardiff Academy of Fencing

Pupils would remain at the existing Willows High School site until the
new school build is complete to minimise the potential for disruption.

Public Engagement
12.

The public engagement exercise ran from 14 June to 23 July 2021. The
engagement sought the views of parents, pupils and the wider
community on the development of the new Willows High School, the
facilities it should offer, how the school could support learning and
development, how the new school could benefit the community and how
the community could benefit the new school.

13.

The views and opinions expressed will play an integral part in shaping
the future for Willows High School including the curriculum, a rebrand
and the development of the new school building.
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14.

The process involved:










15.

Publication of a bilingual engagement document outlining details of
the planned changes. The document was published on the Council
website with parents, Headteachers and Chairs of Governors of
nearby schools, all Members of local wards, residents and other
stakeholders advised of this and how to request a hard copy (a copy
of the engagement document can be seen at Appendix 2).
Letters setting out details of the proposal and where further
information could be found were sent to local residents and
businesses.
Engagement meetings via Microsoft Teams with pupils at
Adamsdown Primary School, Baden Powell Primary, Moorland
Primary School, Stacey Primary School, St Alban’s Roman Catholic
(RC) Primary School, Tredegarville Church in Wales (CiW) Primary
School (notes from the meetings can be seen at Appendix 3).
An online learner visioning survey for the parents of pupils at Willows
High School, and local primary schools seeking their views and
opinions on how the new school could help meet future needs.
Drop-in sessions where officers were available to answer questions
(notes from the drop-in sessions can be seen at Appendix 4).
Direct contact was made with the Traveller community with members
supported to return responses
A consultation response slip for return by post or e-mail, attached to
the consultation document.
An online response from at www.cardiff.gov.uk/willowshighschool.

The views expressed at Council organised meetings, and on paper or
electronically through the appropriate channels, have been recorded.

Responses received during the engagement period
16.

In total 218 responses were received including 68 wider stakeholder
survey responses, eight email responses, and 148 Learner Visioning
survey responses.

17.

Formal responses were received from:






Willows High School Governing Body
Willows High School Headteacher
Cardiff Bay Business Centre
Fluidity Freerun Academy
Cardiff and Vale NHS Trust

18.

Full copies of the formal responses can be seen at Appendix 5.

19.

Views were sought from interested stakeholders via an online survey and
a hard copy version of the survey within the engagement document.

20.

Of the 68 responses to the wider stakeholder survey received, three in
five (60.9%) were from pupils, this was followed by around one in six that
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came from local residents / parents or guardians (17.2% and 17.2%
respectively).
21.

Of the eight e-mail responses received, three were formal responses and
three were from stakeholders who identified themselves as residents.

22.

There were 148 responses received to the Learner Visioning Survey.
Children / parents of a child attending Willows High make up the main
cohort of the survey respondents with just under three quarters (73.6%)
of responses from those affiliated with Willows High School. This was
followed by almost a quarter (23.6%) that from those affiliated with Baden
Powell Primary School.

23.

The highest proportion of responses came from either a child, or a parent
of a child in Year 7, with this year group making up more than one in five
(22.4%) of the overall responses. This was followed by Year 8 (19.0%)
and Year 9 (18.4%). There were no responses from parents of nursery
age children or students/ parents of students in Years 12/13/14.

24.

The details presented in this report, represent the views expressed
during the engagement process. These include the wider stakeholder
survey, the Learner Visioning survey, formal responses, e-mail
responses and views expressed at drop-in sessions.

25.

A summary analysis of the responses received to the Wider Stakeholder
Survey are included in Appendix 6.

26.

A summary analysis of the responses received to the Learner Visioning
Survey are included in Appendix 7.

27.

The majority view expressed during the engagement period was support
for the proposed new build school. There were however concerns raised
around the location of the new school build, the size of school, traffic and
road safety and the wish to see sixth form provision established as part
of the school.

Pupil engagement
Adamsdown Primary School
28.

Officers met with Years 3 & 4 and Years 5 & 6 from Adamsdown Primary
School via Microsoft Teams to discuss the type of facilities they would
like to see at the new school, their aspirations and how the new school
build could support them with their learning and development.

29.

The children liked the idea of a new school build and identified a range of
facilities they would like to see including sports facilities, inside/outside
communal areas, subject specific facilities e.g., science labs/drama
studio, enhanced ICT including Chrome Books and iPads, practise
spaces and a garden area.
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30.

The children had a range of aspirations for their future careers including
science (palaeontologist, scientist, astronomer), digital, creative
industries (animator), engineering, medical (nurse, doctor), sports
(footballer, basketball player) and business (business owner).

31.

The children would like to see a range of facilities and opportunities at
the new school which would support these aspirations e.g., work
experience, talks on specific subjects/topics, after school clubs, visitors to
school related to career options (‘how I got here’), school trips, coaches,
and support for wellbeing.

32.

The Council wants to increase the number of children using active means
of travel to get to/from school. The children were asked how they
currently get to school with the majority of the children who took part in
the sessions (86%) using active travel (walking, cycling, bus, scooter,
skateboard). Bike racks and lockers and other facilities are to be included
in the design of the new school to encourage/support active travel.

Baden Powell Primary School
33.

Officers met with Year 4, Year 5 & Year 6 from Baden Powell Primary
School via Microsoft Teams to discuss the type of facilities they would
like to see at the new school, their aspirations and how the new school
build could support them with their learning and development.

34.

The children identified a range of facilities they would like to see including
sports facilities, performing arts facilities, subject specific facilities e.g.,
science labs, practise spaces, library/research areas.

35.

The children had a range of aspirations for their future careers including
science (vet), IT/digital, creative industries (art/design/florist),
engineering, medical (nurse, doctor), sports (footballer), media and
aviation (pilot).

36.

The children would like to see a range of facilities and opportunities at
the new school which would support these aspirations e.g., work
experience, talks on specific subjects/topics, after school clubs,
opportunities to develop coding skills, visitors to school related to career
options (‘how I got here’) and IT devices to take home.

37.

The Council wants to increase the number of children using active means
of travel to get to/from school.
The children were asked how they
currently get to school with the majority of the children who took part in
the sessions (66%) using active travel (walking, cycling, bus, scooter,
skateboard). Bike racks and lockers and other facilities are to be
included in the design of the new school to encourage/support active
travel.

Moorland Primary School
38.

Officers met with Years 4, 5 & 6 from Moorland Primary School via
Microsoft Teams to discuss the type of facilities they would like to see at
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the new school, their aspirations and how the new school build could
support them with their learning and development.
39.

The children liked the idea of a new high school and identified a range of
facilities they would like to see including sports facilities, library/research
areas, IT/technology labs, social areas and active travel facilities.

40.

The children had a range of aspirations for their future careers including
sport (footballer), civil (police officer), science (chemist/vet), creative
industries (animator) medical (midwife), performing arts (dancer/actor),
beauty (nail technician), hospitality (chef).

41.

The children would like to see a range of facilities and opportunities at
the new school which would support these aspirations e.g., sports
facilities, talks on specific subjects/topics, after school clubs, visitors
related to career options (‘how I got here’), work experience and school
trips. They would also like facilities to be available for use in free
time/outside of school hours.

42.

The Council wants to increase the number of children using active travel
to get to/from school. The children were asked how they currently get to
school with the majority of the children who took part in the session
(76%) using active travel (walking, cycling, bus, scooter, skateboard).
Bike racks and lockers and other facilities are to be included in the
design of the new school to encourage/support active travel.

Stacey Primary School
43.

Officers met with Years 4, 5 & 6 from Stacey Primary School via
Microsoft Teams to discuss the type of facilities they would like to see at
the new school, their aspirations and how the new school build could
support them with their learning and development.

44.

The children liked the idea of a new high school and identified a range of
facilities they would like to see including sports facilities, large bright
classrooms, performing arts (music), creative (art), social/relaxation
areas, a place of worship, a safe place area and an onsite hair and
beauty salon.

45.

The children had a range of aspirations for their future careers including
sport (footballer, gymnastics, wrestler), performing arts (actor), creative
industries (animator/You Tuber), science (astronaut), medical (doctor),
teacher.

46.

The children would like to see a range of facilities and opportunities at
the new school which would support these aspirations e.g., science labs,
work experience, talks on specific subjects/topics and clubs such as
sports, gaming, language, homework, ICT, the opportunity for animal
interaction, workshops, skills development and the opportunity to learn
other languages.
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47.

The Council wants to increase the number of children using active travel
to get to/from school. The children were asked how they currently get to
school with the majority of the children who took part in the session
(65%) using active travel (walking, cycling, bus, scooter, skateboard).
Bike racks and lockers and other facilities are to be included in the
design of the new school to encourage/support active travel.

St Alban’s RC Primary School
48.

Officers met with a group of children from St Alban’s RC Primary School
via Microsoft Teams to discuss the type of facilities they would like to see
at the new school, their aspirations and how the new school build could
support them with their learning and development.

49.

The children identified a range of facilities they would like to see including
sports facilities, outside social areas, creative (art rooms), gardening
area, science facilities, performing arts (music recording studio).

50.

The children had a range of aspirations for their future careers including
sport (footballer), science (scientist, vet), performing arts (musician,
dancer, singer), creative industries (animator), civil (police officer/
firefighter), business.

51.

The children would like to see a range of facilities and opportunities at
the new school which would support these aspirations e.g., science labs,
work experience, talks on specific subjects/topics and clubs such
debating. The children would also like practise time in order to improve
their skills. All of the children wanted to go on to college/university and
wanted support in order to achieve this.

52.

The Council wants to increase the number of children using active travel
to get to/from school. The children were asked how they currently get to
school with the majority of the children who took part in the session
(57%) travelling by car. Bike racks and lockers and other facilities are to
be included in the design of the new school to encourage/support active
travel.

Tredegarville CiW Primary School
53.

Officers met with children from Tredegarville CiW Primary School via
Microsoft Teams to discuss the type of facilities they would like to see at
the new school, their aspirations and how the new school build could
support them with their learning and development.

54.

The children identified a range of facilities they would like to see including
sports facilities, library areas, IT coding room, performing arts (music
studio), creative (art rooms), subject specific classrooms, outside social
areas, creative (art rooms), garden/nature area, outdoor facilities, social
areas and science and technology rooms.

55.

The children had a range of aspirations for their future careers including
sport (footballer/swimmer), medical (nurse, doctor, surgeon), civil
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(firefighter), science (vet), performing arts (actor), creative (artist/ You
Tuber/ gamer/ animator).
56.

The children would like to see a range of facilities and opportunities at
the new school which would support these aspirations e.g., sufficient
staff, clubs, coaches, encouragement, support and practise time, support
to develop planning and research skills, perseverance and resilience,
team building days.

Learner Visioning survey
57.

A web-based survey was developed to understand stakeholder views on
developing the new Willows High School in Cardiff, shaping the new
school and the facilities it should offer.

58.

The survey included a range of questions which covered:










59.

areas that help children learn most effectively
the level of information provided by school on children’s progress
subject/topic choices
how children learn
where children learn
how school can help to prepare your child to achieve their goals for
the future
community access
how should school support children's physical and mental health
changes schools had to make during the Covid pandemic, which
should continue

Full details of the survey can be seen at Appendix 7.

Appraisal of views expressed in pupil engagement and Learner Visioning
survey
60.

The Council welcomes the views expressed by pupils and parents during
the engagement. The Council received detailed feedback on the type of
facilities they would like to see in the new school, their aspirations for the
future and the ways in which the new school can best support them to
achieve their goals. This feedback will be carefully considered and inform
the vision for and design of the new school.

61.

Investment in the school will develop and deliver an improved education
offer for Adamsdown and Splott.

62.

Industry partnerships mean that learners in Cardiff are able to benefit
from a rich curriculum which delivers ‘real world' learning opportunities.
The curriculum and subjects offered are designed to maintain a strong
focus on competencies which support young people to become work
ready, e.g., focus on communication; team working; flexibility;
adaptability; and entrepreneurialism. As can be seen in the Willows
Head Teacher and Governing Body responses (Appendix 5) the school is
excited about the opportunities that will be afforded by the investment
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and relocation. The leadership of the school is especially keen to
maximise the potential for further engagement with aspirational career
sectors as well as developing the scope for sharing the benefits with the
wider community. It is anticipated that the relocation and close proximity
to a wider range of different employment sectors will stimulate pupils’
interest in their future options and encourage exploration of opportunities
to engage with a wide range of careers.
63.

In recent years such partnerships have strengthened with considerable
potential for further impact. This has been evidenced locally with the
successful establishment of the ‘Creative Partnership’ (which is made up
of school representatives together with creative industry leaders) that is
integral to how the new Cardiff West Community High School (CWCHS)
plans and educates their learners. This partnership was developed to
harness the potential to provide an exciting new offer to young people
and to respond to the employment opportunities presented by expanding
‘creative economy' as one of Wales' fastest growing sectors.

64.

The creative economy is just one of the growing sectors that is
presenting fresh opportunities that may not have been present in the
past. The evolution and embedded partnership approach are not
exclusive to CWCHS. It is a model of partnership which could be
replicated and developed further, with other sectors in the regional
economy e.g., science, technology, and engineering.

65.

The investment to develop and deliver an improved education offer for
Adamsdown and Splott will look to build on the principles behind the
successful Creative Partnership at CWCHS and maximise the fresh
approach to developing and delivering a specialised range of learning
opportunities in purpose-built facilities.

66.

This model also ensures that students benefit from an improved
understanding of the careers available within the sector to make more
informed choices with a bias towards innovation and problem solving,
encouraging students to take managed risks and developing their
confidence to enter a fast-changing employment market.

67.

This approach is consistent with the approach set out by the school and
its philosophies regarding learning and integrity. The Head teacher has
been explicit that he expects the purpose-built facilities in the new
location to support a state-of-the-art learning experience for pupils
together with offering benefits to the wider community. This combination
fully supports the school’s mission which aims to instil an inquisitive and
resilient mindset in their learners, encouraging each Willows High School
pupil to think creatively, set their aspirations high and work hard to
achieve their potential with integrity and respect for those around them
both in school and in their community.

68.

The new school will demonstrate its firm commitment to working in
partnership with an industry (to be determined and agreed) from the
outset in order to:
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69.

70.

Put industry at the heart of learning, developing problem solving,
tenacity, resilience and innovation, and promoting creativity through
links between schools and the designated sector economy.
Broaden horizons so all young people have the opportunity to fully
engage in the cultural, social and economic life of Cardiff.
Ensure business activity that fully reflects the changing face of Wales
is at the core of its offer.

In doing this we would expect to realise the following benefits:


Young People would be inspired by opportunities designed to foster
their independence and develop their skills to be resilient, innovative
and problem-solving learners.



Communities would be empowered through meaningful projects and
activities with employers and partners in the designated sector.



The city would be enhanced by a dynamic economy underpinned by
a vibrant education system

Further work around the school vision and design will be undertaken with
pupils, parents and staff during the autumn term.

Other responses received during the engagement period
71.

The points of view received are set out in italics below. The Council’s
response to each point can be seen underneath, under the heading
‘Appraisal of views expressed’.

New School Facilities
72.

There were a range of suggestions put forward for inclusion in the new
school including a new modern building, a range of sports and
performing arts facilities, outside social areas including a garden area,
eating areas, quiet spaces, spacious classrooms, wide corridors to avoid
overcrowding, specialist facilities e.g., science and technology and single
sex toilets.

Appraisal of views expressed
73.

The Council welcomes the suggestions for facilities to be included in the
new school. This feedback will inform the vision for and design of the
new school which will provide a new and bespoke range of exciting
opportunities for pupils and the wider community.

74.

The new school will have a modern design and facilities including state of
the art educational amenities in a brand-new building.

75.

Pupils will have access to a high-quality learning environment which will
support teaching and learning.

76.

A list of facilities to be part of the design of the new school include:
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77.

Classrooms
IT/business studies rooms
Science laboratories
Art rooms
Design & Technology rooms
Music rooms
Drama studio
Learning Resources areas
Dining/social areas
Sports facilities
Withdrawal areas to support small group/ALN working

Detailed designs for the new school will be developed and agreed with
the Headteacher and Governing Body. The input of children and young
people in developing the site will be integral at all stages of the process.

The location of the new school
78.

There were concerns about the location and a wish to see the school
more centrally located within its catchment area or rebuilt on its existing
site.

Appraisal of views expressed
79.

The rebuild and relocation of Willows High School to Lewis Road forms a
critical part of delivering on the Council’s vision for the children, young
people and communities of Adamsdown, Splott and Tremorfa.

80.

The Council has considered a number of sites including the existing
school site, Tremorfa Park and other Council owned sites across the
immediate wards to include Adamsdown, Splott and Tremorfa.

81.

The current Willows High School site is within the flood zone and is
therefore not viable to be developed for a school at this time.

82.

Tremorfa Park was originally put forward as an option for the new school,
as noted in the previous consultation. This is a large site, with a central
location in the catchment. The land is owned by the Council, which
means there would be no capital expenditure to purchase the land.
However, it was clear from the consultation that there were significant
concerns about building on this community asset and keeping the park
land available for future users.

83.

Given the land requirement to deliver a school compliant with BB98, the
search expanded to land not within the ownership of the Council.

84.

The proposed school location to the southwest of the existing Willows
High School catchment area is easily accessible for the catchment
population with a range of active transport routes already upgraded to
support the recent new-build primary school which is in close proximity.
The school is within three miles for all homes within the catchment area.
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There are public transport options should families prefer their children to
use a public bus to get to school.
Travel and Traffic / concerns around road safety
85.

Travel distance for children from Tremorfa.

86.

The location borders two busy roads. The roads leading up to Lewis
Road are only pedestrianised on one side. There is already a school on
Lewis Road and at peak times traffic and parking is awful and dangerous.
This could put people at risk.

87.

How accessible is it for cars, buses and walking? - both staff and pupils
travel in a variety of ways

88.

Transport and congestion implications in the immediate surrounding area
with increased vehicle and pedestrian traffic coming to the school.

89.

Additional increased congestion issues because of the closure of part of
Lewis Road on the rest of Lewis Rd itself, East Tyndall St, Freshmoor
Road and Portmanmoor Rd.

90.

Increased pedestrian traffic with pupils having to cross these roads to
access the proposed new school.

Appraisal of views expressed
91.

The new school provides an opportunity to deliver on the Council’s
commitment to develop Active Travel Plans and accessible walking and
cycling routes for all schools by working with children, teachers, parents
and governors to promote walking, scooting and cycling to and from
schools.

92.

The Council recognises that a key challenge will be ensuring that safe
and attractive active travel routes can be integrated within the dense
network of streets in Adamsdown, Splott and Tremorfa which form a
large part of the Willows High School catchment area.

93.

Provision for Active Travel to school will be made with new routes for
cycling and improved pedestrian facilities in the area.

Sport facilities
94.

Pitch provision should be on site and not a walk away

95.

Is there any guarantee that the sports pitches being leased to the House
of Sport will be made available at affordable prices? Currently the price to
rent the pitch is £90-£108 indoor or £65 for a half size outdoor, both
considerably more than competitors such as Power leagues and Gol.
There are several sports teams in the area that would welcome the
facilities but will likely be priced out.
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Appraisal of views expressed
96.

A range of sports facilities will be available as part of the new school.
Pitch proposals will be developed with the school to ensure the school
curriculum can be accommodated. This will include both onsite provision
and access to the adjacent pitches.

97.

It is acknowledged that access to local facilities is desirable for local
sports teams. The Council is committed to working with House of Sport
to develop a pricing strategy that will support as far as possible access
for local teams.

Size of school
98.

There is a risk local children will miss out on places as has happened
elsewhere in the city. We need to future proof this site during the build
and that starts with recognising that surrounding communities will want to
go to their local new school.

99.

The new school should be 8 forms of entry. The new site will serve
Splott, Tremorfa, Pengam Green and Adamsdown and will clearly also
attract a number of pupils from Butetown. Request the facilities be
designed to allow for expansion when required to ensure that local
children and those in surrounding communities can access their local
new school.

Appraisal of views expressed
100. The Willows High School catchment area comprises the primary school
catchment areas of Adamsdown Primary School, Baden Powell Primary
School, Moorland Primary School and Stacey Primary School, which
serve Adamsdown and Splott. The area is also served by St Albans RC
Primary School, Tredegarville Primary School, Ysgol Glan Morfa. St
Peter’s Catholic Primary School, located within the Plasnewydd ward,
also serves the area and is in close proximity to Adamsdown. A map of
the Willows High School catchment area is attached as Appendix 8.
101. The Adamsdown and Splott areas are within the catchment area of Ysgol
Gyfun Gymraeg Bro Edern and are also served by St Illtyd’s Catholic
High School and St Teilo’s Church in Wales High School.
102. Earlier proposals for the replacement of Willows High School identified
that an English-medium community secondary school of 6FE to 7FE,
providing 180 - 210 places per year group, would be sufficient to serve
the existing Willows High School catchment area alone. This took
account of the take up of places in English-medium and Welsh-medium
community primary schools and in faith-based primary schools and the
proportion of children transferring to each type of secondary school in
previous years, and projections which took account of this.
103. The more recent take-up of English-medium community primary school
places by children who are resident within the existing Willows High
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School catchment area has averaged 199 per year group. This has
fluctuated between 166 and 225 pupils in the period 2016 - 2020.
104. Take up of Welsh-medium Reception places in the area increased from
34 children in 2018/19 to 47 children in 2019/20, accounting for 13% of
children in the NHS GP dataset. The Welsh Government has set
transformational targets within its Cymraeg 2050 policy, which require an
increase in the proportion of each school year group receiving Welshmedium education from 22 per cent nationally in 2015/16 to 25 - 29 per
cent by 2031, and then to 40 per cent by 2050. It is implicit within the
aims and targets in the strategy that Cardiff is expected to increase the
take up of Welsh-medium places in all areas of the city.
105. The average intake over the last 3 years at entry to Reception year within
the Willows High School catchment area is 206 pupils (approximately
7FE). Consistent with populations elsewhere, there is a significant fall in
projected Reception intakes in 2023 and 2024, in the cohort that would
promote to secondary education in 2030 and 2031. Data is not yet
available for cohorts that would enter primary education in 2025/2026
and beyond.
106. On average, 158 children per year group have transferred to Englishmedium community secondary schools and 80 children per year group
have transferred to English-medium faith-based secondary schools in
recent years. The remaining young people transfer to Welsh-medium
secondary schools.
107. There is no significant difference in the number of children in Year 6
cohorts and in the following year’s Year 7 cohorts in this area, i.e., almost
all children resident in the area continue to attend community or faith
schools in Cardiff when they transfer to secondary education.
108. Forecasts indicate that, in the Band B investment period, 150-189
English-medium community secondary school places will be required to
serve the existing Willows High School catchment area, either at the
school or at other English-medium community schools. This takes
account of c80 places being taken up within Faith-based schools by
pupils’ resident in the area. Intakes are projected to peak at 189 in 2023
but reduce thereafter to 171 in 2024 and no more than 165 in the period
2024 - 2029.
109. Intakes to secondary education from 2028 are based on NHS data for
pre-school children and reflect the recent parent preferences for Englishmedium community, Welsh-medium or faith schools as a proportion of
the primary school intakes and could therefore change.
110. Pupil preference patterns in the Willows High School area indicate that a
significant proportion of applicants state a preference for, and gain
admission to, other community secondary schools. Parental preferences
for other neighbouring schools in the most recent intakes have meant
that less than 70% of pupils in the area, who have enrolled at an Englishmedium community school, are at Willows High School.
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111. The future planning of places must take into account the impact of a new
build 21st Century school in the Willows High School catchment area,
and Band B proposals for other secondary schools, and how this may
affect parental preferences. The distribution of capacity between Willows
High School and neighbouring schools must take account of parental
preference patterns and should also retain sufficient surplus capacity
across the wider area to respond to potential future population changes.
112. There are no large planned residential developments within the Willows
High School catchment area that would significantly increase the child
population within the area. There are also no significant housing
developments currently planned nor included with in the adopted Local
Development Plan (LDP) for the Willows High School catchment area.
113. Taking the above information into account, an English-medium
community secondary school of 6FE, providing 180 places per year
group, would be sufficient to serve the existing Willows High School
catchment area during the Band B investment period and beyond.
114. The existing Willows High School buildings are assessed as having a
capacity of 1,121 places, allowing for up to 224 pupils to be enrolled in
each year group. Reducing the school to 900 places would enable up to
180 pupils to be enrolled in each year group.
115. Local Authorities must ensure that proposals take account of capacity in
other schools serving the area, including faith-based schools, and should
not result in excess surplus capacity overall. Consolidating Willows High
School at 6FE of entry whilst expanding Cathays High School to 8FE,
each in new-build 21st Century school buildings, would provide a
reasonable level of surplus places locally and over the combined area to
respond to an uplift in parental preferences for admission to each of the
schools.
116. In summary, based on the population projections, historic take up of
places in the area and the potential for an uplift parental preference
following investment, 6FE capacity (180 places per year group for pupils
aged 11-16) is expected to be sufficient to meet the demand for places
from within the existing catchment area of Willows High School in the
Band B period.
117. Capacity of 6FE would:




Create an efficient class organisation.
Provide sufficient capacity to allow the projected number of local
children requiring a place in an English-medium community high
school to attend.
Ensure that citywide capacity would be balanced in light of proposed
changes to school capacities in other parts of the city, and pupil
numbers entering secondary education reducing from 2024.
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Sixth Form provision
118. Sixth form provision should be included. By not having a sixth form the
Council is creating a 'ceiling' for the area's education and deterring
children and parents who would like to progress further.
Appraisal of views expressed
119. The city-wide transfer rate in English-medium secondary schools, from
Year 11 into sixth forms within schools, averages 54%. This suggests
that that the number of sixth form places that would serve a fully
subscribed secondary school of 6FE would be fewer than 200 places.
120. Research suggests that the minimum size of sixth form provision should
be no less than 200 places, and that a sixth form of fewer than 250
places may not provide sufficient funding to support a broad range of
relevant courses and qualifications without the need for financial subsidy
from 11– 16 funding or alternative sources.
121. There was a largely positive response to the question posed during the
previous consultation regarding the concept of introducing post 16
provision on the site with the high school provision, although there were
few responses overall. However, there were limited views regarding what
was missing currently from the offer that students are able to access from
the Adamsdown, Splott and Tremorfa areas; what was needed to add to
existing opportunities available nearby and how new facilities would
impact positively and make a tangible difference.
122. The reduction in size of the school to 6FE, as a result of decreased
forecasted take up of places in area, combined with the options already
available to the community for Post 16 in neighbouring areas, could
mean that any on-site Post 16 provision could struggle to attract sufficient
students to ensure its viability.
123. A range of career aspirations have been expressed by primary school
pupils during the engagement process. Willows High School has
developed strong partnerships with post 16 providers, and priority will be
given to strengthening these partnerships and broadening them to
industry and businesses to improve careers and options guidance
signposting in order to support these. As part of this a post-16 mapping
exercise will be carried out as part of further visioning work this autumn.
124. The new school will be developed to enable maximum flexibility,
including allowing for opportunities to deliver some satellite post-16
classes where appropriate in partnership with current providers to
expand/further enhance the existing offer in the city.
Noise Levels
125. Noise levels and disturbances associated with the construction phase of
the proposed new school.
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126. Noise levels from the proposed new school on a day-to-day basis and its
impact on the working conditions of tenants at the Cardiff Bay Business
Centre.
Appraisal of views expressed
127. The Council has significant experience in the successful delivery of
building projects as a result of progressing a large and growing school
organisation programme. The planned replacement of Willows High
School will be managed effectively in consultation with the school and the
local community in order to limit any potential impacts.
128. The school is committed to developing strong links with the community
including local businesses and will work to ensure the day to day running
of the school does not impact negatively on the local area.
The future of Splott Market
129. Where will the market go instead? These plans need to be provided at
the same time so we can weigh the costs and benefits to the local
community
Appraisal of views expressed
130. The Council acquired the freehold of Splott Market and has entered into
a 12-month lease with the former owners to allow time for relocation of
the Market should that be the desire of the traders.
Positive Impact on young people
131. Having better facilities will improve student’s opportunities and in turn
reflect on young people’s behaviour outside of school. It can help people
to get a better education when they are in a better environment.
Appraisal of views expressed
132. The Council’s proposals for Band B of the 21st Century Schools
Programme, and the Cardiff 2030 strategy, clearly state the link between
improving the environment for learning and raising standards of
achievement.
133. The new school facilities will support the delivery of the new’ Curriculum
for Wales’ for learners (3 - 16) which is to be implemented in Welsh
schools from September 2022.
134. The new curriculum will adopt an approach which is inclusive and
designed to address the need to prepare children and young people in
Wales to thrive and be successful in a rapidly changing world.
135. It is recognised that the new curriculum should provide breadth, enable
greater depth of learning, ensure better progression, provide scope for
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more imaginative and creative use of time and place a much greater
emphasis on skills.
136. The new 21st Century School will meet the needs of this new, flexible
curriculum along with providing facilities that allow for real-world practical
learning within a local organisations and employers context.
How can the new school benefit the community?
137. The following ways in which the new school could benefit the community
were identified:





Sports facilities, performing arts spaces, meeting rooms and open
areas could be shared with the local community
Integration with local services, local business and voluntary sector.
Providing access to ICT
Develop links with art, businesses and government

Appraisal of views expressed
138. Community access to the new build facilities, and opportunities for use of
these by third party organisations, will be a key consideration when
designing the new site. These will be developed to enable maximum
flexibility.
139. The school shares the Council’s vision for this to be a community school.
Outside of school hours the school would like to see the community
accessing this new facility and will work with the Council to make this
happen.
How can the community benefit the new school?
140. The following ways in which the community could benefit the new school
were identified:





Generating income and creating advocates
By engaging with school leadership to connect / align services
People in the community with skills/hobbies e.g., gardening could
come into school and share their knowledge
The community can respect the school property and sometimes
donate to help the school

Appraisal of views expressed
141. The Council welcomes the suggestions put forward for ways in which the
community could benefit the new school. This feedback will inform the
vision for and design of the new school.
What is good about the current Willows that can continue at the new
school site?
142. The following were identified:
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School in the community
The website communication is great
Building a sense of pride and confidence amongst pupils - adopting a
compassionate approach
Set back away from any main roads & has green playing fields
The tight knit teaching team from Willows are second to none!
The location is good, and any new school should be kept in the same
place
The MUGA, drama and music department
The positive quotes on the walls and doors of classrooms
The school ethos and family feel
Celebrate and further enhance the diversity at Willows

Appraisal of views expressed
143. The Council welcomes the suggestions put forward. This feedback will
inform the vision for and design of the new school.
New Build Specification
144. In light of the changing demographic position of the city the new school
must provide a balance between an efficient build and flexible
accommodation. Any future increased take up of places at the school
should be accommodated without complex and disruptive works for those
pupils enrolled, ensuring that the benefits of a 21 st Century learning
environment are not compromised when populations fluctuate.
145. The Council will therefore seek to agree a design for the school which
permits maximum flexibility to increase classroom provision if required in
future, whilst limiting the need to retrospectively expand non-teaching,
social and circulation areas. This approach to the school’s design would
limit any disruption to teaching and learning and could reduce capital
investment needed in future years.
146.

It is the Council’s aspiration that the school will be built in line with Net
Zero Carbon standards to address Cardiff’s One Planet 2030
commitments.

Funding model
147.

The Cabinet, at its meeting of 21 March 2019 considered a report which
recommended that the Council would pursue a dual funding model
strategy to fund the 21st Century Schools Programme including the
Mutual Investment (MIM). It agreed that two of the proposed schemes
within the Band B Programme would be funded via MIM. These
schemes were Cathays High School and Willows High School. A copy of
the report is attached at Appendix 10.

148.

The report noted that evaluating the full financial and non-financial
impact of funding projects via the MIM route is challenging, and a
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number of benefits and limitations were identified based on information
and financial modelling provided by Welsh Government.
149.

At its meeting of 16 July 2020, the Cabinet resolved to enter into a
Strategic Partnering Agreement (“SPA”) to facilitate the delivery of
education and community facilities.

150.

Following completion of a SPA in September 2020, Welsh Local
Authorities and Further Education Institutions, are required to enter into a
short, simple supplemental agreement to the SPA, namely a “Deed of
Adherence”. This deed enables participants to agree who is or who
becomes a party to the SPA, bound by the SPA on the same terms and
conditions as agreed in the 16 July 2020 Cabinet paper. In line with
approved delegations, Cabinet should note that it is envisaged that the
Council will be entering into the Deed of Adherence in September 2021,
subject to an Officer Decision Report (as delegated by Cabinet on 16
July 2020).

151.

The funding route has been reconsidered following a change of the
demographic position. Following consultation in 2019, the Council
revised the Willows High School proposals to an 11-16 6FE school, and
acquired the sites required to build a 6FE school.

152.

All population data available to the Council for school-age and pre-school
children indicates that a 6FE school would provide sufficient capacity to
serve those children within the existing catchment area who may require
a place at the school. However, data in respect of children who may
enter secondary education beyond 2031 is not yet available as birth rate
data from 2020/ 2021 can only inform the projected intakes to September
2031.

153.

The cyclic nature of birth rates in Cardiff, and nationally, and the potential
for brownfield development in the south of the city therefore represents a
risk when planning a level of surplus that is appropriate through periods
of both low intakes and higher intakes. The 25-year lease period of a
MIM project would extend to c2050.

154.

When proceeding with a MIM project, the scope needs to be clearly
defined ahead of commencement as changes are challenging once the
scheme is underway. Similarly, whilst there is a mechanism for large
variations to the contract, any changes, such as an extension within the
unitary charge period, would require extensive legal and technical
negotiations.

155.

In addition to the need for flexibility, greater control of the design and
build process may allow the Council to deliver the school more efficiently,
particularly in light of the need for demolition, remediation and land title
matters.

156.

Capital cost estimates are affordable under both Welsh Government
funding options and are summarised in paragraphs 182 to 188 of this
report.
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157.

It is therefore concluded that delivering the scheme through MIM is not
beneficial in the circumstances of Willows High School. The MIM may not
be sufficiently flexible to respond to sufficiency needs, and the necessary
sequencing of the scheme could be more complex if delivered via MIM.

158.

Whilst Welsh Government has not yet approved the change in funding
route, it is proposed that the Council approves that the Willows High
School scheme is delivered through the Welsh Government’s Band B
21st Century Schools capital funded programme at risk to allow the
project to progress.

Admissions and Catchment areas
159.

The relevant changes to the Council’s policy on the admission of children
to schools as a result of these proposals relate to the proposed change in
the Published Admission Number of Willows High School from 224
places to 180 places.

160.

Consultation on the 2023/24 admission arrangements for community
schools will take place in autumn 2021 – spring 2022 in accordance with
the requirements of the Admissions Code. This consultation would
include the proposed changes to Published Admission Numbers.

161.

It is proposed that the admission number of 180 places would be
implemented from September 2023.

162.

Detailed information regarding admission arrangements is contained in
the Council’s Admission to Schools booklet, and this information can be
viewed on the Council’s website (www.cardiff.gov.uk).

163.

Consultation on changes to English-medium community secondary
school catchment areas would be required at the appropriate time, when
21st Century school proposals are sufficiently progressed, in order to
provide a suitable balance in the supply of and take up of places.

The current Willows High School site
164.

The transfer of Willows High School to the new site would mean that its
current site would be vacated.

165.

The current Willows school site has been considered and discounted for
redevelopment. Under Planning Policy Wales TAN15, it has been noted
that a highly vulnerable development, such as a school, should not be
permitted at this site. Refurbishment of the current building has been
discounted as in the most recent property survey, by Faithful and Gould
in 2017 it was rated as Condition D (End of life) and Condition C for
Suitability, with a backlog of maintenance set at £3,842,505 in 2017.

166.

The Council is undertaking flood consequence assessments and a
feasibility to establish the use of the existing Willows High School site
following the construction of the new school buildings. If the site is not
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suitable for development, the Council is keen to create open access
space, continue the use of sporting opportunities and recreational
facilities investigate opportunities and to improve the cycle superhighway.
167.

The emerging Coed Caerdydd Project, which seeks to increase tree
canopy across the city from 19% to 25 % by 2030 provides an
opportunity for woodland creation and there is scope to maximise
community involvement in delivery of such using the Willows High School
as a candidate site.

168.

Formal arrangements exist at present for facilities at Willows High School
to be used by Bridgend Street Football Club. The Council is working on a
short-term arrangement to lay a new surface on the 3G pitch and
upgrade the existing changing rooms. The school will have use of this
during the daytime and the club and community will have access at
evenings and weekends. It is proposed that the club take a longer lease
of the site and a public consultation will commence shortly on disposal of
this land by way of a lease.

169.

The Council is progressing works to replace Early Years accommodation
at Moorland Primary School and to relocate the Flying Start provision
from Willows High School on to the Moorland site.

Wellbeing of Future Generations
170.

In line with the Well-being of Future Generations Act Cardiff’s Band B
programme is committed to providing local schools for local children. It
encourages the use of sustainable modes of travel to schools, such as
walking and cycling. Each school project takes into account key transport
issues when they are being designed. The firm need to provide safer
routes to encourage walking, cycling and other active travel modes to
schools is considered and supported.

171.

With the current investments in ICT across the city, student movements
may be further reduced as mobile technology develops. This allows for
more flexible teaching methods. These have the potential to result in a
more efficient Travel Plan and further contribute to the Council’s targets
to reduce carbon emissions.

172.

The Council is keen to maximise the long-term impact of this investment.
Any design taken forward for this proposal would be developed to ensure
the delivery of high-quality modern facilities. Facilities would be able to
respond to pupils’ needs and support the delivery of effective teaching
and learning methods. Facilities would be designed to incorporate the
flexibility to take account of changes in needs over time. These could be
affected by changing demographics and pupil numbers, changing
curriculum and changing types of pupil needs.

Impact of the planned changes on the Welsh Language
173.

The Council does not expect any negative impact on the Welsh
Language from this proposal.
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174.

This proposal would not change the number of Welsh-medium primary or
secondary school places available in the area.

175.

Welsh is taught in English-medium schools in line with the National
Curriculum. This would continue to apply.

176.

The Council works closely and constructively with partners on its Welsh
Education Forum (WEF). The forum includes representatives of nursery,
primary, secondary and further education, childcare, RhAG and the
Welsh Government. It actively informs the planning of Welsh-medium
places. It also supports the Council’s plan to sustainably increase the
number of Welsh learners. This includes learners in Welsh-medium
schools and those learning Welsh in English-medium schools.

177.

The Council and the Welsh Education Forum are committed to driving
the increase in the number of pupils in Welsh-medium education. They
aim to meet the targets within Cardiff’s Welsh Education Strategic Plan
(WESP) and set out in the Welsh Government’s Cymraeg 2050 strategy.

178.

The Council monitors birth rates, the number of extra pupils that may
come from new housing and the patterns of how many pupils are in
Welsh-medium schools. This allows the Council to bring forward suitable
plans to deal with any increase in demand.

179.

The Council has previously implemented proposals to expand Welshmedium primary school provision serving Adamsdown and Splott,
transferring Ysgol Glan Morfa to new build accommodation and
increasing its capacity from 210 places (1 Form or Entry) to 420 places (2
Forms of Entry).

180.

Forecasts suggest that extra places will also be needed in Welshmedium secondary schools. Separate proposals will be brought forward
to ensure that there are sufficient places to meet the demand for Welshmedium places in each Welsh-medium secondary school catchment
area.

181.

The Council must make sure that the expansion of school provision is
progressed in a strategic and timely manner. The Council will continue to
promote the benefits of bilingual education to ensure that the demand for
Welsh-medium secondary school places continues to grow

Local Member consultation and Scrutiny Consideration
182.

The Children and Young People’s Scrutiny Committee will consider this
report at its meeting on 21 September 2021. Any comments received will
be circulated at the Cabinet meeting.

183.

Local members were consulted as part of the engagement.
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Reason for Recommendations
184.

To seek approval for the proposal for a new build Willows High School to
replace the existing Condition D facilities, and to proceed to
implementation

Financial Implications
185.

The recommendations put forward in this report includes the request that
Willows High School project be moved from the Mutual Investment Model
to the Band B Capital Programme (both Welsh Government funding
streams).

186.

Welsh Government provided additional 21st Century Schools funding in
2020/21 of £15.040 million in relation to the site purchase. This
expenditure will attract 65% WG funding as part of the Band B
programme, regardless of which route is taken forward for the main
scheme. Purchase of the sites completed on the 31 March 2021.

187.

The lifecycle cost of the current MIM route, including Welsh Government
modelling, totals £30.979 million over 25 years. This includes costs
associated with site acquisition, ICT/FFE and borrowing costs, which
would be funded by the authority under MIM arrangements.

188.

The overall cost estimates for utilising Band B Capital funding are
estimated at £28.030 million over the same period. This includes site
acquisition and cost of borrowing. Transition into the Band B programme
will require approval from the WG Investment Panel as part of a SOP
revision request.

189.

The primary driver for changing funding streams is the additional
flexibility within the education provision and timing of the build, with both
options affordable within the overall Band B envelope and SOP revenue
reserve. Whilst designs are in place to ensure any future expansion of
the school is cost optimal, the decision of any future increase will be
standalone from this project and will require full financial evaluation.

190.

The current affordability is on the assumption that the original Band B
funding for Willows will be reinstated in line with original estimates. These
assumptions have been highlighted in WG grant returns to date. If this
funding is not reinstated further reprioritisation may be required within
Band B.

191.

Any revenue expenditure implications connected to Willows High School
capital project would need to be funded from within the SOP Revenue
Reserve, including any costs that will be incurred in advance of the
scheme commencing. Any additional operational costs would be met
from within the delegated school budget, including those relating to any
projected increases in pupil numbers, which would need to be considered
as part of the Council’s annual budget setting process.

Legal Implications
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Equality Duty
192.

In considering this matter, the Council must have regard to its public
sector equality duties under the Equality Act 2010 (including specific
Welsh public sector duties). This means the Council must give due
regard to the need to (1) eliminate unlawful discrimination, (2) advance
equality of opportunity and (3) foster good relations on the basis of
protected characteristics. The protected characteristics are age, gender
reassignment, sex, race – including ethnic or national origin, colour or
nationality, disability, pregnancy and maternity, marriage and civil
partnership, sexual orientation, religion or belief – including lack of belief.

193.

When taking strategic decisions, the Council also has a statutory duty to
have due regard to the need to reduce inequalities of outcome resulting
from socio-economic disadvantage (‘the Socio-Economic Duty’ imposed
under section 1 of the Equality Act 2010). In considering this, the Council
must take into account the statutory guidance issued by the Welsh
Ministers (WG42004 A More Equal Wales The Socio-economic Duty
Equality Act 2010 (gov.wales) and must be able to demonstrate how it
has discharged its duty.

Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015
194.

The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 (‘the Act’) places
a ‘well-being duty’ on public bodies aimed at achieving 7 national wellbeing goals for Wales - a Wales that is prosperous, resilient, healthier,
more equal, has cohesive communities, a vibrant culture and thriving
Welsh language, and is globally responsible.

195.

In discharging its duties under the Act, the Council has set, and
published well-being objectives designed to maximise its contribution to
achieving the national well-being goals. The well-being objectives are
set out in Cardiff’s Corporate Plan 2021-24. When exercising its
functions, the Council is required to take all reasonable steps to meet its
well-being objectives. This means that the decision makers should
consider how the proposed decision will contribute towards meeting the
well-being objectives and must be satisfied that all reasonable steps
have been taken to meet those objectives.

196.

The well-being duty also requires the Council to act in accordance with a
‘sustainable development principle’. This principle requires the Council
to act in a way which seeks to ensure that the needs of the present are
met without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs. Put simply, this means that Council decision makers must
take account of the impact of their decisions on people living their lives in
Wales in the future. In doing so, the Council must:




Look to the long term
Focus on prevention by understanding the root causes of problems
Deliver an integrated approach to achieving the 7 national well-being
goals
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197.

Work in collaboration with others to find shared sustainable solutions
Involve people from all sections of the community in the decisions
which affect them

The decision maker must be satisfied that the proposed decision accords
with the principles above; and due regard must be given to the Statutory
Guidance issued by the Welsh Ministers, which is accessible using the
link below:

http://gov.wales/topics/people-and-communities/people/future-generationsact/statutory-guidance/?lang=en
General
198.

The decision maker should be satisfied that the procurement is in
accordance with the financial and budgetary policy.

199.

The decision maker should also have regard to, when making its
decision, the Council’s wider obligations under the Welsh Language
(Wales) Measure 2011 and the Welsh Language Standards.

200.

The report also sets out that consultation is going to be undertaken with
the public. Any consultation must be adequate and fair. The carrying out
of consultation gives rise to a legitimate expectation that the outcome of
the consultation will be considered as part of the decision-making
process.

201.

With regards any future procurement, legal advice should be sought on
the proposed procurement route and documentation. Any procurement
should be carried out in accordance with the contract procedure rules
and procurement legislation. Further legal implications will be set out it in
the officer decision report.

202.

External legal advisers were appointed by Welsh government to advise it
and other Authorities with regards the SPA. With regards the deed of
adherence, legal implications will be set out in the officer decision report
referred to. With regards choice of MIM projects, legal services are
instructed that the SPA does not prohibit the proposal set out in the
report.

HR Implications
203.

The proposal for the replacement of Willows High School at 6FE,
represents a reduction in the published admissions number for the
school.

204.

Further HR implications of the new school will be determined as the
project develops. The Governing Body and the school’s leadership team
may require HR advice, guidance and support to ensure that its staffing
structure is appropriate for a new build school, and in particular this will
include the consideration of estates and facilities requirements linked to
community use.
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205.

There will need to be high levels of consultation with staff and trade union
colleagues to support a smooth transition to the new school site.

Property Implications
206.

Strategic Estates continue to manage the 12-month lease on Splott
Market and ensure that there is sufficient access for the Council’s
appointed professionals to access the site to undertake necessary
surveys required as part of the future proposals of the new build. In
addition, the Council is managing the units on Lewis Road and will
continue discussions with the occupiers on survey work and vacation.

207.

It is recommended that the Estates teamwork with Education and Legal
Services colleagues to ensure community use and further investment
continues on the existing Willows High pitches.

Traffic and Transport
208.

The Council’s policy is to increase the overall share of daily journeys that
are made by sustainable modes of transport – walking, cycling and public
transport. Many journeys to school are very short. 75% of journeys to
education in Cardiff are within 3km of people’s homes. More of these
journeys could be made by active modes if improvements could be made
to the safety of roads and routes for walking and cycling within school
catchment areas. The health and wellbeing benefits of enabling children
to travel actively and independently to school, as opposed to being
escorted by car, are well documented and evidenced.

209.

The adopted Local Development Plan sets a target to achieve a 50:50
split between journeys by car and journeys made by foot, cycle and/or
use of public transport by 2026.

210.

The Council’s Transport White Paper published earlier this year sets
more ambitious modal shift targets and seeks to achieve over 60% of
daily work trips to be made by sustainable modes of travel by 2025 with
this share increasing to around 75% by 2030.

211.

The Transport White Paper includes the commitment to “Develop Active
Travel Plans and accessible walking and cycling routes for all schools by
working with children, teachers, parents and governors to promote
walking, scooting and cycling to and from schools”.

212.

The new school developments being brought forward as part of the
Council’s Band B programme provide the opportunity to deliver on this
commitment and provide examples of best practice in terms of integrating
new schools and active travel infrastructure.

213.

Key to this will be ensuring that the design and layout of buildings and
the site access arrangements prioritise travel by active and sustainable
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modes. Other critical elements will be the location of access points in
positions which take account of the alignment of the surrounding network
of roads and pathways, and which serve to minimise walking and cycling
distances and avoid unnecessary detours for people travelling. In terms
of the proposed site, a key challenge will be ensuring that safe and
attractive active travel routes can be integrated within the dense network
of streets in Adamsdown, Splott and Tremorfa which form a large part of
the school catchment area.
214.

Whilst it is less than one mile from the existing school to the proposed
site, the new school would be slightly further away from parts of the
existing catchment area where there is the highest concentration of
current pupils. This potentially lengthens the school journey for slightly
more pupils and underlines the necessity of providing new and improved
routes to maximise opportunities for active travel and to encourage pupils
to travel to school by walking, cycling and scooting.

215.

The provision of on-site facilities, such as secure cycle parking spaces
with lockers for storage of cycling clothes and equipment will also be
essential.

216.

Cycle and scooter parking provision must meet the minimum
requirements set out in the Council’s Managing Transport Impacts SPG
and the site must be able to accommodate increases in scooter and
cycle parking to meet future demand.

217.

Cycle parking must be covered and secure and be sited in a convenient
location within the site and close to the building which is easy for pupils
to access and where it benefits from surveillance. Sheffield stands are
recommended. Tiered cycle parking will not be acceptable.

218.

Vehicular access to the school site will need to be limited to staff and
vehicles requiring access for essential servicing. The SRB pupil learner
transport will need appropriate facilities for drop-off and pick-up.
However, facilities for general pick up and drop off of other pupils by car
should not be provided.

219.

On-site car parking should be in accordance with the Council’s Managing
Transport Impacts Supplementary Planning Guidance (2018). The
maximum car parking requirement for schools within the SPG is one
parking space per 30 pupils and this would apply to the mainstream
school provision at the site. Parking on street near the school will be
discouraged through the introduction of appropriate parking restrictions.
The Council is currently introducing School Streets in selected suitable
locations; the use of Traffic Regulation Orders to restrict vehicular access
on streets outside schools at morning drop-off and afternoon pick-up
times. This approach could potentially be used to restrict parking and
access associated with a new school at the site.

220.

Transport mitigation for the development will be identified through the
Transport Assessment (TA) process, which will inform the proposals
submitted for planning permission.
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221.

The traffic impact on the highway network including potential changes to
the road layout will need to be fully assessed. Potential closures may be
required over parts of Lewis Road, Titan Road, Keen Road and
Portmanmoor Road where they cross or encroach on the site. A closure
to a vehicular through route with appropriate restrictions is likely to
reduce existing traffic volumes and speeds and prevent traffic taking
short cuts. Changes to the local road network may require specific
mitigation measures to accommodate existing walking and cycling routes
as well as for facilitating new desire lines for school-related journeys.
The opportunity for use as active travel routes to connect to adjacent
amenities and sports facilities at Cardiff Central Sport and Community
Centre (CCSCC) for use by the school should be maximised.

222.

Proposed changes to the local road network may also require mitigation
to accommodate localised alternatives to existing neighbouring business
access routes, to be confirmed as part of the TA process.

223.

Road closures and other changes would involve traffic orders and
associated legal processes, both requiring sufficient lead-in time and
financial resources.

224.

Mitigation measures may be required to address potential increased
traffic levels around school start and end times past the neighbouring
Ysgol Glan Morfa and on East Tyndall Street and Walker Road which are
already heavily trafficked.

225.

The TA will identify necessary works associated with required vehicular
access onto the site and off-site highway measures including any safety
measures, traffic calming and facilities for pedestrians, cyclists and
scooting including crossing facilities for all active travel modes. The
transport team will require very early engagement with the designers and
transport consultants for the project to ensure that appropriate facilities to
support sustainable travel are considered at the outset of the project and
incorporated into the site master plan.

226.

In addition to highways measures within the immediate vicinity of the
school gates, this work will need to identify other off-site improvements,
including linkage with existing active travel routes and the provision of
new routes, necessary to maximise opportunities for pupils to travel to
school by walking, cycling and scooting, and for those using public
transport.

227.

Improved routes required for the existing catchment are likely to include
links through Moorland Park (with Moorland Primary School adjacent)
and with Ysgol Glan Morfa and beyond to the wider area.

228.

Opportunities to make existing roads and streets safer for active travel by
managing vehicle speeds and filtering out through traffic will be
investigated as part of the Transport Assessment. Work to develop the
new Active Travel Network Map for Cardiff as required under the Active
Travel Act is now underway. This will identify measures and schemes to
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expand Cardiff’s existing active travel network and provide better off road
and on road active travel routes to key trip destinations including schools.
The outputs of this work will be useful in informing the infrastructure
measures required off-site to maximise access to the new school by
active modes.
229.

Both main walking routes to the proposed site from the concentrated
distribution of pupils’ homes in Tremorfa involve going under railway
bridges which have been subject to flooding in the past. Improvements
would be required to ensure flood-resistance is designed into these
routes for pedestrians and cyclists.

230.

Learner Transport is currently provided by a number of taxis transporting
pupils with Additional Learning Needs (ALN/SLN). Consideration will be
required to where these can pick up and drop off on the proposed site in
a safe area separated from the mainstream pupil entrances to avoid
pedestrian and vehicle conflict.

231.

Currently no pupils (other than the SRB and mainstream pupils with
special needs) are eligible for Learner Transport and so appropriate
provision would need to be made for use of public transport services to
access the school site. This would include safe waiting facilities for pupils
and staff using scheduled and additional school bus services with safe
pedestrian access to bus stops at locations convenient to the school, and
crossings appropriate to the desire lines, type and level of use.

232.

The new school would potentially serve pupils from the Butetown area.
The Council is developing a separated cycle route along the Tyndall
Street corridor which could form part of a safe cycling route to school for
pupils living in Butetown. However additional separated cycling
infrastructure would be required to enable pupils cycling from Butetown
to safely navigate the area around the ‘Magic Roundabout’ and to
provide an onward separated route along the Ocean Way corridor. This
needs to be investigated through the TA process.

233.

The Council is committed to ensuring that every school in Cardiff has an
Active Travel Plan by 2022. Such a plan identifies actions by the school
to support and encourage active travel to school and will also identify any
improvements to on-site and off-site infrastructure required to facilitate
active journeys.

234.

All schools developed under Band B will need to have such a plan in
place from the outset of their operation. The Active Travel Plan for the
replacement Willows school site should be informed by the Transport
Assessment and developed with full involvement of the pupils and staff at
the existing school site and pupils and staff in the feeder school
populations. The Active Travel Plan for the new school should be linked
to the Active Travel Plans for the feeder or cluster schools. This will help
to encourage active travel across each age group and ensure that all
pupils entering the new school are equipped with the skills they need to
travel to school by active modes. The Council’s Active Travel Plans
officers can support the development of the Active Travel Plan.
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235.

Other support can be offered through the Council’s Road Safety Team
which delivers National Standards Cycle Training to schools in Cardiff.

Equality Impact Assessment
236.

An initial Equality Impact Assessment has been carried out. It concluded
that the proposed changes would not negatively affect a particular group
in society. Where particular groups are identified as being impacted,
mitigating actions have been identified. This assessment will be reviewed
after the consultation. Further equality impact assessments would also
be carried out if the proposal goes ahead.

237.

A Statutory Screening Tool including Equality Impact Assessment is
attached as Appendix 9.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Cabinet is recommended to:
1.

note the responses received during the public engagement exercise on
the proposal to provide a new build school for Willows High School.

2.

note that Officers will be entering into the Deed of Adherence to enable
new participants to become a party to and to be bound by the Strategic
Partnering Agreement for delivering MIM schemes.

3.

approve the delivery of the scheme through the Band B 21st Century
Schools capital funded programme, subject to Welsh Government
approval.

4.

delegate authority to the Director of Education & Lifelong Learning (in
consultation with the Cabinet Members for Education, Employment &
Skills and Finance, Modernisation & Performance, the Director of
Governance and Legal Services, and the Corporate Director for
Resources) to determine all aspects of the procurement process
(including for the avoidance of doubt (including approving the evaluation
criteria to be used, commencing the procurement and authorising the
award of the proposed contract) for the new build school and all ancillary
matters pertaining to the procurement.

SENIOR RESPONSIBLE OFFICER

Melanie Godfrey
Director of Education
Learning

&

Lifelong

17 September 2021

The following appendices are attached:
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Appendix 1: Cabinet Report, 25 February 2021
Appendix 2: Engagement Document
Appendix 3: Notes from pupil engagement meetings
Appendix 4: Notes from drop-in sessions
Appendix 5: Formal responses
Appendix 6: Summary analysis of Wider Stakeholder Survey
Appendix 7: Summary analysis of Learner Visioning Survey
Appendix 8: Map of Willows High School catchment area (to follow)
Appendix 9: Statutory Screening Tool and Equality Impact Assessment
Appendix 10: Cabinet Report, 19 March 2019
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Appendix 1
CARDIFF COUNCIL
CYNGOR CAERDYDD
CABINET MEETING: 25 FEBRUARY 2021
21st CENTURY SCHOOLS, BAND B: REPLACEMENT WILLOWS
HIGH SCHOOL
EDUCATION, EMPLOYMENT & SKILLS (COUNCILLOR SARAH
MERRY)
AGENDA ITEM: 5
Appendices 6, 7, 8 & 9 to this report are not for publication as they contain
exempt information of the description contained in paragraph 14 of Part 4
and paragraph 21 of Part 5 of Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act
1972.
Reasons for this Report
Cabinet to:
(i)

Acquire the freehold interests for land at Lewis Road, Splott, in line
with Heads of Terms and an independent valuation to deliver the
replacement Willows High School, subject to Ministerial approval
of the Welsh Government Business Justification Case, and
delegate authority to conclude the acquisition.

(ii)

Note that a non-statutory public engagement on the relocation of
Willows High School will commence following the acquisitions.

Background
1.

The Council has set out its vision to invest in its education estate to deliver
“Inspiring, sustainable, community-focused schools in which children and
young people can achieve their potential”. The rebuild and relocation of
Willows High School to Lewis Road forms a critical part of delivering on
this vision for the children, young people and communities of Adamsdown,
Splott and Tremorfa.

2.

A Cabinet report outlining the strategic investment in the city’s education
estate through its Band B 21st Century School Programme was approved
on 12 October 2017 (attached as Appendix 1).
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3.

This report outlined the challenges and opportunities facing Cardiff in the
development of the education estate specific to the sufficiency, suitability
and condition issues in Cardiff as assessed in 2017, which provided the
basis of the funding request from Cardiff to Welsh Government under the
Band B programme.

4.

As part of the prioritisation of schools within the Band B capital investment
programme, all properties across the school estate were given a rating
from A to D for the following issues, with D being the worst category:




Sufficiency of places available;
Condition of the school buildings;
Suitability of the environment for teaching.

5.

Willows High School is rated as a “D” category for condition, which means
the buildings are life-expired. The Welsh Government is committed to
removing all “D” condition schools from Wales. As a result, Willows High
School was automatically prioritised for investment under Band B.

6.

The school is also rated ‘D’ for suitability, with ‘unsuitable’ learning
environments, which seriously inhibit the school’s capacity to deliver the
curriculum.

7.

The current Willows High School site is within the flood zone and is
therefore not viable to be developed for a school at this time. It is
anticipated that, following construction of the proposed new coastal
defence wall, surveys would be commissioned for the flood boundary to
be reassessed by Natural Resources Wales.

8.

At its meeting on 11 July 2019 the Cabinet received a report requesting
officers be authorised to consult on proposals for early years, primary
school, secondary school and post-16 provision to serve Adamsdown and
Splott.

9.

The original proposals involved the expansion and transfer of secondary
provision for 11-16 to 8 forms of entry (FE) and the establishment of a
post 16 provision on the secondary site. It also proposed the closure of St
Alban’s RC Primary School at the request of the Catholic Archdiocese and
the expansion of Baden Powell Primary School to 3FE with investment to
expand Tremorfa Nursery to become an integrated children’s centre. A
copy of the 11 July 2019 Cabinet Report is included at Appendix 2.

10.

The outcome of the consultation showed that the majority of stakeholders
that responded opposed the Catholic Archdiocese’s proposed closure of
St Alban’s RC Primary School.

11.

The other key concerns raised by stakeholders during the consultation in
response to these proposals raised included:
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Loss of Tremorfa Park and building on treasured open space,
children’s play facilities and sports pitches accessed by the
community and local sports clubs;
Expansion of the secondary school in an area of deprivation with
complex needs and whether families benefit from bespoke support
and trusted relationships;
Co-location of the primary and secondary schools on a single site;
Traffic and transport concerns owing to the access and egress
roads into the proposed site.

12.

The children and young people that responded to the consultation echoed
many of the concerns raised by other stakeholders particularly with regard
to the perceived loss of parkland.

13.

In addition, they were keen to record their views regarding how the site
would look, feel and the facilities on offer to support learning. Key
concerns specifically raised by school pupils included:





the need to relocate the school off the floodplain as they were aware
building was limited/could not take place on their existing site;
stressed the importance of larger rooms and wider corridors to allow
for ‘active learning’ and to move around the school more easily
together with a range of specialist facilities to prepare them
appropriately as they were aware that this is going to be very
important in helping to gain future employment;
keen to avoid any negative impact on the environment and wanted to
know if there was an Eco-plan to produce something positive, such as
sustainable lighting, which they also felt this would be beneficial to the
wellbeing of the pupils and the environment.

14.

During the consultation period, the Catholic Archdiocese advised that they
no longer wished to progress the proposal to close St Alban’s RC Primary
School. As a result of the Archdiocese decision to withdraw the proposal,
the proposed enlargement of Baden Powell Primary School would no
longer be necessary, and the utilisation of buildings that would have been
vacated following the closure of St Alban’s RC Primary School to enlarge
Tremorfa Nursery School would not be possible.

15.

At its meeting on 23 January 2020, Cabinet received a report setting out
the outcome of the consultation (Appendix 3). Following consideration of
the decision of the Archdiocese and taking into account the key concerns
raised by stakeholders, the Cabinet resolved to not progress the
proposals. Cabinet also authorised officers to bring forward a further
report setting out details of revised proposals for the provision of
education places in Adamsdown and Splott.

16.

Consistent with the decision made by Cabinet on 23 January 2020, the
Council has taken into account the feedback from the consultation and
changing projection data in bringing forward this proposal for relocating
Willows High School at the appropriate size in new build facilities. This
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proposal located at the new site available at Lewis Road will provide
considerably improved facilities and exciting opportunities to build links
with local businesses and sports facilities.
Issues
Sufficiency of mainstream secondary school places / population changes
and impact on provision required
17.

When considering likely demand for places across the area, a number of
factors have been used to inform projections and forecasts, including:





18.

Forecasts have been prepared based on:





19.

Recent and historic numbers on roll taken from verified PLASC (Pupil
Level Annual Census) for Cardiff schools;
Recent and historic populations known to be living in each area
utilising NHS data;
Recent and historic numbers and percentages of children attending
English-medium and Welsh-medium community and faith places in
Cardiff;
Recent and historic numbers and percentages of children transferring
from primary schools in Cardiff to secondary schools elsewhere.

Current residential populations;
Likely child populations from the future residential developments
currently in construction and proposed;
Likely demand if parental take-up patterns were to remain consistent
with the most recent years applying these trends to the relevant
populations in future years;
Likely demand if parental take-up patterns at entry to secondary
schools were consistent with the type of primary school (Englishmedium community, Welsh-medium community or Faith) attended,
applying this information to the relevant populations in future years.

Additional information, regarding projections and forecasts prepared
relevant to the area, and the methodologies used to establish likely
demand are set out in Appendix 4.

Summary of recent and forecast demand for places at entry to secondary
education
Take up of secondary school places city-wide
20.

The five secondary schools included in Cardiff’s Band B 21st Century
schools programme, including Cathays High School, were proposed to
expand from a combined capacity of c35.5FE to c44FE. These proposals
took account of the projected increasing intakes to secondary education
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in a number of areas of Cardiff in the period until 2024, and the continuing
need for these places in the period that follows.
21.

Cardiff’s expected level of growth in this period, in existing communities,
is significant. It is evident that, separate to pupil forecasts based on
existing housing, additional secondary school places will be required to
accommodate children from new housing developments in the catchment
areas of some existing schools.

22.

Dwelling completions in Cardiff have significantly increased in recent
years. The 1,444 completions in 2018/19 (43% higher than 2017/18)
contrast with the previous 9 years where completions averaged 725 units
per annum, with no year above 1,000 units for this period. Construction
has now started or is about to start on most of Cardiff’s strategic housing
sites and it is expected that housing completions over the remaining 6
years of the Local Development Plan period will increase significantly.

23.

The 2019 landbank for housing in Cardiff numbered 24,944 dwellings.
Approximately 1,600 additional dwellings in Butetown, 1,800 in
Grangetown, 800 in Canton, 600 in Llandaff and 700 in Cathays (mainly
in the city centre) have planning permission or are on sites allocated in
the LDP. Each of these communities lie within the catchment areas of the
schools included within the Band B programme.

24.

As detailed in Appendix 4, the city-wide forecast demand for places at
entry to secondary education from existing housing will increase by circa
150 children per year group within the Band B investment period, until
2024, as a consequence of larger cohorts promoting from primary
education, and reduced outflow to out of county provision. City-wide
intakes from existing housing are at lower levels in the years that follow.

25.

The current and projected demand for places at entry to secondary school
within the neighbouring catchment areas of Cardiff High School and
Fitzalan High School exceed the number of places available at each
school.

26.

Planned housing developments within the Fitzalan High School catchment
area, including those with outline or full planning permission, will impact
neighbouring English-medium community schools and must be
considered when planning provision.

27.

The Cabinet has authorised officers to consult on a separate proposal to
permanently expand Cathays High School to 8FE to meet the projected
demand for places from within its catchment area and to also
accommodate excess demand for places from other neighbouring
catchment areas.

28.

Consultation on changes to English-medium community secondary
school catchment areas would be required at the appropriate time in order
to provide a suitable balance in the supply of and take-up of places.
Catchment areas are only part of the school admission oversubscription
criteria and being resident within a catchment area is not a guarantee of
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admission. The Council has to ensure sufficient place in the secondary
sector regardless of catchment boundaries.
Take up of places - Willows High School catchment area
29.

The Willows High School catchment area comprises the primary school
catchment areas of Adamsdown Primary School, Baden Powell Primary
School, Moorland Primary School and Stacey Primary School, which
serve Adamsdown and Splott. The area is also served by St Albans RC
Primary School, Tredegarville Primary School, Ysgol Glan Morfa. St
Peter’s Catholic Primary School, located within the Plasnewydd ward, also
serves the area and is in close proximity to Adamsdown. A map of the
Willows High School catchment area is attached as Appendix 5.

30.

The Adamsdown and Splott areas are within the catchment area of Ysgol
Gyfun Gymraeg Bro Edern, and are also served by St Illtyd’s Catholic High
School and St Teilo’s Church in Wales High School.

31.

Earlier proposals for the replacement of Willows High School identified
that an English-medium community secondary school of 6FE to 7FE,
providing 180-210 places per year group, would be sufficient to serve the
existing Willows High School catchment area alone. This took account of
the take up of places in English-medium and Welsh-medium community
primary schools, and in faith-based primary schools, and the proportion of
children transferring to each type of secondary school in previous years,
and projections which took account of this.

32.

The more recent take-up of English-medium community primary school
places by children who are resident within the existing Willows High
School catchment area has averaged 199 per year group. This has
fluctuated between 166 and 225 pupils in the period 2016 - 2020.

33.

Take up of Welsh-medium Reception places in the area increased from
34 children in 2018/19 to 47 children in 2019/20, accounting for 13% of
children in the NHS GP dataset. The Welsh Government has set
transformational targets within its Cymraeg 2050 policy, which require an
increase in the proportion of each school year group receiving Welshmedium education from 22 per cent nationally in 2015/16 to 25-29 per
cent by 2031, and then to 40 per cent by 2050. It is implicit within the aims
and targets in the strategy that Cardiff is expected to increase the take up
of Welsh-medium places in all areas of the city.

34.

The average intake over the last 3 years at entry to Reception year within
the Willows High School catchment area is 206 pupils (approximately
7FE). Consistent with populations elsewhere, there is a significant fall in
projected Reception intakes in 2023/24, in the cohort that would promote
to secondary education in 2030/31. Data is not yet available for cohorts
that would enter primary education in 2024/25 and beyond.

35.

On average, 158 children per year group have transferred to Englishmedium community secondary schools and 80 children per year group
have transferred to English-medium faith-based secondary schools in
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recent years. The remaining young people transfer to Welsh-medium
secondary schools.
36.

There is no significant difference in the number of children in Year 6
cohorts and in the following year’s Year 7 cohorts in this area - i.e. almost
all children resident in the area continue to attend community or faith
schools in Cardiff when they transfer to secondary education.

37.

Forecasts indicate that, in the Band B investment period, 150-189 Englishmedium community secondary school places will be required to serve the
existing Willows High School catchment area, either at the school or at
other English-medium community schools. This takes account of c80
places being taken up within Faith-based schools by pupils resident in the
area. Intakes are projected to peak at 189 in 2023 but reduce thereafter
to 171 in 2024 and no more than 165 in the period 2024 - 2029.

38.

Intakes to secondary education from 2028 are based on NHS data for preschool children and reflect the recent parent preferences for Englishmedium community, Welsh-medium or faith schools as a proportion of the
primary school intakes, and could therefore change.

39.

Pupil preference patterns in the Willows High School area indicate that a
significant proportion of applicants state a preference for, and gain
admission to, other community secondary schools. Parental preferences
for other neighbouring schools in the most recent intakes have meant that
less than 70% of pupils in the area, who have enrolled at an Englishmedium community school, are at Willows High School.

40.

The future planning of places must take into account the impact of a newbuild 21st Century school in the Willows High School catchment area, and
Band B proposals for other secondary schools, and how this may affect
parental preferences. The distribution of capacity between Willows High
School and neighbouring schools must take account of parental
preference patterns and should also retain sufficient surplus capacity
across the wider area to respond to potential future population changes.

41.

There are no large planned residential developments within the Willows
High School catchment area that would significantly increase the child
population within the area. There are also no significant housing
developments currently planned nor included with in the adopted LDP for
the Willows High School catchment area.

42.

Taking the above information into account, an English-medium community
secondary school of 6FE, providing 180 places per year group, would be
sufficient to serve the existing Willows High School catchment area during
the Band B investment period and beyond.

43.

The existing Willows High School buildings are assessed as having a
capacity of 1,121 places, allowing for up to 224 pupils to be enrolled in
each year group. Reducing the school to 900 places would enable up to
180 pupils to be enrolled in each year group.
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44.

The School Organisation Code allows Local Authorities to reduce the
physical capacity of a mainstream school, without the need to publish a
statutory proposal, where the proposed capacity will be greater than the
highest number of pupils on roll at the school at any time in the previous
two school years. The number of pupils enrolled in 2018, 2019 and 2020
was 518, 619 and 665 respectively.

45.

Local Authorities must ensure that proposals take account of capacity in
other schools serving the area, including faith-based schools, and should
not result in excess surplus capacity overall. Consolidating Willows High
School at 6FE of entry whilst expanding Cathays High School to 8FE,
each in new-build 21st Century school buildings, would provide a
reasonable level of surplus places locally and over the combined area to
respond to an uplift in parental preferences for admission to each of the
schools.

46.

In summary, based on the population projections, historic take up of
places in the area and the potential for an uplift parental preference
following investment, 6FE capacity (180 places per year group for pupils
aged 11-16) is expected to be sufficient to meet the demand for places
from within the existing catchment area of Willows High School in the
Band B period. Capacity of 6FE would:





Create an efficient class organisation.
Provide sufficient capacity to allow the projected number of local
children requiring a place in an English-medium community high school
to attend.
Ensure that citywide capacity would be balanced in light of proposed
changes to school capacities in other parts of the city, and pupil
numbers entering secondary education reducing from 2024.

47.

The city-wide transfer rate in English-medium secondary schools, from
Year 11 into sixth forms within schools, averages 54%. This suggests that
that the number of sixth form places that would serve a fully subscribed
secondary school of 6FE would be fewer than 200 places.

48.

Research suggests that the minimum size of sixth form provision should
be no less than 200 places, and that a sixth form of fewer than 250 places
may not provide sufficient funding to support a broad range of relevant
courses and qualifications without the need for financial subsidy from 11–
16 funding or alternative sources.

49.

There was a largely positive response to the question posed during
consultation regarding the concept of introducing post 16 provision on the
site with the high school provision, although there were few responses
overall. However, there were limited views regarding what was missing
currently from the offer that students are able to access from the
Adamsdown, Splott and Tremorfa areas; what was needed to add to
existing opportunities available nearby and how new facilities would
impact positively and make a tangible difference.
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50.

The reduced of the school size of 6FE, as a result of decreased forecasted
take up of places in area, combined with the options already available to
the community for Post 16 in neighbouring areas, could mean that any
on-site Post 16 provision could struggle to attract sufficient students to
ensure its viability. Priority would be given to developing stronger
partnerships with post 16 providers to improve careers and options
guidance signposting, and enhanced support would be put in place to
improved transitions.

The proposed new school
51.

The new school would be located on Lewis Road, Splott, and would have
easy access to high quality new sports facilities locally. These facilities
would be available for use by the whole community outside of core school
hours.

52.

Pupils would remain at the existing Willows High School site until the new
school build is complete to minimise the potential for disruption.

53.

The new school would have a reduced capacity of 900 places for learners
aged 11 to 16, which exceeds the number of pupils enrolled at the school
in recent years.

54.

The proposal:






Provides a permanent solution to the educational and business needs;
represents good value-for-money by addressing longer-term condition
issues;
provides sustainable, local facilities designed to achieve a high quality
effective educational environment;
provides facilities aligned with strategic aims of the Council;
provides facilities which are energy efficient, mitigating running costs
and detrimental environmental impact.

Forming partnerships and improving outcomes
55.

Willows High School is currently categorised as yellow and has been
removed from Estyn monitoring. Recent results show an improvement on
previous years. However, progress is still required regarding the
outcomes for pupils, attendance, support for vulnerable pupils and
transition arrangements.

56.

In 2019/2020, from a potential 9.2FE of eligible pupils resident in the
Willows catchment, c5.6FE (60%) choose to take up places in EM
community schools. Of these, Willows succeeded in attracting 3.7FE
(40% of its total catchment population). A further 1.4FE attended the
school who were resident elsewhere.
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57.

In the September 2020 intake, from a potential 9.6FE of eligible pupils in
the Willows catchment, Willows has succeeded in attracting 3.2FE in
2019/20 (33%). A further 0.9FE attend the school who are resident
elsewhere.

58.

A consistent message that has come through pre-consultation with
schools in the area and latterly the public during the formal consultation,
is that there is a the need to build confidence in Willows High School as a
trusted local education provider that is welcoming to all, delivers inspiring
high quality learning opportunities, is trusted to deliver good education
outcomes for its pupils and further improve standards.

59.

The wider school community has spoken about the challenges of working
in the area in terms of achieving parental buy in and trust. There are also
more unique complexities presenting in the cohort, including the particular
needs of the traveller community located within the catchment area.

60.

The Council is keen to support Willows High School develop a new
aspiring vision that may include opportunities to work with one or more
partner schools from within the city.

61.

Community access to the new build facilities, and opportunities for use of
these by third party organisations, will be a key consideration when
designing the new site. These will be developed to enable maximum
flexibility, including allowing for opportunities to deliver some satellite post
16 classes where appropriate in partnership with current providers to
expand/further enhance the existing offer in the city.

The importance of transformational change
62.

The new learning campus delivered on Lewis Road, combined with the
benefits derived through collaboration with local industry partners, would
create the challenging, supportive and stimulating opportunities, which
engender aspiration and achievement. The aim of the proposal is to
transform the aspirations and achievements of learners in the area.

63.

The Council’s proposals for Band B of the 21st Century Schools
Programme, and the Cardiff 2030 strategy, clearly state the link between
improving the environment for learning and raising standards of
achievement.

64.

Cardiff is well placed to develop innovative partnerships between schools,
businesses, universities and other bodies in the city. In recent years such
partnerships have strengthened with considerable potential for further
impact.

65.

This has been evidenced locally with the successful establishment of the
‘Creative Partnership’ (which comprises of school representatives
together with creative industry leaders) that is integral to how the new
Cardiff West Community High School (CWCHS) plans and educates their
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learners. This partnership was developed to harness the potential to
provide an exciting new offer to young people and to respond to the
employment opportunities presented by expanding ‘creative economy' as
one of Wales' fastest growing sectors.
66.

Cardiff is a growing city in both population and economic terms. The
creative economy is just one of the growing sectors that is presenting
fresh opportunities that may not have been present in the past.

67.

The evolution and embedded partnership approach is by no way exclusive
to CWCHS. It is a model of partnership which could be replicated and
developed further, with other sectors in the regional economy e.g.
science, technology, and engineering.

68.

The proposed investment to develop and deliver an improved education
offer for Adamsdown and Splott that would look to build on the principles
behind the successful Creative Partnership at CWCHS and maximise the
fresh approach to developing and delivering a specialised range of
learning opportunities in purpose-built facilities.

69.

Industry partnerships mean that learners in Cardiff are able benefit from
a rich curriculum which delivers ‘real world' learning opportunities. The
curriculum and subjects offered are designed to maintain a strong focus
on competencies which support young people to become work ready, e.g.
focus on communication; team working; flexibility; adaptability; and
entrepreneurialism.

70.

This model also ensures that students benefit from an improved
understanding of the careers available within the sector to make more
informed choices with a bias towards innovation and problem solving,
encouraging students to take managed risks and developing their
confidence to enter a fast changing employment market.

71.

The new school will demonstrate its firm commitment to working in
partnership with an industry (to be determined and agreed) from the
outset in order to:




72.

Put industry at the heart of learning, developing problem solving,
tenacity, resilience and innovation, and promoting creativity through
links between schools and the designated sector economy.
Broaden horizons so all young people have the opportunity to fully
engage in the cultural, social and economic life of Cardiff.
Ensure business activity that fully reflects the changing face of Wales
is at the core of its offer.
In doing this we would expect to realise the following benefits:



Young People would be inspired by opportunities designed to foster
their independence and develop their skills to be resilient, innovative
and problem solving learners.
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Communities would be empowered through meaningful projects and
activities with employers and partners in the designated sector.
The city would be enhanced by a dynamic economy underpinned by
a vibrant education system.

Admissions and Catchment areas
73.

The relevant changes to the Council’s policy on the admission of children
to schools as a result of these proposals relate to the proposed change in
the Published Admission Number of Willows High School from 224 places
to 180 places.

74.

Consultation on the 2023/24 admission arrangements for community
schools will take place in autumn 2021 – spring 2022 in accordance with
the requirements of the Admissions Code. This consultation would include
the proposed changes to Published Admission Numbers.

75.

It is proposed that the admission number of 180 places would be
implemented from September 2023, in accordance with the requirements
set out in the School Organisation Code.

76.

Detailed information regarding admission arrangements is contained in
the Council’s Admission to Schools booklet, and this information can be
viewed on the Council’s website (www.cardiff.gov.uk).

77.

Consultation on changes to English-medium community secondary
school catchment areas would be required at the appropriate time, when
21st Century school proposals are sufficiently progressed, in order to
provide a suitable balance in the supply of and take up of places.

Land Matters
78.

Land requirements for a 6FE school is 65,000m2 - 83,265m2 (c16 acres
– 20.35 acres) following Building Bulletin Guidelines 98 for Secondary
Schools in Wales.

79.

The Council has considered a number of sites to include the existing
school site, Tremorfa Park and other Council owned sites across the
immediate wards to include Adamsdown, Splott and Tremorfa. Given the
land requirement to deliver a school compliant with BB98, the search has
been expanded to land not currently in within the ownership of the Council.

80.

Following an initial assessment of the long list, Tremorfa Park was
originally put forward as a short list option for the new school, as noted in
the previous consultation. This is a large site, with a central location in the
catchment. The land is owned by CCC, which means there would be no
capital expenditure to purchase the land. However, it was clear from the
consultation that there were significant concerns about building on this
community asset and keeping the park land available for future users.
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81.

The land required to support the preferred option outlined in this paper f
is enclosed in Confidential Appendix 6 ‘School Land’.

82.

A schedule of the land assembly is outlined within the confidential
Appendix 7 together with a brief summary of the heads of terms agreed
with each party.

83.

As part of the Council’s due diligence on acquisition, external valuer’s
reports are included in confidential Appendix 8 together with the agreed
Heads of Terms. Delegation to officers is required to agree final detail of
the heads of terms through to legal completion.

84.

A summary of the Land Assembly costs are included in confidential
Appendix 9.

85.

The proposed school location to the south west of the existing Willows
High School catchment area a is easily accessible for the catchment
population with a range of active transport routes already upgraded to
support the recent new-build primary school which is in close proximity.
The school is within 3 miles for all homes within the catchment area. There
are public transport options should families prefer their children to use a
public bus to get to school.

86.

The Planning Department are aware of the emerging proposals and are
very supportive of the principle of a school in this brownfield location, and
recognise the wider potential regeneration, community and place making
benefits of the scheme, subject to further discussion. Formal processes
are in place with Planning colleagues in advance of any formal
application. The development has the opportunity to deliver wider
community and economic regeneration “uplift” as well as promoting active
travel and supporting the emerging SW Metro proposals.

87.

Ministerial approval has been given for the allocation of funds, subject to
an approved Welsh Government Business Justification Case, which is
currently under consideration by the Education Minister.

The current Willows High School site
88.

The transfer of Willows High School to the new site would mean that its
current site would be vacated.

89.

The current Willows school site has been considered and discounted for
redevelopment. Under Planning Policy Wales TAN15, it has been noted
as a highly vulnerable development, such as a school, should not be
permitted at this site. Refurbishment of the current building has been
discounted as in the most recent property survey, by Faithful and Gould
in 2017 it was rated as Condition D (End of life) and Condition C for
Suitability, with a backlog of maintenance set at £3,842,505 in 2017.
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90.

The Council is undertaking flood consequence assessments and a
feasibility to establish the use of the existing Willows High School site
following the construction of the new school buildings. If the site is not
suitable for development, the Council is keen to create open access
space, continue the use of sporting opportunities and recreational facilities
investigate opportunities and to improve the cycle superhighway.

91.

The emerging Coed Caerdydd Project, which seeks to increase tree
canopy across the city from 19% to 25 % by 2030 provides an opportunity
for woodland creation and there is scope to maximise community
involvement in delivery of such using the Willows High School as a
candidate site.

92.

Formal arrangements exist at present for facilities at Willows High School
to be used by Bridgend Street Football Club. These facilities would be
retained and a new agreement made.

93.

The Council is investigating whether Flying Start services provided on the
Willows High School site could be transferred to an alternative location,
ideally before the closure of the Willow High School buildings.

Community Engagement
94.

A public engagement exercise, with stakeholders including school staff,
pupils, governors and the wider community served by Willows High
School, would be undertaken following the acquisition, to help shape the
proposals for replacing the existing school buildings with a new 21st
Century School.

Local Member consultation
95.

Local members have been consulted on the proposals.

Scrutiny Consideration
96.

The Children and Young People’s Scrutiny Committee will consider these
proposals on 23 February 2021.

Reason for Recommendations
97.

To progress the acquisition of the site as outlined in Appendix 6 in order
to facilitate the development of new-build secondary school facilities
school for the Adamsdown, Splott and Tremorfa areas in order to
contribute toward the Council’s aspiration of delivering inspiring,
sustainable, community-focused schools in which children and young
people can achieve their potential.

Financial Implications
98.

This report recommends the acquisition of sites in readiness for use in a
future 21st Century Schools project. This decision would enable officers
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to proceed with land acquisitions and commit the Council to capital
expenditure as per the Willows Site Summary in Appendix 9.
99.

At present, the preferred funding strategy for the Willows High scheme
remains the WG’s revenue funded Mutual Investment Model (MIM). This
will mean the new building will be constructed on the acquired sites via a
Special Purpose Vehicle, with the Council making a net contribution of
19% (with WG providing 81% of the revenue funding required) towards
the annual unitary charge for a period of 25 years.

100.

Whilst the funding required for the Council’s contribution to the new build
will be made available via the SOP Revenue Reserve, there is currently
no identified funding for the recommended land transactions set out in this
report.

101.

Welsh Government are considering a business case to initially fund these
acquisitions, but then utilise the Band B capital programme to fund these
acquisitions. In principle the Council will fund the Capital intervention rate
of 35% and will reprioritise the current Band B schemes to make the
funding available.

102.

As noted within the report one of the sites is currently opted to tax. Further
work will be required to determine the impact of VAT on each of the sites
in relation to whether the site is opted, if this status can be disapplied and
the impact of future planned use or commercial arrangements in each
case. This could impact the Council’s partial exemption calculation or
result in irrecoverable VAT payments on construction or future income
streams and requires consideration prior to acquisition.

103.

Specialist tax and VAT advice has been sought to establish the
implications of purchase options. The VAT risks will remain until the site
acquisitions are complete and tenants are in place.

Legal Implications
Property
104.

Section 120 of the Local Government Act 1972 enables the Council to
acquire land for either (a) the benefit, improvement or development of its
area or (b) for any of it functions under any enactment. The Council’s
Disposal and Acquisition of Land Procedure Rules requires the decision
maker to have regard to advice from a qualified valuer, to ensure value
for money.

105.

External legal advice has been obtained in connection with this matter and
contained in Confidential Appendix 8.

106.

The Cabinet needs to take account of the Council’s fiduciary duties to the
local residents and taxpayers. As such, proper consideration needs to be
given to the risks, rewards and potential future liabilities of the proposals
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which are the subject of this report. The issue concerns whether the
potential risks and liabilities described in the report and in Confidential
Appendix 15 are proportionate to securing the stated school development
objectives and thereby in the best interests of the local taxpayers and
residents.
Equalities & Welsh Language
107.

In considering this matter the decision maker must have regard to the
Council’s duties under the Equality Act 2010 (including specific Welsh
public sector duties). Pursuant to these legal duties Councils must, in
making decisions, have due regard to the need to (1) eliminate unlawful
discrimination, (2) advance equality of opportunity and (3) foster good
relations on the basis of protected characteristics. Protected
characteristics are: (a). Age,( b ) Gender reassignment( c ) Sex (d) Race
– including ethnic or national origin, colour or nationality, (e) Disability, (f)
Pregnancy and maternity, (g) Marriage and civil partnership, (h)Sexual
orientation (i)Religion or belief –including lack of belief.

108.

An equalities impact assessment is attached to this report in Appendix 10
and the decision maker should have regard to the same in reaching its
decision.

109.

The decision maker should be mindful of the Welsh Language (Wales)
Measure 2011 and the Welsh Language Standards.

The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015
110.

The Well-Being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 (‘the Act’) places
a ‘well-being duty’ on public bodies aimed at achieving 7 national wellbeing goals for Wales - a Wales that is prosperous, resilient, healthier,
more equal, has cohesive communities, a vibrant culture and thriving
Welsh language, and is globally responsible. In discharging its duties
under the Act, the Council has set and published well being objectives
designed to maximise its contribution to achieving the national well being
goals. The wellbeing objectives are set out in Cardiff’s Corporate Plan
2020 -23.

111.

When exercising its functions, the Council is required to take all
reasonable steps to meet its wellbeing objectives. This means that the
decision makers should consider how the proposed decision will
contribute towards meeting the wellbeing objectives and must be satisfied
that all reasonable steps have been taken to meet those objectives.

112.

The wellbeing duty also requires the Council to act in accordance with a
‘sustainable development principle’. This principle requires the Council to
act in a way which seeks to ensure that the needs of the present are met
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs. Put simply, this means that Council decision makers must take
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account of the impact of their decisions on people living their lives in
Wales in the future. In doing so, the Council must:






113.

Look to the long term
Focus on prevention by understanding the root causes of problems
Deliver an integrated approach to achieving the 7 national well-being
goals
Work in collaboration with others to find shared sustainable solutions
Involve people from all sections of the community in the decisions which
affect them
The decision maker must be satisfied that the proposed decision accords
with the principles above; and due regard must be given to the Statutory
Guidance issued by the Welsh Ministers, which is accessible on line using
the
link
below:
http://gov.wales/topics/people-andcommunities/people/future-generations-act/statutory-guidance/?lang=en

Policy and Budget Framework
114.

The decision maker must be satisfied that the proposal is within the Policy
and Budget Framework, if it is not then the matter must be referred to
Council.

Traffic Regulation
115.

The Council as the ‘Traffic Authority’ has a discretionary power to make
‘traffic regulation orders’ where it appears to the Council expedient to make
the order for any of the purposes specified under Section 1 of the Road
Traffic Regulation Act 1984 Act (“the 1984 Act”).

116.

Full legal advice should be sought on the proposed traffic regulation
orders, as the same are developed but it should be noted that in making
any traffic regulation order the Council must comply with the procedure set
out in the Act and the regulations made there under. This process involves
at statutory consultation exercise, with associated rights of objection. If
objections are received, they must be duly considered and following such
consideration the potential exists that the traffic regulation order may be
made, be made but in modified form or not proceeded with at all.

HR Implications
117.

Whilst the proposal for replacement of Willows High School at 6FE,
represents a reduction in the published admissions number for the school,
the current data suggests that the school is not currently at full capacity
and may increase in size over the coming year given local pupil
projections.

118.

In light of this, the Governing Body will need to consider this potential
expansion and ensure their staffing structure is sufficient to address this.
Where this results in a need to recruit additional members of staff, these
vacancies should be redeployment opportunities for any staff on the
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redeployment register in line with the School Redeployment and
Redundancy Policy.
119.

Further HR implications of the new school will be determined as the project
develops. The Governing Body and the school’s leadership team may
require HR advice, guidance and support to ensure that its staffing
structure is appropriate for a new build school, and in particular this will
include the consideration of estates and facilities requirements linked to
community use.

120.

There will need to be high levels of consultation with staff and trade union
colleagues to support a smooth transition to the new school site.

Property Implications
121.

The Strategic Estates Department have been closely involved in
considering the proposals in particular the property requirements. Much of
the property matters and implications are identified and discussed in the
body of this report and also in further detail in the Confidential Appendices.

122.

Where there are resultant land transactions, or further negotiations or
valuations required to deliver these proposals, they should be done so in
accordance with the Council’s Asset Management process and in
consultation with Strategic Estates and relevant service areas.

Traffic and Transport Implications
123.

The Council’s policy is to increase the overall share of daily journeys that
are made by sustainable modes of transport – walking, cycling and public
transport. Many journeys to school are very short. 75% of journeys to
education in Cardiff are within 3km of people’s homes. More of these
journeys could be made by active modes if improvements could be made
to the safety of roads and routes for walking and cycling within school
catchment areas. The health and wellbeing benefits of enabling children
to travel actively and independently to school, as opposed to being
escorted by car, are well documented and evidenced.

124.

The adopted Local Development Plan sets a target to achieve a 50:50 split
between journeys by car and journeys made by foot, cycle and/or use of
public transport by 2026.

125.

The Council’s Transport White Paper, published earlier this year sets more
ambitious modal shift targets and seeks to achieve over 60% of daily work
trips to be made by sustainable modes of travel by 2025 with this share
increasing to around 75% by 2030.

126.

The Transport White Paper includes the commitment to “Develop Active
Travel Plans and accessible walking and cycling routes for all schools by
working with children, teachers, parents and governors to promote
walking, scooting and cycling to and from schools”.
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127.

The new school developments being brought forward as part of the
Council’s Band B programme provide the opportunity to deliver on this
commitment and provide examples of best practice in terms of integrating
new schools and active travel infrastructure.

128.

Key to this will be ensuring that the design and layout of buildings and the
site access arrangements prioritise travel by active and sustainable
modes. Other critical elements will be the location of access points in
positions which take account of the alignment of the surrounding network
of roads and pathways and which serve to minimise walking and cycling
distances and avoid unnecessary detours for people travelling. In terms of
the proposed site, a key challenge will be ensuring that safe and attractive
active travel routes can be integrated within the dense network of streets
in Adamsdown, Splott and Tremorfa which form a large part of the school
catchment area.

129.

Whilst it is less than one mile from the existing school to the proposed site,
the new school would be slightly further away from parts of the existing
catchment area where there is the highest concentration of current pupils.
This potentially lengthens the school journey for slightly more pupils and
underlines the necessity of providing new and improved routes to
maximise opportunities for active travel and to encourage pupils to travel
to school by walking, cycling and scooting.

130.

The provision of on-site facilities, such as secure cycle parking spaces and
lockers for storage of cycling clothes and equipment will also be essential.

131.

Cycle and scooter parking provision must meet the minimum requirements
set out in the Council’s Managing Transport Impacts SPG and the site
must be able to accommodate increases in scooter and cycle parking to
meet future demand.

132.

Cycle parking must be covered and secure and be sited in a convenient
location within the site which is easy for pupils for access and where it
benefits from surveillance. Sheffield stands are recommended. Tiered
cycle parking will not be acceptable.

133.

Vehicular access to the school site will need to be limited to staff and
vehicles requiring access for essential servicing. The SRB pupil learner
transport will need appropriate facilities for drop-off and pick-up. However,
facilities for general pick up and drop off of other pupils by car should not
be provided.

134.

On-site car parking should be in accordance with the Council’s Managing
Transport Impacts Supplementary Planning Guidance (2018). The
maximum car parking requirements for schools within the SPG is one
parking space per 30 pupils and this would apply to the mainstream school
provision at the site. Parking on street near the school will be discouraged
through the introduction of appropriate parking restrictions. The Council is
currently introducing School Streets in selected suitable locations; the use
of Traffic Regulation Orders to restrict vehicular access on streets outside
schools at morning drop-off and afternoon pick-up times. This approach
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could potentially be used to restrict parking and access associated with a
new school at the site.
135.

Transport mitigation for the development will be identified through the
Transport Assessment (TA) process, which will inform the proposals
submitted for planning permission.

136.

The traffic impact on the highway network including potential changes to
the road layout will need to be fully assessed. Potential closures may be
required over parts of Lewis Road, Titan Road, Keen Road and
Portmanmoor Road where they cross or encroach on the site. A closure
to a through route with appropriate restrictions is likely to reduce existing
traffic volumes and speeds and prevent traffic taking short cuts. Changes
to the local road network may require specific mitigation measures to
accommodate existing walking and cycling routes as well as for facilitating
new desire lines for school-related journeys. The opportunity for use as
active travel routes to connect to adjacent amenities and sports facilities
at Cardiff Central Sport and Community Centre (CCSCC) for use by the
school should be maximised.

137.

Proposed changes to the local road network require mitigation to
accommodate localised alternatives to existing neighbouring business
access routes, to be confirmed as part of the TA process.

138.

Road closures and other changes would involve traffic orders and
associated legal processes, both requiring sufficient lead-in time and
financial resources.

139.

Mitigation measures may be required to address potential increased traffic
levels around school start and end times past the neighbouring Ysgol Glan
Morfa and on East Tyndall Street and Walker Road which are already
heavily trafficked.

140.

The TA will identify necessary works associated with required vehicular
access onto the site and off-site highway measures including any safety
measures, traffic calming and facilities for pedestrians, cyclists and
scooting including crossing facilities for all active travel modes. The
transport team will require very early engagement with the designers and
transport consultants for the project to ensure that appropriate facilities to
support sustainable travel are considered at the outset of the project and
incorporated into the site master plan.

141.

In addition to highways measures within the immediate vicinity of the
school gates, this work will need to identify other off-site improvements,
including linkage with existing active travel routes and the provision of new
routes, necessary to maximise opportunities for pupils to travel to school
by walking, cycling and scooting, and for those using public transport.

142.

Improved routes required for the existing catchment are likely to include
links through Moorland Park (with Moorland Primary School adjacent) and
with Ysgol Glan Morfa and beyond to the wider area.
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143.

Opportunities to make existing roads and streets safer for active travel by
managing vehicle speeds and filtering out through traffic will be
investigated as part of the Transport Assessment. Work to develop the
new Active Travel Network Map for Cardiff as required under the Active
Travel Act is now underway. This will identify measures and schemes to
expand Cardiff’s existing active travel network and provide better off road
and on road active travel routes to key trip destinations including schools.
The outputs of this work will be useful in informing the infrastructure
measures required off-site to maximise access to the new school by active
modes.

144.

Both main walking routes to the proposed site from the concentrated
distribution of pupils’ homes in the existing catchment involve going under
railway bridges which have been subject to flooding in the past.
Improvements would be required to ensure flood-resistance is designed in
to these routes for pedestrians and cyclists.

145.

Learner Transport is currently provided by a number of taxis transporting
pupils with Additional Learning Needs (ALN/SLN). Consideration will be
required to where these can pick up and drop off on the proposed site in a
safe area segregated from the main stream pupil entrances to avoid
pedestrian and vehicle conflict.

146.

Currently no pupils (other than the SRB and main stream pupils with
special needs) are eligible for Learner Transport and so appropriate
provision would need to be made for use of public transport services to
access the school site. This would include safe waiting facilities for pupils
and staff using scheduled and additional school bus services with safe
pedestrian access to bus stops at locations convenient to the school, and
crossings appropriate to the desire lines, type and level of use.

147.

The new school would potentially serve pupils from the Butetown area.
The Council is developing a segregated cycle route along the Tyndall
Street corridor which could form part of a safe cycling route to school for
pupils living in Butetown. However additional segregated cycling
infrastructure would be required to enable pupils cycling from Butetown to
safely navigate the area around the ‘Magic Roundabout’ and to provide an
onward segregated route along the Ocean Way corridor. This needs to be
investigated through the TA process.

148.

The Council is committed to ensuring that every school in Cardiff has an
Active Travel Plan by 2022. Such a plan identifies actions by the school
to support and encourage active travel to school and will also identify any
improvements to on-site and off-site infrastructure required to facilitate
active journeys.

149.

All schools developed under Band B will need to have such a plan in place
from the outset of their operation. The Active Travel Plan for the
replacement Willows school site should be informed by the Transport
Assessment and developed with full involvement of the pupils and staff at
the existing school site and pupils and staff in the feeder school
populations. The Active Travel Plan for the new school should be linked to
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the Active Travel Plans for the feeder or cluster schools. This will help to
encourage active travel across each age group and ensure that all pupils
entering the new school are equipped with the skills they need to travel to
school by active modes. The Council’s Active Travel Plans officers can
support the development of the Active Travel Plan.
150.

Other support can be offered through the Council’s Road Safety Team
which delivers National Standards Cycle Training to schools in Cardiff.

Equality Impact Assessment
151.

An initial Equality Impact Assessment has been carried out. It concluded
that the proposed changes would not negatively affect a particular group
in society. Where particular groups are identified as being impacted,
mitigating actions have been identified. This assessment will be reviewed
after the consultation. Further equality impact assessments would also be
carried out if the proposal goes ahead.

152.

A Statutory Screening Tool including Equality Impact Assessment is
attached as Appendix 10.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The Cabinet is recommended to:
1.

Agree that the freehold interests for the land at Lewis Road, Splott be
aquired in line with Heads of Terms and an independent valuation, subject
to Ministerial approval of the Welsh Government Business Justification
Case.

2.

delegate authority to the Director of Economic Development (in
consultation with Director of Education) for all matters relating to the
acquisition of land.

3.

Note that officers will bring forward a report advising Cabinet of responses
received following a public engagement exercise.

SENIOR RESPONSIBLE
OFFICER

Melanie Godfrey
Director of Education & Lifelong Learning
19 February 2021

The following appendices are attached:
Appendix 1: Cabinet Report, 12 October 2017
Appendix 2: Cabinet Report, 11 July 2019
Appendix 3: Cabinet Report, 23 January 2020
Appendix 4: Projected availability of and demand for primary school and
secondary school
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Appendix 5: Map of English-medium community primary and secondary school
catchment areas
Confidential Appendix 6: School Land (confidential item)
Appendix 7: Schedule of the land assembly (confidential item)
Appendix 8: Due Diligence, Valuer’s Report and Heads of Terms (confidential
item)
Appendix 9: Land Assembly Acquisition Costs summary (confidential item)
Appendix 10: Statutory Screening Tool including Equality Impact Assessment
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Appendix 2

The Future for
Willows High School
21st Century Schools
14 JUNE – 23 JULY 2021

This document can be made available in Braille.
Information can also be made available in other community languages if needed.
Please contact us on 029 2087 2720 to arrange this.
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We want to hear your views!
We are relocating Willows High school and this presents an exciting opportunity for you to help shape
the future of the school
An engagement period will take place from Monday 14 June and we want to hear your views. We
especially want to hear the views of children and young people, who will be play an important role in
developing a new vision for the school.
The six week non-statutory engagement process will give pupils, the school and the wider community
the chance to have a say on how Willows High School could develop to meet the needs of the
community it serves.
Your views and opinions will play an integral part in shaping the future for Willows High School including
the curriculum, a rebrand and the development of the new school building.
A series of drop in sessions, have been arranged where you can talk to us about the new school.
These are listed below:

Type of consultation

Date/Time

Venue

Drop in Session

Tuesday 22 June 2021
10am – 12 noon

Tesco
Pengam Green CF24 2HP

Drop in Session

Thursday 24 June 2021
12 noon – 2pm

Brewery Field
(opposite Rubicon Dance) CF24 1ND

Drop in Session

Wednesday 30 June 2021
2pm – 4pm

Old Library, Singleton Road CF24 2ET

Drop in Session

Tuesday 06 July 2021
6pm – 8pm

Splott Park Sports Pavilion CF24 2SJ

Drop in Session

Monday 12 July 2021
10am -12 noon

Butetown Hub, Plas Iona, Bute St,
CF10 5HW

Drop in Session

Thursday 15 July 2021
4pm - 6pm

Butetown Hub, Plas Iona, Bute St,
CF10 5HW

21st Century Schools
A New Willows High School

Share your ideas on what should be taught at Willows
High School

2

In 2022, a New Curriculum for Wales will be rolled out and as part of the community engagement
process, we want to hear your ideas on what should be taught at the school and how it should be
delivered.
These views will help the school design a curriculum to support its learners to become:
• ambitious, capable learners, ready to learn throughout their lives
• enterprising, creative contributors, ready to play a full part in life and work
• ethical, informed citizens of Wales and the world
• healthy, confident individuals, ready to lead fulfilling lives as valued members of society.
(Four Purposes NcfW 2022)
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Find out more at

www.cardiff.gov.uk/willowshighschool

Share your ideas on the new building for Willows High School
Delivered under Cardiff Council and Welsh Government’s 21st Century, Band B Schools Programme, the
existing Willows High School is to be relocated to Lewis Road.

New School Building
The new school site will be situated on three parcels of land at Splott Market, Portmanmoor Road and
3G pitches at the former tennis centre.
This provides enough space for the new school building without taking away any existing open spaces.
The new school will have places for up to 900 learners, age 11-16; made up of 180 pupil per year group
(six forms of entry).
The new school building will allow for future expansion if needed.
The design and build of the school will allow for future expansion up to 240 pupils per year group.

21st Century
21st
CenturySchools
Schools
The redevelopment of Cantonian High School,
A
New
Willows
High
School
Riverbank Special School and
Woodlands
High School

Example layout (based on three storey building). Please note this is not the final layout.
Possible partial closure of Lewis Road subject to design/statutory processes

Find out more at

www.cardiff.gov.uk/willowshighschool
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In recent years the Council has delivered a number of brand new schools including Eastern High,
Cardiff West Community High School and work is under way on the new home for Fitzalan High School.

Cardiff West Community High School

21st Century
21st
CenturySchools
Schools
The redevelopment of Cantonian High School,
A
New
Willows
High
School
Riverbank Special School and
Woodlands
High School

Eastern High

4
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Like these schools, the new Willows High School
will have a modern design and brand new facilities
including state-of-the-art educational amenities in a
brand new building.
Pupils will have access to a high quality learning
environment which will support teaching and
learning.
A list of facilities to be part of the design for the new
school include;
Classrooms
IT/business studies rooms
Science laboratories
Art rooms
Design & Technology rooms
Music rooms
Drama Studio
Learning Resources areas
Dining/social areas
Sports facilities

21st Century
21st
CenturySchools
Schools
The redevelopment of Cantonian High School,
A
New
Willows
High
School
Riverbank Special School and
Woodlands
High School

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Find out more at

www.cardiff.gov.uk/willowshighschool
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Sports Facilities
The new build school will have easy access to high quality new sports facilities locally including:
•
•

3G pitches, which will be leased to the House of Sport for clubs and the community to use in the
evening.
Cardiff Central Sport and Community Centre (CCSCC) at Ocean Park, which can be used by the whole
community outside of core school hours.

Partnerships will be made with other sports facilities in the area for Physical Education lessons. There is
also the opportunity for them to provide training and career opportunities. Other sports facilities are:
3 court tennis centre
Splash Central- swimming
Cardiff academy of Fencing

21st Century
21st
CenturySchools
Schools
The redevelopment of Cantonian High School,
A
New
Willows
High
School
Riverbank Special School and
Woodlands
High School

•
•
•

6
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Helping the Environment
Getting to School
The new school site is less than a mile away from the current site. This means that the journey to school may be
slightly shorter for some pupils and slightly longer for others.
Those pupils living within the catchment are no further than 3 miles away from the new location.

Walking Route

The Council is committed to active travel and we have a dedicated Active School Travel Team who work with
schools to support them in the safe delivery of active travel plans, specific to each individual school.

Find out more at

www.cardiff.gov.uk/willowshighschool
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21st Century
21st
CenturySchools
Schools
The redevelopment of Cantonian High School,
A
New
Willows
High
School
Riverbank Special School and
Woodlands
High School

Plan showing possible walking route from the current school site

7

Facilities at the school will include secure cycle parking spaces (similar to the photo below) and lockers for
storage of cycling clothes and equipment.

21st Century
21st
CenturySchools
Schools
The redevelopment of Cantonian High School,
A
New
Willows
High
School
Riverbank Special School and
Woodlands
High School

Image from Cardiff West Community High School

8
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Have Your Say!
Willows High School is your school and we want your views to help shape its future and help transform the
lives of local learners whilst providing opportunities to local people and the wider community.
What would you like this school to offer its pupils, parents, the local community and neighbouring areas?
You may wish to consider the following;
• What do you like about the plans for the new school?
• Do you have any suggestions to make it even better?
• How can the new school benefit the community?
• How can the community benefit the new school?
• What do other schools have that you would like to see at Willows?
By taking time to share your ideas about the new school, you will help us understand where resources
should be invested.
A series of drop in sessions, have been arranged where you can talk to us about the new school.
These are listed below:
Type of consultation

Date/Time

Venue

Drop in Session

Tuesday 22 June 2021
10am – 12 noon

Tesco
Pengam Green CF24 2HP

Drop in Session

Thursday 24 June 2021
12 noon – 2pm

Brewery Field
(opposite Rubicon Dance) CF24 1ND

Drop in Session

Wednesday 30 June 2021
2pm – 4pm

Old Library, Singleton Road CF24 2ET

Drop in Session

Tuesday 06 July 2021
6pm – 8pm

Splott Park Sports Pavilion CF24 2SJ

Drop in Session

Monday 12 July 2021
10am -12 noon

Butetown Hub, Plas Iona, Bute St, CF10
5HW

Drop in Session

Thursday 15 July 2021
4pm - 6pm

Butetown Hub, Plas Iona, Bute St, CF10
5HW

You can complete this response form online at
www.cardiff.gov.uk/willowshighschool

Please tell us whether you are responding as (tick all that apply)
•

Parent or Guardian*

•

Pupil*

Member of Staff*
•

Governor*

Grandparent*

•

Local Resident

21st Century Schools
A New Willows High School

You can also give your views or ask us questions by emailing
SchoolResponses@cardiff.gov.uk or by visiting the QR code

Other (please specify)
*Please confirm which schools
you are affiliated with
Find out more at

www.cardiff.gov.uk/willowshighschool
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1. What do you like about the plans for the new school?

2. Do you have any suggestions to make it even better?

21st Century
CenturySchools
Schools

The provision of english-medium primary
A New
Willows
High School
school
places
in the Llanrumney
area

3. How can the new school benefit the community?

10
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4. How can the community benefit the new school?

5. What do other schools have that you would like to see at Willows?

21st Century Schools
A New Willows High School

6. What is good about the current Willows that we can continue in the
new school?

Find out more at

www.cardiff.gov.uk/willowshighschool
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Next steps
During the summer holidays the views expressed during this engagement process will be looked at.
Willows High School will use this information to help shape the vision for the school.
Autumn Term - Using this information we will be able to ask for feedback on the new vision for the
school, which will help shape the design brief and requirements for the school.
After this, we will appoint a contractor to design and build the school. Once we have a design it will go
to planning, which will include a statutory consultation process.

21st Century Schools
A New Willows High School

Further engagement will take place when a set of design drawings are available.

12
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Appendix 3
Schools Programme
Record of Virtual Pupil Engagement Meeting
Adamsdown Primary School (Y3 & Y4)
30 June 2021

Present: Adamsdown Primary School Y3 & Y4 pupils, class teacher Laura Sampford
(SOP), Rosalie Phillips (SOP)
Please note: The following is not a transcript but a contemporaneous note of the
meeting
Welcome and Introductions
Laura Sampford (LS) opened the meeting by explaining to the pupils that the Council
is planning changes to Willows High School and wanted to seek their views on this.
Presentation
There was a presentation from LS which covered the following
















Background
What are the plans
Why replace Willows High School
The existing Willows High School
What will the new school look like?
Eastern High School
Cardiff West Community High School
What will the new school be like?
Possible site plan for the new school
Walking route
When will the new school be ready?
Tell us what you would like to see
Your future starts here
Facilities and opportunities
Active Travel

Discussion Points
The points raised by pupils are set out below.
The children liked the idea of a new high school and would like to see the following
facilities:
Outside areas
 Play/leisure areas including a grassed area for relaxation
 Benches/seating
 Shelters for rainy days
 Football pitches
 Basketball court
 Tennis court
 Picnic areas
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 Quiet space
Inside the new school build
 Water fountains
 An area for awards to be displayed
 Common room
 A stage
 Dance space
 Subject specific classrooms e.g. Math, Biology, languages
 Enhanced ICT including Chrome Books and IPads
 Interactive whiteboards
 Separate desks
 Lunchtime facilities
 Quiet space
 Hall space that allows for all pupils to eat together
 Different food options
 Wide, bright corridors and spaces
Future aspirations
The children had a range of careers that they would like to pursue including:













Palaeontologist
Scientist
Footballer
Astronomer
Farmer
Restaurant owner
Animator
Chef
Basketball player
Audio engineer
Nurse
Crystal and fossil hunter

The children would like to see a range of facilities and opportunities at the new school
which would support these aspirations e.g science labs, work experience, talks on
specific subjects/topics and clubs such as craft and sports.
Travel
LS explained that Cardiff Council wants as many people as possible to get to school
without the use of a car; it would help to reduce pollution and keeps us healthy. Bike
racks and lockers and other facilities are to be included in the design of the new school
to help with this Active Travel.
A class survey was conducted to ask how pupils currently get to school. This identified
the following:




Walking – 14
Bus – 0
Car – 6
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Cycle – 3
Scooter – 3

The children would like to able to get to school by bus, cycling or by train.
There were no further questions and the session ended
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Schools Programme
Record of Virtual Pupil Engagement Meeting
Adamsdown Primary School (Y5 & Y6)
30 June 2021

Present: Adamsdown Primary School Y5 & Y6 pupils, class teacher Laura Sampford
(SOP), Rosalie Phillips (SOP)
Please note: The following is not a transcript but a contemporaneous note of the
meeting
Welcome and Introductions
Laura Sampford (LS) opened the meeting by explaining to the pupils that the Council
is planning changes to Willows High School and wanted to seek their views on this.
Presentation
There was a presentation from LS which covered the following
















Background
What are the plans
Why replace Willows High School
The existing Willows High School
What will the new school look like?
Eastern High School
Cardiff West Community High School
What will the new school be like?
Possible site plan for the new school
Walking route
When will the new school be ready?
Tell us what you would like to see
Your future starts here
Facilities and opportunities
Active Travel

Discussion Points
The points raised by pupils are set out below.
The children liked the idea of a new high school and would like the see the following
facilities:











Storage areas for bikes/scooters
ELSA area to support wellbeing
Intervention rooms
Bright airy classrooms
Lockers for belongings
Large spaces for children to work in
Communal areas
Specialist areas for different subjects
Changing room facilities
Garden area
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Hall
PE facilities
Gym
Practise spaces
Telescope
Library

Future aspirations
The children had a range of careers that they would like to pursue including:















Footballer
Gymnast
Hairdresser
Teacher
Shopkeeper
Doctor
Police Officer
Nurse
Zoo Keeper
Nasa Space Station worker
Photographer
Archaeologist
Psychologist
Swimmer

The children would like to see a range of facilities and opportunities at the new school
which would support these aspirations e.g sports facilities, talks on specific
subjects/topics, after school clubs, visitors related to career options, school trips.
Travel
LS explained that Cardiff Council wants as many people as possible to get to school
without the use of a car; it would help to reduce pollution and keeps us healthy. Bike
racks and lockers and other facilities are to be included in the design of the new school
to help with this Active Travel.
A class survey was conducted to ask how pupils currently get to school. This identified
the following:






Walking – 17
Bus – 1
Cycle - 0
Scooter – 0
Car – 0

The pupils liked the idea of cycling to school but busy roads made this difficult. They
would like more zebra crossings and signs to help with directions.
They also asked about disruption to education while the new school was being built.
LS explained that the pupils would remain at the existing Willows site and transfer
once the new facilities were ready.
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There were no further questions and the session ended.
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Schools Programme
Record of Virtual Pupil Engagement Meeting
Baden Powell Primary School (Y4)
13 July 2021

Present: Baden Powell Primary School Y4, Rosalie Phillips (SOP), Hibah Iqbal
(SOP), Shirley Karseras (SOP)
Please note: The following is not a transcript but a contemporaneous note of the
meeting
Welcome and Introductions
Hibah Iqbal (HI) opened the meeting by explaining to the pupils that the Council is
planning changes to Willows High School and wanted to seek their views on this.
Presentation
There was a presentation from HI which covered the following
















Background
What are the plans
Why replace Willows High School
The existing Willows High School
What will the new school look like?
Eastern High School
Cardiff West Community High School
What will the new school be like?
Possible site plan for the new school
Walking route
When will the new school be ready?
Tell us what you would like to see
Your future starts here
Facilities and opportunities
Active Travel

The pupils were then asked what facilities they would like to see in the new school.















Football pitches
Rugby pitches
Tennis courts
Dance studios
Drama room
Music rooms – learn instruments
Individual lockers
Gym
Cafe
Place to eat with friends
Swimming pool
Art room
Tuck shop
New school uniform
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Changing rooms
Library
Large hall so everyone can fit in it
Science Labs
Basketball courts
Gaming room
Obstacle course
Arts and crafts

To further the discussion, children were then asked what careers they would like to
have when they were older and what future aspirations they had.
The range of careers that they would like to pursue included:






















IT engineer
Doctor
Footballer
Editor
Fashion designer
Fireman
Policeman
Singer
Racing car driver
Postman
Nurse
Chef
Zookeeper
Actor
YouTuber
Vet
Yoga instructor
Skydiver
Teacher
Pilot
Rocking climbing instructor

They were then asked to think how the new school could help them achieve these
goals:










Map reading skills for an archaeologist
Computers for website design
Drama studios for actors
Medical skills if you want to be a doctor
Learn how to sew to become a fashion designer
Engineers to visit
Garden to practice gardening
Visits from firefighters and footballers
Boxing lessons
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Travel
HI explained that Cardiff Council want as many people as possible to get to school
without the use of a car; it would help to reduce pollution and keeps us healthy. Bike
racks and lockers and other facilities are to be included in the design of the new school
to help with this Active Travel.
A class survey was conducted to ask how pupils currently get to school. This identified
the following:






Walking – 19
Bus – 5
Cycle – 0
Scooter – 1
Car – 18

RP then asked for questions and gave answers were she could.

























How many hours will school be?
RP – Similar to what you currently have; circa 9am-3pm
How many year groups will there be in each year?
RP - 6 forms of entry
Do you use a school bus?
RP – Cardiff Council only pay for a school bus if you live more than 3 miles away
from the school and can’t offer you a school place closer than 3 miles
Will they go on trips?
RP – This will be down to your teachers and the type of subjects you take. For
example, geography trips to the beach may take place to study coastal erosion or
if you take art, you may visit art galleries.
Do we have to buy our own files/pencils etc?
RP – Yes this would normally be expected of pupils at secondary school.
How many children in each class?
RP – This would be the same as you currently have, so around 30, but this will
also depend on the nature of the lesson. There may be fewer for practical subjects.
How many lessons a day?
RP – This will depend on how the school organise the day. It could be 5 or 6
different lessons/subjects.
Will you have vending machines?
RP – We don’t know but there will be a cafeteria to purchase food
What year does the school go up to?
RP – It will be up to the end of GSCE, Year 11
Some schools provide IPads to children. Will this school be doing something
similar?
RP – Yes if the school thinks there is a need for it
Can we bring our own IPads to work on?
RP – This will be up to the school and your teachers to decide
What languages will the school teach?
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RP – The main languages taught at secondary schools in Cardiff include Welsh,
Spanish, German and Italian
Do they provide balls at playtime?
RP – The school will decide how equipment will be used during breaks
Will they do concerts?
RP – Yes the school will put on performances
Do any famous people visit?
RP – If any of the staff know of any famous people, then they may invite them to
speak at the school
Do we have to go to different classes for different lessons?
RP – Yes. Unlike primary school where you stay mainly in one classroom, you will
move around depending on the subject you will be learning. For example, if you
have a science lesson it will be taught in a special laboratory classroom
Will we be allowed to take phones to school?
RP – This will be up to the school to decide.

RP closed the meeting, thanking the pupils for all their input and advised that their
comments would be reported back to the Cabinet of Cardiff Council.
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Schools Programme
Record of Virtual Pupil Engagement Meeting
Baden Powell Primary School (Y5)
13 July 2021

Present: Baden Powell Primary School Y5, Rosalie Phillips (SOP), Hibah Iqbal (SOP),
Shirley Karseras (SOP)
Please note: The following is not a transcript but a contemporaneous note of the
meeting
Welcome and Introductions
Rosalie Philips (RP) opened the meeting by explaining to the pupils that the Council
is planning changes to Willows High School and wanted to seek their views on this.
Presentation
There was a presentation from RP which covered the following
















Background
What are the plans
Why replace Willows High School
The existing Willows High School
What will the new school look like?
Eastern High School
Cardiff West Community High School
What will the new school be like?
Possible site plan for the new school
Walking route
When will the new school be ready?
Tell us what you would like to see
Your future starts here
Facilities and opportunities
Active Travel

The pupils were then asked what facilities they would like to see in the new school.













Time-out areas
Yoga area
Art room
Football pitch
Climbing frames – adventure area
Playground
Basketball area
Gymnasium
Rugby Pitch
Swimming pool
Skate park
Bike trail
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To further the discussion, children were then asked what careers they would like to
have when they were older and what future aspirations they had.
The range of careers that they would like to pursue included:






















Vet
Footballer
Florist
Eyelash artist
Astronaut
Artist
Rugby player
Teacher
YouTuber
Swimming teacher
Boxer
Make-up artist
Pilot
Fashion designer
Rapper
Nursery teacher
Doctor
Chef
Actor
TV presenter
Game designer

They were then asked to think how the new school could help them achieve these
goals:








2 lessons per week specifically working towards vocation
Fast IT
Provide research areas
Have work experience linked to these career choices
After school clubs relevant to the various roles
First aid practice for aspiring doctors
Provide longer breaks to allow for sporting practice

Travel
RP explained that Cardiff Council want as many people as possible to get to school
without the use of a car; it would help to reduce pollution and keeps us healthy. Bike
racks and lockers and other facilities are to be included in the design of the new school
to help with this Active Travel.
A class survey was conducted to ask how pupils currently get to school. This identified
the following:



Walking – 24
Bus – 1
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Cycle – 6
Scooter – 5
Car – 18
Skateboard - 1

Pupils were then asked if they had any questions.




Can we decorate the locker? – RP - not sure but thinks that it would be up to the
Headteacher
Why is it on Splott Market – RP - Tremorfa Park was proposed but people did not
like that idea and so this site has been agreed
Why is there a negative opinion about Willows High School – Teacher – Is there?
Maybe because the building is so old

RP closed the meeting, thanking the pupils for all their input and stating that their
comments would be reported back to the Cabinet of Cardiff Council.
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Schools Programme
Record of Virtual Pupil Engagement Meeting
Baden Powell Primary School (Y6)
13 July 2021

Present: Baden Powell Primary School Y6, Rosalie Phillips (SOP), Hibah Iqbal (SOP),
Rachel Burgess Willis (SOP)
Please note: The following is not a transcript but a contemporaneous note of the
meeting
Welcome and Introductions
Rachel Burgess Willis (RBW) opened the meeting by explaining to the pupils that the
Council is planning changes to Willows High School and wanted to seek their views
on this.
Presentation
There was a presentation from RBW which covered the following
















Background
What are the plans
Why replace Willows High School
The existing Willows High School
What will the new school look like?
Eastern High School
Cardiff West Community High School
What will the new school be like?
Possible site plan for the new school
Walking route
When will the new school be ready?
Tell us what you would like to see
Your future starts here
Facilities and opportunities
Active Travel

The pupils were then asked what facilities they would like to see in the new school and
identified the following:













Indoor swimming pool
Escalators
Dance Studio
Music Studio
Gaming Studio
Garden
Allotments
Music Studio
Video Editing Suite
Range of sports facilities
Indoor social areas to relax
A huge library
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A range of different food options
Modern technology in all classrooms
Cooking facilities
Art rooms
Design facilities
IT rooms
Theatre
l
To further the discussion, children were then asked what careers they would like to
have when they were older and what future aspirations they had.
The range of careers that they would like to pursue included:








Video game designer
Makeup artist
Footballer
Chef
Computer programme
Actress
Radio presenter

They were then asked to think how the new school could help them achieve these
goals and identified the following:













Opportunities to develop coding skills
Cooking lessons
Art lessons
Varied lesson to develop creativity
Dance lessons
After school clubs
Practise sessions
IT devices to take home
Music lessons outside of class time
Career talks
Talks from subject specialists
Visitor to school e.g. how did I get here

Travel
RBW explained that Cardiff Council want as many people as possible to get to school
without the use of a car; it would help to reduce pollution and keeps us healthy. Bike
racks and lockers and other facilities are to be included in the design of the new school
to help with this Active Travel.
A class survey was conducted to ask how pupils currently get to school. This identified
the following:



Walking – 15
Bus – 0
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Cycle – 2
Scooter – 1
Car – 5

Pupils were then asked if they had any questions/comments
Cycle lanes and active travel are important to the children
RBW closed the meeting, thanking the pupils for all their input and advised that their
comments would be reported back to the Cabinet of Cardiff Council.
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Schools Programme
Record of Virtual Pupil Engagement Meeting
Moorland Primary School
07 July 2021 (Y4, Y5 & Y6)

Present: Moorland Primary School Y4, Y5 & Y6 pupils, class teachers, Laura
Sampford (SOP), Rosalie Phillips (SOP)
Please note: The following is not a transcript but a contemporaneous note of the
meeting
Welcome and Introductions
Laura Sampford (LS) opened the meeting by explaining to the pupils that the Council
is planning changes to Willows High School and wanted to seek their views on this.
Presentation
There was a presentation from LS which covered the following
















Background
What are the plans
Why replace Willows High School
The existing Willows High School
What will the new school look like?
Eastern High School
Cardiff West Community High School
What will the new school be like?
Possible site plan for the new school
Walking route
When will the new school be ready?
Tell us what you would like to see
Your future starts here
Facilities and opportunities
Active Travel

Discussion Points
The points raised by pupils are set out below.
The children liked the idea of a new high school and would like to see the following
facilities:











Display areas for Art projects
Library/study area
Signage
Computer rooms for coding
Technology labs that change over time
Science labs
Art rooms
Drama facilities
Social areas
Basketball court
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Sports pitches
Café
Gym facilities
Climbing wall
Tennis courts
Sewing room
Access to swimming facilities
Active travel facilities

Future aspirations
The children had a range of careers that they would like to pursue including:



























Footballer
Police officer
Chemist
Scientist
Clothes designer
Work for Microsoft
Animator
Lawyer
Mechanic
Nail artist
Pilot
Teacher
Inventor
Dog trainer
Engineer
Chef
Architect
Makeup artist
Dancer
Doctor
Dentist
Actor
Basketball player
Midwife
Vet
Artist

The children would like to see a range of facilities and opportunities at the new school
which would support these aspirations e.g sports facilities, talks on specific
subjects/topics, after school clubs, visitors related to career options, work experience,
school trips. They would also like facilities to be available for use in free time/outside
of school hours.
Travel
LS explained that Cardiff Council want as many people as possible to get to school
without the use of a car; it would help to reduce pollution and keeps us healthy. Bike
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racks and lockers and other facilities are to be included in the design of the new school
to help with this Active Travel.
A class survey was conducted to ask how pupils currently get to school. This identified
the following:






Walking – 67
Bus – 3
Cycle - 10
Scooter – 8
Car - 28

There were no further questions and the session ended
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Schools Programme
Record of Virtual Pupil Engagement Meeting
Stacey Primary School
14 July 2021 (Y4)

Present: Stacey Primary School Y4 pupils, class teacher, Rosalie Phillips (SOP),
Hibah Iqbal (SOP), Rachel Burgess Willis (SOP), Shirley Karseras (SOP)
Please note: The following is not a transcript but a contemporaneous note of the
meeting
Welcome and Introductions
Hibah Iqbal (HI) opened the meeting by explaining to the pupils that the Council is
planning changes to Willows High School and wanted to seek their views on this.
Presentation
There was a presentation from HI which covered the following
















Background
What are the plans
Why replace Willows High School
The existing Willows High School
What will the new school look like?
Eastern High School
Cardiff West Community High School
What will the new school be like?
Possible site plan for the new school
Walking route
When will the new school be ready?
Tell us what you would like to see
Your future starts here
Facilities and opportunities
Active Travel

Discussion Points
The points raised by pupils are set out below.
The children liked the idea of a new high school and would like the see the following
facilities:











Basketball area
Football pitches
Gym area
Sports Hall
Large bright classrooms
New desks
Whiteboards
Science labs
Music rooms including a range of instruments
Art rooms
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Drama studio
Café area to eat and relax
Relaxation areas with bean bags
Library/research areas
IT
Place of Worship
Tennis courts

Future aspirations
The children had a range of careers that they would like to pursue including:








Footballer
Actor
Animator
You Tuber
Astronaut
Doctor
Teacher

The children would like to see a range of facilities and opportunities at the new school
which would support these aspirations e.g. science labs, work experience, talks on
specific subjects/topics and clubs such as sports, gaming, language, homework, ICT
and the opportunity for animal interaction.
Travel
HI explained that Cardiff Council want as many people as possible to get to school
without the use of a car; it would help to reduce pollution and keeps us healthy. Bike
racks and lockers and other facilities are to be included in the design of the new school
to help with this Active Travel.
A class survey was conducted to ask how pupils currently get to school. This identified
the following:






Walking – 13
Bus – 0
Car – 7
Cycle – 1
Scooter – 2

There were no further questions and the session ended
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Schools Programme
Record of Virtual Pupil Engagement Meeting
Stacey Primary School
14 July 2021 (Y5)

Present: Stacey Primary School Y5 pupils, class teacher, Rosalie Phillips (SOP),
Hibah Iqbal (SOP), Rachel Burgess Willis (SOP), Shirley Karseras (SOP)
Please note: The following is not a transcript but a contemporaneous note of the
meeting
Welcome and Introductions
Rachel Burgess Willis (RBW) opened the meeting by explaining to the pupils that the
Council is planning changes to Willows High School and wanted to seek their views
on this.
Presentation
There was a presentation from RBW which covered the following
















Background
What are the plans
Why replace Willows High School
The existing Willows High School
What will the new school look like?
Eastern High School
Cardiff West Community High School
What will the new school be like?
Possible site plan for the new school
Walking route
When will the new school be ready?
Tell us what you would like to see
Your future starts here
Facilities and opportunities
Active Travel

Discussion Points
The points raised by pupils are set out below.
The children liked the idea of a new high school and would like the see the following
facilities:










Place of Worship
Safe place area
Food areas
Basketball area
Separate desks
Gym
Locker room
Football pitches
Cricket pitch
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Swimming pool
Library areas
Subject classrooms
Science labs for experiments
Language rooms
Art rooms
Drama studio
Dance studio
Gymnastics area

Future aspirations
The children had a range of careers that they would like to pursue including:














Gymnastics teacher
Actor
Footballer
Maths/Science teacher
Boxer
Engineer
Wrestler
Military
Lawyer
Business lady
Optician
Doctor
Martial Arts teacher

The children would like to see a range of facilities and opportunities at the new school
which would support these aspirations:


















Learning about eyes
PE skills
Athletics skills
Engineering skills
Range of experiences
Business skills
Drama skills
Workshops of lawyers
Work experience
Talks from specialists
Clubs to help
Visit local businesses
School trips
Theatre workshops
Coaching
Visits to football clubs to work with players
Boxing sessions

Travel
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RBW explained that Cardiff Council want as many people as possible to get to school
without the use of a car; it would help to reduce pollution and keeps us healthy. Bike
racks and lockers and other facilities are to be included in the design of the new school
to help with this Active Travel.
A class survey was conducted to ask how pupils currently get to school. This identified
the following:






Walking – 14
Bus – 2
Car – 3
Cycle – 4
Scooter –

The pupils asked the following questions:
Q - will there by security at the new school?
A – security will be part of the new school
Q - what will happen to the old school?
A – we don’t know yet but will update people once it is decided.
Q - will the new building be bigger than the old one?
A – that will depend on the facilities that are provided
Q - will existing pupils go the school?
A – pupils currently at Willows won’t go to the school but their younger brothers and
sisters may
Q - What will happen if the plan fails?
A – the Council’s plan is to build the school and we very much hope it won’t fail
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Schools Programme
Record of Virtual Pupil Engagement Meeting
Stacey Primary School
14 July 2021 (Y6)

Present: Stacey Primary School Y6 pupils, class teacher, Rosalie Phillips (SOP),
Hibah Iqbal (SOP), Rachel Burgess Willis (SOP), Shirley Karseras (SOP)
Please note: The following is not a transcript but a contemporaneous note of the
meeting
Welcome and Introductions
Shirley Karseras (SK) opened the meeting by explaining to the pupils that the Council
is planning changes to Willows High School and wanted to seek their views on this.
Presentation
There was a presentation from SK which covered the following
















Background
What are the plans
Why replace Willows High School
The existing Willows High School
What will the new school look like?
Eastern High School
Cardiff West Community High School
What will the new school be like?
Possible site plan for the new school
Walking route
When will the new school be ready?
Tell us what you would like to see
Your future starts here
Facilities and opportunities
Active Travel

Discussion Points
The points raised by pupils are set out below.
The children liked the idea of a new high school and would like the see the following
facilities:











Shuttle bus
Lockers
Study/quiet area to do homework
Sports facilities
Gym
A barn sport area similar to the existing provision
Health options vending machines
Good quality food
Library area
Large outdoor area
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Gardening area
MUGA
Changing rooms for PE
IT facilities/devices
Animals (support dog)

Future aspirations
The children had a range of careers that they would like to pursue including:































Paediatrician
Lawyer
Footballer
Animator
Business man/lady
Singer
Doctor
Nail technician
Vet
Sports career
You Tuber
Veterinary nurse
Entimologist
Radio DJ
Teacher
Judge
Artist
Creative Designer
Pilot
Footballer
Maths/Science teacher
Boxer
Engineer
Wrestler
Military
Lawyer
Business lady
Optician
Doctor
Martial Arts teacher

The children would like to see a range of facilities and opportunities at the new school
which would support these aspirations:







First Aid/CPR skills
Lessons on human rights and justice
Access to music studios and instruments
Opportunity to design and make products
Clubs to develop interests and skills
Onsite hair/beauty salon to practise
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Career presentations
Access to 3D printers
Language labs
Be able to learn languages other than French and Spanish

Travel
SK explained that Cardiff Council want as many people as possible to get to school
without the use of a car; it would help to reduce pollution and keeps us healthy. Bike
racks and lockers and other facilities are to be included in the design of the new school
to help with this Active Travel.
A class survey was conducted to ask how pupils currently get to school. This identified
the following:






Walking – 13
Bus – 0
Car – 11
Cycle – 2
Scooter – 0

There were no questions and the session ended
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Schools Programme
Record of Virtual Pupil Engagement Meeting
St Alban’s RC Primary School
08 July 2021

Present: St Alban’s RC Primary School pupils, class teacher, Laura Sampford (SOP),
Rosalie Phillips (SOP), Hibah Iqbal (SOP), Rachel Burgess Willis (SOP)
Please note: The following is not a transcript but a contemporaneous note of the
meeting
Welcome and Introductions
Laura Sampford (LS) opened the meeting by explaining to the pupils that the Council
is planning changes to Willows High School and wanted to seek their views on this.
Presentation
There was a presentation from LS which covered the following
















Background
What are the plans
Why replace Willows High School
The existing Willows High School
What will the new school look like?
Eastern High School
Cardiff West Community High School
What will the new school be like?
Possible site plan for the new school
Walking route
When will the new school be ready?
Tell us what you would like to see
Your future starts here
Facilities and opportunities
Active Travel

Discussion Points
The points raised by pupils are set out below.
The children liked the idea of a new high school and would like the see the following
facilities:
Outside areas
 PE rooms
 Picnic benches
 Theatre
 Art rooms
 Football pitches
 Music rooms
 Gardening area
 Science rooms for experiments
 Recording studio
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Sewing room to create things
Pottery room/Kiln

Future aspirations
The children had a range of careers that they would like to pursue including:














Animator
Footballer
Scientist
Business woman
Rapper
Actor
Dancer/ballerina
Advanced dance teacher (best dance teacher in Wales)
Singer
Vet
Lawyer
Police Officer
Firefighter

The children would like to see a range of facilities and opportunities at the new school
which would support these aspirations e.g. science labs, work experience, talks on
specific subjects/topics and clubs such debating. The children would also like practise
time in order to improve their skills. All of the children wanted to go on to
college/university and wanted support in order to achieve this.
Travel
LS explained that Cardiff Council want as many people as possible to get to school
without the use of a car; it would help to reduce pollution and keeps us healthy. Bike
racks and lockers and other facilities are to be included in the design of the new school
to help with this Active Travel.
A class survey was conducted to ask how pupils currently get to school. This identified
the following:






Walking – 5
Bus – 0
Car – 8
Cycle – 0
Scooter – 1

There were no further questions and the session ended
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Schools Programme
Record of Virtual Pupil Engagement Meeting
Tredegarville CiW Primary School
13 July 2021

Present: Tredegarville CiW Primary School Y4 pupils, class teacher Laura Sampford
(SOP), Rosalie Phillips (SOP)
Please note: The following is not a transcript but a contemporaneous note of the
meeting
Welcome and Introductions
Laura Sampford (LS) opened the meeting by explaining to the pupils that the Council
is planning changes to Willows High School and wanted to seek their views on this.
Presentation
There was a presentation from LS which covered the following
















Background
What are the plans
Why replace Willows High School
The existing Willows High School
What will the new school look like?
Eastern High School
Cardiff West Community High School
What will the new school be like?
Possible site plan for the new school
Walking route
When will the new school be ready?
Tell us what you would like to see
Your future starts here
Facilities and opportunities
Active Travel

Discussion Points
The points raised by pupils are set out below.
The children liked the idea of a new high school and would like to see the following
facilities:











Lots of high chairs
Large cafeteria
Large hall
Football pitch
Big library
Library spaces within classrooms
Computer labs/classroom IT provision
Swimming pool
Basketball courts
Clubs
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Coding room
Garden including a composing area
Vending machines
Sports equipment
Dedicated nature area
Outdoor facilities
Social areas
Tennis court
Music studios
Relaxation/calming room
Art rooms
Fun room including toys and games (allowed to go there when work is done)
Dedicated classrooms e.g. history
Large outside area
Science and technology rooms
Cooking room
Research facilities

Future aspirations
The children had a range of careers that they would like to pursue including:
















Footballer
Swimmer
Doctor
Firefighter
Vet
Actor
Interior Designer
Artist
Teacher
Basketball player
Nurse
Police Officer
Surgeon
You Tuber/Gamer
Animator

The children would like to see a range of facilities and opportunities at the new school
which would support these aspirations:










Enough staff
After school clubs including sports clubs
Daily Mile
Good sports coaches
Encouragement, support and practise time
Help with planning
Support with research skills
Opportunities to help others
Visits from career specialists
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Support to build perseverance and resilience
Team building days

Travel
LS explained that Cardiff Council wants as many people as possible to get to school
without the use of a car; it would help to reduce pollution and keeps us healthy. Bike
racks and lockers and other facilities are to be included in the design of the new school
to help with this Active Travel.
A class survey was conducted to ask how pupils currently get to school. This identified
the following:






Walking – 9
Bus – 1 (sometimes)
Car – 12
Cycle – 2
Scooter – 1

The children would like to able to get to school by bus, cycling or by train.
There were no further questions and the session ended
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Record of Drop in Sessions

Appendix 4

Schools Programme
Record of Drop in Session
Willows High School Engagement
Tesco Pengam Green
22nd June 2021

Please note: The following is not a transcript but a contemporaneous note of the
meeting
Present: Laura Sampford (LS), Rosalie Phillips (RP)
The local councillors Cllr Huw Thomas (HT) and Cllr Ed Stubbs (ES) also attended.
The following comments were made by those who attended the session.


Any new uniform would need to be affordable and available at local supermarkets



Tesco would be happy to support any charity/community activities



A parent of children attending Ysgol Glan Morfa expressed concerns about the
location of a high school in close proximity to a primary school and potential traffic
issues. She advised that she would support the closure of Lewis Road.



A local resident would like to see the promotion of life skills and vocational
qualifications. She would also like to see the provision of additional specialist
provision to meet demand for ALN places.
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Schools Programme
Record of Drop in Session
Willows High School Engagement
Brewery Field
24th June 2021

Please note: The following is not a transcript but a contemporaneous note of the
meeting
Present: Laura Sampford (LS), Rosalie Phillips (RP)
The local councillor Cllr Owen Jones (OJ) and the Headteacher of Willows High School
Chris Norman (CN) also attended.
The session was attended by one member of the public who was aware of the previous
proposal for the school and wanted information of what was being planned.
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Schools Programme
Record of Drop in Session
Willows High School Engagement
Old Library, Singleton Road
30th June 2021

Please note: The following is not a transcript but a contemporaneous note of the
meeting
Present: Laura Sampford (LS), Shirley Karseras (SK)
The local councillors Cllr Ed Stubbs (ES) and Cllr Jane Henshaw (JH), the Willows
High School Headteacher Chris Norman (CN), Community Governor Joe Redmond
(JR) and Camilla Lovelace (CL) from ‘Friends of Willows’ also attended.
A parent with a children at Willows High School attended the session and expressed
concern at the new location of the school.
The Headteacher advised that he was content with the new location but was mindful
of the need for safe and practical walking and travel routes. These need to be, not only
for children coming from Adamsdown and Splott but those coming from Butetown and
Grangetown too.
JH advised that she liked the new location and hoped that this would help the school
really engage with the creative industries in this area. She is stated that she was very
pleased that the children in Adamsdown and Splott would be able to benefit from
having the best facilities that this new school could bring.
CL advised that she was very keen that parents fed into the engagement process and
was actively going to encourage this. She queried whether Year 4 and Year 5 pupils
were being engaged with as they will be the ones that inherit the school. She was
concerned at how the new build 21st Century Schools will age and thought it would be
useful to see one 10 years down the line. She did not like the plastic furniture that is
proposed for the new school as she felt that it was not sustainable and would prefer
to re-use existing wooden furniture. She also asked what play equipment was planned
for the outside space, highlighting that it needs to be inclusive for all children.
She also asked if it would be possible to take the Children’s Rights mural at Willows
High School to the new building.
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Schools Programme
Record of Drop in Session
Willows High School Engagement
Splott Sports Pavilion
6th July 2021

Please note: The following is not a transcript but a contemporaneous note of the
meeting
Present: Laura Sampford (LS), Shirley Karseras (SK)
The local councillors Cllr Ed Stubbs (ES) and Cllr Jane Henshaw (JH), the Willows
High School Headteacher Chris Norman (CN) and Willows High School parent
governors also attended.
The following comments were made by those who attended the session.


A father of pupils currently at Willows High School and Baden Powell Primary
School was in favour of the plans. He didn’t feel that the location to Splott market
would be an issue and was very keen for the pupils to have better facilities
generated by the new build.



A man who lived in the area was interested to know what changes were happening
with the school. He had not attended Willows High School himself but knew pupils
who had and did not hold a good impression of the existing school.
He felt that any small changes would help improve things in terms of education and
the behaviour of pupils. He thought that it may benefit pupils to use facilities
external to the school such as the library at Star Hyb or other sports facilities. He
advised that that pupils at Fitzalan High School were able to use the facilities at the
Gol Centre during their lunchtime and felt that it would be good if something similar
could be replicated with Willows High School and nearby community links.



A lady from Keep Splott Tidy advised that she was worried that if more students
took up school places at Willows High School, then there would be an increase in
rubbish and that there would be a greater need for extra bins in the area.
She also felt that there was a risk that children from Ysgol Glan Morfa would attend
Willows High School based on the close proximity of the new building and that this
would have a negative impact on those continuing with their Welsh-medium
education. She believed that it was important that Welsh-medium education was
safeguarded and that one way to ensure this would be to supply a bus for children
in Adamsdown and Splott to Ysgol Gyfun Gymraeg Bro Edern in Penylan.



One of the Parent Governors also suggested adding a drop-in session at Tremorfa
Park on 8th July 2021 as there was a basketball tournament taking place and she
felt it would be beneficial to the engagement process.
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Several booklets were handed to Lynne Thomas from Ink Splott for dissemination
to members of the community.
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Schools Programme
Record of Drop in Session
Willows High School Engagement
Butetown Hub
12th July 2021

Please note: The following is not a transcript but a contemporaneous note of the
meeting
Present: Rosalie Phillips (RP), Jo Phillips (JP)
The local councillor Cllr Saeed Ibrahim and the Headteacher of Willows High School
Chris Norman (CN) also attended.
The following comments were made by those who attended the session.


A resident living close to the current Willows site was in favour of the new school
but concerned about what would happen to the site.



A parent of a child who was attending the school was in favour of the plans for the
new school but queried whether there would be sixth form provision available.



Cllr Ibrahim expressed concern regarding the size of the school and the possibility
that the school may be oversubscribed with children from the local area unable to
access places. There was pressure on places within the Fitzalan catchment and
it was important to ensure the school was built at an appropriate size.



A local resident expressed concerns around anti-social behaviour and traffic.



A parent of a child at Willows High School expressed support for the planned
changes.



A parent of a potential pupil would like to see the school made bigger
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Schools Programme
Record of Drop in Session
Willows High School Engagement
Butetown Hub
15th July 2021

Please note: The following is not a transcript but a contemporaneous note of the
meeting
Present: Rosalie Phillips (RP), Ian Warburton (IW)
The local councillor Cllr Saeed Ibrahim and the Headteacher of Willows High School
Chris Norman (CN) also attended.
The following comments were made by those who attended the session.


A local resident was supportive of the new school development.



A Splott resident and former Willows High School pupil was very supportive of the
new school development.



A local resident was supportive of the planned new build. They would like to see
a range of activities, school facilities, social areas for children and ALN provision
established at the school.



A local resident advised that parents were expressing concerns about having to
send their children to schools other than Fitzalan with the only options available
being Willows or Cathays. There was no option for people in the local area to move
closer to Fitzalan with choice being taken away from the community. There were
postcode problems outside of school and issues with knife crime. There were
issues around safeguarding, cultural sensitivity and gang rivalry leading to
exploitation. The Headteacher advised that there no issues with knife crime within
the school; Willows had a similar pupil population to Fitzalan and was working to
break the cycle. The school was providing a bus for children from the local area
and invited the resident to visit the school.



A young gentleman asked that the new school have the same facilities as Fitzalan.



A local GP expressed the view that the provision of paid music tuition for all pupils
would be a great benefit.



A local resident would like to see a boxing gym including as part of the school
facilities as part of supporting safeguarding work.



Concerns were expressed around the size of school and the lack of sixth form
provision.
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Appendix 5

Formal Responses
Willows High School Governing Body
We welcome the considerable investment proposed and the emphasis on a whole
school vision to go with it. Willows has been on a real journey over the last ten years
with significant improvements to results and learner outcomes. It is difficult to think of
another school in Wales that adds more value.
We are pleased to see the Council working with the leadership team to develop a
vision and the Council’s willingness to engage with the Governing Body. The vision
should have at its heart the need to continuously improve educational outcomes in a
secure and interesting learning environment, and the school should be designed to
serve this vision.
We are aware that a new building could be transformative. The current school is at the
end of its structural life and it is an increasingly time consuming task to manage the
building.
The proposed new location of the building brings with it an opportunity to link up with
the creative sector in that area, including film and TV production. It is important to us
that the school links up with these partners opening a window on a world of future
career prospects that the pupils may not have previously considered.
We are extremely proud of the increasingly diverse intake of the school and would like
the new vision to celebrate that. A Willows teacher, Mr Gill, was recently given a
teaching award for work with non-English speaking children who have come to the
school. This work showed Willows at its very best.
We share the Council’s vision for this to be a community school. Outside of school
hours we would like to see the community accessing this new facility and will work with
the council to make this happen.
The new sports facilities will be a great addition to the school and will be well used by
the community and no doubt increase the opportunities for participation by pupils.
Active Travel is really important to us and we would welcome the opportunity to be
involved in designing an Active Travel Plan that enables as many learners as possible
to access the school via active travel.
We strongly believe that a new school will be the first choice for learners in all its
surrounding communities Pengam Green, Tremorfa, Adamsdown, Splott and
Butetown and in order to serve the inevitable increased numbers there will have to be
eight form of entry. We note that the Council start their assumptions by not including
Butetown (the neighbouring ward) and believe this could lead to a significant
underestimation of numbers. Some of these residents live a few hundred metres from
the proposed site and for nearly all of them this will be their nearest school.
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There is a risk local children will miss out on places as has happened elsewhere in the
city. We need to future proof this site during the build and that starts with recognising
that surrounding communities will want to go to their local new school.
Finally, can we state how positive we are about this process and excited to see a new
school serving this area.
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Willows High School Headteacher
Awaiting response – chasing
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Cardiff Bay Business Centre
As you will be aware, we have a mixture of small industrial units and offices at the
Business Centre and the crux for us and for our tenants will ultimately be around more
practical issues, such as:









The physical location of the proposed new school.
Noise levels and disturbances associated with the construction phase of the
proposed new school.
The design and layout of the proposed new school and its impact on the Business
Centre.
Access implications to the Centre with schools on either side of us - there is already
an impact on ease of access during certain times of the day from the existing Ysgol
Glan Morfa, which is smaller than the proposed new school.
Transport and congestion implications in the immediate surrounding area with
increased vehicle and pedestrian traffic coming to the school.
Additional increased congestion issues because of the closure of part of Lewis road
on the rest of Lewis Rd itself, East Tyndall St, Freshmoor Rd and Portmanmoor
Rd.
Increased pedestrian traffic with pupils having to cross these roads to access the
proposed new school.
Noise levels from the proposed new school on a day to day basis and its impact
on the working conditions of tenants at the Centre.

We appreciate that it is early days with the proposal, but it will clearly have a direct
impact on the Business Centre and its tenants and we look forward to getting involved
in more detailed consultation with you on this matter in due course.
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Fluidity Freerun Academy
At the moment there is a huge push for getting Parkour/Freerunning in for physical
education across the UK - this has always been a large passion of ours and
especially with local schools in Cardiff where we have delivered over the years.
On top of this, Parkour UK have Tutors that can teach Parkour as a CPD course for
PE teachers to be able to safely implement and deliver Parkour/Freerunning within
their PE classes. We are also looking at providing equipment via Fluidity as well, and
I have also taken the course to be able to tutor these courses.
It goes without saying that Physical education and play are incredibly crucial parts of
a child's development for life skills, and the push to change attitudes and the ways in
which sport is delivered in school in modern times is a big one!
Parkour is one of the most popular activities kids are watching online, and wanting to
partake in ( https://parkour.uk/sport-englands-active-lives-adult-survey-nov-17-18parkour-freerunning-participation-figures/ ) , and we are aware of the number of kids
in our local area to that frequent our venue and practise outside.
As the only parkour center in Wales with qualified coaches, we would love to be able
to get involved somehow, and can offer talks/assemblies, workshops, as well as the
teacher training or internal or external sessions (we currently have a few schools
who come to us for their PE sessions or have us come to them on a regular basis!)
Would definitely be keen to talk more if this was something of interest!
Here are some links
https://parkour.uk/what-we-do/
www.fluidityfreerunacademy.co.uk
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Cardiff and Vale NHS Trust
The design of a school is extremely important because it can have one of the greatest
impacts on shaping our lives from an early age. For Willows High School, it is situated
in the catchment of Splott, Adamsdown and Tremorfa in the Eastern part of Cardiff,
which is one of the most deprived communities in the region. That said this school is
on a really important journey which has seen it become one of the most improved
schools in Wales. The investment in a new school building will not only provide the
most effective learning environment for our children and young people, but it will be
designed to effectively support the new Curriculum in Wales. It will give the community
the boost it needs to thrive in the years to come by giving students the skills they need
to effectively participate in the world of work. This extremely important investment will
ensure the journey of Willows can continue. Schools are an integral part of our
communities and neither one can work effectively without continued support.
What do you like about the plans for the new school?
Although the layout and plans are not detailed, the facilities that have been identified
will cover the areas of learning experience as identified in the Careers and Work
Related Experience consultation which is the most important part of the design. The
design must allow the new Curriculum for Wales to be delivered in the most effective
way for learners and teaching staff. Having reviewed the CGI for the new Fitzalan High
School which gives an impression of what Willows could look like, it is good to see the
importance of collaborative and flexible learning spaces that embraces new
technology for today and in the future. In terms of health and wellbeing bright colours,
natural light, and more open spaces have been shown to contribute to the most
effective learning environments. The location of the school is approximately 1 mile
from the existing location, which is important so that school journeys are not adversely
effected. In addition, it is good to see that facilities will be available to allow cycling to
school and that the school is committed to active travel. The option to have increased
numbers in the year groups is good, as it can grow with the community, but this
happening should not adversely affect the standards of the teaching provided.
Do you have any suggestions to make it better?
It would be good to see the layout include spaces where teaching can take place
outside that students are not confined to classrooms unless the teaching/subject
dictates this. Also from an inclusive and equality point of view it would be good to see
that facilities such as toilets and changing rooms are planned to ensure that all
students no matter of background are comfortable in their environment.
How can the new school benefit the community?
The school needs to have a multi-purpose approach, that it can be used as a
community hub for events outside of school hours. Being in a deprived area it is likely
that parents are past pupils of the school and may have experiences which holds them
back from taking part in school activities which benefit their children. A new building in
a new location has the potential to build back some of those relationships and increase
the support of a more cohesive community around the school.
How can the community benefit the new school?
An important part of the new Curriculum for Wales is the integration of Careers and
Work Related Experience. In order for this to happen effectively the local community
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must be able and willing to engage with the school. Whether this be through careers
talks, careers fairs or role models discussing their career pathways. These
opportunities need community support so that children and young people can be
inspired, be ambitious and are able to see the opportunities that are available to them.
What do other schools have that you would like to see at Willows?
I think that the facilities on offer at the new school will be a huge improvement to what
they currently have. This new building will provide all of the opportunities needed to
ensure a well-rounded education and preparation for work life. I cannot think of
anything else that needs to be included.
What is good about the current Willows that we can continue in the new school?
Although the building may no longer be fit for purpose, the school has been on a
journey of improvement that I would like to see continue, the availability of this new
building will be an extremely important investment in their future.
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The Future for
Willows High School

REPORT FINDINGS
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“Delivering effective research and consultation and first class
research and information services”
Cardiff Research Centre delivers key research, information and multimedia services for
Cardiff Council and other key organisations in Cardiff and Wales.
Core services include:
 Collection, analysis and interpretation of primary survey data.
 Analysis and interpretation of a wide range of secondary demographic and
socio-economic statistical data.
 Specialised studies on a wide range of topics including social, economic and
demographic subjects.
 Quantitative and qualitative research and consultation projects.
 Management Cardiff Citizens’ Panel.
 Focus Group and meeting facilitation.
 Advice and support on all aspects of research and consultation.
 GIS mapping services
 Professional multimedia support in relation to presentations,
conferences, meetings, graphic design services and internet
development.
For further information please contact
Cardiff Research Centre
 research@cardiff.gov.uk
 consultation@cardiff.gov.uk
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The Future for Willows High School

Background
The Welsh Government wants all schools in Wales to be fit for the 21st century, with high
quality buildings, modern facilities and enough places for pupils of all ages.
Delivered under Cardiff Council and Welsh Government’s 21st Century School Programme,
the existing Willows High School is to be relocated to Lewis Road

New School Building


The new school site will be situated on three parcels of land at Splott Market,
Portmanmoor Road and 3G pitches at the former tennis centre.



This provides enough space for the new school building without taking away any
existing open spaces.



The new school will have places for up to 900 learners, age 11-16; made up of 180
pupil per year group (six forms of entry).



The new school building will allow for future expansion if needed.



The design and build of the school will allow for future expansion up to 240 pupils
per year group.

Produced By Cardiff Research Centre
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The Future for Willows High School

Methodology


The consultation was live from Monday 14th June to Friday 23rd July.



A letter was sent to parents of children at Willows High School, local primary schools,
local residents and businesses, advising them of an engagement document that was
published on the Council website, the letter also encouraged parents to take part
and advised them how they could get a hard copy if needed.



A sustained promotional push was used on the Council social media platforms.



Posters were put up in the local area.



A series of drop in sessions were arranged where the public could drop in and talk to
staff from education about the new school. A list of the drop in sessions can be
viewed below:
Date and Time

Venue

Tuesday 22 June 2021
(10am to 12 noon)

Tesco, Pengam Green

Thursday 24 June 2021
(12 noon - 2pm)

Brewery Field (opposite Rubicon
Dance)

Wednesday 30 June 2021
(2pm – 4pm)

Old Library, Singleton Road

Tuesday 6 July 2021
(6pm – 8pm)

Splott Park Sports Pavilion

Monday 12 July 2021
(10am - 12 noon)

Butetown Hub, Plas Iona, Bute St

Thursday 15 July 2021
(4pm - 6pm)

Butetown Hub, Plas Iona, Bute St



A number of workshop sessions were held for primary school aged pupils.



Respondents were provided with several options in how they had their say, these
were:


Completing the online survey



By e-mail to schoolresponses@cardiff.gov.uk

Produced By Cardiff Research Centre
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The Future for Willows High School



By post to School Organisation Planning Team, Room 401, County Hall, Cardiff,
CF10 4UW



By phone on (029) 2087 2720

Responses
There were 68 responses received in total
There were 6 emails / letters received in relation to the consultation, these can be viewed in
Appendix A.

Results
Are you responding as…..
Three in five (60.9%) responses to the survey were from pupils, this was followed by around
one in six that came from local residents / parents or guardians (17.2% and 17.2%
respectively).

Please tell us whether you are responding as:
70.0

60.9

60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0

17.2

17.2
4.7

3.1
Local Resident Member of
Staff*

Parent or
Guardian*

3.1

4.7

A Local
Business

Other

0.0

Governor* Grandparent*

Pupil*

N.B. Percentages do not sum to 100% as respondents could select more than one option

Please confirm which school/s you are affiliated with:
School
Tredegarville C.I.W primary school
Willows High School
Moorland Primary School
St Albans
Howardian Primary School
Mount Stuart Primary

No.

Total
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26
19
3
2
1
1
52

The Future for Willows High School

What do you like about the plans for the new school?
A ‘New modern building’ (30.3%) was seen as the thing most people liked about the plans
for the new school, this was followed by ‘Facilities’ (24.2%) and ‘More space / size’ (15.2%).
Theme

No. %

Example Comments


New Modern
Building

20

30.3





I like that there will be a new stable building that will
be safe and sufficient for learners to excel.
New modern building away from the factories.
The current Willows building is old and outdated
beyond use so a new building is ideal.
I really like the modern look. And the bike parking
place could encourage people to ride bikes, scooters
etc.

Facilities

16

24.2





I think the pool is a good idea.
Lockers for bike users.
The sports facilities.

More space / Size

10

15.2





That it will be bigger.
The size.
That you’re building the school bigger.



So far I am unsure what the finish will look like but if
it is similar to Eastern High or Fitzalan then it looks
promising.
Only a layout has been provided and no plans of
buildings.
I am not sure.

Unsure

7

10.6





Location

6

9.1


The distance from my house. Also the sports
facilities that could be used by the surrounding
community.
It's close to my area.

General positive
comments

6

9.1




It’s a great idea!
I think they are great and it's amazing what you're
doing.

Nothing

5

7.6



Nothing.
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The Future for Willows High School



The new willows school sounds EXACTLY like what
the area needs! It will give children a fresh outlook
on learning. I truly believe when surrounded by
clean fresh and tidy environment it will encourage
their learning and behaviour too. Willows over the
years has held a bit of a bad reputation, not for the
teachers but the children that go there. Perhaps this
will be the fresh start that the youth need.
A better learning environment.




Investment.
Planned for the way teachers teach.



Clean/Fresh
environment

Misc.
Total Respondents

5

7.6

6

7.6

66

-

NB. Percentages do not sum to 100% as respondents’ comments could fall into multiple themes

Do you have any suggestions to make it even better?
Respondents were then asked if they had any suggestions they’d make to the plans, to make
the school even better. One in five (18.5%) respondents to this question suggested ‘More
indoor / outdoor space’. This was followed by ‘More facilities’ (19.0%) and a ‘Change of
location’ (13.8%).
Theme

No. %

Example Comments



More Indoor /
Outdoor Space

12

20.7




More facilities

11

19.0


Maybe make the rooms a little bit bigger when u
rebuild it so there’s more space for the people.
More green space - lots of the pupils enjoy the
current wellbeing garden. Resources for SEN currently the school has the Willows 2 facility will
this be continued? How accessible is it for cars,
buses and walking? - Both staff and pupils travel in a
variety of ways. Is travel to classrooms accessible?
E.g. will the corridors/stairs become too crowded?
You can like do it more bigger to let the people be
like free in beak time so that will be better :)
Probably a basketball court, hockey field, Balconies
to sit while eating, cafeteria bigger and a sitting
place outside.
Swimming Pool?
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Change location

8

13.8



Add a gym.




Not place it on Lewis road.
Do not put it in this location. Right by a busy
industrial estate with heavy industrial traffic. On the
outskirts of the area it serves.
Build it elsewhere, unsuitable site.



Safety / Road
concerns



7

12.1




There’s need for Six Form from the community that
this high school is going to serve. We would like it to
have a Six Form.
Sixth form should be added.



I don't know.



When we are able to see the plans, I look forward to
being able to collaborate and help to suggest ideas
for the Performing Arts Centre and theatre, which
could be affiliated with a leading theatre in the city.


6th form provision

Don't know

5

3

8.6

5.2

Ensure local road safety is enforced.
The roads leading to Lewis Road are only
pedestrianised on one side which will make travel to
school dangerous. Long distance for pupils in
Tremorfa.
I think a safe way to get to and from school is key.

Need more info

3

5.2

Additional Subjects
Taught

3

5.2



Maybe you can teach other languages.

General Positive
comments

2

3.4



No I think it's great.



Get rid of the school the teachers and students are
diabolical.
Probably when it comes to students, maybe
appointing peer counsellors to help each other.
Listen and talk to others and joint ideas to make the
school better.

Misc.

9

15.5
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Total Respondents

58

-

NB. Percentages do not sum to 100% as respondents’ comments could fall into multiple themes

How can the new school benefit the community?
Almost a third (32.3%) of respondents that left a response to this question cited ‘Availability
of facilities within the community’ as the main benefit that the new school could bring the
community. This was followed by ‘Better facilities / grades / education’ (10.8%) and
‘Integration with other services’ (9.2%).
Theme

No. %

Example Comments



Facilities available
for community use

21

32.3








Better facilities /
Better grades /
Better Education

7

10.8

Integration with
other services

6

9.2





I feel that with sports and open area facilities these
could be shared with the local community to bring
them closer to the school.
Having community usage for evening classes which
are wanted and catered for the communities’ wants
and needs.
It will be more community centred so family learning,
sports facilities etc. will be more accessible for the
community.
Performing Arts facilities/Sport facilities that the
community could use. The school could and should
be the hub for the community, including meeting
rooms for outside community groups.
Having better facilities should hopefully improve
student’s opportunities and in turn reflect on young
people’s behaviour outside of school.
It can help people to get better education when they
are in a better environment.
If the new school has six form then the school would
benefit highly from the community. The community
would invest in their children’s education which
would raise the school’s standards. The school would
have an opportunity to close the gap from rich and
poor. The new state of the art schools would be pride
for the under privileged surrounding community.
Willows High school is currently benefiting the
community, joining litter picks, firework display.
Access to sports equipment.
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Don't know

It can't

5

4

7.7



By being a community facility that provides a hub for
community services i.e. not an education island
within the community. Integration with local services,
local business and voluntary sector.




I don't know.
No idea.



This is mostly trading estate so very little community
close by apart from a school that is welsh so no
benefit.
It can’t as it’s out of the community.

6.2


6.2




It appears it will only be a detriment to Splott.
It will cause disruption to Old Splott with the
additional traffic and footfall.

4

6.2




Local school for local children.
It can benefit the community by being closer for
some people as they live far away.

3

4.6



By respecting the people and being kind and nice to
each other.



Making working more less stressful because it can get
annoying and harder to work and make it more quiet
and comfy so there more less stressed.

Negative
Comments

4

Local kids get
taught near home

Improved
community spirit

Improved school

3

4.6

More green space

2

3.1



It can benefit the community by having a load of
grass.

Misc.

6

10.8




Having more options of things that people like.
By putting near a really packed town.

Total Respondents

65

-

NB. Percentages do not sum to 100% as respondents’ comments could fall into multiple themes
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How can the community benefit the new school?
‘Raising money / income generation’ (17.5%) was deemed as the main way the community
could benefit the new school.
Theme
Help generate /
raise income

Don't know

Community
resources / input

No.

10

10

8

%

17.5

17.5

Example Comments



Raise money for school events.
Donating equipment and money so the school can get
better.
By giving them money.





I don't know.
No idea.
Idk.




More qualified people in the governing body.
People in the community with skills/hobbies e.g.
gardening could come into school and share their
knowledge.
Promoting active travel for everyone attending or
visiting the school, not just pupils.




14.0



Better for local
children

8

14.0






Partnership work

7

12.3

Engagement

6

10.5





Safe environment both on the way to school and
inside school with all needs meet.
The community would have an opportunity to have
their children go to local school that has all the
amenities needed for them to thrive in their learning.
Pupils will have a new place to learn a bigger one to
teach even more pupils.
Working with local groups like railway gardens, Oasis
etc.
Working together to reduce fear of the children.
It can by giving tech to people that don’t have it.
By engaging with school leadership to connect / align
services.
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People will respect
/ look after the
new building

Negative
Comments

5

8.8


3

5.3





Education is good
for the community

3

5.3

Total Respondents

57

-



Expertise in a variety of community groups that could
give opportunities to pupils, parents and engage staff
as a wider community.
By giving them ideas to put in the new school.
The community can respect the school property and
sometimes donate to help the school.
A fresh start is always needed. If you had a pair of
shoes you owned for 5 years and they were battered,
you wouldn't care about how dirty they got, you
would walk in a muddy puddle because they are old
shoes. Same applies for the school or anything in life.
When you have something new, you treat it better.
Therefore the children may have more respect for
their school, their teachers, and the local community
too.
No benefit at all unless all the surrounding businesses
move elsewhere.
The community of Splott will only be hurt by the
plans.
Improved standard of education will benefit the
community.
Students after graduation will contribute to the
community.

NB. Percentages do not sum to 100% as respondents’ comments could fall into multiple themes
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What do other schools have that you would like to see at Willows?
Respondents were then asked what other school have that they’d like to see at Willows.
Over one in four (26.7%) would like to see ‘Better sports / playing facilities’. This was
followed by ‘Better / Additional education provision / Improved results’ (21.7%) and ‘More
space / colour’ (20.0%).
Theme

Better Sports /
Playing Facilities

Better / Additional
education
provision /
Improved results

No. %

16








13

More space /
colour

12

Don't know

6

Arts and Culture

26.7

Example Comments

4

21.7

20.0

10.0




4






I don't know.
?



A theatre that could house professional productions and
be hired by outside agencies, with lighting rig and
workable backstage area. Sound proofed music practise
rooms.
A lot of art rooms I saw in these other schools.

6.7

6.7

Better GCSE and A level results.
More additional education help for those with Dyslexia,
ASD, and ADHD etc.
A wider variety of subjects and a sixth form.
Better reviews. Hopefully starting from scratch will
enable the pupils to enjoy their new facilities and know
time and effort has been put into them.
Others schools are bigger and more colourful and bright.
Community green and gardening spaces, outdoor
classrooms.
Different colour windows.
A balcony with more space.





Green space /
Clean air

A real gym.
A parking spot for cycles, scooters and probably
skateboards
Monkey bars.
Swimming pool.



School in the community not a trading estate. Clean air
not surrounded by roads.
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Green playing Fields free from close car pollution.

Modern / Safe
building

2

3.3



I would like to see the children provided with a
structurally sound building.

Library

2

3.3



A fantastic library space, opportunities for arts and
culture, space for all children to learn.

Improved Uniform

2

3.3



A lot. Willows need to stop being so picky on the
uniform #i.e. footwear.

Nothing

2

3.3



Nothing.

Misc.

2

3.3



Food warmed.

60

-

Total Respondents

NB. Percentages do not sum to 100% as respondents’ comments could fall into multiple themes

What is good about the current Willows that we can continue in the new school?
Almost one in five (18.6%) respondents to this question stated they didn’t know what was
good about the current school that could be continued in the new school.
‘Classroom size / design’ (15.3%) was cited as the best feature respondents would like
carried over from the old school to the new build, this was followed by ‘Specific facilities’
(13.6%).
Theme

No. %

Example Comments
I have never seen the inside of the current school.
I don’t know.
No idea.

Don't know

11

18.6





Classroom size /
design

9

15.3





I like the Welsh class room interior.
The space and learning different languages.
The classes because of the space.

Specific Facilities

8

13.6



The theatre on the stage.
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Nothing

6

10..2

Location

6

10.2

Specific Subjects

5

8.5

Staff

5

8.5

School ethos

4

6.8




Absolutely nothing.
Nothing.



The location is good and any new school should be
kept in the same place.
Set back away from any main roads & has green
playing fields.






Music.
The languages that you teach and I think that’s really
good that you should carry on it.



The tight knit teaching team from Willows are
second to none!
The hard working teachers who help and believe in
their students.







Misc.

Total Respondents

8

13.6

59

-

Pitch actually on-site and not a walk away. School in
the community.
The PA department currently has a recording studio,
practise rooms and radio broadcasting room which
would need to be included in the build to continue
the development of the new curriculum.



The willows way, along with the discipline and
character building work being undertaken.
The school ethos.
The positive quotes on the walls and doors of
classrooms.
An assurance that there will be enough places for
children from my ward, Splott and Tremorfa and
Butetown.

NB. Percentages do not sum to 100% as respondents’ comments could fall into multiple themes
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About You
What was your age on your last birthday?
Almost a half (48.4%) of respondents were aged under 16.
Under 16
16-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
Prefer not to say

No
33
2
7
13
4
4
3

%
50.0
3.0
10.6
19.7
6.1
6.1
4.5

66

100.0

No
33
23
2
2

%
55.0
38.3
3.3
3.3

60

100.0

Total Respondents

Are you…?
Over a half (55.0%) of respondents were female.
Female
Male
Other
Prefer not to say
Total Respondents

Do you identify as a disabled person?
More than four fifths (84.1%) of respondents do not identify as disabled.
Yes
No
Prefer not to say
Total Respondents

No.
8
53
2
63

%
12.7
84.1
3.2
100.0
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Please tick any of the following that apply to you:
24 people stated they had one or more of the health conditions listed.
Deaf/Deafened/Hard of Hearing
Learning impairment/difficulties
Wheelchair user
Long-standing illness or health condition
(e.g. cancer, HIV, diabetes or asthma)
Mental health difficulties
Visual impairment
Mobility impairment
Prefer not to say
Other
Total Respondents

No
1
1
0

%
4.2
4.2
0.0

6

25.0

2
2
3
8
5

8.3
8.3
12.5
33.3
20.8
-

24

N.B. Percentages do not sum 100% because respondents could select multiple conditions

What is your ethnic group?

Where the term ‘British’ is used, this refers to any of the four home nations of Wales, England,
Northern Ireland and Scotland, or any combination of these.

Respondents of a White British background make over half (53.2%) of all those responding
to the survey.
No.
White - Welsh/English/Scottish/Northern Irish/British
33
Arab
3
Asian/Asian Welsh/British – Pakistani
3
Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups - White and Black African
3
Asian/Asian Welsh/British - Any other
2
Asian/Asian Welsh/British - Indian
2
Black/African/Caribbean/Black Welsh/British - African
2
White - Any other white background
2
Asian/Asian Welsh/British - Chinese
1
Black/African/Caribbean/Black Welsh/British - Any other
1
Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups - Any other
1
Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups - White and Black Caribbean
1
White - Irish
1
Prefer not to say
4
3
Any other ethnic group (please specify)
Total Respondents 62
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%
53.2
4.8
4.8
4.8
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
6.5
4.8
100.0

The Future for Willows High School

APPENDIX A RECEIVED EMAILS / LETTERS
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Local Resident Response
To whom it may concern,
My husband and I are both professionals, educated to Degree level and beyond, as are
many of the families who have moved into this area over the last decade.
Our children are currently in Moorland primary school in Splott and we are delighted with
the school and its standards. However, we are concerned about where to send them for
high school.
Many of our friends in Splott have chosen to send their children to other high schools such
as Cathays or St Teilos, which I feel deprives Willows of children with supportive parents,
the majority of which are likely to achieve good grades and could have brought up Willow's
standards academically and in terms of behaviour.
We know the staff at Willows are excellent, however I also know the level of disruption and
additional challenges they face from the demographic of children that have historically
attended Willows.
We feel the relocation of the new high school will help in many ways. Good architecture has
been proved to have a positive effect on students and their learning and the new location is
in a more neutral and secure location.
However, one of our largest concerns still exists and that is that there is no sixth form.
Children very often benefit from the continuity and security of a sixth form when they do
not have a clear career path in mind. By not having a sixth form you are creating a 'ceiling'
for the area's education and deterring children and parents who would like to progress
further.
I would be very grateful if you could please consider that the demographic of Adamsdown,
Splott and Tremorfa is rapidly changing with many more professionals and their children
having already moved into the area and that we want to fully be part of this community long
term, which will benefit the community at large. We do not want to continue seeing families
move away as soon as their children reach high school age. Please seriously consider adding
a sixth form to Willows as I believe this will go a long way towards parents such as ourselves
seeing it as a viable option for our children.
Many thanks.
Kind regards
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Local Resident Response
Hi all
In response to the news that the 3G pitches at the new Willows High site will be leased to
the House of Sport, is there any guarantee that this will be made available at affordable
prices? Currently the price to rent the pitch is £90-£108 indoor or £65 for a half size
outdoor, both considerably more than competitors such as Power leagues and Gol.
There are several sports teams in the area that would welcome the facilities but will likely
be priced out.
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Local Resident Response
Hello there.
I am writing to you at this very early stage of the planning for the new Willows High School
building in the hope that you will take note of the contents, share with the contractor and
apply them to the plans.

My email is about the regulations in the U.K. which should shape the provision of toilets
within schools to students and pupils. The legislation can be read here
- https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/1999/2/regulation/3/made?fbclid=IwAR3zdFVWti_Jw
SEpjx-WJomFegCimZ_FSX4wGplCsra59F80vQD-H16T0hA

You will see, on reading, that the The Education (School Premises) Regulations 1999 say,
schools are required to provide single sex toilets for children over the age of 8. This includes
the provision of separate sinks which can be within completely enclosed toilet cubicles or as
a separate single sex facility (not shared with the opposite sex) but should not be shared. It
is notable that recent new build schools in Cardiff have not provided toilets that adhere to
the regulations. This may be because the contractor/planner/architect has not been
correctly informed of the regulations by the council.

Recent consultations for another Cardiff secondary school
(https://cardiff.moderngov.co.uk/documents/s26936/Cabinet%2024%20Jan%202019%20SO
P%20Fitzalan.pdf?fbclid=IwAR09Iv1Dxmqu_rl4RJXl99BDpfAuKffDKYRDcrLfcC7YQcAVya51_Q
1FD0k) did show that there are concerns about mixed sex toilets in schools and as a parent
of a child who will be attending willows I would like my concern that regulations regarding
single sex toilet provision are being ignored to be noted in the consultation for Willows
High.

It is not good enough that those planning the schools are not notified by the Local Authority
that regulations are being broken. There is also Welsh Government guidance on this issue
which the local authority must be aware of.

Yours faithfully
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UKSE Response
Just to confirm that we have circulated the details of the public engagement plans to our
tenants at the Cardiff Bay Business Centre.

In reality, there was little for them or us to comment on in the survey provided, which
seems to be designed for parents of the school more than anything, with a focus on what
they would like to see at the proposed new school.

As you will be aware, we have a mixture of small industrial units and offices at the Business
Centre and the crux for us and for our tenants will ultimately be around more practical
issues, such as:

 The physical location of the proposed new school.
 Noise levels and disturbances associated with the construction phase of the







proposed new school.
The design and layout of the proposed new school and its impact on the Business
Centre.
Access implications to the Centre with schools on either side of us - there is already
an impact on ease of access during certain times of the day from the existing Ysgol
Glan Morfa, which is smaller than the proposed new school.
Transport and congestion implications in the immediate surrounding area with
increased vehicle and pedestrian traffic coming to the school.
Additional increased congestion issues because of the closure of part of Lewis road
on the rest of Lewis Rd itself, East Tyndall St, Freshmoor Rd and Portmanmoor Rd.
Increased pedestrian traffic with pupils having to cross these roads to access the
proposed new school.
Noise levels from the proposed new school on a day to day basis and its impact on
the working conditions of tenants at the Centre.

We appreciate that it is early days with the proposal, but it will clearly have a direct impact
on the Business Centre and its tenants and we look forward to getting involved in more
detailed consultation with you on this matter in due course.

Kind regards.
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Fluidity Freerun Response
Hi there! Great to hear from you - got some ideas I’d like to put forward on behalf of
ourselves at Fluidity Freerun Academy, and also as an Elected Director of ParkourUK (our
sports national governing body) .
At the moment there is a huge push for getting Parkour/Freerunning in for physical
education across the UK - this has always been a large passion of ours and especially with
local schools in Cardiff where we have delivered over the years.
On top of this, Parkour UK have Tutors that can teach Parkour as a CPD course for PE
teachers to be able to safely implement and deliver Parkour/Freerunning within their PE
classes . We are also looking at providing equipment via Fluidity as well, and I have also
taken the course to be able to tutor these courses.
It goes without saying that Physical education and play are incredibly crucial parts of a
child's development for life skills, and the push to change attitudes and the ways in which
sport is delivered in school in modern times is a big one!
Parkour is one of the most popular activities kids are watching online, and wanting to
partake in ( https://parkour.uk/sport-englands-active-lives-adult-survey-nov-17-18-parkourfreerunning-participation-figures/ ) , and we are aware of the number of kids in our local
area to that frequent our venue and practise outside.
As the only parkour centre in Wales with qualified coaches, we would love to be able to get
involved somehow , and can offer talks/assemblies, workshops, as well as the teacher
training or internal or external sessions (we currently have a few schools who come to us for
their PE sessions or have us come to them on a regular basis!)
Would definitely be keen to talk more if this was something of interest!
Here are some links
https://parkour.uk/what-we-do/
www.fluidityfreerunacademy.co.uk
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Cardiff and Vale University Health Board Response
The design of a school is extremely important because it can have one of the greatest
impacts on shaping our lives from an early age. For Willows High School, it is situated in the
catchment of Splott, Adamsdown and Tremorfa in the Eastern part of Cardiff, which is one
of the most deprived communities in the region. That said this school is on a really
important journey which has seen it become one of the most improved schools in Wales.
The investment in a new school building will not only provide the most effective learning
environment for our children and young people, but it will be designed to effectively
support the new Curriculum in Wales. It will give the community the boost it needs to thrive
in the years to come by giving students the skills they need to effectively participate in the
world of work. This extremely important investment will ensure the journey of Willows can
continue. Schools are an integral part of our communities and neither one can work
effectively without continued support.
What do you like about the plans for the new school?
Although the layout and plans are not detailed, the facilities that have been identified will
cover the areas of learning experience as identified in the Careers and Work Related
Experience consultation which is the most important part of the design. The design must
allow the new Curriculum for Wales to be delivered in the most effective way for learners
and teaching staff. Having reviewed the CGI for the new Fitzalan High School which gives an
impression of what Willows could look like, it is good to see the importance of collaborative
and flexible learning spaces, that embraces new technology for today and in the future. In
terms of health and wellbeing bright colours, natural light, and more open spaces have been
shown to contribute to the most effective learning environments. The location of the school
is approximately 1 mile from the existing location, which is important so that school
journeys are not adversely effected. In addition, it is good to see that facilities will be
available to allow cycling to school and that the school is committed to active travel. The
option to have increased numbers in the year groups is good, as it can grow with the
community, but this happening should not adversely affect the standards of the teaching
provided.
Do you have any suggestions to make it better?
It would be good to see the layout include spaces where teaching can take place outside
that students are not confined to classrooms unless the teaching/subject dictates this. Also
from an inclusive and equality point of view it would be good to see that facilities such as
toilets and changing rooms are planned to ensure that all students no matter of background
are comfortable in their environment.
How can the new school benefit the community?
The school needs to have a multi-purpose approach, that it can be used as a community hub
for events outside of school hours. Being in a deprived area it is likely that parents are past
pupils of the school and may have experiences which holds them back from taking part in
school activities which benefit their children. A new building in a new location has the
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potential to build back some of those relationships and increase the support of a more
cohesive community around the school.
How can the community benefit the new school?
An important part of the new Curriculum for Wales is the integration of Careers and Work
Related Experience. In order for this to happen effectively the local community must be able
and willing to engage with the school. Whether this be through careers talks, careers fairs or
role models discussing their career pathways. These opportunities need community support
so that children and young people can be inspired, be ambitious and are able to see the
opportunities that are available to them.
What do other schools have that you would like to see at Willows?
I think that the facilities on offer at the new school will be a huge improvement to what they
currently have. This new building will provide all of the opportunities needed to ensure a
well-rounded education and preparation for work life. I cannot think of anything else that
needs to be included.
What is good about the current Willows that we can continue in the new school?
Although the building may no longer be fit for purpose, the school has been on a journey of
improvement that I would like to see continue, the availability of this new building will be an
extremely important investment in their future.
Kind regards
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Next steps


During the summer holidays the views expressed during this engagement process
will be looked at. Willows High School will use this information to help shape the
vision for the school.



Autumn Term - Using this information we will be able to ask for feedback on the new
vision for the school, which will help shape the design brief and requirements for the
school.



After this, we will appoint a contractor to design and build the school. Once we have
a design it will go to planning, which will include a statutory consultation process.



Further engagement will take place when a set of design drawings are available.
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“Delivering effective research and consultation and first class
research and information services”
Cardiff Research Centre delivers key research, information and multimedia services for
Cardiff Council and other key organisations in Cardiff and Wales.
Core services include:
 Collection, analysis and interpretation of primary survey data.
 Analysis and interpretation of a wide range of secondary demographic and
socio-economic statistical data.
 Specialised studies on a wide range of topics including social, economic and
demographic subjects.
 Quantitative and qualitative research and consultation projects.
 Management Cardiff Citizens’ Panel.
 Focus Group and meeting facilitation.
 Advice and support on all aspects of research and consultation.
 GIS mapping services
 Professional multimedia support in relation to presentations,
conferences, meetings, graphic design services and internet
development.
For further information please contact
Cardiff Research Centre
 research@cardiff.gov.uk
 consultation@cardiff.gov.uk
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Learner Visioning Survey 2021
Introduction

Cardiff Council are relocating Willows High school and this presents an exciting opportunity
to help shape the future of the school.

An engagement period took place from 14th June to 23rd July to hear the views of children,
young people and their parents who will be play an important role in developing a new
vision for the school.

The six-week non-statutory engagement process with pupils, the school and the wider
community gave them the chance to have a say on how Willows High School could develop
to meet the needs of the community it serves.

The views and opinions will play an integral part in shaping the future for Willows High
School including the curriculum, a rebrand and the development of the new school building.
The Learning survey was one tool to target pupils and parents from catchment primary
schools; including current willows students to provide their views and opinions on how the
new school could help meet the future needs.

Cardiff Research Centre

1
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Methodology
Cardiff Research Centre (CRC) was asked to develop a web-based survey to understand
parents’ views on developing the new Willows High School in Cardiff, shaping the new school
and the facilities it should offer. Example quotes for the open questions are reported
verbatim.

This report contains the results for the period 14th June to 23rd July. All the data was cleaned
and duplicate responses were removed. With this complete, there were 148 responses to the
Learner Visioning Survey.

Results
Is your child...
148 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 100.0%.
Just over half (55.4%) of respondents were female, with a further two in five (43.9%) being
male.

Is your child...

(Base: 148)

100.0
90.0
80.0
70.0
60.0

55.4
43.9

50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0

0.7
Female

Male

Cardiff Research Centre

Other

2
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What year are they in?
147 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 99.3%.
The highest proportion of responses came from either a child, or a parent of a child in year 7,
with this year group making up more than one in five (22.4%) of the overall responses. This
was followed by Year 8 (19.0%) and Year 9 (18.4%). There were no responses from any
Nursery parents or students/parents of students in Years 12/13/14.

(Base: 147)

What year are they in?
25.0

22.4
19.0 18.4
17.7

20.0
15.0

12.9

10.0
5.0
0.0

0.0

0.7

0.7

1.4

0.7

2.7

2.0

1.4

Cardiff Research Centre
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0.0

0.0

3
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What is their ethnic group?
147 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 99.3%.
Respondents of a White British background make up 54.4% of all those responding to the
survey.

Ethnicity

White - Welsh/English/Scottish/Northern
Irish/British
Prefer not to say
Asian/Asian British - Indian
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British - African
Arab
Asian/Asian British - Pakistani
Asian/Asian British - Any other
White - Any other white background
Any other ethnic group
Asian/Asian British - Bangladeshi
Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups - Any other
Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups - White and Black
African
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British - Any other
White - Irish
Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups - White and Black
Caribbean
Asian/Asian British - Chinese
Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups - White & Asian
White - Gypsy or Irish Traveller
Black/African/Caribbean/Black British - Caribbean
Total

Cardiff Research Centre

No.

%

80
11
9
9
8
6
4
3
3
3
2

54.4
7.5
6.1
6.1
5.4
4.1
2.7
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.4

2
2
1

1.4
1.4
0.7

1
1
1
1
0
147

0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0
100.0

4
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What is the name of the school?
148 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 100.0%.
Children / Parents of a child attending Willows High make up the main cohort of the survey
respondents with just under three quarters (73.6%) of responses coming from that school.
This was followed by almost a quarter (23.6%) that came from Baden Powell Primary School.

What is the name of the school?

(Base: 148)
73.6

Willows High School

23.6

Baden Powell Primary School
St Albans Primary School

1.4

Mount Stuart Primary School

0.7

Tredegarville Primary School

0.7

Moorland Primary School

0.0

Stacey Primary School

0.0

Adamsdown Primary School

0.0
0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

70.0

80.0

Which of these do you think helps your child to learn most effectively? Select your top
three

146 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 98.6%.
Respondents were asked to select three areas that they believe to help them / their child
learn most effectively from a list of 12.

‘Wanting to do well’ was viewed as the most likely area that would help children learn most
effectively. This was followed by ‘Friendship / Social Skills’ (37.7%) and ‘Good problem
solving skills’ (32.2%). In contrast around one in eight (12.3%) felt ‘Good organisational skills’
was important to their / their child’s learning.
Cardiff Research Centre
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Which of these do you think helps your child to learn most
effectively Select your top 3
Wanting to do well
Friendships / Social skills

32.2
29.5
27.4
24.7
24.7
23.3
21.2
20.5

Good problem solving skills
Have good ICT skills
Being able to focus on their work for an appropriate period of time
Being creative with their my learning
Feel safe
They do not give up easily
Can recognise what is good about their learning and ways to improve
Can think about issues in a variety of ways

12.3

Good organisational skills
Something else

(Base: 146)

0.0

0.7
5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

25.0

30.0

35.0

38.4
37.7

40.0

45.0

(NB. Percentages do not total 100% as respondents could select multiple options)

To what extent do you agree that your child's school should encourage your child...?
Between 141 and 146 responses were received for this question, giving response rates ranging
between 95.3% and 98.6%.

Respondents were given a list of issues that the school could help pupils to achieve, and asked
to indicate how strongly they agreed with each one.
Levels of agreement (either “strongly agree” or “tend to agree”) were generally high, with at
least 60% agreeing that the school should encourage each of the options listed.
Agreement was highest for:
-

To use their skills and apply their knowledge in real-life situations’ (93.6%)

-

‘To feel safe’ (93.1%)

-

‘To learn how to live a healthy lifestyle’ (92.5%)

-

‘To be prepared for their next steps’ (90.9%)

Just over three in five respondents (63.9%) agreed their child’s school should encourage
their child ‘To contribute to their community’.

Cardiff Research Centre
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To what extent do you agree that your child's school should encourage
your child...?
To use their skills and apply their knowledge in real-life situations (Base: 141)
To feel safe (Base: 144)
To learn how to live a healthy lifestyle (Base: 146)
To be prepared for their next steps (Base: 143)
To be ethical, considering the impact of their actions (Base: 145)
To develop positive behaviour and relationships (Base: 144)
To feel inspired to learn (Base: 143)
To be aware of diversity in the world (Base: 144)
To have a range of different experiences (Base: 144)
To develop strong social and emotional skills (Base: 143)
To be ambitious (Base: 142)
To contribute to their community (Base: 144)

Strongly agree

•

Tend to agree

66.7
79.2
54.1
67.8
57.2
67.4
62.9
68.8
62.5
60.1
47.2
27.8
36.1

27.0
5.7
13.9
38.4
5.5
23.1
32.4
7.6
21.5
6.9
25.9
7.0
18.1
11.1
23.6
9.0
25.2
9.8
33.8
14.1
31.9

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Neutral
Tend to disagree
Strongly disagree
Don't know

One comment was provided for the option ‘Something else’, suggesting schools
should encourage “Thinking positive”.

Are you happy with the level of information about your child's progress at school?

143 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 96.6%.
Most respondents (83.9%) were happy with the level of information about their child’s
progress at school. One in six (16.1%) felt they did not get enough information.

Are you happy with the level of information about your
child's progress at school?
90.0

(Base: 143)

83.9

80.0
70.0
60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0

16.1

20.0
10.0
0.0

0.0
Yes

No - too little information

Cardiff Research Centre
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If your child could learn any subject / topic in school, what would it be?
Respondents were invited to detail any subject/topic that they / their child could learn in
school, 120 comments were received they are detailed in the table below with sample
comments.
Development of Life skills (26.7%) was the most popular subject put forward, followed by
Languages (12.5%) and Computers /IT, Sport and Maths each with 10.8% of comments.

Theme

No. %

Example Comments

•

Life skills.
More about money and how to manage it (Credit cards, bank
accounts, etc.).
How to cook.
I believe a subject on general life skills needed as an adult life
would be a useful subject.
How to manage your money.

12.5

•
•
•

Japanese.
Paying taxes, learning German.
I would learn some other languages like Spanish or German.

10.8

•
•
•

Science, space and anything to do with computers.
Robotics.
Programming.
Sport/ sport science.
Netball and football.
Swimming.

Mathematics.
Maths.
Mandarin Chinese, English and Maths.

•
•
Life Skills

Languages

Computers / IT

32

15

13

26.7

•
•

Sport

13

10.8

•
•
•

Maths

13

10.8

•
•
•

Cardiff Research Centre
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Science

9

7.5

•
•

Chemistry, maths.
Biology.

Art

8

6.7

•
•

Art.
Art and IT but whatever they want to learn I am happy with.

English

8

6.7

•
•

Telling the time/spellings.
Literacy.

Law

7

5.8

•
•

Law and public speaking.
Crime Law.

Drama

6

5.0

•

Drama.

Photography

4

3.3

•

Photography.

Don’t know

2

1.7

•

I don’t know.

Misc.

15

12.5

•
•
•

Anything they desire.
Fun, enjoyable problem solving.
Geography for going into the NAVY.

Total
Respondents

120

-

(NB. Overall percentages do not total 100% as respondent comments could fall into multiple themes.)

Cardiff Research Centre
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Why?

Respondents were invited to explain why they chose the subject/topic that their child could
learn in school, 117 comments were received they are detailed in the table below with
sample comments.
Theme

They
enjoy/want to
learn this
subject

No. %

62

53.0

Example Comments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For a better
future

49

41.9

•
•

It’s important

42

35.9

•
•
•
•

To develop

31

26.5

•
•
•

Because he want to learn new languages.
Because my child loves those areas.
I think Japanese is a cool language and people should know it.
This is because my child is very interested in banking and
business studies.
They want to have a career in it and shows off their creative
side.
For better future.
Because these skills help develop knowledge and are very useful
in the future.
Because these thing help you in your life when you become an
adult.
Future of work.
It is important to know how to swim.
Mathematics is important in every aspect of life.
Because I see it as a very important life, skill and they do not
teach it in schools.
Because I think that, it is important and it could maybe help in
the future.
To develop.
Because these skills help develop knowledge and are very useful
in the future.
To give them a better understanding of life and try to
discourage debt.

Cardiff Research Centre
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•
Misc.

12

10.3

Total
Respondents

117

-

•

She loves seeing objects and life in different ways, photography
best does that.
Because I want them to be whatever them, want to be, I am not
going to push them into anything.

(NB. Overall percentages do not total 100% as respondent comments could fall into multiple themes.)

How would you choose for your child to learn?

145 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 98.0%.
Just under two-thirds (64.1%) of respondents would choose ‘Doing’ as the method for their
/ their child to learn; this falls to around three in five for ‘Research’ and ‘Listening’ (62.4%
and 60.0% respectively).

How would you choose for your child to learn? Tick all that
apply
Doing (Base: 93)

Research (Base: 90)
Listening (Base: 87)
Visiting places (Base: 83)
Talking (Base: 79)
Reading (Base: 73)
Problem solving (Base: 69)
Thinking (Base: 67)
Collaboration (Base: 65)
Outdoor learning (Base: 65)
Project-based learning (Base: 62)

35.2

In partnership with external organisations (Base: 51)

2.8

Something else (Base: 4)

(Base: 145)

0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

64.1
62.1
60.0
57.2
54.5
50.3
47.6
46.2
44.8
44.8
42.8

50.0

60.0

70.0

(NB. Percentages do not total 100% as respondents could select multiple options)

Four respondents indicated ‘Something else’, they were invited to expand on their answer,
and these are detailed below•
•
•
•

All can help with a child's skills although talking and reading may be hard for some
children.
However they want to learn.
Actual experience in the field they've chosen.
Creative and Fun ways to learn.

Cardiff Research Centre
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Where would you choose for your child to learn?

144 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 97.3%.

Seven in ten (70.1%) respondents favoured the traditional ‘Classroom-based’ approach,
whilst half (52.8%) cited ‘Specialist areas’ such as a science lab, sports facility or art room;
around one third would choose ‘Outdoor areas’ and ‘Outdoor pursuits’ (37.5% and 35.4%
respectively).

Where would you choose for your child to learn?
70.1

Classroom-based (Base: 101)
Specialist areas (e.g. science lab, sports facility, art
room) (Base: 76)

52.8
37.5

Outdoor areas (e.g. Forest school) (Base: 54)
Outdoor pursuits (e.g. canoeing, rock climbing) (Base:
51)

35.4
25.7

In a workplace / vocational setting (Base: 37)

14.6

At home (Base: 21)

2.1

Somewhere else (Base: 3)

(Base: 144)

0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

70.0

80.0

(NB. Percentages do not total 100% as respondents could select multiple options)

Three Respondents indicated ‘Somewhere else’, and provided a response when prompted:

•
•
•

Children can explore different places and write about what they see.
In a room where the teacher focusing on them, which will benefit their learning
progression.
Drama studio.

Cardiff Research Centre
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How could school help to prepare your child to achieve their goals for the future?

107 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 72.3%.
Just under two thirds (63.6%) of respondents favoured ‘Post-16 Study’ to prepare them / their
child to achieve their goals for the future, with around half indicating ‘Training’ and ‘Work
placements’ (55.1 and 53.3% respectively).

How could school help to prepare your child to achieve their
goals for the future?
63.6

Post-16 study (e.g. college, sixth form) (Base: 68)

55.1

Training (Base: 59)

53.3

Work placement (Base: 57)

36.4

Apprenticeship (Base: 39)

3.7

Something else (Base: 4)

(Base: 107)

0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

70.0

(NB: - This question was only asked to respondents that attended a High school - Percentages do not total 100% as
respondents could select multiple options)

Those answering “Something else” were invited to give further details, with three
comments received:-

•
•
•

New places can make students feel a fresh start and training can help students
practice things.
Support/Time given to the child to help develop their talents or the things they're
good at doing.
Part-time Jobs probably.

Cardiff Research Centre
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How could your local community be improved?

145 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 98.0%.

The issue respondents felt most needed improving in their local community was
‘Safety/reduce crime anti-social behaviour’ with over seven in ten (72.4%) respondents
indicating this issue.
‘More outdoor activities’ and ‘More things for young people to do’ followed this with (63.4%
and 61.4% respectively).

How could your local community be improved?
72.4

Improve safety / reduce crime and anti-social behaviour (Base: 105)
More outdoor activities e.g. parks, playing fields, skate parks etc.
(Base: 92)

63.4
61.4

More things for young people to do (Base: 89)

57.2

Improve cleanliness / Reduce litter etc. (Base: 83)

33.1

More peace and quiet (Base: 48)

29.7

Better transport links (Base: 43)

15.2

More local shops / takeaways (Base: 22)

1.4

Something else (Base: 2)

(Base: 145)

0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

70.0

80.0

(NB. Percentages do not total 100% as respondents could select multiple options)

Two respondents indicated something else; their comments are listed below -

•
•

Scouts club near where we live.
More indoor basketball courts.

Cardiff Research Centre
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If school facilities were available to the local community outside school hours, would you
be interested in using any of the following facilities? For example, yoga class, adult
education, meeting space etc.

134 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 90.5%.
Sports facilities were the most popular amenity respondents would be interested in using
with around half (49.3%) citing this option. This was followed by ‘Indoor Gym’ (41.8%, and
the ‘Library’ (40.3%). Less than one in ten (8.2%) had an interest in using a ‘General purpose
classroom’.

If school facilities were available to the local community
outside school hours, would you be interested in using any of
the following facilities?
49.3

Sports facilities

41.8
40.3

Indoor gym
Library

29.9

ICT facilities

22.4

Community café

13.4

Hall

8.2
6.7

General purpose classroom
Other

(Base: 134)

0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

(NB. Percentages do not total 100% as respondents could select multiple options)
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Which sports in particular would you be interested in?
Once respondents had indicated which facility they had an interest in using, they were
asked to specify for what purpose.
60 comments where received into the use of ‘Sports facilities’, Football was the most
popular sport respondents were interested in, followed by Basketball and Volleyball.
Activity

Number

Football

32

Basketball

15

Volleyball

12

Netball

8

Gym

5

Tennis

4

Cricket

3

Badminton

3

Running

3

Rugby

2

Table tennis

2

Swimming

2

Bowling

1

Baseball

1

Misc.

7

Seven Comments fell into the miscellaneous category; these are detailed below•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IDK any.
Ball sports.
Any.
Discus, Javelin, Athletics, Field events etc.
Dance
Swimming, dancing, volleyball, football.
Netball, Volleyball and maybe some sports based activities and games.

Cardiff Research Centre
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What would you be interested in using this space for? (Indoor Gym)

Fifteen respondents specified their interest in this facility; these comments are detailed
below -

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

After school activities/life skills and fitness classes
School activities
Private bookings
Taekwondo
Anything
Meetings for upcoming events for children
The reason I think this is important is that people need to be more healthy.
After-school activities
Fitness classes etc.
Fitness class
After school activities
People can host meetings or activities in the hall.
For after school activities and fitness reasons
After school activities.
Parties

What ICT facilities would you be interested in?
A total of 31 comments were received to the use of ICT facilities, they are detailed belowInterest
Tech Rooms
Computers
I Pads
Software
Laptops
Beginners
All
Safety
Up to date tech
Misc.

Number

Cardiff Research Centre
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Seven Comments fell into the miscellaneous category; their comments are detailed below•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Science and Chemistry
PE
Ones where you do IT
None
Wood and Cooking
Gaming room or something that people without good enough computer hardware
can play or practice
Printers and support

What would you be interested in using this space for? (Library)
Eight Comments were received in relation to the use of the Library they are listed below•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

None
None because they could get dirty
None
A library to read books.
All of them
A room for just sitting down and staying quiet, it can be helpful to just sit down and
relax
Art Room, due to it having many art materials I don't personally have, such as
watercolour paints
Computer hardware so learning how build a computer and work out where different
parts go

Why would you be interested in using a general-purpose classroom?
Eight comments were listed for the use of the general-purpose classroom these are detailed
below:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Because it is efficient
So I could focus more and do my work like I was in a class
Learning languages other than just French welsh or Spanish
It can be a place where you can mix with other classes and year groups so you can be
more social
Just so it is used for general reasons
It could be place for people to spend free lessons in and study.
For gathering
Helping people develop skills

Cardiff Research Centre
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Why would you be interested in using a Community cafe?
In total, 24 Comments were received in relation to using the Community Café; they were
placed into four themes, detailed belowActivity
Socialise
Eat/Drink
Somewhere to relax
Misc.

Number
15
7
5
2

How should school support your child's Physical Health?
Respondents were asked how they felt the school could support their child’s Physical health,
109 comments were received they are detailed in the table below with sample comments.

Theme

More P.E.

No. %

45

Example Comments

41.3

•
•
•
•
•

Doing P.E. once or twice a week.
Having plenty of time for P.E. and having enough food.
By doing more P.E. classes.
More P.E.
More P.E. lessons and fitness after school clubs.
Have more sport lessons.
Variety of after school sports.
By having, more sports activities.
Play Sports.
Lots of exercise.
Do exercise in school.
Doing regular exercise.

Sport

29

26.6

•
•
•
•

Lots of exercise

20

18.3

•
•
•

Healthy eating

15

13.8

•
•

More diversified sports lessons / more healthy school meals.
Stop eating unhealthy food.

Cardiff Research Centre
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Extra-curricular
clubs

15

13.8

•
•

By having sports clubs after the school.
Before school fitness club.

•

By having, engaging PE lessons that make students want to join
in and have fun whilst still having physical activity to keep them
healthy.
Add more sports to women's PE. Many of the students are
bored and uncomfortable with doing gymnastics and it is unfair
that the boys get to play football and rugby.

Make exercise
fun

10

9.2

Encourage
Healthy lifestyle

8

7.3

•

Give them tips on how they can stay healthy.

Gym facilities

7

6.4

•

Having an indoor gym would help.

Don’t know

6

5.5

•

Don't know.

School sports
team

5

4.6

•

It should support physical health a bit more than it already does
like P.E. every Wednesday and Monday or school football and
volleyball teams.

Active Travel

5

4.6

•

Walk to school.

Using parks

4

3.7

•

More physical activities, using park opposite school, have sport
team - volleyball, basketball.
I think the physical education and health that is already in place
is enough for me.
Make sure they are kind.
Not by going up to them but doing more announcements on it,
to try help them make their physical health better.

•

•
Misc.

14

12.8

Total
Respondents

109

-

•
•

(NB. Overall percentages do not total 100% as respondent comments could fall into multiple themes).
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How should school support your child's: Mental Health?
Respondents were asked how they felt the school could support their / their child’s Mental
health, 107 comments were received they are detailed in the table below with sample
comments.

Theme

No. %

Example Comments
•
•

Professional/Teacher
with
skillset/experience

35

32.7

•
•

•
•
•
Better Engagement /
check ups

29

27.1

•
•

More support workers in school.
A teacher that knows how to deal with anxiety and makes
people feel better if there sad.
Have a therapist in the school.
The school could do weekly check-ups on the student’s mental
health or just let the students know that they can talk to the
teachers if they need to.
Maybe have a teacher or a therapist come to school and if
anyone wants to talk, they could.
Talk and listen engage in time off general schoolwork and talk
about what is going on socially in their lives etc.
Check how there feeling every day and supporting them in their
current situations.
To explain better, so we don't get too confused and muddled
up.
Regular check-ups on all students instead of individuals who ask
for help--asking for help can be daunting and leads to students
suffering in silence.

Greater recognition
of Mental Health

10

9.3

•
•

Recognize if there is mental health help needed.
By making them aware about mental health issues and how to
deal with it.

Mindfulness

8

7.5

•
•

Mindfulness, yoga.
Making them aware of themselves.

Cardiff Research Centre
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•

By having, a lesson dedicated to improving and understanding
mental health not unlike how P.E lessons are intended to
improve physical health.
Encourage and learn more about mental health within school.

•

I’m not sure.

•

Not too, put so much pressure on a child to achieve because it
can affect them a lot and put them under mental pressure.
Not pressuring children to do better than you think they can
Understanding life from their point of views. Extra support with
learning difficulties, testing for learning difficulties, more school
counsellors, listening to children’s input.

•

Make Part of
curriculum

7

Don't know

6.5

6

5.6

Less pressurised
environment

6

5.6

More breaks

6

5.6

Provide a Safe Space

5

4.7

Tackle Bullying

2

1.9

Misc.

26

24.3

Total Respondents

107

-

•

•

More time out and self-care.

•

Support every child’s needs, make a 'safe room' where pupils
can go to relax, give positive messages like "you are loved".

•
•
•
•

Stop bullying.
Building their endurance/confidence when facing a challenge.
It is very important my son has found it hard.
Not to overdo mental health assemblies because some kids
were fine then after watch the assemblies they thought they
had a problem.

(NB. Overall percentages do not total 100% as respondent comments could fall into multiple themes).
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Thinking about the changes schools had to make during the Covid pandemic, which would
you like to see continue?
139 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 93.9%.
Around half of respondents would like to see the ‘Increased use of ICT’ and ‘Improved
hygiene’ changes continue within school (50.4% and 49.6% respectively). Roughly one in six
(16.5%) of respondents would like to continue ‘Remote learning’.

Thinking about the changes schools had to make during the
Covid pandemic, which would you like to see continue?
50.4

Increased use of ICT

49.6

Improved hygiene

35.3

Separate break-time areas

33.8

Staggered lesson times

29.5

Class / year group bubbles

16.5

Remote learning

5.0

Something else
0.0

(Base: 139)

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

(NB. Percentages do not total 100% as respondents could select multiple options)

Seven respondents cited ‘Something else’, with six providing a more detailed response: -

•
•
•
•
•
•

No congregating on school premises, large groups etc. having to struggle to get past
people isn't very nice, personal space should always be respected regardless of
whether or not there's a pandemic.
Homework.
Wear P.E. kits to school.
Wear P.E. kit into school.
Change the forms. Introduce proper sets.
I don’t know.

Cardiff Research Centre
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Appendix 8

English-medium community primary and
secondary school catchment areas

This copy is produced specifically to supply County
Council
information. NO further copies may be made.
Mae'r copi hwn wedi'i gynhyrchu'n benodol i gyflenwi
gwybodaeth y Cyngor Sir. Ni ellir gwnneud copiau pellach.
© Crown copyright and database rights 2017
Ordnance Survey 100023376
© Hawlfraint y Goron a hawliau cronfa ddata 2017
Arolwg Ordnans 100023376

Primary School Catchments
Baden Powell PS Catchment

Moorland PS Catchment

Adamsdown PS Catchment

Stacey PS Catchment

Secondary School Catchments
Willows High School Catchment Boundary
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Appendix 9
Cardiff Council
Statutory Screening Tool Guidance
If you are developing a strategy, policy or activity that is likely to impact people, communities or
land use in any way then there are a number of statutory requirements that apply. Failure to
comply with these requirements, or demonstrate due regard, can expose the Council to legal
challenge or other forms of reproach.
For instance, this will apply to strategies (i.e. Housing Strategy or Disabled Play Strategy),
policies (i.e. Procurement Policy) or activity (i.e. developing new play area).
Completing the Statutory Screening Tool will ensure that all Cardiff Council strategies, policies
and activities comply with relevant statutory obligations and responsibilities. Where a more
detailed consideration of an issue is required, the Screening Tool will identify if there is a need
for a full impact assessment, as relevant.
The main statutory requirements that strategies, policies or activities must reflect include:










Equality Act 2010 - Equality Impact Assessment
Welsh Government’s Sustainable Development Bill
Welsh Government’s Statutory Guidance - Shared Purpose Shared Delivery
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child
United Nations Principles for Older Persons
Welsh Language Measure 2011
Health Impact Assessment
Habitats Regulations Assessment
Strategic Environmental Assessment

This Statutory Screening Tool allows us to meet all the requirements of all these pieces of
legislation as part of an integrated screening method that usually taken no longer than an
hour.
The Screening Tool can be completed as a self assessment or as part of a facilitated session,
should further support be needed. For further information or if you require a facilitated session
please contact the Policy, Partnerships and Citizen Focus Team on 2078 8563 e-mail:
siadavies@cardiff.gov.uk. Please note:
- The completed Screening Tool must be submitted as an appendix with the Cabinet report.
- The completed screening tool will be published on the intranet.
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Statutory Screening Tool
Name of Strategy / Policy / Activity:

Date of Screening:

SCHOOL ORGANISATION PLANNING: 21ST CENTURY SCHOOLS, BAND B:
REPLACEMENT WILLOWS HIGH SCHOOL
Service Area/Section:
Education & Lifelong Learning - Schools Organisation Programme
Public Engagement on revised proposals

August 2021

What are the objectives of the Policy/Strategy/Project/Procedure/
Service/Function

Please
provide
background
information
on
the
Policy/Strategy/Project/Procedure/Service/Function and any research done
[e.g. service users data against demographic statistics, similar EIAs done etc.]
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To enable the Cabinet to consider a recommendation to
(i)

Delegate authority for officers to acquire the
acquisition of land interest at Lewis Road, Splott to
deliver the replacement Willows High School.

(ii)

Note that a non-statutory public engagement on the
relocation of Willows High School will commence in
February 2021.

Lead Officer: Richard Portas

At its meeting on 25 February 2021 the Cabinet agreed that the freehold
interests for land at Lewis Road, Splott to deliver the new build Willows
High School be acquired in line with Heads of Terms and an
independent valuation, subject to Ministerial approval for the Welsh
Government Business Justification Case.
It was noted that a public engagement exercise, with stakeholders
including school staff, pupils, governors and the wider community served
by Willows High School, would be undertaken following acquisition, to
help shape the proposals for replacing the existing Willlows High School
buildings with a new 21st Century School and that officers would bring
forward a report advising Cabinet of responses received following the
public engagement exercise.
The public engagement ran from 14 June to 23 July 2021. The
engagement sought the views of parents, pupils and the wider
community on the development of the new Willows High School, the
facilities it should offer, how the school could support learning and
development, how the new school could benefit the community and how
the community could benefit the new school.
2

The views and opinions expressed will play an integral part in shaping
the future for Willows High School including the curriculum, a rebrand
and the development of the new school building.
The process involved:


Publication of a bilingual engagement document outlining details of
the planned changes. The document was published on the Council
website with parents, Headteachers and Chairs of Governors of
nearby schools, all Members of local wards, residents and other
stakeholders advised of this and how to request a hard copy (a copy
of the engagement document can be seen at Appendix 2);
Letters setting out details of the proposal and where further
information could be found were sent to local residents and
businesses;
Engagement meetings via Microsoft Teams with pupils at
Adamsdown Primary School, Baden Powell Primary, Moorland
Primary School, Stacey Primary School, St Alban’s RC Primary
School, Tredegarville CiW Primary School (notes from the meetings
can be seen at Appendix 3);
An online learner visioning survey for the parents of pupils at Willows
High School, and local primary school seeking their views and
opinions on how the new school could help meet future needs.
Drop-in sessions where officers were available to answer questions
(notes from the drop-in sessions can be seen at Appendix 4);
A consultation response slip for return by post or e-mail, attached to
the consultation document
An online response from at www.cardiff.gov.uk/willowshighschool
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The views expressed at Council organised meetings, and on paper or
electronically through the appropriate channels, have been recorded.

3

Part 1: Impact on outcomes and due regard to Sustainable Development
Please use the following scale when considering what contribution the activity makes:
Positive
Positive contribution to the outcome
+

1.1
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1.2

-

Negative

ntrl
Uncertain

Neutral
Not Sure

Negative contribution to the outcome
Neutral contribution to the outcome
Uncertain if any contribution is made to the outcome

Has the Strategy/Policy/Activity considered how it will
impact one or more of Cardiff’s 7 Citizen focused Outcomes? +
People in Cardiff are healthy;
x
Consider the potential impact on
 the promotion of good health, prevention of damaging
behaviour, promote healthy eating/active lifestyles etc,
 vulnerable citizens and areas of multiple deprivation
 Addressing instances of inequality in health
People in Cardiff have a clean, attractive and sustainable x
environment;
Consider the potential impact on
 the causes and consequences of Climate Change and
creating a carbon lite city
 encouraging walking, cycling, and use of public transport x
and improving access to countryside and open space



reducing environmental pollution (land, air, noise and water)



reducing consumption and encouraging waste reduction, x

Please Tick

-

Ntrl

UnCrtn

Evidence or suggestion for improvement/mitigation
- See 1.2 below – encouraging walking, cycling and use of
public transport

N/A

- In line with the Well-being of Future Generations Act Cardiff’s
Band B programme is committed to providing Local Schools
for Local Children, to encourage use of sustainable modes to
travel to schools, such as walking and cycling. School
projects take into account transport issues when they are
being designed and the need to provide safer routes to
encourage walking to schools
- Promotion of initiatives such as Kerbcraft training, training in
cycling skills and the Local Authority’s implementation of
Active Travel measures

x

-

Implementation of an effective travel plan would minimise the
need for non-sustainable transport to and from schools
- Proposals are progressed in line with Welsh Government
4

Please Tick

Has the Strategy/Policy/Activity considered how it will
impact one or more of Cardiff’s 7 Citizen focused Outcomes?
reuse, recycling and recovery


1.3
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1.5

-

encouraging biodiversity

x

People in Cardiff are safe and feel safe;
Consider the potential impact on


1.4

+

Ntrl

reducing crime, fear of crime and increasing safety of X
individuals
X
addressing anti-social behaviour
protecting vulnerable adults and children in Cardiff from x
harm or abuse

Cardiff has a thriving and prosperous economy;
Consider the potential impact on











Evidence or suggestion for improvement/mitigation
Community Benefit Measurement Tool which encourages
reduced consumption, waste reduction and recycling.
- Site surveys will be undertaken to establish levels of
biodiversity and will explore opportunities to develop
appropriate initiatives.
- All schools in Cardiff have policies in place to ensure
safeguarding and the wellbeing of staff, children and young
people.

x

- The school provides employment.

x

- The Council’s proposals for Band B of the 21st Century
Schools Programme, and the Cardiff 2030 strategy, clearly
state the link between improving the environment for learning
and raising standards of achievement.

economic competitiveness (enterprise activity, social
enterprises, average earnings, improve productivity)
Assisting those Not in Education, Employment or Training
attracting and retaining workers (new employment and
training opportunities, increase the value of employment,)
promoting local procurement opportunities or enhancing the
capacity of local companies to compete

People in Cardiff achieve their full potential;
Consider the potential impact on


UnCrtn

promoting and improving access to life-long learning in
Cardiff
raising levels of skills and qualifications
giving children the best start
improving the understanding of sustainability
addressing child poverty (financial poverty, access poverty,
participation poverty)
the United Nations Convention on the Rights of a Child and
Principles for Older persons

- With significant sports and wider leisure provision now
established, or being developed, in many schools a key
objective is to enable third party to access the sports
facilities at schools, on a sustainable financial basis. The
development of a viable model for all schools across the city
to be accessed by the communities which they serve is
needed.
- Cardiff’s Child Friendly City strategy places the rights and
5

Please Tick

Has the Strategy/Policy/Activity considered how it will
impact one or more of Cardiff’s 7 Citizen focused Outcomes?

+

-

Ntrl

UnCrtn

Evidence or suggestion for improvement/mitigation
voices of children and young people at the heart of Cardiff's
policies, strategies and services; involving them in decision
making and addressing the barriers which limit their life
chances. As such the public consultation on the proposal will
include representation from children and young people.
- Subject to approval any future design work would also
include representation from children and young people.

1.6
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1.7

Cardiff is a Great Place to Live, Work and Play
Consider the potential impact on



promoting the cultural diversity of Cardiff
encouraging participation and access for all to physical x
activity, leisure & culture




play opportunities for Children and Young People



protecting and enhancing the landscape and historic
heritage of Cardiff
promoting the City’s international links

Cardiff is a fair, just and inclusive society.
Consider the potential impact on


the elimination of discrimination, harassment or
victimisation for equality groups



has the community or stakeholders been engaged in
developing the strategy/policy/activity?
how will citizen participation be encouraged (encouraging
actions that consider different forms of consultation,
through more in depth engagement to full participation in
service development and delivery)?



X

- With significant sports and wider leisure provision now
established, or being developed, in many schools a key
objective is to enable third party to access the sports
facilities at schools, on a sustainable financial basis. The
development of a viable model for all schools across the city
to be accessed by the communities which they serve is
needed.

- See Equality Impact Assessment below and attached.

x
x

- The Council’s recruitment process ensure that good practice
is followed, including the application of the Council’s policies
on equal opportunities.
- The public engagement will include engagement with all
relevant stakeholders.

X
x

-

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT (This is attached on page 13)
Will this Policy/Strategy/Project have a differential impact on
any of the following:

6

1.8

Has the Strategy/Policy/Activity considered how it will
impact one or more of Cardiff’s 7 Citizen focused Outcomes? +
The Council delivers positive outcomes for the city and its x
citizens through strong partnerships
Consider the potential impact on
 strengthening partnerships with business and voluntary
sectors
 the collaboration agenda and the potential for shared
services, cross-boundary working and efficiency savings

Please Tick

-

Ntrl

UnCrtn

Evidence or suggestion for improvement/mitigation
The ‘Cardiff Commitment’ is the Council’s youth engagement
and progression strategy. The Cardiff Commitment sets out how
the council, together with a wide range of public, private and
third sector partners, will work together to ensure a positive
destination for every young person in Cardiff after they finish
school, either in employment or further education and training.
To date over 120 businesses have pledged to support Cardiff
Commitment and provide opportunities to schools and young
people, better preparing them for the world of work, contributing
to the future economic growth of the city.
The Council’s proposals for Band B of the 21st Century Schools
Programme, and the Cardiff 2020 strategy, clearly state the link
between improving the environment for learning and raising
standards of achievement.
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The Council is keen to assist with the development of
opportunities between schools and businesses, to help create a
sustainable pool of talent for future workforce needs, and spread
skills across the city. An example of this is the Creative
Education Partnership that has been established between Cardiff
West Community High School and partners from the creative
industries to provide opportunities for young people to leave
education with skills and competences and to be work ready
The significant school developments proposed would provide
opportunities for strong partnerships with businesses and
employers from a range of sectors in the Cardiff economy.
Opportunities for further partnerships are being explored and will
be progressed in line with the priorities set out in the Cardiff
Commitment

SUMMARY OF APPRAISAL (highlight positive and negative effects of the policy / plan / project being assessed, demonstrating how
7

it contributes to the economic, social and environmental sustainability of the city):
Economic
Investment in new build facilities that would support the delivery of a broad and balanced curriculum.
The new accommodation and expansion of provision would provide employment opportunities.
Consideration would be given to using local contractors and suppliers.
Social
There could be the potential for community use of school facilities outside of school hours.
Environmental sustainability
This proposal would result in the pupils attending a new build, fit for purpose 21st Century schools. The schools would be designed to be in compliance with
the BREEAM Excellent specification, minimising running costs and detrimental environmental impact.
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WHAT ACTIONS HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED OR CHANGES BEEN MADE TO THE POLICY / PLAN / PROJECT AS A RESULT OF THIS
APPRAISAL:
If the proposal were to proceed, an equality impact assessment would be carried out to identify accessibility to the new build school.
The equality impact assessment would take into account policies such as the Equality Act 2010, TAN 12: Design 2014 as well as building regulations such
as, BS8300, Part M and relevant Building Bulletins.

8

Part 2: Strategic Environmental Assessment Screening
Yes
x

2.1

Does the plan or programme set the framework for future
development consent?
2.2 Is the plan or programme likely to have significant, positive or
negative, environmental effects?
Is a Full Strategic Environmental Assessment Screening
Needed?
 If yes has been ticked to both questions 2.1 and
2.2 then the answer is yes
 If a full SEA Screening is required then please
contact the Sustainable Development Unit to
arrange (details below)

No

x

Yes

No
X
An SEA has been
undertaken
(attached)
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If you have any doubt on your answers to the above questions regarding SEA then please consult with the Sustainable Development Unit on 2087 3228
sustainabledevelopment@cardiff.gov.uk

Part 3: Habitat Regulation Assessment (HRA)
Yes

3.1

3.2

3.3

No

Will the plan, project or programme results in an activity
which is known to affect a European site, such as the Severn
Estuary or the Cardiff Beech Woods?
Will the plan, project or programme which steers
development towards an area that includes a European site,
such as the Severn Estuary or the Cardiff Beech Woods or
may indirectly affect a European site?
Is a full HRA needed?

Unsure

x

x

x

Details of the strategy will be sent to the County Ecologist on completion of the process to determine if a Habitat Regulation Assessment is needed. For further information please
phone 2087 3215 or email biodiversity@cardiff.gov.uk

9

Appendix 1 – Statutory Requirements
It is possible that the Impact Screening Tool will identify the need to undertake specific statutory assessments:
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Equality Impact Assessment: This assessment is required by the Equality Act 2010 and Welsh Government’s Equality Regulations 2011.
Sustainable Development Bill: The Bill, when it comes into effect, will require sustainable development (SD) to be a central organising principle for the
organisation. This means that there is a duty to consider SD in the strategic decision making processes.
Shared Purpose Shared Delivery- The Welsh Government requires local authorities to produce a single integrated plan to meet statutory requirements under
a range of legislation. Cardiff Council must therefore demonstrate its contribution towards Cardiff’s own integrated plan; “What Matters”.
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child: The Children Act 2004 guidance for Wales requires local authorities and their partners to have regard
to the United Nations Convention on the Rights of a Child.
United Nations Principles for Older Persons: The principles require a consideration of independence, participation, care, self-fulfillment and dignity.
The Welsh Language Measure 2011: The measure sets out official status for the Welsh language, a Welsh language Commissioner, and the freedom to speak
Welsh.
Health Impact Assessment: (HIA) considers policies, programmes or projects for their potential effects on the health of a population
Strategic Environmental Impact Assessment: A Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) is an European Directive for plans, programmes and policies with
land use implications and significant environmental effects.
Habitats Regulations Assessment: The Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) (Amendment) Regulations 2007 provides a requirement to undertake Habitats
Regulations Assessment (HRA) of land use plans.

10

Cardiff Council
Equality Impact Assessment
Corporate Template
Policy/Strategy/Project/Procedure/Service/Function Title:
Proposal:
SCHOOL ORGANISATION PLANNING: 21ST CENTURY SCHOOLS, BAND B: REPLACEMENT WILLOWS
HIGH SCHOOL
Who is responsible for developing and implementing the
Policy/Strategy/Project/Procedure/Service/Function?
Name: Richard Portas
Job Title: Programme

Director
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Service Team:

Service Area:

School Organisation Programme

Education and Lifelong Learning

Assessment Date: August 2021

1.

What are the objectives of the Policy/Strategy/Project/ Procedure/
Service/Function?

1.

Please provide background information on the Policy/ Strategy / Project / Procedure / Service / Function and any research done [e.g.
service users data against demographic statistics, similar EIAs done etc.]

See Page 2
3

Assess Impact on the Protected Characteristics

3.1

Age
Will this Policy/Strategy/Project/Procedure/Service/Function have a differential impact [positive/negative/] on younger/older people?
Yes
3 to 11 years
11 to 18 years

No
x

x

11

N/A

18 - 65 years
Over 65 years

x
x

Please give details/consequences of the differential impact, and provide supporting evidence, if any.

The impact will be positive as the proposals will support the sufficiency of places in
high quality learning environments.

What action(s) can you take to address the differential impact?

If no differential impact, explain the reason(s) for this assessment:
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3.2

Disability and Access
Will this Policy/Strategy/Project/Procedure/Service/Function have a differential impact [positive/negative] on disabled people?
Yes

No
x
x
x
x

Hearing Impairment
Physical Impairment
Visual Impairment
Learning Disability
Long-Standing Illness or Health
Condition
Mental Health
Substance Misuse
Other

N/A

x
x
x
x

Please give details/consequences of the differential impact, and provide supporting evidence, if any.
What action(s) can you take to address the differential impact?

12

If no differential impact, explain the reason(s) for this assessment:
Accessibility of the accommodation
An equality impact assessments would be carried out to identify the accessibility of the new
school building. The equality impact assessments would take into account policies such as
the Equality Act 2010, TAN 12: Design 2014 as well as building regulations such as,
BS8300, Part M and relevant Building Bulletins.

3.3

Gender Reassignment
Will this Policy/Strategy/Project/Procedure/Service/Function have a differential impact [positive/negative] on transgender people?
Yes

No
x
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Transgender People
(People who are proposing to undergo, are
undergoing, or have undergone a process [or
part of a process] to reassign their sex by
changing physiological or other attributes of
sex)

N/A

Please give details/consequences of the differential impact, and provide supporting evidence, if any.
What action(s) can you take to address the differential impact?
If no differential impact, explain the reason(s) for this assessment:

The Council’s procedure for managing staffing changes arising from reorganisation would
be used in implementing any changes as a result of this proposal. This would ensure that
good practice is followed, including the application of the Council’s policies on equal
opportunities.
The proposal would need to ensure compliance with the Council’s policies on equal
opportunities.
An equality impact assessments would be carried out to identify the accessibility of the new

13

school building. The equality impact assessments would take into account policies such as
the Equality Act 2010, TAN 12: Design 2014 as well as building regulations such as,
BS8300, Part M and relevant Building Bulletins.
3.4.

Marriage and Civil Partnership
Will this Policy/Strategy/Project/Procedure/Service/Function have a differential impact [positive/negative] on marriage and civil partnership?
Yes

No

Marriage
Civil Partnership

N/A
X
X

Please give details/consequences of the differential impact, and provide supporting evidence, if any.
What action(s) can you take to address the differential impact?
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3.5

If no differential impact, explain the reason(s) for this assessment:
N/A

Pregnancy and Maternity
Will this Policy/Strategy/Project/Procedure/Service/Function have a differential impact [positive/negative] on pregnancy and maternity?
Yes

No

N/A

Pregnancy
Maternity

N/A

Please give details/consequences of the differential impact, and provide supporting evidence, if any.
What action(s) can you take to address the differential impact?

If no differential impact, explain the reason(s) for this assessment:

The Council’s procedure for managing staffing changes would be used in implementing any
changes as a result of this proposal. This would ensure that good practice is followed,
including the application of the Council’s policies on equal opportunities.

14

An equality impact assessment would be carried out to identify the accessibility of the new
school building. The equality impact assessment would take into account policies such as
the Equality Act 2010, TAN 12: Design 2014 as well as building regulations such as,
BS8300, Part M and relevant Building Bulletins.
3.6

Race
Will this Policy/Strategy/Project//Procedure/Service/Function have a differential impact [positive/negative] on the following groups?
Yes

No

N/A

White
Mixed / Multiple Ethnic Groups
Asian / Asian British
Black / African / Caribbean / Black
British

x
x
x
x

Other Ethnic Groups

x
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Please give details/consequences of the differential impact, and provide supporting evidence, if any.

The proposal would not have a differential impact upon one particular ethnic group as the
provision would be available to all.
What action(s) can you take to address the differential impact?
If no differential impact, explain the reason(s) for this assessment:

The proposed changes would not have a differential impact as the schools will
continue to apply the Council’s policies on equal opportunities.
3.7

Religion, Belief or Non-Belief
Will this Policy/Strategy/Project/Procedure/Service/Function have a differential impact
[positive/negative] on people with different religions, beliefs or non-beliefs?
Yes

No

Buddhist

N/A
x

15

Christian
Hindu
Humanist
Jewish
Muslim
Sikh
Other

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Please give details/consequences of the differential impact, and provide supporting evidence, if any.
What action(s) can you take to address the differential impact?
If no differential impact, explain the reason(s) for this assessment:
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3.8

The proposal would not have a differential impact upon people with different religions,
beliefs or non-beliefs as the provision would be available to all.
The senior staff in a school would be best placed to manage diversity in terms of belief. (e.g.
provision of a space for prayer).
Sex
Will this Policy/Strategy/Project/Procedure/Service/Function have a differential impact [positive/negative] on men and/or women?
Yes

No

Men
Women

N/A
x
x

Please give details/consequences of the differential impact, and provide supporting evidence, if any.
What action(s) can you take to address the differential impact?
If no differential impact, explain the reason(s) for this assessment:

Maintained school provision admits pupils of both sexes and this would continue to be the
case.
The Council’s procedure for managing any staffing changes would be used in implementing

16

any changes as a result of this proposal. This would ensure that good practice is followed,
including the application of the Council’s policies on equal opportunities.

3.9

Sexual Orientation
Will this Policy/Strategy/Project/Procedure/Service/Function have a differential impact [positive/negative] on the following groups?
Yes

No
x
x
x
x

Bisexual
Gay Men
Gay Women
Heterosexual

N/A

Please give details/consequences of the differential impact, and provide supporting evidence, if any.
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What action(s) can you take to address the differential impact?
If no differential impact, explain the reason(s) for this assessment:

(Fears that recruitment opportunities could be affected by sexual orientation)
Evidence collated by the Stonewall lobby group alleges that Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual people
are likely to be discriminated against in workplace recruitment.
The Council’s procedure for managing staffing changes would be used in implementing any
changes as a result of this proposal. This would ensure that good practice is followed,
including the application of the Council’s policies on equal opportunities.

3.10

Language
Will this Policy/Strategy/Project/Procedure/Service/Function have a differential impact [positive/negative] on Welsh Language?
Yes

No
x
x

Welsh Language
Other languages

17

N/A

Please give details/consequences of the differential impact, and provide supporting evidence, if any.
What action(s) can you take to address the differential impact?
If no differential impact, explain the reason(s) for this assessment:

Language support


The proposal will not directly impact on the level of support provided. The allocation of
teachers and BTAs is usually in place for the period of the academic year but is liable to
change throughout the year to meet fluctuations in demand.

Impact of the proposal on the Welsh Language
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It is not anticipated that there will be any differential impact on the Welsh Language, as
a result of this proposal.



The teaching of Welsh within an English medium setting is subject to the requirements
of the National Curriculum. This would not change with the expansion of the school.
This proposal does not seek to change the number of Welsh-medium primary or
secondary school places available in the area.



The Council works closely and constructively with partners on its Welsh Education
Forum, which includes representatives of nursery, primary, secondary and further
education, childcare, RhAG and the Welsh Government. The Forum actively informs the
planning of Welsh-medium places, to continue to drive the Council’s plan to sustainably
increase the number of learners within Welsh-medium schools and those learning
Welsh in English-medium schools.



The council monitors birth rates, the yield from proposed housing and the patterns of
take-up in Welsh-medium provision at primary and secondary age, with a view to
bringing forward appropriate plans to meet any increased demand.



Whilst forecasts, based on the number of children in the Welsh-medium primary,

18

indicate that additional capacity will be required to meet the demand for places in
Welsh-medium secondary schools, separate proposals will be brought forward at the
appropriate time to ensure there are sufficient places available.

4.

Consultation and Engagement
What arrangements have been made to consult/engage with the various Equalities Groups?
The Council’s Accessibility Officer would be given the opportunity to comment on the
scheme.

5.

Summary of Actions [Listed in the Sections above]
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Groups
Age
Disability
Gender
Reassignment
Marriage & Civil
Partnership
Pregnancy &
Maternity
Race
Religion/Belief
Sex
Sexual
Orientation
Language
Generic OverArching
[applicable to all
the above
groups]

Actions

If the proposal were to proceed:



compliance with the Council’s policies on equal opportunities
would need to be ensured.



an equality impact assessment would be carried out to identify the
accessibility of the new school building. The equality impact
assessment would take into account policies such as the Equality Act

19

2010, TAN 12: Design 2014 as well as building regulations such as,
BS8300, Part M and relevant Building Bulletins.

6.

Further Action
Any recommendations for action that you plan to take as a result of this Equality Impact Assessment (listed in Summary of Actions) should be
included as part of your Service Area’s Business Plan to be monitored on a regular basis.

7.
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7.1

Authorisation
The Template should be completed by the Lead Officer of the identified Policy/Strategy/Project/Function and approved by the appropriate Manager
in each Service Area.
Completed By: Rachel Burgess Willis
Designation: Schools Organisation Planning Officer
Approved By:
Designation:
Service Area:

Date: August 2021
Rosalie Phillips

On completion of this Assessment, please ensure that the Form is posted on your Directorate’s Page on CIS - Council Wide/Management
Systems/Equality Impact Assessments - so that there is a record of all assessments undertaken in the Council.
For further information or assistance, please contact the Citizen Focus Team on 029 2087 3059 or email
citizenfocus@cardiff.gov.uk

Background
In 2008, a retrospective Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) of Cardiff’s 21st Century: A Strategic Framework for a School Building Improvement
Programme (published in 2006) was carried out based on the guidance that supports the European SEA Directive 2001/42/EC.
The retrospective approach to assessment was quality assured by an external consultant and their independent compliance review determined that the
report detailing the assessment on the strategic framework met the key requirements set out for reporting the SEA process as required by the SEA
Directive.
The retrospective assessment provides the basis for assessing current and future school organisation proposals at a strategic level.
If a proposal were to proceed, an environmental assessment would be carried out as part of the planning application process.
To request a copy of the assessment on the Strategic Framework please contact Rachel Burgess-Willis, Rachel.Burgess.Willis@cardiff.gov.uk

20

Proposal
SCHOOL ORGANISATION PLANNING: 21ST CENTURY SCHOOLS, BAND B: : REPLACEMENT WILLOWS HIGH SCHOOL

xx
x
✔
✔✔
0
? and/or mitigation
DNA

= very incompatible; very negative effect
= incompatible; negative effect
= compatible; positive effect
= very compatible; very positive effect
= no links; neutral effect
= uncertain effects
= data not available

See table headers below: * Comparison of the preferred option to a possible alternative option(s) are required in a SA/SEA.
SEA objective
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SCHOOL ORGANISATION PLANNING: 21ST CENTURY
SCHOOLS, BAND B: REPLACEMENT WILLOWS HIGH
SCHOOL

Do nothing

Rating

Rating

1. Promote a
greener economy
by delivering a
sustainable pattern
of schools across
Cardiff

✔

2. Reduce
greenhouse gas
emissions through:

✔

a)
Energy efficient
building design and
disposing of poor
quality surplus
accommodation
b)
Promoting
sustainable modes
of transport and
integrated transport

Commentary/ explanation of compatibility with SEA
objective
The current school buildings at Willows High School are
rated C (Poor) for sustainability. The buildings are also
under utilised due to the number of surplus places and
therefore energy use is inefficient.

a)

Mitigation

x

-

Emphasis is placed on travel by active modes where
this is possible and on providing the facilities and
opportunities at school for students to travel by walking,
cycling and public transport. Encouraging active travel
to school is a very important means of increasing levels
of physical activity in children and tackling the growing
problem of childhood obesity. Reducing congestion at
the school gate is key to ensuring the safety of pupils
and to mitigating impacts on the local neighbourhood.

-

Provision of parent parking places is generally not
supported by Cardiff Council. This is because such
provision would promote travel to school by car,
generate local traffic, contribute to congestion and

X

x

21

Commentary/ explanation of compatibility with SEA
objective
The current school buildings are not considered fit for the
21st Century. The buildings are also under utilised due
to the number of surplus places and therefore energy use
is inefficient.

See comments next to SEA Objective 1 above

SEA objective

SCHOOL ORGANISATION PLANNING: 21ST CENTURY
SCHOOLS, BAND B: REPLACEMENT WILLOWS HIGH
SCHOOL

Do nothing

Rating

Rating

systems

Commentary/ explanation of compatibility with SEA
objective
reduce pupil safety. Parking facilities provided at
schools is generally only for staff and to meet
operational needs.
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-

Management of access to the school site prior/during
parent drop off and pick up times would help with health
& safety.

-

Cardiff’s Supplementary Planning Guidance (Access,
Circulation and Parking Standards 2010) sets out that
all new or expanded schools are required to develop a
Travel Plan for submission with a planning application.
A Travel Plan is a policy and action plan to:
o
manage transport efficiently
o
improve access by all means of travel for
employees, visitors, patients and
students
o
encourage sustainable transport –
walking, cycling, public transport and car
sharing
o
reduce car use.

-

A School Travel Plan is specifically designed to address
the transport needs of pupils and staff and will vary
according to the nature of the education being provided
and the catchment area of the school.

Commentary/ explanation of compatibility with SEA
objective

School safety zones would be set up to address health and
safety concerns from increased traffic flows in the school
vicinity.
3. Promote health
and wellbeing by
protecting and
enhancing Public
Open Space (POS)
and improving
access to POS

0

With significant sports and wider leisure provision now
established, or being developed, in many schools a key
objective is to enable third party to access the sports facilities
at schools, on a sustainable financial basis. The development
of a viable model for all schools across the city to be
accessed by the communities which they serve is needed.

x

22

See comments next to SEA Objective 1 above

SEA objective

4. Minimise air, light
and noise pollution
associated with
building
development and
traffic congestion

SCHOOL ORGANISATION PLANNING: 21ST CENTURY
SCHOOLS, BAND B: REPLACEMENT WILLOWS HIGH
SCHOOL

Do nothing

Rating

Rating

0

Commentary/ explanation of compatibility with SEA
objective
a)


x

Commentary/ explanation of compatibility with SEA
objective
See comments next to SEA Objective 1 above

0

0

Any proposal taken forward would be subject to full planning
requirement including consideration of biodiversity, flora and
fauna

x

See comments next to SEA Objective 1 above

6. Protect and
enhance the
landscape
(habitats/visual
amenities)

0

Any proposal taken forward would be subject to full planning
requirement including consideration of landscape –
(habitats/visual amenities)

x

See comments next to SEA Objective 1 above

7. Conserve water
resources and
increase water
efficiency in new
developments and
promote sustainable
urban drainage
systems

0

Any proposal taken forward would be subject to full planning
requirement including consideration of water conservation
and SUDS

x

See comments next to SEA Objective 1 above

8. Promote
regeneration by
delivering inclusive
schools that will
improve equality of
opportunity and
access for all

0

Achieved by making schools community focused - opening
facilities to the public e.g. evening classes and extended
learning opportunities.

x

See comments next to SEA Objective 1 above

5. Protect and
enhance
biodiversity, flora
and fauna
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If the proposal were to proceed, an Equality Impact
Assessment (EqIA) would be carried out to consider the
accessibility of the new building site.

23

SEA objective

9. Protect and
enhance designated
historic assets

SCHOOL ORGANISATION PLANNING: 21ST CENTURY
SCHOOLS, BAND B: REPLACEMENT WILLOWS HIGH
SCHOOL

Do nothing

Rating

Rating

0

Commentary/ explanation of compatibility with SEA
objective
The EqIA would take into account policies such as the
Equality Act 2010, TAN 12: Design 2014 as well as building
regulations such as, BS8300, Part M and relevant Building
Bulletins.
There are no registered historic assets on the proposed new
school site.

x

Commentary/ explanation of compatibility with SEA
objective

See comments next to SEA Objective 1 above
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Conclusion
The proposal has been assessed to be compatible with the environmental objectives used to assess the goals and principles of the‘’21st
Century Schools: A Strategic Framework for A School Building Improvement Programme” that underpins school organisation proposals.
Where the assessment has identified a potential negative environmental impact in terms of an increase in the volume of traffic (Objective 4),
measures to mitigate the effect are detailed.
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Agenda Item 4
CARDIFF COUNCIL
CYNGOR CAERDYDD
CABINET MEETING: 23 SEPTEMBER 2021
BUDGET MONITORING - MONTH 4 REPORT 2021/22
FINANCE, MODERNISATION & PERFORMANCE (COUNCILLOR
CHRIS WEAVER)
AGENDA ITEM: 4

Reason for this Report
1.

To provide the Cabinet with details of the financial monitoring position for
the authority as projected at the end of July 2021(Month 4), adjusted for any
significant movements since that date, compared with the budget approved
by Council on 4th March 2021. This report includes an assessment of the
ongoing financial impact arising from the response to the COVID-19 crisis
and the level of financial support provided by Welsh government.

Background
2.

The last eighteen months have been dominated by the issues faced in
response to the Covid-19 pandemic and the uncertainty that still remains
with regards to the future operation of Council services. This monitoring
report will continue to set out the pressures arising from responding to the
crisis separately from those relating to operational service delivery. As such,
the first part of the report addresses the financial impact of the crisis, both
in terms of additional expenditure and reduced income generation, as well
as the Welsh Government (WG) funding response to this. The report then
provides details of the overall revenue position, including any unfunded
impacts of COVID-19 and any emerging operational issues that have arisen
for reasons other than the pandemic. An outline of the actions taken by the
Council in response to the emerging financial position is then provided,
followed by an update on the position in relation to the Capital Programme.

Issues
COVID-19 Financial Impact
3.

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic continues to have a significant financial
impact on the Council. This is being evidenced through both additional
expenditure pressures and reduced income generation across services.
These additional expenditure pressures have varied in nature, but have
included both the need to change the way services are delivered and also
the requirement to react to additional and different demand pressures being
faced. In relation to income, losses have been experienced in a number of
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directorates and as the year progresses there will be a need to track how
those services are delivering against the income levels budgeted for in year.
4.

In response to these financial pressures, the Welsh Government (WG) has
continued to support COVID-19 impacts this year and has committed to
continue funding arrangements across Wales for the first six months of
2021/22 and to consider the level of support required for the remaining half
of the financial year. Within this funding is also provision to support the
ongoing income losses being experienced by local authorities, although it is
expected that part of this will also be used by the sector to take advantage
of opportunities for change that have arisen as a consequence of the
pandemic. This funding commitment is intended to cover the remainder of
this financial year but with an understanding that some services will be
presumed to require less financial support as the crisis eases allowing some
services to return to pre-pandemic levels of service. In order to access
funding, local authorities have been required to submit monthly expenditure
claims and quarterly income claims.

5.

This financial year to date, the Council has submitted expenditure claims to
WG totalling £8.497 million, with the table below providing an overview of
claims made to July.

Expenditure claimed by Month
Adult Services
Childrens Services
Infection Control
FSM
Homelessness
SIPS
Delegated Schools
Other
Total

6.

April £'000
1,092
116
49
407
28
104
125
56

May £'000
1,239
149
76
58
58
43
194
138

June £'000
1,162
188
38
56
98
46
266
94

July £'000
1,201
200
50
570
86
229
118
63

Total £'000
4,694
653
213
1,091
270
422
703
451

2,077

1,955

1,948

2,517

8,497

The table below provides an overview of the status of claims to July 2021,
showing the amounts reimbursed by WG.
Expense Claims between April - July by Category

Expense Claims
Adult Services
Childrens Services
Infection Control
FSM
Homelessness
SIPS
Delegated Schools
Other Spend
Total

Claimed £'000
4694
653
213
1091
270
420
703
453
8497
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Reimbursed £'000
4694
653
213
55
231
420
703
436
7404

Held £'000
0
0
0
1035
40
0
0
0
1075

Disallowed
- £'000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
17
17

7.

In respect of the table above, a key service supported remains Adult
Services and the majority of Covid-19 related expenditure within this service
takes the form of financial support to Providers. WG have recently issued
guidance which sets out revised arrangements for Provider support until the
end of this financial year. The monitoring position assumes that ongoing
support will reflect these arrangements and will be fully reimbursed. As
previously reported last year, there are delays in approval on free school
meals provision but there are no concerns that the payments will not be
agreed. It should also be noted that some items have been retrospectively
withdrawn from the Council’s claim, because alternative funding sources
have become available.

8.

In addition to the expenditure claims submitted between April and July, the
Council has also submitted one claim for lost income, net of any expenditure
savings made, covering the first quarter of this financial year. In addition,
WG also requested details on any income that may have been delayed in
its receipt, but not permanently lost.

9.

The table below provides an overview of the status of the Q1 income claim,
including details of the most significant income losses experienced. As can
be seen from the table, the majority of the claim has already been agreed.
Those areas that remain relate to income that will be considered later in the
year when the amount of income collected in areas such as planning and
licensing will be clearer in terms of lost versus delayed income.

Qtr 1 - Income Claim
Claimed
Parking
Planning
Property
SCH
SCH CAT
Sport & Leisure
Venues
Other
Total

-964
-204
-523
-130
-136
-619
-1868
-565
-5009

Reimbursed
Holding
-964
0
0
-204
-522
-1
-130
0
-136
0
-114
-505
-1868
0
-334
-231
-4068
-941

10. Any additional expenditure or income losses that the WG has decided not
to fund will need to be met from existing Council resources and the relevant
amounts are reflected within the projected directorate outturn positions that
are outlined later in the report. A combination of WG signalling a revision of
Hardship support from October and the uncertainty of the economic and
pandemic conditions for the remaining months of the year highlights a level
of financial risk that not all additional expenditure and income loss will be
fully reimbursed by the WG Hardship Fund arrangements. Because of this,
the projected directorate positions included within the report do not
incorporate the full potential pandemic related pressures that may occur
during the last few months of the year. Instead, because of the range of
potential scenarios that could occur, the table below has been prepared to
provide an indication of the financial impact that may result:
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Estimate

Projected Cost
(August – March)
Projected Income
Loss (Q2-Q4)
Total

(£000)
2,000

25%
Council
Cont
(£000)
1,500

50%
Council
Cont.
(£000)
1,000

75%
Council
Cont.
(£000)
500

100%
Council
Cont.
(£000)
2,000

5,000

1,250

2,500

3,750

5,000

7,000

2,750

3,500

4,250

7,000

Revenue Position
11. The overall revenue position reported in the paragraphs that follow
comprises projected variances that have arisen irrespective of the
pandemic, combined with COVID 19-related items of additional expenditure
or lost income that WG have indicated will not be funded through the
COVID-19 Hardship Fund. In addition, these variances include shortfalls
against 2021/22 budget savings proposals and any in-year savings or
efficiencies that have been identified during the year.
12. The overall monitoring position, as at Month 4, reflects a total projected net
annual Council overspend of £1.442 million. This position is detailed in
Appendix 1 and includes a total directorate net overspend of £4.042 million
and a projected overspend of £400,000 in relation to Capital Financing,
partially offset by the £3 million general contingency budget.
13. The table below provides a summary of the overall position and outlines the
component parts of each directorate’s total variance.
Directorate

Directorate
Position

Corporate Management
Economic Development:
Economic Development
Recycling & Neighbourhood
Education & Lifelong Learning
People & Communities:
Housing, & Communities
Performance & Partnerships
Adult Services
Children’s Services
Planning, Transport & Environment
Resources:
Governance & Legal Services
Resources
Total Directorate Position
Capital Financing
General Contingency
Summary Revenue Account
Total Council Position
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(£000)
0
1,863
150
595
(163)
0
45
1,215
371
166
(200)
4,042
400
(3,000)
0
1.442

14. From the table above, it is, however, clear that there are particular pressures
evident in Children’s Services, Economic Development and Education &
Lifelong Learning but the majority of Directorates are currently highlighting
adverse financial positions.
15. The specific overspends and underspends within each directorate’s position
are outlined in more detail within Appendix 2. However, the main pressures
relate to the additional cost and number of residential and internal fostering
placements within Children’s Services, as well as additional expenditure in
relation to agency staffing within that directorate. In addition, Education is
experiencing pressures in relation to Out of County Placements, both in
terms of cost of individual placements and the overall number of pupils
requiring specialist provision. In addition, there are underlying pressures
evident within School Transport, due to the number of pupils with additional
learning needs requiring transport. Economic Development highlight the
level of uncertainty facing the income generating services and reflects the
level of risk if WG are not able to support fully the impact on services
16. As well as these specific pressures, there are pressures in most directorates
arising from not being able to fully deliver the savings proposals agreed as
part of the 2021/22 budget. As outlined in Appendix 3, there is an overall
projected shortfall of £733,000 (13%) against the target of £5.554 million.
For those 2020/21 savings proposals, the position is that 62% of the savings
have been achieved against the £2.147 million carried forward with the
remaining proposals being predominantly income related and therefore
have an element of uncertainty in the current year.
17. The Capital Financing outturn is forecast to be £400,000 in excess of
budget. This budget supports the Council’s Capital Programme and treasury
management activities, including external interest payable, prudent
provision for the repayment of any debt in line with Council policy, as well
as interest earned on temporary investments. The position against the
budget is impacted by a number of variables which may change during the
course of the year such as interest rates, the level of investment balances,
share of interest chargeable to the Housing Revenue Account (HRA), the
need for and timing of external borrowing, as well as performance in
achieving capital expenditure projections. Whilst there are delays in some
capital projects resulting a lower borrowing requirement during the year,
factors combining in determining the current projection include HRA picking
up a lower share of overall external interest costs, lower levels of interest
recoverable from directorates in relation to invest to save schemes expected
to be completed during 2021/22 and a higher provision for prudent
repayment of historic capital expenditure than assumed for 2021/22
18. A balanced position is being reported in relation to Council Tax Collection.
Performance to date suggests that collection rates are at a level at least
comparable to 2020/21. Should a variance emerge, this will be reported in
future reports.
19. As part of the reported directorate positions, contributions from contingency
budgets have been incorporated where appropriate. These include a
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transfer from the Council Tax Reduction Scheme (CTRS) contingency, of
£3.788 million, to meet the increasing demand from residents for financial
support, largely as a direct consequence of the pandemic and financial
hardship that people have been experiencing. In addition, the Children’s
Services position includes the £2.175 million contingency held for meeting
the additional costs arising from external placements.
20. In addition to the general fund directorate positions are the positions of ringfenced and grant funded accounts, which are outlined in more detail as part
of Appendix 2. In summary, the position on the Housing Revenue Account
(HRA) is projecting a balanced position but that any capital financing cost
savings will be used to improve the ability to deal with future budget
pressures including capital works postponed to future years and provide
more flexibility for any unavoidable commitments in the new financial year.
The CPE position reflects an in-year surplus of £2.321 million compared to
the budgeted surplus of £3.741million. The restrictions remained in April and
May and since then activity has increased. It is anticipated that reliance on
some level of WG Hardship Grant will be required throughout the year but
at a lower level than previous months. The Harbour Authority is projecting a
balanced position
Response to the Emerging Financial Position
21. As outlined earlier in this report, the financial and economic impact of the
pandemic will remain with local authorities for the foreseeable future. There
is a need to ensure that demand pressures are picked up early as well as
where demand for services does not return to anticipated levels particularly
with respect to income generating services. This combined with the
changing nature of support from WG and the ceasing of the Job Retention
Scheme highlights the continuing need to ensure that budgets are tightly
managed.
Capital
22. The Council on 4 March 2021 approved a new Capital Programme of
£244.353 million for 2021/22 and an indicative programme to 2025/26. The
budget for the General Fund and Public Housing has since been adjusted
to £279.125 million to include actual slippage reported at outturn,
incorporation of new grant approvals and confirmation of actual grant
awards.
23. The sections below indicate a forecast position for 2021/22 for the General
Fund and Public Housing.
General Fund
24. The projected outturn for the year is currently £168.599 million against a
total programme of £192.385 million with a variance of £23.786 million,
which is predominantly slippage. Expenditure at the end of Month 4 was
£26.334 million which represents 16% of the projected outturn, however
there are a number of large expenditure items which are subject to progress
during the latter part of the year.
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Capital Schemes Update
25. Delivery of capital projects is complex, may span a number of years and is
influenced by a number of external and internal factors such as weather,
statutory and non-statutory approval processes. Directorates continue to
be reminded of the need to set achievable profiles of expenditure and to
identify slippage at an early stage.
26. The Council’s capital investment programme plays an essential role in both
stimulating the local economy and delivering local services during the post
Covid-19 recovery period.
27. The impact of Covid-19 on the programme has been dependent on the
nature of the works being undertaken. Following initial delays on schemes
during lockdown, contractors are adapting to Covid-19 work restrictions,
although other cost inflation and supply chain challenges represent a
significant delivery challenge to projects. The drivers of these pressures
remain unclear; however, the impact of Brexit, ongoing pandemic
management and a UK-wide pipeline of construction-led recovery projects
are all considered potential drivers of cost inflation, shortage of materials
such as steel, timber and cement and difficulties recruiting for key roles.
Some of the issues may be temporary, however it is unclear whether
stepped increases in cost inflation will be sustained in the medium to long
term.
28. Across projects, mitigation approaches vary, and includes early dialogue
with contractors, ordering materials in advance, consideration of alternative
material suppliers and methods of construction, supporting training and
development.
29. Though fixed prices and framework agreements afford some protection to
the inflationary pressure in the short term, this cannot be sustained beyond
the contract period and increases in tender prices are likely and risk is built
into contract processes.
30. These issues will impact on costs of works which is likely to impact on
managing within estimated budgets. This may require re-prioritisation of
schemes to be undertaken including changes in specification where this
allows the same outcomes to be met.
31. It remains important that directorates continue to allocate sufficient capacity
and resource to ensuring projects progress in the timescales intended and
consider opportunities to bring forward expenditure where possible. Robust
business cases continue to be essential particularly where schemes are
undertaken on the basis of generating income or savings.
32. Utilising grants bid for and awarded in approved timescales is a risk to be
managed by directorates in the remainder of the year. Consideration of
switching of Council resources and early discussion with grant funding
bodies should be undertaken in order to ensure that approved grants can
be utilised in full.
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33. Further detail on progress against significant capital schemes included in
the programme is included in Appendices 4 and 5 to this report.
Capital Receipts
34. The Capital Programme approved by Council in February 2018 set a target
for non-earmarked General Fund Capital receipts of £40 million, with a
subsequent increase of £1 million to this target in 2019/20, after making a
deduction for eligible revenue costs of disposal. Up to 31 March 2021, a
total of £7.861 million has been received against the overall receipts target.
35. The forecast of income towards the target whether by external disposal or
approved land appropriations to the Housing Revenue Account (HRA)
during 2021/22 was £6 million. Receipts to date total £165,000, and the
Annual Property Plan for 2021/22, due to be presented to Cabinet shortly,
will update current forecasts and will be key in determining the affordability
of the Capital Programme update to be considered as part of 2022/23
budget strategy work to take place shortly.
36. In addition to the above, land appropriations to the Housing Revenue
Account will take place for the development of affordable housing, with the
main site being the former Michaelston school site, which was originally
anticipated to be completed in 2019/20. Where sites are to be appropriated
to the HRA, this needs to be within the approved budget framework for the
HRA and based on an agreed independent valuation and housing viability
assessment.
37. The Capital investment programme also includes a number of major
development projects which assume that capital receipts are earmarked to
pay towards expenditure incurred on those projects. Examples include the
development strategy at the International Sports Village, Arena contribution
and commitments agreed as part of proposals in respect to Llanrumney
Development. Expenditure incurred in advance of realisation of receipts
represents a risk of both abortive costs and to the level of borrowing and
should be incurred as part of a Cabinet approved business case.
Public Housing (Housing Revenue Account)
38. Directorate Programme 2021/22 £86.740 million. Initial variance of £21.014
million identified.
39. The estate regeneration budget of £3.150 million tackles issues of
community safety, defensible space, and waste storage and courtyard
improvements to blocks of flats. Expenditure of £4.733 million is forecast,
with the variance of £1.583 million brought forward from future years. Major
schemes within the programme include the Roundwood Estate (£1.400
million), Arnold Avenue/Bronte Crescent (£545,000) and Litchfield Court
(£350,000) as well as improvements to garages (£1.250 million).
40. In respect of planned investment on Council dwellings, there is a total
budget for the year of £19.250 million. Total expenditure in year is projected
to be £12.746 million and this will ensure that the Major Repairs Allowance
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grant allocation for 2021/22 of £9.557 million is utilised in full. Areas of
expenditure forecast during the year include replacement boilers (£1
million), front door upgrades to flats (£1 million) and refurbishment of Nelson
high-rise flats as they are transformed for family accommodation (£1
million). Slippage of £6.504 million is currently anticipated for building
improvements and this is primarily in relation to flat and house roofs, works
to BISF houses and rewiring. There are also still delays in relation to Covid19 as restricted access into houses has meant further anticipated slippage
on planned kitchen and bathroom works. Furthermore, new legislation
released in December 2020 regarding cladding testing, changes in scope,
duration and market conditions for a scheme at Lydstep high-rise has meant
that the major work scheme has been delayed until options are reviewed.
Whilst contractors are on site undertaking smaller schemes such as fire
doors, expenditure of only £917,000 is projected against an in year budget
estimate of £5.750 million.
41. The budget for disabled adaptations for public housing is £3.350 million but
expenditure during the year is forecast to be £2.500 million. During 2020/21,
Covid-19 caused delays as access was not permitted into homes for work
to be carried out. Work is now continuing in order to catch up with demand
but the expected underspend during the year is largely due to reduced staff
capacity and materials.
42. Expenditure on the development of new housing over a number of sites
during the year is estimated to cost £45.757 million in total. This includes
the completion of the phase one Cardiff Living sites and the commencement
on Cardiff Living phase two and three sites. Two schemes remain in
progress for Phase 1 of Cardiff Living; Llandudno Road which is due to
complete this financial year and the PassivHaus scheme at Highfields which
is expected to complete in the autumn of 2022. Public consultation will begin
towards the end of this summer on the Caldicot Road/Narbeth Road site
through Cardiff Living which will deliver in the region of 75 mixed tenure
homes for local people. The early stage master-planning is well underway
on the proposed older person/wellbeing village on the former Michaelston
College site which will deliver in the region of 250 new homes and a wide
range of public buildings providing a range of facilities for the local
community with a focus on older people and health and well-being. Work
has also started for the low-carbon scheme on the Former Rumney High
school site and on the former Howardian school site in Penylan.
43. Progress on other development projects outside of Cardiff Living include the
conclusion of the tenders for the St. Mellon’s and Maelfa older person
community living buildings which will deliver over 100 older person flats and
a range of communal facilities, both of which will commence on-site before
the end of the year as well as the conclusion of the tender process to appoint
a developer for 16 new two, three and four bed homes on the former Local
Training Enterprise Centre building in St. Mellons. Planning applications
have now also been submitted for the Channel View masterplan and phase
one, the new older person community living building at Bute Street and
Riverside/Canton Community Centre as well as the proposed development
of Waungron Road, Llandaff. Work on site is due to commence in August
for the development of 28 one and two bed flats on the former Paddle
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Steamer pub site in Butetown and the scheme to deliver 16 new council
homes at the former Air Training Centre site in Caerau will handover in
August.
44. Cabinet in June 2020 considered the impact of Covid-19 on the Council’s
housing delivery programme and agreed approval in principle of a specific
request from Wates Residential to the immediate purchase of a number of
additional properties currently in development as part of the Phase 1 Cardiff
Living programme. Furthermore, Cabinet considered in July 2020 a future
service model for Homelessness and set out a range of schemes to offer
long-term and sustainable housing options for homeless families and single
people. The purpose of this work is to replace the leased hotels that were
taken on during the Covid-19 crisis with longer-term solutions for temporary
accommodation. Two sites were identified to deliver such new-build
temporary accommodation, one of which is Hayes Place which completed
in February 2021 and provides 19 new modular homes using the Beattie
Passive ‘Haus4studio’ pods. There is also a meanwhile use on part of the
Gasworks site, Grangetown which will provide 50 flats as temporary
accommodation for homeless families. This is well underway with all the
modular units being delivered and craned into site by the middle of August
2021 and the scheme is projected to handover by December 2021. The
Council has also recently purchased the YHA Hostel in Butetown for £6.500
million in order to continue the provision of further accommodation to tackle
homelessness within the city.
45. Further to this, specialist supported accommodation for homelessness was
proposed at Adams Court to create an integrated facility of approximately
103 self-contained units with intensive support and an additional 49 flats for
longer term more settled accommodation.
46. In order to support the costs of the above three projects, the Council
submitted a number of grant bids to Welsh Government covering Covid-19
related homelessness recovery plans and over £12 million pounds of
funding was approved, subject to detailed terms and conditions. Much of
this was spent in 2020/21 but the balance of £3.957 million will be utilised
this year. This is made up of £3.857 million for Adams Court and £100,000
for the Huggard site.
47. The Development team are aware of current risks to the programme caused
by the Covid-19 pandemic and Brexit. A shortage of materials and labour
supply is being recognised nationally and is a source of concern for the
development industry. As a result, the implementation of some schemes
could be delayed until early 2022 and therefore the new build programme is
projected to have slippage into the next financial year of £15.243 million.
Reasons for Recommendations
48. To consider the report and the actions therein that form part of the financial
monitoring process for 2021/22.
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Legal Implications
49. The report is submitted for information as part of the Authority’s financial
monitoring process. The Council’s constitution provides that it is a Council
responsibility to set the budget and policy framework and to approve any
changes thereto or departures there from. It is a Cabinet responsibility to
receive financial forecasts including the medium term financial strategy
and the monitoring of financial information and indicators.
HR Implications
50. There are no HR implications arising from this report.
Property Implications
51. The report is submitted for information as part of the Authority’s financial
monitoring process. The Strategic Estates Department continues to work
with the Finance Department to monitor the ongoing impact of COVID-19
on the Council’s estate-related revenue and capital budget. As part of this
process, the Strategic Estates Department continues to work with the
Finance Department to submit relevant expenditure claims to WG in respect
of impacts to the Council’s property income.
52. As noted in respect of Capital Receipts, the Annual Property Plan for
2021/22 is due to be presented to Cabinet shortly. There are no further
specific property implications to report.
Financial Implications
53. In summary, this report outlines a projected Council overspend of £1.442
million at Month 4 of the 2021/22 financial year. This overspend reflects a
net directorate overspend of £4.042 million, coupled with a Capital
Financing overspend of £400,000. These overspends are partly offset by
the general contingency of £3 million. In the event that an overspend of this
level exists at the end of the financial year, it would be offset against the
Council Fund Balance. Currently, the Council Fund Balance is £14.255
million and would reduce to £13.871 million in such a circumstance.
However, between Month 4 and the financial year end, every effort will be
made to reduce the overspend to a balanced position. It is important to note
that within the overall position are cautious assumptions in respect of the
ongoing level of financial hardship support provided by Welsh Government.
54. Whilst, to date, the Council has been able to recover the majority of COVID19 expenditure and income losses from Welsh Government, the position is
anticipated to ‘taper down’ from October 2021. This level of risk is
evidenced by the scenarios presented in the report, which outline the fact
that, based on current estimates, the Council could be exposed to £7 million
additional expenditure and income impacts. Because of this risk, it is
important that directorates retain a focus on their financial positions and
ensure that tight financial control is in place over the remainder of this
financial year and that overspends do not worsen and, if possible, are
reduced by year-end. This will require a continual review of Council-wide
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issues and regular monitoring of the Council’s balance sheet, including the
debtors’ position and earmarked reserve levels.
55. In relation to the 2021/22 Capital Programme, a variance of £23.786 million
is currently projected against the General Fund element, predominantly in
relation to slippage against schemes. In terms of the Public Housing
element of the programme, slippage totalling £21.014 million is currently
forecast. Historically, this report has highlighted the issue of slippage and
the economic impact of rising material process and contractor availability is
contributing to potentially higher rates of slippage than have been
experienced before. The increase in material prices could potentially reduce
the amount of work being undertaken in asset renewal budgets in individual
years in order to ensure capital budgets remain viable over the five year
programme. There are large expenditure items planned for the last quarter
of the year and it is critical that directorates ensure that the necessary
progress is made against schemes, to ensure that slippage is minimised as
much as possible. Due diligence needs to be maintained to ensure that the
delay of schemes that rely on external funding does not result in the lost
opportunity of accessing those funds due to tight terms and conditions
dictating any timelines that must be met..
56. For capital expenditure, effective contract management will be required,
with a particular focus on the prevailing economic climate causing delays or
increased costs. Should such issues continue to emerge during the
remaining months of the year it will be necessary for these to be escalated
as a matter of priority so that the overall impact on the programme can be
assessed and any required actions taken. Such risks also need to be
monitored in relation to the generation of capital receipts which underpin the
overall affordability of the programme.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The Cabinet is recommended to note
1.

the projected revenue financial outturn based on the projected position at
Month 4 of the financial year.

2.

the capital spend and projected position at Month 4 of the financial year.

SENIOR RESPONSIBLE OFFICER

CHRISTOPHER LEE
Corporate Director Resources
17 September 2021

The following Appendices are attached:
Appendix 1
Appendix 2
Appendix 3
Appendix 4
Appendix 5

–
–
–
–
–

Revenue Position
Directorate Commentaries
2021/22 Budget Savings Position
Capital Programme
Capital Schemes Update
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Appendix 1

REVENUE MONITORING POSITION 2021/2022

Directorate
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Corporate Management
Economic Development
- Recycling & Neighbourhood Services
Education & Lifelong Learning
People & Communities
- Communities & Housing
- Performance & Partnerships
- Social Services - Children's Services
- Social Services - Adult Services
Planning, Transport & Environment
Resources
- Governance & Legal Services
- Resources
Capital Financing etc.
General Contingency
Summary Revenue Account
Discretionery Rate Relief
Sub-Total
Council Tax Collection
Total

CASH LIMIT BUDGETS
Net
Expenditure
Income
£000
£000
£000

PROJECTED OUTTURN
Expenditure
Net
Income
£000
£000
£000

VARIANCES
Expenditure
Income
£000
£000

Net
£000

26,957
50,215
41,896
352,422

(101)
(42,259)
(11,623)
(58,937)

26,856
7,956
30,273
293,485

27,739
44,510
44,448
360,169

(883)
(34,691)
(14,025)
(66,089)

26,856
9,819
30,423
294,080

782
0
2,552
7,747

(782)
0
(2,402)
(7,152)

0
1,863
150
595

265,760
8,661
79,240
144,588
52,710

(216,692)
(5,790)
(8,823)
(24,308)
(46,782)

49,068
2,871
70,417
120,280
5,928

260,784
8,733
83,053
145,537
54,923

(211,879)
(5,862)
(11,421)
(25,212)
(48,624)

48,905
2,871
71,632
120,325
6,299

(4,976)
72
3,813
949
2,213

4,813
(72)
(2,598)
(904)
(1,842)

(163)
0
1,215
45
371

7,190
29,832

(1,180)
(14,963)

6,010
14,869

8,362
29,572

(2,186)
(14,903)

6,176
14,669

1,172
(260)

(1,006)
60

166
(200)

39,236
3,000
17,056
400

(5,453)
0
0
0

33,783
3,000
17,056
400

39,276
0
17,056
400

(5,093)
0
0
0

34,183
0
17,056
400

40
(3,000)
0
0

360
0
0
0

400
(3,000)
0
0

1,119,163

(436,911)

682,252

1,124,562

(440,868)

683,694

11,104

(11,525)

1,442

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1,119,163

(436,911)

682,252

1,124,562

(440,868)

683,694

11,104

(11,525)

1,442
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Appendix 2 – Directorate Commentaries
Corporate Management
1.

Balanced

The overall position for Corporate Management is balanced and the 2021/22
savings target of £63,000, in relation to past service pension contributions, is
currently projected to be achieved in full.

Economic Development

+£1,863,000

2.

The reported Month 4 position for the Economic Development directorate is a
potential overspend of £1,863,000. This position has incorporated assumptions
in relation to income loss reimbursements for October through to March across
the divisions. Although the level and detail of potential reimbursement is still to
be clarified, indications are that there will be a continuation of the claims process
to financial year end. Accordingly, forecasts are prudently based on a 50%
recovery of forecast losses for this period. Any change in the level of recovery
will impact on the position both adversely or positively as will related assumptions
for service take up and customer demand.

3.

The biggest overspend at £1,086,000 is within Culture, Venues and Events and
includes anticipated deficits in respect of the New Theatre and St David’s Hall of
£550,000 and further projected income losses of £550,000 anticipated for
quarters three and four in respect of Cardiff Castle, Catering, Functions and the
Caravan Park. These overspends are partially offset by savings on staff across
the divisions in areas such as Cardiff Museum and Culture, Venues and Events
Management.

4.

The Sport, Leisure and Development function is reporting a potential overspend
of £338,000 which includes income losses of £130,000 anticipated for quarters
three and four in respect of Cardiff White Water, Cardiff Riding School and the
Outdoor Sport division. In addition, unfunded supplier relief payments of circa
£200,000 are currently forecast for the last six months of the year.

5.

A £24,000 underspend for Service Management and Support relates to savings
on supplies and services and an unbudgeted recharge for staff support to the
Cardiff Harbour Authority. In addition, the Parks division is reporting a potential
£51,000 surplus made up of staff vacancies, pending new appointments in
respect of apprentices, park rangers and land management officers. These
savings are offset by increased vehicle charges of £91,000 from CTS for
additional vehicles that are now classed as above the original core fleet.

6.

The Project Design and Development service is currently projecting a trading
deficit of £287,000. This is in line with a detailed review of existing schemes and
projects to financial year end and an analysis of projects on hold and at risk. The
position is still subject to review and change. In addition, a £230,000 overspend
is forecast for the Major Projects division. This is a combination of a net £25,000
spend above budget in respect to various projects, and further potential supplier
relief of £180,000, subject to open book accounting and review.
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7.

Other areas of the Directorate such as Shared Regulatory Services, Property
Services, Facilities Management and Buildings are indicating balanced positions
but will be subject to the demands on the respective services during the year.

8.

The 2021-22 savings target for Economic Development is £916,000. Savings of
£776,000 have been identified as achievable, leaving a balance of £140,000
considered unachievable by financial year end. This potential shortfall relates to
savings in respect to St David’s Hall and cost reductions across all expenditure
headings – £120,000

Education & Lifelong Learning
9.

+£595,000

The Month 4 position for the Education & Lifelong Learning directorate reflects
an overspend of £595,000. The main pressures within the position include:
Achievement, £504,000 overspent due to income targets yet to be achieved in
Client Services and an overspend on Youth Services due to employee costs no
longer covered by grant funding. Education Other than At School, £232,000
overspent due to the cost of tutors not being fully recouped. Schools Transport
£114,000 as a result of additional routes and ALN transport costs and Traded
Services, £86,000 due to loss of income due to Covid-19 and asbestos works.
Partially offsetting this overspend are savings within Out of County Placements,
due to a balance of additional funding and the managing of placements.

10. A balanced position is being projected for the Music Service due to additional
funding received but this is for one year only.
11. The 2021-22 savings target for Education is £288,000. Savings of £226,000
have been identified as achievable, leaving a balance of £60,000 considered
unachievable by financial year-end. This potential shortfall relates to a saving
proposal on business support changes with other mitigations being explored.
Housing & Communities

(£163,000)

12. The Housing & Communities directorate is reporting an overall underspend of
£163,000 at Month 4. This comprises overspends totalling £157,000 across
Business Support (+£65,000), Housing Strategy (+£30,000), Hubs (+£50,000)
and Neighbourhood Regeneration (+£12,000), offset by underspends totalling
£320,000 across all other areas of the service.
13. The £30,000 Housing Strategy and Service Development overspend is due to
ongoing delays in a planned restructure, with a partial offset from vacancy
savings. In Hubs & Communities the £50,000 projected overspend reflects an
income shortfall in Hubs, including in relation to room hire, partially offset by
employee savings within the division.
14. In Advice and Benefits, the £23,000 under spend is projected overall after
assuming a £716,000 draw down from earmarked reserves. Within Advice and
Benefits, a balanced outturn is anticipated in relation to the Housing Benefit (HB)
Systems and Subsidy budgets. Many factors can change the level of Housing
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Benefit payments and subsidies receivable by the financial year-end. Any
surplus or deficit will be managed through the Welfare Reform earmarked
reserve set aside for this purpose.
15. In Homelessness and Hostels, the £141,000 underspend is due to the ongoing
recruitment to vacant posts in respect to the Housing Options Centre. whilst
recruitment is ongoing. With continued Welsh Government support, new Hostel
units are now operational and it is expected that all associated costs will be fully
recovered.
16. In the Independent Living Service, the underspend of £59,000 relates to
employee savings across its divisions. The £61,000 underspend expected in
relation to Housing Projects is a result of vacancies whilst recruitment is
underway in the Estates Management Division. A projected shortfall in Disabled
Facility grant fee income of £110,000 to 30th of September, is assumed to be
recovered in full from the Welsh Government.
17. The Early Help underspend of £36,000 is due to in year vacancies. The division
incorporates the Family Gateway service funded by a combination of base
budget and grant income. Parenting, Flying Start and Childcare are also within
this division and are all currently projecting balanced positions.
Performance & Partnerships

Balanced

18. Performance & Partnerships is reporting a balanced position overall. There are
pressures within the service in respect to resources required to assist in
Cohesion & Engagement. These pressures are currently being found from within
that budget and the holding of vacant posts in other areas such as Performance.
19. The two budget savings proposals in this directorate for 2021/22 totalling
£142,000, are projected to be fully achieved.
Recycling & Neighbourhood Services

+£150,000

20. The Recycling & Neighbourhood Services directorate is currently projecting an
overspend estimated at £150,000 but this assumes no recourse to the Waste
Reserve or the use of the contingency provision for fluctuations in volumes and
material type. It also presumes the FRM allocation to fund various waste and
cleansing initiatives will be fully incurred. This Service is also projected to
achieve the full £350,000 budget savings for 2021/22. The position highlights
significant pressures within Collections and Waste Disposal with further
overspends in Environment Enforcement and Street Cleansing but there is a
substantial underspend in Recycling Treatment and savings in Management &
Support and Waste Strategy.
21. The Collections overspend is £915,000 and reflects the decision to employ an
additional five crews to address operational staff resource issues, the uptake of
the extra annual leave carried forward from the previous year and higher than
budgeted sickness rates. Waste Disposal costs are forecast to exceed the
budget by £247,000 reflecting an increase in the volume of residual waste and a
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shortfall in landfill gas income. The overspend in Environmental Enforcement is
£94,000 caused by the short-term extension to temporary staff contracts and a
reduction of financial penalty notice income. Street Cleansing is showing a
£61,000 overspend reflecting increased supervisor’s costs.
22. The underspend of £920,000 in Recycling Treatment reflects an increase in the
price received from the sale of recyclable material following operational
improvements made at the HWRC’s and market prices. This market is very open
to price volatility and this projection is based on existing income levels and likely
scenarios for the next eight months. There is also an additional underspend of
£29,000 in Management and Support and £51,000 in Waste Strategy reflect a
delay in filling vacant posts.
Adult Services

+£45,000

23. Adult Services is projected to overspend by £45,000 at Month 4. This comprises
a £430,000 overspend on commissioned care, which is partially offset by a
£385,000 underspend on Internal Services.
24. The position on commissioned care assumes that the number of delivered
domiciliary care hours will increase during the remainder of the year, as there are
currently high numbers presenting for assessment. Assumptions regarding
future increases, together with any potential grant-funding opportunities, will be
closely monitored as the year progresses.
25. The position on commissioned care varies by division of service. Overspends
are projected in relation to Learning Disabilities (+£585,000), Physical Disabilities
(+£299,000) and Substance Misuse (+£45,000). These are offset to a degree by
underspends in relation to Older People (-£141,000) and Mental Health (£258,000).
26. Overspends in Learning and Physical Disabilities mainly relate to an increase in
placements (both residential and supported living) at the very end of the 2020/21
financial year and in early 2021/22. A small number of additional placements
can have a large financial impact, particularly in relation to Learning Disability
packages of care. The position allows for anticipated transitions from Children’s
Services during the course of the year.
27. The underspend on Older People’s commissioned care reflects a reduction in
placement numbers at the very end of 2020/21, although these are expected to
increase during the year. Mental Health commissioned care is also projected to
underspend. Whilst there has not been a reduction in placement numbers in this
area, it is of note that 2020/21 included some one-off costs. The non-recurrence
of these, together with the full-year impact of 2020/21 savings is contributing to
the 2021/22 position.
28. The £385,000 net underspend on internal services is a combination of
overspends totalling £392,000 in internal supported living, learning disabilities
day care and support, offset by underspends totalling £777,000 in assessment &
care management, older people’s day care and reablement. Areas of
underspend reflect a combination of grant funding, a number of vacant posts and
the fact that older people’s day care was not fully operational for part of the year.
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The monitoring position assumes that a number of vacant posts will be recruited
to during the remainder to the year. Overspends relates to the underachievement of savings in the current year together with staffing costs.
29. The directorate is currently projected to achieve £324,000 of the £667,000
savings proposed in 2021/22. The main saving that is not anticipated to be fully
achieved in 2021/22 relates to the Internal Support Living Service, where
£230,000 of the £300,000 saving is anticipated to be unachieved, partly due to
the delay in closure of one of the schemes. Other area of under-achievement
relate to use of technology (£94,000). Plans are in place that would enable the
latter to be achieved in future years.
Children’s Services

+£1,215,000

30. Children’s Services is currently projecting an overspend of £1,215,000.
Significant overspends (£630,000) are anticipated in legal costs and court fees
as cases resume and bottlenecks caused by lockdown restrictions are cleared.
Additional pressure on CHAD budgets as a result of increased placements has
contributed to the overspend position (£250,000). Projected agency expenditure
above base budget includes £420,000 in localities teams, £483,000 in Intake and
Assessment and £330,000 in Child Protection and Safeguarding. A £950,000
reserve set aside for agency staff in 2020/21 is anticipated to be fully utilised as
a result.
31. Falconwood Assessment Centre is reporting a small underspend of £226,000 for
the year due to delayed opening and Covid hardship grants in relation to
placements total £306,000 to the end of month four.
32. The number of external residential placements has increased by 14 since the
start of the year to a total of 100 places, with a difficult external fostering market
providing minimal opportunities to avoid high cost placements. Full use of the
corporate contingency fund of £2.175 million is anticipated to cover placement
related costs.
Planning, Transport & Environment

+£371,000

33. The Month 4 position for Planning, Transport & Environment reflects an
overspend of £371,000. The Energy Management overspend comes to £371,000
and is primarily due to shortfall in general renewable income sources £72,000
and specific projects. The loss of income of £93,000 at Radyr Weir following the
repair work required and leaving the Plant sub optimal for some periods of the
year. It is anticipated that the delays in Lamby Way Solar Farm will be solved by
1 September and that the overspend this year will be capped at £200,000. Whilst
there are seven months left in the year from September the high earning months
are the period April – August which have been missed this year.
34. The Bereavement, Registration & Dogs Home are projected to be at anticipated
budget levels. Highways Infrastructure is anticipating a pressure on tunnel
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maintenance of £100,000 but can be funded through the use of commuted sums
to retain a balanced position. Transport Policy is also projecting a balanced
position reflecting reduced income from Street Works offset by increased
recharges for temporary road closures. Civil Parking Enforcement is forecasting
a reduction of income which will reduce the contribution to the Parking Reserve
and impact on future initiatives. Planning & Building Control are anticipating a
balanced position, although this is dependent upon future trends remaining
upwards over the next few months.
Resources
Governance & Legal Services

+£166,000

35. At Month 4, the projected position for Governance and Legal Services is a
£166,000 overspend. This comprises a £201,000 overspend in relation to Legal
Services, offset by underspends in other areas. These include Democratic
Services where a £27,000 underspend is anticipated due to a vacant post.
36. The Legal Services position is a combination of a number of factors. There are
pressures on external legal fees (largely attributable to Children’s Services
cases), and on employee costs associated with locum cover for vacant posts.
Other areas of overspend include postage, printing, telephony and IT hardware
(£55,000), as well as costs associated with the law library and case management
system (£49,000.)
Resources

(£200,000)

37. Overall, the Resources directorate is projecting a £200,000 underspend. The
underlying underspend primarily relates to vacant posts throughout the
directorate. There are overspend pressures within Finance, Telephony and
Commissioning & Procurement but 24/7 Services is the area where an
overspend is very likely due to the under achieving of income. Both Central
Transport Services and Human Resources anticipate an increase in costs over
the remaining financial year but still within an overall balanced position. Work on
all other areas of resources will continue in order to identify mitigating actions to
address any financial pressures arising throughout this financial year.
Cardiff Harbour Authority
Financial Monitoring Report 2021/22 – Quarter 1
38. For the current year, the Council worked with the Welsh Government to identify
achievable efficiencies, service reductions and savings against the approved
Fixed Costs budget to the same level as 2020/21 of £4.961 million. The Asset
Renewal funding requirement for non-critical assets in 2021/22 is £460,000 with
no requirement identified within the ten-year asset management programme to
replace any critical assets. This gives an overall budget for the Cardiff Harbour
Authority (CHA) of £5.421 million, which is an increase of 3.8% on the total for
the 2020/21 financial year.
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The forecast at the end of quarter one indicates a funding requirement of £5.421
million, representing a full spend of budget.
Projected
Heading
Expenditure
Income
Fixed Costs
Asset Renewal
TOTAL

Budget

Out-turn

Variance

£’000

£’000

£’000

5,991

5,755

(236)

(1,030)

(819)

211

4,961

4,936

(25)

460

485

25

5,421

5,421

0

39.

Income shortfalls against target are forecast in all areas, including car parking,
the Water Activity Centre and Harbour dues. The shortfall in income is anticipated
to be mitigated by a number of managed underspends across a range of areas,
including Facilities Management, Barrage Maintenance and Overheads.
Increased costs on Groundwater Control and Waste Management are offset by
underspends on other Environmental areas. This forecast will be updated as
more information becomes available over the coming months.

40.

The Asset Renewal budget is currently indicating a £25,000 overspend which
relates to an increase in component costs for the wheeled materials handler to
be used for waste material collection on the quay.
The CHA maintains a Project and Contingency Fund, which is used to support
projects and provides a contingency for situations where the approved budget is
exceeded. The Fund receives contributions from a combination of receipts from
the sale and disposal of land and a share of past year underspends on the Fixed
Cost budget. The balance at 31 March 2021 was £125,000 and this is line with
the amendments to the Deed of Variation as agreed in March 2021.

41.

Civil Parking Enforcement
42. Civil Parking Enforcement (CPE) manages parking, parking enforcement and
moving traffic offences throughout the city. The income from these activities is
used to support the operational costs with the surplus being transferred to the
Parking and Enforcement Reserve.
43. The pandemic has had a profound impact on all parking income streams with
significant reductions in the use of on street and off-street parking and
subsequent penalty charges notices. In addition, lower traffic volumes,
particularly in the city centre, has meant lower penalties from MTO’s.
44. Predicting future income levels is challenging, as this is dependent on numerous
factors. These include the continued period of the pandemic, potential future
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lockdowns, the recovery of the city centre and organisations view on staff
returning to the workplace.
45. The budget has been modelled using various assumptions and scenarios. The
table below provides a summary of the budget and projected outturn position.

Budget
£000

Projected
Outturn
£000

Variance
£000

On street car parking fees

3,957

3,076

881

Off street car parking fees

922

608

314

Residents parking permits

412

408

4

Penalty charge notices

1,422

1,730

(308)

Moving Traffic Offences (MTO’s)

3,539

3,250

289

Other Income

46

38

8

Total Income

10,298

9,110

1,188

611

647

36

Enforcement service including
TRO

5,946

6,143

197

Total Expenditure

6,557

6,790

233

Annual Surplus / (Deficit)

3,741

2,320

1,421

Income

Expenditure
Operational costs, parking &
permits

46. The Civil Parking Enforcement budget for 2021/22 assumed a trading surplus of
£3.741 million. The current projection indicates a trading surplus of £2.320
million, a reduction of £1.421 million. The restrictions that were still in place
during April and May have contributed to lower car parking fees and MTOs
although a gradual improvement is anticipated for the reminder of the year
following the transition into Level 0. The increased costs include additional
vehicles needed to maintain social distancing, digitalisation of the traffic
regulation order process and reduced recharging opportunities.
47. The quarterly position is illustrated in the table below and demonstrates the
continued impact of the restrictions in Q1 with a gradual improvement anticipated
as the year progresses.
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Budgeted
Surplus
Forecast
Variance

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Total

1,038

936

1,140

627

3,741

236
802

581
355

892
248

611
16

2,320
1,421

48. The WG have committed to considering claims for reimbursement of lost
budgeted income, funded via the Local Government Hardship Fund, for Q1 and
Q2. A claim for £802,000 has been submitted for Q1 and a further claim for
£355,000 is anticipated for Q2.
49. The WG have recently indicated extending the claims for lost income to the whole
of the year. This would result in further claims of £248,000 for Q3 and £16,000
for Q4 although these will depend on actual traffic activity.
50. The table below illustrates the effect on the trading position using various
reimbursement scenarios.

Current Forecast
Future
Reimbursement
Surplus

Current
Position
£000
2,320

Q1/Q2
100%
Recovery
£000
2,320

Q3/Q4
50%
Recovery
£000
2,320

Q3/Q4
100%
Recovery
£000
2,320

0

1,157

1,289

1,421

2,320

3,477

3,609

3,741

51. The current position reflects the existing forecast with no reimbursement from
the LG Hardship Fund. Scenarios, ranging from the recovery for Q1 and Q2 only,
to full reimbursement, illustrate the impact on the trading surplus.
52. The surplus is transferred to the Parking and Enforcement Reserve. This is
available to support highway, transport and environmental improvements. The
table below illustrates the future position in the reserve for each potential level of
reimbursement of lost income.
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Parking &
Enforcement
Reserve

Q1/Q2
100%
Recover
y £000

Current
£000

Q3/Q4
50%
Recover
y £000

Q3/Q4
100%
Recover
y £000

Balance 1st April
2021

4,536

4,536

4,536

4,536

Contribution from
CPE

2,320

2,320

2,320

2,320

0

1,157

1,289

1,421

Total Available

6,856

8,013

8,145

8,277

Contribution to
support revenue
budget

(5,935

(5,935

(5,935

(5,935

(581)

(581)

(581)

(581)

340

1,497

1,629

1,761

LG Hardship Fund

Project support and
initiatives
Balance 31st March
2022

53. The brought forward balance in the reserve is £4.536 million. The CPE position
indicates a trading surplus of £2.320 million. The reimbursement from the LG
Hardship Fund ranges from nil to £1.421 million and will depend on decisions
made by the WG. The contribution to the revenue budget to fund infrastructure
maintenance and improvements is £5.935 million. A further £581,000 will support
various initiatives such as Active Travel and LDP transport monitoring,
54. The forecast position shows the future balance ranging from £340,000 to £1.761
million.
Housing Revenue Account - Balanced
55. The Housing Revenue Account (HRA) is projecting an overall balanced position.
56. The major variance is an anticipated £1.6 million underspend on capital financing
costs due to delays to the programme. Other variances include vacancy and
other employee savings across the functions and estimated at £1.1 million.
Difficulties are being experienced in the recruitment to vacant posts with limited
applications, compounded by unavoidable recruitment delays as a result of the
ongoing restrictions due the pandemic.
57. The Housing Repairs Account is currently forecasting a balanced position.
Overspends on responsive repairs are estimated at £205,000 but are offset by
vacancy savings within management and administration. Early indications are
that costs of materials for works and external contractor costs are likely to
increase during 2021/22 which could impact on this forecast.
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58. Based on week 13 statistics, standard rent and service charge income are
estimated at £100,000 above target. This includes an underspend in relation to
bad debt provision based on assumed year end arrears and write off levels.
59. Insurance forecasts are largely based on 2020/21 outturn and are currently
forecasting an overspend of £157,000. Actual costs will depend on the number
and value of claims which will not be clear until later in the financial year. The
balance of the variance is due to savings on supplies and services and general
premises costs.
60. Any underspends on capital financing costs and other savings are anticipated to
transfer to HRA General Balances or to earmarked reserves and provisions or to
reduce borrowing in year. This will be subject to review and agreement with the
Corporate Director for People and Communities. This will improve the ability to
deal with future budget pressures including capital works postponed to future
years and provide more flexibility for any unavoidable commitments in the new
financial year.
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Appendix 3 - Savings Summary 2021/22

DIRECTORATE BUDGET SAVINGS PROPOSAL SUMMARY 2021/22
Savings Proposal
£000

Other
Spend
£000

63

63

Dir.

Ref

Proposal

CMT

Employee Costs

E1

Reduce Budget for Past Service Contributions
A review of past service contributions to pension funds in respect of ex-employees has identified savings of
£63,000.

Efficiency Savings

Corporate Management - Efficiency Total
E2
E3
E4

E5
E6
E7
E8
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E9

E10

Review of staffing resources in Security Service
Deletion of vacant Security Officer post within Security Service.

E11

St David's Hall - Building Management System Saving
Installation of the upgraded Building Management System allows the service to reduce the requirement for on
site technical support resulting in reduction in overtime.

E12

E13

E14

conomic Development

Ground Maintenance Efficiencies
Reduction in sub contracting costs, equipment & materials and green waste disposal.
Increase Income at Channel View
Increase Gym memberships.
Bute Park Management - Education & Training Centre / Maintenance Activities
Reductions in overtime budget / vehicle recharges / advertising & marketing and the purchase of trees and
shrubs.
Review of staffing resources in Parks, Sport and Leisure
Undertake a review of business administration and Management within Outdoor sport, Parks and Leisure to
seek efficiencies through staff structures (2 FTE).
Increase Income from Cardiff Motocross Site
Additional enrolments on the vocational education programme for 11 to 16 year olds.
Increase Income from Cardiff Business Technology Centre (CBTC) and Workshop Estate
Increase in rental income.
Review of staffing resources in Management and Support Services
Delete part-time post in Economic Development (0.2 FTE).
City Centre Management
Fund Ambassador post from earmarked reserves for one year.

E15

E16

Total

3

Achieved

Projected

Unachieved

Comments

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

0

0

63

0

63

0

0

0

63

0

63

0

30

0

30

0

25

25

0 Increased income target, to be assessed as year progresses

14

14

0

50

0 Vacant posts and reduced working hours already in place

25
11

50

50

0 Increased income target, to be assessed as year progresses

20

20

20

0

12

0 This saving has been achieved and the post has been deleted.

28

0 It is anticipated that these savings will be achieved in full.

26

0 This saving has been achieved in full.

12

28

26

200

Various reduced budget headings in Bute Park - expected to be
achieved throughout the year

16

28

45

Reduced budgets for sub-contractors, equipment & materials and
green waste expected to be achieved

16

12

26

50

Based on expenditure to date, it is assumed that this saving will be
achieved

16

12

26

45

25

200

It is anticipated that this saving will be achieved through increased
rental income.

Whilst the new BMS system is up and running this saving was
predicated on SDH being operational for a full year. This saving is
20 projected to be partly achieved on th assumption that SDH can
present shows without social distancing from September onwards.
This will need to be monitored as the year progresses.

80

This savings is based on SDH being fully operational for 12 months and
with a good level of ticket sales. It is estimated that this saving will be
120
partly achieved on the basis that SDH will not be able to re-open until
September.

27

27

27

27

0 This saving has been achieved in full and the post has been deleted.

10

10

10

10

0 This saving has been achieved in full.

92

92

92

0

30

In the short term staff savings can be achieved through the vacant
posts and staff savings are reported within the position. However a
0 staff restructure is currently in progress and due to be completed
over the coming months. It is anticipated that this saving will then be
achieved in full.

Remove Office Rationalisation budget as no longer required

Review of staffing resources in Strategic Estates
Small Restructure in Strategic Estates which will result in deletion of vacant Grade 7 post.

Income

30

St David's Hall - Cost reductions across all Expenditure headings

Review of staffing resources at St David's Hall
Delete vacant Grade 4 post.
Review of staffing resources in Tourism
Delete post in Tourism with part of resultant saving being used to write out an unachievable income target.
Revised operating model and consideration of regional working will mitigate impact on the Business Events
development team.

Savings Progress

92

30

30

This saving has been achieved as payments to Global Link are no
longer required.
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Savings Proposal
Employee Costs

Ec

Dir.

Savings Progress

Income

Total

Achieved
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Ref

Proposal

E17

Increase Income from Property Estate
Through the letting of vacant units and rent review uplifts.

E18

Alternative Provision of Cardiff Castle Cafe
Reduce the cost of delivering Cardiff Castle Café.

E19

Introduction of flexible/agile opening hours at Cardiff Castle based on business demand and market forces
Reduction of hours of agency staff.

E20

Shared Regulatory Service Business Plan
Reduction in Base Budget contribution.

79

79

E21

Building Maintenance
Better Control of expenditure resulting in targeted savings.

30

E22

Review of staffing resources in Facilities Management
Deletion of one post.

E23

Economic Development function
Fund equivalent of one post from earmarked reserves for one year.

E24

Parks, Sport and Leisure Efficiencies
Budget reduced to match spending.

E25

Increase Income from Property Estate

Economic Development - Efficiency Total

Education

Other
Spend
£000

E16

Review of staffing resources in Business Support
Deletion of two vacant posts.

E17

Reduction in meeting costs
Reduction in the costs associated with external meetings by using online forums.

E18

Reduction in contribution to Central South Consortium
Further reduction to annual contribution towards Central South Consortium.

E19

Directorate Vacancy Management Target
Continue weekly management of vacancies via the Education Management Team meetings with an annual
target of achieving £50k of savings.

E20

E21

Reduction in budget for Early Years Placements
A continued reduction in pupil numbers in the early years age groups has resulted in a reduced demand and
spend on placements in external nurseries.
Reduction in centrally retained Business Continuity Budget
Improvements in the management of school buildings and clarity regarding the split of responsibility between
schools and the local authority resulted in an underspend on this budget in 2019/20. The level of saving
proposed reflects the anticipated level of underspend in 2020/21 and into future years

£000

£000

£000

35

Projected

Comments

£000

£000

35

35

0

30

30

30

0 To be assessed as year progresses

20

20

20

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

79

79

0 Contribution to SRS reduced.

30

0

30

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

25

25

25

0 This saving has been achieved in full.

25

It is anticipated that this saving will be achieved though increased
rental income from lease re-gears and new lettings

39

39

39

0 It is anticipated that these savings will be achieved in full.

8

18

18

0

Various reduced budget headings across Parks Sport & Leisure expected to be achieved throughout the year

15

15

15

0

It is anticipated that this saving will be achieved though increased
rental income from lease re-gears and new lettings

186

916

321

776

140

60

0

0

5

5

5

5

13

13

13

13

0 Achieved in full. Bill received for new lower amount.

50

0

50

0 On track to be achieved based on vacanct restructure posts.

60

60

10

60

0 Currently projected to be fully achieved.

100

100

0

100

10

243

£000

Unachieved

487

60

50

This saving has been achieved but there has been a knock on effect on
60 other budgets and whilst mitigations are being sought it is being
reported as unachievable at this time.

0 Spend to date indicates achievement in full

0

Projected to be achieved in full based on historic spend levels and
cahflow estimates in SOP programme.
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Savings Proposal
Employee Costs
Dir.

Ref

Proposal

E22

Printing and Stationery
The level of saving proposed reflects the anticipated level spending.

Housing and Communities

Income

Total

Projected

Unachieved

Comments

£000

40

40

13

40

0 Budgets were reduced and this saving is expected to be achieved

E23

Reduced Library purchasing
This represents a 7% saving on the book fund budget. Due to the impact of the Coronavirus Pandemic and
restrictions in the number of visitors to Hubs/Libraries, coupled with health and safety limitations around
access to printed materials, it is proposed to suspend the availability of printed local newspapers during
2021/22. Cardiff Hubs & Library customers are provided with free access to the Press Reader E-resource which
provides digital access to 7,500 newspapers and magazines, both local and worldwide. Customers will be
supported to use the digital resources during 2021/22 and a continuation of a more digital approach to library
services will continue in future years.

40

40

13

40

0 This saving has been achieved

E24

Citizen Advice Bureau (CAB) Contract - Agreed Reduction
This saving reflects the final year of a five year phased reduction in the cost of the Advice Services Contract.
The contractual agreement reduced funding by £30k a year for four years and then by £20k in year five.

20

20

20

20

0 Saving achieved in full

24

24

24

24

0 This saving has been achieved

26

26

26

26

(0) This saving has been achieved

38

38

38

38

0 This saving has been achieved

40

40

0

0

65

65

65

65

293

200

253

138

46

138

E25
E26

E28
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E29

Review of staffing resources in Benefits Assessment
Delete the surplus staff hours on the establishment since staff have gone part time.
Review of staffing resources in Benefit and Assessment Support Functions
Reduction in staff numbers required to deliver support functions in respect of Housing Benefit.
Realignment of budgets for the CareFirst trainer
Realignment of budgets for the CareFirst trainer to reflect the work that is being undertaken.
Review of directorate wide business functions
Efficiencies in the directorate wide business support functions following the People & Communities Senior
management changes.
Review of staffing resources in Tenant Participation
Delete 2 Tenant Participation Officers and integrate the Tenant Participation Team within the Hubs'
Community Inclusion Team.

Housing & Communities - Efficiency Total
E30

Review of staffing resources in Policy and Partnerships and Performance Management
Restructure of Policy, Partnerships and Performance Management teams to create new Performance and
Insight Service.
Net FTE impact 2.8

E31

Efficiency Savings in Media and Communications

Performance & Partnerships - Efficiency Total

110

193

178

100

£000

Achieved
£000

E27

P&P

Savings Progress
£000

Education - Efficiency Total

£000

Other
Spend
£000

0

0

138
4

142

0

0

288

28

228

4

1

4

142

47

142

£000

60

40 This saving is not currently projected to be achieved

0 This saving has been achieved

40
0 This saving has been achieved
0 The saving is fully expected to be achieved.

0
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Savings Proposal
Employee Costs

Recycling & Neighbourhood
Services

Dir.

Ref
E32

E33

Proposal
Continuation of Procurement Review
Continue to review contracts/ordering to ensure best value.
Review of Spot Hires
Reduce reliance on spot hires through continued review of fleet.
Change in bag delivery distribution
Element of household bag deliveries to be delivered to HUBs and distributed by volunteers rather than council
staff.

Social Services
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E38

E39

Achieved

Projected

Unachieved

Comments

£000

£000

£000

£000

30

30

10

30

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

60

60

20

60

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

5

30

10

30

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

45

130

0 Income projecting to achieve this savings target.

New Landfill Gas contract
One year saving from development of contract with new supplier.

100

100

100

100

0 Income received - savings target full met.

230

350

185

350

0

300

300

0

70

150

150

150

150

94

94

0

0

70

70

70

70

319

319

0

195

Only one additional property identified to date, containing three
124 places. Current savings estimate for final half of the year anticipated
to be £195,000.

50

50

0

50

Falconwood Assessment Centre is not yet operational but projected
0 savings should be achieved through avoidance of residential
placements.

410

410

390

500

110

229

110

169

60

110

1,622

720

1,204

418

120

120

21

120

0

30

30

8

30

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

120

120

19

120

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

45

45

4

45

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

20

20

0

0

25

Internal Supported Living
Review of the internal supported living service including closure of one scheme following move-on of service
users, and the potential transfer of another internally provided scheme to the external contract.

Social Services - Efficiency Total

E37

£000

Total

130

Reduction in Placements
Review potential to reduce number of placements through reablement opportunities.
Increase in use of technology in the provision of care and support packages
Further opportunities for the use of technology to support care provision where appropriate, reducing
reliance on commissioned care.
Delivering Transformation Grant
The saving represents an anticipated reduction in contribution to the Vale of Glamorgan to reflect current
levels of activity. This has been agreed and the proposed level is consistent with the in-year underspend in this
area.
Additional Step Down Provision
Additional step down provision has been sourced through several providers at a lower cost than current
placements.
Assessment Centre
Multi-agency assessment of Young People allowing increased understanding of needs to reduce escalation to
higher cost placements and provide increased stability / permanency through the appropriate placement and
support provision.
Young Person's Gateway
Expand Young Person's Gateway to incorporate an additional 25 places based on the current model. This will
have a significant impact on residential placements and allow reduced placement costs and provide service
users a faster step down route.

E36

Income

130

Review of Business Support Arrangements
Building on the future integration of teams across People & Communities. This saving will be achieved through
a combination of a review of the training team and grant funding arrangements, and a wider review of
business support arrangements to ensure they are appropriate and maximise digital opportunities.

t & Environment

25

Savings Progress

Increased Income from Fees & Charges
Increase in fees and charges (mainly through additional activity at Bessemer Commercial - charging businesses
for waste disposal). Also reflects the increase in activity due to improved controls (introduction of the HWRC
booking system June 2020). Includes Environmental Enforcement and review of activity levels.

Recycling & Neighbourhood Services - Efficiency Total
E34

£000

Other
Spend
£000

Increased Income from Statutory Planning Fees
Saving reflects the increase in statutory Planning fees agreed by Welsh Government from Sept 2020.
Increased Income from Registration
Generate additional income through inflationary increases to all fees & charges in respect of ceremonies and
certificates.
Increased Income from Bereavement
Generate additional income through an increase to fees & charges in Bereavement services - (3rd year of
agreed 3 year plan).
Increased Income from Temporary Traffic Regulation Orders
Generate additional income through an increase for Temporary Traffic Regulation Orders fees to ensure full
recovery of costs from developers & capital grants.
Increased Income from Lamby Way Solar Farm
Lamby Way Solar Farm will provide a substantial amount of clean, renewable energy to supply the local
electricity grid & connect Council buildings. Continuation of the income generation from electricity at Lamby
Way Solar Farm. This is Year 2 of this project. The reduced amount reflects the delay in commencing the
Private Wire connection.

95

119

119

1,393

230 One scheme closed, delay in closure of second scheme.
0 Projected to be achieved based on current placement numbers.
94 This saving is not anticipate to be achieved

0 This saving has been achieved

Two Placements have already been delivered totalling £190,000
(90) saving with another two identified. Four further placements will be
available in August. Some offsetting costs in relation to staffing.

20

There are proposals to achieve this saving in full. Implementation
timescales mean that it will not be fully delivered in 2021/22.

Current pipeline indicates an optimistic position that target will be
achieved supplemented by £300k recovery from LG Hardship Fund.

Contractural delays to the private wire connection will result in this
saving not being achieved.
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Savings Proposal
Employee Costs

Planning, Transport

Dir.

Ref

E40
E41

E42

E43

Proposal
Increased Income from Design & Delivery
Generate additional income through a combination of:
• review of SLA fees (% & chargeable activities)
• increased programme of major schemes
Transport Policy - review basis of recharges
Improve recharging to ensure full cost recovery from grant-funded schemes.
Drainage - review basis of recharges
Improve recharging to ensure full cost recovery from grant-funded schemes & developers.
Reduction in Energy Costs from Residential LED Lighting Rollout
Continued roll out of LED street lighting in residential areas across entire network - planned 18-24 months
delivery.

Increased Income from Fees & Charges
Generate additional income through increases to a number of fees & charges in respect of highways and
transportation.
Review of staffing resources
Saving will be achieved through deletion of posts across the directorate (6 FTE) and a planned restructure
within Bereavement & Registration.

E45
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E46
E47
E48
E49

Resources

E50

Resetting of Insurance Offer
Insurance Team to be funded from the insurance budget with the performance of the team being more linked
with the overall cost of insurance - premia and claims.
Review of staffing resources in Information Governance
Review of work streams to match reduced capacity. Hold vacant posts.
Review of staffing resources in Revenue Services
Management restructure to ensure better alignment with debt recovery work.
Increase Income from Health & Safety
Through a combination of increased prices and widening the training offer (in particular First Aid Courses) to
both internal and external clients.
Realign and Charge to Capital Projects
Ensure work done by Finance team is funded by Capital Projects being delivered.
Occupational Health Nurse NHS -Partner
45% of the post released for savings, equivalent of 16.5 hrs.
Review of staffing resources in Enterprise Architecture
Delete vacant Grade 8 Enterprise Architect post.
Review of staffing resources in ICT
Reduction of one Full Time Equivalent through the holding of any part time / vacant posts.
Tech Fund Contribution to Budget
Commitment to budget of £50k from current EE contract tech fund.
Increased Income from Procurement
Generate additional income by Extending Partnership Authority Working

Savings Progress

Income

Total

Achieved

Projected

Unachieved

Comments

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

162

162

6

162

0

50

50

1

50

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

40

40

0

40

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

90

0

90

0

45

45

11

45

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

15

15

0

15

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

195

157

180

15

647

932

227

897

35

217

217

217

217

25

25

8

25

0 This saving is anticipated to be fully achieved

35

35

12

35

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

66

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

100

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved.

17

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

90

Increased Income from Section 278 Fees
Increase percentage charge for engineering fees to developers to ensure full recovery of staffing costs.

Planning, Transport & Environment - Efficiency Total
E44

£000

Other
Spend
£000

195

195

90

66

66

100

100

17

Assumed to be fully achieved but dependent on volume of transport
projects.

Contract set to commence. Assuming no delivey issues saving should
be fully realised.

A delay to a propposed VS in Highways will delay all of the planeed
saving.

0 This saving has been achieved

17

17

50

50

50

50

0 This saving has been achieved

25

25

25

25

0 This saving has been achieved

50

50

50

0 This saving has been achieved

120

0

120

50
120

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

E51

Increase Vacancy Provision across Resources Directorate

91

91

30

91

E52

Review of staffing resources in the Business Support / Administration Function
Not full year with efficiencies achievable from 1 October 2021. Hold Vacant posts.

40

40

0

0

E53

Increased Income from Information Governance
Further increase income targets by £20,000.

20

0

20

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

E54

Review of staffing resources in Accountancy
Saving will be achieved through a review of work streams and potential restructure. Currently vacant posts
will be held vacant prior to decisions.

60

20

60

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

E55

Increased Income from HR
Increase income from customers such as Schools to reflect cost incurred in delivering the service.

15

15

15

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

20

60

15

0 This saving is anticipated to be fully achieved

40 Unable to achieve unless any posts become vacant during the year.
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Savings Proposal
Employee Costs
Dir.

Ref

Proposal

Resources - Efficiency Total
G
Cease use of DX (Document Exchange Service)
L
Increased Income from Legal Services
S
Governance and Legal Services - Efficiency Total
GRAND TOTAL EFFICIENCY

£000

343

Other
Spend
£000

50

Savings Progress

Income

Total

£000

538

2

Achieved

Projected

Unachieved

Comments

£000

£000

£000

2

2

2

0 Achieved

1

0 This saving is anticipated to be achieved

931

1

1

444

891

£000

40

0

2

1

3

2

3

0

1,433

2,395

1,712

5,540

2,174

4,807

733
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Appendix 4 - Capital Schemes Update
Economic Development
1. Directorate Programme 2021/22 £34.423 million. Initial variance of £9.346
million identified.
Business and Investment
2. The Council has requested and drawn down repayable loan funding of £6.060
million from Welsh Government for the implementation of town centre
regeneration schemes in order to bring back vacant, underutilised or
redundant buildings into beneficial use. Loans currently outstanding total
£1.118m, with further opportunities for loans being considered and reported
as part of future monitoring reports during 2021/22 subject to due diligence
of applicants, eligibility and completion of commercial loan agreements. The
£1.370 million of applications currently being assessed, support development
in the city centre particularly in the leisure and hospitality sector. It should be
noted that all risk in respect to repayable loans remains with the Local
Authority so robust security for loans is sought.
City Development & Major Projects
3. A sum of £2.366 million was originally allocated in the 2019/20 capital
programme for economic development initiatives, primarily in relation to
heritage buildings and a sum of £366,000 was ringfenced for the completion
of the Black Tower Tales visitor experience at Cardiff Castle. Works have
been completed and a soft opening took place on 28th May with members of
the public now able to book tickets for scheduled showings each day as an
additional purchase to other Castle attractions. The remaining budget of
£30,000 is held for final snagging works and is due to be utilised by the end
of September.
4. Following a marketing exercise for the development of Merchant
Place/Cory’s Buildings, proposals for disposal are being explored with a
decision expected in the autumn to recoup the initial investment. Subject to
disposal, circa £20,000 of expenditure on project management to date are
anticipated to be recouped from capital receipts.
5. A sum of £1.929 million arising from a 2019/20 Welsh Government grant to
support economic stimulus in local authorities was used for the acquisition of
land situated on the corner of James Street and Adelaide Street in Cardiff
Bay that has remained derelict for over 30 years. Options are being
considered for land appropriation to the Housing Revenue Account, subject
to a viability assessment. Due to conservation issues and the need to factor
in the relocation of the substation as part of any final design of a housing
scheme, expenditure on site clearance is unlikely during this year, with
slippage of £453,000 assumed.
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6. An initial budget of £2 million, including slippage from the previous year, was
allocated for the development strategy for the Sports Village and
infrastructure works to be repaid through capital receipts. Consideration of
acquisition of land within the International Sports Village (ISV) to progress a
development strategy and to conclude a development agreement for the
Waterfront site will be considered by Cabinet in September 2021.
7. Subject to the development strategy for the sports village, expenditure of
circa £220,000 has been incurred to date on design works and professional
fees relating to the relocation of the Velodrome from Maindy to a new facility
within the ISV. This remains subject to the approval of a full business case
and a final Cabinet decision on this is expected by the end of the calendar
year, with budget brought forward from the phase two invest to earn allocation
for the International Sports Village.
8. The primary phase of Central Square Public Realm was completed in
November 2018 with costs of £8.700 million in 2018/19 and prior. Completion
of the public realm works will not take place until the bus station work is
completed by Welsh Government and this is not expected until the latter part
of 2022/23.
9. Cabinet approved the acquisition of the Red Dragon Centre site in December
2019, triggering the approval of the affordability envelope in respect of
delivery of a new indoor arena as part of the 2019/20 budget proposals.
Completion of the site took place in January 2020.
10. In November 2020 Cabinet approved the appointment of a ‘Preferred Bidder’
developer/operator consortium for the new Indoor Arena as well as approving
the land acquisition strategy to enable the Council to gain full control of the
land required for the arena. A final business case is due to be presented to
Cabinet in September 2021 with a view to obtaining approval to progress to
the next stage of the project, the signing of the Development and Funding
Agreement (DFA) later this year. The current expenditure projection for
2021/22 is circa £5.600 million for acquisition of the remaining land parcels
and professional fees, with the costs of these covered by the Arena
affordability envelope. The DFA will remain conditional on a number of future
milestones being met, including planning permission, with pre-contract
service agreement costs not due to be paid to the developer until Financial
Close (once DFA contract becomes unconditional). Financial Close is
currently anticipated to be in the 2022/23 financial year and this is when the
Council’s capital contributions will begin being drawn upon.
11. The Llanrumney Development has an approved budget in year of £250,000.
Spend to date includes undertaking a feasibility study as well as surveys,
design costs and the valuation fee. This has been paid for from revenue
budgets to date but will be capitalised and recovered from capital receipts
generated once the disposal of sites materialises.
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Parks & Green Spaces
12. Proposed property asset renewal works (£150,000) will include demolition of
Lisvane changing rooms, roof upgrades at Llandaff Pavilion and Llanishen
Park changing rooms, upgrade of the intruder alarm and external lighting
units at Mill Road Bowling Green and the renewal of the alarm main plant
control panels at the parks depot at Eastern Leisure Centre.
13. The Parks Asset Renewal Infrastructure budget for 2021/22 including
slippage is £248,000 and is to be used for footpath reconstruction at Hailey
Park, Rhydypennau Park, Whitchurch Common, and Grange Gardens. It will
also be used for retaining structural works, including bridge replacement at
Waterhall Park, Cobb Woods, Hendre Lake and the replacement of a
collapsed wall at Fairwater Park.
14. Including the significant level of slippage from the previous year, the play
equipment capital allocation is £730,000 including slippage. It is essential that
a robust process for the planning and delivery of these schemes is in place
with resurfacing and replacement of playground equipment at sites including
Lascelles, Parc Caedelyn, Crawford Drive, Garth Newydd, Glenmont Way,
Grange Gardens, Drovers Way, Catherine Gardens, Victoria Park,
Peppermint Drive and Heol LLanishen Fach. Whilst this is subject to
contractor availability and capacity, the projection is that the works can be
completed by the end of the financial year.
15. A budget of £200,000 has been allocated to improve the condition of multiuse games areas, fitness equipment, BMX tracks and skate parks across the
city. A destination skate park in Llanrumney is currently the subject of design
and following a consultation and acceptable tender exercise is forecast to
start in the last quarter of the financial year. The modular nature of the
equipment may require this to be paid for in advance, however the current
assumption is slippage of £150,000 into 2022/23.
16. The Green Flag Infrastructure Renewal budget is £100,000 and will be used
to support the replacement of signage and infrastructure in existing Green
Flag parks which include Roath Park, Victoria Park and Rumney Hill
Gardens.
17. A budget of £150,000 which aims to combat motorcycle nuisance and protect
park users will be prioritised at locations based on recommendations and
issues reported to the Council and South Wales Police. Sites include Splott
Park, Trelai Park and Plymouth Great Woods. Works will include anti
motorcycle fencing around boundaries and access points.
18. External works at Roath Park House, for change of use, landscaping and
improved visual impact have commenced on site. Options and costs are now
being determined to complete the building and bring it back to beneficial use.
The overall project has been paid for from £726,000 of capital receipts from
the disposal of the former youth hostel at Wedal Road agreed by Cabinet to
be re-invested in the Roath Park District Area.
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19. Following on from the development phase, the Council and partners have
been successful in securing Heritage Lottery Funding of up to £645,200
towards the restoration of built and natural heritage on Flat Holm Island. This
is for the Walk through Time project, in partnership with RSPB Cymru and
the Flat Holm Society, which aims to preserve its heritage, protect its rich
wildlife and attract more visitors to the site. Expenditure of £85,000 is
projected to be spent on professional fees and contractor preliminary costs.
20. Expenditure of £150,000 is forecast during 2021/22 on professional fees and
site surveys in relation to Roath Park Dam in order to determine an options
report for works deemed required as part of the Reservoir Act 1975 and in
response to a Natural Resources Wales inspection report. Future costs are
subject to this appraisal as well as consideration of the impact on other
features of this Grade1 listed Historic Park as part of a future Cabinet Report.
Leisure
21. A property asset renewal budget of £515,000 has been allocated to replace
further sections of the sports hall roof at Western Leisure Centre in order to
urgently address water ingress.
22. The budget in 2021/22 for the redevelopment of Pentwyn Leisure Centre is
£1.5 million which, subject to approval of a business case, will be funded on
an invest to save basis. Design and submission of a planning application is
to be submitted by the end of December, with a procurement exercise to
begin thereafter. Works are anticipated to commence in April 2022, spanning
a period of 12 months. Expenditure in this year is projected to be £500,000
with slippage of £1 million into 2022/23.
23. As part of the contract for the transfer of leisure sites to GLL, the balance
remaining of the £3.5 million for investment in the transferred leisure sites is
£465,000, which is repayable on an investment to save basis. Expenditure of
£69,000 is forecast during the year on the air handling unit as well as gym
and studio refurbishment at Western Leisure Centre. This will result in
slippage of £396,000 into 2022/23.
24. The resurfacing of the outdoor arena at Pontcanna Riding School is due to
start on site in September for a period of six weeks. Funding sources include
the Council’s property asset renewal budget and a contribution from the
Friends of Pontcanna Riding School.
Venues and Cultural Facilities
25. Property Asset Renewal works (£490,000) for St David’s Hall include
upgrades to the fire detection system and passenger lift renewal. As part of
initial necessary works to be undertaken at the New Theatre prior to an
agreed handover to HQ Theatres, the building management system is to be
replaced (£50,000).
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Property & Asset Management
26. Property Asset Renewal works for administration buildings will continue to be
developed over the year but currently include the air handling unit in the
server room at County Hall and at Ocean Park Tennis Centre, an upgrade to
the exterior roller shutter doors to County Hall underground car park and
health and safety works at both CTS workshops and Cardiff Castle. Slippage
of £335,000 is currently forecast and is subject to the availability of
contractors and options being considered in respect to larger items of
expenditure such as the Flowrider roof at the Cardiff International Whitewater
and St David’s Hall, which may require re-prioritisation.
27. The Community Asset Transfer budget provides up to £25,000 for
improvement works to buildings being taken on by third party organisations.
The total budget available for 2021/22 is £98,000 which is the result of
slippage from 2020/21 and this is projected to slip again into next year whilst
projects are considered.
28. In respect of Central Market, subject to successful grant funding, the Council
has allocated £697,000 over the next four years to invest in the fabric of the
building; improving the appearance, tackling structural issues and enhancing
the commercial attractiveness. There is £69,000 available in 2021/22 and full
expenditure is expected. The phase one application has been submitted and
approved by the National Lottery Heritage Fund and a further application has
been made to the UK Government for Levelling Up funding. These
applications are separate however and there will only be access to one of the
funds. If successful, this funding will help towards the restoration of the Grade
II* listed Victorian building, elevating its status as a hub for city centre
shopping, food and drink as well preserving its heritage and investing in the
tourist infrastructure of the city.
Harbour Authority
29. The Harbour Asset Renewal budget approved for 2021/22 is £460,000, to be
spent on the purchase of a new patrol boat which is needed to undertake
statutory duties relating to the management of the Harbour, the replacement
of a material handler to ensure continued operations with waste removal on
the quay and the replacement of decking on the Senedd boardwalk and
steps.
Recycling Waste Management Services
30. The five-year capital programme includes £3.325 million to explore options
for a new household waste recycling/reuse centre. There is no expenditure
forecast to be incurred during the year until a suitable site is identified,
resulting in the budget of £200,000 being re-profiled to 2022/23.
31. The Capital programme for 2020/21 included an allocation of £815,000 to roll
out a separate glass collection scheme. The Council is working with Welsh
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Government, WRAP and Local Partnerships on the Recycling Service
Strategy Development and to evaluate, plan and implement a cost-effective
waste management system that meets current and future Welsh Government
and Council targets and aspirations. This is to be the subject of a Cabinet
report. Whilst no use of this budget has been forecast this year, opportunities
for grant support will be considered as part of any agreed approach.
32. The Waste Recycling and Depot Site Infrastructure budget of £635,000 is be
used for a range of infrastructure improvements at depot and recycling sites.
This includes CCTV, weighbridge software and barriers as an audit
requirement, and improvements to the recycling centres used by residents.
33. A sum of £100,000 Council match funding is included in the Capital
Programme to help secure a range of Welsh Government grants such as from
the Circular Economy Fund to be bid for during the year where match funding
is required.
34. In order to implement enhanced team operational requirements and facilities
that support revised working practices, a number of changes were made at
the Lamby Way waste depot at a cost of £703,000 during 2020/21. An
additional £120,000 expenditure is forecast this year to complete the
transformation, including technical equipment, lighting and security fencing.
This cost is to be repaid over a three-year period from directorate revenue
budgets.
35. A Circular Economy Fund grant of £239,000 will be used to purchase glass
recycling caddies and for enhancements to recycling centres, including new
signage and digital display. The Re-Use shop and associated works which
were mainly funded by the grant are nearing completion, with the shop
managed by Wastesavers scheduled to open in September 2021.
36. The Keep Wales Tidy Allocation of £15,000 will be spent on litter bin sensors
providing additional intelligence to direct resources appropriately as well as
portable ticket issuing devices compatible with the enforcement software to
effectively issue on the spot fixed penalty notices.
Education and Lifelong Learning
37. Directorate Programme 2021/22 £60.874 million. Initial variance of £983,000
identified.
Schools - General
Asset Renewal - Buildings
38. The Council asset renewal allocation of £6.958 million in 2021/22 includes an
assumed £5.500 million WG grant for schools capital maintenance, in line
with grants received in the prior three financial years. Full expenditure is
anticipated this financial year based on the current programme of roof and
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boiler replacements, fire precaution works, safeguarding of lobbies and
kitchen upgrades. An additional £25 million of invest to save funding to
address condition, health and safety and additional learning needs within the
schools estate was approved in 2018/19, and has yet to be utilised. £10
million of this additional funding will be used this year provided school
timetables and internal capacity allow.
Asset Renewal – Suitability and Sufficiency
39. The Suitability and Sufficiency budget of £1.040 million includes the
realignment of a £5.250 million brought forward to fund projects earlier than
planned. This budget is expected to be fully utilised in 2021/22 on a range of
works including; security and safeguarding works on boundaries and
receptions across the schools estate, as well as priority Disability
Discrimination Act (DDA) adaptations.
Whitchurch High
40. A £703,000 separate allocation exists for works at Whitchurch High with
future works on the Art and Science blocks. The total cost of construction is
anticipated to be £2 million with the remaining balance utilising Asset
Renewal Budget.
Welsh Medium Grant
41. Works were completed on Ysgol Y Wern in 2020/21, with additional plans for
three Cylch Meithrin provisions planned for the Welsh Medium programme
this year. Anticipated expenditure of £500,000 will be fully grant funded with
sites for the provision to be determined.
Reducing Infant Class Sizes Grant
42. As part of an ongoing programme to reduce infant class sizes, Welsh
Government agreed a £3.322 million grant funding package until 2021 for St
Fagan’s Primary, St Francis Primary and Oakfield Primary. Oakway was
completed in 2020/21, with works on the St Fagan’s and St Francis projects
due to be completed this year.
Hwb ICT Infrastructure Grant
43. A Welsh Government funding allocation of £5.097 million was awarded in
2019/20 to support Cardiff schools in developing sustainable EdTech Digital
Services and this was fully utilised by the end of 2020/21. A further £3.5
million has been awarded for use in 2021/22 and full spend is once again
projected.
Schools Organisation Plan – 21st Century Schools
44. The 21st Century Schools Band A programme has fully utilised Welsh
Government grant funding of circa £66 million with final expenditure in
2021/22 expected to be £500,000 including demolition at the Michaelston site
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as part of the Cardiff High School in the West project. This is significantly
higher than first planned due to the amount of asbestos and other site
contaminants. Outstanding Band A grant retentions will be utilised to fund this
expenditure in the first instance with invest to save picking up any additional
spend.
45. Works at Fitzalan High have a Welsh Government approved budget of £64.3
million. Significant slippage last year was caused by Covid-19 restrictions and
adverse weather conditions. Expenditure this year is anticipated to be
£26.753 million, to be funded from grant.
46. St Mary the Virgin is currently at design stage with the full business case
currently being drafted. Minimal expenditure is anticipated this year in line
with cash flows projected in the business case. The VAT implications of the
scheme continue to be developed in line with specialist advice.
47. The Fairwater Campus scheme (previously Doyle Avenue) aims to house
three schools (Cantonian, Riverbank and Woodlands) on one shared
campus. An outline business case has been approved by Welsh Government
with expenditure on planning, surveys and professional fees underway.
48. Current capital projections include the Willows High scheme. Two land
acquisitions took place in 2021/22 costing £15.926 million. This was funded
by Welsh Government in addition to the original Band B envelope but will
attract the same level of Cardiff Council match funding as other secondary
schools (35%). An additional £1.19 million is anticipated in relation to the
scheme this year in relation to pre tender works including surveys, planning
and demolition.
People & Communities
49. Directorate Programme 2021/22 £16.549 million. Initial variance of £3.472
million identified.
Communities & Housing
Neighbourhood Regeneration
50. The Neighbourhood Renewal Schemes budget of £879,000 is made up of an
in year allocation of £300,000, slippage from 2020/21 of £254,000 and also
a grant of £325,000 to support Covid-19 recovery. The budget is currently
forecast to be fully spent, on projects which include environmental
improvements in Old St Mellons Village, a multi-use games area in
Llanrumney and wellbeing improvements in Llanishen Park. The Covid-19
recovery grant will be utilised towards works undertaken at Cowbridge Road
East.
51. An initial budget allocation of £250,000 was approved in 2021/22 towards
District and Local Centres, with projected expenditure of £100,000 and
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slippage of £150,000 into 2022/23. The budget will be used to develop
comprehensive recovery strategies for the centres, with initial expenditure on
design work to support an approved longer term programme of investment
and bids for grant match funding.
52. Including slippage from the prior year of £41,000 the alleygating budget is
£141,000 for priority schemes throughout the city. Subject to completion of
consultation and legal procedures, projected expenditure is likely to be
£82,000 with schemes including Cyril Crescent, Mill Road, Fairwater Grove
East and Pen-y-Wain Place.
53. In March 2018, Cabinet agreed priorities for submission under the Welsh
Government Targeted Regeneration Investment (TRI) Programme. From the
remaining match funding of £1.430 million set aside by the Council in
accordance with the terms and conditions of the funding, the Council has
initially allocated £1.222 million towards the commercial business and
environment improvement schemes as well as the Tudor Lane property
enhancement scheme. The balance remains held as a contingency for
increased costs.
54. The Tudor Street Business Improvement Scheme delivers external
improvements to commercial premises in Tudor Street, Riverside. Having
started in 2020/21, the scheme is due to complete by the end of March 2022
at an estimated total cost of £1.850 million. The expenditure of £1.140 million
projected to be spent this year assumes £542,000 of match funding with the
balance of £598,000 being grant funding to be claimed.
55. The Environmental and Green Infrastructure scheme has an estimated total
cost of £3.361 million with projected expenditure of £2.400 million during
2021/22. This will be funded by £1.609 million of grant funding and £791,000
from the city centre wider transport impact enabling works budget, with
council match funding of £590,000 shown as slippage into 2022/23 to
complete the scheme by July 2022.
56. The Tudor Lane Property Enhancement Scheme is the result of a
placemaking grant distributed by Welsh Government which will assist
applicants to physically improve their properties by offering funding for
commercial property frontages and associated works. The Council has been
awarded £250,000, with Council match funding of £90,000 and applicant
contributions estimated at £18,000 providing an overall programme total of
£358,000 for eligible schemes. Full spend is currently projected in year in line
with the grant terms and conditions, however is dependent on the take up of
grant.
57. Funding available for a scheme at Rhiwbina Hub totals £408,000 and
includes a £120,000 approval of Welsh Government Museums, Archives and
Libraries Division (MALD) grant. Finalising the scope of the project has
resulted in a delay in undertaking a tender exercise which is now expected to
be complete by the end of the calendar year. Subject to this the project is
expected to have started on site within the final quarter of 2021/22.
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Expenditure of £188,000 in year is forecast, ensuring use of the MALD
funding, with slippage of £220,000 assumed.
58. The Council budget remaining to develop a Multi-Agency City Centre Youth
Hub totals £2.036 million with an assumed allocation of £786,000 in 2021/22.
Pending a review of alternative options to deliver a viable project at the
existing site, external grant bids as well as subsequent cabinet approval, no
expenditure is currently forecast and slippage is shown, but will be reviewed
as part of future monitoring reports.
Housing (General Fund)
59. The Disabled Facilities Service budget for mandatory and discretionary
grants to housing owner-occupiers as well as for administration costs for the
grants is £5.359 million and this includes slippage of £809,000 from 2020/21
due to delays as a result of Covid-19. Expenditure for the year is projected to
be £4 million and will allow housing owner-occupiers to continue living in their
own home. Slippage of £1.359 million is projected due to a number of reasons
including a shortage of labour resources and materials impacting on delivery
times. Whilst demand remains high and budget is in place, the focus is on the
most urgent cases which have built up over lockdown.
60. In addition to the above Council budget, an Enable grant totalling £436,000
has been awarded by Welsh Government to deliver additional adaptations,
with full expenditure projected for the year. There is a potential for increased
funding in future years on the basis that the current means testing scheme is
removed, with further details and impact of the approach to be determined.
61. Following feedback from initial pilot exercises, Welsh Government are
reviewing the Private Rental Sector Leasing scheme and its targets, with a
rollout of an all Wales scheme potentially now in the autumn. The pilot offered
loan and grant support to potential landlords, however the review of the terms
will consider offering grants only, with little appetite identified for loans. The
Council received a repayable loan of £533,000 from Welsh Government for
this project and subject to the revised scheme and Council decision to
proceed with the scheme, would return this loan.
62. Integrated Care Funding (ICF) of £200,000 has been awarded for 2021/22
for Rapid Response adaptations which is part of the Accommodation
Solutions for both discharge and prevention. This funding allows adaptations
to be made to private homes in order to both enable the discharge of patients
back into their own homes and to help prevent them from having to go into
hospital in the first place. ICF funding of £150,000 has also been awarded for
Assistive Living Technologies, a scheme which enables the purchase of
equipment to produce packages of assistive technology for people living with
dementia as well as to help prevent falls and ultimately enable citizens to live
in their own homes for longer. Full expenditure is projected for both of these
ICF projects.
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63. Two residential properties were subject to a Compulsory Order Process in
2020/21, on Romily Road and Cyril Crescent. The balance of expenditure this
year is estimated to be £125,000 but is subject to discussions with owners in
respect to any compensation payable under the process.
64. To facilitate comprehensive regeneration schemes, the estate environmental
improvement allocation supports the costs of works to owner-occupier
properties as part of the Public Housing programme. Schemes during the
year include, Roundwood Estate, Arnold Avenue and Bronte Crescent. The
budget will also contribute towards any requirement for enabling works as
part of approved energy efficiency schemes to be determined with Welsh
Government. There is a budget of £452,000 and projected expenditure in
year is £352,000 with £100,000 slippage assumed into 2022/23.
Flying Start
65. The budget for Flying Start Capital schemes for the year totals £190,000. This
comprises of slippage of £130,000 in relation to allocations for furniture and
ICT at five nursery sites across Cardiff, alongside an additional grant award
of £60,000 for canopies, replacement boilers and refurbishment at three
further sites in 2021/22. It is anticipated that all works will be completed by
year-end.
Childcare Capital Grant
66. WG grants in relation to Childcare total £397,000 to continue to support
sufficient childcare places to meet demand.
Social Services
Adult Services
67. There is a total programme budget of £49,000 due to slippage of ICF grant
and Council funding from 2020/21. Full spend is projected in year towards
the development of a scheme for the Tremorfa Day Centre. An external multidisciplinary design team has been appointed to take this forward and the
funding will be used towards feasibility work on the new build scheme for that
site.
Children’s Services
68. Proposals being considered from the remaining John Kane Fund include an
extension and refurbishment of the Crossland’s home. With projected costs
in excess of the budget available and the need to mitigate the impact of the
works on service delivery, no expenditure is currently assumed during the
year.
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69. The Young Persons Gateway Accommodation scheme aims to convert four
large properties to include an office / sleep in accommodation on site, to
provide supported accommodation for young people (16-24 yrs) to help them
live independently whilst still providing intensive 24 hour support.
70. As part of the Right Home, Right Support Children Looked After
Commissioning Strategy (2019-2022), £1.5 million was also made available
in the programme over a two year period to develop an emergency pop-up
unit, assessment units, and additional residential places in the city. £500,000
is available during this year to secure additional properties, with any
expenditure on both the above schemes to be repaid on an invest to save
basis.
71. In parallel with the above the Council has submitted bids to the Welsh
Government Intermediate Care Fund to support the development and
acquisition of additional properties which may result in the Council’s own
allocations not being required in full at this stage. This includes grant
applications towards:
•

•
•

Two new young person’s assessment centres which will be high quality,
fully accessible, fit for purpose and able to accommodate a wide range of
programmes, activities and resources specifically to meet a wide range of
health and well-being needs of young people. The buildings will offer multiagency support services across health, education and social care as well
as psycho-therapeutic packages of support and skills to enable
independent living in the future.
Two residential properties linked to the new young person’s assessment
centres to facilitate service delivery specifically tailored to young people
(10-17yrs) and able to accommodate up to 3 young people each.
A 10 bed young persons supported living unit, with a specific focus on
supporting existing placements and helping young people to progress to
live independent lives in permanent accommodation.

Updates in respect to applications will be included in a future monitoring
report.
Planning, Transport & Environment
72. Directorate Programme 2021/22 £55.998 million. Initial variance of £5.705
million identified.
Energy Projects & Sustainability
73. In May 2019 the Council entered into an agreement to obtain grant funding
of £6.628 million for Phase one of the Cardiff Heat Network project from the
Department of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) and this was
awarded in March 2021. A further £8.600m interest free loan has also been
agreed between the Council and Welsh Government and this will be passed
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on to Cardiff Heat Network (CHN) Limited, a special purpose vehicle created
with the Council as sole shareholder. The estimated expenditure to be
reimbursed to CHN for the year was £4 million. Full expenditure is projected
but is subject to progress on construction.
74. A second phase of £1.470 million investment under the REFIT programme
will invest in energy conservation measures into the education estate
including solar panels, sensors and lighting upgrades. Sites have been
selected following detailed assessment with the contractor including
feedback from phase one and validation of the outcomes by SALIX who are
also providing loan funding to implement the works which must be repaid over
an 8 year period from the savings generated from the measures.
75. There is an invest to save budget of £500,000 in place for the roll out of further
Salix SEELS projects across the Council. There are currently no applications
in the pipeline and so the budget line has been removed but will be adjusted
subject to confirmed schemes demonstrated by a robust business case.
76. In May 2019, Cabinet approved the final business case to deliver a solar farm
at Lamby Way. The Solar Farm is a long term invest to save project,
undertaken on the basis of being self-financing over its operational life.
Installation of the solar panels and the first electricity was generated following
connection to the grid in the autumn of 2020. Due to conservation issues,
there was a delay with the installation of the private wire but contractors are
currently on site with completion due shortly. There is a Capital budget in year
of £1.678 million and this is projected to be spent in full making a current
estimated cost of the scheme since inception of circa £8.975 million.
77. It should be noted that the costs of all projects identified above together with
ongoing maintenance must be paid back from savings or future income
generation.
78. The One Planet Cardiff Strategy is a strategic response to the climate
emergency and includes a range of actions which together, form the basis of
a delivery plan to achieve carbon neutrality across the city. As well as
strategic projects mentioned above, the Council has allocated £3.9 million
over the next 5 years towards capital investment and match funding for
smaller schemes to support the strategy. The allocation for 2021/22 is
£700,000 which is expected to be spent in full but subject to grant awards,
may result in slippage for use on other projects. Projects approved include
the installation of a heat pump at Rhiwbina Library, reducing carbon
emissions at Thornhill Crematorium, enhanced food composting facilities in
schools and electric vehicle charging at Lamby Way.
Bereavement & Registration services
79. Work to create new burial space in the North of the city is now complete, with
the Council and contractor in negotiations in respect of finalising the overall
cost of the scheme. The budget allows for completion of works including the
seeding of the grass, with expenditure on the overall project to be repaid from
future income receivable as part of the bereavement reserve.
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80. As part of the budget proposals in 2020/21, a segregated Capital property
asset renewal allocation for bereavement services was created to allow more
of the bereavement reserve to be used to support the revenue costs of the
service and Directorate. Due to slippage from the previous year, the total
allocation for 2021/22 is £185,000 to support site infrastructure
improvements, new vehicles and plant and improvements to facilities.
Expenditure for the year is expected to be £177,000 and will include the
purchase of two new excavators and lawnmowers (£85,000) which will
replace older machines, as well as road resurfacing at Thornhill Crematorium
(£75,000). Expenditure also includes design on lighting with works planned
to begin in 2022/23.
Highway Maintenance
81. Expenditure on the reconstruction of structurally deteriorated roads which are
deemed to be a priority is forecast to be £508,000. Schemes carried over and
completed this year are Grand Avenue, Hadfield Road, Rover Way, Heol
Llanishen Fach and Willowbrook Drive. Prioritised roads proposed to be
treated this year are Heol Penyfai, Nant Fawr Crescent and Hendre Road.
82. The budgets for carriageway and footpath works total £7.672 million including
slippage from 2020/21 and a Welsh Government grant allocation. The budget
will complete 2020/21 carriageway preventative, resurfacing and patching
contracts, micro asphalt resurfacing and a number of other treatments during
the remainder of the year. New contracts awarded this year and completed
are high speed routes resurfacing and phase two footway improvements at
Heol Carnau. A carriageway slurry seal programme will commence at the end
of August. In order to avoid slippage, assessment of priorities and immediate
actions should be put in place in order to ensure works can be procured and
completed where budgets have been requested during the year to address
condition. An element of the budget is to be carried forward to 2022/23 for
use towards the cost of City Centre schemes.
83. The five-year capital programme included a sum of £2.240 million to replace
the timber surface of the Millennium Walkway. Works entail the replacement
of the timber decking and supporting bearers using reinforced plastic
components along the length of the walkway from Wood Street to Cowbridge
Road East/Castle Street along the River Taff. Following a trialling of
materials, construction started in February after the dismantling of the
Dragons Heart hospital from the stadium. Additional costs have been
identified primarily in order to upgrade lighting, cabling and replace decayed
timber as part of unforeseen issues identified following the removal of the old
walk way. These additional costs have been met by a virement from the
highway structures and street lighting budgets.
84. The bridges and structures budget of £1.270 million will support Fairwater
Road, Heathwood Road and Capel Llaniltern culvert works as well as any
capital works arising from assessment reports from North Road flyover. The
budget will also be used to replace expansion joints at various locations
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around the city, upgrade viaduct doors and install CCTV. Slippage of this
budget continues with £414,000 currently assumed into 2021/22.
85. The street lighting renewals budget is to be utilised for subway lighting,
column replacement and also to start the design process for electrical works
on Eastern Avenue. Implementation of the latter continues to be delayed
resulting in overall slippage of £278,000 into 2022/23.
86. Following a successful trial of LED lighting in the Radyr Ward, with the
conversion of 1,250 columns, Cabinet approved in May 2019, an invest to
save business case for all remaining residential columns to be converted to
LED. Following a tender exercise, the total cost is estimated at £5.200 million
with £1.500 million of expenditure forecast during this year. This is lower than
planned due to a restricted supply of lanterns as a result of shortages of semiconductor components, extending the period of the contract.
87. As part of a coastal risk management scheme to implement improvements
from Rover Way to Lamby Way, a revised Welsh Government grant of £1.129
million was awarded for the development of the full business case to deliver
the detailed design and cost estimates to construct the coastal defence
improvements. Ground investigations were completed in May 2020 and
results have been utilised in order to determine the most appropriate detailed
design. Cabinet considered a progress report on the scheme in June 2021
including the reasons for cost estimate increases, timescales and to approve
a tender exercise. Projected expenditure during 2021/22, to paid for by grant
is £364,000, on professional fees to secure a final business case towards a
proposed start on site by March 2022. This is subject to tender, approval of
the business case and funding approach by Welsh Government.
88. A sum of £250,000 Council match funding has been allocated towards the
implementation of flood prevention measures together with Welsh
Government funding of £639,000. This is for small scale schemes and post
storm repairs, with only £25,000 match funding likely to be required this year.
Traffic & Transportation
89. The enhanced asset renewal telematics budget of £646,000 is to be used for
replacement of obsolete analogue CCTV cameras at various locations with
HD digital CCTV cameras, replacement of the electronic signage/control
system for the North Road tidal flow lane control system and Bute Tunnel
entrance electronic signage.
90. The total budget for cycling development in 2021/22, including slippage from
the prior year, is £3.583 million, which will be used to match fund WG grant
funded schemes for primary cycleways and completion of schemes such as
North Road Phase II which will deliver improvements to Cathays Terrace,
Whitchurch Road, Allensbank Road and King George V Drive East.
Opportunities will be considered to supplement Welsh Government grant to
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introduce additional pop up cycling facilities. No slippage is currently forecast,
but is subject to the application and award of grant funding.
91. The Council Road Safety Schemes budget of £365,000 will be used to match
fund safety related schemes being delivered as part of Welsh Government
grants. This is together with a sum of £877,000 Council match funding,
including slippage of £502,000 from the previous year, to help secure a range
of grants where match funding is required towards a range of schemes for
Local Transport, Safe Routes in Communities and Road Safety as described
below.
92. The Welsh Government revised allocation to Cardiff for the Local Transport
Fund is £3.998 million. The fund supports development of integrated,
effective, accessible, affordable and sustainable transport systems. Schemes
bid for and approved include £1.617 million towards improving sustainable
transport and active travel measures in the City Centre, £1.270 million
towards bus priority and active travel improvement schemes (A4119 Corridor
Phase 2D and A470 Caedelyn Road to Tyn -y Parc Road Phase 2). It also
includes £1.111 million towards bus stop infrastructure and real time
information improvements.
93. The Welsh Government Road Safety Casualty Reduction grant approval is
£175,000, which will support capital projects that reduce road casualties
including traffic calming and pedestrian improvements on Penarth Road,
Clive Street Junction and Thornhill Road.
94. The Welsh Government revised allocation to Cardiff for Safe Routes in
Communities Grant of £1.701 million aims to improve accessibility and safety
and encourage walking and cycling in communities. There is particular
emphasis on improving routes to and from schools within the Canton and
Trowbridge area. The allocation includes the School Streets scheme which
is part of a wider programme working with schools to increase the use of
active modes for school journeys, through targeted interventions and
behaviour change support. School Streets have been introduced in Cardiff to
improve safety for vulnerable users outside school gates, in response to
safety concerns.
95. The Welsh Government revised allocation to Cardiff for Active Travel is
£8.322 million. The purpose of the fund is to increase levels of active travel,
improve health and well-being, improve air quality, reduce carbon emissions
and connect communities. Funding will support Cardiff Cycle Superhighways
stage 1 (£4.964 million), Taff Trail upgrade at Hailey Park (£514,000), Active
Travel to Schools (£1.201 million) and various improvements to the
Integrated Cycle Network Plan (£1.643 million).
96. In order to comply with the requirement of the Environment Act 1995 – Air
Quality Direction 2019, Welsh Government provided a grant for a range of
agreed measures. Planned expenditure during 2021/22 includes Bus retrofit
(£562,000); taxi vehicle emissions incentives (£1.860m); city centre transport
and active travel (£4.684m); implementation management and monitoring
(£9,000). As part of the City Centre Transport projects, works on
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improvements at Central Square as part of a £7.5 million scheme. Works are
expected to be completed in April 2022.
97. At its meeting in June 2021, the Cabinet also approved that a procurement
exercise commence on the City Centre East and Phase one of the Canal.
This included permanent bus priority measures on Station Terrace and
Churchill Way, a permanent cycleway a revised car park routing system and
the first phase of the canal at the north end of Churchill Way. Subject to the
outcome of that tender exercise works are proposed to begin in the Autumn
and are to be paid for by a combination of City Deal Metro + grant, Air Quality
grant, Council match funding and also a sum of £3 million Council funding
included in the overall programme towards the canal. Subject to the timing of
works, it is assumed grant funding would be used first, so the Council
allocation of £750,000 towards the Canal, profiled for use in 2021/22, will be
carried forward as slippage into 2022/23.
98. To mitigate against the impact of the City Centre works in neighbouring areas,
the Council has allocated a sum of £4 million, with £1.500 million assumed in
2021/22. Subject to the overall costs of the project, a sum of £791,000 has
initially been allocated to transport and green infrastructure improvements at
Tudor Road, with the balance shown as slippage at this stage.
99. A Welsh Government grant of £168,000 has been awarded from the Ultra
Low Emissions Vehicle Transformation Fund in order to install electric
vehicle charging infrastructure in car parks.
100. The Council Bus Corridor enhancements budget of £289,000 will be used
to complete the A470 Phase 1 and will also be utilised for match funding
towards Welsh Government Local Transport improvement schemes (the
A4119 Corridor Phase 2D and A470 Caedelyn Road to Tyn -y Parc Road
Phase 2).
101. A budget of £258,000 including slippage is shown in relation to development
of the transport interchange on the site of the former recycling site at
Waungron Road, which is proposed to be delivered in parallel with the
housing scheme. Design works will be completed by the end of August and
a tender process will be undertaken for the completion of the retaining wall.
Slippage of £208,000 is currently projected.
Resources
102. Directorate Programme 2021/22 £24.541 million. Initial variance of £4.280
million identified.
Technology
103. The Modernising ICT budget aims to support projects in the Cardiff Capital
Ambition programme and the digitisation of business services utilising
modern technology. The total programme budget for the year is £636,000
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and this includes slippage from 2020/21 of £202,000. The budget includes
a virement of £209,000 from the budget allocated for Cycling Development
within Transportation, for the upgrade of Building Control IDOX software
system. Expenditure planned during the year is currently forecast as
£537,000 and includes phase two of the Corporate Landlord Scheme
(£65,000), project costs of the digitalisation team for implementation
(£131,000) and SAP Information Lifecycle Management including GDPR
and archiving (£108,000).
104. Slippage of £200,000 is currently shown in respect to the ICT Refresh
budget of £968,000 primarily as a result of timing of receipt and
implementation of hardware due to lead in times. This budget covers a
range of projects to support resilience, capacity and capability including
direct access and Wi-Fi replacement, server replacement and firewall
licenses.
Central Transport Services
105. As a result of slippage from 2020/21, the amount carried forward to
complete phase 1 of the vehicle replacement programme in 2021/22 is
£2.240 million. With expenditure to date of £2 million, full expenditure is
projected during the year. Orders have also been placed and committed for
the start of the second phase of vehicle replacement at a cost of £2.910
million and this will be funded from budget brought forward from 2022/23.
Planned expenditure includes the acquisition of 5 electric powered refuse
collection vehicles which are match funded by £1.025 of Welsh Government
grant. The CTS Minor Repair Workshop has a total programme this year of
£48,000 due to slippage from 2020/21. Projected expenditure for the year
is £31,000 meaning an underspend of £17,000 which will reduce the Invest
to Save repayments over the life of the scheme.
Corporate
106. In respect of the contingency budget of £200,000, given that it is early in the
financial year, this is shown projected to be fully required, although as the
year progresses, any under spend will be used to reduce the level of
borrowing assumed in the Capital Programme.
107. A sum of £120,000 has been vired to support Lamby Waste depot
enhancements, with the balance of the £500,000 invest to save budget
assumed to have no further drawdown. This will be reviewed and adjusted
in future monitoring reports if schemes are approved during the year.
108. Including slippage of £3.198 million from 2020/21, based on projections
initially assumed in the Cardiff Capital Region City Deal (CCRCD) business
plan, a total programme budget of £6.792 million was assumed for 2021/22
as part of the Council’s agreed £28.4 million contribution to the region. The
timing and value of any drawdown is subject to proposed projects being
considered and approved by the CCRCD joint committee, the delivery and
expenditure on those projects, but also the different funding streams
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available to CCRCD to manage expenditure obligations. With expenditure
estimated to be lower than planned and assumptions that the majority of
expenditure during the year will be managed within existing resources held
by City Deal, slippage of £6.492 million will be reprofiled into future years.
109. The Core Office Strategy had an overall allocation of £9.750 million included
in the programme over a three year period with £5.679 million of this
assumed in 2021/22. This was towards smarter working, digital
infrastructure and building adaptations to allow consolidation into alternative
council buildings. Drawdown of this allocation is subject to any expenditure
being repaid on an invest to save basis. Projected expenditure for the year
is £5.330 million, predominantly to be spent on adaptations and fit out of
Oak House following its acquisition and the purchase of specialist
equipment for the Alarm Receiving Centre (ARC).
110. A total of £260,000 allocated in 2020/21 was carried forward to this year
towards a webcasting and conferencing system. Procurement is underway
with a revised delivery plan which will see the core elements of the
microphone and conference control system planned to be installed by the
end of September. Enhancements to the displays and supplementary
systems are expected to be completed by December 2021 with any other
improvements being finalised by 31 March 2022. Subject to the tender
process, £50,000 is currently assumed to be carried forward into 2022/23.
In addition to the main conferencing system, hybrid meeting equipment has
been installed and is currently being tested.
111. The CITB Onsite Construction Academy is hosted on the Wates Residential
Aspen Grove development at the old Eastern High site in Rumney.
Expenditure of £110,000 relates to purpose-designed demountables
hosting a large classroom area, kitchen and toilet facilities, a reception point
and office space, which will become active following easing of Covid-19
restrictions. The Academy commenced taking referrals for support in
late May for a five-day intensive programme allowing learners to gain
various industry-recognised certificates.
112. The second and final tranche of viability support (£6.600 million) to be given
to Cardiff Bus was referred to in the report to Council in October 2020
headed “Securing the Future Sustainability and Viability of Cardiff City
Transport Services Limited”. Subject to the completion of equity subscription
agreements, additional equity will be injected into the company, to allow it
to implement that part of its Turnaround Strategy relating to fleet investment
and strengthening the balance sheet.
Section 106 Schemes and Other Contributions
113. The table below shows the Section 106 and other contributions forecast to
be spent at the time of setting the budget. This has been reviewed by
Directorates and is reflected in the new projection at Month 4:
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Budget

Parks & Green Spaces
Traffic & Transportation
Strategic Planning & Regulatory
Neighbourhood Regeneration
Economic Development
Education & Lifelong Learning
Public Housing (HRA)
Total

Projection
at Month 4

£000
2,073
706
181
609
59
2,334
3,701
9,663

£000
2,073
506
181
1,170
104
2,425
3,701
10,160

Variance
£000
0
(200)
0
561
45
91
0
497

114. Some of the schemes included in the profile above are:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

4.C.213
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Parks and Green Spaces – Schemes are proposed to be undertaken
in a number of areas and include Adamsdown Open Space, Cogan
Gardens, Craiglee Drive Open Space , Llandaff Fields, Llanishen Park,
Kitchener Gardens, Cemaes Crescent, Llanishen Park and cycle
improvements along the Roath Park Corridor. Capacity to deliver
schemes continues to be reviewed.
Traffic & Transportation – Public transport improvements, junction
improvements, bus stops and bus borders; installation of CCTV and
real time information, telematics and transportation schemes including
the provision of bus routes in the city and strategic transport initiatives.
Strategic Planning & Regulatory – City Road Public Realm
enhancement scheme and Air Quality Monitoring around the city.
Neighborhood Regeneration – Provision of a Library Service within the
Cardiff Royal Infirmary, improvement of community facilities at Penylan
Library and Community Centre and Lisvane Old School Rooms.
Economic Development – Support for small to medium enterprises in
Adamsdown and Llanishen.
Education & Lifelong Learning – Condition works at Lansdowne and
Radnor Primary Schools.
Public Housing – Development of new Council housing.
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Appendix 5

DIRECTORATE & SCHEME

2021-2022
Programme

2020-21
Slippage

Budget
Revision

Virements

Changes &
New
Approvals

Total
Programme
2021-22

Projected
Outturn

Slippage

(Underspend)
/ Overspend

Total
Variance

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

1
2

Business & Investment
Town Centre Loan Scheme
S106 Schemes
Total Business & Investment

0
59
59

0
113
113

0
(113)
(113)

0
0
0

1,370
45
1,415

1,370
104
1,474

1,370
104
1,474

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

3

City Development & Major Projects
Black Tower Tales

0

30

0

0

0

30

30

0

0

4

Merchant Place / Cory's Building Acquisition

0

0

0

0

20

20

20

0

0

0

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Economic Stimulus Support James Street
International Sports Village Phase 1
International Sports Village Phase 2
Central Square Public Realm
Red Dragon Centre Acquisition
Indoor Arena
Llanrumney Development
Total City Development & Major Projects

0
1,000
0
(342)
0
12,000
250
12,908

668
1,000
0
340
5,724
0
0
7,762

0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
20

668
2,000
0
0
5,724
12,000
250
20,692

215
2,000
220
0
5,724
5,600
250
14,059

(453)
0
220
0
0
(6,400)
0
(6,633)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(453)
0
220
0
0
(6,400)
0
(6,633)
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Parks & Green Spaces
Asset Renewal Buildings
Asset Renewal Parks Infrastructure
Play Equipment
Teen/Adult Informal Sport and Fitness Facilities
Green Flag Park Infrastructure Renewal
Combatting Motorcycle Nuisance
Completion of Parc Cefn Onn
Roath Park House
Flatholm Island - HLF Project
Roath Park Dam
S106 Funded Schemes
Total Parks & Green Spaces

150
140
390
200
100
150
0
0
25
0
2,073
3,228

0
108
340
0
0
0
49
0
0
50
1,241
1,788

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(1,241)
(1,241)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
10
106
60
0
0
176

150
248
730
200
100
150
59
106
85
50
2,073
3,951

150
248
730
50
100
150
40
106
85
150
2,073
3,882

0
0
0
(150)
0
0
(19)
0
0
100
0
(69)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
(150)
0
0
(19)
0
0
100
0
(69)

23
24
25
26

Leisure
Asset Renewal Buildings
Pentwyn Leisure Centre Redevelopment
Leisure Centres ADM (GLL)
Cardiff Riding School - Outdoor Arena
Total Leisure

515
1,500
0
0
2,015

0
0
465
77
542

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

515
1,500
465
77
2,557

515
500
69
77
1,161

0
(1,000)
(396)
0
(1,396)

0
0
0
0
0

0
(1,000)
(396)
0
(1,396)

27
28

Venues & Cultural Facilities
Asset Renewal Buildings St Davids's Hall
Asset Renewal Buildings New Theatre
Total Venues & Cultural Facilities

490
50
540

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

490
50
540

490
50
540

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

29
30
31

Property & Asset Management
Asset Renewal - Buildings
Community Asset Transfer
Cardiff Market Roof & HLF Grant bid
Total Property and Asset Management

1,150
0
50
1,200

1,391
98
19
1,508

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

2,541
98
69
2,708

2,206
0
69
2,275

(335)
(98)
0
(433)

0
0
0
0

(335)
(98)
0
(433)

32

Harbour Authority
Harbour Asset Renewal
Total Harbour Authority

460
460

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

460
460

460
460

0
0

0
0

0
0

(200)

200

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

33

Recycling Waste Management Services
New HWRC North Cardiff

DIRECTORATE & SCHEME
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

2021-2022
Programme

2020-21
Slippage

Budget
Revision

Changes &
New
Approvals

Virements

Total
Programme
2021-22

Projected
Outturn

(Underspend)
/ Overspend

Slippage

Total
Variance

815
610
100
45
0
0
0
0
0
1,370

0
25
0
19
0
0
0
0
0
244

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
120
0
0
0
0
120

0
0
0
0
0
5
239
15
48
307

815
635
100
64
120
5
239
15
48
2,041

0
635
100
64
120
5
239
15
48
1,226

(815)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(815)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(815)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(815)

21,780

11,957

(1,352)

120

1,918

34,423

25,077

(9,346)

0

(9,346)

Schools - General
Planning & Development
Asset Renewal
Suitability / Sufficiency
Asset Renewal Invest to Save
Whitchurch High
Welsh Medium Education
Reducing Infant Class Sizes
Schools ICT (Hwb) Capital Grant
Total Planning & Development

2,302
1,040
12,000
0
0
1,860
0
17,202

4,406
(5,250)
0
703
0
2,091
0
1,950

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

250
5,250
0
0
500
(1,151)
3,500
8,349

6,958
1,040
12,000
703
500
2,800
3,500
27,501

6,958
1,040
12,000
703
500
2,800
3,500
27,501

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Schools Organisation Planning
21st Century Schools - Band A
21st Century Schools - Band B
Total Schools Organisation Planning

2,334
23,894
26,228

465
7,054
7,519

(465)
0
(465)

0
0
0

91
0
91

2,425
30,948
33,373

2,925
29,465
32,390

0
(1,483)
(1,483)

500
0
500

500
(1,483)
(983)

TOTAL EDUCATION & LIFELONG LEARNING

43,430

9,469

(465)

0

8,440

60,874

59,891

(1,483)

500

(983)

Waste Recycling and Collection Review
Waste Recycling and Depot Site Infrastructure
Waste Grants Match funding
Material Recycling Facility
Lamby Way Control Room & Offices & Fleet Car Park
MRF Metal Separator
Circular Economy Fund Grant 2021/22
Caru Cymru (Keep Wales Tidy)
Re-Use Shop (The Cabin) - Wastesavers
Total Recycling Waste Management Services
TOTAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
EDUCATION & LIFELONG LEARNING

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
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50
51

PEOPLE & COMMUNITIES
COMMUNITIES & HOUSING
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

Neighbourhood Regeneration
Neighbourhood Renewal schemes
District Local Centres
Alleygating
Targeted Regeneration Investment Programme Matchfunding
Tudor Street Commercial Business Improvement Scheme
Tudor Street Business Environment Improvements
Tudor Lane Property Enhancement Grant
Rhiwbina Community Hub
City Centre Youth Hub
S106 Funded Projects
Total Neighbourhood Regeneration

300
250
100
1,000
119
1,330
0
0
0
609
3,708

254
0
41
430
270
0
0
288
706
1,009
2,998

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(1,009)
(1,009)

0
0
0
(1,222)
542
590
90
0
0
0
0

325
0
0
0
209
1,070
268
120
80
561
2,633

879
250
141
208
1,140
2,990
358
408
786
1,170
8,330

879
100
82
0
1,140
2,400
358
188
0
1,170
6,317

0
(150)
(59)
(208)
0
(590)
0
(220)
(786)
0
(2,013)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
(150)
(59)
(208)
0
(590)
0
(220)
(786)
0
(2,013)

62
63
64
65
66
67
68

Housing (General Fund)
Disabled Facilities Service
Enable Grant
Private Rental Sector Lease Scheme
Rapid Response Adaptation
Assistive Living
Compulsory Purchase Orders- Romilly / Cyril
Estate Environmental Improvements
Total Housing

4,550
436
300
0
0
0
0
5,286

809
0
0
0
0
0
452
1,261

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
(300)
200
150
125
0
175

5,359
436
0
200
150
125
452
6,722

4,000
436
0
200
150
125
352
5,263

(1,359)
0
0
0
0
0
(100)
(1,459)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(1,359)
0
0
0
0
0
(100)
(1,459)

69
70

Flying Start
Flying Start
Childcare
Total Flying Start

0
480
480

130
202
332

0
0
0

0
0
0

60
(285)
(225)

190
397
587

190
397
587

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

DIRECTORATE & SCHEME

Total Communities & Housing

2021-2022
Programme

2020-21
Slippage

Budget
Revision

Changes &
New
Approvals

Virements

Total
Programme
2021-22

Projected
Outturn

(Underspend)
/ Overspend

Slippage

Total
Variance

9,474

4,591

(1,009)

0

2,583

15,639

12,167

(3,472)

0

(3,472)

0
0

49
49

0
0

0
0

0
0

49
49

49
49

0
0

0
0

0
0

(229)
250
500
521

228
0
111
339

1
0
0
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
250
611
861

0
250
611
861

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

521

388

1

0

0

910

910

0

0

0

9,995

4,979

(1,008)

0

2,583

16,549

13,077

(3,472)

0

(3,472)

4,000
550
500
1,069
700
6,819

0
750
0
609
0
1,359

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
170
(500)
0
0
(330)

4,000
1,470
0
1,678
700
7,848

4,000
1,470
0
1,678
700
7,848

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
95
95

149
90
239

0
0
0

0
0
0

200
0
200

349
185
534

349
177
526

0
(8)
(8)

0
0
0

0
(8)
(8)

SOCIAL SERVICES
71

Adult Services
Tremorfa Day Services
Total Adult Services

72
73
74

Children's Services
Accomodation Strategy
Young Persons Gateway Accommodation
Residential Provision for Children Looked After
Children's Services
Total Social Care
TOTAL PEOPLE & COMMUNITIES
PLANNING, TRANSPORT & ENVIRONMENT
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75
76
77
78
79

Energy Projects & Sustainability
Cardiff Heat Network
Energy Retrofit of Buildings (REFIT - Invest to Save)
Salix SEELS
Lamby Way Solar Farm
One Planet Strategy small schemes & matchfunding
Total Energy Projects & Sustainability

80
81

Bereavement & Registration Services
New Cemetery Site (Invest To Save)
Bereavement Asset Renewal
Total Bereavement & Registration Services

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

Highway Infrastructure
Highway Carriageway - Reconstruction
Highway Resurfacing
Footpaths
Footway Improvements around Highway Trees
Millennium Walkway
Bridges & Structural Work
Street Lighting Renewals
LED Lighting Residential (Invest to Save)
Coastal Erosion Scheme Rover Way to Lamby Way
Flood Prevention Schemes
Total Highway Maintenance

400
3,900
760
125
1,500
0
0
0
382
250
7,317

108
1,128
0
44
122
1,508
731
3,000
196
0
6,837

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
471
(238)
(233)
0
0
0
0

0
1,715
0
0
0
0
0
0
(18)
639
2,336

508
6,743
760
169
2,093
1,270
498
3,000
560
889
16,490

508
5,043
760
169
2,493
856
220
1,500
364
664
12,577

0
(1,700)
0
0
400
(414)
(278)
(1,500)
(196)
(225)
(3,913)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
(1,700)
0
0
400
(414)
(278)
(1,500)
(196)
(225)
(3,913)

Traffic & Transportation
Asset Renewal Telematics / Butetown Tunnel
Cycling Development
Road Safety Schemes
WG Grant Matchfunding
WG (Local Transport Fund)
WG (Road Safety Casualty Reduction)
WG (Safe Routes in Communities)
WG (Active Travel Fund)
WG Air Quality
City Centre Eastside and Canal Phase 2
City Centre Transport Schemes Matchfunding
City Centre Transport Impact - enabling works
Electric Vehicle Charging Points Car Parks
Bus Corridor Improvements

300
1,400
335
375
2,500
175
750
3,500
9,608
1,225
300
1,500
150
250

346
2,392
30
502
0
0
0
0
0
0
(383)
0
0
39

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
(209)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1,498
0
951
4,822
(2,408)
15
0
0
18
0

646
3,583
365
877
3,998
175
1,701
8,322
7,200
1,240
(83)
1,500
168
289

646
3,583
365
877
3,998
175
1,701
8,322
7,200
490
0
791
168
289

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(750)
83
(709)
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(750)
83
(709)
0
0

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105

DIRECTORATE & SCHEME
106
107

108

Cardiff West Interchange
S106 Funded Schemes
Total Traffic & Transportation
Strategic Planning & Regulatory
S106 Projects
Total Strategic Planning & Regulatory

2021-2022
Programme
50
706
23,124

181
181

2020-21
Slippage

Budget
Revision

208
186
3,320

77
77

Changes &
New
Approvals

Virements

0
(186)
(186)

(77)
(77)

0
0
(209)

0
0

0
0
4,896

0
0

Total
Programme
2021-22
258
706
30,945

181
181

Projected
Outturn

(Underspend)
/ Overspend

Slippage

Total
Variance

50
506
29,161

(208)
(200)
(1,784)

0
0
0

(208)
(200)
(1,784)

181
181

0
0

0
0

0
0

50,293

(5,705)

0

(5,705)

37,536

11,832

(263)

(209)

7,102

Technology
Modernising ICT to improve Business Processes

225

202

0

209

0

636

537

(99)

0

(99)

ICT Refresh
Total Technology

500
725

468
670

0
0

0
209

0
0

968
1,604

768
1,305

(200)
(299)

0
0

(200)
(299)

0
0
0
0
0

2,240
0
0
48
2,288

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1,025
(17)
1,008

2,240
0
1,025
31
3,296

2,240
2,910
1,025
31
6,206

0
2,910
0
0
2,910

0
0
0
0
0

0
2,910
0
0
2,910

200
500
3,594
4,800
0

0
0
3,198
879
260

0
0
0
0
0

0
(120)
0
0
0

0
(380)
0
0
0

200
0
6,792
5,679
260

200
0
300
5,330
210

0
0
(6,492)
(349)
(50)

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
(6,492)
(349)
(50)

TOTAL PLANNING, TRANSPORT & ENVIRONMENT

55,998

RESOURCES

109
110

111
112
113
114
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115
116
117
118
119
120
121

Central Transport Services
Vehicle Replacement -Lease or Buy Phase 1
Vehicle Replacement -Lease or Buy Phase 2
5 x New Electric Powered RCV - WG Funding
CTS - Minor Repair Workshop
Total Central Transport Services
Corporate
Contingency
Invest to Save - Bid Allocation for small schemes
City Deal - Cardiff Share
Core Office Strategy - Digital Infrastructure
Web casting and Infrastructure
Onsite Construction Skills Hub (Construction Industry Training
Board)
Cardiff City Transport Services Ltd
Total Corporate
TOTAL RESOURCES
TOTAL GENERAL FUND

122
123
124
125

PUBLIC HOUSING (HRA)
Estate Regeneration and Stock Remodelling
External and Internal improvements to buildings
Disabled Facilities Service
Housing New Builds & Acquisitions
TOTAL PUBLIC HOUSING
TOTAL

110

0

0

0

0

110

110

0

0

0

6,600
15,804

0
4,337

0
0

0
(120)

0
(380)

6,600
19,641

6,600
12,750

0
(6,891)

0
0

0
(6,891)

16,529

7,295

0

89

628

24,541

20,261

(4,280)

0

(4,280)

129,270

45,532

(3,088)

0

20,671

192,385

168,599

(24,286)

500

(23,786)

3,150
19,250
3,350
60,990
86,740

(337)
3,081
1,304
(905)
3,143

337
(3,081)
(1,304)
905
(3,143)

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

3,150
19,250
3,350
60,990
86,740

4,733
12,746
2,500
45,747
65,726

1,583
(6,504)
(850)
(15,243)
(21,014)

0
0
0
0
0

1,583
(6,504)
(850)
(15,243)
(21,014)

216,010

48,675

(6,231)

0

20,671

279,125

234,325

(45,300)

500

(44,800)

Agenda Item 5
CARDIFF COUNCIL
CYNGOR CAERDYDD

CABINET MEETING: 23 SEPTEMBER 2021
CORPORATE RISK MANAGEMENT - QUARTER 4 2020/21
FINANCE, MODERNISATION & PERFORMANCE
(COUNCILLOR CHRIS WEAVER)
AGENDA ITEM: 5
Reason for this Report
1.

To bring the risk management position at quarter 4 2020/21 to the attention
of the Cabinet, for consideration of the key risks facing the Council.

Background
2.

The Cabinet receives an update on the risk management position on a
biannual basis, and an opportunity to raise comments. The last Cabinet
review was on 17th December 2020, at which time the risk management
position at quarter 2 2019/20 was presented. The Q4 Corporate Risk
register was considered by the Governance & Audit Committee on 20 July
2021

3.

Each Directorate holds a Directorate Risk Register (DRR) and the Senior
Management Team (SMT) collectively own a Corporate Risk Register
(CRR). The CRR records the main risks to the delivery of corporate
objectives and priorities, whilst the DRRs record the key risks to the
delivery of Directorate functions and priorities.

4.

A risk escalation process is in place, whereby each Director is required to
take ownership of all residual (current) risks rated as ‘red/amber’ and
above on their DRR and, at a minimum, to escalate all ‘red’ residual risks
to SMT for collective ownership and review and then where required
escalation to Cabinet..

5.

This reporting process allows SMT to determine if any changes are
required to the CRR each quarter. The remaining escalated risks continue
to be held on DRRs and are reviewed by SMT each quarter until it is
agreed that mitigation is sufficient for risk ownership to transfer back to the
Directorate.
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Issues
6.

Each Director has worked with their Risk Champion(s) to undertake their
quarter four risk management review. The Risk Management Team has
also provided advice and guidance on the measurement and reporting of
risks. The quarter four risk assessments are presented on the Corporate
Risk Register Summary Snapshot (Appendix A) and the Detailed
Corporate Risk Register (Appendix B).

7.

The Risk Management Review process has two tiers (Directorate and
Corporate) and the actions at each for quarter four are detailed as follows.

Directorate Risks
8.

At the quarter four position, 276 risks were reported from DRRs. All
escalated risks and requests for de-escalation were discussed and
approved in SMT on 10th June 2021.

9.

It was agreed that eight directorate risks would be carried forward as SMT
escalated risks at quarter four.
Directorate
Risks

Directorate

Risks at SMT
Escalation
Point

Economic Development (incl.
Waste)

31

2

Education

21

0

Governance & Legal Services

13

1 (Shared)

Housing & Communities

63

2

Performance & Partnerships

2

0

Planning, Transport & Environment

37

0

Resources

83

0

Social Services

26

3 (1 Shared)

Total

276

7

Corporate Risks

10.

Escalated directorate risks and corporate risk updates at the end of
quarters three and four. In consideration of the nature of each risk, the
potential impact on the organisation and its corporate objectives and the
supporting mitigations, The following material CRR changes since the last
Cabinet update on 17th December 2020 are suggested to be taken
forward.
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11.

As reported at quarter three, the “ICT Platforms (Unsuitable/Outdated)”
risk has been removed from the Corporate Risk register at the end of
quarter 4. The established Risk Management process allows re-escalation
of the risk if / when it were determined in the future that a corporate
response is required in terms of action or resources

12.

There is a revision of the “Education – Consortium & Attainment” risk in
respect of both the title and risk description. The pandemic has had a
significant impact in terms of cancellation of data collections and lost
learning following closure of schools. It has therefore been agreed that the
risk of not delivering school improvement and increased attainment,
should not be as narrowly focussed on Central South Consortium
performance as the previous description suggested, but should take
account of wider factors, particularly at the present time.

13.

As such, the risk title has been changed to “School Improvement &
Attainment” and the description is now “The risk that school improvement
is not delivered as planned, in light of changing accountability and
assessment arrangements and National Reforms (Curriculum and
Additional Learning Needs).”

14.

The impact of Covid-19 on existing risks continues to feature as part of
quarter four reporting arrangements and will to continue into 2021/22.
Directorates have also considered Covid-specific risks. The Council’s
response to the pandemic and its risk management is not restricted to
delivering its own services, and there are clear links with Welsh
Government and Health partners.

15.

Continued oversight has been undertaken on preparations and actions of
directorates in order to ensure that there is a level of business continuity
and resilience built into service delivery plans. This robustness is
supported by the existing Emergency Management processes in place and
reliance is placed in this as an escalation mechanism.

16.

The Council continues to monitor the impact of the exit from the European
Union through the Directorate Risk Register, Corporate Risk Register and
dedicated Brexit Risk log, which is supported by lead officers across the
Council. Work is ongoing to respond to specific risks, including the
identification of vulnerable adults and children looked after who need to
apply to the EU Settlement Scheme. Whilst it remains too early to fully
quantify the impact of the exit, issues such as price inflation, availability of
materials and recruitment are being closely monitored, whilst preparation
for accessing the successor funding scheme to EU structural funds are
underway.

Reason for Recommendations
17.

To enable the Cabinet to monitor risk management activity, and consider
the Risk Management Review – Quarter four 2020/21.
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Financial Implications
18.

There are no direct financial implications arising from this report. The
Corporate Risk register will be used to guide the Internal Audit Plan and
the Council’s resource planning processes and forms an important part of
the governance arrangements for the Council.

Legal Implications
19.

There are no direct legal implications arising from this report. However,
one of the benefits of identifying risk is that mitigation measures may be
taken, if appropriate, and consequently successful claims against the
Council may be avoided altogether, or reduced

HR Implications
20.

There are no HR implications for this report.

Property Implications
21.

There are no specific property implications in the Corporate Risk
Management - Q4 report. The Estates Department continues to work
closely with relevant service areas in monitoring property related risks
through the Corporate Risk register, including Covid-specific risks,
including identifying any appropriate mitigation measures.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Cabinet is recommended to note the content of the Corporate Risk Register.
SENIOR RESPONSIBLE OFFICER

CHRIS LEE
Corporate Director Resources
17 September 2021

The following appendices are attached:
Appendix A - Corporate Risk Register Summary Snapshot – Q4 2020/21
Appendix B - Detailed Corporate Risk Register – Q4 2020/21
The following background papers have been taken into account:
Corporate Risk Register Q3 & Q4 2020/21
Directorate Risk Registers Q3 & Q4 2020/21
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Corporate Risk Register Summary Snapshot Quarter 4 2020/21

C4

D D1
E E1

D2

D3

D4

E2

E3

E4

1
+
Inherent Risk
Rating
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A1

A2

B1

B2

2

3
Impact

C C1
D D1
E E1

4

Corporate Risk Title
Climate Change
City Security
Brexit
Financial Resilience
Air Quality & Clean Air Strategy
Cyber Security
Budget Monitoring (Control)
Schools Organisation Programme (Band B)
Health and Safety
Non-completion of Stat Building Eqpt Maintenance
Information Governance
Welfare Reform
Coastal Erosion
Waste Management
Increase in Demand (Children's Services)
Education – Schools Delegated Budgets
Business Continuity
Safeguarding
Education Consortium & Attainment
Legal Compliance
Performance Management
Fraud, Bribery and Corruption

C2
D2
E2

1
-

6
6
2

B3

1

B4

C3

C4

D3

D4

E3

E4

2

3

Residual Risk
Movement
Rating
from Q3
A1
B1
B2
C1

C2

D1
B2
B2
C1
C2
D1
B3
C2
D2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

D2
B2
C2
D1
D2
D1
C4
C2
D2
D3

A3

B2

2
4
4

C2

D D1
E E1

4

D2
E2

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

A4

B3

1
2
3

C3
D3
E3

B4
C4

1

D4
E4

2

3

4

Impact

+

Target Risk
Movement
Rating
from Q3

D3

1

C C1

-

B2
B1
B3
C2
C3
D1
D2
C3

A2

B B1

4

Impact

+

A A1

-

Corporate Risks - Target Reduction Date
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Q1 2021/22

C3

B2

A4

Q2 2021/22

C2

A3

Q3 2021/22

C C1

B B1

A2

Q4 2021/22

B4

1
1
2
3

2022/23

B3

A A1

+

A4

No Targeted
Reduction

B2

A3

Likelihood

1
4

+

A2

Number of Risks by Target Risk Rating

-

B B1

11
6

Likelihood

A A1

Number of Risks by Residual Risk Rating

-

-

Likelihood

+

Number of Risks by Inherent Risk Rating

Appendix A

0

Key
High
(Red)

Medium
(Red-Amber)

Medium
(Amber-Green)

Low
(Green)

$

Decrease from previous quarter

1

No change from previous quarter

#

Increase from previous quarter

This page is intentionally left blank

Non-completion of Statutory Building Equipment Maintenance
A1

C

D
E
1

2

3

4

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

A
B
C2

C

D
E
1

2

Target Risk
Likelihood

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

Non completion of cyclical statutory inspections or the remedial
works arising out of the inspections, required to maintain the
premises and related installations in a safe and legally compliant
condition.

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

A
B
C

D
E

Neil Hanratty
(Donna Jones)

D3
1

2

3

Potential consequences of non-compliance with statutory
maintenance:
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• Fatalities or serious injuries
• Closure of part or whole of facilities with major disruption to
service delivery
• HSE interventions and consequential actions including fines and
prosecution;
• Significant additional expenditure requiring realignment of
Corporate budgets;
• Temporary relocation of staff
• Temporary loss of operational service
• Invalidation of insurance policy
• Serious adverse impact on reputation
• Damage to fabric of building or other equipment

Impact
Target
Q3 2021/22
Reduction Date

Contractor
• Building Services have appointed a competent cotractor to undertake Statutory Planned Preventative Maintenance (PPM) for
which it is responsible. Consequential remedial work identified on test certificates.
• Improved statutory maintenance contracting arrangements in place from Q1 2019/20 inc. use of SFG 20 as specification for
statutory obligations testing and new risk based specification for legionella management supported by RAMIS.
• FM competent person(s) review all test certificates, remedial work captured and communicated to client as necessary/applicable
• Statutory Obligations Team has been established within Building Services to improve monitoring and supervision of statutory
obligations contractor. Contractors have been trained in the use of RAMIS in order for test certs to be uploaded directly to the
system by contractors.
RAMIS IT Software
• RAMIS implemented across the Council with bi-monthly reporting on statistics to SMT;
• 500 Building Managers have received training in their responsibilities and use for the RAMIS system, including schools estates staff
and Headteachers.
• Full time officer Administrating RAMIS, providing training and issuing reports from the system to all service areas to push
compliance ratings up to a minimum of 80% set by SMT.
• Condition surveys have been completed which represents an extensive piece of work to improve our understanding and
knowledge base of all the Council’s land and property holdings.
Corporate Landlord Programme
• County Estates senior management structure established supporting - Strategic Asset Management, Capital Delivery and Property
Services, to manage and deliver all the Council’s non-domestic property functions within one portfolio. County Estates - Assistant
Director appointed October 2020.
• The occupancy agreement (Memorandum of Agreement) for Schools was issued with the Schools Handbook and ‘one front door’
established to assist implementation. An occupancy agreement for non-schools properties has been drafted and circulated to
relevant OM's for comment. The document is being finalised in conjunction with the completion of the One Planet Strategy by end
of Qtr1 21/22 ahead of the Strategy being considered by Cabinet in Qtr2.
• The 'One Front Door' approach was rolled out across the corporate estate by end of Q4 19/20.
Statutory Obligation Compliance
• Continue to commission work to undertake required compliance testing (and works required) where Building Services has
responsibility to do so, as defined on RAMIS.

Type(s) of Impact
• Service Delivery
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

• Health & Safety
• Partnership
• Community & Environment
• Stakeholder

COVID-19
• Following initial restrictions on the type of statutory compliance testing being done in Council buildings, full testing resumed in Qtr
3 (save PAT testing in schools in the latter stages on Qtr3 as requested by H&S) although there have been issues in gaining access to
some schools.

Linked Risks
Health & Safety

Councillor Russell Goodway
Investment & Development

4

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

Potential Impact(s)

Appendix B

What we plan to do to meet target
Statutory Obligation Compliance
• Continue to commission investigations / work to
complete required compliance testing (and works
required) in respect of ‘gaps’ in compliance identified by
reports from RAMIS.
• Review the arrangements for the undertaking of
statutory obligations testing across the non-domestic
corporate estate.
Landlord / Occupancy Agreement
• Roll out Landlord/Occupancy Agreement as part of the
Property Strategy across Corporate Estate in Q2 2021/22
(delayed from 2019/20 due to COVID-19). This will set out
principle occupant and landlord permissions
responsibilities and Permission for Works arrangements
required.
• Landlord occupancy principles established and reviewed
for inclusion in non-schools Buildings Handbook which has
been circulated to relevant OM's for comment and is now
available for reference through the One Front Door portal.
• This document will be subject to a further review
following Cabinets consideration of the Property Strategy
in Qtr 2 21/22.
COVID-19
• As the WG restrictions are lifted and building re-open
statutory obligation contractor to resume statutory
obligations testing.
• Further WG restrictions on construction and / or building
maintenance work could delay statutory obligations
testing and remedial works.
• Schools imposing access restrictions as a result of COVID19 has caused some delays and additional costs.

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the
risk
Compliance stats from the Corporate Health & Safety
Team.

Health & Safety
A1

C

D
E
1

2

3

A
B
C2

C

D
E

4

1

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

2

Target Risk
Likelihood

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

Non Compliance with corporate health and safety arrangements to
control key risks across the Council in line with statutory
requirements.

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

A
B
C

D
E

Neil Hanratty
(Donna Jones)

D3
1

2

3

4

Impact
Target
Q3 2021/22
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

What we plan to do to meet target

• RAMIS - reporting recommenced using the new platform, reports submitted to Corporate Health & Safety
Forum and Senior Management Team.
• Condition Surveys School Buildings - Complete Dissemination of Condition Survey information to schools
as and when COVID-19 restrictions permit.

Potential Impact(s)
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• Fatalities
• Serious injuries
• Prosecution – fines for corporate body and/or fines/
imprisonment for individual
• Civil Claims
• Negative Publicity

Councillor Chris Weaver
Finance, Modernisation and
Performance

• Continue Asbestos Training - online and face to face in line with COVID-19 Safety measures.
• Due to the continued pandemic H&S and OH resources will continue to be repurposed to support the
workforce and limit the transmission of the virus in Council workplaces, as well as setting policy and
guidance in relation to infection control and mental health and wellbeing support.

• RAMIS - recommence full reporting using the new platform with
focus on improvement of compliance on high risk inspections and
fault rectification, which have been impacted by the pandemic.
• Condition Surveys School Buildings - Complete Dissemination of
Condition Survey information to schools as and when COVID-19
restrictions permit.
• Continue Asbestos Training - online and face to face in line with
COVID-19 Safety measures.

• HSE visited 10 Cardiff Schools to review COVID-19 arrangements went well with positive feedback
provided and no corrective actions required
• Procedures to support the safe operation of the fire suppression system in Lamby Way MRF completed
and Fire Risk Assessment updated, closing out insurance fire safety improvements.

• Due to the continued pandemic H&S and OH resources will
continue to be repurposed to support the workforce and limit the
transmission of the virus in Council workplaces, as well as setting
policy and guidance in relation to infection control and mental
health and wellbeing support.

• Training webinars for building management for community organisations operating Council premises
completed, to roll out when COVID-19 restrictions permit.
• Continuation of Asbestos Training - online and face to face in line with COVID-19 Safety measures.

Type(s) of Impact
• Service Delivery
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

Linked Risks
Non-completion of Statutory Building Equipment Maintenance

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
RAMIS is used to monitor statutory risk in relation to premises safety, bi-monthly reporting to
SMT, quarterly reporting to Health and Safety Forum.
Compliance against annual Corporate H&S Objectives, used to monitor improvement secured
in Service Areas, reported to Health and Safety Forum.

Waste Management
A
B

B1

C

D
E
1

2

3

Potential Impact(s)

Legal & Regulatory
• Failure to comply with EU recycling
waste directive, leading to sanctions,
penalties or interventions
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Strategic/ Reputational
• Reputational consequence with citizens
and key stakeholders

B2

C

D
E

4

1

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21
Financial
• Penalties and loss of grant support
• Continuing financial costs to service

A
B

2

Target Risk
Likelihood

Failure to deliver cost effective compliance with waste legislation
including statutory recycling targets.

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

A
B
C2

C

Neil Hanratty
(Matt Wakelam)

D
E

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

1

2

3

4

Councillor Michael Michael
Clean Streets, Recycling and
Environment

Impact
Target
2022/23
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

What we plan to do to meet target

Progress discussions with Welsh Government on operational programme of improvements and recycling in Cardiff to demonstrate
how Cardiff will be proceeding to meet statutory targets.
Wider Governance & Compliance
• Targeted internal audits identifying and improving governance and control across the service area
• Cardiff Council working in partnership with Welsh Government, WRAP and WLGA to develop a new Recycling Service Strategy and
Implementation Plan.
• Formal Programme Board to commence in May 2021 to review the action plan and to scrutinise business cases relating to
improvements.
• Robust analysis and review of business cases relating to the following waste collection & disposal operations:
- Bottle and Glass expansion across the City (complete and supplemented by modelling work with WG, WRAP and WLGA
- Hygiene (Absorbent Hygiene Products) from Municipal Solid Waste to Recycling (ongoing project with WG)
- Trade Waste (ongoing)
Development of recycling plan for optimising resources including considerations of statutory fines.
• Reviewing and benchmarking tonnages / recycling levels / costs of disposal for Cardiff compared to Welsh Authorities and United
Kingdom, to identify areas requiring further review to support the opportunity to improve recycling levels (completed)
• Media and communications taking place across Cardiff with focus on key areas for recycling improvement (ongoing)
• Commencement of new education and enforcement programme to reduce contamination in recycling and garden waste (ongoing)
Recycling Development
• The Council’s draft Recycling Strategy and action plan being reviewed by Senior Management prior to going informally to Cabinet
• Circular Economy Funding achieved for:o Trials in flats (co-mingled, re-useable sacks (aperture bins)
o Segregation of litter from community litter picks (split caged transits, provision of dual hoop litter picking equipment)
o Providing support to Benthyg, and Llanrumney Hall, on re-use and repair projects, including community fridge- reduction of waste to
Energy From Waste, but will not be claimable tonnage
o Tetra Pak recycling- again, not claimable but reduction of contamination in cominglked recycling /reduced material to Energy from
Waste
• Recycling Centres are being managed via a booking system, and the replacement of residual waste and recycling waste skips with a
non-recycling skip, supported by new procedures, has meant recycling performance at centres has increased from 70% to 90%.

• Targeted and tailored intervention to deal with contamination in hot
spot areas across the City (ongoing)
• Further develop the new Recycling Strategy for Cardiff. This will set
out the Council’s long-term objectives over the next 10 years and
consider economic, social and environmental aspirations, in order to
ensure Cardiff is one of the leading cities in the world for recycling.
(ongoing)
• Develop a draft Waste Strategy in 2021 for consultation
Wider Governance & Compliance
• Senior Management to have ongoing regular engagement and
discussions with WG on Cardiff's Recycling Strategy and compliance
with the WG Blueprint.
• A further phase of work is required working with Welsh Government
to look at the impacts on recycling performance in relation to:
- Trade waste and new legislation
- Flats
- Recycling Centres
• Outcome will be to deliver a road map supported by Welsh
Government on improving Cardiff's recycling performance
• A meeting took place on 25th January with the Minister.Subsequent
to this, further information was requested to be provided to the
Minister and Welsh Government by the end of April 2021.

• On 26 November, the final validated 2019-20 Local Authority Recovery Target (LART) showed Cardiff achieved a recycling
performance of 58.14%.

Type(s) of Impact
• Reputational
• Legal & Regulatory
• Financial

Linked Risks

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
• Monthly monitoring recycling % from waste data flow
• Monthly tonnage monitoring
• Monthly financial monitoring in each area of waste

Schools Organisation Programme (Band B)
A1

C

D
E
1

2

3

A
B
C2

C

D
E

4

1

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

2

Target Risk
Likelihood

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

Failure to deliver on aspects of the School Organisation Programme,
which is significant in value and complex. The programme consists
of Band B (£284m) 21st Century Schools, asset management
improvement work, ICT and sufficiency projects. The programme of
work spans across a number of directorates, requires significant
capacity and has significant capital spend.

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

A
B
C3

C

Mel Godfrey
(Richard Portas)

D
E

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

1

2

3

4

Impact
Target
Q4 2022/23
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

Potential Impact(s)
• Opportunities to enhance the school estate, and transform
education will be missed
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• Insufficient secondary places in some central and north east areas
of the city
• Insufficient places in ALN settings across the city, leading to costly
placement in out of county & private settings
• School buildings that are not suitable for teaching and learning
• Further degeneration of school buildings & rise in asset
management backlog
• Project cost and time overruns
• Risk that school ICT infrastructure fails in the short to medium
term and does not support the new curriculum
• Risk that in the current situation, learners do not have access to
ICT equipment to support distance learning

What we plan to do to meet target

• 21st Century Schools Band B funding bid was submitted to Welsh Government in July 2017 and the
Strategic Outline Case for £284m was approved in November 2017. Two Cabinet Reports in October and
December 2018 outlined the priorities for this second phase of funding. SOP reports for Fitzalan, Doyle
Avenue, Cathays and St Mary the Virgin have been considered by Cabinet under Band B. Progression of
these schemes was delayed as a result of COVID-19 but are now under way. A review of Band B has been
completed and identified the priority projects to progress. Further work is required to establish Band C
priorities.
• Successfully negotiated COVID-19 clauses with contractors for ongoing projects such as Fitzalan.
• Work is ongoing to make sure that all learners have access to digital devices, network and infrastructure
to support mobile and distance learning.
• Robust governance model, in line with Corporate Landlord approach is in place and is supporting
consistent decision making.

Type(s) of Impact
• Health & Safety
• Stakeholder
• Health and Wellbeing
• Sustainability

• Develop a high level SOP Strategy that outlines the short/ medium
and long term aims of the whole programme. The SOP Strategy will
be underpinned by the ongoing Band B review.
• Strengthening of the capacity of the SOP team critical to ensuring
effective delivery of the different elements of the programme. The
SOP team are overseeing Hub childcare provision that was put in
place following closure of schools and supporting Admissions
Appeals. Developing capacity includes ensuring that corporate
colleagues in departments including legal, strategic estates, capital
projects, ICT, planning and highways and transportation are
available.
• Ensure that SOP reports are progressed as planned so that
consultation and engagement can progress ahead of the preelection period.

• Finance have re-profiled the capital and revenue budgets to assess the required budgets for each
scheme. There are ongoing discussions with Welsh Government to assess the affordability of the
programme in light of the current programme. The Council is considering additional asset funding in light of
the pressing needs.
• Developing more robust management and monitoring processes for the asset improvement programme,
including the three “D” category High Schools, Fitzalan, Cantonian and Willows.
• Procurement is underway for ICT infrastructure and devices that will support teaching and learning.

• Continued active dialogue with Welsh Government and other
professional parties to support progress and development.
• Prioritise population data development to underpin accurate
projections and forecasts for existing resident populations and to
support effective s106 negotiations going forward.
• Ensure consistent monitoring and reporting of all risks to Schools
Programme Board.

• Starting to develop the WESP for the Council to meet the policy requirements.
• A draft strategic plan for ALN provision is under development, to be submitted to Cabinet June or July
2022.

• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial
• Social

Councillor Sarah Merry
Deputy Leader &
Education, Employment & Skills

Linked Risks

• Continue to move forward with digital projects to support
distance and mobile learning and embed into a long term and
sustainable model.

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
• Proportion of Priority 1a Schools Asset Improvement works completed in financial year, in
accordance with the responsibilities of schools and corporate landlord (Corporate Plan).
• Timelines to deliver projects within the SOP programme.
• New key performance measures which are being developed as part of the overarching SOP
Strategy.

Education - Schools' Delegated Budgets

B1

C

D
E
1

2

3

A
B
C2

C

D
E

4

1

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

2

Target Risk
Likelihood

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

The number of schools with deficit budgets and/or the overall value
of deficit budgets increases, or that those schools (particularly in the
Secondary sector) with existing deficit budgets do not deliver
agreed deficit recovery plans.

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

A
B
C

D
E

Mel Godfrey
(Neil Hardee)

D2
1

2

3

4

Impact
Target
Q4 2022/23
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

What we plan to do to meet target

• As at 31st March 2021, two schools have a deficit balance. Both schools have long term plans to emerge
from deficit. For the 2020/21 financial year, seven schools set deficit budgets.

Potential Impact(s)
• An overall deficit arising from schools budgets would count
against the funding available for the Council
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• Schools with deficit budgets may struggle to adequately fund the
resources required to achieve the desired levels of educational
attainment
• Schools with deficit budgets may struggle to adequately fund
maintenance of school buildings creating an issue for other budgets,
eg Capital/SOP Band B
• Schools that continually fail to address deficit budgets may
ultimately require LA intervention, with a corresponding increase
required in centralised resources

Councillor Sarah Merry
Deputy Leader &
Education, Employment & Skills

• A significant amount of grant funding was issued to schools at year-end. When excluding the impact of
these grants, there are 8 schools with deficit balances, four of these are minor. Of the 8, three of these
schools set a deficit budget for the year.
• In the process of agreeing budgets for the 2021/22 financial year. It is anticipated that there will be a low
number of deficit budgets, mainly because of the grant funding which has been carried forward from the
2020/21 financial year.
• Officers from Education and Financial Services work with individual schools through Headteachers and
Governing Bodies to formulate Medium Term Financial Plans (MTFP) to seek to either balance individual
school deficits within four financial years or to ensure that the accumulated deficits were frozen or slowed
as much as possible.
• Officers continue to monitor and challenge those schools in deficit before allowing any additional
financial commitments, both staffing and other expenditure.

• Officers exercise the statutory powers of intervention on a school
or schools in deficit who are unable to provide a medium term
financial plan. This may involve removing delegation from a
Governing Body.
• Officers explore through the School Organisation Planning process
how different organisational arrangements for schools would affect
the supply of pupils to schools thus affecting their delegated
budgets. This will include an understanding of the long term impact
of any unused school supply places on the funding formula.
• Working with CSC to ensure that maximising value from
constituent parts of Education Improvement Grant is secured and
that there is clarity of allocation mechanism
• Improve individual school risk assessment processes in order to
provide an early indication of those schools who may be at risk of
entering a deficit position

• For each school in deficit, the Council has identified a monitoring officer to provide an independent
challenge to the school. This is in addition to the LFM Officer currently supporting that school.
• A working group has been established to examine the impact of the recent budget settlement for
schools, with the aim of reviewing the formula used to distribute school funding and the assumptions
underpinning the medium term financial planning process.

Type(s) of Impact
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

Linked Risks
Linked risk to Covid 19 issues particuarly with regard to decrease in income,
impact on grants and inability to manage staffing changes.

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
• School budget monitoring position
• Number of schools setting deficit budgets
• Final budget balances

Education - School Improvement & Attainment

B2

C

D
E
1

2

3

A
B

B3

C

D
E

4

1

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

2

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

Target Risk
Likelihood

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

The risk that school improvement is not delivered as planned, in
light of changing accountability and assessment arrangements and
National Reforms (Curriculum and Additional Learning Needs).

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

A
B
C4

C

Mel Godfrey
(Mike Tate)

D
E
1

2

3

4

Impact
Target
Q3 2021/22
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

What we plan to do to meet target

• Ensuring the safe reopening of schools to all learners and re-engaging pupils; maintaining access to
learning and building the well-being of children and young people has been a priority for the Council as
lockdown restrictions are eased.

Potential Impact(s)
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• Learners do not reach their full potential
• Schools are not supported to improve
• Schools are not able to deliver the new curriculum
• Educational performance does not improve
• Impact on Estyn judgements
• Value for money - CSC

Councillor Sarah Merry
Deputy Leader &
Education, Employment & Skills

• All schools have maintained learning through blended learning options and now that pupils are back in
the classroom, targeted support and intervention is being provided to enable pupils to progress their
education and prioritise aspects of the curriculum as required.
• Welsh Government has advised that learning should include:
o Health and well-being
o Literacy, numeracy and digital competence
o Broad and balanced learning experiences that span the curriculum.
• There will continue to be a dependency on a blended learning offer as schools manage instances of pupil
isolations when positive COVID-19 cases are reported, and ensure readiness for any future waves.
Consortium Improvement Partners are continuing to support schools to develop and enhance approaches
to blended learning.
• Learners undertaking GCSE, AS and A levels approved by Qualifications Wales will have their
qualifications awarded through a Centre Determined Grade model in 2021 as in 2020.
• The Council will continue to work towards its target of equipping every learner with a digital device and
connectivity. Since March 2020, 20,017 end user devices and 2,500 4G mobile broadband devices have
been distributed to schools for their learners. A further 6,800 Chromebooks will be supplied over the next
few weeks.

• Support schools through appeals processes following 2021 Centre
Determined Grades. There is also some concern regarding the
available options for learners who do not achieve the grades that
they were capable of this summer due to the extended disruption of
the pandemic since March 2020. There will be no resits for Centre
Determined Grades as the process was not examination led.
Options are being explored with Welsh Government to ensure that
progression routes are available for all learners.
• Schools will be supported and encouraged to ensure that the
progression of all their learners is used as a measure of success in
their School Improvement Plans in line with the expectations of the
emerging new Accountability and Assessment Framework from
Welsh Government. The Improvement Partners at the Consortium
will challenge and support schools in this respect and provide join
up with the Youth Service as required to support the summer
transition programme.
• Ensure that learning is co-constructed with parents, carers and
learners building upon the progress seen during the pandemic.
Focus on
o Health and well-being
o Literacy, numeracy and digital competence
o Broad and balanced learning experiences that span the
curriculum.
• Continue to work towards Curriculum for Wales 2022.

Type(s) of Impact
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

Linked Risks

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
KS4 2018/19 School Performance, Outcomes from Estyn Inspections up to 2020.

Air Quality & Clean Air Strategy
A1

C

D
E
1

2

3
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Health & Safety
- No improvement to health
- Increased burden on health care
- Further deterioration of related health conditions
Legal & Regulatory / Financial
- Breach of legal / statutory requirements
- Potential significant financial penalty

Type(s) of Impact
• Health
• Regulatory
• Financial
• Strategic

• Reputational

B2

C

D
E

4

1

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

Potential Impact(s)

A
B

2

Target Risk
Likelihood

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

Air quality in Cardiff does not meet statutory requirements set by
legislation and continues to have a detrimental impact on health for
residents and visitors to Cardiff.

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

A
B
C3

C

Andrew Gregory
(Jason Bale)

D
E
1

2

3

Councillor Caro Wild
Strategic Planning & Transport

4

Impact
Target
2022/23
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

What we plan to do to meet target

Monitoring – Update 2020, increased the non-automatic monitoring sites in Cardiff which monitor levels of
nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) to 111 locations. Included in this data are 15 schools across the City, plus TRO projects at
schools to monitor impact of pilot projects on air quality around schools.
There are two live monitoring stations:
• Cardiff Frederick Street: Monitors 24/7 measuring levels of NO2, PM10 & PM2.5, SO2, CO and O3
• Richard’s Terrace, Newport Road: Monitors 24/7 measuring levels of NO2 & PM10
The primary source of the pollution is road transport emissions, particularly diesel vehicle emissions. Cardiff has
4 existing declared Air Quality Management Areas (AQMA’s) all as a result of elevated NO2 concentrations
resulting from road traffic emissions. Local modelling indicates that Castle Street will not be compliant with the
NO2 limit value if no additional interventions are implemented to reduce pollution levels. Air Quality has seen a
significant improvement as a direct impact from COVID 19 and the strict lock down measures in the early part of
the outbreak, Ongoing recovery measures such as the closure of Castle Street has enabled the maintenance of
the reduced air quality concentrations. In other areas levels have increased, but still remain below pre COVID
concentrations. However it must be noted that there are numerous factors which will influence the results
especially meteorological conditions.
• Bus Retrofit scheme grants awarded to Cardiff Bus and Stagecoach, to retrofit 49 buses with latest emission
reducing technology. Project expenditure will carry forward into Q1/Q2 of 2021/22, owing to the timescales for
delivery and installation. Projected that all buses will be completed by the end of August.
• Ph1 City Centre West scheme (Wood St & Central Square) is ongoing.
•Revised modelling for Castle Street, showed further significant air quality benefits from Bus Gate Scheme
compared to initial Clean Air Scheme. This would further improve level of compliance on Castle Street. Results
did not show any significant negative displacement impacts in terms of NO2 concentrations. Further full scale
VDM runs of the model are being undertaken to provide further data and confidence of the revised scheme.
These results will account for mode shift and journey cancellations etc. Further review of longer term impacts of
COVID will also be considered in the updated assessment.
•Welsh Government provided confirmation on the revised Taxi Scheme which consists of two distinct elements.
1) Up to an amount of £6,000 to support the purchase price of full electric vehicles ONLY (Saloon or WAV); and
2) a ringfenced amount to support a WAV lease scheme. These WAV vehicles will be full electric only. The
amount will be used to purchase and manage 15 vehicles. As stated by Welsh Government “These vehicles will
be procured in batches of 5 ensuring that interest can be tested prior to full roll-out (and paused if it becomes
apparent that less than 15 vehicles would be adequate). Work is ongoing to confirm legal requirements to
establish both schemes with a view they are launched early summer 2021.

• 'Implement Clean Air Plan - Implement package of measures detailed
in Final Plan, as per agreed plan and programme, following successful
WG funding award.
• Further assessment on Castle Street to undertake more detailed
modelling on revised scheme. Decision on timeframes of this will need
to be made as could impact on completion date.
• Finalisation of Evaluation Plan following comments from expert panel
on existing proposals.
• Work with Public Health Wales to quantify future health benefits and
improvements from reduced emissions/ NO2 concentrations
• Clean Air Strategy and Action Plan - In developing the Clean Air Plan
the Council has further developed a wider Clean Air Strategy and Action
Plan to satisfy the requirements of LAQM. The strategy includes
measures that will likely provide further AQ improvements including
AQMAs. The roll out of these measures have been delayed by COVID
and are dependent on additional funding sources being available
through any appropriate grant bidding etc.
• Pilot project for implementation of Non Idling Zones, targeted around
schools.
• Living Walls and other Green Infrastructure
• Progression of EV Infrastructure and Council Fleet working with CTS.
• Air Quality Planning Guidance
• Schools Active Travel
• Behavioural Change Promotion, Car Free Day, Clean Air Day etc.
• Bid for One Planet Cardiff funding to initiate Phase 1 of Clean Air
Cardiff Monitoring Network, with a view of establishing 10 near
realtime monitors across city. these will compliment exisiting network
of monitors already installed as a part of the inital Clean Air Plan.

Linked Risks

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
• Implementation Plan for measures (funding dependent)
• Monitoring and Evaluation Plan for Clean Air Plan
• Ongoing monitoring and reporting under LAQM

City Security
A1

C

D
E
1

2

3

A
B

B1

C

D
E

4

1

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

Target Risk
Likelihood

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

Major security-related incident in 'crowded places' as a result of
international or domestic terrorism.

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

2

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

4

1

A
B

Risk Owner(s)

B1
Chris Lee
(Gavin Macho)

C

D
E
1

2

3

Andrew Gregory

4

Impact
Target
N/A
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

What we plan to do to meet target

• All existing identified high-risk, crowded places have been formally assessed
• Some crowded places have an extremely limited and in some cases ‘third party managed’ access control
process to operate them; providing little/no challenge

Potential Impact(s)
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Immediate / Short-Term
• Large numbers of fatalities, injuries to public
• Extensive structural damage and/or collapse of buildings
• Closure of roads having impact on transport network and access
to businesses and properties.
• Damage/disruption to utilities (gas, electricity, water etc.)
• Immediate impact to core business, retail and sporting district in
the centre of Cardiff
Ongoing / Longer Term
• Reputational risk due to a public perception Cardiff is an unsafe
place
• Area viewed as a risk for potential future business investment.
• Inability to attract major future national and international events
(political, sporting etc.)
• Increase in demand for Council services/support for all affected.
• Current economic climate to reduce the effectiveness of any
recovery/regeneration of the area.

Councillor Huw Thomas
Leader

• CONTEST Protect/Prepare Task & Finish Group maintains the City Gateways Public Realm Enhancement
Scheme, with agreed options for suitable PAS 68/69 mitigation for appropriate boundary locations;
referred to as ‘gateways’
• The work done in the city to address security concerns has been predominantly focused on the provision
of physical assets to mitigate against the threat of hostile vehicles
• Areas protected against the threat of hostile vehicles include the Principality Stadium, St Mary Street,
Queen Street, St David's Dewi Sant and Cardiff Bay.
• The Cardiff City Centre Access Control Protocol is currently operating at the heightened response level,
reflecting the UK National Threat Level; permitting vehicles onto the pedestrianised areas within Cardiff
City Centre using strict parameters

• The PSPG Chair has commissioned a Director led review across all
relevant Service areas to assess current operational and tactical
arrangements for City Security to see if they are effective. All
opportunities for improvement to captured and costed.
• The PSPG is broadening its remit by taking on a more
comprehensive portfolio of security issues inclusive of Cyber
Security ,Insider threat and personal security. Training and
development being planned, projects managed at director level.
• Consideration to be given to incorporating structured and
strategic conversations about security and counter terrorism into
pre application stage of major developments.
• The PSPG will try to engage with Government to find funding to
improve and develop Cardiff's security arrangement. Shovel ready
projects ready to go.
• The Cardiff PSPG to reach out to Swansea and Newport so the 3
cities can support each other in the development of best practice.

• Cardiff has led the way in Wales in relation to adopting comprehensive security measures for its City
centre. This has been recognised in the development of new Welsh national structures, the Protective
Security Preparedness Group (PSPG), which follows our historic Protect Group.
• The Cardiff PSPG is chaired by the Chief Executive and meets every 3 months. It has commissioned a
major strategic review of all City Centre Security matters with reference to how existing arrangements will
fit into the new developments coming online.
• The development of the PSPG has constituted in a CONTEST Board review which with new governance is
providing security a growing focus.

Type(s) of Impact
• Service Delivery
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

• Health & Safety
• Partnership
• Community & Environment
• Stakeholder

Linked Risks

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
• National Threat Level and period at level
• No of 'Crowded Places' not protected to PAS 68/69 level

Climate Change & Energy Security

Potential Impact(s)

A1

C

D
E
1

2

3

• Loss of life and risk to life
• Direct damage to property, utilities and critical infrastructure
• Blight of Land and Development
• Disruption to service delivery
• Contamination and disease from flood and sewer water and flood
on contaminated land
• Increase in health issues

A1

C

D
E

4

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

Flood & Storm

A
B

1

Target Risk
Likelihood

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

Cardiff is not able to manage the effects of climate change and
energy security due to lack of future proofing for key (social and
civil) infrastructure and business development.

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

2

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

A
B

B2

C

D
E

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

Andrew Gregory
1

2

3

4

Councillor Michael Michael
Clean Streets, Recycling and
Environment

Impact
Target
2022/23
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

What we plan to do to meet target

The Council has declared a Climate Emergency and instigated a One Planet Cardiff Strategy as its strategic
response to this.

• Develop strategic response to the Climate Emergency Declaration
to incorporate carbon neutral target.

The following specific risk areas have been identified:

• See separate tabs for details

• COASTAL EROSION (see separate tab for details)

• COASTAL EROSION

• FLOODING

• FLOODING

• EXTREME WEATHER
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• Break up of community and social cohesion

• ENERGY SECURITY & DECARBONISATION

• Increase cost of insurance

• BIODIVERSITY

• EXTREME WEATHER
• ENERGY SECURITY & DECARBONISATION
• BIODIVERSITY

• Migration of ecosystems
• Inconsistent energy supply
• Increased costs
• Inability to deliver public services
• Decrease in economic output
• Disruption to the supply of utilities
• Increased fuel poverty

Type(s) of Impact
• Service Delivery
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

• Health & Safety
• Partnership
• Community & Environment
• Stakeholder

Linked Risks
Coastal Erosion
Air Quality
Business Continuity

Linked Documents
https://www.evaccardiff.co.uk/
https://www.cdp.net/en

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
Storm Events that meet silver & gold emergency intervention
Annual number of flooded properties and severity (statutory
reporting)
Energy use / renewable energy production of Cardiff Council

Climate Change - Biodiversity

Potential Impact(s)
• Loss of biodiversity leads to reduction in ecosystem resilience, and
reduction in ecosystem resilience will compromise the provision of
ecosystem services. These are the services or benefits which we
gain from the natural environment.
• Ecosystem services include climate change mitigation and
adaptation.
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• Climate change mitigation includes the sequestration and storage
of carbon by plants, especially long-lived species such as trees.
Reduction of this ecosystem service makes it harder to reduce net
carbon emissions. Annually Cardiff’s trees (not including other
aspects of green infrastructure) provide ecosystem services worth
£3.31 million, of which £1.9 million is in carbon storage and
sequestration (iTree Study, Sept 2018).
• Climate change adaptation services include storm water
attenuation by vegetation and reduction of surface water volume
through evapotranspiration
• Trees, green walls and green roofs allow cooling and shading,
thereby mitigating the urban heat island effect which may become
more prevalent with a warmer climate.

A1

C

D
E
1

2

3

A
B
C

D
E

4

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

A1

1

Target Risk
Likelihood

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

Cardiff is not able to manage the effects of climate change and
energy security due to lack of future proofing for key (social and
civil) infrastructure and business development.

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

2

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

A
B

B2

C

D
E

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

1

2

3

4

Andrew Gregory
(James Clemence/ Simon Gilbert/
Matthew Harris/ Jon Maidment)

Councillor Michael Michael
Clean Streets, Recycling and
Environment

Impact
Target
2022/23
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating
• Launch of One Planet Cardiff: October 2020

What we plan to do to meet target
• Develop Coed Caerdydd Strategy to maximise tree canopy cover
within Cardiff - awaiting funding confirmation

• Developed a Biodiversity and Resilience of Ecosystems Duty Forward Plan, to implement the statutory
duty to seek to maintain and enhance biodiversity and in doing so to promote ecosystem resilience.
• Undertaken an ‘iTree-Eco’ study to look at the value of trees in terms of the ecosystem services that they
provide.
• Working with neighbouring Local Authorities through the Local Nature Partnership Cymru project to
share ideas and best practise for enhancing biodiversity across the City and identifying opportunities for
cross-boundary projects to improve habitat and species connectivity and increase ecosystem resilience.

• Report every three years on the Biodiversity and Resilience of
Ecosystems Duty Forward Plan, and continue to improve the plan as
necessary
• Seek opportunities for partnership working under the 5 main
themes of ther South Wales Area Statement (building resilient
ecosystems, working with water, connecting people with nature,
improving our health, improving our air quality).

• Contributed to the Central South Wales Area Statement recently published by Natural Resources Wales.
• Response to Environmental Scrutiny Task and Finish on Biodiversity Reported for Cabinet November
2020

• Hotter summers also increase risk of aerial pollution through air
stagnation, and green infrastructure can remove certain pollutants
from the air as well as having a cooling effect.
• The National Priorities of the WG Natural Resources Policy include
‘Delivering Nature-based Solutions’. Failure to ensure protection of
biodiversity and ecosystem resilience risks failure to deliver these
nature-based solutions, which include climate change mitatgation
and adaptation.

Type(s) of Impact
• Service Delivery
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

• Health & Safety
• Partnership
• Community & Environment
• Stakeholder

Linked Risks
Coastal Erosion
Air Quality
Business Continuity
Energy decarbonisation

Linked Documents
https://www.evaccardiff.co.uk/
https://www.cdp.net/en

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
Extent of Green Infrastructure in the City.

Climate Change - Energy Security & Decarbonisation

Potential Impact(s)
Energy security (energy efficiency & decarbonisation of supply)
• Inconsistent energy supply
• Increased costs
• Inability to deliver public services
• Decrease in economic output
• Disruption to the supply of utilities
• Increased transport costs
• Increased costs for heating / providing services to buildings
• Increased fuel poverty
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Type(s) of Impact
• Service Delivery
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

• Health & Safety
• Partnership
• Community & Environment
• Stakeholder

B1

C

D
E
1

2

3

4

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

A
B

B2

C

D
E
1

2

Target Risk
Likelihood

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

Cardiff is not able to manage the effects of climate change and
energy security due to lack of future proofing for key (social and
civil) infrastructure and business development.

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

A
B
C2

C

Andrew Gregory
(Gareth Harcombe/ Liz Lambert)

D
E

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

1

2

3

4

Impact
Target
2022/23
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating
Energy security (energy efficiency & decarbonisation of supply)
• Climate Emergency Declared by Council
• Council approved "One Planet Cardiff" Strategy on October 15th 2020 which addresses the Climate
emergency and sets a pathway to a carbon neutral Council by 2030.
• Full consultation process on the One Planet Cardiff Strategy complete.
•Established internal and external partnership and governance boards to steer our response to the climate
emergency.
• Energy efficiency measures being installed through Re-Fit and Salix projects - Now managed by FM
• Phase 2 of Re-Fit project finalised and going through due diligence with Salix funding organisations Schools focus for this tranche
• NPS Consortium approach to purchasing energy to secure best prices - continuing by Economic
Development
• Lamby Way solar farm complete.
• District Heat Network - Funding in place, contractor appointed and Special Purpose Vehicle for delivery
estabished - contruction planned to start in Autumn 2021
• Carbon baselining and impact modelling proces being undertaken to assess progress against One Planet
Cardiff Objectives
• Scoping additional carbon reduction projects for future action as part of the One Planet Cardiff project
• Delivering Low Emission Transport Strategy - approved April 2018 and implementation of action plan
underway
• Scope out and implement additional energy efficiency schemes in residential properties in the city
• Supporting enhancement of publics own resilience through advice and guidance available from EVAC
Cardiff Website, to help them work to reduce their carbon outputs and support carbon capture initiatives
• Reporting on citywide and Council (scope 1 and 2) carbon emissions via the Carbon Disclosure Project to
fulfil our Compact of Mayors commitment

Linked Risks
Coastal Erosion
Air Quality
Business Continuity

Councillor Michael Michael
Clean Streets, Recycling and
Environment

Linked Documents
https://www.evaccardiff.co.uk/
https://www.cdp.net/en

What we plan to do to meet target
Energy security (energy efficiency & decarbonisation of supply)
• Approve a final One Planet Cardiff Strategy with carbon reduction
targets and associated action plan for delivery over the to 2030
• Approve "Mission Statements" to secure low/zero carbon
development and retrofit in the Council's Estate
• Approve a policy position to guide new private sector
development in the city
• Implement the Cardiff District Heat Network
• Deliver a Private Wire connection from the Lamby Way Solar Farm
to the Welsh Water treatment works nearby to help decarbonise
the city's waste water processing activities
• Work with WG Energy Services advisors to assess future
renewable generation and carbon reduction schemes - ongoing as
part of the One Planet Cardiff Project.
• Seek ways to accelerate housing energy efficiency and retrofit
schemes across the city and possibly the region as part of the One
Planet Cardiff project.
• Electric Vehicle strategy - first tranche of residential chargers
delivered and second tranch now finalised. Proposals to convert
council fleet to electric being finalised but now subject to funding
issue due to Covid-19 (was to be CPE funded) - funding bids to be
submitted and discussion with Central Finance on options

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
Energy use / renewable energy production of Cardiff Council

Climate Change - Extreme Weather

Potential Impact(s)
• Loss of life and risk to life
• Damage to infrastructure & utilities
• Service delivery
• Increase in health related issues including air quality
• Blight of development
• Migration of ecosystems

A1

C

D
E
1

2

3

A
B

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

B2

C

D
E

4

1

2

Target Risk
Likelihood

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

Cardiff is not able to manage the effects of climate change and
energy security due to lack of future proofing for key (social and
civil) infrastructure and business development.

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

A
B
C2

C

Andrew Gregory
(EMU/Gary Brown)

D
E

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

1

2

3

4

Councillor Michael Michael
Clean Streets, Recycling and
Environment

Impact
Target
2022/23
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

What we plan to do to meet target

The Council has declared a Climate Emergency

Extreme Heat

Extreme Heat

• Develop a 20 year heat mitigation strategy for the city. Working
with partner agencies and commercial stakeholders to support
development of heat reduction programmes.

• Working with Partners in the LRF to warn them of anticipated heatwave impacts upon vulnerable groups
and support response to such a risk

Extreme Cold/ Snow

• Engage with Welsh Government with in WLGA, and PSB to ensure
consistent support in managing this risk ensuring the planning
process works for all stakeholders to ensure we develop sustainable
planning strategy's for future developments, planning the
management of this risk

• Implementation of Council's Cold Weather Response Plans

Extreme Cold/ Snow

• Winter Service review undertaken to consider the potential impact of Covid-19

• Investigate further whether external assistance can be utilised/is
available to build future resilience.

• Supporting the enhancement of the publics own resilience through advice and guidance available form
the EVAC Cardiff Website
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• Due to the challenges of Covid 19, the concentration has been on building resiliance into the Winter
Service. Covid 19 represents a high risk to staff resource due to illness and the requirements of isolation.
Although the required training and staff rotas have been put in place, further work is ongoing to provide
resiliance should resources be severly hit by the pandemic. However, it must be recognised that there is a
limited available resource with the required skillsets within the authority and although investigations as to
whether external assistance can be utilised/is available is ongoing, the potential for service disruption
cannot be ruled out.
The winter so far has been demanding due to long periods of sub zero road temperatures but the winter
service has continued to be delivered despite the adverse effets of Covid 19 on resources. The risk
however remains for disruption to the service as detailed above.
The position for Q4 remained the same as Q3, challenging weather conditions and resource pressures but
the service was delivered in line with statutory requirements. The winter service was extended by 2 weeks
to the 18/4/21 due to unseasonally cold overnight temperatures.

Type(s) of Impact
• Service Delivery
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

• Health & Safety
• Partnership
• Community & Environment
• Stakeholder

Linked Risks
Coastal Erosion
Air Quality
Business Continuity

Linked Documents
https://www.evaccardiff.co.uk/
https://www.cdp.net/en

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk

Climate Change - Flooding

Potential Impact(s)

B1

C

D
E
1

2

3

• Direct damage to property, utilities and critical infrastructure
• Blight of Land and Development
• Disruption to service delivery
• Contamination and disease from flood and sewer water and flood
on contaminated land
• Increase in health issues
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• Break up of community and social cohesion
• Increase cost of insurance

B2

C

D
E

4

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

Flood & Storm
• Loss of life and risk to life

A
B

1

2

Target Risk
Likelihood

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

Cardiff is not able to manage the effects of climate change and
energy security due to lack of future proofing for key (social and
civil) infrastructure and business development.

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

A
B
C2

C

D
E

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

1

2

3

4

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating
Flood & Storm

Flood & Storm
• Working with partners within the Local Resilience Forum (LRF) to support the management of this risk
including supporting the emergency response to this risk

The following actions are ongoing:

• Supporting the enhancement of the publics own resilience through advice and guidance available form
the EVAC Cardiff Website

• Develop new iteration of the Flood RIsk Management Plan

• Implementation of Schedule 3 of the Flood and Water Management Act 2010 requires all new
development over 100m2 to implement sustainable drainage, resilient to flooding

• Health & Safety
• Partnership
• Community & Environment
• Stakeholder

Linked Risks
Coastal Erosion
Air Quality
Business Continuity

• Develop new iteration of the Local Flood Management Strategy

• Develop enhanced engagement programme with partners
supporting the public in enhancing their own resilience
• Improve communication on what to do in a flood and raise
awareness of risk

• Currently introducing Flood Incident Management software to provide better understanding of spatial
distribution of flood events filtered by source, and determine priority areas for future flood alleviation
schemes to be implemented (subject to WG funding bid opportunities). Funding bids have been submitted
and grant funding now awarded for 20/21 for Business Justification Cases for a number of these schemes.

Type(s) of Impact

What we plan to do to meet target

The Council has declared a Climate Emergency

• Applications to WG have been successful for further grant funding in year and in 2021/22 to support
studies and implementation of localised flood preventions schemes.

• Service Delivery
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

Councillor Michael Michael
Clean Streets, Recycling and
Environment

Impact
Target
2022/23
Reduction Date

• Development of Flood Risk Management Strategy

• Migration of ecosystems

Andrew Gregory
(Gary Brown/ David Brain
James Clemence/ Stuart
Williams)

Linked Documents
https://www.evaccardiff.co.uk/
https://www.cdp.net/en

• Improve the service provided by the SuDS Approval Body (SAB)
• Deliver guidance to increase standards and ease of development
• Asset management - Delivery of Flood Management and Coastal
Improvement Schemes and rationalise/ prioritise gully maintenance
schedule based on the outputs of the Flood Incident Management
software. Ongoing CCTV and asset capture work taking place in
drainage networks to review high risk areas.

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
Storm Events that meet silver & gold emergency intervention
Annual number of flooded properties and severity (statutory
reporting)
Energy use / renewable energy production of Cardiff Council

Coastal Erosion

B1

C

D
E
1

2

3

A
B

B2

C

D
E

4

1

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q3 2020/21

2

Target Risk
Likelihood

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

Breach of current defences resulting in widespread flooding
(current defences are ad hoc and are in a very poor condition)

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

A
B
C2

C

Andrew Gregory
(Gary Brown/ David Brain)

D
E
1

2

3

4

Impact
Target
2022/23
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

Potential Impact(s)
• Continued coastal erosion along the coast threatening the Rover
Way Traveller site and critical infrastructure including Rover Way
and the Rover Way/Lamby Way roundabout
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• Erosion to two decommissioned landfill sites, with risk of releasing
landfill material into the Severn Estuary and having significant
environmental impacts
• Flood risk to 1,116 residential and 72 non-residential properties
over 100 years, including risk to life, property, infrastructure and
services
• N.B. the predicted rates of erosion threaten the Rover Way
Travellers Site and the adjacent electrical substation within 5 years,
and further release of large volumes of unknown tip material from
the Frag Tip into the Severn Estuary.

We will be designing & delivering an effective coastal flood
protection scheme as a matter of priority.

Coastal Defence Scheme:
• The Flood Risk Management Team are undertaking detailed design for the coastal defence scheme.

Detailed design and full business case ongoing
Keysteps:

• The necessary works are holistic and cannot be phased. Therefore the residual risk rating cannot be
lowered until the completed construction of the coastal defence scheme in its entirety.
•The inundation risk will be improved by implementing the coastal defence scheme. The scheme will
provide defence for a 1 in 200 year severe weather event, plus an allowance for climate change influence
of 40%.
• The total costs associated with the Design, Early Contractor Engagement and Construction phases have
been estimated at £10.9m (Welsh Government 75% funding = £8.2m and CCC 25% funding = £2.7m)
• Formal application has been submitted to Welsh Government (WG) under the WG Coastal Risk
Management Programme and development of the Detailed Design and Full Business Case (FBC) for the
coastal defence scheme was programmed for completion in May 2020, however this has been impacted by
Covid-19.
• Ground Investigation commenced February 2020. Due to Covid 19 restrictions, ground investigations
were postponed during March 2020.

Type(s) of Impact
•Strategic
• Service Delivery

What we plan to do to meet target

• Incident management arrangements are in place, which whilst not preventative, represent a level of
emergency management for a flood and coastal erosion risk event occurring in a significant storm event.

• Work ongoing with Emergency Management to formulate interim measures.

• Health & Safety
• Health
• Reputational
• Financial

Councillor Michael Michael
Clean Streets, Recycling and
Environment

Linked Risks
Climate Change risks

• Completion date for detailed design and Full Business Case (FBC)
anticipated late 2021 (TBC following review of the Ground
Investigation and the delays related to Covid 19).
• Full Business Case to be submitted to Welsh Government for
approval & funding confirmation. Detailed design has commenced
follwing completion of the GI.
• Tender scheme promptly following support from Welsh
Government. Contract will be developed as part of detailed design
process to support tender process.
Extensions for timescales due to Covid 19 delays, and complexities
of the ground conditions and therefore design, have been agreed
with WG - funding for FBC has been increased to cover additional
costs (plus WG grant % increase) and extended to 16 March 2022.
• Anticipated construction starting 2022, subject to the above, with
completion 2024.

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
• Award of contract for detailed design and Full Business Case - achieved
• Completion of detailed design and Full Business Case by May 2020 & submitted to WG
• Delivery programme of coastal protection scheme

Brexit

Despite a deal being finalised, the UK’s departure from the EU will bring
change for organisations of every size and sector, and uncertainty remains
regarding its impact. No major member state has ever left the EU before;
there is little precedent for the situation in which we find ourselves and
therefore it is important that we keep in place our relevant plans and
mitigations for the foreseeable future.
The Council will need to prepare for regulatory adjustment and economic
disruption, as changes are phased in over time, which will impact how we
do business, future growth and development and ultimately the role of the
Council in meeting local need.
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Potential Impact(s)

Watching Brief Required:
• Impact on Council supply chains (including delays and price increases)
• Citizens and Community Cohesion
- Increases of tension/ hate crime
• Emergency Management
- Responding to civil contingencies/ major disruption (potential for food
shortages, disruption to water supply (infrastructure) and fuel shortages)
- Shortage/ loss of key supplies
• Preparedness of local businesses for changes to trade (of both goods and services)
with the EU/ economic disruption
Short-term Issues Identified:
• Citizens and Community Cohesion
- Implementing the EU Settlement Scheme (the deadline to apply to the scheme is
30 June 2021)
Medium to Long-term Issues Identified:
• Regulatory adjustment
• Labour Market and Council Staff
• Impact on Public Finances – Central Government and Welsh Government Analysis
suggests that as a result of Brexit, the economy is Wales likely to be up to around
10% smaller than otherwise over the long-term.
• The future of regional funding (the future UK Shared Prosperity Fund)
• Investment, Trade and Industrial Strategies

A1

C

D
E
1

2

• Health & Safety
• Partnership
• Community & Environment
• Stakeholder

B2

C

D
E

4

1

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

2

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

4

1

A
B

Risk Owner(s)

B3

C
Paul Orders
(Senior Management Team)

D
E
1

2

3

4

Councillor Huw Thomas
Leader
(Brexit)

Impact
Target
Dependent on
Reduction Date external factors

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

What we plan to do to meet target

General Activity:
On 23 July 2020, the Council’s Resilience Unit coordinated a Council-wide exercise to update the Council’s Brexit
Issues Register. Each Directorate reviewed its wider Brexit preparedness, noting the impact of COVID-19, along
with refreshed mitigative actions. A particular focus was given to supply chains/ ensuring continuity of supply.

Moving forward, work will be undertaken to understand the
implications of the UK-EU Trade and Cooperation Agreement. Brexit
issues will continue to be monitored and mitigations updated,
ensuring that the Council is alert and ready to respond to new
arrangements/ any potential disruption.

Additionally, on 18 November 2020, the Council’s Resilience Unit held a council-wide briefing, to alert all Silver
Officers to the challenges of the upcoming winter, and encourage a further review of Business Continuity Plans.
In order to stay ahead of emerging issues such as Brexit, each Directorate’s Duty Silver Officer is currently
required to complete a report each day, by 6pm, to note any issues and ensure an appropriate/ timely response.
This reporting began on 23 November 2020 and will continue for the foreseeable future.
As the details of the trade deal are analysed, the Brexit Issues Register will be amended to reflect its
implications; the issues will continue to be monitored and mitigations updated.
Each Directorate has a Brexit Liaison Officer who is responsible for monitoring Brexit/ the Brexit Issues Register
in their area. A Cardiff Council Brexit Bulletin is provided to Brexit Liaison Officers every 2 weeks, to ensure that
they are aware of the latest information and updates. Furthermore, regular meetings are held between the
Council’s Resilience Unit and Brexit Liaison Officers, to ensure any issues are raised.
EU Settlement Scheme:
A programme of engagement in Cardiff has seen good uptake of the EU Settlement Scheme (EUSS). 19,790
applications have been made to the EUSS as of 31 December 2020. Based on our original estimates of 21,00025,000 EU Nationals, an estimated 79.16 - 94.24% of eligible Cardiff residents have therefore now applied to the
EUSS, with six months remaining before the closing date.
An internal review has identified Children Looked After who need to apply to the EUSS and cases are being
progressed with legal advice and the support of named Social Workers. Cases are tracked through a case register
managed by Policy & Partnerships, to ensure compliance with statutory responsibilities in relation to the
scheme. A register of adults supported by Adult Services who may need to apply to the EUSS has also been
completed and a case management approach will be implemented to ensure the progression of EUSS
applications across this cohort as required.

Type(s) of Impact
• Service Delivery
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

3

A
B

Target Risk
Likelihood

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

From 11pm on 31 January 2020, the UK legally ceased to be a member of
the EU, with the Withdrawal Agreement entered into force and a transition
period commenced up until the end of December 2020. The UK formally
left the 11-month transition period on 31 December 2020, to begin trading
on the terms outlined in the agreed Trade and Cooperation Agreement
(TCA). This represents a significant change for the UK.

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description
The risk that Brexit (and any subsequent decisions) will create severe
disruption to the City and hinder its ability to continue to deliver effective
services and maintain community cohesion.

Linked Risks
Business Continuity

To report real-time Brexit disruption requiring an immediate
response, Duty Silver Officers have been asked to use the command
and control system already in place, as outlined in the Council’s
Major Incident Plan. The Council will continue to monitor the major
developments and focus on areas where local action may be
required:
Citizens and Community Cohesion
The Council will continue to promote the EU Settlement Scheme in
communities with high levels of EU migrants, as well as progress the
applications of both Children Looked After and Adults within Social
Care. Engagement is ongoing with Welsh and UK Governments to
ensure an alignment of messaging and of advice on support
pathways available.
Support for Local Businesses
The UK’s departure from the EU will bring change for organisations
of every size and sector, regardless of a ‘deal’ being agreed.
Businesses need to take action if they: import or export; transfer
personal data; provide services or operate in the EU; are involved
with intellectual property or copyright; and/or employ EU citizen
staff. In order to support businesses, the Council is implementing a
three tiered communications approach (national, regional and
local), alongside continuing to push a signposting service, including
to UK Government/ Welsh Government support and guidance.

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
• High level economic indicators - GDP, GVA
• Unemployment levels, particularly in key services/sectors
• Hate Crime statistics
• Numbers enrolled in settlement scheme

Performance Management

The Council must therefore maintain a focus on the Key
Performance Indicators it has identified within the Corporate Plan
as a pointer to overall organisational success. The Council must also
ensure that more granular indicators of performance- the Council's
Core Data which is managed by individual Directorates- are
established and monitored to provide more detailed insight into the
drivers of corporate performance.
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Changes to the Statutory Performance Requirementshave been set
out in Local Government Bill and work is being undertaken to
ensure the requiremnets are embedded in theCouncil's
performance regime.

B2

C

D
E
1

2

3

A
B
C

D
E

4

D2
1

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

2

Target Risk
Likelihood

Performance Management arrangements are essential for
discharging statutory requirements, delivering the administration's
priorities and ensuring Council core business is delivered effectively.
Weak corporate performance management arrangements heighten
the risk of poor performance, service failure, financial overspend or
legal non-compliance going unidentified, unchallenged and
unresolved.

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

The risk that the Council's Performance Management arrangements
do not achieve their stated purpose.

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

A
B
C

D
E

Sarah McGill
(Gareth Newell)

D2
1

2

3

4

Councillor Chris Weaver
Finance, Modernisation and
Performance

Impact
Target
N/A
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

What we plan to do to meet target

• The Corporate Plan for 2021/24 has been published following detailed engagement sessions with Cabinet
and SMT, chaired by the Leader. The approach included an enhanced data visualisation process, to more
effectively present key organisational performance data. A weekly Covid Management Dashboard has also
been developed to monitor key data sets relating to pandemic management, which is accessible to Cabinet
Member and the Council's Senior Management Team.

• Publish an end of year performance review by July 2021 and
develop an updated Planning and Delivery Framework that
responds to the new requirements set out in the Local Government
and Elections Bill and the recommendations of the internal audit
work.

• An internal audit of compliance with the Future Generations Act provided an assessment of "effective
with opportunity for improvement". This follows on from the internal audit of performance managent
which also provided an "effective with opportunity for improvement" assurance assessment, and the
recommedations will be responded to as part of a revised performance management framework being
developed in response to the new performance requirements of the Local Government and Elections Act.

Potential Impact(s)

• The strategic and corporate level changes do not have the
intended impact because they are not fully embedded in
operational practices
• Council unable to accelerate performance improvement as
planned/desired

Type(s) of Impact
• Service Delivery
• Reputational
• Stakeholder

Linked Risks

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
Quarterly monitoring of corporate plan indicators (108) provide a pointer to organisational
health and corporate performance. Corporate Plan indicators are also risk assessed as part of
the performance monitoring process.

Budget Monitoring (Control)
A1

C

D
E
1

2

3

A
B
C2

C

D
E

4

1

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

2

Target Risk
Likelihood

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

Failure to achieve the budget set, inclusive of budgeted spend and
savings across Directorates, with increased use of emergency
finance measures and the unplanned drawdown of reserves.

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

A
B
C

D
E

Chris Lee
(Ian Allwood)

D2
1

2

3

4

Impact
Target
Q4 2021/22
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

What we plan to do to meet target

• Clear financial procedure rules setting out roles and responsibilities for budget management are in place.

2021/22 and the Medium Term
• Put in place a risk assessed report on Capital Spend and timescale
of completion

• Due diligence has been undertaken in claiming to the Hardship Fund. The support from Welsh
Government in the form of Local Authority Hardship Claims has equated to circa £51m for the full year,
Additional Costs, and circa £40m for lost income for the full year.

Potential Impact(s)
• Inability to balance spend against budget, for the financial year
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• Requirement to implement emergency measures to reduce
spending during the financial year thus adversely impacting on
ability to meet Corporate Plan objectives
• Requirement to draw down from General Reserves at the year
end

Councillor
Chris Weaver
Finance, Modernisation and
Performance

• Claim Process on a quarterly basis and a sign off process is in place to mitigate against the risk of any
payback requirement at a future point.
• Claims for loss of income are adjusted for those costs that can be avoided. Claims are also reviewed to
ensure they reflect the reality of the time claimed and where applicable adjustments to pay back are made
in a timely fashion. As the year progresses the uncertainty of amounts has diminished but the need for
evidenced forecasts remain.

• Maintain an appropriate level of due diligence in respect to
Hardship Grant Claims in order to reduce the risk of significant
under / over claiming
• Ensure all Directorate Risk Registers capture the key financial risks
and they are reported through as part of the financial monitoring
process.

• The Directorate Position is likely to improve as more certainty of support from Welsh Government is
received.
• The Corporate Director of Resources, Chief Executive and Cabinet Members have held challenge
meetings throughout the year 2020/21 to ensure there is a focus on understanding any impending financial
matters and any mitigations needed to be put in place in order to improve / maintain the respective
Directorate financial position where appropriate. This is with a view to gaining an understanding of the
likely financial position and the matters that require addressing.
• Full financial monitoring process is in place for month 3 to 11 of the financial year including achievement
of budget savings.

Type(s) of Impact
• Service Delivery
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

• Stakeholder

Linked Risks
Financial Resilience

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
• Monthly Directorate Monitoring reports detailing likely outturn position and performance
against savings accepted
• Review of use of earmarked reserves and balances - Half Yearly
• Amount of Hardship Support claimed successfully

Financial Resilience

• The current outlook is that there is a Budget Gap of £85 million for
the period 2022/24 to 2025/26.

Potential Impact(s)
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• Failing to meet statutory obligations and potential for service
delivery to be adversely affected.
• Reaching the point where a s114 notice is required to be issued by
the S151 Officer.
• Reputational damage to the Council.
• Needing to draw down significant unplanned amounts from
reserves.
• Levels of borrowing become unsustainable.
• Inability to progress policy initiatives.
• Inability to manage adverse external factors - e.g. adverse
settlements, WG rent policy etc.
• Financial constraints and budget proposals result in unintended
consequences such as increased instances of non-compliance and
financial impropriety.
• Requirement for significant savings at short notice that are
therefore not identified in a coherent, strategic way and which
impact on service delivery.
• Level of borrowing limits the ability of future generations to take
forward new priorities.

A1

C

D
E
1

2

3

4

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

A
B

B2

C

D
E
1

2

Target Risk
Likelihood

• Lack of appropriate mechanisms to identify and manage
unexpected financial liabilities.

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

• Failure to deliver a balanced annual budget and a fully informed
Medium Term Financial Plan.

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

A
B
C2

C

Chris Lee
(Ian Allwood)

D
E
1

2

3

4

Councillor
Chris Weaver
Finance, Modernisation and
Performance

Impact
Target
Q3 2021/22
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

What we plan to do to meet target

2021/22 and Medium Term
• Regular monitoring to understand the in-year position and gain early insight into emerging risks that need
to be factored into the MTFP work.
• Engaging and working in partnership with directorates during the budget process to ensure that budget
proposals and services are deliverable within timescales and quantum (revenue and capital)
• Mechanisms in place such as Treasury Management Reserve and Financial Resilience Mechanism in order
to dampen the impact of a worse than anticipated financial climate / settlements.
• Preparation of Prudential Indicators and a local affordability indicator to help assess the affordability,
prudence and sustainability of the capital programme and associated levels of borrowing
• Close alignment with Corporate Plan objectives, to ensure resources are allocated appropriately, and that
longer term financial savings are developed in enough time to be realised.
• Regular review of contingent assets and liabilities, and provisions to ensure the Council has adequate
cover for emerging liabilities.
• Robust monitoring of the impact of C19 to ensure all eligible items have been claimed in- year.
• An approved TM Strategy to mitigate risk - incorporates borrowing at fixed rates to reduce exposure to
future interest rate fluctuations
• A Major Projects accountancy function supporting the identification of key risks / financial issues in
relation to large schemes.
• Maintaining approach to robust financial control mechanisms and strengthening complex / areas of risk
through training e.g. VAT.

2021/22 and the Medium Term
• Continue work on establishing the financial implications to services
both in the short, medium and long term because of the impact of the
Covid 19 crisis.
• Continue to refresh assumptions at key stages as relevant
information becomes available.
• Consider and take any opportunities to increase earmarked reserves
in order to provide first line of defence against financial shocks.
• Review corporate approach to business case development, approval
and post project monitoring to ensure expenditure assumed to pay for
itself can do so over its expected life.
• Strengthening links between financial planning and asset
management strategies, which consider the current condition of assets
and future requirements.
• Identify clear, detailed plans and timescale for delivery of capital
receipts targets.
• Enhance focus on a multi-year position (recognising limitations where
settlement information is for one year only.)
• Review approach to governance and financial monitoring of special
purpose vehicles to ensure liabilities and any financial guarantees are
understood and are appropriate.
• Undertake Self-Assessment against the CIPFA FM code and Balance
Sheet Review and implement any findings or recommendations, which
provide further financial resilience.
• Confirm approach and reporting of commercial investments as part of
standard monitoring processes and reports.

Linked Risks
Budget Monitoring (Control)

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk

Type(s) of Impact
• Service Delivery
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

• Stakeholder

• Financial Snapshot which highlights historical & current performance with regards budget monitoring, achievability of savings, levels of borrowing, and financial ratios.
• Outturn vs Budget: Main budget lines under or overspend as a % of budgeted expenditure.
• Delivery of planned savings: Total (£) unachieved planned savings as a % of total (£) planned savings.
• Use of reserves: 1) Ratio of useable reserves to Net Revenue Budget (NRB), 2) Amount of useable reserves used to balance budget as % of NRB.
• Council tax: 1) Council tax and other income as % of NRB, 2) Council tax collection rates (in-year actual).
• Borrowing: 1) Total commercial investment income as % of total net general fund budget, 2) Total (£) commercial investments and (£ plus%) amount funded from borrowing, 3)
Borrowing related to commercial investments as % of General Fund total borrowing, 4) Capital interest costs and MRP as a proportion of NRB.
• Performance against Budget Timetable.
• Frequency / timeliness of engagement with SMT/Cabinet.
• Proportion of Savings Proposals in Realised or at Delivering stage.
• Section 151 Officer Statement in respect of capital strategy, adequacy of reserves and other statutory commentary.

Fraud, Bribery & Corruption

B2

C

D
E
1

2

3

4

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

A
B
C

D
E

D2
1

2

Target Risk
Likelihood

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

Fraud, financial impropriety or improper business practices increase
as internal controls are weakened as resources become severely
stretched.

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

A
B
C

D
E

Chris Lee
(Ian Allwood)

D3
1

2

3

4

Impact
Target
2022/23
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

Potential Impact(s)
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• Increase in frauds and losses to the Council
• Reputational risk as more frauds are reported
• Increased time investigating suspected fraud cases impacting on
capacity

Type(s) of Impact
• Service Delivery
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

• Stakeholder

• The Council communicates a zero tolerance approach to fraud, bribery and corruption.
• Regular review of relevant policies and procedures e.g. the Fraud, Bribery and Corruption Policy, Anti-Money
Laundering Policy and Disciplinary Policy.
• Financial Procedure Rules and Contract Standing Orders and Procurement Rules and training.
• National Fraud Initiative data matching exercises in collaboration with the Cabinet Office and Audit Wales.
• Receipt and dissemination of fraud intelligence alerts from law enforcement agencies.
• Regular reports to the Section 151 Officer, Governance and Audit Committee, Portfolio Cabinet Member and
the Chief Executive.
• Governance and Audit Committee review of the risk management, internal control and corporate governance
arrangements of the authority.
• Independent assurance from Internal and External Audit on the effectiveness of governance, risk and control.
• Briefings developed and disseminated to Schools on fraud and control risks.
• Provision of disciplinary management information on DigiGOV.
• Mandatory disciplinary e-learning module for all managers to complete and a programme of mandatory elearning modules and training for Disciplinary Hearing Chairs, Investigating Officers and Presenting Officers.
• Fraud Publicity Strategy, to publicise the Council’s approach to counter fraud work / sanction activity and
explain the roles and responsibilities of key parties.
• Counter-Fraud and Corruption Strategy approved by Cabinet in July 2019, with associated Fraud Awareness
eLearning rolled out to all pc users commencing.
• Face-to-Face Fraud Awareness training delivered to officers and headteachers in quarter 3 and school
governors in quarter 4 2019/20.
• Participation in International Fraud Awareness week commenced in November 2019, undertaken annually
thereafter.
• Investigation Team participation in SMAS triangulation exercise, commenced in quarter 3 2019/20.
• Investigation Team provision of investigation and counter-fraud advice, guidance and support to Directorates
as required.
• SMT participation in fraud tracker and assessment commenced January 2020, with commitment to full
exercise at least annually.
• Revised 'Anti-Money Laundering Policy' approved by Cabinet in Q3 2020/21 and eLearning rolled out to
officers with key roles and those working in high-risk areas.
• ‘Authorisation and Protocol Requirements for Review of Work Activities’ approved by Cabinet in Q4 2020/21.

Linked Risks

Councillor
Chris Weaver
Finance, Modernisation and
Performance

What we plan to do to meet target
• Development of an Internet Investigation Procedure.
• Review the suite of Counter-Fraud Operational Policies alongside
the review of the Council’s Disciplinary Policy commencing 2021/22.
• Monitoring and reporting completion rates of mandatory fraud
awareness training and anti-money laundering training.

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
• Mandatory Fraud Awareness eLearning completion and face-toface attendance rates
• Anti-Money Laundering eLearning completion rates
• Delivery of Fraud Awareness week campaign annually
• Delivery of Policy updates in accordance with associated targets
• Delivery of mandatory investigating officer training and the note
taker training
• Timely completion of casework and investigations
• Provision of timely investigation and counter-fraud advice,
guidance and support to Directorates
• Adherence to the NFI Security Policy and annual completion of
compliance forms

Information Governance
A1

C

D
E
1

2

3

4

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

Potential Impact(s)
Leads to the Information Commissioner issuing notices of noncompliance
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These could consist of:
• A "Stop Now" Order which would mean that no personal data
could be processes by the Council in its entirety
• An Information Notice which would mean that a service would
have to provide information in a very limited period thereby
impacting on service delivery
• A Decision Notice could be issued as a result of non compliance
with an FOI/EIR request which would require information disclosure
• Undertaking which requires an Action Plan of Remedial Measures
which would be subject to ICO Audit
• Enforcement Notice requires immediate improvement action to
be put in place
• Financial Penalty up to £17.5 million for Higher Level Tier and
£8 million for Lower Level Tier breaches of the Data Protection Act.
• Compensation unlimited liability claims for damages as a result of
a data breach from individuals.

A
B
C

D D1
E
1

2

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

A
B
C

D
E

Chris Lee
(Dean Thomas)

D2
1

2

3

4

Councillor
Chris Weaver
Finance, Modernisation and
Performance

Impact
Target
Q2 2021/22
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

What we plan to do to meet target

• Annual updating of Information Governance Processes, Policies and Strategies with a focus on
communication of content in order to mitigate risk of data breaches / transgressions occurring due to lack
of knowledge.
• Gold level assurance achieved through the annual Cyber Security Plus ISAME Accreditation in order to
mitigate likelihood of cyber security breaches due to out dated knowledge.
• Processes established through procurement and ICT acquisition processes to ensure Data Protection
Impact Assessments are completed if personal data is being processed, including Data Processing
Agreement with third party contractors. This helps to reduce the incidence of cases that arise after
procurement and implementation
• A corporate Information Asset Register, details personal data assets held by each Council directorate and
enables. This enables the cOunci lto respond to requests for infomration or enquiries in a more timely
manner.
• Service Level Agreements in place where Cardiff Council is the Data Controller for regional services,
including Rent Smart Wales, National Adoption Service and Cardiff Capital City Deal to ensure clear steps in
dealing with multi agency requests.
• Information Governance Maturity Model established to monitor risks against areas of information
governance to feed into corporate risk status.
• The Digitalisation of Paper Records Strategy and associated business process changes is in place with
alternative delivery contracts in place to support increased paper storage demands.
• Data Protection e-learning training released with an extended period for completion during 2020/21 and
compliance reports are regularly issued.
• An Information Governance Champions Group has been established and received monitoring reports and
provides a means for escalation of issues to improve compliance. The Group of IG Champions will be
responsible for monitoring and reporting IG compliance into the Information Governance & Security Board

• Conduct a review of all directorates Information Asset Registers to
ensure that these are accurate and up to date which will reduce the
impact or likelihood of a data transgression.

Type(s) of Impact
• Service Delivery
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

Target Risk
Likelihood

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

Information handled inappropriately leaves the Council exposed to
intervention and financial penalties issued by the Information
Commissioner (ICO). This includes information held by Cardiff
Schools.

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

• Further staff awareness sessions on Information Governance
communicating the need to comply with policies and highlighting
the responsibilities of staff and managers.
• Build on the work initiated with Information Governance
Champions and implement a set of activities over 2021/22 with a
particular focus on high likelihood risks.
• Initiate a review of the Council's Publication Scheme to determine
next steps for continued assurance and ensuring material is up to
date and fit for purpose against the risks.

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk

• Stakeholder

Linked Risks

• Suite of IG Indicators
• No. of ICO correspondence
• No. of FOI / SAR Requests
• No. of individuals trained on GDPR modules

Cyber Security

Monitoring - the volumes of systems, applications and audit logs do
not lend themselves to easily assess how and when systems are
being used, leading to an ineffective response to deliberate attacks
or accidental user activity
Secure Configuration - Increased risk from malware and
ransomware.
Corporate Cloud Security - 2018 Internal Audit identified contract,
SLA and service management weaknesses in externally hosted
services

Potential Impact(s)
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The intent of cyber attackers includes, but is not limited to:
• financial fraud;
• information theft or misuse,
• activist causes to render computer systems intolerable and to
disrupt critical infrastructure and vital services.
The impact of a cyber-attack / incident has the potential to involve
the realisation of the risks associated with:
• An information governance breach (i.e. Stop Now Order,
Information Notice, Enforcement Notice, Financial Penalty etc.)
• A business continuity incident – with a potential for major loss of
service and legal, health and safety and financial implications.
• A financial / fraud related attack.
A malicious attack could result in loss of confidence from those
transacting with the Council (reputation), as well as legal, asset,
system, operational and financial implications.
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E
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3

A
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1

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

• Health & Safety
• Stakeholder

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

A
B
C

4

1

Chris Lee
(Phil Bear)

D D1
E
1

2

3

4

Councillor
Chris Weaver
Finance, Modernisation and
Performance

Impact
Target
2022/23
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

What we plan to do to meet target

Monitoring
• Log analysis is undertaken on a prioritised basis with incident reporting to ISB and discussed with IAO risk of vulnerabilities could be further mitigated with additional resourcing for log monitoring - this is under
continual review
Secure Configuration
• Corporate - Procurement of replacement devices and outdated applications
• Above will facilitate management review of cost of replacement and enable greater planning of
replacements.
• ICT: Early and clear notification to service and systems owners of when solution will need replacing or
upgrading.
• ICT: Tougher stance on removing or blocking systems and services that are not fully supported by
suppliers and as such may pose a risk to security and compliance.
• ICT Malware / Ransomware Risk Report has been submitted for review by ICT Management.
Corporate Cloud Security
• Maturing PIA & CIA process used to assess risks to data and technology solutions
• Independent assessment and certification of the council's IT security posture via the National Cyber
Security Centre (NCSC) Cyber Essentials Plus scheme
• Independent assessment and certification of the Council's Information Governance (GDPR/Data
Protection) posture via the ISAME Governance scheme, awarded at the highest level of Gold
• Staff Cyber Security training programme rolled out to all staff to give guidance on threats and how to
spot

Linked Risks

Type(s) of Impact

2

Risk Owner(s)

The principal controls for the high risk areas are as follows:

Information Governance

• Service Delivery
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

C1

D
E

4

Target Risk
Likelihood

Three of the eleven areas of a Cyber Security assessment
underpinning the corporate risk have been identified as high risk as
follows:

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

There are 11 areas of potential risk within the National Cyber
Security Centre cyber risk model. Of these, nine are assessed as well
controlled within the Council

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

• ICT and Information Governance (IG) Teams to continue to liaise
with FM for physical security assurances and to promote an incident
reporting culture.
• To ensure strong ICT security, monitoring and cloud security
controls:
- ICT lifecycle and notification targets are being monitored and
managed through the ‘ICT Platforms’ risk actions
- Collaboration between ICT and IG to develop and map current ICT
system providers in phased development of an Information Asset
Register
- Privacy Impact Assessment / Cloud Impact Assessments to be
reviewed to ensure compliance with the requirements of the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) Action Plan being
managed by the Information Governance Team
- Governance and management requirements to be formalised for
periodic and systematic review of all ICT systems.
• SIRO to review / consider Cloud Infrastructure to ensure:
- Assurance of effective governance and management
- Resource, risk appetite and outcomes required
- Education of business systems owners in risk and management of
cloud based services.

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
• Threat intelligence from National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), including national posture
and guidance via the National Cyber Security Strategy/Programme
• Threats and risks highlighted by NCSC Cyber Security Information Sharing Partnership (CiSP),
Cymru WARP (Warning, Advice and Reporting Point) and Welsh Government/WLGA
• General UK posture and issues raised in national and local media
• Number of compromises - breaches are monitored, investigated and reported back via
Information Security Board and where applicable the ICO
• Monthly reporting of number of virus attacks via email blocked

Business Continuity
Description

Inherent Risk

Residual (Current) Risk

Target Risk

Risk Owner(s)

B1

C

D
E
1

2

3

• Health and Safety – potential impact on staff and on the public
relying on our most, time sensitive, critical services
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• Legal action -Failure of key services could lead to Legal action
against the council
• Financial - Failure of key services could led to significant financial
cost both in terms of Ombudsman action and Enforcement action
from regulatory bodies, as well as individual legal action against the
corporate body where service failure leads to legal action against us
from private claimants
• Reputational - Impact on key services to the public could lead to
significant reputational damage to the organisation
• Stakeholder – Impact on key stakeholders as result of failure
• Service delivery – Potential significant impact on service delivery
to the public, impact of key services could lead to significant
impacts to the public and the corporate body un delivering its
services

• Health & Safety
• Stakeholder

D D1
E
1

2

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

4

1

A
B
C

D D1
E
1

Chris Lee
2

3

Councillor Huw Thomas
Leader

4

Impact
Target
N/A
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

What we plan to do to meet target

• The Council has a BCM Champion who sponsors BCM at a strategic level
• We have an approved Business Continuity Policy which is aligned to ISO22301
• BCM toolkit is now available on CIS
• The Council employs a Business Continuity Officer who is a qualified ISO22301 lead auditor
• The Emergency Management Unit has developed an Incident Management Plan (Cardiff Council's
Emergency Management Plan) to ensure alignment with ISO22301. This was fully updated in March 2019.
• The Council has a 24 hour Incident Management structure for Gold and Silver Officers.
• Cardiff Council is a member of the Core Cities Business Continuity Group
• Internal Audit completed an audit of the Business Continuity Risk in September 2018 and the assurance
statement was "Effective with opportunity for improvement"
• Q4 of 2019/2020 saw the council undertake a full review and update of the activities delivered across the
council allowing us to focus on the resilient delivery of key functions as we planned and responded to the
COVID19 threat. This review was delivered at the Strategic Level.
• Each Directorate was tasked with reviewing and updating their key business continuity plans in
preparation for the emerging COVID19 threat. Each Director/Corporate Director was responsible for
ensuring this work was undertaken fully and properly. The existing Business Continuity work provided a
solid foundation to our response to the COVID19 threat.
•The full corporate incident management team was activated in early March.
•The Council worked positively at a Local Resilience Forum(LRF) level with partners supporting a wider
Wales response to the COVID19 threat. This included daily reporting and escalation of key issues to the
LRF.
• Areas were forced to change to a far more agile way of operating with our core ICT requirements
changing to support far more agile/home working. The mode of delivery worked exceptionally well and
provides the potential for longer-term resilient agile working in response to the ongoing COVID19 risk, in
addition to positively supporting other aims and corporate risks.
• Staff across the council adapted at speed and have worked incredibly hard to deliver key services in new
ways, in addition many staff changed roles to support the resilient delivery of key services and new asks on
the council to keep the public safe.

• Work with ICT to ensure our core infrastructure is as resilient as
possible and able to support additional agile working capacity.
• Work with the teams involved with looking at the potential of
using alternative delivery models for council services. Identifying
risks associated with alternative delivery models for specific services
and recommend potential risk management solutions for
implementation, to protect the delivery of our most critical services.
• The BC Officer is working to develop and enhance individual
Directorate response capability to ensure Directorates are in a
stronger position to respond to incidents which could impact on the
Council and our most time sensitive activities
• The BC officer is continuing a review of 4x4 resources across the
council to support our response capability to deal with the potential
of winter storms.
•The BC officer along with the Resilience Unit are continuing to
ensure that corporately we are able to respond to the COVID19
threat and the ongoing risk including of a third wave until the threat
of the pandemic has fully dissipated.
• The Resilince Unit will undertake a lessons learned review of key
lessons from the first 2 waves of the pandemic and ensure that key
risks/lessons/processes that feed into the councils resilience
capability are incorporated into our ongoing planning to support us
in being ready for ongoing risks. This will, where appropriate,
involve a review and update of individual BC plans by Directorates
and also a review and update of the councils Emergency
Management Plan.

Type(s) of Impact
• Service Delivery
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

C

4

Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

Potential Impact(s)

A
B

Likelihood

A
B

Likelihood

The potential risk is that our most time sensitive activities are not
sufficiently resilient and fail, following an incident which impacts on
their delivery and that our incident management structure, used in
response to internal incidents and external emergencies, also fails in
response to an incident.

Likelihood

Large scale incident/loss affecting the delivery of services.

Linked Risks
Brexit Risk

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
The Red activity BC plan status is reviewed on a quarterly basis via a report to SMT after the
CRR submission. Additionally the risk is managed as part of the Corporate Risk Management
process via the CRR returns and the BC risk is also audited by Internal Audit . The last Internal
Audit of the Business Continuity Risk was in in 2018.

Welfare Reform
A
B

A2

Likelihood

That the Council cannot meet its statutory obligations with the
increased demands and reduced budgets placed upon it by the
Welfare Reform including: Universal Credit, further reduction in
Benefit Cap and size restrictions for social tenants. The potential
impact of these changes on rent arrears, homelessness and child
poverty make these changes a significant risk. The removal of the
DWP funding that paid for digital and budgeting support across the
city will potentially increase the problem, although currently council
reserves are being used to mitigate this.

Residual (Current) Risk
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Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

2

Target Risk
Likelihood

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

A
B

Sarah McGill
(Jane Thomas)

B2

D
E

What we plan to do to meet target
1

2

3

4

Impact
Target
N/A
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating
Communities staff continue to work closely with private landlords and advice agencies to mitigate wherever possible the reduction in benefit and prevent
eviction.
• Discretionary Housing payments are used to top up benefit claims and offer rent rescue packages to those most affected by the changes, and to pay rent in
advance and bonds to help tenants to move accommodation where necessary.
• Housing Options have undertaken a review of staffing levels due to increased demand on the service with prevention of homelessness its core objective. A
range of support interventions are offered to tenants and landlords to reduce those needing to access homeless services.
• Increased partnership working to ensure that specific groups are encouraged to access help at the earliest opportunity including prison leavers, asylum
seekers and those with no recourse to public funds. Marketing the service to reach as many vulnerable clients as possible working with rent smart wales,
community hubs, citizens advice bureau and Cardiff Credit Union. To ensure clients affected by reduced income due to the pandemic an additional marketing
drive has been delivered using social media.
• Housing Options service have developed additional support to help move families and vulnerable adults into private sector housing with a guarantor
agreement to help mitigate the risk of financial loss that landlords fear.
• Housing Options service have created additional help for those on low incomes but not on benefits to access an interest free loan to pay for bond, rent in
advance and moving costs. This also helps with financial inclusion as the clients will open up a savings account with the credit union and have a lump sum saved
by the time the loan is repaid.
• A new rent rescue pathway has been launched to support any clients who disclose rent arrears with Hub, Money Advice and Cardiff and Vale Credit union and
HOC working together to support those identified. Letters have also been sent to landlords advising them of the support the HOC can provide them if their
tenants are in arrears.
• Housing Options service are working with third sector partners to help clients move into settled accommodation in the private rented sector, primarily for
single people who have lived in supported accommodation.
• Digital and budgeting Support is being given to claimants to help them respond to the changes, although funding has been stopped for this, so the Council is
using its reserves to provide this service, the sustainability of this is therefore in question.
• A streamlined process is in place for re-housing tenants who need to downsize as a result of the social housing size restrictions. DHP is being used to pay
removal costs and to cover shortfall while tenants are waiting to move. Welfare Liaison team within the housing service is in place to assist tenants affected by
the changes. Work has been carried out to identify those affected by the Benefit Cap and to advise them accordingly and to identify the most vulnerable
families and award DHP.
• DHP process has been reviewed to ensure that all those who request a DHP are given budgeting, income maximisation and debt advice
• Universal Credit full service has commenced in Cardiff. Despite additional resources put in place rent arrears for council tenants have risen significantly since
the change was implemented. Welfare Liaison team work with tenants to mitigate the impact of the change.
• The Money Advice Team is providing comprehensive advice services for those affected by Welfare Reform and this has been rolled out across the city in
Community Hubs and foodbanks.
• The Inclusive Growth Board and subgroups are coordinating multi-agency activity and developing appropriate interventions during a difficult transition period
for many people affected. (Paused during Covid but Economic taskforce set up to support people affected by the economic downturn due to the pandemic.)
• Information Briefings continue to be provided to Members on Welfare Reform as appropriate.
• Digital inclusion training and Universal Credit Support has been rolled out across all the new Community Hubs.
• Into Work Services has been expanded to include Adult Learning and Cardiff Works, providing more pathways into work. The team can provide help and
support to anyone in the city from light touch support to intensive one to one mentoring.
• Adviceline resource increased over since March 2020 so support can be provided throughout the pandemic. This has been vital to support residents during
some very hard times
• New Money Advice Website launched providing local, up to date information in money related issues and help.
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Potential Impact(s)
• Benefit claimants are priced out of the private
rented sector market
• Private landlords stop renting to benefit
claimants
• Private landlords leaving the rental housing
market
• Social housing rents become unaffordable to
some claimants, in particular those with large
families
• Increased homelessness and demand for
temporary accommodation – increased
numbers seeking help with homelessness due to
loss of private sector accommodation has
already been seen.
• Increased rough sleeping
• Increased rent arrears, increased evictions The impact on Council tenant rent arrears has
already been considerable and is having an on
the HRA, this will continue to increase as more
tenants move to Universal Credit.
• Redeployment / Severance for housing
benefits staff
• Changing demands on Council stock resulting
in increased voids and/or undersupply of
smaller properties
• Increased council rent arrears could impact on
HRA and lead to barriers to building additional
affordable housing
• LA less likely to pre-empt those who are going
to be affected by changes and therefore unable
to put mitigation steps in- This has already had
a negative impact on the number of families
where contact can be initiated by advice teams
to families who have been affected by the
benefit cap.
• Increase in poverty and child poverty,
potentially an increase on demand of social
services

Type(s) of Impact

Linked Risks

Councillor Lynda Thorne
Housing & Communities

C

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

Further additional resource has been agreed for supporting council tenants
following the implementation of Universal Credit Full Service as rent arrears have
increased significantly, staff have been recruited to assist with this and the new
team is working well. Rent arrears procedure has been reviewed to include a more
preventative and flexible approach and more assistance for more vulnerable
tenants. After an initial sharp increase in rent arrears, the rate of increase has
stabilised. This will be monitored over the coming months.
• Work has been undertaken to cost the potential risks of Universal Credit to the
HRA and this will continue to be updated as more information is known.
• Temporary funding has been allocated to the Money Advice Team for 1 year to
increase staffing, which will help with the negative impacts of both Welfare Reform
and the pandemic on citizens.
• Regular meetings are held with social housing providers to monitor and improve
processes.
• DHP spend is being monitored carefully. Expenditure for 2020/21 will continue
focusing on the most vulnerable individuals, helping people with the transition into
work and mitigating the risk of homelessness.
• Services for private landlords are being further developed to help prevent them
withdrawing from the market.
• Increase in Prevention staff to work with clients at risk of homelessness. Service
can be provided from a partner building or in a client’s home to increase
engagement.
• In depth assessments to be completed at point of presentation to include a
financial statement which will allow discussion to be had around possible
expenditure concerns
• Attendance at monthly meetings to discuss clients affected by Welfare Reform in
order that early support can be offered.
• Increase in Private Rented Sector Housing Solutions Team to obtain affordable
private rented sector accommodation in order to assist clients to move quickly to
avoid accruing higher rent arrears.
• Expansion of the Private Rented Sector Housing Solutions Team to include a
dedicated person of contact for landlords. This will mean that any issues can be
raised at the earliest stage and support provided to try to prevent any issues which
may lead to homelessness.
• Dedicated phone line for landlords will mean easier contact with above team.
• A new Advice Team is now in place within the Housing Options Service to assist
clients and landlords and to ensure that help available is promoted. This will include
an online messaging service making the Service accessible to a wider range of
clients.
• Digital and budgeting support available from Into Work and Money Advice on a
Saturday for the first time for those who are claiming UC and in work
• Introduction of landlord portal so that HA’s and in the future, private landlords
can access information quickly about amount of and dates of payments due online
• Extensive publicity campaign was launched early 2021 promoting the Advice
Services to encourage people to seek sooner rather than later and to raise
awareness of the service.

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
Number of customers supported and assisted with their claims for Universal Credit
Additional weekly benefit identified for clients of the city centre advise team

Increase in Demand (Children's Services)
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Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21

Target Risk
Likelihood

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

Failure to effectively manage demand (and respond to increasing
demand due to Covid-19), resulting in increase in number of
children requiring services and financial pressures this presents.

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

2

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

A
B
C
Sarah McGill
(Deborah Driffield)

D D1
E
1
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3

4

Impact
Target
2022/23
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

Potential Impact(s)
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• Family breakdown leading to children becoming looked after.
• Growth in the number of children entering the looked after
system and associated costs for the Authority.
• Insufficient placements to meet need resulting in increase in
numbers living outside Cardiff.
• Challenges in improving outcomes for children leading to children
being less likely to achieve their potential and to be fully
participating citizens.
• Delays in issuing care proceedings because of existing capacity in
Children's Services and consequential impact on budgets if work
needs to be outsourced.
• Challenges in effectively managing service and financial pressures.
• Impact of high caseloads on staff and potential increase in social
worker turnover.

Linked Risks

Type(s) of Impact
• Service Delivery
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

• Community & Environment
• Stakeholder

What we plan to do to meet target

• Early Help - Cardiff Family Advice and Support Services.
• Resource Hub being developed.
• Referrals to Safe Families.
• Referrals to Ymbarel.
• Dedicated worker to focus on young carers.
• Adolescent Resource Centre.
• Development of Assessment Unit.
• Direct Payments.
• Signs of Safety / Reunification Framework / Family Group Conferencing / Safeguarding Families /
blueprint for social work.
• "Delivering Excellent Outcomes" Children's Services Strategy and Board to oversee progress.
• Recruitment and retention strategy in place to address children’s workforce issues.
• Prudent social work / skill mix - ensuring social workers do what only social workers can do and
recruitment to support staff / multi disciplinary staff.
• Care & Support Plan Reviewing Officers.
• Implementation of 4th team in each locality to increase management capacity.
• Managed Team and 11+ social workers integrated into locality teams.
• Working hours flexible to meet service and personal needs.
• Provision and analysis of performance information being tailored to meet arising issues (e.g. monitoring
domestic violence).
• Children’s Commissioning Strategy and Market Position Statement.
• Appropriate use of COVID expenditure claims from Welsh Government; and financial planning around
how longer term needs will be met.

• Workforce Planning (Social Services)
• Safeguarding

Councillor Graham Hinchey
Children & Families

• Business processes to be reviewed as part of inplementation of
Eclipse system.
• Use of short term Welsh Government funding to test new
initiatives as proof of concept.
• Review of knock on impact of increased demand on safeguarding
and reviewing service to be completed.
• Family Drug and Alcohol Court pilot.
• Work with judiciary re: planned changes to private and public law.
• Implementaiton of a Resources Hub.
• Safe & Together Model for working with domestic violence.

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk
• Children's Services:
• Early Help 1 - Number of people supported through the Family Gateway
• Early Help 2 - Number of people supported by the Family Help Team
• Early Help 3 - Number of people supported by the Family Support Team
• Contacts 1 - Number of Contacts / Referrals Received
• SSWB 24 - Percentage of assessments completed for children within statutory timescales
• CS LAC 3e - Number of children looked after

Safeguarding
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• A child(ren) or adult(s) suffer(s) preventable abuse or neglect
which may result in harm or death
• Reputation of Council and partners
• Severe adverse publicity
• Potential regulator intervention
• Loss of confidence by community in safety of children and adults
• Loss of confidence of staff in the overall “safety” of the service,
impacting on morale, recruitment and retention
• Potential litigation with associated financial penalties
• Significant financial implications of formal intervention

Type(s) of Impact
• Service Delivery
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

• Partnership
• Community & Environment
• Stakeholder

Linked Risks
• Increase in Demand (Children's Services)
• Workforce - Social Services

C
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E
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Impact
Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q4 2020/21
Potential Impact(s)

A
B

Target Risk
Likelihood

A
B

Residual (Current) Risk
Likelihood

Systemic failure in the effectiveness of the Council’s safeguarding
arrangements together with other statutory safeguarding partners.

Inherent Risk
Likelihood

Description

2

3

Impact
Movement from
prev Qtr

4

1

Risk Owner(s)

A
B
C
Sarah McGill
(Deborah Driffield)

D D1
E
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4

Impact
Target
N/A
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating
• Regional Safeguarding Board oversee the safety and well-being of children and young people across the partnership.
• Corporate Safeguarding Board strengthened with development of Corporate Safeguarding Steering Group and focus on safeguarding in every
Directorate Delivery Plan; lead OM with corporate oversight in place.
• Operational Manager Safeguarding Forum meets quarterly to ensure corporate oversight of safeguarding issues.
• Safeguarding issues included in Senior Management Assurance Statement.
• Delivering Excellence for Children's Service's Strategy being reviewed.
• Systems in place to learn lessons from and address recommendations from Child Practice Reviews, Adult Practice Reviews and multi agency
practitioner forums.
• Recruitment and retention strategy in place to address children’s workforce issues.
• Exploitation Strategy - to be led corporately with community safety approach.
• Quality Assurance Framework in place; learning workshops introduced to complete feedback loop.
• Wales Safeguarding Procedures training held and systems updated.
• WAO review of corporate safeguarding.
• Regular review of operating model.
• High Risk Panel facilitate robust and timely multi-agency decision making at senior management level for our highest risk young people.
• OMs have oversight of all high risk cases and share decision making responsibility.
• Education provision secured for high risk children throughout the COVID-19 crisis.
• Surveys undertaken with staff, children and families / carers to determine what has / has not worked well during the crisis to shape services
going forward, e.g. use of technology.
• Practice development group set up with leads allocated to workstreams to shape good practice.
• MISPER Strategy under development.
• Children's Services and Education working closely re: child friendly recovery.
• Review of escalating concerns process underway to strengthen arrangements and interface with safeguarding procedures/large scale enquiries.
• Development of an enhanced quality assurance process for care homes that includes monitoring visits undertaken by SWs in addition to
Contracts staff and the commitment to undertake urgent ( same day) on-site monitoring when serious concerns are raised.
• Advice / guidance is being produced for family members to inform them of what they should look for when choosing a care home for a loved
one / when visiting a loved one in a care home and what they should do if they are worried / concerned about the quality of care.
• Quality assurance frameworks are currently in development for the new Dynamic Approved Provider List (DAPL) for care homes and Dom Care.
• Strategic alignment of Sex Worker Operational Team (SWOT) and Multi-Agency Risk Assessment (MARAC) arrangements to deliver measurable
outcomes to the population of street based sex workers, fixed base sex workers and internet based sex workers in the locality area.
• Development of MARAC arrangements for people who hoard and self-neglect and those presenting with the highest level of risk in society who
may not necessarily meet other eligibility for services.
• Implemented processes for measuring quality in registered settings for Adults and improved response mechanisms for when quality in case is
not to a standard expected, including strengthened links between Adult Safeguarding and commissioning based services.
• Strengthening of working relationships between Adult Safeguarding, Social Work, Health, Independent Living Services by regular monthly
meetings and attendance at team meetings to feedback service updates.
• Amendment of Adult Safeguarding Duty arrangements to enable same day responses to concerns raised in line with the Wales Safeguarding
Procedures (2019) and for provision of advice and information.
• Adult Safeguarding pathway for people subject to immigration and asylum restrictions in development in partnership with the Home Office and
Ready Homes housing provider.

Councillor Huw Thomas
Leader
Councillor Susan Elsmore
Social Care, Health &
Well-being
Councillor Graham Hinchey
Children & Families
Councillor Chris Weaver
Finance, Modernisation and
Performance

What we plan to do to meet
target
• Strengthen arrangements for
responding to professional
concerns.
• Strengthen contractual
arrangements in relation to
safeguarding.
• Development of best practice
handbook.
• Improving systems for
monitoring supervision.
• Child Sexual Abuse practice
leads training programme with
Centre of Excellence.

Key Indicators / Measures
used to monitor the risk
• SCC.014 Percentage of initial
child protection conferences
carried out within statutory
timescales during the year
• SCC.034 Percentage of child
protection reviews carried out
within statutory timescales
during the year
• SSWB 27 Percentage of reregistrations of children on local
authority Child Protection
Registers
• SSWB 28 Average length of
time for all children who were on
the CPR during the year
• Res 15 - Percentage of Council
staff completing Safeguarding
Awareness Training

Legal Compliance
Description

Inherent Risk

Residual (Current) Risk

Target Risk

Risk Owner(s)

• inability to deliver the services in accordance with all duties and
responsibilities due to lack of resource:
In each case leading to increased risk of challenges.
Reduction and changes in front-line services, discretionary and
statutory, will lead to increased risks of challenge from users and
other stakeholders affected.
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Last Reviewed Q4 2020/21
Last Revision Q3 2018/19

Likelihood
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Likelihood

• gaps in Council wide knowledge of the local authority framework
of responsibilities and duties within which we have to operate;

Likelihood

Changes in services and staff roles across the Council resulting in:
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Impact
Target
N/A
Reduction Date

What we've done/are currently doing to achieve the Residual Risk Rating

What we plan to do to meet target

• Professional internal legal and financial advice provided to a high standard

• Further development of standard precedents with guidance for
use in cases of low value/low risk/repetitive matters

• Maintaining robust decision making process with legal implications on all Council, Cabinet and Committee
reports and Officer Decision Reports at Director level

Potential Impact(s)
• Increase in number of challenges and complaints with
consequences in terms of already stretched resources and impact of
adverse decisions

Councillor Huw Thomas
Leader

• Provide legal training to Directorates to develop knowledge within
Directorates of specific statutory functions.

• Appropriate use of NPS Legal Services by Solicitors Framework to increase resilience
• Dedicated teams in specialist areas e.g. equalities, FOI / DPA

• Encourage Directorates to ensure reports are discussed at
preliminary stage in development to ensure all legal issues are
addressed early
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• Sharing training/publications received

• Implementation of decisions delayed due to challenges and
potentially fatally disrupted
• Impact on projects if reputation for sound management and
implementation of projects is damaged
• Major incident
• Adverse press/media reaction
• Involvement from Welsh Government in terms of performance
standards or measures
• Increased costs
• Impact on capacity to deal with proactive legal work

Type(s) of Impact
• Service Delivery
• Reputational
• Legal
• Financial

Linked Risks

Key Indicators / Measures used to monitor the risk

Agenda Item 6
CARDIFF COUNCIL
CYNGOR CAERDYDD

CABINET MEETING: 23 SEPTEMBER 2021
CARDIFF COUNCIL ANNUAL COMPLAINTS REPORT 2020 - 21
FINANCE,
MODERNISATION
(COUNCILLOR CHRIS WEAVER)

AND

PERFORMANCE

AGENDA ITEM: 6
Reason for this Report
1.

To report to the Cabinet on the operation of the corporate complaints
procedure between 1st April 2020 and 31st March 2021. The statistics for
corporate complaints are set out by service area.

Background
2.

Complaints provide valuable information about how we are performing and
what our customers think about our services. Most people who complain
tell us what we have done wrong and how we can do better; we use this
information to improve our services, strengthen our relationships with
customers and make better use of our resources. Publishing this annual
report demonstrates the Council's commitment to transparency and a
positive approach to dealing with and learning from complaints.

3.

The Council’s complaints procedure reflects guidance given in the Welsh
Government Model Policy and Guidance Paper for Handling Complaints.
This was further supported by the Public Services Ombudsman for Wales.
Complaints Managers record information about the number of complaints
they have received and how quickly they acknowledged and responded to
the complaints. This information is submitted to the Corporate Complaints
Team at the end of each quarter. The Corporate Complaints Team use
this information to ensure that the complaints policy is being adhered to.
Meanwhile, the Public Services Ombudsman for Wales captures detailed
information regarding complaints against the Council which is included in
his annual report.

Complaints
4.

A total of 2,537 (Corporate) complaints were recorded during 2020/21.
This is an 11.2% decrease from the previous year, when 2,859 complaints
were recorded.
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Compliments
5.

As an organization, we receive many positive comments about our staff
and the services we provide. Knowing where things are working well and
are appreciated is as important to capture as knowing where things are
perhaps not working. We therefore keep a record of the compliments we
receive as well as the complaints. Good practice and learning can then be
circulated across the Council.

6.

A total of 1,964 compliments were recorded during 2020/21. This is an
16.2% decrease from the previous year, when 2,345 compliments were
recorded.

Ombudsman Complaints
7.

Recommendations in Ombudsman reports and observations about our
strengths and weaknesses help us improve our processes. The
Ombudsman closed 100 cases involving Cardiff Council in 2020/21
compared to 120 cases in 2019/20. The Ombudsman received 25
premature complaints (defined as when the council has not had a
reasonable opportunity to deal with the complaint itself). 33 cases were
closed by the Ombudsman after initial consideration and with no further
action required by the Council. A further 23 cases were declined because
the Ombudsman was satisfied with action proposed or taken by the
Council and 16 cases were out of the Ombudsman’s jurisdiction. There
were 3 cases accepted for further investigation during 2020/21, with all 3
cases being upheld after consideration by the Ombudsman.

Reason for Recommendations
8.

To enable Cabinet to have corporate overview of the complaints and
compliments process during 2020/21 and to note the information
contained within the report.

Financial Implications
9.

This report has no direct financial implications. Any financial implications
of future changes made to improve processes and learn from complaints
will need to be met from existing resources.

Legal Implications
10.

There are no direct legal implications arising from this report.

HR Implications
11.

There are no HR implications arising from this report.

Property Implications
12.

There are no property implications arising from this report.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Cabinet is recommended to note the contents of the report.
SENIOR RESPONSIBLE
OFFICER

Isabelle Bignall
Chief Digital Officer
17 September 2021

The following appendix is attached:
Appendix 1 –Cardiff Council Annual Complaints Report 2020-21
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Cardiff Council
Annual Complaints &
Compliments Report 2020/21
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1. Reason for this report
To report to the Cabinet on the operation of the corporate complaints procedure
between 1st April 2020 and 31st March 2021. The statistics for corporate complaints
are set out by service area.
A complaint is defined within the Council as:
“An expression of dissatisfaction, however made, about the standard of service,
action or lack of action by the Council, or its staff, affecting an individual customer or
group of customers.”
Complaints recorded under the corporate complaints procedure do not include ‘first
time’ representations which are effectively requests for a service and dealt with as
such. A new report of a pothole or a missed bin for example, would not be registered
as a complaint, but as a request for service. Of course, in the event that we failed to
respond to the ‘request’ appropriately, then that may generate a complaint.
The number of compliments received and recorded during 2020/21 is also set out in
this report. Many people get in touch with a compliment when the information or
support they have received has exceeded their expectations. We like to recognise
compliments alongside any complaints. It is good for us to say ‘thank you’ to our teams
and staff too.
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2. Our complaints procedure
The Council’s complaints procedure reflects guidance given in the Welsh Government
Model Policy and Guidance Paper for Handling Complaints. This was further
supported by the Public Services Ombudsman for Wales.
Complaints, comments and compliments can be made face-to-face or by telephone,
email, letter or by using the online form found on the Council’s website.

Complaint received. A complaint can be registered via any Council venue and once
received, should be forwarded to the Service Area Complaints Manager. Every
Council service area has a lead officer for complaints. The Complaints Manager will
ensure complaints are acknowledged and recorded and facilitate the investigation of
the complaint in accordance with the corporate complaints procedure.
Acknowledgment. The Complaints Managers will aim to acknowledge complaints
within 5 working days. At this stage, we can let the customer know who is dealing with
their complaint and our understanding of what the customer’s complaint entails. We
can also let the customer know that a full response will follow within 20 working days
of our receipt of the complaint.
Full response. At the end of an investigation, a response should be produced
depending on how a customer has indicated they prefer to be contacted. The response
should include the outcome of the investigation as well as any necessary action taken
for service improvement. The Public Services Ombudsman for Wales states that the
aim of every formal investigation should be to “investigate once, investigate well”.
Advice will also be included on the full response on what the complainant should do if
they remain dissatisfied with the outcome – to contact the Ombudsman.
Public Services Ombudsman for Wales. Complaints that progress to the
Ombudsman will have been thoroughly investigated by the service area. If a
complainant remains dissatisfied, it is for the Ombudsman to assess whether there is
any evidence of service failure or maladministration not identified by the Council.
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3. Complaints for Cardiff Council in 2020-21
A total of 2,537 complaints were recorded during 2020/21. This is an 11.2%
decrease from the previous year, when 2,859 complaints were recorded.

Year
2020-21
2019-20
2018-19
2017-18
2016-17

Number of complaints
2,537
2,859
2,550
1,907
1,770

Number of Complaints
3,500

3,000
2,500

2,859

1,500

2,537

2,550

2,000

1,770

1,907

1,000
500
0
2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

Complaints received per 1,000 of population
2018/19
2019/20
2020/21
Cardiff population
362,756
366,903
369,202
(estimate)
Total number complaints
2,550
2,859
2,537
received
Number of complaints
received per 1,000

7.0

7.8

6.9

The population of Cardiff is estimated at 369,202. In 2020/21, Cardiff Council
handled 2,537 complaints from customers, meaning that an average of 6.9
complaints were received per 1000 residents.
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4. Complaints breakdown for Cardiff Council
A total of 2,537 complaints were recorded during 2020/21. This is an 11.2%
decrease from the previous year, when 2,859 complaints were recorded.
A breakdown of the number of complaints received by service area can be found
below.
Service Area

Waste
Housing
Parks & Harbour Authority
Traffic & Transportation
Finance
Customer & Digital Services
Neighbourhood Services
Highways Maintenance
Economic Development
Education
Bereavement & Registration
Planning
HR
Governance & Legal Services
Arts and Theatres
Total

Number of
complaints
2019/20

Number of
complaints
2020/21

1256
543
76
130
163
104
110
63
50
26
23
20
2
15
294
2859

1479
433
129
105
103
66
60
42
25
39
25
23
6
2
0*
2537

*Our Arts and Theatre venues (St David’s Hall, New Theatre) have been closed to
the public during 2020/21 while they adhere to the advice provided by the UK
Government. This has had a notable impact on the number of complaints received.
NB Complaints for Social Services are recorded under their statutory complaints
procedure rather than the corporate complaints procedure. Information on this can be
found as an appendix at the end of this report.
Service Area

Adult Services
Childrens Services
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Number of
complaints
2019/20

Number of
complaints
2020/21

64
146

64
140

5. Compliments for Cardiff Council in 2020-21
A total of 1,964 compliments were recorded during 2020/21. This is an 16.2%
decrease from the previous year, when 2,345 compliments were recorded.

Year
2020/21
2019-20
2018-19
2017-18
2016-17

Number of compliments
1,964
2,345
2,611
1,991
2,122

3000
2500

2,611
2,345

2000

2122

1,991

1,964

1500
1000
500
0
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

Compliments received per 1,000 of population
2018/19
2019/20
2020/21
Cardiff population
362,756
366,903
369,202
(estimate)
Total number compliments
2,611
2,345
1,964
received
Number of complaints
received per 1,000

7.2

6.4

5.3

The population of Cardiff is estimated at 369,202. Cardiff Council handled 1912
compliments from customers, meaning that an average of 5.2 compliments were
received per 1000 residents.
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6. Compliments breakdown for Cardiff Council
As an organisation, we receive many positive comments about our staff and the
services we provide. Knowing where things are working well and are appreciated
is as important to capture as knowing where things are perhaps not working. We
therefore keep a record of the compliments we receive as well as the complaints.
Good practice and learning can then be circulated across the Council.
A breakdown of the number of compliments received by service area can be found
below. We have also provided examples of the types of compliments received over
the following pages.

Service Area

Housing
Waste Collections
Customer & Digital Services
Economic Development, Parks & Harbour Authority
Neighbourhood Services
Planning, Transport & Environment
Bereavement & Registration Services
PPE
Track, Trace & Protect
Finance
Arts & Theatres
Education & Lifelong Learning
Governance & Legal Services
Total

Number of
compliments
2019/20

Number of
compliments
2020/21

613
137
465
216
48
87
312
N/A
N/A
11
449
3
4
2,345

703
394
274
213
138
117
72
49
3
1
0*
0
0
1,964

*Our Arts and Theatre venues (St Davids Hall, New Theatre) have been closed to
the public during 2020/21 while they adhere to the advice provided by the UK
Government. This has had a notable impact on the number of compliments received.
NB Similar to complaints, compliments for Social Services are recorded under their
statutory procedure rather than the corporate complaints procedure. Information on this
can be found as an appendix at the end of this report.
Service Area

Adult Services
Childrens Services
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Number of
compliments
2019/20

Number of
compliments
2020/21

48
91

44
178

During 2020/21, 1,964 compliments were recorded; a selection of those compliments
is set out below.
Bereavement Services
“Yesterday, with you, at the crematorium, was a peaceful, dignified & heartfelt send
off for my wee sister & on behalf of (the family), I want to thank you from the bottom
of my heart for helping to make one of the hardest days of my life, a pleasant,
dignified & truly “special” one!”
Connect to Cardiff
“Hello Cardiff Council, I just want to say thank you for doing a fantastic job at keeping
people informed and responding to niggling enquiries like my own (where are the
bags!) in such a timely manner. It's not an easy job at this time but your updates and
commitment to continuing your service haven't gone unnoticed. I hope you receive
more positive feedback. We're very lucky to have a council that has been so
accommodating during these, ugh, dare I say it "unprecedented times". We're all
struggling but I take my hat off to your team who have kept it together and delivered
exceptional service. Well done you. Keep up the good fight.”
Finance – Council Tax
“I made an online payment for my council tax and then filled out the form to have my
remaining instalments. I completed the form at about 8 am Monday morning. Within
a few hours, I had someone call me to explain what my new payments would be and
generate a new bill. He was friendly, helpful and I was just so surprised to get a call
so quickly. I’m really grateful for how the council have handled this, especially at a
time where I am sure you’re staff are very stretched and working in some difficult
circumstances. Thank you :)”
Housing – Caretaking Services
“Since opening the rough sleepers’ provision at The Parade, they have worked
tirelessly and have gone well above and beyond what could be reasonably expected
of them. They have kept the hostel looking immaculate, and have maintained
excellent professional boundaries with our customers, something that can be difficult
to manage in a small project with limited staff areas. They have sought out duties
that are outside of their job description to ensure that our service really looks the
part, and do so every day if there is time. Examples of this are painting the façade of
the hostel that was previously quite scruffy, clearing out the drainage system outside
the hostel to prevent flooding, and helping to attach items to the wall to allow for
storage etc. I could write a very long list! They have worked flat out, every day, to the
moment they go home, and we would’ve really struggled to have hit our high
standards so quickly without their efforts.”
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Housing – Housing Options
“We’ve been here over a year now! We are so so happy! I just wanted to say how
grateful we are for all your help & guidance. I have seen such a massive
improvement in my eldest & the fact that she feels so at home & safe has had a
massive impact on that!”
Housing – ILS
“Invaluable input. Knowledge & understanding from carer/client perspective has
been insightful. Your presentation was of such high standard we would like to use it
with other Local authorities/OT departments to demonstrate accessibility.”
Libraries
“I’ve said it before, but (if you can’t say it at Christmas, when can you?!)
@Radyr_Library have been amazing throughout the pandemic! Diolch yn fawr for
keeping my children’s imagination & love for books alive! Merry Christmas to all of
you!”
Environmental Enforcement
“I wanted to say my own thanks to (council staff) for phoning me today to update me
about the fly tipping by the off Ferry Rd. It sounds like there is enough evidence to
take action, which is great. I’d also like to pass on my thanks to our local
Enforcement Officer, for all the work he’s doing to stop fly tipping by the bins in
Stockland Street Community Planter and on the bus stop near my house on Clive St.
He’s phoned me a few times to give me updates on all the work he’s doing to catch
those responsible and stop it happening. It’s great that the Council team are so
conscientious and committed.”
Parks
“I, like my fellow Heath residents fully appreciate this wonderful park (especially
during this COVID-19 Period) and thank all the members of Parks department for all
that they do in maintaining not only Heath Park but all our splendid Parks and
Gardens throughout the city. It is very much appreciated”.
Planning, Transport & Environment
“Since lockdown, I've used my bike some days to get to work (due to reduced public
transport services) and would like to thank you for work done/being done on cycle
routes. The cycle route from the Taff trail into Cardiff behind Talybont/beside
Blackweir is good, and even better today for someone having been out sweeping
away the leaves. In addition, I noticed that the Taff trail path has been widened
slightly (holes filled in) near the Western Avenue underpass. So, thank you - these
small changes (and keeping the routes clear of debris) are appreciated.”
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PPE
“We would like to thank the Council for all the PPE support we have been receivingmasks, aprons and visors. You have been most reactive and prompt in helping us to
keep both our carers and clients safe.”
“Well done to the whole team!...It’s an unseen job but we’ll never know just how
many lives the bits of PPE and sanitiser etc have saved!”
“Please can I take this opportunity, on behalf of all my staff, to thank your whole
team for your hard work this year. You've kept us so well stocked up, as well as
informed, and you've been so helpful whenever there's a slight problem. The drivers
are always really jolly as well. It might be a behind-the-scenes task, but it's definitely
been a success and so important to everyone's safety and wellbeing. Thanks - and I
hope you all get some rest over the summer.”
Rent Smart Wales
“Mr. advised that he has always had good service from the contact centre in every
call he has made, and we are the best, most polite contact centre he has ever dealt
with.”
Waste Collections
“This morning, my cycling companion was involved in a fall from his bike close to
busy traffic lights on Lansdowne Road, Cardiff. Shortly after, two Council employees
passed in their pick up truck. They slowed down, offered help, then joined us, offered
First Aid and rang 999. Their prompt help meant that I could focus on taking care of
my friend. Shortly afterwards, two WPCs on patrol arrived and so the Council
employees were able to get on with sorting the bins on their scheduled round. My
cycling companion was taken to UHW by the police officers and was discharged later
with stitches but no serious injuries. It is impossible to underestimate the positive
impact they had on what could have been a very nasty situation and they couldn't
have represented their team and the Council better. We did thank them at the time
but we hope that you will be able to pass on our gratitude more formally.”
Waste – Street Cleansing
“Resident emailed to say a quick thank you to 2 absolute gents *(council officers)
who knocked his door with a nice surprise. They'd been emptying the street bins …
and had noticed a pile of cards among the rubbish. They looked to see if they were
anything important. The cards belonged to his partner - they were in her purse,
which was stolen recently. One of the cards was her driving licence. (Council
officers) were so polite and really helpful, and they said they'd keep an eye out for
the purse when they emptied the van. They didn't hold much hope of it turning up,
but the offer was really appreciated. His partner is really grateful, too, and can't
believe they found these cards, including quite a few discount and membership
cards. Once again, massive thanks to these guys - they are a good reflection of the
council.”
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7. Complaints to the Public Services Ombudsman for Wales
2020/21
A key indicator of how satisfied complainants are with the standard of investigation
and the fairness of outcomes is the number of complainants that escalate their
complaint to the Public Services Ombudsman for Wales.
The Ombudsman closed 100 cases involving Cardiff Council compared to 120 cases
in 2019-20. The Ombudsman received 25 premature complaints (defined as when the
Council has not had a reasonable opportunity to deal with the complaint itself).
A further 33 cases were declined because the Ombudsman was satisfied with action
proposed or taken by the Council. 23 cases were closed by voluntary settlements
during 2020/21. These are redress proposals (an apology / change of process / time
and trouble payment) which enable cases to be closed without the need for full
investigation. Of the 100 cases, 3 proceeded to investigation during 2020-21, all of
which were upheld.
The Ombudsman closed the cases for the following reasons:
2019-20

2020-21

Complainants had not exhausted the Council's
complaints process - they were referred back to the
Council

40

25

Cases closed by the Ombudsman after initial
consideration

44

33

Cases declined because Ombudsman was satisfied
with action proposed or taken by Council (Quick-Fix /
Voluntary Settlement)

21

23

Cases out of Ombudsman's jurisdiction

11

16

Cases withdrawn by complainant

0

0

Complaint led to an Ombudsman's report – complaint
upheld
Complaint led to an Ombudsman's report – complaint
not upheld
Total

0

3

4

0

120

100





e.g. no evidence of maladministration or service
failure
no evidence of hardship or injustice suffered by
the complainant
little further would be achieved by the
Ombudsman pursuing the matter
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Ombudsman Complaints - a yearly comparison
The table below shows the total number of complaints made to the Ombudsman
regarding Cardiff Council over the last five years.
Year
2020-21
2019-20
2018-19
2017-18
2016-17

100
120
110
123
133

Investigations leading to reports
The Ombudsman issues a report if he finds that a complainant has suffered hardship
or injustice through the Council's maladministration or service failure.
Under the Public Services Ombudsman (Wales) Act 2005, the Ombudsman can issue
one of two types of report following an investigation into a complaint by a member of
the public: Section 16 and Section 21.
Section 16 Report
The first type of report is known as a Section 16 report. This is issued when the
Ombudsman believes that the investigation report contains matters of public interest.
The Council is then obliged to publicise the report at its own expense. For the ninth
consecutive year, the Ombudsman issued 0 Section 16 reports against Cardiff
Council.
Section 21 Report
The Ombudsman can issue a Section 21 report if the Council agrees to implement
any recommendations he has made and if he is satisfied that the case does not raise
matters of public interest. The Ombudsman issued 3 Section 21 reports during 202021, all of which were upheld.
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8. Learning from complaints
Complaints provide valuable feedback and are viewed by our staff as a positive
opportunity to learn from experiences in order to drive continual organisational
improvement and prevent similar things happening again.
Our complaints handling procedure helps us to address a customer’s dissatisfaction
and may also prevent the same problems that led to the complaint from arising again.
For our staff, complaints provide a first-hand account of the customer’s views and
experience, and resolving complaints early saves resources and creates better
customer relations.
Every Council Service Area has a lead officer for complaints and Corporate
Complaints Workshops have been set up to look at common issues relating to
complaints handling, including standardising responses to customers, collecting
customer views and developing templates.
Some of the actions we take in response to complaints might appear to be small but
they can make a big difference. The following are examples - big and small - of what
we have done as a result of learning from complaints
Area

Complaints analysis

Bereavement
Services

Following the increased use of
the webcast service, some
negative comments were
received regarding the quality
and positioning of the system.

As the system had not been
overly used previously, the audio
visual company were called to site
and immediate remedial works
undertaken which has seen these
complaints cease.

Economic
Development

The complainant was
disappointed with the lack of
public toilets open within the City
Centre in January 2021.

An apology was given to the
complainant and they were
informed that the Council would
update the website to include
locations of public toilets currently
open within the City Centre. This
would help to make the public
aware of the limitations of
opening toilets during Covid,
before venturing into the Centre.

Housing –

The Voids Manager agreed that
The complainant was
disappointed with the garden in potential tenants should be able to
their new property, having only view gardens fully, as part of the
seen a glimpse of the garden, as viewing video, so took measures to
they viewed the property over ensure that the garden was shown
fully for all future video viewings.
video, due to Covid.
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Service improvement

Planning,
Transport &
Environment

Revenues

It had been standard practice for This issue has now been resolved
Pay & Display refunds to be
with new software being in place
provided via cheque, which
and refunds being provided
could be time consuming and
electronically where applicable.
frustrating for the person who
had requested the refund. This
could at times lead to a formal
complaint being lodged.
A customer was not happy at
A reminder was issued to Council
being chased for payment of
Tax and Connect to Cardiff staff
Council Tax, when she was a full that they should only be referred to
time student and therefore
as Council Tax Student
assumed she was exempt from
Certificates. Any references to
payment. A Class N Student
Council Tax ‘Exemption’
Exemption is only applicable when
a property is wholly occupied by Certificates were removed from the
Council’s website.
full time students; in some cases,
it is possible for a full time student
to be liable for Council Tax.
Council Tax Student Certificates
are sometimes incorrectly referred
to as Council Tax Exemption
Certificates.

Revenues

A customer received an annual
bill in the name of her late
mother in the week of her funeral
service, which caused the family
distress. This was a system
issue caused by the timing of
annual bills which meant only in
year bills were suppressed.

This issue was raised with the
Council tax manager to look into
the small window when this can
happen and address going
forward.

Waste

There have been an increase in
complaints during 2020/21 and
we recognise that it is essential
that moving forward we reduce
missed collections in order to
address this.

Waste Collections have prioritised
steps to address this matter more information on this can be
found on page 15.
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9. Complaints by area
Waste Collections
Service Area
Waste Collections
Number / Percentage of complaints
responded to on time

2019/20
1,256
988 (78.66%)

2020/21
1,479
921 (62.27%)

2020-21 has been an unprecedented year with the COVID-19 pandemic having a
significant impact on the waste collection service. A number of staff were affected by
the need to shield during the peak times of the pandemic; and significant numbers
were affected by the need to isolate due to presenting symptoms of the virus, having
contact with positive cases, or being positive themselves.
The above factors have led to an impact on collections in the following areas:



Irregular crews on rounds to cover those that were off due to the above.
Delays in being able to recruit and train up agency staff to increase numbers
to cover shortages.

In the first quarter of 2020/21, garden waste collections were suspended. This meant
a greater availability of staff to cover absences. In July, compost collections were reintroduced through to the start of November and an increase in complaints during
these months mirror this. From November to January, complaints dropped again in
line with the suspension of garden waste collections.
On week commencing 22nd February 2021, a new way of working was introduced
with collections now taking place across 4 days on a single shift between 6am and
3:45pm. The service had anticipated an increase in complaints during this period as
this change ‘bedded in’ and crews became familiar with their new rounds.
When considered relative to the number of waste collections that are carried out
across the City every year (in excess of 25 million), maintaining services during a
global pandemic, and introducing a new way of working, the number of complaints
received is considered to be extremely low.
Going forward, it is hoped the following priorities will assist in reducing missed
collections, and therefore the number of complaints received:




To continue the rolling replacement of our vehicle fleet with access to newer
and more reliable vehicles.
To maintain the distribution of clear and concise information to residents in
relation to any disruption or change to service.
To utilise our back office waste management technology ‘Collective’ to
effectively manage collection schedules. This in turn will provide up to date
real-time information to residents via the App and Web on the status of their
waste collections.
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Planning, Transport & Environment
Service Area
Highway Maintenance
Planning (including Building
Control)
Traffic & Transportation
Total
Number / Percentage of
acknowledgments sent within 5
working days
Number / Percentage of responses
sent within 20 working days

2019/20
63

2020/21
42

20

23

130
213
188 (88.26%)

105
170
151 (88.82%)

167 (78.4%)

134 (78.82%)

The number of complaints received during 2020/21 has been greatly impacted by the
Covid-19 Pandemic and the subsequent restrictions of movement, which has resulted
in their being a drop in formal complaints received by 43 (25.29%)
Highway Maintenance received 42 complaints for 2020/21. This is a decrease of 21
when compared to the previous year when 63 complaints were recorded.
The highest number of complaints related to Maintenance Operations where 16
complaints were received for 2020/21 compared with 14 in the previous year. The
largest number of complaints were concerning blocked drains (9). It should be noted
that once a blocked drained has been reported, a drainage crew will attend the location
and cleanse/flush the drain accordingly. Also, when there are torrential downpours,
the cause of flooding can sometimes be attributed to the drain reaching its capacity
and not any actual blockages to the drain.
The second highest number of complaints received related to Potholes and Paving
(12 complaints). This is a significant decrease of 17 on the previous year when 29
complaints were received, and can be attributed in part to the restrictions in place. The
majority of complaints related to the time taken to repair a pothole, although it should
be appreciated that due to the unique circumstances this year, it has not always been
possible to repair highway defects in the usual timely manner.
Traffic & Transportation received 105 complaints for 2020/21, which is a decrease
of 25 from the total (130) for 2019/20.
The highest number of complaints related to Covid-19 Social Distancing / Recovery
measures where 20 complaints were recorded. The main reason for the complaints
were due to the loss of parking spaces / road diversions that resulted from the social
distancing measures put in place.
Civil Parking Enforcement received 10 complaints compared to 18 the year
before. The fall in complaints can also be attributed to the restrictions that have been
in place for certain periods of 2020/21, and also because motorists are now more
aware of the increased enforcement of moving traffic offences such as yellow box
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junctions and also bus lanes, and have started to alter their driving habits
accordingly. Training is also provided to CPE Officers to deal with difficult situations.
Road Safety Schemes have seen a slight decrease in complaints during 2019/20, with
11 complaints received compared to 14 for the year before. Although these
comments are logged as complaints, essentially the information is classed as
feedback to the scheme and included as part of the post-scheme monitoring
process. These comments are a valuable aid when assessing if any adjustments are
required to a scheme.
The Planning Service received 23 complaints in total for 2019/20. This is a slight
increase of 3 on the previous year where 20 complaints were recorded. These
complaints covered a range of issues relating to planning applications, the planning
consultation process, planning decisions and compliance with Building Regulations.
This figure is small considering that Development Management determines
approximately 3,000 planning applications per year. Many of these applications will
require negotiating with multiple parties to discuss contentious issues and securing
decisions using either Delegated Powers or by reporting through the Planning
Committee. Planners also investigated approximately 501 Enforcement Cases where
planning permission had not been granted, developments had not complied with
permissions granted, and unauthorised and alleged unauthorised developments had
been undertaken.

Bereavement & Registration
Service Area
Bereavement & Registration
Cardiff Dogs Home
Number / Percentage of complaints
responded to on time

2019/20
18

2020/21
25

5

0

23 (100%)

25 (100%)

Bereavement and Registration Services actively encourages the bereaved and all
Registration Service users to contact them should they experience any issues with
any burial, cremation, marriage or registration service as these are such significant
events where there can be no errors.
Complaints are received by email, via C2C, in writing and also via Bereavement
Services’ reception area where service monitor forms are completed. All complaints
are recorded on a database and dealt with as soon as possible and always within the
timescale. Service Provision Questionnaires are sent to all those who use
Bereavement and Registration Services which provides an additional avenue for
people to advise us of any issues with the services they have received.
It is important to note that due to the high number of visitors to the service – with over
4,000 funeral services per annum, approximately 500,000 visitors to our sites, 9,000
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registrations for births and deaths, and 1,500 marriages – the complaints are very
minimal. Additionally Citizenship Ceremonies are also organised by the Register
Office.
Bereavement and Registration Services is a ‘right first time’ service in which our
customers, the bereaved, or those carrying out life changing events are our ultimate
priority. Customer requests and comments via service monitor forms and
questionnaires are scrutinised and service standards have been developed to inform
the public. From these standards, monthly performance data is monitored to ensure
that we are meeting our commitments to Cardiff’s citizens. Annually our level of
customer satisfaction averages 99%.
Bereavement Services’ complaints reported would equate to under 0.01% of all
visitors and service users to our offices and sites. Visitors often come to us in quite a
vulnerable state and at differing points in their grieving process. This can mean that
small issues may become of increased importance to them and we actively encourage
families to communicate their needs with Bereavement Services via service monitor
forms. These are then monitored via our monthly statistics and at operational
meetings. Trends in service requirements are then considered at this point as well.
Where an error has occurred we will also proactively apologise in writing to the family
concerned to try and stop an issue escalating.
Registration Services is also an area in which our citizens are undertaking life
changing events and as such we have to respond to their needs with sensitivity and
understanding. We also register deaths at University Hospital of Wales and work with
the team there to ensure that any issues are dealt with in a timely manner. Again,
questionnaires are sent out to all service users to proactively seek their comments. All
life events can prove challenging for those undertaking the registration of a death or
birth or arranging a marriage.
Nearly all of the positive comments and feedback concerning the services received at
the Register Office are based around ceremonies. These can be ceremonies at
Approved Venues, Register Office ceremonies and Citizenship ceremonies. Here the
comments are all praising the staff; their knowledge and experience and the way that
those interacting with the service are put at ease especially at such life changing
moments. The work of the staff and their understanding make these days truly special
and memorable. Similarly positive feedback concerning public interactions with staff is
also apparent in Bereavement Services where staff often go the extra mile to ensure
that a funeral or service that is delivered is done so in a sympathetic and understanding
way.
Cardiff Dogs Home:
There were no recorded complaints for Cardiff Dogs Home which again is a front line
service.
Covid-19 context:
This year has been particularly challenging for all of these vital front line services,
which have remained open and operational throughout the pandemic. Bereavement
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and Registration Services have had to react with speed to the various changes in
legislation during the pandemic and to how they are able to provide such vital front line
services. Within the figures, for context, there have been a small number of complaints
in response to the pandemic changes and all of these have been discounted as
unjustified as they are out of the control of the service areas to change. For example,
the registration of deaths is currently being carried out over the telephone and various
services such as weddings, and the registration of births were suspended for some
time leading to an initial backlog of 2500 birth registrations.
There has been an immeasurable impact upon the services delivered; from the
ceasing of all non-essential services to the delivery of 24 hour working at the
crematorium. Additional staff were redeployed to the section in order to manage the
gates and access to the sites and then to manage social distancing in the car parks.
Two additional staff were redeployed to the administration office and a number of staff
were available to assist our grave digging staff at the various operational cemetery
sites. At the crematorium staff were redeployed to provide resilience in the chapels
and also the crematory. Due to the increased need to provide funeral services (an
increase of 675 funeral services), funeral times were shortened from 45 minutes to 30
minutes. With reduced numbers of mourners allowed to attend funerals there has
been an exponential increase in the numbers of families choosing to have the funeral
service webcast. When restrictions have allowed we have facilitated families to attend
our cemeteries. Procedures have been put in place to ensure that additional services,
such as the scattering of cremated remains and burial of cremated remains could
occur.

Education & Lifelong Learning
Service Area
Education
Number / Percentage of acknowledgments sent
within 5 working days
Number / Percentage of responses sent within 20
working days

2019/20

2020/21

27
20 (74.1%)

39
35 (89.7%)

13 (48.2%)

25 (71.4%)

The Education & Lifelong Learning Directorate received 39 formal complaints in
2020/2021, an increase from the 27 recorded in 2019/20, but still fewer than the 44
recorded in 2018/19.
The increase in complaints is largely down to differences in how complaints are
logged within Education. Although school complaints have to be investigated under
school complaints procedures (see note below), in some cases it’s not initially clear
whether the complaint would have any part that the local authority would need to
investigate. In order to ensure that complaints are tracked, complaints were logged
and were later closed when it was clear that they needed to be made to the
appropriate school for investigation.
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Of the 39 complaints received, 35 of the complaints were acknowledged within five
working days. This is an improvement on the previous year.
The Directorate responded in full to 71.4% of the complaints received within 20 days
of receipt, which is a marked improvement on the previous year. A further 5 complaints
(12.8%) were replied to less than a week past their initial due date.
Some complaints received were complex and required further liaison with schools and
Chairs of Governors, which caused a delay in some cases. We will aim to improve the
number of responses sent to expected timescales this year.
The most common reason for complaining was in relation to Schools, which made up
38.5% of all complaints received. Of internal services, the most common area for
complaint was Admissions, which received 23.1% of complaints received (5 for a delay
in admissions and the remaining 4 for families not being offered the school of their
choice), followed by 15.4% for Special Educational Needs (SEN) provision and
support. 12.8% of complaints received were in relation to Covid (places in hub
provisions, Free School Meal vouchers) which we would not have received in a normal
year.
We will continue to improve the management of complaints over the next year to
support good customer service in the Directorate. This includes systematic review at
Education Management Team to ensure that timescales are met. We will consider
complaints alongside correspondence and freedom of information requests to identify
areas of improvement for Education.
It is important to note that under Section 29(1) of the Education Act 2002, governing
bodies of all maintained schools are required to establish procedures for dealing with
complaints relating to the school or to the provision of facilities or services. The Local
Authority does not have a role in investigating or resolving complaints about schools.
The Welsh Government has issued guidance to support schools in dealing with
complaints entitled Complaints Procedures for School Governing Bodies in Wales
(Welsh Government circular no 011/2012). Within the guidance, it is the responsibility
of the Local Authority to satisfy itself that all schools it maintains have adequate
complaints procedures in place and that these are published. A governing body
complaints procedure may, with the agreement of the local authority, include a stage
for the local authority to consider the complaint. However, the statutory responsibility
for dealing with a complaint remains with the governing body.

Economic Development
2019/20
50

2020/21
25

Number / Percentage of
acknowledgments sent within 5
working days

50 (100%)

25 (100%)

Number / Percentage of responses
sent within 20 working days

49 (98%)

21 (84%)

Service Area
Economic Development
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76

129

Number / Percentage of
acknowledgments sent within 5
working days

74 (97.3%)

126 (97.67%)

Number / Percentage of responses
sent within 20 working days

70 (92.1%)

94 (72.86%)

Parks & Harbour Authority

During 2020/21 Economic Development received 154 complaints which comprise of
2 for City Centre Management, 4 for Strategic Estates, 2 for Venues and Tourism
(this includes Cardiff Castle, the Events team, Cardiff Caravan Park and the
Norwegian Church), 8 for Economic Development, 3 for Major Events, 6 for Property
Services (previously Facilities Management) and 129 for Parks.
We have had an increase in complaints for Parks during the year, as during
lockdown many people were using their local parks and green areas for their daily
exercise. However, there has been a decrease in complaints for Economic
Development, as due to Covid, there were no events run in Cardiff during the
summer months; usually, complaints are received about road closures due to the
events.

Environmental Enforcement
Service Area
Environmental Enforcement
Number / Percentage of complaints
responded to on time

2019/20
110

2020/21
60

91 (82.73%)

44 (73.33%)

During the pandemic, essential services for environmental enforcement were
prioritised in line with the Business Continuity Plan from April to June. These priories
included removal of fly tipping, and supporting waste collections services for excess
waste presentation. From June, all environmental enforcement work resumed.
Complaints, reports via the app and requests for service continued to be managed
during this time and clear communication on waste collection services was widely
promoted.
We are pleased to note that, during this time, the number of complaints for
Environmental Enforcement significantly reduced with a decrease of 45.5%
compared with 2019/20. Proactive working and essential service activity has shown
a reduction in complaints. The App and reporting systems in place to support citizens
of Cardiff has enabled the public to report matters in a more effective manner and
reduce the volumes of complaints for service.
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Performance monitoring is captured in key performance indicators and dashboards
for activity in areas of Cardiff, which is monitored on a monthly basis. This assists in
resource requirements in areas and identifying hotspots.

Arts & Theatres
2019/20
294

2020/21
0

Number / Percentage of
acknowledgments sent within 5
working days

294 (100%)

0

Number / Percentage of responses
sent within 20 working days

294 (100%)

0

Service Area
Arts & Theatres

Arts and Theatres contains two of the city’s biggest arts venues, St David’s Hall and
the New Theatre. As both venues have been closed due to Covid since mid-March
2020, no complaints have been received for the period April 2020 – March 2021. Staff
have endeavoured to do everything possible to reschedule shows so that our
customers can enjoy the diverse entertainment that they have booked tickets for.

Resources
Service Area
Revenues
Number / Percentage of responses
sent within 20 working days

2019/20
163

2020/21
103

132 (80%)

80 (78%)

During the financial year 2020/21, there was a 37% decrease in complaints received
by the Revenues Complaints Department. The majority of this can be attributed to
Covid-19, where recovery action was paused and there was more goodwill towards
local authorities who continued to provide essential services throughout the
pandemic.
There has been a slight decrease in the amount of complaints acknowledged and
responded to within corporate timescales. At the beginning of the pandemic,
available resources were targeted towards achieving the Council’s key priorities and
this has affected the figures accordingly. The Quality/Training Department consists
of 2 FTE posts, one member left his post at the end of the 2019/20 financial year and
recruitment has been on hold since due to the problems associated with the
pandemic and the resulting reduction in complaints received.
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The amount of complaints received has increased significantly since January 2021,
with the remaining post holder being supported by management in recording and
responding to complaints. It is hoped that with the vacant post being filled and
improved working practices, the figures should improve significantly going forward.

Customer & Digital Services
Service Area
Customer & Digital Services
Number / Percentage of responses
sent within 20 working days

2018/19
104

2019/20
66

100%

100%

Customer & Digital Services includes a number of key frontline services including
Connect to Cardiff and Rent Smart Wales. Connect To Cardiff (C2C) has received
24 complaints which is a decrease of 29% compared to the 34 received last year.
Of the 24 complaints received, 13 were not upheld and 2 partially upheld, leaving
9 that were considered as having genuine grounds for complaint. Following
investigation of each upheld complaint, full feedback and (where necessary)
refresher training was carried out to enhance the services we provide. C2C are
constantly striving to provide a fully rounded customer journey for every customer
whether it be via the telephone or our multiple digital channels.
We work closely with our Stats and Support Team to analyse performance, such as
the time a customer waits. This ability allows us to ‘drill down’ right to the heart of our
customer journey and understand any points of failure and/or improvement
opportunities without the need to rely on customer/staff accounts in order to inform a
decision.
Customer Service Training was launched in 2019 and re-started in August 2020 after
a short break due to the pandemic, this not only had a positive impact on C2C and
its customers, but also other departments across the council.
Several members of the team attended complaints handling training with the Public
Services Ombudsman for Wales whereby the useful information gleaned was filtered
into team meetings and training sessions enhancing the skills we use across the
centre.
Rent Smart Wales saw a significant decrease in the number of formal complaints
received in 2020/21. Primarily this has been down to the global pandemic, as for a
significant period of the year, Rent Smart Wales suspended enforcement action.
20% of all complaints received by Rent Smart Wales relate to actions undertaken by
our Enforcement team. 2020/21 also saw a number of upgrades to our website. As
with any release, this had a number of errors that we have worked hard to resolve,
but while this was being worked on five formal complaints were made about these
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errors. Now that these have been resolved, we expect to see a decrease in
complaints of this nature in 2021/2022.
24/7 Services received 16 complaints in 2020/21, compared to 12 the previous year.
The service has received an increase in customers for our Meals on Wheels service,
along with a rise in the number of Civic and School buildings within Cardiff for both
key holding and alarm response for both Fire and Intruder ARC ( over 200 sites ).
During the pandemic, resources were limited due to staff sickness and shielding
which impacted on service levels and led to services being put on hold to ensure
emergency services and support continued for existing customers. Processes and
procedures also had to be updated to suit the new way of working, as a number of
staff were and still are adhering to homeworking. In spite of the challenges faced, the
service has received a relatively low increase in the number of complaints received.

Governance & Legal
Service Area
Governance & Legal
Number / Percentage of responses
sent within 20 working days

2019/20
15

2020/21
2

100%

100%

2 complaints were received for Governance & Legal during 2020/21, a decrease of
13 complaints when compared to the previous year. Both complaints were received
for Electoral Services.

Housing & Communities
2019/20
543
137
233
102

2020/21
433
194
171
30

Hubs & Community Services

40

16

Regeneration, Development &
Enabling

8

13

Preventative Services

11

9

Libraries

9

0

Adult Community Learning

3

0

Service Area
Housing & Communities
Landlord Services
Responsive Repairs Unit
Assessment & Support
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518 (95.4%)

Number / Percentage of complaints
responded to on time

392 (90.5%)

As with other directorates, Housing & Communities saw an overall decrease in the
number of formal complaints received in 2020/21, primarily, due to the global
pandemic. Additionally, eviction action was suspended and some departments
stopped home visits other than for emergencies. This was to protect both staff and
tenants, resulting in fewer interactions with customers.
Conversely, during the pandemic, resources were limited due to staff sickness,
shielding and redeployment of staff, which impacted on service levels, leading to
some additional complaints. Furthermore, a number of complaints were received
specifically relating to Covid measures, such as the PPE worn by staff when visiting
someone’s home.
2020/21 has not been a typical year and has been a very challenging period. The
Housing & Communities directorate has a dedicated team dealing with complaints
and remains committed to learning from complaints and improving the service for all
its customers.

10. Welsh Language Complaints
During 2020-21, a total of 6 complaints were received by the Council from the public
in relation to the Welsh Language Standards. Whether the complaints were received
in English or Welsh, they were dealt with in accordance with the corporate
complaints procedure.

11. Priorities for 2021/22
We will continue to review the complaints service through 2021/22 and make any
necessary changes to ensure that our complaints process remains customerfocused and that the Council is providing the best service possible. Below are some
of our priorities this coming year so that we can achieve these goals.
Council-wide complaints system
An internal audit conducted by the Council’s internal audit team identified the lack of
a central repository for all complaints. Currently, each directorate is recording data
using a variety of systems. Therefore, during 2021/22, we will be working towards
implementing a Council-wide complaints system. This will also result in improved
consistency of data entry across the organisation. The Complaints Standards
Authority (CSA) was created as a result of the Public Services Ombudsman (Wales)
2019 Act and part of the CSA's duty is to collect and publish specific data from local
authorities. A central complaints repository will help us in this regard.
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Improved complaints reporting
The Public Services Ombudsman (Wales) 2019 Act will require Local Authorities to
report on its complaints performance twice a year. This, in addition, to the ad-hoc
requests from senior management for complaints performance data, emphasises the
importance of a council-wide repository for complaints that can produce council-wide
data quickly. To meet the requirements of the act, in addition to the Annual
Complaints Report, the Corporate Complaints team will produce a second report to
take to Informal Cabinet after six months of the year (around November /
December). This increased reporting will enable our complaints team to conduct
frequent trend analysis of the main reasons complaints are made and this could lead
to possible and timely improvements.

Improved compliments recording
There continues to be a concern that the good service provided every day by some
officers within the Council is not being represented. The complaints team will look at
ways of updating our recording procedure to ensure our compliments are captured
and that we are continuing to take on board what our customers want. Staff will also
be reminded that it is important to report compliments as well as complaints.
Compliments provide very helpful feedback and provide us with a flavour of what
works well and what people using our services really value. Furthermore, a section
receiving larger numbers of complaints can appear to be a concern until a
consideration of compliments highlights that there is a more balanced view of the
service overall.
Improved complaints training
The aforementioned Complaints Standards Authority (CSA) have offered free of
charge training for complaint handlers within the Ombudsman’s jurisdiction and this
training has been warmly received by complaint handlers at Cardiff Council. We
hope for further training to take place during 2021/22 and we will look to ensure that
officers council-wide can benefit from such a useful resource.
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Agenda Item 7
CARDIFF COUNCIL
CYNGOR CAERDYDD
CABINET MEETING: 23 SEPTEMBER 2021
OVER-CLADDING OF COUNCIL HIGH RISE BLOCKS
HOUSING AND COMMUNITIES (COUNCILLOR LYNDA THORNE)
AGENDA ITEM: 7
Appendices 1 & 2 to this report is exempt from publication on the basis
that it contains information of the description set out in paragraphs 14
and 21 of Part 4 of schedule 12 A of the Local Government Act 1972 and
in all the circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining the
exemption outweighs the public interest in disclosing the information.
Appendix 3 to this report is exempt from publication on the basis that it
contains information of the description set out in paragraph 16 of part 4 of
schedule 12A of the local government act 1972.
Reason for this Report
1.

To update Cabinet on the progress in replacing the cladding of the
Council’s high-rise blocks.

2.

To request in principle approval to continue with the arrangements to
deliver re-cladding works to 3 blocks of high-rise flats.

Background
3.

Following the Grenfell Tower tragedy, checks were carried out on six of
the Council’s high-rise blocks of flats. Testing showed that whilst the
cladding was not the highly flammable ACM type that was used on
Grenfell Towers, it did not meet current fire safety standards. Following
discussion with the Fire Service the external cladding was removed from
five of the blocks. The cladding has remained in place in Loudoun House.
This block has 2 stairwells and is considered a lower risk than the other
high-rise blocks, however a fire watch has remained in place to ensure
the safety of the residents.

4.

In April 2020 a report was presented to Cabinet recommending the
reasons for replacement of the cladding of 5 of the Council’s high-rise
blocks following safety issues resulting from the Grenfell tragedy. Cabinet
agreed this and delegated responsibility to the Director for People and
Communities, in consultation with the cabinet member for Housing and
Communities the section 151 Officer and County Solicitor, to deal with all
aspects of the procurement relating to re-cladding of all 5 high-rise flats,
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including setting the contract evaluation criteria and the award of
contracts.
5.

The report proposed that the work to re-clad the blocks would be carried
out in two phases. In the first phase the 3 blocks at Lydstep Flats would
be re-clad and the second phase would see the replacement of cladding
at Nelson House and finally the removal and replacement of the cladding
at Loudoun House. Channel View would not have replacement cladding
as it is due to demolition as part of the regeneration of the area.

6.

Early indicative budget values of the works at Lydstep flats were £8.9m,
Loudoun House, £5.7m and Nelson House, £2.4m.

7.

To take forward these works it was proposed to appoint a contractor
using Lot 8 of the South East & Mid Wales Collaborative Construction
Framework (SEWSCAP3). Following a competition between the
approved contractors on the Framework the construction company I.S.G.
were appointed to a two stage procurement process.



Stage 1 – outline scope/design
Stage 2 – construction works

This two stage process would allow the Council to gain a full
understanding of the works that are required and the potential costs of
completing the project, with an option not to proceed to stage two should
that be considered appropriate. Stage 1 has now been completed for
Lydstep Flats. The projects at Loudoun and Nelson House have not yet
progressed.
Issues
8.

Since the Grenfell fire and the subsequent enquiry, there has been
uncertainly about the safety of different cladding types. Atkins, building
engineering consultants, were therefore appointed by the Council to carry
out an options appraisal and to determine the best type of cladding to
use in terms of safety, thermal efficiency and cost effectiveness.
Following a review of the options a ceramic brick-based cladding was
recommended as the most appropriate option. This is the safest option
available on the market being non-combustible. The ceramic brick
cladding will be part of an overall system, that will incorporate appropriate
insulation, to maximise energy efficiency and thermal comfort for
residents. The insulation is also the safest option available.

9.

Whilst the above cladding design was considered the most appropriate,
in that each individual element of the cladding solution is noncombustible, further restraints were placed within the building regulation
process in December 2020 that required the whole cladding system to be
fire tested as a complete unit prior to erection onto the blocks.

10.

Further to the above, arrangements were made for the testing of the
cladding system. Fire testing facilities are in great demand at present and
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the earliest testing slot that could be achieved was 13th August 2021,
significantly delaying the project.
11.

While the full report on the fire test may not be available for 6 months,
confirmation has now been received from Building Control that the works
can go ahead, following new guidance and due to the very high standard
of the material being used and its non-combustibility.

12.

Nevertheless the above legislative requirement has had a significant
impact on scheme delivery and completion at Lydstep flats is now likely
to be early 2023.

13.

The early indicative budgets costs have also been reviewed and updated
with actual market tested independently verified figures.

14.

The original indicative cost plan was £7,408,289 for the 3 blocks at
Lydstep flats. However following the stage 1 scoping and review stage,
and now that the full requirements of the works are known the updated
cost plan is £15,109,023. This equates to a cost movement increase of
£7,700,734 or 103%.

15.

Further analysis and explanations regarding the cost movement are
shown in appendices 1 and 2. The greatest part of the increase in cost is
due to the very significant inflationary pressures that have been
experienced over the course of the project. These pressures are a result
of a number of factors including Brexit. It is reported that material costs
have been increasing at a rate of 5% to 10% a month for some products
and a 20% increase in labour costs has also been experienced.

16.

The purpose of the two stage approach is to ensure that all the details of
the design and project requirements are understood and to price
accordingly. During stage 1 of this process the it has been necessary to
change some elements of the works for example to include the upgrade
of kitchen windows to improve fire rating from 30 to 60 minutes and
changes to the final cladding and balcony design once all the details of
the building were understood. This increased understanding of the works
required also resulted in an extension of the project time from 52 weeks
to 75 weeks.

17.

There is currently a considerable amount of risk built into the project due
to the nature of the work, how this risk is managed is still under
discussion.

18.

Mott Macdonald have been employed to assist the Council with this
project and their cost management team have undertaken a thorough
review of the proposed costs. Market validation has been provided by the
contractors and 96% of costs are supported by 3 or more market quotes.
Mott Macdonald have concluded that the 2nd Stage tender offer is a true
reflection of the current market cost of the approved design and the reprocuring of the contract would not be likely to offer a different result.
Work is continuing to further refine costs where possible. Further
information on the increase in costs is included at appendix 1.
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19.

Although Cabinet had agreed the delegation authority to the Corporate
Director People and Communities to take this project forward, given the
significant change to the overall costs it was deemed appropriate to
submit the project for further consideration by Cabinet, and seek
agreement to proceed with the Lydstep Flats project at the new level of
cost. Proposals for the high rise blocks at Loudoun and Nelson House
will be considered separately at a future date.

20.

Given the significant increase in costs, other options have been
considered:


Do nothing – since the removal of the cladding, the flats have very
low level of thermal efficiency, they are significantly colder and
some tenants have experienced issues with increased
condensation and mould growth. Doing nothing is not an option.



Demolish and rebuild, this option would also be very costly
(estimated at circa £29m) and would require the temporary
relocation of all the tenants in the 3 blocks resulting in considerable
additional pressures on housing supply at what is already an
exceptionally challenging time.



Delay the scheme until current inflationary pressures are reduced.
There is no clarity of when or if the current cost pressures would
reduce. Given the extensive delays that have already taken place in
replacing the cladding and the amount of time the tenants have
been living in flats with insufficient insulation, an open ended delay
is not considered appropriate. There would also be additional costs
associated with delaying the project with no guarantee that prices
would improve.

Overall it was concluded that the best option was to continue with the
current proposal to re-clad the high rise blocks.
21.

A budget virement will be required to allow for the increased cost of the
project and any further over cladding for the remaining high rise blocks
will require a separate report and a further capital allocation.

22.

It should be noted that the delivery route for taking forward the Lydstep
Flats project is still under discussion and will be captured in the officer
decision report referred to in recommendation 4.

Local Member consultation
23.

Regular communication has taken place with residents and local
Members, including meetings and letters, throughout the process so far.
Consultation will continue to take place as the scheme develops and
dedicated resident liaison officers will be present throughout the
construction stage.
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Scrutiny Consideration
24.

The Community and Adult Services Scrutiny Committee considered this
item on 15 September 2021. Any comments received will be circulated at
the Cabinet meeting

Reason for Recommendations
25.

To agree the way forward for the cladding of the Council’s high rise
blocks at Lydstep Flats.

Financial Implications
26.

The report and appendices highlights the various reasons for a circa £7.7
million increase in cost of over-cladding of the Council’s Lydstep flats
high rise blocks. Costs are still being refined and are subject to final
contract award and risks inherent in the delivery of works on site unless
to be mitigated as part of the terms and conditions of the contract. The
recommendations to re clad the blocks follows a review of the options as
part of an option appraisal exercise. The approach to the contract needs
to clearly set out implications of any future liabilities arising post
completion of the contract, with suitable skills and resource allocated to
support the delivery of any project including monitoring and reporting of
any variations.

27.

It is proposed that the additional costs be met from a virement from other
projects within the approved HRA Capital Programme which includes an
overall budget assumed of £18.5m for all high rise cladding schemes, to
allow the Lydstep flats project to proceed. The likelihood is that the other
high rise projects may result in similar increases in costs compared to
initial assumptions. These projects will need to be the subject of future
reports as required and prioritisation as part of the development of the
iteration of the affordability of the HRA capital Programme and business
plan in March 2022. This will need to consider cost increases across the
range of projects including new build currently being identified and
experienced across HRA schemes.

28.

The report highlights that a full report on the whole cladding system is
required. If works proceed in advance of that, the risks of doing so and
recognition that there may be cost implications need to be understood as
part of the risk assessment of the project and as part of any Officer
Decision Report in respect to timing of entering into a contract.

Legal Implications
29.

With regards to the procurement options, as set out in the report, this is
subject to further discussion and will be set out in the officer decision
report. Further legal implications will be set out in that report.

30.

Please also see Appendix 2 for exempt legal implications.
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Equality Duty.
31.

In considering this matter, the Council must have regard to its public
sector equality duties under the Equality Act 2010 (including specific
Welsh public sector duties). This means the Council must give due
regard to the need to (1) eliminate unlawful discrimination, (2) advance
equality of opportunity and (3) foster good relations on the basis of
protected characteristics. The protected characteristics are: age, gender
reassignment, sex, race – including ethnic or national origin, colour or
nationality, disability, pregnancy and maternity, marriage and civil
partnership, sexual orientation, religion or belief – including lack of belief.

Well Being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 - Standard legal imps
32.

The Well-Being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 (‘the Act’) places
a ‘well-being duty’ on public bodies aimed at achieving 7 national wellbeing goals for Wales - a Wales that is prosperous, resilient, healthier,
more equal, has cohesive communities, a vibrant culture and thriving
Welsh language, and is globally responsible.

33.

In discharging its duties under the Act, the Council has set and published
well being objectives designed to maximise its contribution to achieving
the national well being goals. The well being objectives are set out in
Cardiff’s Corporate Plan 2021-24. When exercising its functions, the
Council is required to take all reasonable steps to meet its well being
objectives. This means that the decision makers should consider how
the proposed decision will contribute towards meeting the well being
objectives and must be satisfied that all reasonable steps have been
taken to meet those objectives.

34.

The well being duty also requires the Council to act in accordance with a
‘sustainable development principle’. This principle requires the Council
to act in a way which seeks to ensure that the needs of the present are
met without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs. Put simply, this means that Council decision makers must
take account of the impact of their decisions on people living their lives in
Wales in the future. In doing so, the Council must:






35.

Look to the long term
Focus on prevention by understanding the root causes of problems
Deliver an integrated approach to achieving the 7 national well-being
goals
Work in collaboration with others to find shared sustainable solutions
Involve people from all sections of the community in the decisions
which affect them

The decision maker must be satisfied that the proposed decision accords
with the principles above; and due regard must be given to the Statutory
Guidance issued by the Welsh Ministers, which is accessible using the
link below:
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http://gov.wales/topics/people-and-communities/people/future-generationsact/statutory-guidance/?lang=en
General
36.

The decision maker should be satisfied that the decision is in accordance
within the financial and budgetary policy and represents value for money
for the council.

37.

The decision maker should also have regard to, when making its
decision, to the Council’s wider obligations under the Welsh Language
(Wales) Measure 2011 and the Welsh Language Standards.

HR Implications
38.

There are no HR implications arising from this report

Property Implications
39.

Strategic Estates are aware of the significant cost pressures within the
construction and supply chain industries. These have been particularly
acute during 2021 and, therefore, when combined with the additional
demands created by the specific requirements relating to cladding
rectification post-Grenfell, it is understandable that a significant increase
on early estimates has been seen. These factors are set out in detail
within the report.

40.

Where there are any valuations or land transactions required to deliver
the proposed works, they should be done so in accordance with the
Council’s Asset Management process and in consultation with Strategic
Estates and relevant service areas

RECOMMENDATIONS
Cabinet is recommended to
1.

Note the increase in estimated costs for the over cladding of the council
high rise blocks at Lydstep flats and potential increases for the future
projects at Nelson House and Loudoun House.

2.

Agree that the proposed works for the 3 blocks at Lydstep flats with new
estimated costs at circa £15,100,000 be carried out

3.

Agree that a virement is approved from existing budgets to meet the cost
of the Lydstep Flats project and note that Over-cladding work at the other
high rise blocks will be subject to a further report which will address
affordability and funding.

4.

Delegate authority to the Corporate Director, People and Communities,
in consultation with the Cabinet member for Housing and Communities,
the section 151 Officer and Director of Governance and Legal Services ,
to deal with all aspects of the procurement relating to re-cladding of the 3
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high rise blocks at Lydstep Flats, ( including finalising the procurement
route, setting the contract evaluation criteria and award of contracts.)
SENIOR RESPONSIBLE OFFICER

Sarah McGill
Corporate
Director.
Communities

People

&

17 September 2021

The following appendices are attached
CONFIDENTIAL - Appendix 1 Lydstep Flats Cladding Project – Summary of
Cost Movement
CONFIDENTIAL -Appendix 2 Cost Movement Explanations
CONFIDENTIAL – Appendix 3 Exempt Legal Implications – Overcladding of
Council Highrise Blocks

The following background papers have been taken into account
Original Cabinet report dated April 2020
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Agenda Item 8
CARDIFF COUNCIL
CYNGOR CAERDYDD
CABINET MEETING: 23 SEPTEMBER 2021
INDOOR ARENA FULL BUSINESS CASE
INVESTMENT & DEVELOPMENT (COUNCILLOR RUSSELL
GOODWAY)

AGENDA ITEM: 8
Appendices 2 to 7 of this report are not for publication as they contain
exempt information of the description contained in paragraphs 14
(Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any particular
person (including the authority holding that information) and16 (Information
in respect of which a claim to legal professional privilege could be
maintained in legal proceedings) of Schedule 12A of the Local Government
Act 1972.
Reason for this Report
1.

To seek approval of the Full Business Case and associated legal agreements
to conclude the procurement process for delivery of the new Indoor Arena
and replacement Travelodge Hotel at Atlantic Wharf, Butetown.

2.

To formally appoint the Live Nation consortium as the successful bidder.

3.

To approve the appropriation of land for planning purposes required for the
delivery of the new Indoor Arena.

4.

As required to seek in-principle authority for the making of a Compulsory
Purchase Order for the acquisition of land to facilitate the delivery of the
Indoor Arena and wider Atlantic Wharf masterplan.

5.

To seek approval for the delivery of an enabling works package and to further
extend the Council’s cost underwrite.

Background
6.

Delivering a new Indoor Arena remains a key strategic regeneration priority
for the Council, supporting a number of Corporate Plan commitments,
Council priorities and strategies, including:
 Attracting more visitors to the city that stay longer
 Supporting growth in the local economy and creating jobs
 Supporting the next phase regeneration of Cardiff Bay
 Eliminating poverty and promoting equality
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 Promoting culture and creativity
 Supporting the Cardiff Music Strategy
7.

In July 2019, Cabinet gave authority to commence a public procurement
process to secure a developer/operator consortium to deliver an Indoor Arena
at Atlantic Wharf, Butetown with a minimum capacity of 15,000 as part of a
wider regeneration strategy for Cardiff Bay.

8.

The Council subsequently launched a competitive tendering exercise in
August 2019 via the publication of a Concession Notice in the Official Journal
of the European Union (“OJEU”). This was for the purposes of alerting the
market of an opportunity whereby the Council was seeking to appoint a
developer and operator to design, construct, maintain and operate a new,
larger capacity indoor arena in Cardiff Bay.

9.

As the procurement process fell under the scope of the Concession Contracts
Regulations 2016 (“CCR”) it is afforded a greater degree of flexibility in the
structure and conduct of the competition. The Council therefore adopted a
process similar to the Competitive Dialogue procedure (as more particularly
described in the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 (as amended) (“PCR”)
but was bound by the rules or formalities that would have applied under the
PCR. A detailed overview of the procurement process is set out at Appendix
1.

10.

In November 2020, Cabinet approved the appointment of the Live Nation
consortium as the Preferred Bidder in the procurement process to deliver a
new Indoor Arena in Butetown, Cardiff Bay. At the same meeting Cabinet
gave authority for the Council to enter into a Pre-Contract Service Agreement
(PCSA) which included the under-writing of costs up to an agreed cap to
enable the Preferred Bidder to develop detailed designs. Cabinet authority
was also provided to progress a Land Strategy to ensure the Council secures
full control of all land required to deliver the project.

11.

The PCSA was, amongst other things, for the purposes of enabling the Live
Nation consortium to develop their proposal and designs to complete a Full
Business Case to obtain further certainty on the deliverability of the project.
As previously reported, entry into the PCSA committed the Council to
underwrite the Live Nation consortium’s costs in certain circumstances (up to
a pre-agreed cap) as set out in Confidential Appendix 2. If the project
proceeds as expected, these costs will be absorbed within the overall
development cost of delivering the Arena development.

12.

Since November, under the PCSA, and as part of completing the Full
Business Case, significant progress on the project has been made. The
detailed design has been taken forward to RIBA Stage 2 ready for the
submission of a planning application in October. The Live Nation consortium
has also engaged with the Local Planning Authority and has commenced Pre
Application Consultation on a Hybrid Application covering the Arena in detail
and the wider masterplan in outline.

13.

Alongside the development of detailed designs, the Live Nation consortium
has also taken forward the development of detailed costs. These costs have
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been reviewed by the Council’s appointed cost consultants and are attached
as part of the Full Business Case at Confidential Appendix 2.
14.

In order to move from a PCSA to a Development and Funding Agreement for
Lease the full suite of legal documents required to enter a contract at financial
close need to be agreed in principle. These documents are now substantially
agreed and are attached as Confidential Appendix 5.

15.

The suite of legal documents includes the Development and Funding
Agreement for Lease (DFA) and the Lease. Initially the Council had explored
an Income Strip approach to the financial delivery of the project. Following
extensive due diligence the Council is now proposing to fund the project
through direct Council funding. Details are set out in the Financial Report
attached as Confidential Appendix 6.

16.

During the PCSA stage the Council has been working to ensure all land
required to deliver the project is secured under the Council’s control. The
Council has progressed the Land Strategy and has agreed terms to acquire
land interests from Welsh Government, Taylor Wimpey and Carillion.

17.

The Preferred Bidder stage of the competition and the deliverables under the
PCSA have been completed successfully. The Full Business Case is
attached at Confidential Appendix 2 and confirms that the project is
deliverable within the financial envelope established by the Council at the
outset of the procurement process. Approving the Full Business Case will
enable the Council to enter into the DFA with the successful bidder. The DFA
is included in the suite of legal documents attached at Confidential Appendix
5.

Issues
18.

This report seeks Cabinet authority to award the contract for the delivery of a
new Indoor Arena to the Live Nation consortium. The DFA, once signed,
remains subject to a number of conditions being satisfied before the Lease
can be completed. In entering into the DFA the Council is underwriting costs
for the satisfaction of the conditions and development of the detailed design
to RIBA Stage 4, further extending the Councils exposure, as set out in
Confidential Appendix 2 and 6. These costs are only payable by the Council
in the event that the Council chooses not to proceed with the project before
financial close and will otherwise be consumed within the Live Nation
consortium’s overall costs for delivering the project.

19.

The UK’s exit from the European Union has led to a significant increase in
the overall costs of delivery. The Live Nation consortium has projected a
significant increase in cost over and above their original submission (see
Confidential Appendix 2). This is due to significant supply chain issues with
materials. These costs are a development risk which the Live Nation
consortium has agreed to absorb to ensure the project remains within the
financial envelope established by the procurement process. However, the
implication of dealing with these cost increases has meant that the
completion of the Full Business Case has taken circa 4 months longer than
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had originally been expected and in turn will result in the Arena being
delivered later than originally expected.
20.

To establish the site for the development of the Arena, Schooner Way will
need to be closed (stopped-up) and the services currently underneath
Schooner Way diverted. The long-term intention is to reconnect Schooner
Way to Hemmingway Road via a new road connection if the County Hall site
is redeveloped in the future. Over the short term controlled access will be
provided connecting Schooner Way to Hemmingway Road through the
existing County Hall car park spine road. This will primarily be to enable the
effective operation of the Arena only. Following the terrorist attack on the
Manchester Arena new legislation has been introduced known as Martin’s
Law, which restricts vehicular access to crowded places by requiring up to a
30m buffer zone. The County Hall car park spine road will be within a few
meters of the Arena and therefore will only be able to be utilised with access
control.

21.

The Live Nation consortium has embarked upon consultation and
engagement with local businesses and residents as part of the preapplication planning process. The closure of Schooner Way has become one
of the key issues for local residents mainly concerned with traffic movements
in the area. This issue will need to be addressed through the planning
process.

22.

The requirement to close Schooner way has also created a land assembly
issue for the Council, which in turn has led to the project incurring some
additional unforeseen costs. The Council is being held to ransom by the
owner of two small parcels of land, one to the west and one to the north of
the Arena site. The land sits outside of the Arena red line boundary, but is
nonetheless required for public realm improvements surrounding the new
Indoor Arena. This has led to a number of mitigating actions to avoid
significant impacts to the delivery programme, which in turn would have
resulted in significant additional cost. In particular, the Arena redline
boundary has been shifted 3m to the south and 2m to the east to avoid an
issue over build-over rights. This in turn has led to the need for additional
enabling works to avoid delays to the programme as set out in Confidential
Appendix 2. The Council may now need to pursue acquisition of these
parcels of land through the use of Compulsory Purchase Order powers.

23.

In addition to the costs associated with the requirement for additional
enabling works, avoiding the ransom land has also resulted in the
construction programme being extended from circa 26 months to circa 32
months. Furthermore, to mitigate the risk of this extended construction period
it is proposed to extend the length of lease from 45 years (2+43) to 46 years
(3+43).

24.

In order for the Council to meet its obligations all of the required land needs
to be appropriated for planning purposes. This process can only begin once
the development has secured planning permission and will take an estimated
8 weeks to complete. The rational is presented in the document attached at
Appendix 8.
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25.

Entering into a Development Agreement with the successful bidder will place
a number of obligations on the Council. These obligations are outlined below
in this report and set out in detail in the Conditions Precedent document
attached at Confidential Appendix 3. Cabinet will need to be satisfied that the
obligations can be achieved so as to avoid any potential abortive costs.

Contract Award Decision
26.

Cabinet, in reaching a contract award decision will be giving approval for the
Council to enter into the DFA referred to above following observing a
mandatory 10-day standstill period.

27.

Once signed, the DFA will remain subject to the satisfaction of several
conditions. Once these conditions are met, the Council will grant a lease to
the Live Nation consortium. The conditions here include Planning, Car
Parking, Restrictive Covenant, Site Assembly, Highways, Hotel, Car Parking,
Arena Licence, Consents, Surveys and Funding. If the Conditions are not met
because of the Council’s failure to satisfy the Restrictive Covenant Condition,
Site Assembly Condition, Car Park Condition, [submit the relevant Highways
Application/obtain the relevant Highways Orders,] or because the planning
permission is not granted due to a reason relating to the Masterplan
development (rather than the Arena application) then the Council will be
required to pay the Live Nation consortium’s costs up to a pre-agreed cap.

28.

The legal advice dated 13th September 2021 contained in Appendix 7 of this
report, sets out a number of considerations arising from the contract award
decision as set out in Paragraph 9 of that advice that will need to be
considered by Cabinet.

Conditions Precedent
Land Strategy
29.

As part of the Arena and wider Atlantic Wharf masterplan (to facilitate the
provision of neighbouring public realm) the Council is required to acquire a
number of parcels of land. Originally it was envisaged that all of the land
would be assembled by the time the Full Business Case is approved. The
Land Strategy is set out in Confidential Appendix 4.

30.

Further to the above, the most immediate parcel of land that the Council
needs to seek approval from Cabinet to acquire now, is that relating to a
parcel of land to the west of the Arena site (the Outstanding Parcel), outside
of the Arena redline as illustrated at Confidential Appendix 4, reference
WA374945. Whilst the Outstanding Parcel is not directly necessary for the
construction of the Arena itself, the acquisition of the land is required to
provide public realm to facilitate the regeneration of the area surrounding the
Arena.

31.

The Council has considered whether it would have sufficient powers under
Highways legislation to carry out the required works to the Outstanding Parcel
but has concluded that it needs overall control for the following reasons:
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Although part of the land lies within the adopted highway and the Council
would have some powers to carry out works relating to the installation and
maintenance of services, not all of the land is within the adopted highway;
and



In the event that any part of the land is stopped up to allow the creation of
public realm, control of the relevant land would revert to the original owner
and the Council would then not have sufficient powers to carry out
maintenance works to the services in this area of the land.

32.

Unfortunately, it has not been possible to delay the acquisition of the
Outstanding Parcel because it would cause significant delay to the delivery
programme which in turn would incur substantial costs and jeopardise the
viability of the project.

33.

The Council contacted the owners of the Outstanding Parcel by letter to two
addresses shown on the title search to seek to acquire it by agreement in
February 2020, and opened informal discussions shortly after. The Council
procured a valuation and the figure was presented to the owner. The owners
have responded and indicated that they would be prepared to sell the
Outstanding Parcel by agreement to the Council but their aspiration is
significantly higher the Council’s valuation. As part of the process, the
Council’s agent made a formal offer in writing to the owner, but given the very
significant differences between the two parties it seems apparent that the
Outstanding Parcel will not be acquired by agreement within a reasonable
timescale. Authority to acquire the abovementioned land by way of a
Compulsory Purchase Order is therefore required.

34.

It is proposed that the Council may use its powers under section 226(1)(a) of
the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 in order to acquire the Outstanding
Parcel, if it cannot be acquired by agreement. Under section 226(1)(a) of the
Act, the Council, upon being authorised, can acquire any land in their area:
“if the Council thinks that the acquisition will facilitate the carrying out of
development, redevelopment or improvement on or in the land”.

35.

The exercise of the power also requires that the Council:
“thinks, that the development, redevelopment or improvement is likely to
contribute to the achievement of any one or more of the following objects:•
the promotion or improvement of the economic wellbeing of their area
•
the promotion or improvement to the social wellbeing of their area
•
the promotion or improvement of the environmental wellbeing of their
area”

36.

The Welsh Government Circular 003/2019 “Compulsory Purchase in Wales
and ‘The Crichel Down Rules (Wales Version, 2020)’” sets out guidance for
acquiring authorities in relation to the making of Compulsory Purchase
Orders, including when it is appropriate for compulsory purchase powers to
be utilised pursuant to section 226(1)(a). The Guidance sets out the key tests
which need to be satisfied before a Compulsory Purchase Order will be
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confirmed – these are considered by the Welsh Ministers prior to deciding
whether to confirm the Order and must be considered by the Council prior to
the making of any Order. Further details of these tests and the justification
for making the Order will be provided to Cabinet in a subsequent report if it
should prove necessary to seek authority from Cabinet to make a compulsory
purchase order in the future. If a Compulsory Purchase Order in respect of
the Outstanding Parcel is made it will be critical to demonstrate to the Welsh
Ministers that there are no hurdles to the delivery to the Development that
cannot be overcome, including the fact that planning permission has been or
will be granted.
37.

It is considered that the criteria within section 226(1)(a) are likely to be
satisfied, as the acquisition of the Outstanding Parcel will facilitate the
delivery of significant benefits by the Development, that will improve the
economic, social and environmental wellbeing of the area. These benefits
include:
 The delivery of an Indoor Arena with a minimum capacity of 15,000;
 The delivery of circa 2,000 jobs during the construction phase and circa
1,000 jobs during the operational phase of the Arena;
 Significant improvements to public realm in the vicinity of the Indoor Arena;
 Improvements to transport links to the area; and
 A catalyst for the further regeneration of Atlantic Wharf.

38.

The draft Order, Order Map and Statement of Reasons would be provided for
consideration and approval by Cabinet in the event that it should prove
necessary to seek authority from Cabinet to make a Compulsory Purchase
Order in the future.

Car Parking Provision
39.

The Conditions Precedent contain an obligation on the Council to retain the
existing car parking provision at Atlantic Wharf, with a minimum of 1,300 car
parking spaces being available no later than the time of opening of the new
Arena, subject to planning.

40.

As part of the November 2020 Cabinet decision for the new Indoor Arena,
Cabinet approved the development of an outline business case to determine
the preferred solution for the delivery of the car park provision.

41.

This business case was included within the Atlantic Wharf update report
presented separately to Cabinet in July 2021 where Cabinet granted authority
for the Council to progress a Full Business Case for the proposed new MultiStorey Car Park.

Associated British Ports (“ABP”) Covenant
42.

As part of the Land Strategy the Council has worked with ABP to understand
various site constraints including a restrictive covenant over the use of the
County Hall site. The Council agreed Heads of Terms with ABP to remove
the restrictive covenant, permit the Arena to be built adjacent to the dock
feeder and to provide technical advice relating to a number of site constraints
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including the re-alignment of the dock feeder. These Heads of Terms were
incorporated into a binding Agreement with ABP which exchanged on 11th
February 2021.
Travelodge Hotel
43.

In June 2020, Travelodge went into Company Voluntary Agreement (CVA)
and as part of this the Council was given an option to accept a new rental
payment structure and/or agree to a break clause (planned for 5 months from
the date of the CVA). The Council accepted this proposal by
proxy. However, given the delays with progressing the PCSA, the break date
has been extended to allow the negotiations in relation to the Agreement for
Surrender and Lease with Travelodge to be concluded.

44.

Over the course of the Preferred Bidder stage, the Council and the Live
Nation consortium have continued dialogue with Travelodge regarding the
delivery of a new Travelodge Hotel as part of the Arena development.

Alternative Funding Instrument
45.

The procurement process has, to date confirmed that a new Indoor Arena is
able to be a commercially viable business proposition, without any ongoing
Council subsidy once it is delivered.

46.

The procurement process (and basis on which bids were submitted) assumed
that bidders would secure their own finance arrangements to obtain the
necessary funding to deliver the Arena. Upon execution of the Development
Agreement (subject to the satisfaction of several conditions), it was intended
that the Council will grant a lease to the Live Nation consortium or its funder
and the income strip / lease and lease back arrangements would then be
entered into at financial close. However, it is now recommended that the
Council consider an alternative funding instrument. Cabinet approval is now
sought on the preferred, alternative funding instrument, as explained further,
below.

47.

Despite the situation regarding the COVID-19 pandemic improving, the
disruption caused to the entertainment/hospitality industry in particular
continues to devastate businesses worldwide. Whilst it is encouraging to note
that with the relaxation of the lockdown rules the return of live events is a real
possibility in the near months the construction industry and the
availability/price of materials appears to be an ongoing issue.

48.

Further to the above, and given that the Council is prepared to make a
significant financial commitment to delivering the Arena, the Council created
flexibility within the procurement documents to utilise alternative financial
instruments to deliver an equivalent level of funding to bidders (in line with
their final tender submissions). The aim behind this drafting was to not tie the
Council down to having to utilise a prescribed funding approach but to allow
the Council to explore alternative funding options, to boost the prospects of
the project being completed.
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49.

Details of the proposed change in structure is contained within the Financial
Report attached as Confidential Appendix 6. The proposed change will allow
the Council to secure a more optimum funding approach, which will aid the
Council in achieving best value. Additionally, the alternative structure would
seek to preserve Live Nation’s final tender submission and the financial
commitments contained within that submission. The new funding structure
replicates the fundamental features and obligations of the risk profile and
terms of the previous financing arrangement.

50.

As a result of the above financial restructuring, this will have an impact on the
contractual suite that Council anticipates entering at the conclusion of the
process as set out below.

Contractual Suite
51.

Subject to receiving approval from Cabinet to award a contract to the Live
Nation consortium, the Council would be required to enter into a number of
contractual documents. In light of the proposal to utilise an alternative funding
instrument to deliver the equivalent level of funding to the Live Nation
consortium, there is a reduction in the number of documents required and
consequential changes to the remaining contractual documents.

52.

An overview of the purpose of each document comprising the contractual
suite along with a final-form version of each document is contained in
Confidential Appendix 5.

Enabling Works
53.

In order to deliver the Arena and replacement Travelodge hotel the Live
Nation consortium will be required to carry out enabling works at/around the
site.

54.

In addition to the above, the Council is also required to undertake/commission
further enabling works on the land that it will be seeking to acquire as referred
to in the Land Strategy section, above.

55.

Further details on this additional package of works is also set out in
Confidential Appendix 2.

COVID-19 Pandemic
56.

In March 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic emerged across Europe and has
resulted in a full shut-down of the live entertainment industry since then.

57.

Despite this, the procurement process to secure a developer/operator
consortium for the new Indoor Arena in Cardiff has progressed unabated. The
procurement process involved the two largest Arena operator/promoters
globally who were extremely confident of the long term resilience of the
sector.

58.

As set out above, the Cardiff project is a private sector led proposal,
supported by the Council. That means the private sector will be taking the
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lion’s share of the risk associated with delivery of the project, in the form of a
commitment to a long-term commercial lease. Furthermore, the Live Nation
consortium has provided a Parent Company Guarantee which provides the
Council with an additional level of security.
59.

It is viewed by the industry that the COVID-19 pandemic has caused a ‘pause’
in the live entertainment calendar rather than a loss of business, as the vast
majority of shows will still be presented once restrictions allow, likely resulting
in a much more congested 2021/22 event calendar. In some countries where
the pandemic is under greater control, there has already been a return of live
events.

60.

The competition for market share has continued during lockdown. New Arena
developments have progressed in Europe and in recent weeks new arenas
have been announced for Milan and for Manchester. The arenas in
Gateshead and most notably in Bristol are still progressing. The Live Nation
consortium strategy is to establish the Cardiff Arena as a top tier UK Arena
and the premier Arena in the South West region of England and Wales.

61.

The June 11 2020, ‘Restart Recover Renew’ Cabinet Report noted the need
to consider the opportunity for the Council to stimulate local development,
and that renewal work would be led by major projects that would have the
most positive impact on job creation, inward investment and the environment.
In light of the need to accelerate such investment, the new Indoor Arena
represents a significant ‘oven ready’ project of scale that would make a
sizable impact on job creation and business development. Put simply, the
new Arena project represents an opportunity to lever much needed capital
investment to support the renewal of the city economy.

Financial Due Diligence
62.

As a result of the COVID-19 Pandemic the Council appointed independent
advisors to carry out further financial due diligence on the project. No
significant issues were identified. Further details are outlined in the Financial
Implications to this report and in the Financial Report attached at Confidential
Appendix 6.

Programme and Next Steps
63.

The development of the Full Business Case has taken a little longer to
complete than first anticipated due to Brexit related issues. Delivery of the
additional enabling works required to mitigate the land assembly issues will
also add around six months to the 26 months construction programme, which
means the project will take approximately an additional 10 months to
complete. There is potential for the development still to be completed by the
end of 2024, however until the various conditions set out in this report are
met the programme is currently estimating on opening date in 2025.

64.

The indicative programme is set out below:
• September 2021 - Cabinet Decision on FBC & DFA
• October 2021
- Contract Award Notice
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• October 2021
• November 2021
• December 2021
• February 2022
• February 2022
• June 2022
• 2025

- Live Nation consortium to submit Planning Application
- Live Nation consortium to submit RIBA S3 Report
- Sign DFA
- Planning Decision
- Initial Site Works – Site Clearance/Hoarding
- Financial Close (signing of Lease)
- Arena Open

Scrutiny Consideration
65.

The Economy & Culture Scrutiny Committee is due to consider this item on
20 September 2021. Any comments received will be reported to the Cabinet
meeting

Reasons for Recommendation
66.

To appoint the Live Nation consortium as the most economically
advantageous tender to proceed to award a contract to for the delivery of the
new 15,000 capacity Indoor Arena and replacement Travelodge Hotel
following successful completion of the Preferred Bidder stage.

Financial Implications
67.

This report, and in particular the confidential appendices, presents the
outcome of the procurement process and seeks approval of the Full Business
Case for the new Indoor Arena, including the recommendation to reach a
decision to award a contract to the Live Nation consortium, as the successful
bidder. This report (and its appendices) sets out the financial and legal
commitments that the Council will enter into for the Indoor Arena to be
delivered, the obligations that the Council must meet (Conditions Precedent),
and the next steps to be taken.
Full Business Case

68.

As detailed within the report, an independent Full Business Case has been
completed and demonstrates an improvement in terms of values actually
achieved through the procurement process in comparison with the
anticipated values from the original and revised business cases previously
presented to Cabinet. The final Full Business Case is attached at Confidential
Appendix 2.

69.

Overall, the procurement solution realised suggests value for money can be
achieved in delivery of the Indoor Arena. The full business case captures the
relevant costs and benefits of the proposed new Arena scheme (also detailed
in Confidential Appendix 6) and demonstrates that based on a number of
prudent assumptions, a positive return in terms of net direct costs/benefits is
likely, with overall direct long-term financial benefits of scheme projected to
be higher than direct costs incurred by the Council. In addition to the direct
financial impact, the report also sets out the significant wider economic, social
and environmental wellbeing benefits to the area of the new Arena. It should
be noted though there remains a financial risk here as the majority of the
Council investment is front-loaded with benefits being realised throughout 45-
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year lifespan of project. Further detail of the financial and economic impacts
of Arena can be found within the Full Business Case attached at Confidential
Appendix 2.

Revised Funding Strategy
70.

As set out within the November 2020 Cabinet report, the procurement
process (and basis on which bids were submitted) initially assumed that
bidders would be responsible for securing the necessary funding to deliver
the Arena by utilising an income strip model. This would have enabled the
Preferred Bidder to utilise the Councils superior financial covenant strength
to obtain more attractive lease and finance terms to make the project more
financially viable, whilst importantly the freehold land and property interests
would be retained by the Council at all times. This original model would have
included Council guaranteeing operator payments to a third-party fund for a
number of years, as well as providing a capital contribution for any gap
funding which has been set aside in the capital programme. The Council also
established an affordability envelope to fund the upfront delivery costs
associated with the Arena (approved by Council in February 2019) in the
pursuit of the Council objective of delivering a new Arena in Cardiff Bay.

71.

Following evaluation of Final Tenders, the financial commitments required to
deliver the new Indoor Arena crystallised and became known for the first time,
with the Preferred Bidder setting out the financial commitments required by
the Council to enable delivery of the new Indoor Arena. Bidders ‘Final Tender’
submission documents finally locked in key details of a proposed funding
strategy and committed the bidders to a number of key terms that must now
remain fixed.

72.

However, given the volatility and uncertainty of the financial markets the
Council reserved the right in the procurement documents to explore and
utilise alternative funding solutions if it could realise efficiencies for the
Council. In doing so, the Council would strive to ensure that key features of
the procurement process and final tender submissions remained unchanged.

73.

Further to the above, during the competition, the Council took the opportunity
to review potential funding solutions in consultation with Council’s Treasury
Advisors. This is to ensure the optimal funding solution for delivery of the
project could be achieved and best value for money delivered for the Council

74.

Detailed work completed by the Council’s independent Treasury Advisors
which identified that the optimal funding solution was for the Council to utilise
a “direct funding” approach. This was deemed to be an improved funding
solution when compared to original income strip model. By adopting this
approach, the Council now becomes the project funder, and will therefore
take on the associated risks and rewards that entails. Details of these risks
and rewards, as well as sensitivity analysis on potential outcomes is included
within Confidential Appendix 6.
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75.

An allowance has been included within the Capital Strategy to enable the
Council to ‘Direct Fund’ the Arena construction (as an alternative to the
original Income Strip / Third Party funding model previously agreed) subject
to Cabinet approval of the Full Business Case (FBC). Cabinet are able to
approve the proposal to ‘Direct Fund’ the Arena project within the existing
budgetary framework as the Capital Strategy and Treasury Management
Strategy were approved by Cabinet (February 2021) and Full Council (March
2021) respectively as part of the 2021-22 Budget.
Council Capital Contribution

76.

As set out within the November 2020 Cabinet report, the maximum level of
capital contribution required was fixed as part of the bidders’ final tender
submissions. This capital contribution is due to be funded by a mixture of
capital receipts and borrowing, with the most substantial element of the
Council contribution due to be funded by earmarked capital receipts.
However, at this stage some of these capital receipts are yet to be realised.
Any significant delays or non-realisation of these capital receipts is likely to
have an adverse impact on the Council’s ability to meet this level of proposed
gap funding contribution.
Arena Affordability Envelope / Project Costs

77.

In February 2019, as part of the budget setting process, Council approved an
affordability envelope in the Council’s Medium-Term Financial Plan to
support delivery of a new Indoor Arena. This included financial provisions for
land assembly, as well as other associated costs required to deliver the
Indoor Arena and associated facilities. In November 2020, the report set out
the anticipated costs required to fund all project related expenditure between
November 2020 and financial close including internal/external project team
costs, land, and contingencies. Based on current projections it is anticipated
the project can still be delivered within this approved budget. Further details
are set out within Confidential Appendix 6.
Conditions Precedents

78.

To facilitate the Arena development there are several contractual obligations
(Conditions Precedents) that have been placed on the Council that will
require substantial financial contributions to achieve. These include the
Council completing land acquisitions, release of covenants, etc. within
appropriate timescales to fit within the Arena programme of delivery. One key
substantial financial obligation is that the Council will be obliged to deliver a
new 1,300 space Multi Storey Car Park (MSCP) in Atlantic Wharf by the date
of the Arena opening. This is a condition of the contractual documents and
means that the Council must have appointed a contractor to deliver the
MSCP by financial close. Cabinet previously approved an Outline Business
Case (OBC) for delivery of a Multi-Storey Car Park in July 2021 and
authorised the development of a Full Business Case (FBC) to be presented
back to Cabinet for approval in due course.
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79.

A summary of the key Council Obligations, including actions to be taken and
timescales for delivery, have been set out in Conditions Precedent
documents in Confidential Appendix 3.
PCSA / Development Agreement Underwrite

80.

As part of the November 2020 Cabinet, the Council had agreed an underwrite
of PCSA costs for the Developer’s Costs up to a pre-agreed cap, this was to
allow the Preferred Bidder to spend a significant amount of money with a level
of comfort before having the commercial security of a Development
Agreement. This spend also included further design development to RIBA
Stage 3 in order that all parties can have more confidence that the
affordability envelope can be met.

81.

In order to progress to the next stage of the development a further underwrite
of costs is required from Development Agreement to Financial Close. This
will include further detailed designs to RIBA Stage 4 and further site surveys
/ due diligence will also be required to confirm the detailed cost plan and to
ensure the project remains deliverable and within the affordability envelope.
Details of this work and cost is set out in Confidential Appendix 2.

82.

However, it is important to note that as per the underwrite of the PCSA costs
these additional costs will become development costs to be covered by the
Preferred Bidder if final approval is given to proceed. These costs only
become payable by the Council in a scenario where bidders are able to meet
agreed deadlines and remain within the current affordable envelope
throughout, but the Council chooses not to proceed with the development or
is unable to meet its obligations. The conditions here include Planning,
Restrictive Covenant, Site Assembly, Highways, Hotel, Surveys, Consents,
Car Parking, Arena Licence and Funding. If the Conditions are not met
because of the Council’s failure to satisfy the Restrictive Covenant, Site
Assembly, or Car Park Conditions or the project does not achieve planning
consent due to a matter linked to the wider Atlantic Wharf masterplan
application then the Council will be required to pay the developer’s costs up
to a pre-agreed cap. It is important that Council have sufficient confidence
that the conditions within the Development Agreement can be met in order to
avoid potentially significant abortive costs at the next stage.
Financial Due Diligence

83.

As a result of the obvious impact the COVID-19 pandemic had on the live
entertainment sector the Council appointed independent advisors to carry out
further financial due diligence on the Preferred Bidder. No significant issues
were identified with the Live Nation consortium. The report concludes that
prior to the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic, Live Nation was a growing
business which traded profitably while also making significant investments in
assets and acquisitions. Live Nation is equipped to withstand continued
disruption and is well placed to benefit from the resumption of live
entertainment events, including from pent up demand linked to delayed artist
tours. The independent advisors report also highlights some key risks for the
Council to be aware of and monitor moving forward, including further delays
in the re-commencement of live entertainment, restricted numbers and/or
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reduction in demand for live entertainment. Further details are set out in
independent report contained within Confidential Appendix 6.
Enabling Works
84.

As set out within the ‘Issues’ section of this report, some land assembly
issues have arisen during the PCSA stage which have directly impacted on
the Arena programme, in particular a potential requirement to progress with
a CPO to acquire land required to fulfil the wider development. As a result, a
number of mitigating actions have been required to be taken to avoid
significant impacts to the delivery programme, but this has led to the project
incurring some additional unforeseen costs. Further details regarding the
enabling works strategy are set out within Confidential Appendix 2, with
analysis and a summary of the financial implications of this considered in
Confidential Appendix 6.
Compulsory Purchase Order

85.

This report seeks Cabinet approval in principal to progress with a CPO in
relation to some parcels of land that is required to deliver the Arena. The
financial implications of not being able to negotiate a purchase on this land is
detailed within the Enabling Works section of these financial implications and
Confidential Appendix 2. However, the potential cost of this CPO legal
process is budgeted for within existing Arena budgets approved by Cabinet
in November 2020.
RDC Investment Asset

86.

In December 2019, Cabinet approved the acquisition of the Red Dragon
Centre to facilitate the delivery of the new Indoor Arena in Atlantic Wharf. This
report now seeks final approval to conclude the Arena procurement process
and enter into the contractual documentation with the Preferred Bidder
consortium for delivery of the new Indoor Arena. By taking this decision,
Cabinet should note the financial implications this will have on the Red
Dragon Centre as an investment asset held by the Council, and in particular
the implications of the investment income relating to this asset. Further detail
of these financial implications is set out with Confidential Appendix 6.
Subsidy Control

87.

Subsidy Control (previously state aid) is referenced in the report in the context
of the Council’s contribution to the construction of the Arena development
and a change in the funding regime, so that instead of the consortium
borrowing to fund the development through a forward funding arrangement
with a third party, the Council will borrow and pay for the works directly. The
Council has taken independent legal advice, set out in Confidential Appendix
7, which demonstrates how the Council could satisfy subsidy control
requirements regarding the financial contribution towards the construction of
the Arena.
Accounting and Tax Implications
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88.

The Council engaged with independent financial experts to provide specialist
Tax and Accounting advice on the new funding approach and on the
contractual documents. Initial VAT advice received by the Council on the
status of Grant Funding suggests that any Council capital contribution may
be subject to VAT. Therefore, in order for the Council to recover this VAT the
Council have exercised an option to tax over the whole site, in order that any
interests in land granted are taxable rather than exempt supplies. In principle,
this would allow for VAT recovery on any costs directly associated with these
interests. Similarly, the Council has included a clause that stipulates bidders
cannot dis-apply the option to tax in relation to the Land and will not do, or
cause to be done, or omit to do anything which could lead to the option to tax
being revoked or dis-applied by operation of law or otherwise. Further details
of the Tax and Accounting advice is set out in Confidential Appendix 6.
Covid-19 / Brexit

89.

Whilst the report details the current impact of Covid-19 to the live
entertainment industry, it is important to note the combination of Covid-19
and Brexit has been widely reported as affecting the availability / price of
materials within the construction industry and appears to be an ongoing
issue. Whilst the risk of construction inflation is ultimately a risk for the
developer, substantial market movements which increase the overall cost to
deliver the Arena could have negative effects on project affordability.
Linkages to other Council projects

90.

Whilst the report addresses the delivery of the Arena, there are a number of
other significant major projects that the Council is trying to implement which
will need to interlink with the Arena project to ensure all projects optimise
value and costs. These include the wider Atlantic Wharf masterplan, Heat
Network, the long-term future of the County Hall building, and the potential
redevelopment of the Red Dragon Centre.

91.

It is critical that the interlinkages between these projects is understood during
the decision-making process given the potential knock-on effects and
implications each could have on other Council priority projects. Whilst no
decisions are being sought regarding any of these projects as part of this
report, the delivery of the new Indoor Arena is regarded as the key anchor
project and the first phase of the Atlantic Wharf regeneration proposals.
Therefore, any decisions taken in this report may have a wider impact on
viability of other Council priority projects.

Legal Implications
Procurement
92.

As noted in the November 2020 Cabinet report the Council received two final
tender submissions prior to the Final Tender deadline. These were evaluated
in accordance with the evaluation criteria and methodology set out in the
CFT, which led to the identification and subsequent appointment of a
Preferred Bidder who was the bidder who provided the most economically
advantageous tender.
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93.

The Council worked with the Live Nation consortium during the Preferred
Bidder stage with to work up designs for the Arena and Travelodge Hotel.
This stage of the process was governed by the PCSA.

94.

Entry into the PCSA meant that the Council agreed to underwrite the Live
Nation consortium’s bid costs where conditions within the PCSA were met.
Further information on this is set out in Confidential Appendix 2.

95.

Detailed advice in respect of the Preferred Bidder stage of the competition
was previously provided to the Council and this is included again, (for
completeness) in Confidential Appendix 7.

96.

The Preferred Bidder stage was a key milestone in the procurement process,
which has now been completed to the Council’s satisfaction.

97.

Further to the above, Cabinet approval is now sought to proceed to award
the contract to the Live Nation consortium. Further advice on this contract
award stage of the process is set out in Confidential Appendix 7.

98.

Prior to entering into contract with the Live Nation consortium the Council will
be required to provide debriefing information and observe a mandatory 10day standstill period in accordance with the CCR.
State Aid/Subsidy Control

99.

At the point at which the procurement process started, although the UK had
served Notice to leave the European Union, it was still in the transitional
period and EU state aid law still applied. At that stage it was unclear when
the award decision would be made, and what if any state aid or equivalent
rules would apply after the UK finally left the EU jurisdiction. With effect from
1 January 2021, the UK has now left the EU and the Transition period during
which EU law still applied has ended. State aid law no longer applies to any
new decisions to provide financial benefits to third parties. However from that
point a new set of rules described as Subsidy Control have been brought
into force as set out in the EU/UK Trade and co-operation agreement (“TCA”)
which sets out a new replacement regime. This is to be amplified and
developed by the UK subsidy Control bill still before Parliament. Detailed
advice on the application of the TCA subsidy control regime is set out in
Appendix 6 to this report.

100. In summary the replacement of State aid law with Subsidy control does not
materially affect the definition of aid/subsidy, but the new regime, while it
gives greater flexibility to subsidy providing bodies, increases uncertainty, as
it is a new set of rules, and there is limited guidance, and no case law to assist
in interpreting the regime. Currently there are no formal block exemptions
and where there is a subsidy, compliance is dependent on the subsidy being
compatible with principles.
101. The finance restructuring could have the effect of taking the scheme outside
the scope of subsidy control (and indeed State aid) on the basis that the
Council is paying the developer arm of the Live Nation consortium a market
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price to build the Arena on Council land, and the terms of the Lease to the
operator of the Live Nation consortium are market price or better. In our view
given the process by which the proposed contracts have been arrived at, and
the controls through the Development and Funding Agreement, this is a
proper conclusion for the Council to draw, and consequently there is no
subsidy; the Council is paying for the works, and letting the building on market
terms
Powers
102. Section 120 of the Local Government Act 1972 enables the Council to acquire
land for either (a) the benefit, improvement or development of its area or (b)
for any of it functions under any enactment. Section 121 allows local
authorities to acquire land compulsorily for the purposes of section 120.
103. Section 226 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 enables the
Council to acquire land compulsorily for development and other planning
purposes as defined in section 246 (1) of the Act for the promotion or
improvement of the economic, social or environmental well-being of the
area.
104. Section 145 of the Local Government Act 1972 enables the Council to do, or
arrange for the doing of, or contribute towards the expenses of the doing of,
anything necessary or expedient for the provision of entertainment of any
nature or the provision of a theatre, concert hall, dance hall or other premises
suitable for the giving of entertainments and any purposes incidental to that
provision.
105. Section 12 of the Local Government Act 2003 enables the Council to invest
(a) for any purpose relevant to its functions under any enactment or (b) for
the purposes of the prudent management of its financial affairs.
106. The Cabinet needs to take account of the Council’s fiduciary duties to the
local residents and taxpayers. As such, proper consideration needs to be
given to the risks, rewards and potential future liabilities of the proposals
which are the subject of this report. The issue concerns whether the potential
risks and liabilities described in the report and in the associated appendices
are proportionate to securing the stated economic development objectives
and thereby in the best interests of the local taxpayers and residents. Any
viable alternatives for delivering the economic development objectives should
be considered.
107. The report seeks authority from the Cabinet to select the Live Nation
consortium as the successful bidder and proceed with the delivery and
operation of a new Indoor Arena at Atlantic Wharf, Cardiff Bay through the
execution of the various key documents. The Cabinet should note that there
will be some further refinement to the documents but that this does not
materially modify the essential aspects of the tender or the procurement and
does not risk distorting competition or causing discrimination. Bevan Brittan
LLP have confirmed that the structure of the legal suite is appropriate for a
transaction of this nature and that the documentation reflects the outcome of
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the various meetings and discussions that have taken place in which the
Council and lead advisors have participated during the procurement process.
108. The Cabinet must also make its decision having due regard to the Council’s
public sector equality duties pursuant to the Equality Act 2010 (including
specific Welsh public sector duties). This requires the Council, in the exercise
of its functions, to have due regard to the need to (1) eliminate unlawful
discrimination, (2) advance equality of opportunity and (3) foster good
relations on the basis of protected characteristics. The protected
characteristics are: age, gender reassignment, sex, race - including ethnic or
national origin, colour or nationality, disability, pregnancy and maternity,
marriage and civil partnership, sexual orientation, religion or belief – including
lack of belief. If the recommendations in this report are accepted and when
any alternative options are considered, the Council will have to consider
further the equalities implication and an Equality Impact Assessment may
need to be completed.
109. When taking strategic decisions, the Council also has a statutory duty to have
due regard to the need to reduce inequalities of outcome resulting from socioeconomic disadvantage (‘the Socio-Economic Duty’ imposed under section 1
of the Equality Act 2010). In considering this, the Council must take into
account the statutory guidance issued by the Welsh Ministers (WG42004 A
More Equal Wales The Socio-economic Duty Equality Act 2010 (gov.wales)
and must be able to demonstrate how it has discharged its duty.
110. Equalities impact assessments will be undertaken as necessary as the
development, and the proposals described within this report, are developed.
111. The Well-Being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 (“the Act”) places a
‘well-being duty’ on public bodies aimed at achieving 7 national well-being
goals for Wales – a Wales that is prosperous, resilient, healthier, more equal,
has cohesive communities, a vibrant culture and thriving Welsh language,
and is globally responsible.
112. In discharging its duties under the Act, the Council has set and published
well-being objectives designed to maximise its contribution to achieving the
national well-being goals. The well-being objectives are set out in Cardiff’s
Corporate Plan 2020-23:
http://cmsprd.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/Your-Council/Strategies-plans-andpolicies/Corporate-Plan/Documents/Corporate%20Plan%202018-21.pdf
113. The well-being duty also requires the Council to act in accordance with the
‘sustainable development principle’. This principle requires the Council to act
in a way which seeks to ensure that the needs of the present are met without
comprising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. Put
simply, this means that Council decision makers must take account of the
impact of their decisions on people living their lives in Wales in the future. In
doing so, the Council must:
 Look to the long term;
 Focus on prevention by understanding the root causes of problems;
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 Deliver an integrates approach to achieving the 7 national well-being
goals;
 Work in collaboration with others to find shared sustainable solutions; and
 Involve people from all sections of the community in the decisions which
affect them.
114. The Cabinet must be satisfied that the proposed decision accords with the
principles above; and due regard must be given to the Statutory Guidance
issued by the Welsh Ministers, which is accessible using the link below:
http://gov.wales/topics/people-and-communities/people/future-generationsact/statutory-guidance/?lang=en
115. The Council has to be mindful of the Welsh Language (Wales) Measure 2011
and the Welsh Language Standards when making any policy decisions and
consider the impact upon the Welsh language.
Property Implications
116. Strategic Estates has supported colleagues in the discussions with
Travelodge on the CVA arrangements and prepared the relevant
documentation to ratify the agreements. Discussions have continued on the
Agreement for Surrender and Lease (AFL) required to document the
relocation of the Hotel to include the specification and the Heads of Terms
for the ongoing lease. We will continue to monitor the dates closely in respect
of the CVA arrangement already agreed and documented through previous
Cabinet Reports.
117. The Land Strategy attached at Confidential Appendix 4 identifies additional
land outside of the Council ownership required to facilitate the
development. Strategic Estates has led on the discussions and progress has
been made on a number of key transactions. However, the Council has not
been able to agree a reasonable value within the parameters of market value
for the Outstanding Parcel which has left the Council with no alternative but
to progress the acquisition of last resort which is the making of a Compulsory
Purchase Order. We will continue to negotiate and discuss with the owners
in order to avert this unnecessary action.
118. Alongside the legal department, Strategic Estates has prepared the
necessary plans and notices to advertise the appropriation for planning
purposes of the land currently in the ownership of the Council and the
proposed land to be acquired under the Land Strategy.
119. Strategic Estates has supported the delivery team on the Conditions
Precedent throughout the process and will continue to play a supporting role
as and when required.
120. As part of the agreed terms for the acquisition of the Red Dragon Centre
(RDC), in the event a planning application is submitted for development of an
Arena on the RDC or the County Hall site by or on behalf of or with the
consent of the Council, then there is an additional payment to be made 5
working days following submission of the planning application. Given the
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application is shortly to be submitted, this Cabinet is to note the requirement
to make the payment.
HR Implications
121. The development of the arena will impact on the current parking provision
available to Council employees at County Hall. Whilst the current car parking
arrangements are not a contractual entitlement, it is essential that trade union
consultation and communication with employees is undertaken at an
appropriate time to ensure openness and transparency. Whilst the
introduction of hybrid working and reduced occupancy levels at County Hall
will be helpful, it is important employees are clear about the alternative
parking and travel solutions that are available to them once any changes are
introduced.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Cabinet is recommended to:
(i)

Approve the Full Business Case for the new Indoor Arena as set out in
Confidential Appendix 2.

(ii)

Confirm the Live Nation consortium as the successful bidder to be the
Council’s partner to deliver and operate a new Indoor Arena and Travelodge
Hotel at Atlantic Wharf, Butetown;

(iii)

Note the legal advice mentioned at Paragraph 28 of this report and proceed
with Option 1 as recommended at paragraph 9.10 of that advice;

(iv)

Approve the legal documentation as detailed in Confidential Appendix 5 and
delegate authority to the Director of Economic Development, in consultation
with the Cabinet Member for Investment and Development, the Section 151
Officer and the Legal Officer to:

(v)

(a)

approve the final terms of the legal documentation as detailed in
Confidential Appendix 4 and in so doing approve any amendments to the
legal documentation approved here as may be necessary, for reasons
including but not limited to ensuring consistency between them and
finalising any outstanding areas;

(b)

approve any further deeds and documents which are ancillary to the legal
documents approved here; and

(c)

enter into all the necessary contractual documents associated with the
delivery of the Arena.

Note the obligations that will be placed on the Council to support the delivery
of the new Indoor Arena as set out in the Conditions Precedent document
attached as Confidential Appendix 3;
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(vi) Approve in principle a Compulsory Purchase Order for the acquisition of land
outside of the Arena demise to facilitate the delivery of the wider Arena site
and Atlantic Wharf masterplan.
(vii) Pursuant to powers under Section 122 of the Local Government Act 1972 and
Section 227 Town and Country Planning Act 1990, to facilitate the
redevelopment of the land for an Indoor Arena in accordance with the
development described in this report, to:
(a) approve the appropriation of the land that is within the Council’s
ownership edged red on the plan at Appendix 8 to planning purposes as
it is no longer required for its current purpose; and
(b) delegate authority to the Director of Economic Development to take all
steps necessary to appropriate to planning purposes:
(i) the land edged blue on the plan at Appendix 8 following the
advertisement of all relevant public open space notices; and
(i) the land edged red on the plan at Appendix 8 following the surrender
of the lease to Travelodge and the transfer of ownership of this land back
to the Council;
(viii) Approve for delivery associated enabling works to deliver the Indoor Arena and
Travelodge Hotel as described in more detail in Confidential Appendix 2 and
the design development costs underwrite as detailed in Confidential Appendix
6.

SENIOR RESPONSIBLE
OFFICER

Neil Hanratty
Director of Economic Development
17 September 2021

The following appendices are attached:
Appendices 2 – 7 of this report are not for publication as they contain exempt
information of the description contained in paragraphs 14 and 16 of part 4 of
Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972.
Appendix 1 - Overview of the Procurement Process
Confidential Appendix 2 - Full Business Case
Confidential Appendix 3 - Condition Precedents
Confidential Appendix 4 - Land Strategy Report
Confidential Appendix 5 - Legal Suite
Confidential Appendix 6 - Financial Report
Confidential Appendix 7 - Legal Advice
Appendix 8 - Land Appropriation
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APPENDIX 1
Overview of Procurement Process

Pre-qualification Stage
•

The initial stage of the procurement process involved the Council inviting bidders to
express their interest by way of completion and submission of Pre-Qualification
Questionnaires (“PQQ”).

•

Eight PQQ applications were received prior to the deadline and following an evaluation
process two bidders were invited to participate in the tender stages of the process.

Invitation to Submit Outline Solutions (“ISOS”) Stage
•

The ISOS stage was the first stage of dialogue provided for in the process where the
Council engaged with the two bidders who were successfully shortlisted at the PQQ
stage.

•

At the conclusion of the ISOS stage, bidders submitted Outline Solutions. Whilst these
submissions were not formally evaluated by the Council their contents were considered
to ensure that bids were sufficiently on track towards being sufficiently developed at the
final stage of the process.

•

Upon being satisfied with the progress of the Outline Solutions both bidders were invited
to continue in dialogue with the Council via the issue of the Invitation to Continue
Dialogue (“ITCD”) document in March 2020.

ITCD Stage
•

The Council entered into further, more detailed dialogue with bidders to align the content
of their bids with the Council’s strategic goals and objectives. Additionally, the Council
tested the financial viability of the scheme within the prescribed affordability envelope
with bidders to which reassurances were provided by both bidders.

•

During this stage of the process the impact and disruption of the COVID-19 pandemic
required the Council to seek further assurances from bidders to assess their business
continuity plans and any contingency arrangements they may have in place.

•

Further to the above, delegated approval was provided by Cabinet to refine the award
criteria and weightings to allow the Council to assess bidders’ ability to deliver the project
despite the disruption caused by the pandemic.

•

Once Cabinet authority was received the ITCD stage was brought to a close by issuing
the Call for Final Tenders (“CFT”) document to bidders.
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CFT Stage
•

This represents the final tender submission of the competition and the CFT confirmed
the evaluation criteria, weightings and methodology that would be used to assess
bidders’ Final Tender submissions.

•

Following the evaluation of final tenders in accordance with the methodology set out in
the CFT document, the Council ranked the bidders to identify the most economically
advantageous tender which the Council sought Cabinet authority to appoint as the
Preferred Bidder.

Preferred Bidder Appointment
•

Further to the above, Cabinet appointed the LiveNation consortium as the Preferred
Bidder in November 2020. The Preferred Bidder stage represented a further stage of
the procurement process. As such it did not constitute a contract award decision,
signalling the conclusion of the competition.

•

At the abovementioned meeting, Cabinet approval was also granted for the Council to
enter into a Pre-Contract Services Agreement (“PCSA”) with the LiveNation consortium.
This arrangement governed the Preferred Bidder stage of the procurement process.

Preferred Bidder Stage
•

The Preferred Bidder stage has enabled the Council to work with the LiveNation
consortium to finalise the contractual arrangements and work up its design to deliver the
Arena and the Travelodge Hotel.

•

This final stage of the process has also allowed the Council and the LiveNation
consortium to carry out further due diligence to mitigate any identified risks, to confirm
Indoor Arena viability and affordability for both Council and the LiveNation consortium,
as well as being sure both parties can satisfy State Aid (now Subsidy Control)
requirements.

•

In particular, the Council has utilised this stage of the competition to carry out further,
more detailed financial due diligence on the LiveNation consortium’s financial position.
In addition, the Council has been able to confirm that the detailed cost plan and to ensure
the project remains deliverable and within the Council’s affordability envelope.

•

The Preferred Bidder Stage of the competition has been completed successfully and
approval is now sought to award a contract to the LiveNation consortium to deliver the
Arena and conclude the procurement process.
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APPENDIX 8
Land Appropriation
1. The Council is authorised by Section 122 of the Local Government Act 1972 (“Section
122”), to appropriate land within its ownership for any purpose for which it is authorised
to acquire land by agreement. The Council is authorised to acquire land for planning
purposes pursuant to sections 227 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. Before
the land can be appropriated pursuant to Section 122, the land must no longer be
required for the purpose for which it was held immediately prior to appropriation. The
land owned by the Council for the purposes of the construction of the Indoor Arena is
no longer required for its current purposes and is required to be held for a planning
purpose and redeveloped for the purposes of an indoor arena in accordance with
planning permission.
2. It is proposed that the land edged red in Plan identified as “Appropriation” is
appropriated to planning purposes but a small part of this land cannot be appropriated
now as the land is either (i) not within the Council’s ownership; or (ii) comprises public
open space. There is a requirement to acquire the relevant land that is not within the
Council’s ownership from third parties as part of the Indoor Arena proposals and it is
proposed that these acquisitions are completed with a declaration for purchase for
planning purposes. This will negate the need to appropriate further.
3. There are additional requirements in relation to the appropriation and/or disposal of
open space. Section 122 (2A) of the Local Government Act 1972 requires a notice to
be placed in a local newspaper for two consecutive weeks advertising the proposed
appropriation of the land to planning purposes. Any objections that are received have
to be properly considered before the appropriation and disposal takes place.
4. The proposed appropriation of the land edged blue and identified as “Public Open
Space Notice” is currently used as part of the car parking with associated landscaping
plus an area of open space comprises land that may be used as informal open space,
will be advertised in due course and any representations received in relation to the
proposed appropriation will be considered as part of a report to the Director for
Economic Development authority should delegated authority be given to appropriate
the land to planning purposes.
5. Where land has been appropriated for planning purposes (pursuant to section 122
Local Government Act 1972 and section 227 Town and Country Panning Act 1990),
the consequence (under Section 203 of the Housing and Planning Act 2016) is that
the erection, construction or carrying out of any building or other works on such land
is authorised, notwithstanding that it may involve interference with third party rights
where: (a) there is planning consent for the building or maintenance work; (b) the land
has been acquired by the Council or appropriated by it to planning purposes; (c) the
land could be acquired compulsorily for the purposes of the building or maintenance
work; and (d) the building or maintenance work is for purposes related to the purposes
for which the land was vested, acquired or appropriated as under (b). Where such
rights are overridden compensation is payable.
6. Authority is sought to appropriate the land edged red and identified as “Appropriation
Phase 1” that is within the Council’s ownership to planning purposes and delegated
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authority is sought for the Director for Economic Development to appropriate the
following land to planning purposes
a. The part of the site edged blue following the advertisement of all relevant public
open space notices;
b. The part of the site edged red that is currently leased to Travelodge once the
lease has been surrendered and is within the entire control of the Council. This
is outlined in the final plan attached entitled “Travelodge”.
7. It is necessary in making a decision as to whether to support the recommendation to
appropriate the land to planning purposes to give consideration to all relevant matters:
a) Whether the appropriation of the Council's land and the acquisition of the
Developer's land will facilitate the carrying out of the redevelopment of the land;
By engaging Section 203 in respect of the Section 203 Land, the Council will have
sufficient certainty that an injunction cannot defeat the proposed development. If an
action is brought against the Council, the remedy will be compensation.
b) Whether the development of the land will contribute to the promotion or
improvement of the economic, social or environmental well-being of the area;
The development would facilitate the delivery of a new indoor arena and will deliver the
benefits described at section [ 36 ] of the report.
Overall the development will make a significant contribution to the economic, social and
environmental well-being of the area. Its delivery is key to the regeneration of Atlantic
Wharf.
c) Whether the use of Section 203 is proportionate with any interference with the
human rights of those persons affected.
Human Rights issues arise in respect of the proposed arrangements. The Government
guidance “Compulsory purchase process in Wales and the Crichel Down Rules (Wales
Version 2020)” advises that compulsory acquisition (and therefore, by analogy,
appropriation for planning purposes under s.122(1) Local Government Act 1972 or
Section 122 (2A) Local Government Act 1972, which have the effect, by virtue of Section
203, of infringing Convention Rights) should consider (Part 1 Paragraph 20):
“…When making a CPO, acquiring authorities should be sure the purposes for which
the CPO is made sufficiently justifies interfering with the human rights of those with an
interest in the land affected…. Depriving an individual or business of their rights is a
serious step which an acquiring authority should consider carefully”
Furthermore, under the Human Rights Act 1998 the Council is required to act in
accordance with the European Convention on Human Rights (“ECHR”) in deciding
whether to implement the arrangements. Article 1 of the First Protocol of the ECHR
provides that every natural or legal person be entitled to peaceful enjoyment of his or
her possessions. Engagement of Section 203, to allow interference with private rights,
involves interference with a person’s rights under this Article. However, the right to
peaceful enjoyment of possessions under Article 1 is a qualified rather than absolute
right, as the wording permits the deprivation of an individual’s possessions where it is in
the public interest and is subject to the conditions provided for by law, and (in relation to
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the right to respect for private and family life and a person’s home) Article 8(2) allows
for interference which is “in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic
society in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of
the country, for the protection of health and morals, or for the protection of the rights and
freedoms of others.”
There must therefore be a balancing exercise between the public interest and the
individual’s rights whereby any interference in the individual’s rights must be necessary
and proportionate. “Proportionate” in a context means that the interference must be no
more than is necessary to achieve the identified legitimate aim. A “fair balance” must be
struck between the rights of the individual and the rights of the public. It is for the Council
to consider the issues raised in this report and to strike that “fair balance” in coming to
its decision as to whether the land held within the Council’s ownership that is required
for the construction of the Indoor Arena should be appropriated to planning purposes.
It is considered that the public interest in appropriating the land to facilitate the
development of the Arena outweighs the rights of the individuals to peaceful enjoyment
of their possessions, and that the proposed use of Section 203 powers amounts to a
proportionate interference in all the circumstances. In this regard, the availability of
compensation to those who are deprived of their third party rights is of relevance to the
issue of proportionality.
e) The acquisition and appropriation of the land required for the Development
must be acquired or appropriated for ‘planning purposes’;
The Council's land is being appropriated to allow the comprehensive redevelopment of
the land as will be provided for by the planning consent. The redevelopment of the land
will deliver the planning objectives noted in the report. The appropriation of the Council's
land is necessary in order to facilitate the development of the Indoor Arena.
f) The Third Party Rights affected by the Development and the likely extent of
interference with those rights caused and whether such interference is
reasonable;
Parts of the Site are affected by the restrictive covenant that prevent any uses apart from
uses as municipal offices (“the Covenant”). A release from the Covenant is being
obtained in respect of a large part of the site, but other parcels are burdened by the
Covenant and the Site is likely to be affected by other private rights and covenants
including rights to light
Due regard will need to be had to the Council’s Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED, in
particular with respect to general duties arising under the Equality Act 2010, section 149.
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Agenda Item 9
CARDIFF COUNCIL
CYNGOR CAERDYDD
CABINET MEETING:23 SEPTEMBER 2021
INTERNATIONAL SPORTS VILLAGE UPDATE AND
DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
INVESTMENT & DEVELOPMENT (COUNCILLOR RUSSELL
GOODWAY)

AGENDA ITEM: 9
Appendices 1 and 5-11 of this report are not for publication as they contain
exempt information of the description contained in paragraphs 14, 16 and 21
of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972.
Reason for this Report
1.

To seek authority to acquire property assets at the International Sports
Village comprising of circa 10 acres of land and the Ice Arena Wales building
to consolidate the Council’s ownership at the site and to accelerate
completion of the development.

2.

To seek authority to formally terminate the Waterfront Development
Agreement with Greenbank Partnership Ltd (via is subsidiary Helium Miracle
123 Limited) by mutual agreement.

3.

To update on progress with the leisure destination including proposals for the
relocation of the Cardiff MX facility from Tremorfa to the International Sports
Village and delivery of a 1 km Closed Road Cycling Circuit around the
perimeter of the site.

Background
4.

In 2012, the Council entered into a long-term Development Agreement for the
redevelopment of the International Sport Village (ISV) with Greenbank
Partnership Ltd (GPL), the owners of the adjacent Cardiff Pointe site,
following a market procurement exercise. The Development Agreement,
attached as Confidential Appendix 1, relates only to land in Council
ownership. A plan illustrating the various land ownerships and interests at the
ISV and the land subject to the Development Agreement, including a phasing
plan, is attached at Appendix 2.

5.

The Development Agreement sets out the development of the Council’s land
in two phases. The first phase is based on the development of a new twinpad, 3000 capacity, Ice Arena. GPL has delivered the Ice Arena and the
details are set out at Appendix 3. Following delivery of phase one, the
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Development Agreement provided for release of the second phase on
commitment by GPL to deliver a 150+m indoor, real snow, Ski-Slope. The
proposed Ski Slope was to be subsidized through surrounding development
including a significant level of retail development. However, by the time the
Ice Arena was completed and GPL were ready to move into the second
phase, the market for retail development had changed, and this in turn meant
the Ski-Slope proposal had become commercially undeliverable.
6.

At the same time as delivering the Ice Arena, GPL progressed 100 units of
private housing development on their own land at Cardiff Pointe. They also
delivered the affordable housing obligation for the whole Cardiff Pointe site
up-front, consisting of circa 160 units, on two separate sites within the wider
ISV area.

7.

Development at the International Sports Village has now stagnated for a
number of years. Progress under the Development Agreement has been slow
due to a disagreement between the Council and GPL relating to the fulfilment
of conditions for the next phase of development (i.e. commitment to deliver
the Ski Slope or a reasonable alternative). Both parties have been extremely
reluctant to allow the matter to escalate into a legal dispute, preferring instead
to try to find an amicable way forward.

8.

The Council remains committed to completing the ISV development and to
delivering a high quality leisure and sport destination at the site. In March
2021, Cabinet agreed a new masterplan for the leisure element including a
proposal for a new Velodrome to replace the existing cycle track at Maindy,
The approved masterplan is attached at Appendix 4.

9.

In July 2021, Cabinet agreed to progress a Full Business Case for the
delivery of the new Velodrome with the target of works commencing on-site
early in 2022 and for the new facility to be fully operational by spring 2023.

Issues
10.

The International Sports Village is a high profile project that has been under
development by the Council for over two decades following initial land
reclamation and remediation works. In recent years the development has
effectively ceased and the site has consequently suffered from significant
uncertainty for an extended period. The Development Agreement between
the Council and GPL that was designed to facilitate development has
effectively served to frustrate progress over recent years.

11.

In order to avoid legal proceedings which could add significant additional
delay to development recommencing the Council with the agreement of GPL
has proposed to acquire the assets owned by GPL at the ISV. This will enable
the Council to obtain a formal mutual release of the existing Development
Agreement, freeing the land from any further rights claimed by GPL and will
allow the Council to bring forward a new strategy to accelerate completion of
the development.

12.

The proposal to acquire the assets owned by GPL will also enable the Council
to address concerns raised by residents of the Cardiff Pointe development.
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Housing development at Cardiff Pointe has also stagnated in recent years
and this has created significant uncertainty for existing residents who have
found themselves in a position where their properties have become difficult
to sell. The area looks unfinished with much of the site undeveloped and
without a plan for completion. The housing units developed by GPL are also
subject to a housing management arrangement requiring residents to pay a
service charge. At present the level of charges is skewed due of the low
numbers of completed properties. Whilst the delays in completing the
development continue, the costs of this arrangement are borne by the
residents. The Council has received significant representations from the
residents of Cardiff Pointe encouraging the Council to facilitate completion of
the development as soon as possible.
13.

The leisure destination remains a key priority for the Council, included as an
objective in the Council’s Corporate Plan. Over the years, the Council has
invested in a number of state-of-the-art facilities such as the International
Pool and the International White Water Rafting Centre and FlowRider.
However, the leisure destination remains unfinished and at present does not
hang together as a single attraction. The Council has published plans to
develop a new Velodrome on the site and has set out its aspiration to add
further facilities such as a closed road cycling circuit, a bigger high ropes
attraction across the site, a new electric motorcross and off-road bike facility,
much improved public realm to provide space to host events, and coherent
car parking arrangements.

14.

The consolidation of the currently disparate attractions into a single
destination requires a new approach to the operation, management and
maintenance of the site. The Council would like to facilitate all of the facilities
being operated together under a single operational agreement:

15.



to ensure a single approach to the management and maintenance of the
buildings and the public realm/landscaping;



to market and promote all of the attractions as a single destination to
visitors;



to manage car parking and the food and beverage offer across the whole
site.

This is a long-term plan which may take time to deliver due to existing
operational commitments and agreements. The Council’s proposals for the
completion of the leisure destination will mean that only the Ice Arena would
sit outside of the Council’s control. However, the proposal to acquire the
assets owned by GPL includes the acquisition of the Ice Arena, which would
mean the Council would have full control of all leisure assets at the ISV.

Development Agreement
16.

The Council has been in dialogue with GPL over an extended period of time
to find a solution to allow development under the Development Agreement to
progress. As illustrated in Appendix 2, GPL currently has a number of
adjacent land interests including Cardiff Pointe, the International Pool car
park site and the Ice Arena and associated land. Their assets are allocated
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in the LDP and they have secured planning permission for circa 700 new
homes across their holdings.
17.

To avoid legal dispute and further consequent delay the Council has
proposed to acquire the assets owned by GPL. GPL has agreed to this
proposal on the basis that it is a comprehensive acquisition of all assets.
Completion of the acquisition will formally terminate the existing Development
Agreement.

Acquisition of Land
18.

Heads of Terms for the acquisition of circa 10 acres of land and the Ice Arena
building have been agreed in principle with GPL and are set-out at
Confidential Appendix 5. An independent valuers report is attached as
Confidential Appendix 6, which confirms that the proposed transaction
represents market value. The proposal is to complete the transaction in two
stages with the first transaction of taken place by the end of the calendar
year.

19.

The Council capital to acquire the assets comes from within existing allocated
budgets as set out in the Financial Report attached as Confidential Appendix
11.

20.

The acquisition is based on a business plan and appraisal which
demonstrates that the Council will recoup its capital outlay over a period of
circa two years. The disposal strategy involves the creation of a series of
smaller plots which will be disposed of sequentially. Developers will be
required to demonstrate a commitment to deliver development through
securing a planning permission and committing to a build contract before
disposals will be completed to avoid land banking and to promote delivery.
The business plan and appraisal is attached as Confidential Appendix 7.

21.

It is intended that a soft market exercise will commence in October to identify
developers so that the Council is ready to progress with the first disposals as
soon as the transaction is completed with GPL at the end of the year.

22.

The transaction includes the acquisition of the Ice Arena development. The
Ice Arena has been independently valued as a depreciating asset (see
Confidential Appendix 6). The acquisition of the Ice Arena will enable the
Council to retain the freehold interest in the whole of the leisure destination
over the long term. The Council will seek to lease the leisure assets on
operational terms over a relatively short period of circa 30-35 years.

Completion of the Leisure Destination
23.

As set out above, the acquisition of GPL’s assets will tie up the Council’s
capital resources allocated towards the delivery of the ISV project up until the
end of December 2023, and potentially longer. This means that the various
projects set out in the masterplan released by the Council in March 2021 (see
Appendix 4) and the updated masterplan (attached as Confidential Appendix
10) will only be able to progress in advance of the recovery of the Council’s
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capital investment if they can be commercially funded, or funded via sources
other than the Council.
24.

In order to fully understand the costs associated with each of the components
of the masterplan the Council will seek to progress businesses cases. If the
business case confirms that the project requires Council funding, delivery of
the project will need to wait until the Council has recovered its investment in
acquiring Greenbank’s assets. A project would only be able to progress in
advance of that if it can be brought forward commercially or by using funding
from alternative non-Council sources.

25.

The Council has already commenced a soft-marketing exercise to consider
the commercial delivery of a new Multi Storey Car Park (MSCP). Cabinet has
also provided authority for a soft marketing exercise to be undertaken to seek
to attract investment into the Toys’R’Us building which will commence this
month.

26.

The Council will be acquiring the Ice Arena as part of acquiring GPL’s assets.
The current Management Agreement with the Cardiff Devils will be utilized
until the long-term operational management of the whole leisure destination
is resolved. The long-term options are set out in the business case attached
at Confident Appendix 9.

27.

In 2018, Cabinet agreed to the disposal of the Former Frag Tip site which
currently accommodates the Council run Motocross Track and Education site
(known as Cardiff MX). A significant financial contribution has been secured
as part of the disposal of the Former Frag Tip site to support the relocation of
the Cardiff MX facility to an alternative site in Cardiff. The site adjoining the
Toys’R’Us building and car park at the ISV, known as Retail 3, has been
identified as a potential site for the relocation of the facility. The plans at
Confidential Appendix 10 set out the area required for this new facility. The
Council will now take forward an Outline Business Case to consider the
feasibility of this proposal.

28.

The masterplan released in March also proposed the delivery of a Closed
Road Cycle Circuit around the perimeter of the leisure destination. Both the
Cardiff MX and the proposed Closed Road Cycle Circuit have the potential to
benefit from the earthworks/civils package associated with delivery of the new
Velodrome at the ISV. As such, it is intended for the OBC’s for both of these
projects to be developed in time to be reported back to Cabinet at the same
time as the final decision on the Velodrome project.

Scrutiny Consideration
29.

The Economy & Culture Scrutiny Committee is due to consider this item on
20 September 2021. Any comments received will be reported to the Cabinet
meeting.

Reasons for Recommendation
30.

To acquire the land interests and conclude the development agreement on
the ISV and proceed with the delivery of the wider masterplan.
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Financial Implications
31.

This report seeks authority to acquire the assets of Greenbank Partnership
Ltd at the International Sports Village (ISV), comprising of both land as well
as the Ice Arena Wales property and assets, to consolidate the Council’s
ownership at the site and to accelerate completion of the ISV development.
In doing so, permission is also sought by this report to terminate the existing
Waterfront Development Agreement with Greenbank Partnership Ltd at the
International Sports Village, which has been subject to a dispute between the
parties in recent years, in an effort to avoid the need for legal action by either
party. Outstanding debts due to Council from Greenbank Partnership Ltd will
also be resolved as part of termination of Waterfront Development
Agreement.

32.

The terms of the acquisition for the land and property assets of Greenbank
Partnership Ltd are set out within agreed Heads of Terms in Confidential
Appendix 5. Funding for this acquisition is available within the existing
budgetary framework for the redevelopment of the International Sports
Village, although any proposals brought forward must be on a self-financing
basis in line with the budgetary framework. The acquisition of land and
property from Greenbank Partnership Ltd is to be funded by debt initially,
albeit a strategy is in place to enable this to become self-financing within 2-3
years by breaking up land acquired into separate parcels, then marketing and
disposing of packages of land to third parties for immediate development.
Details of this independent land disposal business case are included at
Confidential Appendix 7. This land disposal business plan will be subject to
agreement of a suitable cashflow management strategy, both to realise
receipts and to suitably manage the Council’s overall financial exposure
during this period, and then actually delivering against that strategy. Further
details of cashflow management strategy are included within Confidential
Appendix 11.

33.

Cabinet should note that whilst this acquisition can be completed within the
existing budgetary framework, taking this decision will leave no further scope
for additional capital expenditure at ISV within current budgetary framework
over-and-above the acquisition of Greenbank Partnership Ltd land and
assets referenced in this report, and delivery of the Velodrome (approved in
principle at July Cabinet). This means any further plans for expenditure at
ISV not referenced above cannot proceed currently within the existing
budgetary framework. All other planned expenditure on other items contained
within the revised ISV masterplan previously approved by Cabinet in March
2021, but not yet brought forward for Cabinet approval, must therefore be
paused. On this basis no further decisions, commitments or capital
expenditure on ISV can occur in this financial year, or until such a time as
sufficient capital receipts have been received to cover any additional planned
expenditure within the existing budgetary framework. Further details can be
found within Confidential Appendix 11.

34.

In accordance with the Council Constitution, any acquisition or disposal of
Council land must be supported by an independent site valuation to
demonstrate value for money. The independent valuation report for the
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acquisition of land and assets of Greenbank Partnerships Ltd is included as
Confidential Appendix 6. The development appraisal and proposed
business case for land disposals, along with a proposed indicative
programme with anticipated timeframes and initial net proceeds of sale are
included at Confidential Appendix 7.
35.

Ice Arena Wales will be acquired by Council as part of this deal on terms set
out in Confidential Appendix 5. All Ice Arena Wales assets will therefore
transfer to Council as part of this agreement. An independent review of the
existing operation at Ice Arena Wales, including the operational business plan
costs and revenues along with the likely return achievable on an asset of this
nature, is included within Confidential Appendix 9.

36.

The Council will take over responsibilities for the Ice Arena (and the costs
associated with it) from completion of its purchase of the land in phase 1
(December 2021) until it completes its purchase of the Ice Arena (December
2022) and into the future. Temporary and future operating arrangements for
Ice Arena must therefore be a key consideration ahead of completing this
purchase. Ice Arena Wales is currently operated by Cardiff Devils, although
it is recognised that the current management agreement in place with Ice
Arena Wales is unlikely to remain suitable in the long-term, so both the interim
and future operational arrangements of Ice Arena must be a key
consideration for the Council upon acquisition. A new management
agreement with Devils Entertainment Ltd, or a new operator altogether may
need to be found, so directorate will need to have a clear understanding of
suitable parties and likely terms of operational leases or management
agreements to ensure the Council can operate this facility without any
ongoing Council subsidy, and ideally with a commercial return. The transfer
of employer responsibilities from Ice Arena Wales also remains a risk as part
of the acquisition, so it is important a suitable solution is found here ahead of
completing the transaction

37.

Any costs/revenues generated from leases or management agreements put
in place for operation of Ice Arena will be responsibility of directorate and
must be managed within existing revenue budgets. This should include any
surpluses or subsidies required to operate the facility, as well as any capital
expenditure which may be required in improving or up keeping the existing
facility. All holding costs of the land and assets acquired as part of this
transaction will also need to be met from within existing directorate budgets.

38.

Careful consideration must be given to the VAT implications of these
proposals. All sites will be opted to tax upon acquisition, so specific VAT
advice will be required on proposals regarding disposal strategy and future
use of this land which must be taken into account during the decision making
process. Importantly, the future operational arrangements for Ice Arena
Wales must also be a strong consideration ahead of the acquisition, as it is
likely some limitations will need to be adhered to here in order to protect the
Council’s VAT partial exemption position.

Legal Implications
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39.

Section 120 of the Local Government Act 1972 enables the Council to acquire
land for either (a) the benefit, improvement or development of its area or (b)
for any of it functions under any enactment. The Council’s Disposal and
Acquisition of Land Procedure Rules requires the decision maker to have
regard to advice from a qualified valuer, to ensure value for money. The
Council Legal Services will be required to undertake legal due diligence,
including any matters highlighted in the Valuer’s report prior to exchange of
contracts.

40.

It is understood that part of the proposal will require the Council to take on
the operation of the Ice Arena prior to its acquisition of that asset, further
details of risk and liabilities which are highlighted in the appendices to this
report, particularly with regard to TUPE. The heads of terms allow for the
Council to avoid this by nominating a third party to operate in place of the
Council, which the intention of taking on the operation directly from the seller.
The Council will need to comply with its contract procedure rules and Public
procurement rules with regard to appointing any operator on its behalf.

41.

Cabinet needs to take account of the Council’s fiduciary duties to the local
residents and taxpayers. As such, proper consideration needs to be given to
the risks, rewards and potential future liabilities of the proposals which are
the subject of this report.
Equalities & Welsh Language

42.

In considering this matter the decision maker must have regard to the
Council’s duties under the Equality Act 2010 (including specific Welsh public
sector duties). Pursuant to these legal duties Councils must, in making
decisions, have due regard to the need to (1) eliminate unlawful
discrimination, (2) advance equality of opportunity and (3) foster good
relations on the basis of protected characteristics. Protected characteristics
are: (a). Age,( b ) Gender reassignment( c ) Sex (d) Race – including ethnic
or national origin, colour or nationality, (e) Disability, (f) Pregnancy and
maternity, (g) Marriage and civil partnership, (h)Sexual orientation (i)Religion
or belief –including lack of belief.

43.

When taking strategic decisions, the Council also has a statutory duty to have
due regard to the need to reduce inequalities of outcome resulting from socioeconomic disadvantage (‘the Socio-Economic Duty’ imposed under section 1
of the Equality Act 2010). In considering this, the Council must take into
account the statutory guidance issued by the Welsh Ministers (WG42004 A
More Equal Wales The Socio-economic Duty Equality Act 2010 (gov.wales)
and must be able to demonstrate how it has discharged its duty.

44.

An Equalities Impact Assessment aims to identify the equalities implications
of the proposed decision, including inequalities arising from socio-economic
disadvantage, and due regard should be given to the outcomes of the
Equalities Impact Assessment.

45.

The decision maker should be mindful of the Welsh Language (Wales)
Measure 2011 and the Welsh Language Standards.
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The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015
46.

The Well-Being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 (‘the Act’) places a
‘well-being duty’ on public bodies aimed at achieving 7 national well-being
goals for Wales - a Wales that is prosperous, resilient, healthier, more equal,
has cohesive communities, a vibrant culture and thriving Welsh language,
and is globally responsible. In discharging its duties under the Act, the
Council has set and published well being objectives designed to maximise its
contribution to achieving the national well being goals. The wellbeing
objectives are set out in Cardiff’s Corporate Plan 2020 -23.

47.

When exercising its functions, the Council is required to take all reasonable
steps to meet its wellbeing objectives. This means that the decision makers
should consider how the proposed decision will contribute towards meeting
the wellbeing objectives and must be satisfied that all reasonable steps have
been taken to meet those objectives.

48.

The wellbeing duty also requires the Council to act in accordance with a
‘sustainable development principle’. This principle requires the Council to act
in a way which seeks to ensure that the needs of the present are met without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. Put
simply, this means that Council decision makers must take account of the
impact of their decisions on people living their lives in Wales in the future. In
doing so, the Council must:






49.

Look to the long term
Focus on prevention by understanding the root causes of problems
Deliver an integrated approach to achieving the 7 national well-being
goals
Work in collaboration with others to find shared sustainable solutions
Involve people from all sections of the community in the decisions which
affect them

The decision maker must be satisfied that the proposed decision accords with
the principles above; and due regard must be given to the Statutory Guidance
issued by the Welsh Ministers, which is accessible on line using the link
below:
http://gov.wales/topics/people-and-communities/people/futuregenerations-act/statutory-guidance/?lang=en

Policy and Budget Framework
50.

The decision maker must be satisfied that the proposal is within the Policy
and Budget Framework, if it is not then the matter must be referred to Council.

Property Implications
51.

The Strategic Estates Department has been closely involved in estates
advice pertaining to the Velodrome & International Sports Village
Development strategy. Where there are resultant land transactions, or further
negotiations or valuations required to deliver future proposals, they should be
done so in accordance with the Council’s Asset Management process and in
consultation with Strategic Estates and relevant service areas.
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HR Implications
52.

Whilst the report focusses in the main on the acquisition of assets it is
important to note that the temporary and future operating arrangements for
the Ice Arena Wales may give rise to TUPE considerations. It is understood
that Ice Arena Wales is currently operated by Cardiff Devils who are the
employer of staff at the venue.

53.

Any future review of operational arrangements will need to take account of
the potential TUPE transfer of employees should the operational
arrangements transfer to another party.

RECOMMENDATION
Cabinet is recommended to:
1.

Approve the acquisition of assets owned by Greenbank Partnership Ltd
(including its subsidiaries) in accordance with the Heads of Terms set out at
Confidential Appendix 5 and to delegate authority to the Director of Economic
Development in consultation with the Cabinet Member for Investment and
Development, the Section 151 Officer and the Legal Officer to deal with all
matters relating to legal completion of those assets and management of the
Ice arena.

2.

Subject to (1) above, authorise the formal termination of the International
Sports Village Development Agreement with Greenbank Partnership Ltd
attached as Confidential Appendix 1 by mutual agreement.

SENIOR RESPONSIBLE
OFFICER

Neil Hanratty
Director of Economic Development
17 September 2021

The following appendices are attached:
Confidential Appendix 1 - 2012 Development Agreement
Appendix 2 - Land ownership plan
Appendix 3 - Ice Arena Wales
Appendix 4 - ISV Masterplan 2021
Confidential Appendix 5 - Heads of Terms GPL
Confidential Appendix 6 - Knight Frank Valuation
Confidential Appendix 7 - Business Case (Land Disposal)
Confidential Appendix 8 - ISV Land ownership (Powell Dobson)
Confidential Appendix 9- Business Case (Ice Arena)
Confidential Appendix 10 - Updated Masterplan
Confidential Appendix 11 - Finance Report
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APPENDIX 2 International
Sports Village Site Plans
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Land Ownership

Toys R Us
4.32 acres

Ice
Arena
Wales

Cardiff Council

Waterfront Site
8 acres

Greenbank
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International
Pool

Retail 3
6.3 acres

Cardiff Pointe
12 acres developable

CIWW

Existing Development

Ice Arena Wales
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International Pool
Toys R Us
Housing Development
Cardiff International White Water

Development
Agreement
Phase 2
(Waterfront Site)
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Phase 1
(Ice Arena)
Retail 3 & Toys R Us
(Not Included)

Site 2
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Ice Arena Wales
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Completed in 2016 the Ice
Arena was built not only to
provide a
permanent home for the Cardiff
Devils ice hockey team, who
play in the top tier of ice hockey
in the UK - the British Elite Ice
Hockey League.
Also, this also to provide a
permanent multipurpose ice
facility for the various clubs and
a public facilities for the City.

Appendix 3

It is a striking building of steel frame construction with dark to silver metal cladding with a gently
raked roofs with angled walls that give the building a distinct character which extends to
approximately 8,336m² (89,728 ft²) Gross Internal Area (including areas of plant and services).
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The Ice Arena comprises two ice rinks or ‘pads’.

1.

1. The main rink being 60m x 30m and primarily
used for competition and training, with a
seating capacity of 3,100.
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2.

2. The smaller rink is 54m x 27m and is the main
public rink with no seating provision.

The comprehensive accommodation is arranged over two
floors as follows:Ground Floor • Foyer entrance with reception desk and office
• Skate Hire and shoe change area with access to ‘pad’ 2
• Skate Shop
Page 1440

• The Grazing Shed café – with seating for approximately 50,
and ancillary kitchen with servery
Also:
• Public changing rooms
• First aid and toilet facilities
• Team changing
• Staff Changing
• Meeting Rooms
• Storage
• Ice Cleaning and Resurfacing Equipment
Devils Ticket Office
• Plant Room
• Physiotherapy Suite

First Floor - Served by various stairs and two lifts
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• Main tier of seating to pad 1 with rear circulation walkway.
• Licensed Bar – overlooking pad 2 and providing an open plan space
with server
• Storage and office.
• Public toilets .
• Hospitality boxes x 4
• Players weights room / gym.
• Players ice shots room / simulator.
Mezzanine - Accessed via a gantry at first floor
• Providing a mezzanine area with ‘TV’ gantry overlooking pad 1, with
roof access.
Roof Level
• Building cooling plant and machinery.

Floor Area
Architects2 floor plans indicate the following Gross Internal floor areas
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Level

GIA M²

GIA FT²

Ground

5,297

57,017

Ground - Plant &
Services

183

1,970

First

2,736

29,450

First - Plant & Services

120

1,291

Total

8,336

89,728

Appendix 4
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International Sports Village
Cardiff Bay
January 2021

International Sports Village
Cardiff Bay
January 2021
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VISION PLAN

International Sports Village
Cardiff Bay

1 - External velodrome
2 - Clubhouse + abcillary
3 - Container City
4 - New surface car park
5 - Existing Ice Area
6 - Ice arena extension
7 - MX track
8 - Retail + leisure facilty
9 - Existing pool
10 - New deck parking
11 - Exixting WWRC
12 - Improved surface parking
13 - New residential block
14 - Zip wire terminus

January 2021

4
3
6

5
1

3
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2

9
8
7

3
13

10
12

11
14

FUNCTIONS

International Sports Village
Cardiff Bay
National/City connections
Local connections

January 2021

Key pedestrian+cycle routes
Key entrances (existing+future)
Car park access
Future access/connections
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MOVEMENT + CONNECTIONS

International Sports Village
Cardiff Bay

1 - closed circuit at ground
2 - ramp
3 - bridge
4 - tunnel
5 - elevated - supported by deck car park
or extended ice arena
6 - containers underneath the cycle route

January 2021

1
4

2
5

1

3
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2
2

1

3
2
6

3
5

CLOSED CIRCUIT LOOP STRATEGY
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SKETCH ELEVATIONS + ARCHITECTURAL LANGUAGE/CHARACTER
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International Sports Village
Cardiff Bay

SKETCH ELEVATION - VELODROME

January 2021

BLUE - Retail/live function
BROWN - Cycle hub
GREEN - Parking cores
YELLOW - Closed circuit control

GROUND FLOOR SKETCH PLAN
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PINK - Safety run-off/run-on
PURPLE - Safe waiting zone

SECOND FLOOR SKETCH PLAN

SKETCH STUDIES - DECK CAR PARK

International Sports Village
Cardiff Bay
January 2021
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ARCHITECTURAL LANGUAGE/CHARACTER - PRECEDENT
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International Sports Village
Cardiff Bay

PRECEDENT

January 2021
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Cardiff Bay
January 2021
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Cardiff Bay
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Agenda Item 10
CARDIFF COUNCIL
CYNGOR CAERDYDD
CABINET MEETING: 23 SEPTEMBER 2021
CARDIFF REPLACEMENT LOCAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN:
VISION, ISSUES AND OBJECTIVES & INTEGRATED
SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL SCOPING REPORT
STRATEGIC PLANNING & TRANSPORT (COUNCILLOR CARO
WILD)
AGENDA ITEM: 10
Reason for this Report
1.

The purpose of this report is to report back to Council the findings of the
consultation undertaken on the Replacement Local Development Plan
(LDP) draft Vision, Issues and Objectives and draft Integrated
Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report and to seek Council approval of
the final versions, tabled in Appendix 1 and 2 to this report.

Background
2.

The Replacement LDP Delivery Agreement was agreed by the Welsh
Government in March 2021 and sets out the process and timetable for
preparing the new plan. In accordance with the Agreement an extensive
consultation and engagement exercise was undertaken for eight weeks
between 28th May and 23rd July on the draft Vision, Issues and Objectives
and draft Integrated Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report.

3.

This was the first consultation stage in preparation of the replacement LDP
and has helped inform the consideration of a Vision and Objectives for the
plan and the Integrated Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report which sets
out how the plan will be assessed.

Issues
Vision and Objectives
4.

This report sets out the proposed Vision and Objectives that will form the
core of the Preferred Strategy. They seek to provide an over-arching
context for the plan that shows how economic, social and environmental
considerations can be balanced to deliver the sustainable development of
Cardiff up to 2036.They are based on the consideration of the identified
issues and engagement process referred to above plus taking into account
the strategic context. This strategic context includes the Council’s Capital
Ambition and Well-Being Plan, the Well-being Goals set out in the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act, key planning principles and national
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sustainable placemaking outcomes set out in national planning guidance
and Future Wales the National Plan 2040. Mitigating the impacts of the
Pandemic upon the citizens of Cardiff is also identified.
5.

It is important that the Vision and Objectives are agreed at this stage as
they will be used to help provide a context to identify and assess strategic
options together with the consideration of strategic sites. Further
consultation and engagement will take place regarding the strategic
options and strategic sites. This is planned for November 2021 to
February 2022 and will provide the opportunity to formally gain feedback
on the candidate sites that have recently been submitted. The results of
this process will be presented in the Preferred Strategy that is planned to
be taken to the September 2022 meeting of Council and will be subject to
its own formal consultation process straight after approval in
October/November 2022. A process has also been agreed with Scrutiny
Services so the Scrutiny Committees have an opportunity to contribute to
the development of the Preferred Strategy over the coming months.

6.

Work is progressing on developing an evidence base for the plan so that it
is informed by up to date information and supports the key issues that the
plan should address.

7.

As set out above in order to help inform the Vision and Objectives, an
extensive consultation and engagement exercise was carried out for 8
weeks between 28th May and 23rd July 2021. Due to the current pandemic
the Council was restricted to what type of consultation activities we could
undertake and for this reason no public face to face meetings were held.
However, in order to “adapt” to these pandemic restrictions and encourage
active participation in this early stage of preparation of the plan the Council
invested in the use of user friendly on-line consultation methods to capture
responses to the issues and objectives. These included:







8.

A virtual live launch event where the process was outlined and
attendees had the opportunity to ask questions
The use of virtual consultation room technology with display panels, a
short film to explain the process and an online survey which was
completed by over 800 respondents;
A new bespoke user friendly website, which received approximately
4,000 visits during the consultation;
Extensive and targeted use of social media using Facebook, Twitter
and Instagram to explain the process and publicise these consultation
methods;
The use of existing networks to engage virtually with those who do
not usually take part in LDP consultation, such as younger people
and
An LDP mailbox where comments could be sent and any queries
raised direct with the LDP Team.

Findings from this process have helped to draft the LDP Vision and
Objectives. It has been noted that many strong themes emerging from the
consultation process very closely mirror some of the key themes emerging
through wider work, such as the recognition of responding to the pandemic
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and addressing climate change as key issues, the importance of
sustainable travel, the high value placed on parks and open spaces plus
improving job opportunities and access to affordable housing. The
consultation exercise has therefore very much added to findings coming
from the strategic policy context and issues identified from the evidence
base. A summary of the consultation and engagement findings can be
found in Appendix 3.
9.

The LDP Vision and Objectives have also been subject to an Integrated
Sustainability Appraisal (ISA). This has assessed the draft Vision and
Objectives against the ISA objectives where potential issues have been
identified and suggestions for improving the Vision and Objectives have
been made. Appendix 4 of this report provides a summary of the ISA
process undertaken including proposed changes to the originally drafted
text.

Integrated Sustainability Appraisal (ISA) Scoping Report
10. The report sets out the ISA Scoping Report for the plan. The purpose of
ISA is to identify the likely significant economic, social, environmental and
cultural effects of the emerging plan, and to suggest measures to minimise
any negative effects and maximise the positive ones. ISA helps to foster a
more inclusive and transparent process of producing a LDP, and to ensure
that the plan is integrated with other policies.
11. The Well-being of Future Generations Act 2015 places a duty on all public
bodies to carry out sustainable development and work in accordance with
the Sustainable Development Principle. In addition, the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act requires that the body producing a LDP must
contribute to achieving sustainable development; and requires local
planning authorities to appraise the sustainability of their plans.
12. This ISA covers the following assessment processes:
 Sustainability appraisal / strategic environmental assessment
(SA/SEA) as required under the Environmental Assessment of Plans
and Programmes (Wales) Regulations 2004 and the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004;
 Equalities assessment as require by the Equalities Act
 Welsh language. Bilingual Cardiff are undertaking a Welsh
Language Impact Assessment of the plan, and this ISA will use key
findings from that assessment; and
 Health Impact Assessment
It also refers to the Habitats Regulations Assessment required under
the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017.
13. The five stages of ISA are set below:
A. Scoping
B. Assessment of Alternatives
C. Assessment of the Deposit Plan and preparation of the Sustainability
Report
D. Consultation, examination and adoption of the plan
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E. Monitoring
14. The Scoping Report is the first stage in the process and is largely an
evidence gathering stage. The report sets out the current economic,
social, environmental and cultural well-being context and baseline data
and identifies sustainability issues and problems which are relevant to the
area. This has enabled a set of objectives to be developed which are set
out in the report and will form the framework to assess the effects of the
plan policies and proposals. There is a requirement in the Regulations to
consult on the ISA Scoping Report and as set out above this took place for
8 weeks between 28th May and 23rd July 2021 using the consultation
methods set out above in paragraph 7.
15. Findings from this process have helped to draft the Integrated
Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report. A summary of consultation
comments can be found in the ISA Scoping Report (Appendix 2).
Next Steps
16. In terms of what happens next, the approval of the LDP Vision and
Objectives will be followed by a consultation and engagement exercise on
strategic options and strategic sites. This is currently planned to take place
for 10 weeks commencing at the end of November 2021 and will involve
the consultation methods set out above together with face to face
meetings Covid restrictions permitting. These will target representative
groups in the community, with a particular focus on traditionally hard to
reach communities and those citizens with protected characteristics (see
Appendix 5). In such a way, we are hoping to amplify those voices which
otherwise may not engage in the LDP process. The results of this
consultation will help to inform the level of growth considered appropriate
for the Preferred Strategy and will also seek views on candidate sites
submitted which will help identify the strategic sites to be included in the
Preferred Strategy. It also provides an opportunity for the Council to raise
awareness with stakeholders and the public of its commitment to
delivering high quality well planned and sustainable neighbourhoods as
set out in the Vision and Objectives
17. The Preferred Strategy is scheduled to be considered by Council in
September 2022. It will contain the agreed Vision and Objectives together
with an overall proposed strategy that shows how other strategic options
were considered and assessed. The document will also indicate the
locations of strategic sites considered necessary to deliver the preferred
strategy. The Preferred Strategy will then be subject to full consultation in
October/November 2022. The results of this process will help inform the
preparation of the LDP Deposit Copy that is planned to be considered by
Council in September 2023.
Scrutiny Consideration
18. This report has been considered by Council’s five Scrutiny Committees.
Their comments will be circulated at the Cabinet meeting.
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Reason for the Recommendation
19. To agree the LDP Vision and Objectives and Integrated Sustainability
Appraisal Scoping Report to provide a context for further work in preparing
the LDP Preferred Strategy.
Legal Implications
20. The Council has to be mindful of the Welsh Language (Wales) Measure
2011 and the Welsh Language Standards when making any policy
decisions and consider the impact upon the Welsh language, The Council
has to consider the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015
and how this strategy may improve the social, economic, environmental
and cultural well-being of Wales.
21. The Well-Being of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015 ‘the Act’) places a
‘well-being duty’ on public bodies aimed at achieving 7 national well-being
goals for Wales - a Wales that is prosperous, resilient, healthier, more
equal, has cohesive communities, a vibrant culture and thriving Welsh
language, and is globally responsible.
22. In discharging its duties under the Act, the Council has set and published
well being objectives designed to maximise its contribution to achieving
the national well being goals. The well being objectives are set out in
Cardiff’s Corporate Plan 2019-22: http://cmsprd.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/YourCouncil/Strategies-plans-and-policies/CorporatePlan/Documents/Corporate%20Plan%202018-21.pdf
23. When exercising its functions, the Council is required to take all
reasonable steps to meet its well being objectives. This means that the
decision makers should consider how the proposed decision will contribute
towards meeting the well being objectives and must be satisfied that all
reasonable steps have been taken to meet those objectives.
24. The well being duty also requires the Council to act in accordance with a
‘sustainable development principle’. This principle requires the Council to
act in a way which seeks to ensure that the needs of the present are met
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs. Put simply, this means that Council decision makers must take
account of the impact of their decisions on people living their lives in
Wales in the future. In doing so, the Council must:
 Deliver an integrated approach to achieving the 7 national well-being
goals
 Work in collaboration with others to find shared sustainable solutions
 Involve people from all sections of the community in the decisions
which affect them
 Look to the long term
 Focus on prevention by understanding the root causes of problems
25. The decision maker must be satisfied that the proposed decision accords
with the principles above; and due regard must be given to the Statutory
Guidance issued by the Welsh Ministers, which is accessible using the link
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below:
http://gov.wales/topics/people-and-communities/people/futuregenerations-act/statutory-guidance/?lang=en
26. Equality Duty. The Council has to satisfy its public sector duties under the
Equalities Act 2010 (including specific Welsh public sector duties) – the
Public Sector Equality Duties (PSED). These duties require the Council to
have due regard to the need to (1) eliminate unlawful discrimination, (2)
advance equality of opportunity and (3) foster good relations on the basis
of ‘protected characteristics’. The ‘Protected characteristics’ are: • Age •
Gender reassignment • Sex • Race – including ethnic or national origin,
colour or nationality • Disability • Pregnancy and maternity • Marriage and
civil partnership • Sexual orientation • Religion or belief – including lack of
belief.
Financial Implications
27. There are no direct financial implications arising from this report. However,
the cost of undertaking a full review of the LDP will be significant. These
costs are expected to be incurred over a number of years, with projected
costs of c £ 1m over a 4 year period.
28. The 2020/21 Budget included a single year allocation of £300,000 from the
Financial Resilience Mechanism (FRM) to fund LDP costs. This was not
required in that year and carried forward to 2021/22 to meet expected
costs. Funding for proceeding years will need to be considered as part of
future budget settlements.
Human Resources Implications
29. There are no HR implications for this report.
Property Implications
30. There are no property implications for this report
RECOMMENDATION
Cabinet is recommended to recommend that Council approves the
Replacement Local Development Vision and Objectives and Integrated
Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report.
SENIOR RESPONSIBLE OFFICER

Andrew Gregory
Director of Planning, Transport &
Environment
17 September 2021

The following Appendices are attached:
Appendix 1: Proposed LDP Vision and Objectives
Appendix 2: Integrated Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report
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Appendix 3: Summary of consultation and engagement findings. (Part 1:
Findings from Questionnaire Surveys, Part 2: Summary of comments received)
Appendix 4:Summary of Integrated Sustainability Appraisal of LDP Vision and
Objectives
Appendix 5: Engagement Plan for Strategic Options and Sites Consultation
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Appendix 1: Replacement Local Development Plan Vision and
Objectives
Vision
To create a fair, healthy, more liveable, sustainable and low carbon city by:







Creating a greener, fairer, and stronger city that enhances the health of the current
population and wellbeing of future generations;
Meeting future needs for new low carbon homes, jobs and infrastructure;
Developing a high accessibility city that reshapes movement around a core of active
travel and public transport usage;
Using placemaking, high quality design, sustainability management and working with
local communities to create a thriving city centre and local neighbourhoods
Enhancing our natural, historic and cultural assets;
Placing Cardiff at the forefront of cities showing leadership and bold action to tackle
climate change.

Objectives
Responding to our future needs
Objective 1. To provide a variety of quality low carbon homes to address the housing crisis
and future housing needs. The Plan will:






Prioritise the building of affordable homes and set targets for the delivery of affordable
housing;
Provide a range and choice of new homes of different tenure, type and location in
response to specific housing needs, including responding to the needs of older people,
Gypsy and Travellers and other groups who need specialised housing;
Seek opportunities for new homes in city and local centres and sustainable brownfield
locations.
Require new homes to be zero carbon by 2025.

Objective 2. To provide space for more jobs and maximise Cardiff’s role as the Capital City
of Wales and the economic driver of South East Wales to improve the prosperity of the
region. The Plan will:





Ensure a range and choice of employment sites in response to employment needs;
Prioritise opportunities for new employment sites in the city centre and sustainable
brownfield locations;
Ensure the development of high-value clusters of specialist sectors;
Ensure the protection of existing employment land which contributes to the required
supply of sites to meet employment needs;
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Ensure the economic recovery of the city post-Covid-19 and respond to the change in
work practices through enhancing the city centre, increased working from home and the
need for new working and meeting hubs throughout the city.

Objective 3. To ensure the adequate and timely provision of new infrastructure to support
communities and future growth. The Plan will:


Identify the key infrastructure required, and how and when it will be delivered including:
o Rebalance transport infrastructure to support public mass-transit transit as part of
the Metro project, and comprehensive cycle and pedestrian infrastructure;
o Social and Community Infrastructure to support the concept of 15 minute
neighbourhoods;
o Schools, health facilities, sport/recreation, waste facilities, burial provision, water
wastewater, and energy;
o Environmental - Contributions to combat climate change, creating new accessible
greenspace and public realm;
 Support Cardiff’s higher education institutions/ infrastructure in recognition of their key
role as part of a learning city and contribution to economic development;
 Establish measures to improve digital connectivity across the city to meet the demand
from increased working from home post covid and facilitate new working meeting hubs
across the city;
 Consider a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) as a mechanism to secure infrastructure
investment associated with new qualifying developments.

Creating a sustainable and healthy city which responds to the
challenges of climate change and enhances the wellbeing of future
generations
Objective 4. To respond to the climate emergency so Cardiff becomes more resilient and
maximises opportunities for energy-efficient solutions in line with the One Planet Cardiff
Strategy to become a carbon neutral city by 2030. The Plan will:




Set out how Cardiff will become a zero carbon city, Council with Key Partners by 2030
and beyond, and seek ways to combat the impacts of climate change including:
o The role of ecosystems in addressing carbon storage, natural flood management, air
quality, heat islands and noise pollution;
o Policies to deliver zero carbon new developments;
o Managing flood risk;
o Ensure the provision of infrastructure for cleaner vehicles.
Set out measures to reduce Cardiff’s carbon footprint and mitigate the effects of climate
change through reducing energy demand including:
o Locating development in sustainable locations to minimise the need to travel and
reduce car dependency;
o Improve energy efficiency and the generation of renewable and low carbon energy;
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o Ensure the delivery of Phase 1 and Phase 2 of a Local Heat Network for Cardiff Bay
and the City Centre;
o Ensuring an increase in tree canopy cover across the city and support wider
biodiversity.
Ensure high quality design and environmental performance of new homes.

Objective 5. To make the city easier to move around with a focus on sustainable and
active travel. The Plan will:










Set out how people can move around the city in a more sustainable, healthy and
integrated manner with new development well located to transport infrastructure;
Remove congestion in the city and ensure emissions meet the air quality standards;
Secure the delivery of bus and cycling infrastructure;
Ensure that district and local centres and the city centre become more viable and
accessible;
Ensure a high quality pedestrian environment and public realm;
Ensure the delivery of a modal split and active travel target aligned with the Transport
White Paper targets;
Integrate the proposed Metro/Crossrail mass transit system for Cardiff;
Promote sustainable forms of transport and the more effective integration of public
transport including new transport interchanges;
Integrate new development with national and regional investment in sustainable
transport infrastructure including the South Wales Metro.

Objective 6. To create healthier environments, reduce inequalities and improve wellbeing.
The Plan will:












Positively contribute towards the equality of opportunity and access for all through
addressing imbalances of inequality, deprivation and exclusion;
Support the needs of homeless, unemployed, people with disabilities, BAME groups,
and people in housing need;
Promote Cardiff’s role as a City of Sanctuary as a welcoming and inclusive place to live;
Support the delivery of healthy, accessible environments to help tackle obesity,
gambling addiction and access to local healthy food and promote healthier lifestyles;
Ensure strong and cohesive communities which recognise Cardiff’s commitment to make
Cardiff a Child Friendly City and Age Friendly City;
Set out how air quality and water quality standards can be achieved;
Promote the role of greenspaces, green streets and public realm improvements, in
delivering wellbeing benefits;
Manage waste, ensure reuse and recycling and control pollution;
Ensure the regeneration of the city centre into a healthy, accessible, green, high quality
environment and experience for all;
Deliver the regeneration of local neighbourhoods and local centres, particularly in areas
of higher deprivation;
Ensure safer environments which reduce the scope for crime;
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Facilitate equitable access and opportunity to Welsh Medium education in all areas of
the city so that the language continues to thrive;
Promote the provision of services and jobs in areas of highest need to reduce
inequalities;
Promote the role of natural and hard infrastructure to reduce noise pollution.

Objective 7. To Ensure a vibrant, thriving mixed-use City Centre and develop Cardiff Bay’s
full potential as a core destination for Cardiff and beyond, whilst ensuring vibrant and
thriving district and local retail centres at the heart of local neighbourhoods. The Plan
will:












Maximise the key strategic role of the City Centre as a high density, major financial
service sector and social hub of national significance and generate the agglomeration
effect in attracting further investment;
Protect and enhance the role of District and Local Centres with a range of uses serving
local communities, accessible by public transport, walking and cycling;
Ensure the comprehensive regeneration and upgrade of the city centre into a high
quality, vibrant, green, inclusive, accessible, curated major ‘destination environment’;
Maximise the potential for high density mixed use development related to the regional
sustainable transport hub at Central Square;
Support the ability of the city centre and expansion areas to adapt by ensuring the
presumption of mixed uses and further investment alongside the key retail role;
Continue the regeneration of land south of the regional transport hub, and connecting
to Cardiff Bay;
Bring forward the Canal Quarter development to create a major new city centre
destination, connect the city to its riverfront, and creating new public spaces;
Ensure centres can operate as flexibly as possible where a variety of retail, employment,
commercial, community, leisure, health and public sector uses come together in a hub
of activity to make them viable as go-to destinations once more by setting out a vision
for each centre, establishing boundaries and identifying sites for redevelopment;
Continue the regeneration of Cardiff Bay as a high density, mixed-use destination with:
o The provision of supporting sustainable transport infrastructure including Crossrail
between Central Station, the Bay and Newport Road – including the regeneration
around new stations City, Lloyd George Avenue, the Bay, Ocean Way, Splott and
Newport road areas;
o Enable the regeneration of Lloyd George Avenue area;
o Enhancements to the Mount Stuart Square area and development of an arena at
Atlantic Wharf including linkages to the Bay Waterfront;
o Future phases for the International Sports Village site;
o Regeneration of Cardiff Docklands, including the Roath Dock/ Roath Basin and
Alexandra Head areas.
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Objective 8. To ensure that the city positively adapts to the new challenges posed by the
implications of the pandemic. The Plan will:






Pick up on lessons learned to ensure that the city is more resilient and adaptable in the
event of future pandemics;
Support the post-pandemic recovery of the city;
Identify wider changes required which also help the decarbonisation agenda, tackle
climate change and improve health and well-being;
Identify any required positive permanent changes in places and as part of new
development;
Respond to the change in work practices post- Covid through increased working from
home and need for new working and meeting hubs throughout the city.

Objective 9. To use the placemaking approach to create sustainable places, improves the
city centre and neighbourhoods, maximises regeneration opportunities, enhances the role
of public spaces, ensures that future growth can be effectively managed and delivers
developments of high quality design. The Plan will:
Define placemaking principles as an overarching approach in plan-making to create great
places in new and existing locations to:









Ensure high quality architecture, landscape design and placemaking are a priority for all
new development, housing, buildings, places, streets and green spaces;
Consider the needs, health and well-being of all people at the outset;
Promote development in the most sustainable locations and land is efficiently used with
a ‘brownfield first’ priority;
Promote sustainable and active travel as part of a more integrated movement network;
Promote high density mixed-use development;
Deliver well designed and connected public spaces;
Define features of character and local distinctiveness in new development;
Establish strict controls for the sub-division of existing homes, including flat conversions
and HMOs.

Looking after our natural, historic and cultural assets
Objective 10. To ensure the resilience of ecosystems by protecting and enhancing Cardiff’s
Green and blue Infrastructure, its biodiversity and other natural assets. The Plan will:



Make Cardiff an exemplar green city by ensuring the resilience of ecosystems;
Identify and set out how key natural assets of the city will be protected and enhanced
including:
o Open spaces, parks and allotments;
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o Enhance the access to strategically important river valleys of the Ely, Taff, Nant Fawr
and Rhymney;
o The countryside, including strategically important ‘green backdrop’ formed by the
ridge north of the City;
o Cardiff’s rich biodiversity and wildlife resource including designated sites and other
features/ networks including trees and hedgerows.
 Recognise the role that green infrastructure can play in tackling climate change;
 Providing resilience to ecosystems, promoting well being and creating healthy
environments;
 Ensure natural resources are protected including mineral and sand/gravel resources and
reserves.
Objective 11. To protect and enhance Cardiff’s historic and cultural assets together with
supporting sustainable tourism and cultural sectors. The Plan will:






Identify and set out how key historic and cultural assets of the city will be protected and
enhanced including:
o The city’s Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, Ancient Monuments, Registered
Historic Landscapes and areas of archaeological importance;
o Other non-designated features which make important contributions to Cardiff’s
historic and cultural distinctiveness.
Set out how the Welsh Language can be protected and enhanced in line with relevant
legislation including new infrastructure, developments, interpretation and signage;
Set out how Cardiff’s night time economy and music scene can form part of a vibrant
and diverse city centre;
Maximise Cardiff’s role as an international tourism destination and host city of major
events.
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1. The Replacement Local Development Plan (RLDP) and Integrated
Sustainability Appraisal (ISA)
This updated scoping report is part of the Integrated Sustainability Appraisal (ISA) for Cardiff’s emerging
Replacement Local Development Plan (RLDP). This section first discusses the RLDP and then the ISA
process.

1.1 Cardiff Replacement Local Development Plan (Task A1)
Cardiff is the capital of Wales and its largest city, with a population of about 367,000. It is the main
commercial centre of Wales, the seat of the Welsh Government, home to many national cultural
institutions, and a popular tourist destination. Figure 1.1 shows Cardiff Council, which is the area
covered by the Cardiff RLDP.

Figure 1.1 Cardiff and surrounding counties
The existing Cardiff LDP was adopted in 2016, and covers the time period 2006 - 2026. To ensure that
LDPs are kept up-to-date, local planning authorities are required to start a full review of their plans at
least once every four years following plan adoption. The following timescale is expected for the RLDP:
Launch of RLDP

May 2021

Preparation of Strategic Options

June – October 2021

Engagement on Strategic options

November 2021 – February 2022

Preparation of Preferred Strategy

March 2022 – August 2022

Consultation on Preferred Strategy

October – November 2022

Preparation of Deposit Plan

November 2022 – August 2023

Consultation on Deposit Plan

October – November 2023

Submission of RLDP for examination

March 2024
2
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1.2 Integrated sustainability appraisal
The purpose of integrated sustainability appraisal (ISA) is to identify the likely significant economic,
social, environmental and cultural effects of the emerging RLDP, and to suggest measures to minimise
any negative effects and maximise the positive ones. ISA helps to foster a more inclusive and
transparent process of producing a Local Development Plan, and to ensure that the plan is integrated
with other policies.
Sections 2 - 5 of the Well-being of Future Generations Act 2015 1 place a duty on all public bodies to
carry out sustainable development and work in accordance with the sustainable development principle.
Section 39 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2 requires that the body producing a LDP must
contribute to achieving sustainable development; and Section 19(5) requires local planning authorities
to appraise the sustainability of their plans.
This ISA covers:
• Sustainability appraisal / strategic environmental assessment (SA/SEA) as required under the
Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes (Wales) Regulations 2004 3 (‘SEA
regulations’) and the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 – Table 1.1 shows the
reporting requirements for SA/SEA and how this report fulfils them;
• Equalities assessment as require by the Equalities Act;
• Welsh language. Bilingual Cardiff are undertaking a Welsh Language Impact Assessment of the
RLDP, and this ISA will use key findings from that assessment; and
• Health Impact Assessment 4.
It also refers to the Habitats Regulations Assessment required under the Conservation of Habitats and
Species Regulations 2017.
The stages of ISA are:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Scoping
Assessment of alternatives
Assessment of the Deposit Plan and preparation of the Sustainability Report
Consultation, examination and adoption of the plan
Monitoring.

In turn, the scoping stage (Stage A) – which this report covers - is divided into:
A1. Outline the contents and main objectives of the plan
A2. Identify and review other relevant plans, programmes and sustainability objectives that will
inform the plan
A3. Collect baseline information on the current and likely future social, economic, cultural wellbeing and environmental conditions at the relevant spatial scale for the plan
A4. Identify sustainability issues and problems which are relevant to the plan
A5. Develop ISA framework against which the plan can be appraised
A6. Prepare and consult on the ISA scoping report 5.

https://futuregenerations.wales/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/WFGAct-English.pdf
www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2004/5/contents
3 http://www.legislation.gov.uk/wsi/2004/1656/contents/made. Also the Environmental Assessment of Plans and
Programmes and the Environmental Impact Assessment (Miscellaneous Amendments) (Wales) (EU Exist) Regulations 2019,
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/wsi/2019/245/regulation/2/made.
4 This integrated approach to appraisal is consistent with advice in the Development Plans Manual Edition 3 consultation
draft, https://gov.wales/draft-development-plans-manual-edition-3
5 Ibid.
1
2

3
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Table 1.1 Sustainability report requirements
Requirement under the Environmental Assessment of Plans and
Programmes (Wales) Regulations 2004
1. An outline of the contents and main objectives of the plan or
programme,
and of its relationship (if any) with other relevant plans and
programmes.
2. The relevant aspects of the current state of the environment and
the likely evolution thereof without implementation of the plan or
programme.
3. The environmental characteristics of areas likely to be significantly
affected.
4. Any existing environmental problems which are relevant to the
plan or programme including, in particular, those relating to any
areas of a particular environmental importance, such as areas
designated pursuant to Council Directive 79/409/EEC on the
conservation of wild birds and the Habitats Directive.
5. The environmental protection objectives, established at
international, Community or Member State level, which are relevant
to the plan or programme
and the way those objectives and any environmental considerations
have been taken into account during its preparation.
6. The likely significant effects on the environment, including short,
medium and long-term effects, permanent and temporary effects,
positive and negative effects, and secondary, cumulative and
synergistic effects, on issues including (a) biodiversity; (b) population;
(c) human health; (d) fauna; (e) flora; (f) soil; (g) water; (h) air; (i)
climatic factors; (j) material assets; (k) cultural heritage, including
architectural and archaeological heritage; (l) landscape; and (m) the
inter-relationship between the issues referred to in sub-paragraphs
(a) to (l).
7. The measures envisaged to prevent, reduce and as fully as possible
offset any significant adverse effects on the environment of
implementing the plan or programme.
8. An outline of the reasons for selecting the alternatives dealt with,
and a description of how the assessment was undertaken including
any difficulties encountered in compiling the required information.
9. A description of the measures envisaged concerning monitoring in
accordance with regulation 17.
10. A non-technical summary of the information provided under
paragraphs 1 to 9.

Where covered in this scoping
report
Chapter 1 discusses plan area and
timescale. Contents and main
objectives are not yet available.
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Areas likely to be significantly
affected by the plan are not yet
known
Chapter 4

Chapter 2
Chapter 5 proposes ISA objectives
Not yet available – will be covered
by subsequent stages of the ISA.

Figure 1.2, from the Welsh Government’s Development Plans Manual, shows how the ISA stages fit
with the stages of plan-making.

4
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Figure 1.2 Links between RLDP stages and ISA stages 6

Cardiff Council consulted on a first scoping report for eight weeks, from March 2021. Comments were
received from both statutory consultees (NRW and CADW) and seven additional consultees. Table 1.2
summarises the consultees’ main comments and how they have been integrated into this updated
scoping report.

6

https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2020-03/development-plans-manual-edition-3-march-2020.pdf
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Table 2.1 Main consultation comments and changes made to scoping report in response.
Main comments
Responses to the comments
The two halves of Figure 2.4 are not aligned
Now aligned
Need to include ‘COVID-19 Reconstruction’ and
Done
the Welsh Government’s declaration of a nature
emergency in the policy context; also refer to the
draft post-pandemic city recovery plan ‘Greener,
Fairer, Stronger’
Sec. 3.2 should stress the links between air quality Reference made to the 2016 report ‘Estimating
and 1. climate change, 2. health, and 3.
the mortality burden of air pollution in Wales’;
ecosystems. Also other pollutants than NO2 have
and to particulates.
negative impacts.
Walking and cycling near roads could have
ISA framework (Table 5.1) changed to specify that
negative health impacts
active travel routes should avoid areas of poor air
quality
Sec. 3.2 should refer to the Clean Air Plan for
Sec. 3.2 now refers to the Clean Air Plan for Wales,
Wales
Clean Air Zone Framework for Wales, and Cardiff
outline bid for air quality improvement funding.
Sec. 3.3 There should be more information on
Information on biodiversity will be included
biodiversity in Cardiff
if/when it becomes available.
Sec. 3.3 should make more reference to NRW’s
A page on the main findings of the SSNRR has
Second State of Natural Resources Report
been included at Sec. 3.3
In Figure 3.3.1, the sea should be shown as blue
It is shown in green to represent its status as a
not green
Special Area of Conservation
Air pollution is a threat to biodiversity
Noted at Sec. 3.3
Sec. 3.4 should explain what is meant by ‘carbon
Footnote added to explain this
neutrality’
Sec. 3.5 should not describe Victorian and
Renamed ‘areas’
Edwardian neighbourhoods as ‘suburbs’
Sec. 3.5 should discuss non-designated historic
Done
assets listed in the Historic Environment Record
Sec. 3.8 should clarify that many brownfield sites
Included in the opening paragraph to Sec. 3.8
provide biodiversity and recreational amenity
Sec. 3.9 should clarify that the rivers in Cardiff are
Amended Sec. 3.9 to include.
highly modified and as a result there are increased
risks to flooding and reduced biodiversity.
Sec. 3.9 should clarify that the Gwent Levels are
Amended Sec. 3.9 to include.
SSSI and Historic Landscape, important for
biodiversity and ecosystem resilience.
Figure 3.9.2 implies incorrectly that all of the public Figure 3.9.2 shows all open space in Cardiff
space in the figure is publicly accessible.
(including space that is not publicly accessible).
Sec. 3.10 should refer to the Welsh government’s
Amended Sec. 3.10 to include.
March 2021 ‘Beyond Recycling’ and moratorium
on large-scale energy from waste plants
Sec. 3.11 should discuss the wider implications of
Done in the introductory section of Sec. 3.11
water quality, e.g. on amenity, wellbeing and the
economy
The ISA framework should include reference to the Already done at ISA objective 10
regenerative economy
Need better links between baseline data and the
ISA framework (Table 5.1) amended to include
ISA topics
reference to the circular economy, carbon
6
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Main comments
Reference should be made to NRW’s South Central
Wales Area Statement
Sec. 3.10 needs better data on waste from
construction, demolition, industrial and
commercial waste
Sec. 3.11 should discuss Water Framework
Directive status and reasons why water quality is
bad to moderate
At Table 4.1, water quality should be highlighted as
blue
The ISA framework (Table 5.1) should include
green recovery; and should refer to remediation of
unstable land as well as contaminated land
Green spaces should be protected
There should be at least one indicator per subobjective, and the positive direction of travel
should be clarified

At Table 5.2, a proposed development site should
be ++ for SAC/SPA/Ramsar sites only if it is >5km
from the SAC/SPA/Ramsar site.
Table 5.2 is based only on the location and
characteristics of the site, not the mitigation
offered by development on the site. This generally
disadvantages larger sites.

Table 5.2 should refer to provision of housing and
employment land, on par with reference to
community facilities
Table 5.2 should be clearer about the reasons for
the cut-offs between e.g. ++ and +, + and – etc.
Cut-offs for walking should be different to those
for cycling.

Responses to the comments
neutrality, biodiversity net gain etc.
Reference added in Sections 3.2 (air), 3.3
(biodiversity), and 3.7 (health/wellbeing)
Information on this will be included if/when it
becomes available.
This was already discussed at Sec. 3.11.
Done
Done
One of the sub-objectives of ISA objective 7 has
been reworded to “Protect, and improve access
to, open space…”
Data/indicators are not available for all subobjectives (e.g. access to community facilities).
Where data/indicators are not available, these
have been highlighted in the introduction to Sec.
5. The wished-for direction of change has been
added to the indicators in Table 5.1.
Table 5.2 has not been changed. A separate
Habitat Regulations Assessment will assess
impacts on SAC/SPA/Ramsar sites. The main role
of the ISA framework is to flag up possible
problems, and Table 5.2 does this.
Much of the impact of development relates to the
site location and characteristics. Proposed
developments can change significantly over time,
making it difficult to be clear about what
mitigation to include; and different amount of
information will exist about proposed development at different sites.
Statement added that Tables 5.1 and 5.2 will
inform, but not make, decisions about what sites
to take forward.
Done
Table 5.2 is based on other similar ISAs, which in
turn refer to e.g. the Chartered Institute of
Highways and Transportation, distances used in
Habitat Regulations Assessments etc. This is now
mentioned in the introduction to the table. The
site appraisal forms will include the actual
distance, so that a more detailed analysis can be
made of walking v. cycling accessibility.
7
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Difficulties encountered
A first draft of this report was prepared in Spring 2020 but publication was held back due to the
coronavirus pandemic. Many aspects of annual monitoring, for instance air quality, employment land
take-up and life expectancy, have not been carried out during the pandemic. The pandemic has
changed many aspects of life in the UK, including how we work, travel and educate our children: not all
of this information was available by the time this updated scoping report was prepared. Brexit will also
have many effects that are not yet understood.
Data are not available for many aspects of sustainability, for instance most aspects of biodiversity and
waste management. This is discussed further at the end of Section 5.

8
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2

Policy context (Task A2)

The SEA Directive requires a description of “[the plan’s] relationship with other plans or
programmes” and “The environmental protection objectives, established at international,
Community or national level, which are relevant to the plan or programme and the way those
objectives and any environmental considerations have been taken into account during its
preparation” (Annex Ia and e)
The emerging Replacement Local Development Plan is informed and shaped by many national and
international plans and policies related to sustainability and environmental protection. This chapter
discusses the key plans and policies affecting the RLDP.
Acronyms used below:
ISA
RLDP
NDF
NRW
SDP

Integrated Sustainability Appraisal
Replacement Local Development Plan
National Development Framework
Natural Resources Wales
Strategic Development Plan

2.1 National context
The Well-being of Future Generations
(Wales) Act 2015 aims to ensure that
sustainable development is at the heart of
government and public bodies. It has seven
Well-being Goals and promotes five Ways of
Working (Figure 2.1) It provides the legislative
framework for the preparation of Local Wellbeing Plans which will replace Single
Integrated Plans. Given that sustainable
development is the core underlying principle
of the Local Development Plans and
Integrated Sustainability Appraisals, there are
clear associations between the aspirations of
both the RLDP and Act/Local Well-being
Plans. This is discussed further at Chapter 5.
The Planning (Wales) Act 2015 aims to
reform the planning system in Wales, to
Figure 2.1 Well-being of Future Generations (Wales)
ensure that it is fair, resilient and enables
Act 2015 Well-being Goals and Ways of Working 7
development. The Act notes that LDPs must
promote sustainable development in accordance with the Well-being of Future Generations (Wales)
Act 2015, “for the purpose of ensuring that the development and use of land contribute to
improving the economic, social, environmental and cultural wellbeing of Wales”. The Act requires
the development of a National Development Framework (NDF) and regional-level Strategic
Development Plans (SDPs), and requires LDPs to be in general conformity with any NDF or SDP that

7

https://futuregenerations.wales/about-us/future-generations-act/
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includes the local authority area. In late 2020, consultation was carried out on the establishment of
Corporate Joint Committees that can prepare SDPs 8, and on the preparation of SDPs 9.
The National Development Framework is a new 20 year national spatial strategy. The draft NDF of
September 2020 sets out the Welsh Government’s policies on development and land use in a spatial
context, and will be known as ‘Future Wales: the national plan 2040’. It supports decarbonisation and
the delivery of renewable energy; provision of housing in the right places; healthier places;
strengthened ecosystems and enhanced biodiversity; and an economy the delivers prosperity for all.
It identifies Cardiff, Newport and the Valleys as a national growth area. Policy 33 of the draft NDF
supports Cardiff’s status as an internationally competitive city and a core city on the UK stage. It
expects Cardiff to retain and extend its role as the primary national centre for culture, sport, leisure,
media, the night time economy and finance. In Policy 34, the Welsh Government requires the
Strategic Development Plan to identify a green belt to the north of Cardiff, Newport and the eastern
part of the region 10. The draft NDF has been laid at the Senedd for scrutiny, and its publication is
expected in 2021. The Cardiff Capital Region’s SDP is discussed further at Section 2.2.
In December 2018, the
Welsh Government issued
Planning Policy Wales
(Edition 10) 11 which
integrates the seven Wellbeing Goals and five Ways
of Working of the Wellbeing of Future
Generations Act 2015. It
also puts the concept of
placemaking into the heart
of national planning policy.
Figure 2.2 summarises the
placemaking outcomes
sought by Planning Policy
Wales.
The July 2021 guidance
document “Building Better
Places” sets out the Welsh
Government’s planning
policy priorities to assist in
taking action in the
recovery period after the
coronavirus pandemic. It
identifies eight issues:

Figure 2.2 Planning Policy Wales national sustainable placemaking
outcomes

1. Staying local: enabling people to live in well-located and well-designed energy efficient
homes, delivery of new affordable homes, local food production and supply chains, creation
of accessible and attractive neighbourhoods

https://gov.wales/regulations-establish-corporate-joint-committees
https://gov.wales/establishing-town-and-country-planning-strategic-development-plan-wales-regulations-2021
10 https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2020-11/working-draft-national-development-framework-documentseptember-2020.pdf
11 https://gov.wales/planning-policy-wales
8
9
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2. Active travel: reducing the need to travel, continued shift to sustainable and active travel
modes
3. Revitalising our town centres: new flexible approaches to retail and commercial centres,
reassessment of the role and function of established shopping areas, planning for the use of
open spaces in town centres, consideration of a wider range of uses in town centres
4. Digital places: improvements to digital connectivity
5. Changing working practices: re-examination of economic forecasts and employment
allocations, support for flexible workplaces
6. Reawakening Wales’ tourism and cultural sectors, noting the need for social distancing and
support for associated industries
7. Green infrastructure, health and well-being and ecological resilience: enabling and providing
green infrastructure
8. Improving air quality and soundscapes for better health and well-being
In October 2020, the Welsh Government published “COVID-19 Reconstruction: Challenges and
Priorities” 12. This aims to plan ahead and support a green recovery, taking into account the
collective response to the pandemic and the need to counter climate change and the economic
damage caused by Brexit. Priorities include reducing unemployment; ensuring that young people do
not lose out educationally or economically; increasing the construction of council and social housing;
investing in town centres; pursuing a strong decarbonisation agenda; minimising the need to travel
and improving public transport; building the resilience of the Welsh economy, and supporting the
NHS.
The Environment (Wales) Act 2016 helps to ensure that managing Wales’ natural resources
sustainably is a core consideration in decision-making. It requires Natural Resources Wales (NRW) to
prepare a State of Natural Resources Report; the Welsh Government to produce a National Natural
Resources Policy that sets out the priorities, risks and opportunities for managing Wales’ natural
resources sustainably; and NRW to produce Area Statements to help implement the National
Natural Resources Policy.
The National Natural Resources Policy 2017 13 sets out three priorities:
• Delivering nature-based solutions, including development of resilient ecological networks,
supporting climate change adaptation and mitigation, improving green infrastructure and
water treatment systems, and improving land and water management;
• Increasing renewable energy and resource efficiency, including development of a circular
economy;
• Taking a place-based approach: collaborative working to deliver better results at a local level.
The Historic Environment (Wales) Act 2016 made important changes to the Ancient Monuments
and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 and the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
1990. The Act now gives more effective protection to listed buildings and scheduled ancient
monuments; improves the sustainable management of the historic environment; and introduces
greater transparency and accountability into decisions taken on the historic environment.
The Public Health (Wales) Act 2017 aims to improve health and prevent avoidable harm to health. It
requires the production of a national strategy on preventing and reducing obesity and for key
decisions to be subject to Health Impact Assessment.
The Welsh Government declared a climate emergency in April 2019 14. In May 2019 the UK
government announced a ‘net zero’ target by 2050. Initially, the Committee on Climate Change had
https://gov.wales/coronavirus-reconstruction-challenges-and-priorities
www.hwa.uk.com/site/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/POL_22-Welsh-Government-2017-Natural-Resources-Policy.pdf
14 https://gov.wales/welsh-government-makes-climate-emergency-declaration
12
13
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suggested that Wales can only reach a 95% reduction because of the importance of agriculture to its
rural communities 15, but in December 2020 it urged Wales to achieve net zero 16. This should be
achieved by taking up low-carbon solutions, expanding low-carbon energy supplies, reducing
demand for high-carbon activities and transforming land from farmland to woodland and bioenergy
production.
Prosperity for All: A Low Carbon Wales, published in March 2019, sets out the Welsh Government’s
commitments to climate change mitigation. These include different measures for different sectors:
power (e.g. increased local ownership of energy generation), buildings (e.g. review of building
standards), transport (e.g. increasing travel by walking, cycling and public transport) etc. However in
December 2020 the National Assembly for Wales’ Climate Change, Environment and Rural Affairs
Committee noted that Wales is not currently on track for an 80% reduction in greenhouse gases, let
alone net zero 17.
The climate change adaptation plan for Wales, Prosperity for All: A Climate Conscious Wales was
published in November 2019. It sets out actions for 2020-2025 which include flood protection;
protection of water supplies from drought and low flows; tackling land management practices that
increase flood risk; and reducing risks to ecosystem and agriculture from climate change.
The Welsh Government also declared a nature emergency in June 2021 18. This puts nature on par
with climate change in terms of urgency and significance. Improving nature can help to tackle
climate change and provide other benefits such as flood prevention, clean water and improved
health and wellbeing.

2.2 Regional context
The Cardiff Capital Region (CCR) comprises ten local authorities including Cardiff. In 2016, the
Cardiff Capital Region agreed a £1.2 billion City Deal with the UK Government and Welsh
Government, which aims to deliver up to 25,000 new jobs and leverage an additional £4 billion of
private sector investment. In particular, the region aims to support investment in areas that
increase the region’s economic output and reduce its worklessness, with a focus on connectivity,
digital, innovation, and skills and worklessness 19. In 2018, the CCR Cabinet agreed in principle to
commit £40 million to support the proposed £180 million Metro Central Development, which would
deliver a new central transport interchange in Cardiff’s core employment zone 20.
The CCR is also in the process of preparing a Strategic Development Plan (SDP), which will address
cross-boundary issues at a regional level such as housing, employment and waste and which must be
in general conformity with the NDF. The SDP is expected to be operational by mid-2022; cover
approximately 20 years; and cover larger-than-local issues such as housing numbers, strategic
housing allocations, strategic employment sites, strategic green infrastructure routes and supporting
transport infrastructure 21.

https://gov.wales/wales-accepts-committee-climate-change-95-emissions-reduction-target
www.theccc.org.uk/2020/12/17/net-zero-wales-by-2050-wales-faces-a-decisive-decade-to-get-on-track-to-anemissions-free-future/
17 https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Progress-Report-Reducing-emissions-in-Wales.pdf
18 https://www.wtwales.org/news/welsh-government-declare-nature-emergency
19 www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/508268/Cardiff_Capital_Region_City_Deal.pdf
20 www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales/investment/
21 https://gov.wales/establishing-town-and-country-planning-strategic-development-plan-wales-regulations-2021
15
16
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Natural Resources Wales have prepared
an Area Statement for the South
Central Wales Area, which covers
Cardiff as well as Merthyr Tydfil,
Rhondda Cynon Taf, Bridgend, and Vale
of Glamorgan – see Figure 2.3. Building
resilient ecosystems and connecting
people with nature represent the
cornerstones of the area statement,
underpinning NRW’s approach to
addressing the challenges of water,
health and air quality. 22

Figure 2.3 Natural Resources Wales Area Statement for
the South Wales Central Area

2.3 Local context
The Capital Ambition Report of 2017 sets out the Council’s five-year plan for the city. It outlines the
Council’s vision for Cardiff to become a leading city on the world stage. The plan focuses on four
main areas:
• Working for Cardiff - Making sure everyone who lives and works here can contribute to, and
benefit from, the city's success.
• Working for Wales - A successful Wales needs a successful capital city.
• Working for the future - Managing the city's growth in a sustainable way.
• Working for public services - Making sure public services are delivered efficiently, effectively
and sustainably in the face of rising demands and reduced budgets.
Cardiff’s Transport White Paper: Transport Vision to 2030 23 of January 2020 aims to tackle the
climate emergency, reduce congestion and improve air quality. It proposes projects to significantly
improve public transport in Cardiff and the region, including expanding current Metro plans to
deliver more new tram/train routes and stations (Figure 2.4); introducing new bus rapid transit
services and Park & Ride sites; lowering bus fares; delivering safer walking and cycling routes; and
travel options designed to get people out of their cars.
Cardiff Council declared a climate emergency in March 2019. In October 2020, the council published a
draft of One Planet Cardiff 24, a vision of how Cardiff can be a carbon-neutral city by 2030. This includes
large-scale retrofits of buildings, development of low-cost efficient energy generation, support of ultralow emission vehicles, increased tree coverage and low carbon food. Section 3.4 discusses this further.
Cardiff’s May 2021 draft plan for post-pandemic city recovery and renewal strategy, Greener, Fairer,
Stronger 25, reiterates the importance of responding to a change to more home-working and less inperson retail, and for Cardiff to remain healthy and uplifiting through public space and parks. It
promotes six ‘missions’: reimagining the city centre, a city for everyone, a city of villages, culture and
sport-led renewable, Tech City, and One Planet Recovery.

22https://naturalresources.wales/about-us/area-statements/south-central-wales-area-statement/introduction-to-south-

central-area-statement/?lang=en
https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Parking-roads-and-travel/transport-policies-plans/transport-whitepaper/Documents/White%20Paper%20for%20Cardiff%20Transport%202019.pdf
24 www.oneplanetcardiff.co.uk
23

25

https://cardiff.moderngov.co.uk/documents/s48486/Cabinet%2020%20May%202021%20Recovery%20Greener%20Fairer
%20Economy%20App%201.pdf
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Figure 2.4 Cardiff Crossrail and Cardiff Circle proposals

14
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3

Sustainability context (Task A3)

The SEA Directive requires a description of “the relevant aspects of the current state of the environment and
the likely evolution thereof without implementation of the plan or programme” (Annex Ib) and “the
environmental characteristics of the areas likely to be affected” (Annex Ic).

This chapter sets out the main environmental, social, cultural and economic issues that affect, or are
likely to affect, Cardiff over the life of the Replacement Local Development Plan:
3.1 Access, equality and population
3.2 Air quality
3.3 Biodiversity, flora and fauna
3.4 Climate change
3.5 Cultural heritage and the historic environment, including the Welsh language
3.6 Economy
3.7 Health and wellbeing
3.8 Land, soil and minerals
3.9 Landscape and open space
3.10 Waste
3.11 Water and flooding
In each case, the current status is first discussed, and then the likely future situation without the
plan. Table 3.1 shows how these topics cover the requirements of strategic environmental
assessment, equalities impact assessment, health impact assessment, and Welsh language impact
assessment. Other ways of structuring the report were considered, notably Gibson’s sustainability
principles 26, the Stockholm Institute’s resilience principles 27 and the Wales Well-being Goals (Figure
2.1). However they were generally less easy to understand and use, and did not fulfil the ISA
requirements as clearly.

26 Gibson, R.B. (2006) Sustainability assessment: basic components of a practical approach, Impact Assessment and Project
Appraisal 24(3), 170-182.
27 https://www.stockholmresilience.org/research/research-news/2015-02-19-applying-resilience-thinking.html
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Assessment process requirement

ISA section

Strategic environmental assessment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biodiversity
Population
Human health
Fauna
Flora
Soil
Water
Air
Climatic factors
Material assets
Cultural heritage, including architectural and archaeological heritage
Landscape
Inter-relation between the above issues

Equalities impact assessment (health, housing, environment etc.)
Health impact assessment (health, air/water quality, access to green space etc.)
Welsh language impact assessment

3.3
3.1
3.7
3.3
3.3
3.8
3.11
3.2
3.4, 3.11
3.1, 3.6, 3.10
3.5, 3.12
3.9
3.1, 3.2, 3.4, 3.6,
3.7, 3.8, 3.10, 3.11
3.1, 3.6, 3.7
3.7, 3.1, 3.2, 3.6,
3.9, 3.11
3.5

Table 3.1 ISA topics v. requirements of assessment processes
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3.1 Access, equality and population
Introduction
Cardiff’s population has grown rapidly over the last 30 years, and this rapid growth is expected to continue. Cardiff has also been experiencing strong economic
growth and increasing levels of prosperity, but this prosperity has not been evenly distributed, affecting equality and wellbeing. There are considerable variations
within and between localities, with people in some parts of Cardiff experiencing deprivation that is amongst the worst in Wales.
Population
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In 2019, Cardiff’s population was 366,900, up from 345,400 in 2011;
310,000 in 2001; and 297,000 in 1991 (Figure 3.1.1) 28. This represents a
growth rate of between 0.5% and 1% per year. Cardiff is one of the
fastest-growing cities in the UK, and is growing faster than any other
Welsh local authority 29. Much of this growth has been through inmigration from other countries. In contrast, there has been less net outmigration of Cardiff residents to other parts of the UK. 30
Cardiff’s average household size has consistently decreased, from 2.5
person per household in 1991 to 2.29 persons in 2019 31. Its current
average household size is slightly higher than that for Wales (2.26) but
lower than the UK average of 2.4. Household size is falling because of
an increase in single households, including lone parents and single
older persons. In 2011, 33% of Cardiff’s households were one-person
households, up from 31% in 2006.

2014 based projection
2018 based projection

Figure 3.1.1 Cardiff’s population 1991-2018, and population projections 32

https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Population-and-Migration/Population/Estimates/Local-Authority/populationestimates-by-localauthority-year
https://www.cardiffpartnership.co.uk/well-being-assessment/cardiff-today/rapidly-growing-city/
30 https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Population-and-Migration/Migration/International/migrationflowsofpeoplebetweenwalesandtherestoftheworldnon-uk-by-flow-year;
https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Population-and-Migration/Migration/Internal/migrationbetweenwalesandrestofuk-by-localauthority-flow-periodofchange
31 https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Housing/Households/Estimates/averagehouseholdsize-by-localauthority-year
32 https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Population-and-Migration/Population/Projections/Local-Authority/2014-based/populationprojections-by-localauthority-year;
https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/statistics-and-research/2020-08/subnational-population-projections-2018-based-280.pdf
28
29
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Cardiff has a high proportion of young adults
Cardiff has a noticeably large proportion of young people compared to the
England and Wales average: 21% of its population in 2018 was aged 18-27,
compared to the England & Wales average of 13% (Figure 3.1.2) 33. This is
due in large part to its student population which currently comprises more
than 13% of the city’s residents, up from less than 10% in 2000 34.
Ethnic groups as a proportion of Cardiff’s population are much higher
than for Wales as a whole
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18.5% of Cardiff’s population is Black, Asian and minority ethnic (BAME).
This is much higher than the Welsh average of 5.4%, and by far the highest
of the Welsh local authorities. It is also higher than the average for
England and Wales which is 14%. Census data indicates that a high
percentage of those from BAME backgrounds live in the poorest inner-city
areas – including Grangetown, Butetown, Riverside and Adamstown although this is changing. 35

Figure 3.1.2 Age pyramid for Cardiff (grey) v England & Wales (green), 2018

Significant amounts of housing are required to house the increasing population
Table 3.1.1 shows the Local Plan targets for net general market dwellings, and the
dwellings actually built. The number of dwellings built was initially significantly
lower than the target: this was due to a ‘delivery lag’ following the adoption of
the plan, and the rate of construction is expected to increase 36. The rate of
completions has accelerated in the past year, with all the large strategic plan sites
starting to be built out.

Time period
2014 – 2016
2016 – 2018
2018 – 2020
2020 – 2022
2022 – 2024
2024 - 2026

Local Plan target
2495
4096
4153
4042
4010
3759

Dwellings built
866
1183
1135 in 2018/19

Table 3.1.1 Housing targets and delivery

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populationestimates/articles/ukpopulationpyramidinteractive/2020-01-08
https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Education-and-Skills/Post-16-Education-and-Training/Higher-Education/Students/Enrolments-at-Welsh-HEIs/enrolmentsduringtheyear-by-institutionlevel-modeofstudy
35 http://hummedia.manchester.ac.uk/institutes/code/briefings/localdynamicsofdiversity/geographies-of-diversity-in-cardiff.pdf
36 https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Planning/Local-Development-Plan/Annual-Monitoring-Report/Documents/Cardiff%20LDP%203rd%20AMR%20English%20Version%20Final.pdf
33
34
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Cardiff contains some of the most deprived areas in Wales - geographically there is a concentration of deprivation in the ‘southern arc’ although ‘hotspots’
exist elsewhere
The Welsh Index of Multiple Deprivation (WIMD) is a measure of the relative levels
of deprivation in local areas. In the most recent WIMD 2019, 9% (or 18 out of 191)
of the 10% most deprived areas in Wales were in Cardiff. This is lower than
Newport (12.6%) and Merthyr Tydfil (11.5%) and on par with Rhondda Cynon Taff,
but higher than all other Welsh local authorities 37. It is significantly better than the
situation in 2010, where Cardiff had 40 out of 190 of the 10% most deprived areas in
Wales, but this reflects other areas of Wales getting worse: relative poverty within
areas of Cardiff remains high.
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Deprivation is concentrated mainly in the southern and eastern part of Cardiff
(Figure 3.1.4), with the northern and western parts being generally the least
deprived. The 'southern arc' also has a higher proportion of people receiving outof-work benefits than other areas of Cardiff: in January 2020 the claimant rate in
Adamstown, Ely and Splott stood at 6% or more, compared to less than 1% in
Cyncoed, Lisvane and Rhiwbina 38.
The coronavirus pandemic has doubled the proportion of people receiving benefits
in Cardiff, from 3.3% in February 2020 to 6.5% in November 2020 (Figure 3.1.3). 39

Figure 3.1.3 Out-of-work benefit claimants (%): doubling since the
coronavirus pandemic

https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Community-Safety-and-Social-Inclusion/Welsh-Index-of-Multiple-Deprivation/WIMD-2019/localauthorityanalysis
www.nomisweb.co.uk
39 Ibid.
37
38
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Figure 3.1.4 Index of Multiple Deprivation, overall 2019
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Fewer children are living in low-income families, but more than
the Wales average

Lack of affordable housing units - particularly family housing – is excluding those
on low income from entering the housing market

23% of dependent children aged under 20 in Cardiff are living in
low-income families, more than the Wales and UK averages.
There has been a gradual reduction in this since 2009, when it
was 27%. Children from low-income families are more likely to
be unhealthy or have poorer educational outcomes. There are
large discrepancies across Cardiff in terms of children in lowincome families: nearly 45% in Ely, and less than 5% in Rhiwbina
(Figure 3.1.5).

In October 2020 (the most recent date available at the time of writing), the average
price of a house for Cardiff was £217,804, an increase of 39% from £156,284 in
October 2010 40. The price of detached houses has grown particularly fast. The
average annual salary in 2019 was £28,660, 9% higher than the Wales average but
6% lower than the UK average 41. In 2019, the ratio of house price to annual salary
was 7.6, up from just under 6 in 2012, and just under the UK average (Figure 3.1.6).
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Figure 3.1.5 Children in low-income families, 2015 42

Figure 3.1.6 Housing affordability (ratio of house prices to residence-based
earnings, 2002-2018 43

https://landregistry.data.gov.uk/app/ukhpi/browse?from=2010-01-01&location=http%3A%2F%2Flandregistry.data.gov.uk%2Fid%2Fregion%2Fcardiff&to=2021-01-01&lang=en
www.nomisweb.co.uk
42 https://www.cardiffpartnership.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/Cardiff-in-2018-Final-English.pdf
43 https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/Your-Council/Have-your-say/Ask%20Cardiff%20Library/The%20Cardiff%20Economy%20and%20Labour%20Market_Apr%2018_Mar%2019.pdf
40
41
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Provision of enough affordable housing is an ongoing problem in Cardiff. In early 2021, there were approximately 8,000 applicants on the council housing
register, compared to 10,491 in mid-2010. The Local Development Plan sets a target for the delivery of 6,646 affordable units to be provided between 2014
and 2026, with an interim target to provide 1,942 affordable dwellings by 2019. By 2019, 1,082 affordable units had been delivered, representing 25% of
overall completions. This reflects the slower than anticipated progress in the strategic housing allocations being delivered (Table 1.1).
The quality of housing in Cardiff is variable, with housing in the south of the council being more likely to be overcrowded and without central heating than
elsewhere in Cardiff (Figure 3.1.7).
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Figure 3.1.7 Index of Multiple Deprivation 2019 housing 44

44

Figure 3.1.8 Index of Multiple Deprivation 2019 access to services35

See Figure 3.1.3 for legend
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Homelessness in Cardiff is rising
People experiencing homelessness are especially vulnerable and there are a significant number of them living in Cardiff. Hostels and lodging houses are
concentrated around the city centre. Cardiff also attracts a high number of young people who have left home, absconded from care, or are vulnerable in other
ways. During 2017/18, Cardiff Council received 3,987 enquiries from homeless people or those at risk of homelessness, up 67% from just two years earlier.
The number of homeless people in Cardiff rose from 1,274 in 2015 to 1,976 in 2018. In response to the coronavirus pandemic, Cardiff Council has found
accommodation for most of the city’s rough sleepers, and the Welsh Government is spending £20 million to help ensure that people do not need to return to
rough sleeping. 45
Cardiff has good access to services although deficiencies still exist at a local level
As would be expected for a compact city, the Welsh Index of Multiple Deprivation indicates that Cardiff has good access to services 46 . Nowhere in Cardiff is in
the worst 10% for Wales in terms of access (Figure 3.1.8).
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Likely future without the plan
Figure 3.1.1 shows the 2014-based and 2018-based population projections for Cardiff. The 2014-based projections are for about 80,000 more people to live in
Cardiff in 2039 compared to 2018. The 2018-based projections to 2039 are not yet available, but are significantly lower than the 2014-based projections. All
of the projections were made prior to Brexit, and so may change significantly.
The proportion of Cardiff residents aged 65+ is expected to grow from 14.5% in 2019 to 17.7% in 2039. Of these, the proportion of residents aged 85+ is
expected to grow from 2.2% to 3.5% of the population. 47 This has implications for the provision and design of those parts of the built environment that
support older people’s health and social connections, for instance warm homes, intergenerational spaces in homes, good transport links, green spaces and
community centres.
The current Local Development Plan provides for a large amount of new housing, notably in six strategic development sites. Planning and, in some cases,
construction is progressing on all of these sites. There has been a trend of decreasing deprivation in Cardiff, which could continue with increasing employment,
housing and access to green spaces and walking/cycling routes.

https://gov.wales/welsh-government-announce-new-20-million-fund-transform-homelessness-services
The access to services index relates to the average time it would take to access 8 key services (food shop, GP surgery, primary school, post office, public library, leisure centre, NHS dentist,
secondary school, and a transport node)
47 https://cavuhb.nhs.wales/files/key-publications/dph-report-2020-pdf/
45
46
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3.2 Air quality
Introduction
Air pollution is the largest environmental risk to health. It is linked to climate change and affects many plants and sensitive ecosystems. Public Health Wales
estimates that nitrogen dioxide (NO2) pollution leads to about 220 deaths per year in the Cardiff and Vale Health Board area, and particulates (PM2.5) about 225
deaths 48. Average air pollution concentrations are highest in the most deprived areas where levels of chronic ill health tend to be highest, so there is an equality
component to air pollution 49. Poor air quality also has negative effects on vegetation and ecosystems.
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Cardiff Council periodically reviews and assesses air quality for compliance with objectives of the Air Quality (Wales) Regulations 2000. The 2019 Annual Air
Quality Progress Report 50 concludes that there were no exceedances of legal limits for benzene, carbon monoxide or sulphur dioxide in 2018, but there were
exceedances of nitrogen dioxide, ozone and particulates. There was no 2020
progress report; however the Welsh Government’s Clean Air Advisory Panel
found that, during the first coronavirus lockdown, NOx levels in urban areas fell
on average by 30-40%, whilst ozone levels increased and levels of particulates
(PM2.5) stayed roughly the same. 51
Nitrogen dioxide is the main cause of air pollution 'hot spots' in Cardiff
Levels of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) vary throughout the city, but are broadly
highest in the city centre and lowest on the edges of Cardiff, notably in the
Wentloog Levels (Figure 3.2.1). Vehicles and wood burning stoves area also
the main generators of particulates (PM2.5).
Cardiff has four Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs), all designated
because air quality in those areas exceeds the legal NO2 threshold of 40μg/m3.
NO2 is primarily caused by road traffic. Four AQMAs were originally declared:
Newport Road, Philog and Cardiff West in 2000, and St Mary Street in 2002.
The first two were revoked in 2007, and the area of the Cardiff West AQMA

Figure 3.2.1 Annual mean NO2 levels, 2014 52

http://www.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/888/opendoc/317890
https://gov.wales/clean-air-plan-wales-healthy-air-healthy-wales
50 https://cardiff.moderngov.co.uk/documents/s35876/Cabinet%2021%20November%202019%20Local%20Air%20Quality%20Progress%20Report%20App.pdf.
51 https://airquality.gov.wales/sites/default/files/documents/2021-01/Clean_Air_Advisory_Panel_report-Impacts_of_the_Covid-19_pandemic_on_air_quality_in_Wales_English.pdf
52 https://www.cardiffpartnership.co.uk/well-being-assessment/cardiff-clean-sustainable/air-quality/
48
49
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(renamed Ely Bridge) was reduced. In December 2010 the Stephenson Court AQMA was declared. Figure 3.2.2 shows the current AQMAs 53, and Table 3.2.1
shows air quality over time at the AQMAs.
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Figure 3.2.2 Current AQMAs
in Cardiff

53

Cardiff City Centre

Ely Bridge

Stephenson Court

Llandaff

Ibid.
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Table 3.2.1 shows that NO2 levels have generally reduced over time. Air quality at the High Street improved significantly after pedestrianisation in 2010.
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

58. Westgate Street

39

50

52

55

50

52

51

48

45

45

46

119. Havelock Street

31

34

38

40

34

33

32

28

30

33

38

126. Westgate Street Flats

35

40

49

45

40

44

41

36

38

39

35

160. High Street

69

50

36

33

31

30

28

27

32

28

27

184. St. Mary Street

41

39

40

186. Castle Street

48

48

46

187. Angel Hotel

51

50

51

Ely
Br.

2008

43

52

47

43

45

42

40

41

49

40

Ste.
Ct.

Year

117. Crowbridge Rd West
81. Stephenson Court

41

46

41

41

37

36

35

38

36

35

33 Mitre Place

52

54

55

50

50

51

47

48

33

33

99. Cardiff Rd Llandaff

42

49

40

35

39

40

30

35

31

32

Llandaff
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Cardiff City Centre

AQMA

212. Bridge Road

47

Table 3.2.1 NO2 levels at Cardiff AQMAs over time (red cells show where the AQMA exceeds the annual threshold of 40μg/m3) 54

54

https://cardiff.moderngov.co.uk/documents/s35876/Cabinet%2021%20November%202019%20Local%20Air%20Quality%20Progress%20Report%20App.pdf
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The Transport and Clean Air Green Paper consultation of 2019 55 asked
respondents to rate different measures for improving air quality in the city.
The most preferred options were integrated ticketing, a zero carbon bus fleet,
and digital user information for buses. Least preferred were measures that
would require divers to change their behaviour: parking levies, a total city
20mpg zone, active travel targets, and clean air zones (Figure 3.2.3)
Likely future without the plan
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Prior to the coronavirus pandemic, air quality in Cardiff was expected to
continue to improve in response to tightening vehicle emission requirements,
an increase in electric vehicles, and a greater uptake of non-car modes of
transport. It is unclear whether changes in people’ lifestyles due to the
pandemic – more home-based working, less commuting, less travelling for
retail and leisure – will continue post-pandemic. If they do, then air quality is
likely to improve faster than initially predicted. It is also unclear whether Brexit
will affect transport movements and air quality legislation in Wales. The
impacts of poor air quality can be worsened by higher temperatures, so climate
change could lead to more air quality related health problems.
The Clean Air Plan for Wales 56 aims to reduce air pollution over ten years. The
2018 Clean Air Zone Framework for Wales 57 identifies Cardiff as a location
where a Clean Air Zone could be implemented. NRW’s South Central Wales
Area Statement 58 aims to reduce air pollution, taking the needs of the
environment and ecosystems into consideration. Cardiff has put forward an
outline bid for funding for improving air quality in the city centre 59.

55

56
57

Figure 3.2.3 Public preferences for transport management measures in
Cardiff 60

https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/Your-Council/Have-your-say/Ask%20Cardiff%20Library/Transport%20and%20Clean%20Air%20Green%20Paper%20Consultation%20Report.pdf

https://gov.wales/clean-air-plan-wales-healthy-air-healthy-wales
https://gov.wales/clean-air-zone-framework-wales

https://naturalresources.wales/about-us/area-statements/south-central-wales-area-statement/?lang=en
https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Parking-roads-and-travel/clean-air-cardiff/Pages/default.aspx
60 Ibid.
58
59
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3.3 Biodiversity, flora and fauna
Introduction
Cardiff has a wide range of biodiversity interests which extend from Flat Holm Island in the Severn Estuary to the hills forming the northern edge of the city, a
thousand feet above sea level. Habitats and species have developed in response to local conditions and represent Cardiff’s biodiversity resource.
Cardiff has a wide range of sites designated for biodiversity, including two European Designated Sites (the Severn Estuary and Cardiff Beech Woods)
Figure 3.3.1 shows the location of designated sites in Cardiff. The Severn Estuary Special Area of Conservation (SAC), Special Protection Area (SPA) and
Ramsar Site consists of intertidal mudflats, sandflats, saltmarsh, shingle and rocky shoreline. These habitats support internationally important populations of
waterfowl. The estuary is also important for the run of migratory fish, and it has an immense tidal range. The Cardiff Beech Woods SAC is one of the largest
concentrations of beech forests in Wales, and represents the habitat close to western limit of its past native range in both the UK and Europe. Table 3.3.1
summarises the condition of, and threats and pressures on these internationally important sites for nature conservation. Key pressures are recreational
disturbance, urbanisation, and other human-induced changes. NRW also identifies air pollution as being a threat to European Designated Sites. The condition
of the birds using the Severn Estuary is particularly problematic.
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Table 3.1.1 Condition of, and threats and pressures on, internationally important nature conservation sites in/near Cardiff 61
Name of site
Cardiff Beech
Woods SAC
Severn Estuary SAC

Severn Estuary SPA

61

Why the site has been designated (‘qualifying feature’)
• Asperulo-Fagetum beech forests
• Tilio-Acerion forests of slopes, screes and ravines
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Estuaries
Mudflats and sandflats not covered by seawater
Atlantic salt meadows
Sandbanks which are slightly covered by sea water all the time
Reefs
Sea lamprey
River lamprey
Twaite shad
Bewick’s swan*
Common shelduck*
Gadwall*

Threats and pressures
• Interspecific floral relations
• Invasive non-native species
• Recreational activities
• Urbanisation, industrial etc.
• Changes in abiotic conditions
• Human induced changes
• Recreational activities
• Modification of cultivation practices

•
•
•

Recreational activities
Other urbanisation, industrial etc.
Modification of cultivation practices

http://sac.jncc.gov.uk
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Name of site

Why the site has been designated (‘qualifying feature’)
• Dunlin*
• Common redshank*
• Greater white-fronted goose*
• Waterbird assemblages
• Immense tidal range
• Unusual estuarine communities, reduced diversity and high productivity
• Run of migratory fish between sea and river via estuary
• Very diverse fish species
• Waterbird assemblages of international improtance

Severn Estuary
Ramsar

Threats and pressures
• Changes in abiotic conditions
• Human induced changes in hydraulic conditions

•
•
•

Dredging
Erosion
Recreational disturbance

Global condition of qualifying feature:
A

B

C

* There is no information on global status for these birds. The information is provided on isolation; population is consistently one ‘grade’ better
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The 18 Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) in Cardiff range from woodland, aquatic, marsh and grassland habitats to sites of geological interest 62, and from
favourable to unfavourable status. The status of many – including the very large Gwent Levels and Severn Estuary SSSIs - is unknown (Table 3.1.2).
Table 3.1.2 Condition of Sites of Special Scientific Interest in/near Cardiff 63
Argloddiau Cronfeydd Dwr Llanisien a Llys-Faen

Ely Valley

Lisvane Reservoir

Caeau Blaen-bielly

Fforestganol a Chwm Nofydd

Penylan Quarry

Castell Coch Woodlands and road section

Flat Holm

Rhymney River Section

Coed y Bedw

Garth wood

Rhymney Quarry

Cwarrau Ton Mawr a Ffynnon Taf

Glamorgan Canal / Long Wood

Severn Estuary

Cum Cydfin, Leckwith

Gwent Levels – Rumney and Peterstone

Ty Du Moor

Condition of SSSI:

62
63

unknown

favourable

favourable /unknown

unfavourable / unknown unfavourable

https://naturalresources.wales/guidance-and-advice/environmental-topics/wildlife-and-biodiversity/protected-areas-of-land-and-seas/find-protected-areas-of-land-and-sea/?lang=en
Elizabeth Felton, Natural Resources Wales, pers. comm., March 2020.
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Figure 3.3.1 Designated nature conservation sites and open space in Cardiff
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Six Local Nature Reserves covering 150ha provide good opportunities to access local wildlife and there are 181 additional Sites of Importance for Nature
Conservation (SINCs) covering 1672ha.
European protected species occurring in Cardiff are the Great Crested Newt, Otter, Dormouse and Bats. Otters are now present on all three main rivers and
have also extended to tributaries and other water bodies. Dormice require a woodland habitat and are known to primarily exist across the northern ridge
and east of the city. All species of bats are protected and their distribution varies: some are widespread such as the Pipistrelle whilst others are localised.
Cardiff has many existing corridors and
networks of mixed habitats providing good
connectivity for species
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The valleys of the rivers Taff, Ely and
Rhymney form strategically important
corridors of open space containing a wide
variety of habitats that run through the city
from the countryside to the Severn Estuary.
These provide valuable wildlife corridors and
connectivity between habitats that are
important for many species. Feeder
tributaries and streams generally run from
higher ground to the north and feed into the
main rivers, providing a similar function.
Features such as woodlands, hedgerows,
marshlands, alder carrs and disused rail lines
are common in the countryside surrounding
the urban area. This patchwork of varied
habitats provides a good resource for
biodiversity (Figure 3.3.2). However Cardiff's
woodland cover is fragmented, with few
areas larger than 5 hectares.

64

Figure 3.3.2 Green infrastructure in Cardiff 64

https://cardiff.moderngov.co.uk/documents/s34305/Cabinet%2026%20Sept%202019%20Biodiversity%20BRED%20App.pdf
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Urban areas can support biodiversity through a wide range of measures
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There is little information on biodiversity in Cardiff, notably the condition of SSSIs and the location and abundance of protected species. However, Natural
Resources Wales has identified a wide range of actions that can be carried out in urban areas such as Cardiff to support biodiversity 65:
• Promote sustainable transport
• Promote low carbon, energy efficient housing; increase the energy efficiency of
the housing stock
• Deploy renewables
• Implement water efficiency measures such as off-line storage, rainwater
harvesting and greywater recycling. Initiate behavioural change to a more
conservative use of water.
• Increase the amount of highly water-efficient domestic appliances in new and
existing homes
• Reduce non-supply leakage and waste through awareness-raising initiatives
• Promote SUDS in existing developments
• Protect large trees in urban areas and promote the planting of street trees
• Increase the rate of new woodland creation and plant more trees
• Monitor the change in selected mammal and invertebrate species in urban
areas
• Manage green spaces
• Provide adequate garden space for homes likely to house children
• Increase biodiverse, accessible green space
• Manage road verges for biodiversity
• Convert lawns around public buildings to biodiverse meadows
• Use more timber in construction to help reduce emissions and support the timber
industry
65 Natural Resources Wales (2020) State of Natural Resources Report also recommends actions for coastal margins, farmland, marine and freshwater and woodlands which can also apply to
Cardiff. In particular, this includes protection and restoration of coastal margin habitats including saltmarsh, and coastal adaptation through nature-based solutions.
https://naturalresources.wales/evidence-and-data/research-and-reports/state-of-natural-resources-report-sonarr-for-wales-2020/sonarr2020-our-assessment/sonarr-2020-naturalresources-registers/?lang=en
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Likely future without the plan
The lack of information on biodiversity in Cardiff makes it difficult to plan for and monitor its condition.
New developments within and outside the settlement boundary have the potential to harm Cardiff’s biodiversity resource. Brownfield sites can contain
significant biodiversity interest and it is important that these are recognised and protected where possible. Similarly, the river valleys and countryside are
vulnerable to insensitive development and changing agricultural and land use practices. The coronavirus pandemic has shown just how important green
spaces are for people’s physical and mental wellbeing: there may be a conflict between making green spaces publicly accessible and protecting their
biodiversity.
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The Welsh government declared a nature emergency in June 2021. Planning Policy Wales 66 requires planning authorities to seek to maintain and enhance
biodiversity, and protect the resilience of ecosystems. In particular it expects planning authorities to consider diversity between and within ecosystems; the
connections between and within ecosystems; the scale of ecosystems; the condition of ecosystems including their structure and functioning; and the
adaptability of ecosystems. NRW’s South Central Wales Area Statement 67 aims to work towards building resilient ecosystems and connecting people with
nature. Cardiff Council has prepared a Biodiversity and Resilience of Ecosystems Duty strategic plan 68, Green Infrastructure Supplementary Planning
Guidance 69, and an Ecology & Biodiversity Technical Guidance Note. It has started to produce a Local Nature Recovery Action Plan.

https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2019-02/planning-policy-wales-edition-10.pdf , sec. 6.4
https://naturalresources.wales/about-us/area-statements/south-central-wales-area-statement/?lang=en
68 https://cardiff.moderngov.co.uk/documents/s34304/Cabinet%2026%20Sept%202019%20Biodiversity%20BRED.pdf.
69 https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Planning/Planning-Policy/Supplementary-PlanningGuidance/Documents/Consultation/Green%20Infrastructure%20SPG%20English%20June%202017.pdf
66
67
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3.4 Climate change
Introduction
Human induced climate change is the greatest short- and long-term challenge facing the human race. Globally, greenhouse gas emissions have increased
steadily since the industrial revolution. Greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere now stand at 454ppm CO2 equivalent, 37ppm more than just ten
years ago 70, and compared with only 280ppm before the Industrial Revolution. The rising concentration is driven by increasing emissions from human
activities, such as energy generation, traffic and land-use change.
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Risks associated with climate change include:
• Increased risk of flooding and erosion (see Sec. 3.11)
• Increased pressure on drainage systems
• Drier soils and subsidence
• Significant habitat and species changes and loss
• Water quality issues in rivers and lakes
• Greater incidence of drought and problems with water supply
• Lower air quality
• Acidification of the sea
• Health issues in the summer, including the urban heat island effect

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced energy demand in winter but increased demand in summer
Increased prevalence of insect and water borne diseases
Vulnerability of transport, waste and energy infrastructure
Increase in demand for, and cost of, water
Increased insurance costs and decreased property values
Increased risk of forest and heathland fires
Changes in the landscape
Increased tourism due to warmer weather

The Cardiff area is likely to be subject to greater increases in temperature as a result of climate change than most of the rest of the UK (UKCIP 2009)
Cardiff Council declared a climate emergency in March 2019, and the Welsh Government declared one a month later. Cardiff Council is aiming to reach
carbon neutrality 71 by 2030, and the Welsh Government aims for Wales to reach ‘net zero’ greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 72. This section begins with
causes of climate change – emissions of greenhouse gases - and continues with how Cardiff is dealing with climate change. Section 11 discusses flooding.

70
71

https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/indicators/atmospheric-greenhouse-gas-concentrations-6/assessment-1.

“Carbon neutrality, or having a net-zero carbon footprint, is the balancing of carbon emissions against carbon removal, often through carbon off-setting, with the net result being zero.”

https://www.oneplanetcardiff.co.uk/
https://www.itv.com/news/wales/2019-05-02/wales-warned-to-cut-greenhouse-emissions-by-95-before-2050/

72
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Cardiff’s CO2 emissions per person are decreasing, particularly due to
reductions in industrial and commercial emissions
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Carbon dioxide (CO2) accounts for most greenhouse gas emissions. Annual
greenhouse gas emissions in Cardiff have been decreasing steadily, from
2679kt in 2005 to 1647kt in 2018, a 39% reduction (Figure 3.4.1). Emissions
from industrial and commercial activities have fallen particularly quickly.
Annual per person emissions have fallen even faster, given that Cardiff’s
population increased during this time: they dropped by 46%, from 8.3
tonnes/person to 4.5 tonnes/person. These decreases are partly
attributable to more energy-efficient buildings and appliances, but also to
the economic recession and subsequent austerity measures.
Figure 3.4.1 Greenhouse gas emissions (in kilotonnes, kt) for Cardiff 73
All vehicles
Cars & taxis

Figure 3.4.2 Annual traffic levels, billion vehicle-km, Cardiff 74

73
74

Domestic energy use is responsible for almost one-third of Cardiff’s CO2
emissions. Cardiff’s per person domestic energy use is slightly lower than
the Welsh and GB average, and decreased by 14% between 2008 and 2018.
Traffic accounts for another 30% of emissions, and was not going down
before the coronavirus pandemic. After consistent traffic growth to 2004,
traffic dropped by about 5% in the late 2000s as a result of the recession,
but then rose again and was at almost its highest-ever level in 2018 (Figure
3.4.2). This was despite the fact that most areas of the city have good
access to services generally (Figure 3.1.8) and to bus services specifically
(Figure 3.4.3). This has changed, at least temporarily, as a result of the
pandemic, but comparable figures had not yet been released by early 2021.

http://www.infobasecymru.net/IAS/themes/environmentandsustainability/environment/tabular?viewId=518&geoId=1&subsetId=.
https://roadtraffic.dft.gov.uk/local-authorities/19
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A significant part of Cardiff’s traffic comprises commuters from outside Cardiff.
Prior to the pandemic, almost 100,000 people commuted into Cardiff every day, of which about 80% travelled by car: this was a net inflow of 67,800 people 75
(Figure 3.4.4). Additionally, 190,000 commuter trips were made by Cardiff residents every day, of which about 30,000 were to work outside the city. Drivers
were losing on average 143 hours per year to congestion 76. Again, the pandemic has changed this, but the degree to which this is happening is not clear.
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Figure 3.4.4 Current travel into Cardiff 78

Figure 3.4.3 Bus accessibility in Cardiff 77

https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/Your-Council/Have-your-say/Ask%20Cardiff%20Library/The%20Cardiff%20Economy%20and%20Labour%20Market_Apr%2018_Mar%2019.pdf.
https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Parking-roads-and-travel/transport-policies-plans/transport-whitepaper/Documents/White%20Paper%20for%20Cardiff%20Transport%202019.pdf
77 https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Planning/Local-Development-Plan/Annual-Monitoring-Report/Documents/Cardiff%20LDP%203rd%20AMR%20English%20Version%20Final.pdf
78 Ibid.
75
76
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About half of journeys to work and education have been by car, but this is slowly changing. The proportion of Cardiff residents commuting to work by bike rose
rapidly between 2003 and 2018, and particularly since 2015 (Figure 3.4.6). The proportion of people travelling to education by bike has also risen significantly
(Figure 3.4.7) 79. This has coincided with the publication of the Cardiff Cycling Strategy 2016-2026 80; and the ‘Nextbike’ rental system which started in March 2018.
In the 2019 Transport Survey, 66% of respondents indicated that they commute to work at least once a week by car or van; and 31% stated that they travel to
work at least once a week by bike. 81
22.5%
20.0%
17.5%
15.0%
12.5%
10.0%
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7.5%

Figure
3.4.5 Non-car mode of travel to work
5.0%
2.5%
0.0%
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
Walking
Cycling (5yr Rolling Avg)
Train

Walking (5yr Rolling Avg)
Bus
Train (5yr Rolling Avg)

Cycling
Bus (5yr Rolling Avg)

32.5%
30.0%
27.5%
25.0%
22.5%
20.0%
17.5%
15.0%
12.5%
10.0%
7.5%
5.0%
2.5%
0.0%
2010

2011

2012

Walking
Cycling (5yr Rolling Avg)
Train

2013

2014

2015

2016

Walking (5yr Rolling Avg)
Bus
Train (5yr Rolling Avg)

2017

2018

2019

Cycling
Bus (5yr Rolling Avg)

Figure 3.4.6 Non-car mode of travel to education 82

https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Planning/Local-Development-Plan/Annual-Monitoring-Report/Pages/Annual-Monitoring-Report.aspx
https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Parking-roads-and-travel/Walking-and-cycling/Cycling-Strategy/Documents/Cardiff%20Cycling%20Strategy.pdf
81 https://www.cardiffpartnership.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/Cardiff-in-2018-Final-English.pdf
82 Ibid.
79
80
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Cardiff is increasingly producing renewable energy.
Cardiff produces only small amounts of solar
energy, and little energy from wind, biomass or
hydropower (Figure 3.4.7). However Cardiff’s
Tremorfa food recycling plant, opened in 2017,
provides 1.8MW of electricity per year. Cardiff also
has the largest energy from waste facility in Wales:
the 30MWe Trident Park energy recovery facility
which was commissioned in 2015. The Cardiff East
sewage gas plant generates 4MWe and 5 MWth,
almost half of the Wales total of sewage gas
electricity 83. A 9MW solar farm has been built at
the former Lamby Way landfill site: this is not yet
reflected in Figure 3.4.7.

Cardiff
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Likely future without the plan
The climate is already changing as a result of past
greenhouse gas emissions, and this trend is expected to
worsen over time.

Figure 3.4.7 Renewables generation (GWh) in Wales 2019 84

Cardiff’s additional future population will generate additional traffic, potentially worsening congestion and greenhouse gas emissions. This may be counterbalanced by lifestyle changes triggered by the coronavirus pandemic, including more people working from home, more use of local rather than distant services
and facilities, and more walking and cycling. The more widespread use of electric vehicles would also reduce greenhouse gas emissions if the electricity mix is
primarily from renewables.
In early 2020 Cardiff Council secured government funding to develop a city-wide heat network, using in part heat from the Viridor/Trident Park energy from
waste plant. 85 The system is expected to supply heat to the Wales Millennium Centre, County Hall, Cardiff Central Square, St. David’s shopping centre and the
Cardiff Royal Infirmary 86.
https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2020-11/energy-generation-in-wales-2019.pdf
Ibid.
85 www.oneplanetcardiff.co.uk
86 www.walesonline.co.uk/news/local-news/cardiff-councils-26m-underground-network-17024200
83
84
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One Planet Cardiff 87, published in 2020, sets out seven main actions to allow Cardiff to become a Carbon Neutral City and Council by 2030:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Large scale housing and development retrofit, to reduce fuel poverty and related health conditions
Resilient low energy and resource efficient development
Low cost efficient energy generation to bring job and climate benefits
Low energy active transport – support for ultra low emission vehicles, car clubs, charging infrastructure and active travel routes
Greening the city, including increased tree coverage and more biodiversity friendly land management
Low carbon affordable food
Procurement using circular economy models, and contracts that are more accountable for their climate consequences.
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Cardiff Council is promoting a new Cardiff Crossrail and a new Cardiff Circle tram-train line (see Figure 2.4). These would link the new communities in the west
of the city, and existing communities in the east which are currently poorly served by public transport, to the city centre and Cardiff Central. It is also aiming to
reduce bus fares, improve bus services including bus priority at traffic lights; establish new Park & Ride facilities including at Junction 33 and Junction 32/A470;
and improve cycling facilities in the city 88. Cardiff’s NextBike bike rental system allows access to bikes, including to people from deprived communities 89.
The Welsh Government are supporting the growth of Cardiff Airport which, prior to the pandemic, aimed to double its passenger numbers by the end of the
RLDP period 90: this would generate additional greenhouse gases.

www.oneplanetcardiff.co.uk
https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Parking-roads-and-travel/transport-policies-plans/transport-whitepaper/Documents/White%20Paper%20for%20Cardiff%20Transport%202019.pdf
89 https://gov.wales › default › files › publications › low-carbon-delivery-plan_1
90 https://www.cardiff-airport.com/uploads/Masterplan%20Report%20FINAL%20JUNE19%20lower_compressed%20%281%29.pdf
87
88
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3.5 Cultural heritage and the historic environment, including Welsh language
Introduction
Cardiff as seen and experienced today, and its place names, reflect a wealth of influences as it developed from a small community on the banks of the River
Taff. Evidence still exists from Roman times and other key stages in the city’s development. Most notably, the era of mining in the South Wales Valleys saw
an unprecedented boom for Cardiff in terms of its economic and physical growth. Cardiff performed a vital role both as a port and commercial centre. The
Victorian and Edwardian legacy in terms of street patterns and buildings is still clearly evident and provides a very distinctive character to large areas of the
city. A range of formal designations have been used to help identify and protect the most important features of Cardiff’s historic and architectural heritage.
Whilst Cardiff continues to develop, it is important that its rich cultural, historic and architectural legacy is fully understood, protected and managed.
Cardiff contains a wide range of areas, buildings and monuments designated for historic value befitting of its Capital City status
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Cardiff has 28 Scheduled Ancient Monuments. Archaeological remains provide important, often irreplaceable, information about the past. Their
investigation and, where appropriate, preservation is important in its own right and can provide an invaluable educational and tourism resource. Four
archaeologically sensitive areas have been identified in Cardiff: at City Centre, St Fagans/Michaelstone-super-Ely, the Wentloog Levels, and Llandaff. They
represent the most likely areas where the effect of development on the archaeological resource may be an issue during the determination of a planning
application. Cardiff Council published Supplementary Planning Guidance on these areas in July 2018 91.
Cadw has listed 855 buildings or structures in Cardiff as being of Special Architectural or Historic Interest. Cardiff also has 27 conservation areas (covering
811.7ha in total) designated for their special historic or architectural interest. They vary greatly in size and character, and range from the villages of St
Fagans and old St Mellons, to the more recent Victorian and Edwardian areas which developed during Cardiff’s ‘boom years.’ All have Conservation Area
Strategies which identify priorities for the areas. Cardiff has 15 Historic Parks and Gardens that cover 468 hectares. They are widely spread and of
contrasting character. Some of the larger historic parks reach from the city centre to the outer suburbs. Cardiff’s Grade I gardens are Cardiff Castle and Bute
Park, Roath Park and St. Fagan’s Castle.
Cardiff’s heritage extends well beyond those identified in statutory protections. The city’s Historic Environment Record holds at least 1,724 datapoints and
1,608 NMR/RCAHMW datapoints. All of the city’s historic built fabric helps define the character of the city and the diverse cultural backgrounds of its
residents and visitors. Figure 3.5.1 shows the extent of designated sites, features, buildings and areas. In 2015 (the most recently available in early 2021),
27 of Cardiff's listed buildings were at risk, and 116 were vulnerable. 85% of historic buildings were not at risk, compared to 86% in 2011 and 83% in 2006 92.
https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Planning/Planning-Policy/Supplementary-Planning-Guidance/Documents/Archaeologically%20Sensitive%20Areas%20SPG%20%202018%20final.pdf
92 https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Planning/Conservation/Documents/Cardiff%20Listed%20Buildings%20at%20Risk%20-%202015.pdf.
91
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Figure 3.5.1 Sites, features, buildings and areas of conservation importance
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The City’s cultural and historic attractions perform an important national and regional role, attracting large numbers of visitors each year
In 2017, more than 21 million people visited Cardiff, 5% more than the year before, bringing in £1.3 billion. Cardiff has recently hosted the UEFA Champions
League Final, the Volvo Ocean Race, and that National Eisteddfod 93. In December 2019, Cardiff because the UK’s first music city, and its music strategy aims
to place music at the heart of Cardiff’s future 94. That said, much of this has reduced or stopped during the coronavirus pandemic.
The Welsh language is increasingly spoken in Cardiff
Language is an invaluable tool in place-making and identity. The Welsh
Language (Wales) Measure 2011 makes Welsh an official language in
Wales, and it must be treated no less favourably than English.
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The 2019 Welsh population survey found that 22% of Cardiff’s residents
said that they can speak Welsh (Figure 3.5.2), compared to a Welsh
average of 29% 95. Figure 3.12.1 shows the proportion of Cardiff residents
who could speak, read and write Welsh in 2011: the highest proportion is
in Creigiau/St Fagans, Riverside and Llandaff. The proportion of Welsh
speakers has increased further since then 96, with much of the increase
attributable to young children 97. In terms of numbers as opposed to
proportion, Cardiff has the third highest number of Welsh speakers in
Wales.

Figure 3.5.2 Proportion of Cardiff
residents who can speak, read and write Welsh, 2011 98

Welsh education in Cardiff has moved from being ‘demand led’ to ‘active
promotion’, and Cardiff now has three Welsh medium secondary schools, 15
primary schools, two dual stream primaries, and two Welsh medium
Specialist Resource Bases.
https://businessnewswales.com/cardiff-boasts-record-visitor-numbers-during-2017/
https://www.creativecardiff.org.uk/creative-cardiff-news/cardiff-declared-music-city-music-strategy-development-launches
95 https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Welsh-Language/Annual-Population-Survey-WelshLanguage/annualpopulationsurveyestimatesofpersonsaged3andoverwhosaytheycanspeakwelsh-by-localauthority-measure
96 https://gov.wales/sites/default/filesL/statistics-and-research/2018-12/160622-workforce-welsh-language-support-primary-care-cardiff-vale-en.pdf
97 Cardiff Council (2020) Draft Welsh Language ISA Assessment.
98 Ibid.
93
94
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Welsh place names, street naming and signage help to ensure the more active use of the Welsh language
As a result of the Welsh Language Regulation (No. 1) Standards 2015, local authorities must comply with Welsh language standards in relation to the signage and
official notices displayed by public authorities, including directional signage, building signage, and wayfaring and general information signs. Cardiff’s street
naming policy of 2019 aims to give all new streets a Welsh language name grounded in the locality, history and heritage of the immediate area. A formal list of
Welsh place names for dwellings is expected to be available in 2021. Bilingual Cardiff and a naming panel are actively engaged with developers to provide Welsh
language names for new developments, bilingual site marketing information, and Welsh or bilingual signage for commercial developments. Cardiff published a
draft Supplementary Planning Guidance in 2019 relating to shop fronts and signage, which includes recommendations regarding the use of bilingual signage 99.
Likely future without the plan
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The Local Development Plan aims to protect and enhance the city’s heritage. As part of its ‘music city’ offer, Cardiff’s council cabinet has appointed Live
Nation and Oak View Group to develop and operate a live music arena. The new arena will have space for 15,000 spectators, double the size of the city’s
current largest indoor venue, the Motorpoint. The arena is projected to cost £150 million to build, and to create 1,000 jobs when open, which is expected
to be in early 2024 100.
The use of Welsh in Cardiff is likely to increase in the future in response to policies such as Cardiff’s Bilingual Cardiff Strategy Action Plan 2019 - 2022 101, the
Bilingual Cardiff Strategy 2017-2022 102, the Welsh in Education Strategic Plan 2017-2020 103, and the Street Naming Policy 104. As a result, the Welsh
language is expected to be introduced to new and emerging communities; Yr Hen Lyfrgell – Cardiff’s Welsh Culture Centre will be supported; and there should
be increasing opportunities for people to receive health and social care in Welsh. If current trends continue, Cardiff is likely to have the highest number of Welsh
speakers in any Local Authority Area in Wales within a few years.

https://www.caerdydd.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Planning/Planning-Policy/Supplementary-PlanningGuidance/Documents/Shopfront%20Design%20and%20Signage%20SPG%20(June%202019).pdf
100 https://cardiff.moderngov.co.uk/documents/s42643/Cabinet%2026%20Nov%202020%20Indoor%20Arena.pdf?LLL=0
101 https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/Your-Council/Strategies-plans-and-policies/Bilingual-Cardiff/Documents/Bilingual%20Cardiff%20Strategy%20Action%20Plan%202019-22.pdf
102 https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/Your-Council/Strategies-plans-and-policies/Bilingual-Cardiff/Documents/Bilingual%20Cardiff%20Strategy.pdf
103 https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Schools-and-learning/Schools/21st-Century-Schools/Keep-up-to-date-and-contact-us/Publications/Welsh-Education-StrategicPlan/Pages/default.aspx
104 https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Parking-roads-and-travel/transport-policies-plans/Street-naming/Documents/Street%20Naming%20Policy.pdf
99
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3.6 Economy
Introduction
Cardiff has undergone major changes over the last century with the decline of the coal industry, the increasing dominance of the service sector, and
devolution combining to shape the city into what it is today.
Cardiff is the key economic driver for south-east Wales
Cardiff is the main driver of the South Wales economy. The number of
jobs provided in Cardiff has risen rapidly, from 189,000 in 2000 to 241,000
in 2018 105. The economic recession led to job numbers remaining steady
between 2004 and 2012, but job numbers have risen steeply since 2014 106
- see Figure 3.6.1.
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Employment levels fell during the recession, from 71% in 2004 to 65% in
2012, but then rose again, and in September 2019 stood at 79.6%. This
was higher than both the Welsh (76.8%) and GB (78.9%) averages 107. No
figures more recent than June 2020 are available, although employment
levels are likely to have fallen during the coronavirus pandemic.
Average salaries in Cardiff in 2020 were £14.36/hr, down from £15.12 in
2019. They were below the GB average of £15.18/hr (they were higher
than the GB average in 2019), but continued to be above the Wales
average (£13.83 in 2020). Gross weekly pay for full-time workers was
£544, with the same trends as hourly pay.

Figure 3.6.1 Number of jobs in Cardiff 108

https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/reports/lmp/la/1946157397/report.aspx#tabjobs. The data from 2018 are the most recent available in early 2021.
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/reports/lmp/la/1946157397/subreports/jd_time_series/report.aspx?
107 https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/reports/lmp/la/1946157397/report.aspx#tabrespop
108 https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/reports/lmp/la/1946157397/report.aspx#tabjobs
105
106
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Figures 3.6.2 and 3.6.3 show areas of high and low employment and income in Cardiff in 2019. Again, low employment and income are generally
concentrated in the 'southern arc', particularly Ely/Caerau, Butetown, Adamstown, Trowbridge and Llanrumney.
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Figure 3.6.2 Index of Multiple Deprivation 2019 employment 109

Figure 3.6.3 Index of Multiple Deprivation income73

In 2019, Cardiff was 16th (out of 379) in the UK competitiveness index, which considers ten economic factors such as economic activity rates, business startups and productivity 110. Cardiff’s Gross Value Added (GVA) per person – a key indicator of productivity - has consistently exceeded the UK average since
1998. Financial/insurance activities and human health/social work activities are the greatest contributors to Cardiff’s GVA 111.
109
110

See Figure 3.1.3 for legend
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/01-CITY-UK-COMPETITIVENESS-INDEX-2019-UK100_tbl1_331980020
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Cardiff’s service sector industries are growing, and much of its employment is in Welsh Government priority sectors
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Cardiff has less of a focus on manufacturing,
construction, and wholesale/retail trade than
the Welsh and GB average; and more focus on
finance/insurance, education, and public
administration 112. Manufacturing jobs in
Cardiff, as elsewhere, have declined rapidly
over the past 30 years.

Priority sector

45% of people employed in Cardiff in early
2019 were in one of the Welsh Government’s
priority sectors (Table 3.6.1). Financial and
professional services were by far the largest of
these in the city, and Cardiff accounted for 30%
of these jobs in Wales. Creative industries and
ICT are also more prevalent in the city than
across Wales as a whole, with Cardiff again
accounting for about 30% of Wales’s total
employment in these sectors.
Jobs in the retail and hospitality, wider tourism
and the creative sectors have particularly
suffered as a result of the coronavirus
pandemic, so these numbers will have changed
since early 2019.

Cardiff

Wales

No. (1000s)

%

No. (1000s)

%

Advanced materials/manufacturing

4.5

2.0

81.5

6.0

Construction

14.5

6.4

109.4

8.1

Creative industries

18.0

7.9

58.0

4.3

Energy & environment

26.2

11.5

155.0

11.4

Food & farming

-

-

51.4

3.8

Financial & professional services

39.9

17.5

137.7

10.1

Information & communication (ICT)

8.5

3.7

31.0

2.3

Life sciences

2.0

0.9

13.5

1.0

Tourism

18.3

8.0

127.3

9.4

In a Priority Sector

102.9

45.3

600.2

44.2

Not in a Priority Sector

124.5

54.7

758.7

55.8

Total

227.4

100.0

1359.0

100.0

Table 3.6.1 Employment in Welsh Government priority sectors, 2018-19 113

https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/Your-Council/Have-your-say/Ask%20Cardiff%20Library/The%20Cardiff%20Economy%20and%20Labour%20Market_Apr%2018_Mar%2019.pdf.
https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/reports/lmp/la/1946157397/report.aspx#tabearn
113 https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/Your-Council/Have-your-say/Ask%20Cardiff%20Library/The%20Cardiff%20Economy%20and%20Labour%20Market_Apr%2018_Mar%2019.pdf
111
112
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The workforce is polarised between qualified graduates and low skilled
workforce
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Cardiff’s population consistently outperforms the Wales and UK averages
in terms of education and skills 114. This is partly determined by
demographics, with Cardiff’s relatively young population and the
existence of several universities. In 2010, 40% of Cardiff’s working age
population had 4+ NVQs, and by end 2019 this was 46.4% 115. This
compares favourably with 36.3% for Wales and 40.3% for the UK 116.
Cardiff has three higher education institutions, Cardiff University, Cardiff
Metropolitan University and the Welsh College of Music and Drama,
providing about 4,000 new graduates each year. The University of South
Wales also has a campus in Cardiff.
In 2008, Cardiff had almost 20% of the 10% most deprived lower super
output areas for Wales for education, but this was down to 7% in
December 2018 117. However Cardiff still has areas of low educational
achievement, primarily in the south and east part of the city, including Ely,
Caerau, Butetown, Splott, Trowbridge and Llanrumney, as shown by
Figure 3.6.4.

Figure 3.6.4 Index of Multiple Deprivation education 118

Significant areas of employment land have changed to alternative uses (notably housing) although land for employment is still available
Changing market conditions (as described above) have resulted in a shift in demand away from manufacturing towards alternative uses such as housing.
Examples of this include the Arjo Wiggins site at Ely Bridge, AWE site on Caerphilly Road, and Maes y Coed Road.

https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/reports/lmp/la/1946157397/report.aspx?town=Cardiff#tabquals
Ibid.
116 https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/Your-Council/Have-your-say/Ask%20Cardiff%20Library/The%20Cardiff%20Economy%20and%20Labour%20Market_Apr%2018_Mar%2019.pdf
117 https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Community-Safety-and-Social-Inclusion/Welsh-Index-of-Multiple-Deprivation/WIMD-2019/localauthorityanalysis
118 See Figure 3.1.3 for legend
114
115
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The Local Development Plan 2016 allocated 132ha of employment land on allocated sites. Employment land permitted to date has been:
• 2016/17: 11.6ha
• 2017/18: 2.12ha
• 2018/19: 3.16ha
These permissions have been for high density, high rise offices. No loss of employment land occurred on protected sites.
Employment land take-up has been:
• 2016/17: 12.3ha
Again this has mostly been for offices 119.

•

2017/18: 0.5ha

•

2018/19: 1.6ha

Likely future without the plan
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Prior to the coronavirus pandemic, employment was expected to continue to increase in Cardiff
for the foreseeable future: this is currently less clear. At the pandemic peak in summer 2020,
50,000 workers in Cardiff were furloughed; 9,000 were reliant on the Self-Employment Income
Support Scheme, and unemployment doubled 120. Employment land also continues to be lost to
residential uses. Post-pandemic, the proportion of people working from home is likely to fall, but
not to pre-pandemic levels. This is leading to consideration of how the city centre and
local/district shopping centres should work in the future.
The current LDP has allocated a large new employment site at Wentloog. A planning application
for the site and a new mainline train station, ‘Cardiff Parkway’, was submitted in January 2021
(Figure 3.6.5).

Figure 3.6.5 Planned ‘Cardiff Parkway’ employment
site showing the proposed new mainline rail line 121

https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Planning/Local-Development-Plan/Annual-Monitoring-Report/Pages/Annual-Monitoring-Report.aspx. The 2018/19 Annual Monitoring Review
was the most up-to-date in early 2021.
120 https://cardiff.moderngov.co.uk/documents/s48486/Cabinet%2020%20May%202021%20Recovery%20Greener%20Fairer%20Economy%20App%201.pdf
119
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3.7 Health and wellbeing
Introduction
Cardiff generally has average or slightly better health and social conditions compared to the rest of Wales, and in 2009 Cardiff was awarded Healthy City
Status by the World Health Organisation, which demonstrates a commitment to improve the health and well-being of local people.
A range of factors can influence life expectancy, including lifestyle, income, employment, access to services and the wider environment. Life expectancy at
birth for Cardiff's residents in 2012 was 78.2 years for men and 82.7 for women, very similar to the Welsh average 122. Cardiff residents’ perceptions of their
health is also very similar to the Wales average. 45% of Cardiff adults have a longstanding illness; 32% have a limiting longstanding illness; and 16% have a
very limiting longstanding illness. This is slightly better than the Wales average 123.
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However these average figures belie large health discrepancies within Cardiff. In 2010-14, the most disadvantaged men in Cardiff had 11 years less life
expectancy than the most advantaged 124, and 24.4 years less healthy life expectancy; for women this was respectively 9 years and 22 years. These
inequalities are amongst the highest in Wales 125. The difference in men’s healthy life expectancy has worsened significantly since 2005-09 when it was 20.6
years; the other differences have not changed significantly 126. In particular, residents of Ely, Butetown, Splott, Trowbridge and Llanrumney have worse than
average health (Figure 3.7.1).
Interestingly, the rate of coronavirus infections to end January 2021 did not clearly mirror these health discrepancies. Trowbridge, Cathays, Grangetown and
South Riverside had the highest rate of infections (Figure 3.7.2).
Cardiff’s residents have healthier lifestyles than the Wales average: they eat more fruit/vegetables, do more physical activity, and are less likely to smoke 127.
However, more than half of Cardiff’s population is overweight, obese or underweight; and almost one-quarter do less than 30 minutes of physical activity
per week. Lifestyle significantly contributes to the likelihood of living with chronic conditions later in life 128.
https://planningonline.cardiff.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=_CARDIFF_DCAPR_133156
https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Health-and-Social-Care/Life-Expectancy/LifeExpectancy-by-LocalAuthority-Gender. This is the most recent data available in early 2021.
123 https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/National-Survey-for-Wales/Population-Health/Adult-general-health-and-illness/genhealthillness-by-localauthorityhealthboard
124 According to the Slope index of inequality
125 https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Health-and-Social-Care/Life-Expectancy/inequalitygapinlifeexpectancyandhealthylifeexpectancyatbirthslopeindexofinequalityinyears-bylocalhealthboard-localauthority. This is from 2012-14, the most recent data available in early 2021.
126 https://www.cardiffpartnership.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/Cardiff-in-2018-Final-English.pdf
127 https://www.cardiffpartnership.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/Cardiff-in-2018-Final-English.pdf
128 https://www.cardiffpartnership.co.uk/well-being-assessment/people-cardiff-healthy/
121
122
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Figure 3.7.1 Index of Multiple Deprivation health 129

Figure 3.7.2 Cases of coronavirus in Cardiff, to 9 Feb 2021 (darkest shading
is highest rate) 130

Crime levels have also broadly improved or remained steady
There were more than 48,000 notifiable offences in Cardiff in 2019, with the highest proportion being violence and sexual offences (25%), anti-social
behaviour (19%) and shoplifting (9%) 131. Overall recorded crime levels in Cardiff have dropped significantly over the last 15 years, driven by a sharp drop in
vehicle offences, criminal damage and arson, and other theft offences. The south and east of the city is subject to higher levels of crime than elsewhere.
However, there has not been an equivalent fall in fear of crime. In 2018, less than half of survey respondents felt that Cardiff is safe, compared with more
than 70% in 2016. Main reasons for feeling unsafe are anti-social or drunken behaviour; gangs, youths and beggars; and (for cyclists) dangerous drivers and
lack of dedicated infrastructure. People with a disability or health conditions, and people living in the Southern Arc are particularly likely to feel unsafe 132.
See Figure 3.1.3 for legend
https://public.tableau.com/profile/public.health.wales.health.protection#!/vizhome/RapidCOVID-19virology-Public/Headlinesummary
131 https://www.cardiffpartnership.co.uk/well-being-assessment/people-cardiff-healthy/
129
130
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Cardiff’s environmental quality – a determinant of health – is overall poor
The Welsh Index of Multiple Deprivation brings together information about air
quality, flood risk and green spaces into a physical environment index. Cardiff has
the second-worst physical environment of the Welsh authorities after Newport: it
has 22.5% of the most deprived 10% LSOAs in Wales, and 10% of Wales’s most
deprived 50% LSOAs 133. Only Pentyrch and Radyr are in the least deprived 50%.
Figure 3.7.3 shows that, under this index, Splott, Butetown, Grangetown and
Lisvane fare particularly badly. This is because of poor air quality, which is
discussed at Section 3.2; a lack of green spaces, which is discussed at Section 3.9;
and likelihood of flooding which is discussed at Section 3.11.
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Figure 3.7.3 Index of Multiple Deprivation environment

Health is also affected by education, employment, access to services,
housing quality, which are discussed at Sections 3.1 and 3.6 – see
Figure 3.7.4.
Figure 3.7.4 Determinants of health 134
132 https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/Your-Council/Have-your-say/Ask%20Cardiff%20Library/The%20Cardiff%20Economy%20and%20Labour%20Market_Apr%2018_Mar%2019.pdf,
https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/Your-Council/Have-your-say/Ask%20Cardiff%20Library/Ask%20Cardiff%202019%20Report.pdf
133 LSOA (Lower Layer Super Output Area) is the area used to analyse deprivation. It represents a population of 1000 – 1500. https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Community-Safety-andSocial-Inclusion/Welsh-Index-of-Multiple-Deprivation/WIMD-2019/localauthorityanalysis
134 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/health-profile-for-england-2018/chapter-6-wider-determinants-of-health
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Road safety has generally improved
Figure 3.7.5 shows that there has been a sharp downward trend in the number of
slight injuries as a result of road accidents, rising again in 2019. However the
number of people seriously injured or killed has reduced much more slowly. The
number of young people killed or injured has significantly reduced over time. 135 A
2018 survey found that 70% of respondents support the introduction of 20 mile
per hour speed limits in residential and other suitable streets in Cardiff. 136
Likely future without the plan
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Without more active intervention, the gap between the economic outcomes of
different communities seems unlikely to reduce. Given the close correlation
between economic and health outcomes, the gap in life expectancy and healthy
life expectancy of the people who live in the richest and poorest part of the city
seems likely to increase. NRW’s South Central Wales Area Statement 137 aims to
improve people’s health through better access to nature and green infrastructure.

Figure 3.7.5 Road accident trends for Cardiff 138

https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/statistics-and-research/2019-09/police-recorded-road-accidents-2018-990.pdf
https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/Your-Council/Have-your-say/Ask%20Cardiff%20Library/The%20Cardiff%20Economy%20and%20Labour%20Market_Apr%2018_Mar%2019.pdf
137 https://naturalresources.wales/about-us/area-statements/south-central-wales-area-statement/?lang=en
138 https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Transport/Roads/Road-Accidents/accidents/roadaccidents-by-severity-area
135
136
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3.8 Land, soil and minerals

a. Cardiff, 2001

b. Wales, 2011

Introduction
Land is an essential requirement for development, and the basis for agriculture,
open spaces and biodiversity interests. Agricultural land and allotments help to
provide local food, as well as improving residents' physical and mental health.
Brownfield land offers opportunities for development, although remediation may
be required on sites that are contaminated from previous industrial activities,
and many brownfield sites are biodiverse and used for recreation.
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The Welsh Government’s 2009 scheme for sustainable development, One Wales:
One Planet 139, includes Wales’ ecological footprint as one of its five headline
indicators (representing sustainable resource use). An ecological footprint is the
total area of productive land and water ecosystems required to produce the
resources that the population consumes and to assimilate the subsequent
wastes 140: it measures whether we are living within the bounds of the Earth’s
resources. In 2012, the Earth’s total biocapacity was about 1.7 ‘global hectares’
per person: with an increasing global population, this will reduce.
An ecological footprint analysis for Cardiff was carried out using 2001 data. This
Figure 3.8.1 Ecological footprints. The green circles represent the Earth’s
showed that Cardiff residents were using approximately 5.3 global hectares per
‘one planet’ fair share. a. and b. are not comparable
person, or more than three times the global ‘one planet’ fair share 141. A
subsequent analysis for Wales as a whole, using 2011 data and using a different methodology, showed the ecological footprint getting smaller but still being
1.2 – 1.8 times the global average 142. Cardiff’s footprint at the time was slightly better than the Welsh average, in part because it had a lower carbon

https://www.bridgend.gov.uk/media/1505/wd32.pdf
Rees, E. (2000) Eco-footprint analysis: merits and brickbats. Ecological Economics 32(3), 371-4.
141 Collins, A. and Fairchild, R. (2007) Sustainable food consumption at a sub-national level: An ecological footprint, nutritional and economic analysis. Journal of Environmental Policy and
Planning 9(1), 5-30.
142 Stockholm Environmental Institute and GHD (2015) Ecological and carbon footprints of Wales, update to 2011, https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2019-04/ecological-andcarbon-footprint-of-wales-report.pdf.
139
140
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footprint than the Welsh average, at 3.11gha compared to 3.28ha. Figure 3.8.1 shows that food production/transport, housing and transport are significant
contributors to the Welsh and Cardiff ecological footprint.
The proportion of housing completions on
previously developed (brownfield) land is
falling
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At present, approximately two-thirds of the
land in Cardiff is built up, and one-third is
countryside or open space. About 10 years
ago, new housing in Cardiff was almost solely
on brownfield sites. Many of these were
redeveloped as apartments, particularly in the
Cardiff Bay and central areas of the city.
Whilst this reduced the demand on greenfield
sites, it also affected the range and choice of
housing on supply, with implications for the
provision of affordable housing, family
housing and affordability in general.
The proportion of development on previously
developed land has fallen since then, to 84%
in 2016/17, 59% in 2017/18 and 58% in
2018/19 143. The current Local Development
Plan allocates seven strategic development
sites, of which five are on greenfield land
(Figure 3.8.1).

143

Figure 3.8.1 Strategic land allocations on greenfield land

https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Planning/Local-Development-Plan/Annual-Monitoring-Report/Pages/Annual-Monitoring-Report.aspx
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Cardiff has good quality agricultural land in
its valleys
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Agricultural land is classified into five grades.
Grades 1, 2 and 3a are the ‘best and most
versatile land’: this is the land that is most
flexible, productive and efficient in response
to inputs. The Welsh Government published
a map in 2017 which predicts agricultural
land quality based on soil type, climate,
wetness, drought, gradient, soil depth,
stoniness and texture. The map suggests
that Cardiff’s river valleys are of Grade 1 and
2 quality, and the undeveloped land in the
city is mostly Grade 3a and 3b. The ridge to
the north of the city is generally not the best
and most versatile land (Figure 3.8.2).
Agricultural land values in Wales rose
sharply before the recession, driven in part
by a sharp reduction in the land available for
sale, and the higher values that non-farmers
were willing to pay (Savills Agricultural Land
Market Survey 2009). However they fell
again prior to 2020, in part due to falling
commodity prices and uncertainty around
Brexit 144. The impact of the coronavirus
pandemic on land values is unclear.
144
145

Figure 3.8.2 Agricultural land classification for Cardiff 145

https://www.dailypost.co.uk/news/local-news/farmland-values-plunge-wales-farmers-17222717
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/sum.12380
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Cardiff's allotments are important for people's health and food security, but they are oversubscribed
Allotments play an important part in improving people's health. Not only do they offer the opportunity to grow food but they also provide an excellent form
of outdoor activity, exercise, relaxation, and a place where people can meet each other. Cardiff's former allotments strategy suggested that a minimum of
15 plots should be provided per 1000 households 146. The current provision of 2500 allotments is 5% more than this, although there are still waiting lists for
most of the allotment sites 147.
As a result of Cardiff’s industrial past, many sites could potentially be contaminated
Past industrial activities have contaminated land in various ways over many years. Cardiff Council is aware of about 1410 hectares of potentially contaminated
land, including industrial, mining and quarrying, dockland and former waste disposal sites. Some contaminated land sites only come to the Council's attention
when developers undertake site investigations on land being considered for future development, so this number could increase in the future.
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Development of contaminated land has the advantage of cleaning up land and securing regeneration although this incurs additional costs. When brownfield sites
are redeveloped, they are usually done so on a 'suitable for use' basis, and as such the remediation undertaken on the sites depends on the proposed end use 148.
Most remediation involves engineering practices, for instance capping over the existing contaminated land with imported clean soils, thus encapsulating the
contamination. Whilst this is an effective remediation methodology in that it breaks the pathways and exposure to the contamination, it does not reduce/
breakdown or remove the contamination from the site.
The Council has published a Contaminated Land Inspection Strategy (Cardiff Council 2010) that provides a framework to identify, inspect and remediate
contaminated land.
Cardiff has sufficient mineral reserves to last about 20 years
Mineral resources are a valuable but finite resource. They provide the essential raw materials for buildings, infrastructure and their maintenance. An
adequate and steady supply of minerals is essential to the national, regional and local economy and their exploitation makes a significant contribution to
economic prosperity and quality of life.

This is equivalent to the 1993 average for England (Cardiff allotments strategy 2005).
https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Leisure-parks-and-culture/Allotments/Pages/default.aspx
148 For instance, the remediation undertaken on a site for commercial/industrial development would not be suitable to accommodate residential purposes, so if such a site was considered for
residential development in the future, some form of additional remedial works would probably be required.
146
147
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Cardiff is one of the largest producers and consumers of minerals in the region. Natural minerals in Cardiff include quarried hard rock (carboniferous
limestone and dolomite) and dredged sand landed in Cardiff Docks. In 2018, crushed rock production in Cardiff was just over a million tonnes (mt) per
year 149. Most of this natural mineral production is used in the construction industry as aggregates. Secondary materials, including steelworks slag, also
substitute for natural aggregates, and a significant quantity of construction and demolition waste is recycled as aggregate.
Cardiff's permitted reserves of hard rock minerals in 2020 represented about 20 years of supply 150. The land bank will continue to decrease as the reserves are
quarried, highlighting the need to protect them from inappropriate development. The adopted LDP includes a Preferred Area for mineral working and this can be
rolled forward into the RLDP to meet this requirement.
Likely future without the plan
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The Welsh and Cardiff ecological footprint seems to be reducing151 although, as for other Global North countries, it is still significantly above the one planet ‘fare
share’. Improvements in energy efficiency and production of renewable energy will support this positive trend, as will reductions in the need to travel. The role
of Brexit is uncertain, but it may lead to more food being grown more locally than before.
The amount of greenfield land in Cardiff will shrink as development proceeds on the five greenfield strategic sites. Unless more allotment sites are made
available, as Cardiff’s population rises, the amount of allotment land per capita will go down and allotment targets may no longer be reached. Although existing
permitted reserves of minerals still represent a significant land bank, in order to ensure there continues to be a 10 year crushed rock landbank, further resources
are likely to need to be allocated in the RLDP.

https://www.swansea.gov.uk/media/37671/Regional-Technical-Statements-for-the-North-Wales-and-South-Wales-Regional-Aggregate-Working-Parties---2nd-Review---MainDocument/pdf/Regional_Technical_Statements_for_the_North_Wales_and_South_Wales_Regional_Aggregate_Working_Parties.pdf
150 Ibid.
151 See introduction to this section
149
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3.9 Landscape and open space
Introduction
Cardiff has a unique landscape setting comprising an island, coastline, three major river valleys and a countryside backdrop of distinctive topography. The
Garth Mountain, Caerphilly Mountain and Graig Llanishen provide a strong and imposing backdrop along the northern edge to the city. The ridge rises to a
thousand feet above sea level on the summit of Garth Mountain and has a pronounced escarpment together with lower slopes leading down to the M4 and
northern edge of the urban area. The ridge, forming the southern rim of the South Wales coalfields, is dramatically broken where the River Taff breaks
through, forming the Taff Gorge at Tongwnlias. Much of the west of the urban area is enclosed by the Leckwith Escarpment, which forms a strong physical
and visual backdrop. In contrast to the strong topography to the north and west, the eastern edge of the city, adjacent to the Severn Estuary, is flat. It forms
part of a much larger historic landscape unit, the Gwent Levels, which extends alongside the River Severn beyond Newport.
Three major river valleys run through the city
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Three major river valleys run through Cardiff. The valleys contain large areas of open space and are a significant determinant of the urban form of the city.
They also provide a valued resource for recreation, amenity (connection with nature in a city), biodiversity, historic and cultural interests, although the fact
that they are highly modified reduces their biodiversity and increases their flooding risk.
The River Taff valley has strong historic links as it provided an important corridor for the movement of goods between Cardiff Docks and the South Wales
Valleys. It is well accessed by local communities along its whole length and a National Cycleway, the Taff Trail, follows its length in Cardiff and beyond to the
Brecon Beacons. It forms a significant and well-known feature, passing through Llandaff, the City Centre and Cardiff Bay.
The River Ely merges with the Taff in Cardiff Bay and forms the administrative boundary with the Vale of Glamorgan for its lower length. Its western section
in the vicinity of St Fagans is of particularly high landscape, biodiversity and historic value.
To the east of the city, the River Rhymney forms a well-defined valley and contains the only tidal estuary in the city (as the Taff and Ely run into Cardiff Bay
that is held within a barrage to the Severn Estuary). Visually, the valley is very prominent as the A48, a main route into the city, follows the western edge of
the valley into the city.
Tributaries to the rivers also add to Cardiff’s range of landscape features. Most are small streams with catchments from within the city. However, some have
become important corridors in their own right such as the Nant Fawr which contains a range of well-used open spaces including Roath Park, a major
attraction of Green Flag status. Action plans have been prepared for all three river valleys detailed above.
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The coastline presents complex issues and opportunities
Cardiff has a coastline on the River Severn Estuary with its huge tidal range, but its characteristics and accessibility are very mixed. The Cardiff Bay Barrage
provides public access to the coast in the west but the shoreline to the east along the operational dock area and to the south of the steel works/ sewerage
station is not currently accessible. To the east of the Rhymney estuary lies the Lamby Way landfill site, and part of a much longer stretch of undeveloped
coastline running to Newport.
The undeveloped coast contains mudflats and rapidly eroding saltings below the high water mark. A sea wall then runs along the whole length of coast to
Newport. The flat land behind forms part of the Gwent Levels, an area of land reclaimed from the sea in Roman times that is drained by a complex of ditches
known as reens. This land is below high water level, hence the need for a sea wall. The Gwent Levels are a Site of Special Scientific Interest and a Historic
Landscape, important for biodiversity and ecosystem resilience.
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Cardiff has six Special Landscape Areas
Special Landscape Areas (SLAs) indicate parts of Cardiff’s landscape that are considered to be of quality meriting local designation: development that causes
unacceptable harm to the character and quality of the landscape in SLAs is not permitted. Cardiff has six SLAs (Figure 3.5.1): St Fagans Lowlands and the Ely
Valley, Wentloog Levels, Flat Holm, Garth Hill and Pentyrch Ridges, and Fforest Fawr and Caerphilly Ridge. The last two of these are key areas for woodland
ecosystem resilience.
Cardiff has eleven main landscape character areas
A 2007 landscape character area review 152 identified eleven landscape character areas (Figure 3.9.1):
1. Garth Hill Uplands: A prominent, distinctive backdrop to the wider Cardiff area.
2. Pentyrch Ridges and Valleys: Area of ‘ridge and valley’ landscape which contrasts to the steep uplands of Garth Hill to the north and the more gently
undulating lowlands to the south.
3. Western Lowlands: An undulating lowland landscape. Despite being dissected by roads such as the M4 motorway, it forms a largely homogenous
agricultural landscape.
4. St. Fagans Lowlands and Ely Valley: Lowland area with a river valley and ‘estate’ parkland character.
5. River Taff Corridor: Valley landscape comprising the flat alluvial plain of the River Taff.
152

https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Planning/Local-Development-Plan/EvidenceBaseDocs/A%20review%20of%20Landscape%20Character%20Areas.pdf
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6. Fforest Fawr & Caerphilly Ridge:
Steep limestone and sandstorm
ridges and scarp that form a
prominent backdrop for the city.
7. Caerphilly Ridge Foothills: Broad
tract of gently undulating
countryside between the foot of
the Caerphilly ridge and the M4
corridor.
8. Eastern Lowlands: Rolling
lowland countryside on the
eastern edge of Cardiff,
characterised by agricultural land
use and hedgerows.
9. River Rhymney Corridor: Key
green corridor of somewhat
disparate land uses.
10. Wentloog Levels: Part of the lowlying landscape of reclaimed
coastal marshes known as the
Gwent Levels. Characterised by a
network of field draws – reens –
the area has been subject to
development pressures.
11. Flat Holm: A low, almost circular
island situated in the Bristol
Channel about 5 miles south-east
of Cardiff.

Figure 3.9.1 Landscape character areas
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Cardiff is generally well served by open spaces within
the urban area, but some areas are under-provided
Green/open spaces are important because they improve
people's mental and physical health, encourage physical
activity, are attractive, support biodiversity, act as a
carbon sink, and can help to adapt to climate change. This
has been particularly shown during the coronavirus
pandemic, which has limited people’s ability undertake
other forms of recreation. Figure 3.9.2 shows all open
space in Cardiff (including space that is not publicly
accessible).
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The Welsh Government recommends that 2.43 hectares (6
acres) of open space should be provided per 1000
population, divided into formal, informal and children's
play areas. The latest survey of open space shows that
there are 1.17ha of functional open space 153 per 1000
population in Cardiff, compared to an equivalent figure of
1.18ha two years earlier 154. If educational playing fields
are included, this figure increases to 1.88ha; and if all
types of open space are included, the figure is 8.03ha of
open space per 1,000 population, well in excess of the
indicator target and a rise of 8% when compared to
2016/17. Significant additional functional open space will
be provided in conjunction with the large strategic housing
sites which are at the very early stages of development or
are yet to commence.

Figure 3.9.2 All open space in Cardiff

Functional open space is open space that is capable of defined recreational use or multiple uses. These uses will include formal and informal sport and recreation, children’s play and
provision for teenagers although the balance of defined uses may change with time according to local demand. Open space is all open space of public value, including not just land, but also
areas of water such as rivers, canals, lakes and reservoirs which offer important opportunities for sport, recreation and tourism, and can also act as a visual amenity, and may have
conservation and biodiversity importance.
154 https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Planning/Local-Development-Plan/Annual-Monitoring-Report/Documents/Cardiff%20LDP%203rd%20AMR%20English%20Version%20Final.pdf
153
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However, Figure 3.9.2 shows that some areas of Cardiff are particularly deficient in open space. These include Cathays/Plasnewydd/Adamstown,
Splott/Butetown, and Canton/Riverside. The areas with the least access to greenspaces coincide with some of the areas which have the poorer health (Figure
3.7.1) and environmental quality (Figure 3.7.3).
According to the Ask Cardiff 2019 survey, 87% of Cardiff’s residents
had visited a local park in the month before the survey; three-quarters
had visited another outside space; and two-thirds had visited a river,
lake or canal; and the beach/sea/coast (Figure 3.9.3). 155 This is likely to
have increased during the coronavirus pandemic.
Cardiff was awarded a record 10 green flags for its parks in 2016.
78.5% of respondents to the 2019 Ask Cardiff survey were satisfied
with Cardiff’s parks and open spaces 156.
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A study on the value (in terms of increased house prices) of good
access to green spaces found that the average value in Cardiff of
being located near green space was about £4200 in 2019, or about
2% of house price 157. Again, this is likely to have increased as a
result of the pandemic.
Likely future without the plan
Cardiff is becoming more urbanised, with higher density buildings, and
more development on greenfield sites. These changes will be
particularly notable at the strategic development sites in the current
Local Development Plan.

Figure 3.9.3 Cardiff resident visits to green spaces 158

Any deficits in green spaces are likely to be exacerbated as Cardiff’s population increases, works more from home, and understands the value of green spaces.
Climate change is likely to increase the need for green spaces to reduce the urban heat island effect; but also increase the likelihood and severity of flooding,
with associated impacts on land and landscape.

https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/Your-Council/Have-your-say/Ask%20Cardiff%20Library/Ask%20Cardiff%202019%20Report.pdf
Ibid.
157 https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/environmentalaccounts/articles/valuinggreenspacesinurbanareas/ahedonicpriceapproachusingmachinelearningtechniques
155
156
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3.10 Waste
Introduction
The Welsh Government has set challenging targets for recycling and composting
which are driving change towards more sustainable waste management practice:
Welsh local authorities must recycle at least 64% of municipal recyclable waste by
April 2020, and at least 70% by 2024/25.
Little is known about construction and demolition waste, and industrial and
commercial waste, which account for most of the waste in South East Wales
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Construction and demolition waste has historically been the biggest component of
waste in South East Wales, accounting for more than half of all waste produced
(55% in 2005/06) – see Figure 3.10.1. Data about construction and demolition
waste are collected only sporadically and in non-comparable manners, so the
current situation is unknown. Data on industrial and commercial waste, which
accounted for 25% of all waste in South East Wales in 2005/06, are also collected
only sporadically. Waste prevention targets are for a 1.4% annual reduction for
industrial waste, and 1.2% annual reduction for commercial waste.

Figure 3.10.1 Amount (in 000 tonnes) of waste arisings in South
East Wales, 2005/06 (South East Wales Regional Waste Group, 2008)

Recycling rates are improving rapidly following the completion of a new recycling facility and rolling out a recycling scheme
Cardiff's recycling and composting rates for municipal waste were historically significantly below the Welsh average: only 10% of the municipal waste
stream was recycled in 2004/05 compared to a Welsh recycling rate of 22%. However this improved rapidly with the roll-out of an integrated kerbside
recycling scheme. By 2019, Cardiff was recycling about 60% of its waste 159. In 2018, the council further expanded the provision of wheeled bins, and
trialled a separate glass collection.

158
159

https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/Your-Council/Have-your-say/Ask%20Cardiff%20Library/Ask%20Cardiff%202019%20Report.pdf
https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Environment-and-Countryside/Waste-Management/Local-Authority-Municipal-Waste/municipalwastearisings-by-localauthority-quarter
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Per person waste has declined significantly
Because of the rapid increase in Cardiff’s population, the total municipal
waste produced in Cardiff has not been decreasing significantly. However,
residual waste per person (waste that cannot be recycled or reused and is
sent to energy recovery or disposal) has been declining steadily (Figure
3.10.2), from more than 500kg/yr in 2012/13 to 378kg/yr in 2018/19.
Cardiff’s landfills have shut and energy recovery facilities have opened
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The amount of waste going to landfill has also declined rapidly, from 118,368
tonnes in 2008/09 to 55,610 tonnes in 2014/15. The last remaining landfill
site in Cardiff, at Lamby Way, was closed in 2017 and capped in 2018. Since
2015, most of Cardiff’s non-recyclable waste has been going to the Cardiff
Energy Recovery Facility at Trident Park: this handles 350,000 tonnes of
waste per year and generates 30MW of energy. Cardiff’s food waste goes to
an anaerobic digestion plant at Tide Fields Road, Splott.

Figure 3.10.2 Total municipal waste collected and residual waste per person 160

Likely future without the plan
There is considerable uncertainty regarding the future amount and type of waste generated by Cardiff residents. Factors affecting waste growth include
population changes; consumer behaviour; the effectiveness of waste minimisation strategies (including any changes to such strategies post-Brexit); and
the economic prosperity of the region.
The Welsh Government has set a target to local authorities of recycling at least 70% of their recyclables by 2024/25. Its March 2021 ‘Beyond Recycling’
strategy supports a ‘circular economy’, better resource efficiency, waste reduction, high rates of recycling, and procurement of goods made from
remanufactured, refurbished and recycled materials 161. Because of its success in recycling, and thus reducing the need to burn waste, in March 2021, the
Welsh Government instituted a moratorium on large-scale (>10MW) energy from waste plants. Smaller energy from waste plants will only be permitted if
there is a local need for such facilities 162.
https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Environment-and-Countryside/Waste-Management/Local-Authority-Municipal-Waste/municipalwastearisings-by-localauthority-quarter;
https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Environment-and-Countryside/Waste-Management/Local-Authority-Municipal-Waste/annualresidualhouseholdwasteproducedperperson-bylocalauthority
161 https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2021-03/beyond-recycling-strategy-document.pdf
162 https://gov.wales/wales-takes-action-circular-economy-funding-upcoming-reforms-plastic-and-moratorium-large-scale
160
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3.11 Water and flooding
Water quality supports biodiversity and health; and healthy rivers, lakes, streams and other blue spaces are an important recreational amenity, improving
wellbeing and boosting the economy. Water resources and flooding are becoming an increasingly important issue in the light of climate change.
The water quality of the rivers Taff, Ely and Rhymney is ‘bad to moderate’
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The water quality of Cardiff’s major rivers has
historically been degraded due to mining activities,
urban run-off and extensive physical modifications 163.
Water quality has improved over time as
improvements were made to drainage systems and
mining-related activities ceased upstream. However
the River Ely and its catchment are still in bad
condition, and the Taff and Rhymney rivers and
catchments are only in moderate condition (Figure
3.11.1). Groundwater quality in the area is good 164.
The major issues for Cardiff’s rivers relate to physical
modifications: barriers to fish migration from weirs
and impoundments, flood defence structures, urban
modifications and land drainage on the Wentloog
levels. In the heavily populated areas of Cardiff, there
is also pressure from urban diffuse pollution, sewage
and misconnections. Minewaters also continue to
affect river quality 165.

Figure 3.11.1 Water quality in Cardiff’s rivers and waterbodies 166

https://naturalresources.wales/media/3217/south-east-valleys-management-catchment.pdf
https://waterwatchwales.naturalresourceswales.gov.uk/en/
165 https://naturalresources.wales/media/679387/2016_updated-south-east_valleys_catchment_summary_nrw.pdf
166 https://waterwatchwales.naturalresourceswales.gov.uk/en/
163
164
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Water supplies for Cardiff are secure to 2039/40
Cardiff is part of the SEWCUS 167 Water Resource Zone
supplied by Dŵr Cymru. Water for the SEWCUS zone comes
from over 40 sources, but mostly from five major
reservoirs: Usky, Talybont, Llandegfedd, Taff Fawr
(Llwynon, Cantref and Beacons reservoirs), and Pontsticill.
The water company has determined that there will be (just)
enough water for the SEWCUS zone to 2039/40 under a
range of assumptions about future population, per person
water use, leakage reductions and climate change (Figure
3.11.2). If, instead, population in the zone grows faster
than expected, there would be a deficit in water supply 168.
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Flooding poses a particular threat to Cardiff due to its
coastal location, low lying areas and rivers
Because Cardiff is so low-lying, flood risk is potentially the
most serious problem associated with climate change. The
Figure 3.11.2 Water supply v. demand in the SEWCUS Water Resource Zone
Environment Agency’s 2018 preliminary flood risk
assessment for the Severn 169 identifies Cardiff - and
particularly the communities of St. Mellons, Roath, Grangetown, Riverside and Canton – of being at significant risk of flooding. Figure 3.11.3 shows areas
of Cardiff at risk of flooding.
In 2013, about 22,000 people in Cardiff were at low risk of flooding, 2,800 were at medium risk, and almost 1,000 were at high risk of flooding. This will have
increased as Cardiff’s population has increased. Effects of flooding include subsidence, spreading of contaminants, increased insurance premiums and
damage to the image of Cardiff. Economic activities and infrastructure are also affected, as can be seen at Table 3.11.1.
The natural environment can also be affected, for instance through flooding of sites for environmental permitting regulations (industrial emissions) and
licensed abstractions (use of water for industrial purposes). This is particularly a problem in the south-east of Cardiff 170.
South East Wales Conjunctive Use System
https://www.dwrcymru.com/-/media/Files/My-Water/Water-Resources/DCWW-Final-WRMP19-Main-Technical-Report-Mar-19.pdf
169 https://cdn.naturalresources.wales/media/687716/pfra-severn.pdf. (Dec. 2018)
170 https://www.cardiff.gov.uk/ENG/resident/Community-safety/Flood-and-Coastal-Erosion-Risk-Management/Documents/Cardiff%20Flood%20Risk%20Management%20Plan.pdf
167
168
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Figure 3.11.3 Areas at risk of flooding
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The following factors affect flood risk in Cardiff:

Total in the
study area

Low flood risk
(between 1 in 100
and 1 in 1000 per
year)
22,010

Medium flood risk
(between 1 in 30
and 1 in 100 per
year)
2,808

High flood risk
(greater than 1
in 30 per year)
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•

The completion of the Barrage enclosing
Cardiff Bay has provided protection against
tidal flooding for Cardiff Bay. During storm
People
278,654
938
surges the sluices for regulating the water
level within the Bay must be kept closed,
Services*
296
30
7
0
creating a “tidal lock”. During times of tidal
Non-residential properties
17,674
1,849
325
127
lock the water level in the Bay will steadily
Roads (km)
49
11
5
3
increase as both the Rivers Taff and Ely
disgorge into it. With sea levels predicted to
Rail (km)
43
4
2
4
increase as climate change occurs, the time
Agricultural land (ha)
1,464
81
25
18
the bay experiences tidal lock will grow,
* schools, hospitals, nursing/care/retirement homes, police stations, fire and ambulance stations, prisons, sewage
increasing the likelihood that the Taff and
treatment works and electricity installations
Ely will start to back up. This could have
Table 3.11.1 People and property in Cardiff at risk of flooding 171
major implications for the Bay and development along the lower stretches of the Taff and Ely, particularly during times when the rivers are transporting large volumes of water as a result of heavy
rainfall.

•

Wentloog is at risk of flooding due to its low-lying nature, predicted sea level rise, and some areas where coastal defences are at risk of overtopping. This will
place the mud flats and sea wall under increasing pressure, particularly during storm surges due to the tidal nature of the Severn Estuary. Several sites in the
Wentloog area have extant planning permissions.

•

The lower reaches of the River Rymney are at particular risk of flooding during the storm surges when the level of the estuary can rise dramatically,
combined with predicted sea level rises and the increased flow volumes of the Rumney.

•

Surface water flooding is also an issue. ‘Greener Grangetown’ is an example of how this can be dealt with through a sustainable drainage project.

Likely future without the plan
Water quality is an ongoing concern, with Cardiff’s rivers unlikely to reach ‘good’ condition by the European Water Framework Directive’s deadline of
2027 (though the UK may choose to implement different water quality legislation). Dŵr Cymru’s Water Resource Management Plan shows that water
resources should be adequate to 2039. Flooding is already a significant issue in Cardiff, and is likely to become worse over time, with climate change and
sea level rise.
171

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/456967/LIT8969_FloodRiskMaps_Severn_SurfaceWater_v2.pdf
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4

Existing sustainability problems and issues (Task A4)

The SEA Directive requires a description of “any existing environmental problems which are relevant to the plan
or programme including, in particular, those relating to [Special Protection Areas and Special Areas of
Conservation]” (Annex Id).

Based on the information in Chapters 2 and 3, Table 4.1 lists key current sustainability problems and
issues for Cardiff. The final column of Table 4.1 summarises the likely future conditions in Cardiff if
the current Local Development Plan were to continue, without the RLDP being put in place. This will
be important later in the assessment process, when the ISA considers the cumulative impacts of the
RLDP plus other actions.
Table 4.1 Key sustainability issues and main problems for Cardiff
Key:
Topic:
Main sustainability problem
Not main problem
Current
Good
Relatively
Intermediate Relatively
Poor
status, likely condition
good
condition
poor
condition
future:
condition
condition

Current
status

Topic

1. Access, equality and population
•

The population of Cardiff will increase by 2039, although forecasts differ about
the scale of this increase.

•

The cost of housing - particularly family housing - is excluding those on low
incomes from entering the housing market. Providing an appropriate range
and choice of housing for this population growth (including services and
infrastructure) is a key sustainability issue.

•

Cardiff has a much higher proportion of young adults and ethnic minorities
than the Welsh average, and its population is ageing.

•

Cardiff contains some of the most deprived areas in Wales - geographically
there is a concentration of deprivation in the ‘southern arc’ although
hotspots exist elsewhere.

•

Unemployment benefits claims have doubled during the coronavirus
pandemic.

•

Cardiff has a significant number of homeless people. Many of these have
been housed during the coronavirus pandemic, but their longer-term future
remains uncertain.

2. Air quality
•

Unknown
condition

There are four air quality management areas in Cardiff based on NOx levels.
Although air quality in the city is generally improving in line with national
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Current
status

Topic

trends, and this may be helped by changes post-pandemic, the Cardiff City
AQMA in particular still consistently has NO2 levels above legal standards.
•

Likely
future
without
the
RLDP

Levels of particulates (PM10, PM2.5) are a concern.

3. Biodiversity, flora and fauna
•

The city’s internationally important nature conservation sites – the Cardiff
Beech Woods SAC and the Severn Estuary SAC/SPA/Ramsar – are broadly in
good condition, but are affected by recreational pressures and urbanisation.

•

The Severn Estuary’s wetland birds are particularly negatively affected by
recreational pressures and habitat loss.

•

Little information exists about Cardiff’s biodiversity more generally, which will
limit the ability to predict the impacts of the RLDP.

?

?

4. Climate change
•

Cardiff aims to become carbon neutral by 2030. CO2 emissions are already
reducing, but much too slowly to achieve this target without immediate
additional action.

•

Although walking, cycling and public transport use have gradually increased
over time, before the coronavirus pandemic 50% of commuting journeys were
still by car. Cardiff’s growing population is likely to lead to more car journeys,
with associated poor air quality, traffic accidents and poor health; although this
may be partly offset by lifestyle changes post-pandemic.

•

Cardiff is a major attractor of in-commuters from other parts of South East
Wales.

•

Energy use in buildings is responsible for about one-third of Cardiff’s
greenhouse gas emissions: new buildings need to be more energy efficient.

5. Cultural heritage and the historic environment
•

Cardiff’s cultural and historic attractions attract large numbers of visitors each
year and perform an important national/regional role.

•

A live music arena is expected to open in 2024.

•

In 2015, 27 of Cardiff's listed buildings were at risk, and 116 were vulnerable.

•

An increasing number of Cardiff residents speak Welsh. The Bilingual Cardiff
Strategy Action Plan 2019 - 2022 supports using the Welsh language as a
unique selling point for Cardiff.

?

6. Economy
•

Maintaining Cardiff’s performance is vital for the economic well-being of the
region and Wales. Cardiff has been experienced strong jobs growth, and
almost half of Cardiff’s employees are in one of the Welsh Government’s
priority sectors. However the coronavirus pandemic has had devastating
effects on the retail and hospitality sectors.
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Current
status

Topic

•

Cardiff's workforce is polarised between more highly-qualified and low or
unskilled workers; there are significant concentrations of unemployment in
parts of the city; and the education and skill base of Cardiff’s population varies
significantly.

•

Significant areas of employment land have been changing to other uses
(notably housing) as a result of changing employment patterns and market
conditions.

7. Health and well-being
•

The health of Cardiff’s population is generally slightly better than the Welsh
average, but over half of Cardiff’s adults are overweight or obese.

•

The ‘southern arc’ of the city ranks poorly on a wide range of criteria in the
Welsh Index of Multiple Deprivation. Health inequalities in the city are
particularly stark, with the most disadvantaged groups in Cardiff having a
healthy life expectancy 20+ years less than the least disadvantaged groups.

•

The coronavirus pandemic has shown the importance of access to green spaces
for mental and physical wellbeing.

•

Crime levels in Cardiff have slightly fallen over time, but fear of crime has
increased.

8. Land, soil and minerals
•

Cardiff’s ecological footprint exceeds the global ‘fare share’

•

Whereas almost all new housing was built on brownfield land ten years ago,
most recently it has been 58-59%. The current LDP has allocated large new
greenfield sites for development.

•

Cardiff's allotments are important for people's health and food security, but
they are oversubscribed, and more will be needed.

•

Cardiff’s grade 2 and 3 land is important for people’s health a food security.

9. Landscape
•

Cardiff has a distinctive landscape setting, and has six Special Landscape Areas
where development may be restricted on landscape grounds.

•

Cardiff has 1.17ha of functional open space per 1000 population, compared to
the Welsh Assembly Government’s recommended 2.43ha. If all types of open
space are included, the figure is 8.03ha of open space per 1,000 population.

10. Waste
•

Construction/demolition waste is the largest contributor to the waste stream,
followed by commercial/industrial and municipal (household) waste. Little is
known about quantities produced or proportion recycled.

•

Total municipal waste production has stayed broadly the same over the past
decade, but per-person waste production has dropped sharply.
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Current
status

Topic

•

Recycling in Cardiff has increased sharply, from 10% in 2004 to about 60%
currently.

11. Water and flooding
•

Water quality in most of Cardiff’s waterbodies is moderate (poor in River Ely)
putting biodiversity and population health and wellbeing at risk.

•

Water supplies are expected to be adequate over the RLDP period, although
water efficiency measures are needed.

•

Large areas of Cardiff are at flood risk due to the city’s low-lying nature. The
communities of St. Mellons, Roath, Grangetown, Riverside and Canton are at
particular risk.
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5

ISA Framework (Task A5)

Two Integrated Sustainability Appraisal (ISA) frameworks will be used to assess the sustainability of
the emerging RLDP. These have been amended slightly in response to consultation comments. A
policy-level framework – shown at Table 5.1 - will be used to assess the plan vision, objectives,
strategic alternatives, and policies. Many of the objectives and indicators in the framework relate to
each other: for instance, minimising the need to travel is good for health, air quality, biodiversity and
community. Criteria will be:
-+/0
+
++
?

Major negative compared to the current situation
Minor negative compared to the current situation
Both positive and negative
Neutral effect.
Minor positive compared to the current situation
Major positive compared to the current situation
Uncertain - Uncertain or unknown effect.

A site-level framework – Table 5.2 - will be used to assess candidate sites for development. This is
because more detailed and quantitative information is needed to allow development sites to be
assessed and compared. Additionally, some ISA criteria that are relevant at the strategic level are
either not relevant at the site level (e.g. because the details of the potential future development are
unknown or unclear) or would be similar for all sites (e.g. waste management). The distances in
Table 5.2 are consistent with distances used by the Chartered Institute of Highways and
Transportation for journeys on foot. Table 5.2 is based only on the location and characteristics of the
site, not the characteristics of possible development on the site: this is because much of the impact
of development relates to the site itself, and because proposed developments can change
significantly from initial discussions with planners to final planning permission.
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 will inform, but not make, council decisions about what policies and sites to take
forward. Where Tables 5.1 and 5.2 identify significant negative impacts (e.g. the site includes a
Special Landscape Area), mitigation measures will be recommended (e.g. not building in the SLA part
of the site).
Table 5.3 shows how the ISA frameworks fit with the Welsh Government’s seven Well-Being Goals.
The ISA process also supports the government’s Well-Being Ways of Working:
•

Long-term: The ISA identifies the likely future situation in the absence of the plan; predicts
the emerging RLDP’s impacts; and identifies long-term impacts and needs

•

Integration: The ISA considers how the RLDP will impact on different sustainability objectives

•

Involvement: Both the emerging RLDP and its ISA will be open to public involvement at
various stages (see Sec. 1.1 and 6)

•

Collaboration: The ISA has required, and will require, the collaboration of a range of players
(e.g. planners, ecologists, transport planners) to identify significant impacts and propose
mitigation for any significant negative impacts

•

Prevention: The ISA by definition aims to prevent significant negative impacts of the
emerging RLDP.
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Table 5.1 ISA framework for the RLDP vision, objectives, strategic alternatives and policies
ISA objective
1. Help deliver
equality of
opportunity and
access for all

Page 1733

2. Maintain and
improve air
quality

3. Protect and
enhance
biodiversity, flora
and fauna

Sub Objectives: Will the vision/objective/alternative/policy…
• Meet the need of Cardiff’s population for homes, jobs and
community facilities
• Address existing imbalances of inequality, deprivation and exclusion
• Improve access to education, life-long learning and training
opportunities
• Improve access to affordable housing and employment
opportunities, particularly for disadvantaged sections of society
• Improve access to community facilities and services, particularly for
young and elderly people
• Support the regeneration of deprived areas
• Reduce the need to travel through the location and design of new
development, provision of public transport infrastructure and
promotion of cycling and walking
• Avoid locating new development, including active travel routes,
where air quality could negatively impact upon peoples’ health
• Help to meet air quality standards for people and ecosystems
• Maintain and achieve favourable condition of international and
national sites of nature conservation importance (SACs, SPAs and
SSSIs)
• Maintain extent and enhance the quality of locally designated sites
(LNRs and SNCIs) and LBAP priority habitats
• Protect and enhance protected species and LBAP priority species
• Maintain and enhance connectivity of corridors of semi-natural
habitats
• Provide opportunities for people to experience wildlife and habitats
• Help to provide a net benefit for biodiversity, consistent with
Planning Policy Wales 10

Indicators and wished-for direction of change (↓ or ↑)
• Population size
• No. households and average household size
• Average house price compared to average annual salary ↓
• No. and % of Cardiff’s lower super output areas in the most
deprived 10% lower super output areas for Wales ↓
• % of residents on unemployment benefits ↓
• No. and % of domestic units that are provided for affordable
housing per year ↑
• No. homelessness presentations received by Cardiff Council
per 1000 households annually ↓
• No. air quality management areas ↓
• NOx levels in AQMAs ↓

•
•
•
•

No. and extent (in hectares) of designated sites of
importance (SACs, SPAs, SSSIs, LNRs and SNCIs) ↑
% of features of internationally and nationally designated
sites in favourable condition (SACs, SPAs, SSSIs) ↑
Area (in hectares) of ancient woodland cover ↑
Total extent (in hectares) of LBAP priority habitats ↑
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ISA objective
4 Reduce emissions
of greenhouse
gases and adapt
to the effects of
climate change
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5. Protect and
enhance historic
and cultural
heritage, including
the Welsh
Language
6. Help deliver the
growth of a
sustainable and
diversified
economy
7. Improve health
and well-being

Sub Objectives: Will the vision/objective/alternative/policy…
• Support energy conservation and energy efficient design
• Promote renewable energy generation
• Promote efficient land use patterns that minimise the need to travel
• Promote sustainable modes of transport and integrated transport
systems
• Reduce vulnerability of the built environment to the effects of
climate change
• Help Cardiff to achieve the One Planet Cardiff vision to become a
carbon neutral city by 2030
• Protect and enhance historic and cultural assets including scheduled
ancient monuments, listed buildings, historic parks and gardens,
historic landscapes and conservation areas
• Encourage access to the historic and cultural heritage
• Support local character and distinctiveness through good design
• Support the use of the Welsh Language
• Increase the number and range of employment opportunities
• Support and enhance the role of Cardiff as a key economic driver of
South East Wales city region
• Promote and support city and local centres, local employment
opportunities and mixed use development
• Support a post-pandemic green recovery
• Reduce health inequalities
• Encourage and facilitate walking and cycling, particularly in green
infrastructure
• Protect, and improve access to, open space, the countryside and
other opportunities for physical activity
• Improve environmental quality by minimising adverse impacts on
health and wellbeing from pollution, flooding and waste
management disposal
• Promote good design that minimises adverse impacts on health and
wellbeing from crime and road traffic accidents

Indicators and wished-for direction of change (↓ or ↑)
• Emissions of greenhouse gases by end use and sector ↓
• Traffic volumes (million vehicle Km) ↓
• Mode of travel to the city centre for all purposes ↓ for
cars/vans, ↑ for walking, cycling and public transport
• Average household energy consumption (kWh) ↓

•
•
•

% of listed buildings ‘at risk’ ↓
% of conservation areas with an appraisal undertaken in the
last 10 years ↑
% of Cardiff residents who speak Welsh ↑

•
•
•
•

No. of jobs in Cardiff ↑
Full time gross median pay (£/week) ↑
% of residents working age population in employment ↑
Amount of land (in hectares) available for employment ↑ for
brownfield

•

Gap between wards with the highest and lowest life
expectancy, and healthy life expectancy ↓
% of adults who are overweight or obese ↓
Adults who reported meeting physical activity guidelines in
the past week ↑
No. people killed or seriously injured in traffic accidents ↓
Crime levels and fear of crime ↓

•
•
•
•
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ISA objective
8. Use soils and
minerals
efficiently and
safeguard their
quality
9. Protect and
enhance the
landscape
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10. Minimise resource
use and waste,
increase re-use
and recycling
11. Maintain and
enhance water
quality and
resources, and
manage flooding

Sub Objectives: Will the vision/objective/alternative/policy…
• Re-use derelict and other previously developed land
• Remediate contaminated and unstable land
• Safeguard soil quality including the best and most versatile
agricultural land, and protect and enhance allotments
• Safeguard mineral resources and encourage their efficient and
appropriate use
• Protect and enhance the landscape including the countryside, areas
of landscape value, river valleys, greenspaces and the undeveloped
coastline
• Protect and enhance Cardiff’s Special Landscape Areas
• Promote high quality design in keeping with its landscape context
• Increase access to open space
• Reduce Cardiff’s ecological footprint
• Promote resource efficiency and the use of secondary and recycled
materials
• Promote waste reduction, re-use, recycling and recovery
•
•
•

•
•

Conserve water resources and increase water efficiency
Improve the water quality of rivers, lakes, groundwaters and coastal
areas
Ensure that a precautionary approach is applied, and that the
location and design of new development manages the potential
risks and consequences of flooding down to an acceptable level.
Ensure new developments have adequate sustainable drainage
systems
Help to achieve water quality standards

Indicators and wished-for direction of change (↓ or ↑)
• % of housing on previously developed land ↑
• No. and area (in hectares) of potentially contaminated sites ↓
• Area (in hectares) of grades 1, 2 and 3a agricultural land ↑
• Area of allotments, number of plots ↑
• Landbank (in years) of mineral reserves ↑
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Area (in hectares) of landscape protected by local landscape
designations (Special Landscape Area and conservation areas)
↑
Achievement of recreational open space requirements ↑
Area of Cardiff within 400m of accessible natural green space
↑
Ecological footprint ↓
Commercial and industrial waste, construction/ demolition
waste, and municipal waste arising per year ↓
% of municipal waste composted or recycled ↑
% of river lengths achieving good ecological and chemical
status or potential ↑
Average water use per household per year ↓
Quality of Cardiff’s rivers ↑
No. of planning applications in flood risk areas granted
against NRW advice ↓
No. of properties at risk from river and coastal flooding ↓
% of new development with sustainable urban drainage
systems (SUDS) ↑
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Table 5.2 ISA framework for candidate sites
ISA objective
1. Help deliver
equality of
opportunity and
access for all

2. Maintain and
improve air quality
3. Protect and
enhance
biodiversity, flora
and fauna
4. Reduce
emissions of
greenhouse gases
that cause climate
change and adapt
to its effects

5. Protect and
enhance historic
and cultural
heritage, including
the Welsh
Language
6. Help deliver the
growth of a
sustainable and
diversified
economy
7. Improve health
and well-being
8. Use soils and
minerals efficiently
and safeguard their
quality

172Or

++
In the lowest 10%
LSOA for overall
WIMD
Would lead to a net
gain/ improvement
of a community
facility
Would lead to a net
gain/ improvement
of housing
>200m from an
AQMA
>2km from an SPA,
SAC or Ramsar site

The candidate site is…
+
In the lowest 20%
In the lowest 50%
LSOA for overall
LSOA for overall
WIMD
WIMD

-In the top 50% LSOA
for overall WIMD
Would lead to a net
loss / worsening of a
community facility
Would lead to a net
loss of housing

<200m of an AQMA

In an AQMA

401m-2km of an SPA,
SAC or Ramsar site

<400m from an SPA,
SAC or Ramsar site

In an SPA, SAC or
Ramsar site

>2km from an SSSI
>2km from an LNR

401m-2km from SSSI
401m-2km from LNR

<400m from SSSI
<400m from LNR

In SSSI
In an LNR

>2km from a SINC
<400 m from a bus
stop for buses that
run once an hour or
more
<400 m from a train
station
<400m from a city /
district centre 172
>200m from a
heritage asset
>200m from a
Conservation Area
>200m from an
Archaeologically
Sensitive Area
Would lead to a net
gain/ improvement
in employment

401m-2km from SINC
401-800m from a bus
stop for buses that
run once an hour or
more
401-800m from a
train station
401-800m from a
city/district centre

<400m from SINC
801-1500m from a
bus stop for buses
that run once an
hour or more
801-1500m from a
train station
801-1500m from a
city/district centre
<200m from a
heritage asset
<200m from a
Conservation Area
<200m from an
Archaeologically
Sensitive Area

In a SINC
>1500m from a bus
stop for buses that
run once an hour or
more
>1500m from a train
station
>1500m from a
city/district centre
Includes a heritage
asset
In a Conservation
Area
In an
Archaeologically
Sensitive Area
Would lead to a net
loss / worsening of
employment

<400m from open
space
Previously developed
land

401-800m from open
space

801-1500m from
open space

>1500m from open
space
Greenfield land

Grade 3b-5
agricultural land (if
greenfield)

Grade 2 or 3a
agricultural land (if
greenfield)

Grade 1 agricultural
land

could, instead, be doctor’s surgery and/or primary school
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ISA objective
9. Protect and
enhance the
landscape
11. Maintain and
enhance water
quality and
resources, and
manage flooding

++
>2km from a Special
Landscape Area
>50m from water
body

The candidate site is…
+
200m – 2km from a
<200m from a
Special Landscape
Special Landscape
Area
Area
<50m from water
body

Not in flood zone C1
or C2

In flood zone C1

-In a Special
Landscape Area
Includes water body
In flood zone C2

Table 5.3 Links between the ISA objectives and the Welsh Government Well-being Goals
Well-being goal
ISA objectives
1 A prosperous Wales: An innovative, productive and low carbon society which
4, 6, 8, 10, 11
recognises the limits of the global environment and therefore uses resources
efficiently and proportionately (including acting on climate change); and
which develops a skilled and well-educated population in an economy which
generates wealth and provides employment opportunities, allowing people to
take advantage of the wealth generated through securing decent work.
2 A resilient Wales: A nation which maintains and enhances a biodiverse natural 2-4, 11
environment with healthy functioning ecosystems that support social,
economic and ecological resilience and the capacity to adapt to change (for
example climate change).
3 A healthier Wales: A society in which people’s physical and mental well-being 2, 7
is maximised and in which choices and behaviours that benefit future health
are understood.
4 A more equal Wales: A society that enables people to fulfil their potential no
1
matter what their background or circumstances (including their socio
economic background and circumstances).
5 A Wales of cohesive communities: Attractive, viable, safe and well-connected 1, 9
communities.
6 A Wales of vibrant culture and thriving Welsh Language: A society that
5
promotes and protects culture, heritage and the Welsh language, and which
encourages people to participate in the arts, and sports and recreation.
7 A globally responsible Wales: A nation which, when doing anything to improve 3-6, 8-11
the economic, social, environmental and cultural well-being of Wales, takes
account of whether doing such a thing may make a positive contribution to
global well-being.
If further information becomes available, Table 5.1 will be amended. In particular, more information
is needed on
•
•
•
•

access to community facilities and services / achievement of ’15 minute neighbourhoods’
air quality at sensitive European sites (notably Cardiff Beech Woods SAC and Blackmill
Woodlands SAC)
protected species
damage to ancient woodlands
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

net benefit for biodiversity
no. or % of new dwellings that are zero carbon
renewable energy generated
good design
no. or % of jobs in the ‘green/circular economy’ sector
time spent commuting into Cardiff in private cars v. via active travel
ecological footprint (up to date information)
industrial/commercial waste generated
waste reduction and reuse.

Table 5.2 may also still be fine-tuned, depending on the GIS layers available at Cardiff Council.
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6

Next steps

This Scoping Report, further updated as appropriate, will provide the framework for assessing how
the Council is delivering sustainable development throughout all future stages of the preparation of
the RLDP. Objectives and indicators set out in the report will be used to appraise and monitor the
development of the RLDP. Future reports prepared as part of the ISA process will evidence this
assessment as different stages of the RLDP are completed, culminating in the preparation of a
Sustainability Report that will be subject to consultation alongside the deposited copy of the RLDP.
Both documents will be subject to full consultation and be duly considered at the Public Examination
into the RLDP.
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Background
The Replacement Local Development Plan (LDP) will help shape Cardiff for the next 15 years
to 2036 ensuring the right development happens in the right place at the right time,
benefitting communities and the economy and setting out which areas need to be
protected.
The Council is right at the beginning of the process of preparing a new LDP and is keen to
get the views of members of the public on the draft Vision, Issues and Objectives for the
plan, and some of the big issues that the plan will need to consider, like housing growth, the
future of work and travel and how Cardiff tackles the climate emergency.
A consultation was developed to gather feedback on the plan, and ask people to think about
the balances the plan will have to consider. Given the COVID-19 restrictions in place at the
time of the consultation, which restricted the number of people able to meet, particularly
indoors, and forced the closure of public buildings such as Hubs and libraries, the
consultation took place as an online survey.

Methodology
The Cardiff Research Centre worked closely with partnership organisations to ensure as
representative a response as possible. In a bid to ensure the survey was promoted as widely
as possible, the survey was promoted via:
a) Email
 Organisations known to work with less frequently heard groups
 Cardiff’s Citizen’s Panel
b) Internet/intranet
The survey was hosted on the Council website, with promotions on the home page and the
Have Your Say section. A dedicated “Virtual Consultation Room” was set up on
www.cardiffldp.co.uk, providing members of the public with the background to the plan and
links to the consultation.
c) Social media
The survey was promoted via Facebook and Twitter throughout the consultation period.
Social media ‘boosts’ were made to selected demographics with a traditionally lo response
rate.
Once the consultation closed, the responses were cleansed and validated, to remove blank
or duplicate responses. A total of 1,215 responses were received for the survey overall,
with respondents able to skip questions they did not wish to answer. The response rate for
each question is included in the report.
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Topic 1: New Houses and Homes
Issue: Where development should happen
Cardiff is a fast-growing city – 8,000 homes have been built over the last 10 years.
A growing city requires space for new housing.
Low housing supply can lead to ever-increasing house prices leaving more people struggling
to afford a secure place to live. Growth therefore provides opportunities for providing a
range and choice of homes and for more affordable housing.
However, it can also lead to pressures such as the need to release of greenfield land and
provide supporting infrastructure such as transport facilities, schools and health facilities.
What kind of balance should the plan strike in addressing future growth for more homes?
A total of 1,157 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 95.2%
Respondents were asked to indicate the level of housing growth the plan should consider,
rating from a score of zero for no housing growth, fifty for the midpoint, and one hundred
for high housing growth. The resulting scores were used to calculate an overall score to
indicate how much housing growth was preferred – a lower score signifies no growth, while
a higher score indicates high housing growth.

Overall, 7.3% of respondents wanted to see no housing growth in the Replacement Local
Development Plan, 12.9% wanted mid-level growth, and 7.0% high housing growth. Almost
half (46.6%) indicated a lower level of growth (scoring 10 to 40) compared with a quarter
(26.2%) who suggested a higher level (scoring 60 to 90). The overall score was 43.5,
suggesting a moderate level of housing growth is optimal.
What kind of balance should the plan strike in addressing future
growth for more homes?
20
18
16
14
12
% 10
8
6
4
2
0

11.0

12.5

13.7

12.9
9.4

9.2

7.3

8.2

7.0

6.0
2.8

No Housing Growth
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Looking at scores by respondent group showed a broad consistency of opinion, with just
15.6 points between the highest and lowest scores, based on a 100 point scale
Respondents who identified as disabled, and those under the age of 35 wanted higher levels
of housing growth, scoring 55.4 and 50.4 respectively.
Women, and those with children in their household indicated the lowest levels of housing
growth (39.8 and 41.7 respectively).
What kind of balance should the plan strike in addressing future
growth for more homes?
Disability (Base: 90)
Under 35 (Base: 117)
Male (Base: 451)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 82)
Southern Arc (Base: 210)
Overall (Base: 1157)
55+ (Base: 415)
Children in household (Base: 215)
Female (Base: 350)

55.4
50.4
46.5
46.3
45.9
43.5
43.1
41.7
39.8
0.0

20.0

40.0

60.0

No Housing Growth

80.0

100.0

High Housing Growth

Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes

While there was no clear correlation with level of deprivation, respondents living in the least
deprived areas of the city wanted the lowest level of housing growth (35.9).

What kind of balance should the plan strike in addressing future
growth for more homes?
Most deprived (Base: 62)

45.2

Next most deprived (Base: 92)

47.9

Middle (Base: 137)

46.4

Next least deprived (Base: 181)

45.7

Least deprived (Base: 228)

35.9

Overall (Base: 1157)

43.5
0.0

20.0

No Housing Growth

40.0

60.0

80.0

100.0

High Housing Growth

Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes
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Please explain the reasons for your answer
Respondents were asked to provide reasons for their answer to the above question: 927
comments were received, and grouped into themes. The top three are shown below, with a
full breakdown in Appendix 2:
Theme
Houses needed/
Quality /
Affordable housing /
Social housing

No %
278 30.0

Example comments
- There is a shortage of affordable housing especially for
first time buyers in the city.
- Currently my children will never be able to buy a house
- We need more council housing and low rent costs
- There is a need for affordable housing in Cardiff
- More homes are needed but there is a growing need
for cheaper good quality Council and Housing
Association homes and not homes which require a
mortgage for the privileged people who can afford
them.
- More good quality housing is essential.
- Nowhere near enough housing

Preserve Green Space

273 29.4

- Cardiff is known for being a green city, yet these
boundaries are continuously being pushed.
- important to provide housing but still need protect land
- A balance between housing need and the benefits of
green spaces
- Green spaces are fundamentally important to the
wellbeing of the citizens. Any future building should be
on brown field sites
- We need more houses but part of Cardiff’s charm is the
proximity to green space.

Need to improve
infrastructure/
Services /
Public transport

235 25.4

- There should be no further land for housing until
sufficient infrastructure has been provided to
accommodate it.
- traffic is out of control, we need to improve transports
and roads before building more houses
- More homes are needed, but the infrastructures always
take so much longer to do, and the public transport
links are just so poor to the areas now being built on
further outside of the City
- The housing supply is currently outstripping the
infrastructure and needs to be reduced slightly until an
infrastructure plan is delivered
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Broadly speaking, there are two ways of allocating land for new housing:
Brownfield: Often around city centres. Includes filling in gaps in existing neighbourhoods and
building taller buildings. It can also include old industrial units, although these often come
with much higher build-costs.
Green Field: This can typically be on old farmland, using green fields on the edge of urban
areas to grow a city. Whilst the development costs are cheaper, so homes can often be more
affordable, more infrastructure is needed such as public transport and new schools.
What kind of balance should the plan strike if the city is projected to need new housing?
A total of 1,154 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 95.0%
Over a third of those responding to this question (36.5%) felt that only brownfield sites
should be used as land for new housing, compared with 2.3% who favoured greenfield sites,
and 10.8% who chose the midpoint between the two.
This received an overall score of 22.7 out of 100, indicating the preference for brownfield
over greenfield sites

40.0

What kind of balance should the plan strike if the city is projected to
need new housing?
36.5

35.0
30.0
25.0

% 20.0
15.0

14.4
11.6

11.0

10.0

10.8
5.9
2.7

5.0

2.3

1.4

1.0

2.3

0.0
1
Midpoint

Brownfield

Greenfield

Again, there was consistency of opinion across the demographic groups analysed, with just
seven point across the range of scores.
Older respondents were most likely to indicate a preference for brownfield sites, with a
score of 19.5, compared with 26.5 for those under 35
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What kind of balance should the plan strike if the city is projected to
need new housing?

Under 35 (Base: 111)
Southern Arc (Base: 210)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 79)
Disability (Base: 88)
Children in household (Base: 212)
Overall (Base: 1154)
Female (Base: 358)
Male (Base: 442)
55+ (Base: 420)

26.5
26.0
24.6
24.1
23.0
22.7
22.0
21.5
19.5
0.0

20.0

40.0

60.0

80.0

Brownfield

100.0

Greenfield

Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes

There was no clear pattern by level of deprivation, although those living in the least
deprived area showed the strongest support for brownfield sites.
What kind of balance should the plan strike if the city is projected to
need new housing?
Most deprived (Base: 63)

25.4

Next most deprived (Base: 94)

25.7

Middle (Base: 135)

30.3

Next least deprived (Base: 181)

21.4

Least deprived (Base: 225)

14.1

Overall (Base: 1154)

22.7
0.0

20.0

40.0

60.0

80.0

Brownfield

100.0
Greenfield

Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes
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Issue: Homes of the future
The Plan looks forward 15 years to 2036 and helps determine the design of new houses
which will be built in the future. The design of these new homes will need to address climate
change and changes in lifestyle and technology.
Please rank the following in order of importance - A home that is...
A total of 1,058 respondents gave at least one answer for at least one option to this
question, giving an overall response rate of 87.1%
Over two-thirds of respondents (67.6%) ranked “Energy efficient” as one of their top three
most important considerations to ensure new homes will address changes in climate change
and changes in lifestyle and technology, with 27.8% ranking this as the most important
aspect.
This was followed by “Affordable to run”, with 48.8% ranking this in the top three, and
14.0% as the most important, and by “Environmentally friendly”, which was rated in the top
three by 45.8% of the total votes for this option, including 19.1% rating it as most important.

A home that is...
Energy efficient

27.8

Affordable to run

14.0 16.3

Environmentally friendly

28.5

19.1

18.5

13.5 13.2

48.8%
45.8%

Has convenient travel options

11.4 13.5 17.1

42.1%

In a neighbourhood with all amenities

14.0 12.7 14.4

41.0%

Has a private garden

7.1 9.5

More versatile spaces which enable work
from home
Lifetime homes (suitable for older
residents)

8.1

20.7%
12.8%

10.4%

Easy to adapt / extend

4.7%

Something else

4.4%
0.0

1st
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Respondents answering “Something else” were asked to give more details. A total of 262
comments were received, and grouped into themes; the top three themes are shown
below, with a full list in Appendix 3:
Theme
Consideration of
Environment/Nature

No
54

%
20.6

Example comments
- Design that incorporates old buildings and enhances
rather than bulldozers local character
- The earth is now at a point of no return. If you don't
prioritise getting rid of fossil fuel boilers and cars we
are not going to exist anymore and this earth will be
a desert. WAKE UP!
- Awareness of carbon footprint and consequences of
creating housing development too far away from
necessary communication and amenities
- Target energy neutral, reduce/remove reliance on
cement, drive developers to use solar/heat
pumps/renewable materials, disconnect car reliance

Sustainability

44

16.8

- Good design and built to last using local materials
and services.
- Cardiff needs to respond to the climate crisis with a
sustainable and energy efficient building stock. This
also means retrofitting of existing buildings.
- Target energy neutral, reduce/remove reliance on
cement, drive developers to use solar/heat
pumps/renewable materials
- PassivHaus principles please

Better design / quality /
sympathetic to their
settings

42

16.0

- Better design and build quality is needed. Too many
new build homes are architecturally depressing, not
just for the people who live in them but those who
have to look at them on a daily basis.
- The aesthetic and quality of materials used.
Innovative and attractive housing that is
sympathetic with the surroundings.
- The new builds should be visually beautiful. The
aesthetic value of the buildings is often a feature not
considered in the planning process, there are many
positives that beautiful buildings bring to an area
and are worthy of consideration.

This pattern of responses was broadly consistent across the demographic groups analysed;
there were no correlations with the level of deprivation.
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Topic 2: New Jobs
Issue: A growing city - jobs
Cardiff plays a key role as the economic driver of South East Wales.
This helps thousands of people inside and outside Cardiff find good jobs and secure an
income.
We have an opportunity to build upon the recent successes in creating new jobs. The Plan
can set out how this can achieved by identifying the locations and type of jobs we think we
need by 2036 as well as seeking to make the best use of existing employment land. It can
also set out the policies we will have in place to protect existing employment land and uses.
What kind of balance should the plan strike in addressing future jobs growth?
A total of 976 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 80.3%
Almost a quarter of respondents (22.5%) indicated the Plan should look for a middle ground
in terms of the amount of space made available for employment; 12.8% wanted to see the
maximum space made available, whilst 4.3% suggested no space should be made available
for jobs.
The scoring system was applied, generating a total score of 58.7 out of 100, confirming the
strength of opinion for a middle ground.
What kind of balance should the plan strike in addressing future jobs
growth?
25.0
22.5
20.0
15.0

11.1

%

10.0
5.0

4.3

6.4

6.1

2.7

12.9 11.9

12.8

4.7

4.6

0.0
1
Midpoint

No space for more jobs
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Please explain the reasons for your answer
A total of 696 comments were received, which have been grouped into themes. The top
three are shown below, with the full list available in Appendix 4.
Theme
Jobs vital for economy/
growth

No %
209 30.0

Example comments
- The City needs growth in jobs and population in
order to raise taxes to pay for social infrastructure
- Young people need work and attraction of talent
- employment is the future
- Without jobs a city can go into decline.
- more jobs are essential at the moment
- creating new jobs is very important

Do we need more space /
lots of empty offices

162 23.3

- Cardiff is full of empty office and retail space. Fill up
what's there first please.
- I would not support the building of more offices as
they don’t seem necessary now.
- Many businesses are now looking to reduce office
space in the centre of cities and are encouraging
more homeworking. Building more office space in
city centres is increasingly outdated and puts more
pressure on a city's infrastructure.
- Creating space for jobs does not mean that more
jobs will happen. There must be coordinated
approach

COVID has changed how
we work/home working

157 22.6

- Due to the pandemic there are empty offices
everywhere, people will likely work from home,
there is no requirement for more buildings.
- The Council needs to consider the direction
employers will be taking post-pandemic. To what
extent is more flexible working, including from
home, likely to become the norm?
- Covid has changed how business need and use
space.
- Covid and the focus on the capability to work from
home has, I think, changed the need to build the
amount of commercial properties that was needed
previously
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There was, again, a broad consensus of opinion across the demographic groups analysed,
with just 9 points difference.
What kind of balance should the plan strike in addressing future jobs
growth?
Under 35 (Base: 109)

62.9

Male (Base: 416)

60.7

55+ (Base: 382)

59.0

Overall (Base: 976)

58.7

Female (Base: 327)

56.8

Minority Ethnicity (Base: 80)

56.6

Children in household (Base: 199)

55.8

Disability (Base: 87)

55.4

Southern Arc (Base: 200)

53.9
0.0

20.0

40.0

60.0

80.0

100.0

Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes

There was no correlation of opinion with the level of deprivation.
What kind of balance should the plan strike in addressing future jobs
growth?
Most deprived (Base: 60)

56.0

Next most deprived (Base: 86)

55.7

Middle (Base: 130)

62.1

Next least deprived (Base: 168)

57.8

Least deprived (Base: 206)

56.9

Overall (Base: 976)

58.7
0.0

20.0

40.0

60.0

80.0

100.0

Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes
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Issue: Workplaces of the future
The Plan looks forward 15 years to 2036 and helps determine where new jobs will be located
and the design of new workplaces which will be built in the future.
The design of these workplaces will need to address climate change and changes in lifestyle
and technology.
Please rank the following in order of importance
A total of 976 respondents gave at least one answer for at least one option to this question,
giving an overall response rate of 81.1%
“Re-purposed vacant retail floorspace in the city centre, district and local centres” was seen
as the most important of the options provided, with 19.1% of respondents ranking this in
first place, and a total of 55.6% of all respondents putting this in their top three.
This was followed by “Small employment hubs in accessible places” (placed in the top three
by 89.3%, with 17.2% ranking this as most important), and by “Enhanced or refurbished
existing employment areas” (ranked in the top three by 91.4%, and first by 12.5%).

55.6%
50.0%
47.2%
44.8%
29.3%
28.2%
19.2%
17.1%
3.1%
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Respondents answering “Something else” were asked to give more details. A total of 136
comments were received, and grouped into themes; the top three themes are shown
below, with a full list in Appendix 5:
Theme
Ensure empty properties
repurposed

No
25

%
18.4

Example comments
- use up all existing disused workspace before building
new - I’ve seen so many new buildings being erected
near an identical building with a "to let" sign
- It surely always makes sense to repurpose and reuse
existing spaces before spending money on brand
new out of town places usually with no close
resources
- Less destruction of our old buildings and
architecture.

Improve transport

19

14.0

- Free travel for all to reduce carbon footprint
- Good public transport at all hours.

Working from Home

17

12.5

- Allow people to work from home.
- Supported home working by choice

There was a broad consensus of opinion across the demographic groups analysed, with
some notable exceptions:
Re-purposed vacant retail floorspace in the city centre, district and local shops
- Support highest amongst respondents from a Minority Ethnicity, with 62.5% ranking
this in their top three most important options.
- Support lowest amongst younger respondents, of whom 46.7% ranked it in their top
three.
More remote working, hybrid working, co-working
- Support highest amongst those from a Minority Ethnicity, with 65.3% ranking this in
their top three
- Support lowest amongst with respondents identifying as disabled (36.8%) and over
55s (37.2%)
New, high quality modern campus style business parks in a quality environment
- Around a fifth of men, those identifying as disabled, and respondents aged 55 or
over ranked this in their top three (22.5%, 21.8% and 20.2% respectively), around
double the proportion of respondents with children in their household (11.6%),
under 35s (11.2%) and women (9.8%).
Home working
- Over a third of respondents living in the most deprived areas of the city (37.9%)
ranked this in their top three
A full breakdown of differences by demographic group is available in Appendix 6
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Topic 3: New Infrastructure to support growth
Issue: Priorities for new infrastructure
As Cardiff continues to grow, new infrastructure will be needed alongside the new homes
and jobs. This will include a wide range of community facilities such as schools and health
centres as well as transportation solutions.
The plan must set out the things the city needs and how these can be put in place over the
next 15 years.
Please rank the following themes in order of importance
A total of 953 respondents gave at least one answer for at least one option to this question,
giving an overall response rate of 78.4%
Transport and Highways were seen as the most important priority for infrastructure, with
around two-thirds of respondents (64.5%) ranking this in their top three, with 37.7% rating
this as the most important priority.
This was followed by Health, placed in the top three by 57.5% of respondents, and ranked
first by 19.7%, then by Green Infrastructure, in the top three of 51.2% of respondents
overall, with 17.2% ranking this as most important.

64.5%
57.5%
51.2%
43.1%
34.1%
26.9%
20.3%
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Respondents were asked to list any other facilities not included in the above list – 206
comments were received, which were grouped into themes. The top three themes are
shown below, with a full list available in Appendix 7.
Theme
Difficult to rank

No
42

%
20.4

Example comments
- It is very hard to rank infrastructure all of which is
essential to a functioning community. Infrastructure
should be planned as a whole and no one element is
more important than the other. Getting the
infrastructure RIGHT is key
- They are obviously all important!
- No - they are all equally relevant. You cannot rank
them!

Transport

38

18.4

- Accessible transport.
- how about overhead mono rail system following
existing road
- Electric car charging infrastructure

Road Network

31

15.0

- Good roads for logistics and to bring more
businesses to wales
- Spend more for the car
- The road network needs dramatically improving,
ring roads etc.

There were notable differences in priority across the demographic groups analysed, with
- Men were most likely to rate Transport and Highways in first place
- Schools were most important to respondents with children in their household
- Health infrastructure was most important to respondents who identify as disabled
- Green Infrastructure was seen as more important by those under the age of 35
A full breakdown showing differences of opinion is available in Appendix 8
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Topic 4: Tackling the Climate Emergency
Issue: How to tackle the climate emergency
Climate change is now widely regarded as one of the most significant global challenges:
almost 200 governments have endorsed the Paris Agreement to limit global temperature rise
and Welsh Government has committed to reducing emissions of greenhouse gases by at
least 80% by 2050.
In recognition of the risks posed to local residents Cardiff Council has declared a climate
emergency. If no action is taken, threats such as rising sea levels/increased risk of flooding
from rivers and surface water, more frequent extreme weather events and reduced
biodiversity and food productivity become ever more critical.
Respond to the climate emergency presents opportunities as well as risks, for example new
jobs in green industries; reduced fuel poverty and improved health that comes with better
housing; improved air quality and greater active travel.
The plan offers a significant opportunity to take further steps in tackling climate change
whilst providing a climate resilient development plan for Cardiff.
How do you think the plan can tackle climate change?
A total of 766 responses were received for this question, which have been grouped into
themes. The top three themes are shown below, with a full list available in Appendix 9.
Theme
Renewable energy /
sustainable infrastructure

No %
168 21.9

Example comments
- Serious investment is needed to provide sound
infrastructure for green energy. There should be a
mandate placed on housing developers to provide
charging points for all homes.
- Energy efficient new homes. Improve energy
efficiency of existing housing
- Ensuring all new build / infrastructure is built with
sustainability in mind. People's homes are
increasingly becoming workplaces too - ensure that
new homes are fit for this purpose and allow people
to live sustainable lives.
- All public buildings should generate own energy solar panels etc.
- Focus on zero carbon buildings and on low-carbon
heating.

Improved / Enhanced
Public Transport /
Infrastructure

149 19.5
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- Cheaper, faster, more reliable greener public
transport with plenty of space to avoid
overcrowding if looking to reduce the number of cars
around the city. Incentivise the use of public
transport by making it low cost and affordable.
- Massively increase infrastructure for active
transport and reduce city car use.
- Green transport.
Reduce car use - Ban Cars
/ Sufficient local
amenities

109 14.2

- Facilitating shift from car dependence through
improved public transport options to all areas of the
city.
- Incentivise people to give up their cars
- Less cars on the streets
- Cut down on private vehicle use
- Develop "15 minute communities" where work,
shops, health & community centres are all within 15
mins walk for everyone - discourage motorised
transport.
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Topic 5: Moving around the city
Issue: Modal split target
As Cardiff continues to grow, new transport infrastructure such as the South Wales Metro
will be needed alongside the new homes and jobs. It is important that this seeks to reduce
reliance on the car in order to reduce congestion and harmful emissions and seek to promote
a modal shift to sustainable forms of travel such a buses and trains, and active travel such as
walking and cycling.
Latest data shows that the modal split in the city is currently around 50% private
car/sustainable forms of transport.
As the city grows, what degree of modal split should the plan seek to achieve between
private car use and sustainable forms of transport?
A total of 1,031 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 84.9%
A fifth of respondents (19.4%) indicated that the plan should seek to prioritise sustainable
forms of transport, compared with 4.3% prioritising private car use, with 12.2% favouring a
balance between the two.
Scores were calculated according to the number of respondents giving each answer, with
lower scores favouring private car use, and higher scores favouring sustainable forms of
transport – an overall score of 58.3 was achieved, indicating a balance between the two,
slightly favouring sustainable transport.

As the city grows what degree of modal split should the plan seek to
achieve between private car use and sustainable forms of transport?
25.0
19.4

20.0
15.0

11.3

9.4

10.0
5.0

12.2

11.5

%

4.3

5.9

8.4

7.7

5.1

4.7

0.0
Private car use
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Respondents identifying as disabled were the only demographic group analysed to shift the
balance in favour of private car use:
As the city grows what degree of modal split should the plan seek to
achieve between private car use and sustainable forms of transport?
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 84)
Under 35 (Base: 114)
Southern Arc (Base: 224)
55+ (Base: 464)
Male (Base: 467)
Overall (Base: 1031)
Female (Base: 391)
Children in household (Base: 223)
Disability (Base: 94)

63.6
63.2
60.7
60.3
59.8
58.3
57.6
56.6
47.2
0.0

20.0

Private car use

40.0

60.0

80.0

100.0

Sustainable
forms of transport

Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes

There was no clear pattern across areas with different levels of deprivation.
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Issue: Delivering Sustainable Transport Infrastructure
In order to deliver a modal shift and reduce congestion and reliance on the car it will be
important for the plan to provide for a range of sustainable forms of transport.
Please rank the following options in terms of where you think we should invest
infrastructure resources
A total of 923 respondents gave at least one answer for at least one option to this question,
giving an overall response rate of 76.0%
Almost three-quarters of respondents (72.5%) rated investing in bus infrastructure within
their top three priorities, with 32.6% ranking this as most important.
Two-thirds (66.4%) prioritised investing on train infrastructure, with 19.2% rating this as the
most important priority.
Both cycling and walking were ranked in the top three by over half of those responding to
this question (54.4% and 51.2% respectively).

Please rank the following options in terms of where you think we
should invest infrastructure resources
Bus

32.6

Train

19.2

Cycling
Walking

15.5
11.6

Electric Charging Points
Other

22.1

14.6
6.5
0.0

29.3
18.6
17.9
8.2

72.5%

17.8
18.0

20.3

66.4%
54.4%

51.2%

21.8
39.3%

16.5

10.8%
20.0
1st

40.0
2nd

60.0

80.0

100.0

3rd

Looking at these results by the different demographic groups showed different priorities.
Amongst respondents aged 55 or over, 84.3% ranked investment in bus infrastructure in
their top three priorities, compared with 55.0% of those under 35.
Younger respondents put more emphasis on active forms of travel, with 70.3% prioritising
investment in cycling, and 60.4% in walking compared with 46.5% and 48.2% of older
respondents, respectively.
Respondent living in the more deprived areas were more likely to prioritise investment in
cycling and walking than more affluent areas. Respondents living in the least deprived
areas were more likely to place a higher priority on investment in train infrastructure.
Charts showing these difference in detail are available in Appendix 10.
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Please specify where else infrastructure resources should be invested
A total of 268 responses were received for this question, which have been grouped into
themes. The top three themes are shown below, with a full list available in Appendix 11.

Theme
Improved / Enhanced
Public Transport /
Infrastructure

No %
109 40.7

Example comments
- Bus service in Cardiff is appalling.
- New train stations are essential. There are so many
existing lines that run through the city for miles
without intermediate stops. Take London – all
central rail and tube lines have stations that are 1520 minutes walk apart. That should be the ambition
for all existing lines within all urban areas.
- Regular and cheap metro / trams
- Have one payment system that's allows train and
bus use combined
- One ticket system to cover public transport, parking
and cycle hire

Road Infrastructure

35

13.1

- The existing roads need maintenance and
improvement to ensure they are still fit for purpose.
- We must recognise that the global pandemic has led
people to want to use private transport for their
travel needs, the obsession with public transport will
cost us dearly in the future, and is not in line with
personal needs.
- good roads and pavements - that will enable people
to cycle and walk safely as well as drive

Focus on reducing need
to travel / Car free areas

20

7.5

- Cars need to be actively discouraged and prevented
- Car-free areas - big ones!
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Topic 6: Heathier Environments
Issue: Improving health and well-being
Across Cardiff, inequalities exist both in terms of health and deprivation. For despite Cardiff’s
economic growth during the last 30 years, the patterns of poverty and inequality that
emerged a generation ago remain. Over 150,000 people in the city live in some of most
deprived communities in Wales. In terms of health, there is an 11 year gap in life expectancy
for men and a 9.2 year gap in life expectancy for women between our most deprived and our
least deprived communities. In addition, 54% of the population of Cardiff is either overweight
or obese.
Given this it is important that the plan provides an appropriate balance and ensures that
improving people’s health is a key consideration in new and existing developments across
the city. A range of measures for the plan to consider are listed below.
How do you think the city could be a healthier place and improve wellbeing?
A total of 903 respondents gave at least one answer for at least one option to this question,
giving an overall response rate of 74.3%
The most important action to make the city a healthier place, and improve wellbeing, was to
give Improved Access To Green Space, ranked in the top three options by 53.2% of
respondents, and as the single most important by 24.5%.
This was followed by Feeling Safe, with 36.8% putting this option in their top three (12.8%
ranking it first), then by Improved Air Quality, which was selected by 35.5% of respondents,
ranked first by 11.2%.

These results were also analysed by demographic group – women were most likely to rank
Feeling Safe in their top three (41.6%), closely followed by respondents with children in
their household (41.2%); less than a quarter of respondents under the age of 35 ranked this
as one of their top three options.
Respondents living in the more deprived areas of the city were a little more likely than those
in more affluent areas to rank Feeling Safe in their top three.
More Walking Routes were more likely to be selected as an option to make Cardiff a
healthier place and improve wellbeing, along with respondents living in more affluent areas
of the city. Younger respondents were also more likely to select More Cycling Routes than
other demographic groups.
Over a third of respondents who identify as disabled (36.4%) wanted to see Improved
Access to Fresh Food.
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Respondents under the age of 35 were notably less likely to think More Control Over Fast
Food Takeaways would make the city a healthier place, with just 7.3% pf respondents in the
age groups selecting this option, contrasting with 26.8% of those over the age of 55.

A full breakdown of difference by demographic group is shown in Appendix 12.
How do you think the city could be a healthier place and improve
wellbeing?
Improved access to green space

24.5

14.4 14.3

Feeling safe

12.8 9.6 14.3

Improved air quality

11.2 12.2 12.2

36.8%
35.5%

Equality of access to education, jobs and
10.1 13.2 9.3
training

32.6%

More walking routes

13.7 12.5

31.0%

Provision of quality housing

9.7 11.6 9.1

30.5%

More cycling routes

10.67.87.9

Improved access to fresh food

9.3 11.3

More control over fast food takeaways
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6.2%
0.0

1st

26.2%

18.6%

7.2

Something else

53.2%

2nd
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Please specify what else you consider to be important
A total of 170 responses were received for this question, which have been grouped into
themes. The top three themes are shown below, with a full list available in Appendix 13.

Theme
Better awareness /
education

No
26

%
15.3

Example comments
- Awareness raising/education regarding the benefits
of more healthy lifestyles (e.g.: Bristol Eating Better
campaign).
- Better education regarding health issues in our
primary schools, how to keep fit and healthy.
- Fresh food is available but people are lazy or not
taught. Home economics should be back on the
curriculum and also taught in hubs

More / Better community
infrastructure / Facilities

24

14.1

- Investing in more community projects and youth
groups and creating activities for young people and
elderly.
- We keep building houses but no amenities to
improve wellbeing, e.g. Plasdwr should include
tennis courts, football pitches, a lido.
- Social isolation is a killer. We need better small scale
social infrastructure and more community
infrastructure, things like community food gardens
(think Incredible Edible).

Retain / More Green
Spaces

19

11.2

- Encourage use of green spaces and allow all homes
to have a safe local place to exercise and enjoy
nature helping mental and physical health
- Need to protect and not destroy existing green
areas, without the protection of these sites CCC will
not have the best interests of the Environment at
heart
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Topic 7: Supporting the roles of the City Centre and Cardiff Bay
Issue: Future role of city centre
Cardiff city centre and Cardiff Bay play a key retail, economic and tourism role for the city
and South East Wales. Supporting the role of the city centre and the continued regeneration
of Cardiff Bay are key issues for the plan to address. In addition the plan will need to respond
to the impacts of the Covid pandemic on high street retailing, the demand for traditional
office accommodation and encourage more mixed uses within the city centre in addition to
supporting its key retail role.
Overall, the plan provides an opportunity to consider how the city centre can continue to
evolve and play a key role in the future of the city.
What do you think the future role of the city centre should be? Tick all that apply
A total of 962 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 79.2%
More than four in five respondents felt the future role of the city centre should be For
Entertainment (89.4%), For Shopping (86.5%) and For Hospitality (84.4%).
Just over half (55.6%) felt it should be For Offices, and just under half (48.4%), For Homes.

What do you think the future role of the city centre should be?
For entertainment

89.4

For shopping

86.5

For hospitality

84.4

For offices

55.6

For homes

48.4

Something else

9.6
0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

70.0

80.0

90.0

100.0

Percentages do not total 100% as respondent were able to select multiple responses

Younger respondents, and those from a Minority Ethnicity were most likely to indicate the
city centre should be used for Entertainment or Hospitality, contrasting with respondents
who identify as disabled, and those aged 55 or over.
There was a correlation seen between level of deprivation and those thinking the city centre
should be used for Hospitality, with more affluent areas more likely to see a role for
Hospitality for the city centre in the future.
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Respondents living in more deprived areas were more likely to see Homes as a future role
for the city centre.
Older respondents were more likely to suggest Homes as a future for the city centre than
respondents aged under 35.

Charts showing these breakdowns by demographic are available in Appendix 14.

Something else
Respondents answering “Something else” were asked to give further details. A total of 82
responses were received, and grouped into themes. The top three are shown below, with a
full list available in Appendix 15

Theme
Attractions / Tourism Music / Murals / Arts /
Culture / Sporting Events
etc.

No
25

Community Spaces /
Socialising areas / Using
Green Spaces

21

More Amenities

13

%
30.5

Example comments
- Interesting, unique attractions that differentiate
Cardiff from any other UK city. There aren't enough
well developed cultural attractions.
- Arts and culture - music, murals, worships,
creativity!

25.6

- A social gathering place for all ages and
communities
- As a rich living green centre with gardens, a
sanctuary for animals - a re-greening centre as a
sanctuary for citizens.

15.9

- Leisure, sports, green spaces, health centre/dentist,
community education, cycle paths, a Green healthy
city
- Creative production. Fitness and leisure. Education.
Mixed use of all kinds, including those not yet
imagined. Flexibilty and adaptability.
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In the future, how often would you be likely to use the following in the city centre for
each of the following?
Between 216 and 940 responses were received for the options included in this question,
giving response rates between 17.8% and 77.4%
Respondents were more likely to use the city centre in the future as a venue to meet family
and friends (45.7%), followed by Culture/Tourism (42.5%), Hybrid Working (41.8%) and
Entertainment/Leisure (41.2%).
Just 24.1% of respondents indicated they would be likely to use the city centre for shopping
in future compared with 34.1% stating they would be less likely to go shopping in the city
centre in the future.
Almost two-thirds (64.8%) suggested they would be less likely to be working at an office in
the city centre in future, compared with just 7.0% who felt this was more likely.

In the future, how often would you be likely to use the following in the
city centre for each of the following?
To meet family and friends (Base: 927)

16.9

Culture / Tourism (Base: 923)

14.6

27.8

Hybrid working (Base: 579)

17.3

24.5

Entertainment / Leisure (Base: 939)

14.4

Hospitality (Base: 910)

12.1

28.8

Working at the office (Base: 610)

A lot more often

A little more often

8.3

40.3

18.3
12.0 6.5

46.6

10.9 6.7
17.4

41.8
45.9

20.1

18.7
7.7

15.4
26.3

74.1
28.2

0%

31.6

23.7

9.3 6.5

7.4

46.2

26.8

As a work meeting place (Base: 631) 7.1 22.2
Shopping (Base: 941) 8.0 16.2
As a place of residence (Base: 640) 9.1 11.1
Something else (Base: 216)

41.0

7.4

21.8

43.0

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

No change

A little less often

A lot less often

Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes

Respondents under the age of 35 were most likely to indicate they would be more likely to
use the city centre:
- As a Place to Meet Family and Friends (67.2%.compared with 38.1% of those aged 55
or over)
- As a place for Entertainment/Leisure (61.2%, compared with 32.2% of those aged 55
or over)
- For Hospitality (47.8%, compared with 28.9% of those aged 55 or over)
- For Culture/Tourism (57.8%, compared with 35.7% of older respondents)
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Respondents identifying as disabled were most likely to indicate they would use the city
centre for shopping in the future (38.5%).

A full breakdown by demographic group can be found in Appendix 16.

For what other purpose would you use the city centre?
Respondents were asked if there were any other purposes for which they would use the city
centre: 66 responses were received, and grouped into themes. The top three are shown
below, with the full list shown in Appendix 17.

Theme
Commuting/Travel

No
11

%
16.7

Example comments
- To commute into/out of
- As a transport hub.

Exercise

9

13.6

- Exercise. The river is an amazing place for swimming
and kayaking. Can we make more of our waterways
as places for exercise?
- For a stroll

Green space

9

13.6

- To enjoy green space - i.e. the castle
- Enjoying green spaces like Bute Park, Cardiff Castle,
walking by the river, boat trips, being able to pop for
a coffee and some relaxation time somewhere quiet
and pretty and not crowded
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Topic 8: Post Pandemic Recovery
Issue: Helping the city recover from the pandemic
As the city recovers post-pandemic, the plan provides an opportunity to consider those areas
of land use policy which require a new or amended approach to explicitly address the
implications of the pandemic on the way we work, live, enjoy and move around the city. The
concept of the 15 minute city has been proposed where all facilities are located within a 15
minute radius encouraging walking and cycling and less reliance on the car.
The plan provides an important opportunity to revisit existing policy approaches.
Please rank the following new or amended policy approaches in order of importance in
responding to the pandemic
A total of 854 respondents gave at least one answer for at least one option to this question,
giving an overall response rate of 70.3%
“Staying local – Creating 15 minute neighbourhoods” was rated as the most important
policy approach to respond to the pandemic, with half (50.0%) of those responding to this
question placing it in their top three, with 28.6% rating it as the single most important
approach.
The pandemic also reinforced the importance of access to green spaces, with 41.2% of
respondents choosing this approach as one of their top three.
There was generally a consensus of opinion across the demographic groups analysed, with a
small number of notable differences:
Under 35s placed the highest level of importance on Active Travel (with 47.7% placing this in
their top three), followed by men (46.0%, compared with 36.8% of women).
Respondents aged 55 or over, men, and those identified as disabled placed the highest
importance on “Revitalising the city centre, and district and local centres”, with over 40% of
each group placing this in their top three most important policy approaches, compared with
around a quarter of respondents aged under 35, or those with children in their household.
More than half of women (52.6%) placed “Renewed importance of access to green spaces”
in their top three most important actions, compared with 36.8% of men.
There were no significant differences of opinion by level of deprivation.

A full breakdown of differences by demographic group can be found in Appendix 18.
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Please rank the following new or amended policy approaches in order
of importance in responding to the pandemic
Staying local – Creating 15 minute
28.6
11.7 9.7 50.0%
neighbourhoods
Renewed importance of access to green
11.0 15.0 17.4
43.4%
spaces
Active travel – Exercise and modal shift to
15.2 16.2 9.8
41.2%
walking, cycling and public transport
Revitalising the city centre and district and
17.3 11.1 8.7
37.1%
local shopping centres
Opportunity to improve air quality and
8.3 12.5 14.2
35.0%
address noise pollution
Opportunity to reverse biodiversity
8.9 12.1 12.3 33.3%
decline
Opportunity to look at current use of
7.5 11.1 21.2%
outdoor space
Providing high quality digital infrastructure
7.47.5 19.7%
in new development
Changing working practices – future need
5.7 11.5%
for employment land
Other

2.9%
0.0

1st

2nd

20.0

40.0

60.0

80.0

100.0

3rd

Please specify what else you consider to be important
Respondents answering ‘Other’ were asked to give more information: 69 responses were
received, and grouped into themes. The top three are shown below, with a full list in
Appendix 19
Theme
New Approach

No
12

%
17.4

Example comments
- Change the way Cardiff manages parks & verges to
rewilding & local food, low maintenance approach
- Place people and planet at the centre of every
decision, above all else!

Improve Neighbourhoods 11
/ Encourage people to use
local amenities / facilities

15.9

Improved Road
Infrastructure

11.6

8

- Having attractive local neighbourhoods with good
transport links and local amenities.
- Investment in exciting children's play - eg.
playgrounds including more money for maintenance.
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Topic 9: Creating places where people want to live, work or explore
Issue: Creating good places
It is important that the plan creates places where people want to live, work and explore. This
involves identifying what people like about a place and how it can be improved through
considering factors such as design, location, infrastructure and above all, the needs of people
you’re creating the place for.
What do you think is good about your neighbourhood?
A total of 904 respondents gave an answer this question, giving a response rate of 74.4%
Respondents were given a list, and asked to indicate which they felt applied to making their
neighbourhood a good place to live.
The most common response, selected by almost three-quarters (73.1%) of respondents, was
“Outdoor activities/open space/parks”.
This was followed by “Close to public transport” (69.5%), a “Pleasant walking environment”
(63.6%), and “Safe (low crime rate”), chosen by 61.5% of respondents.
Three in ten (29.1%) cited “Good community facilities/activities). 23.1% “Good cycling
routes”, and 12.6% stated there was “Good childcare provision”.
What do you think is good about your neighbourhood?
Outdoor activities/open space/parks
Close to public transport
Pleasant walking environment
Safe (low crime rate)
Nearby shopping and restaurants.
Good schools
Family friendly
Good health facilities
Good community facilities/activities
Good cycling routes
Good child care provision
Something else

73.1
69.5
63.6
61.5
55.6
51.4
48.0
39.3
29.1
23.1
12.6
5.4
0

20

40

60

80

100

%

Percentages do not total 100% as respondent were able to select multiple responses
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There were some key differences across the demographic groups analysed.

Respondents living in the Southern Arc of Cardiff were less likely than other groups to list:
-

“Outdoor activities/open spaces/parks” (66.7%)
“Pleasant walking environment” (53.3%)
“Safe (low crime rate)” (41.9%)
“Good schools” (31.4%)
“Family friendly” (36.2%)

Respondents living in the more deprived areas were notably less likely than those living in
more affluent areas to cite:
-

“Pleasant walking environment” (40.3% in the most deprived areas, compared to
69.7% in the least deprived areas)
“Safe (low crime rate)” (25.8% in the most deprived areas, compared with 79.8% in
the least)
“Good health facilities” (29.0% in the most deprived areas compared with 43.3% in
the least deprived areas)

Men were most likely to describe their neighbourhood as “Safe” – 66.7% compared with
57.1% of women.
Respondents with children in their household were most likely to cite “Good schools”
(64.5%), “Family friendly” (57.5%), and “Good childcare facilities” (21.5%)
Older respondents were most likely to state “Good health facilities” (46.0%), “Good
community facilities/activities” (32.3%)
Respondents from a Minority Ethnicity were least likely to cite “Good health facilities”
(28.6%) or “Good community facilities/activities” (23.8%)
Around three in ten respondents from a Minority Ethnicity, or aged under 35 cited “Good
cycling routes”, compared with 18.5% of those aged 55 or over.
A full breakdown by demographic and geographic groups can be found in Appendix 20.
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Respondents answering ‘Something else’ were asked to specify what this was: 47 responses
were received, and grouped into themes. The top three are shown below, with a full list in
Appendix 21.
Theme
Proximity / Accessibility /
Close to Local Amenities /
Facilities

No
18

%
38.3

Example comments
- Good location to get to various locations.
- Allotment, which is a great place to take grow your
own food and get a good workout doing it!
- Plenty of choice of places of worship.

Negative Comments

12

25.5

- Nothing is good we feel scared unsafe and
minoritised and surrounded by crooks drug dealers
and nasty creatures
- Not an area I would choose if I could afford to move

Community Spirit

7

14.9

- Diversity within the community.
- The good thing about my neighbourhood is the
community, the people.
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What do you think could be done to improve your local neighbourhood?
A total of 868 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 71.4%
Respondents were then asked what could be done to improve their local neighbourhood.
The biggest response was “Provide good community facilities/activities”, mentioned by
47.1% of respondents.
Two-fifths of respondents (40.1%) wanted their neighbourhood to be made safer, and
37.3% wanted the provision of good cycling routes.
What do you think could be done to improve your local
neighbourhood?
Provide good community
facilities/activities

47.1

Make it safer (low crime rate)

40.1

Provide good cycling routes

37.3

Provide a pleasant walking environment

35.4

Provide good health facilities

34.2

Provide outdoor activities/open
space/parks

30.8

Provide nearby shopping and restaurants.

30.0

Provide closer public transport

26.3

Make it more family friendly

23.6

Provide good schools

15.4

Provide good child care provision

15.0

Something else

13.9
0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50.0

Percentages do not total 100% as respondent were able to select multiple responses
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There were some notable differences across the demographic groups analysed.
Respondents identifying as disabled and those from a Minority Ethnicity were most likely to
call for the provision of good community facilities/activities (60.2% and 59.3% respectively).
Men were less likely to feel the provision of good community facilities/activities would
improve their neighbourhood (43.8%, compared with 53.0% of women)
Respondents under the age of 35 were most likely to cite the provision of good cycling
routes would improve their neighbourhood, compared with 30.2% of those aged 55 or over.
They were also more likely to want the provision of outdoor activities/open spaces/parks
(39.7%), and of closer public transport (36.2%).
Around a third of respondents from a Minority Ethnicity, and those with children in their
household, wanted their neighbourhood to be made more family friendly (32.1% and 31.3%
respectively).
Respondents identifying as disabled were least likely to feel their neighbourhood could be
improved by:
-

Provision of good cycling routes (25.0%)
Provide a pleasant walking environment (28.4%)

This group was more likely to cite “Provide good health facilities” (52.3%), and provision of
closer public transport (35.2%)
Those living in the Southern Arc of the city were more likely to feel their neighbourhood
could be improved by:
-

Making it safer/lower crime rate (61.9%)
Provide a pleasant walking environment (47.4%)
Provision of outdoor activities/open spaces/parks (39.5%)

Looking at opinions by areas of differing levels of deprivation, some notable differences
were identified:
-

-

-

82.8% of those resident in the most deprived areas wanted their local
neighbourhood to be safe, compared with 17.6% of those living in the least deprived
areas
45.3% of those in the most deprived areas wanted the provision of outdoor
activities/open spaces/parks compared with 27.1% of those in the least deprived
areas
43.8% in the most deprived areas wanted their neighbourhood to be more family
friendly, compared with 18.1% of residents in the most affluent areas
29.7% of those living in the most deprived areas wanted good childcare provision,
compared with 11.8% of those in the least deprived areas.

A full breakdown of these results is available in Appendix 22.
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Respondents answering ‘Something else’ were asked to give further details. In total, 117
responses were received, which have been grouped into themes. The top three are shown
below, with a full list in Appendix 23.

Theme
More / Improved Local
Amenities / Facilities

No
26

%
22.2

Example comments
- Community gardens and farmers markets. More
sports facilities. Car charging points.
- Make children’s playgrounds more exciting by
adding more equipment; Change policies to not
allow neighbours moving close to existing parks and
playgrounds to have equipment removed due to
noise etc.
- We only have big supermarkets - no small
neighbourhood shops. Hence people drive more, and
few focal points exist for the community

Retain / Protect Green
Spaces

18

15.4

- Not decimate our neighbourhood by taking away
our peace, quiet and tranquillity. Preserve our air
quality, green space, nature and wildlife.
- Stop building on green belt land destroying habitats
and green space.

Improve Litter Issues

17

14.5

- More bins & cleaning of the streets. Fine people who
leave rubbish in their front gardens.
- More street cleaning and drain maintenance. Bins
that the seagulls can’t get into!
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Topic 10: Protecting Green and Blue Infrastructure
Issue: Green Spaces
Green spaces play an important role as a place for recreation, walking, cycling, etc. and it is
important there are sufficient and accessible green spaces in the city for both residents
physical and mental health. They also provide an important habitat to support wildlife and
biodiversity.
In providing for future growth the plan will need to find an appropriate balance towards
protecting green spaces and meeting the need for new homes and jobs.
How do you think the plan should find this balance?
A total of 905 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 74.5%
Just over half of those responding to this question (52.0%) felt that “all green space should
be protected, even if that means houses, schools, infrastructure cannot be provided”; 44.0%
felt that “green space should only be allowed to be lost if a clear social benefit is gained,
such as the building of a new school or social housing, and if replacement green space is
provided”.
Just 4.0% suggested that “green space can be lost for most development if absolutely
necessary”.
How do you think the plan should find this balance?

4.0

0.0

44.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

52.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

70.0

80.0

90.0

100.0

Green space can be lost for most development if absolutely necessary.

Green space should only be allowed to be lost if a clear social benefit is gained, such as the
building of a new school or social housing and if replacement green space is provided.
All green space should be protected, even if that means houses, schools, infrastructure
cannot be provided.
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Older respondents, and women, were most likely to support the protection of green spaces
at the expense of the provision of new infrastructure (53.1% and 52.1% respectively); half of
those aged under 35 (50.0%) felt that green space should only be lost if there is a clear social
benefit, and replacement green space is provided

Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes
There was a correlation in answer by the level of deprivation, with those living in more
deprived areas more likely to support the loss of green space for the gain of a clear social
benefit, and replacement of the green space, whilst those in the more affluent areas were
more likely to feel that green space should be protected at the cost of new infrastructure.

Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes
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What other approaches would you suggest?
A total of 308 responses were received for this question, which have been grouped into
themes. The top three themes are shown below, with a full list shown in Appendix 24.

Theme
Green Spaces To Be
Protected

No
78

%
25.3

Example comments
- Use of green space should only be sanctioned as a
last resort when all other options have been
exhausted and the decision making scrutinised to
ensure it is the case.
- Green spaces need to be protected and increased,
there are enough brown field sites that can be
redeveloped into housing.
- Too much green space already used
- Given the climate and biodiversity emergencies,
there’s no question now that all green space must be
protected and alternative approaches taken.
Perhaps we need to obsess less about growth and
focus more on preservation - we cannot keep on
infinitely growing - the planet can’t take it

Develop / Re-use Existing
Buildings / Space

61

19.8

- I cannot see the point of creating 'new' green spaces
to replace existing, just be more creative about
where to build what is deemed necessary
- Green space only as last resort. Make use of existing
built up spaces.
- Always look for areas that need updating and can be
"recycled" for other use before taking any green
spaces away. These green spaces are vital to
people's wellbeing but more importantly to nature
and we are losing too much already.
- Use brown land, rebuild or update empty houses

Develop / Use Brownfield
Land

47

15.3

- Build on brown sites
- Prioritise brownfield development and repurposing
of existing redundant building
- Better use of brownfield areas. Incentivise
developers to use infill areas
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Issue: Nature and Trees
Trees play a key role in tackling climate change through their role as carbon sinks and also
provide an important habitat to support woodland wildlife and biodiversity.
In providing for future growth the plan will need to find an appropriate balance towards
protecting trees and meeting the need for new homes and jobs.
How do you think the plan should find this balance?
A total of 911 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 75.0%
Over half (56.1%) of those responding to this question felt that “trees should only be
allowed to be felled if a clear social benefit is gained, such as the building of a new school or
social housing, and if replacement planting is undertaken”, whilst just over a third (38.6%)
felt that “no trees should be allowed to be felled, even if that means houses, schools,
infrastructure, cannot be provided”.
Just one in twenty (5.3%) stated that “trees can be felled for most development if absolutely
necessary”.
How do you think the plan should find this balance?

5.3

0%

56.1

10%

20%

30%

38.6

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Trees can be felled for most development if absolutely necessary.
Trees should only be allowed to be felled if a clear social benefit is gained, such as the
building of a new school or social housing and if replacement planting is undertaken.
No trees should be allowed to be felled, even if that means houses, schools, infrastructure
cannot be provided.
Respondents identifying as disabled were most likely to support the felling of trees for a
clear social beneift, and if replacement trees are planted (62.% and 60.3% respectively),
whilst respondents from a Minority Ethnicity, and those aged under 35 were most likely to
state that no trees should be felled, even at the expense of the provision of new
infrastructure (45.8% and 40.2% respectively).
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Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes

There was no clear correlation by level of deprivation:

Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes
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Topic 11: Protecting historic and cultural assets
Issue: Historic and cultural assets
As Cardiff continues to change, there is an increasing need to protect, promote, conserve
and enhance its historic and cultural assets and recognise the important role they play in the
economic, environmental and social fabric of the city.
What measures do you think the plan needs to put in place to protect the city’s historic
assets and further enhance and promote the city’s role as a capital city and as an
international destination for residents and visitors?
A total of 247 responses were received for this question, which have been grouped into
themes. The top three themes are shown below, with a full list in Appendix 25.

Theme
Better transport links

No
35

%
14.2

Example comments
- Got to sort out public transportation, it is the weak
link in Cardiff’s offer
- Cultural facilities in city centre are hampered by bad
transport policies
- Reintroduce a central hub for public transport.

Better Art/ Cultural offer

30

12.1

- A huge focus on culture, of which history is a part,
through arts, crafts, and music. Expand the music
scene.
- More city wide co-ordination of historic and cultural
assets.
- Market Cardiff as a city if historical importance with
incredible architecture, culture and make the visiting
experience excellent for all ages

Green spaces

27

10.9

- Green spaces should be legally protected from future
developments and to ensure our city does not
become a concrete jungle; planning restriction
should be tighter to ensure development is in
keeping with environment and sustainable
infrastructure and biodiversity wise.
- Protect and improve the green areas of the city
which are its key attraction
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12: Vision and Objectives
The Plan will need to be guided by an over-arching Vision and we are consulting early in the
process to share our initial thinking on the Vision for the plan in order to try to build
consensus at an early stage and allow time to consider feedback ahead of further stages of
engagement.
To create a fairer and more sustainable city by:
- Responding to the urgent future needs for new homes, jobs and infrastructure;
- Positively tackling the challenges of climate change and post-pandemic recovery;
- Creating a greener, more equal and healthier city which is easier to move around and
enhances the wellbeing of future generations;
- Using a placemaking approach, working with local communities to improve
neighbourhoods and deliver high quality design;
- Looking after our natural, historic and cultural assets

Do you agree with the draft Vision for the plan?
A total of 865 responses were received for this question, giving a response rate of 71.2%
Overall, two-thirds (66.5%) of those responding to this question agreed with the draft Vision
for the Replacement Local Development Plan, compared with 16.8% who disagreed.

Do you agree with the draft Vision for the plan?

19.7

0%

10%

46.8

20%

Strongly Agree

30%

40%

Agree
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Highest levels of agreement with the draft Vision came from respondents living in the
Southern Arc of the city and those under the age of 35 (each 72.2%). Agreement was lower
amongst those aged 55 or over (63.6%).
Do you agree with the draft Vision for the plan?
Southern Arc (Base: 216)
Under 35 (Base: 115)
Female (Base: 355)
Children in household (Base: 215)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 83)
Disability (Base: 92)
Male (Base: 450)
Overall (Base: 865)
55+ (Base: 423)

26.4
28.7
18.9
20.9
25.3
25.0
21.1
19.7
18.7
0%

Strongly Agree

10%

Agree

20%

45.8
43.5
51.5
47.9
43.4
43.5
45.8
46.8
44.9
30%

Neither

40%

50%

Disagree

12.5 10.2
11.3 11.3
16.6 10.7
15.3 9.8 6.0
13.3 15.7
15.2 10.9
16.4 10.4 6.2
16.8 11.3
20.3 10.9
60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Strongly Disagree

Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes
There was no clear correlation for agreement by level of deprivation, however support was
highest amongst those in the most deprived areas (74.6%), and lowest amongst those living
in the most affluent areas of the city (58.3%).
Do you agree with the draft Vision for the plan?
Most deprived (Base: 63)

19.0

Next most deprived (Base: 94)

55.6

27.7

43.6

Middle (Base: 140)

22.9

45.0

Next least deprived (Base: 180)

22.2

48.9

Least deprived (Base: 230)

13.9

Overall (Base: 865)

Strongly Agree

Agree

13.8

10%

30%

Neither

40%

21.7

50%

Disagree

12.1 6.4

12.8 10.0 6.1

46.8
20%

9.5
11.7

13.6

44.3

19.7
0%

15.9

13.0 7.0

16.8
60%

70%

80%

11.3 5.4
90% 100%

Strongly Disagree

Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes
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Let us know how you think the Vision could be improved
A total of 428 responses were received for this question, which have been grouped into
themes. The top three themes are shown below, with a full list in Appendix 26.
Theme
Stop building new/
expand & repurpose
existing infrastructure

No
92

%
21.5

Example comments
- Tackle developers pulling the city apart. No use holding
your hands up and saying "can't do anything, don't
want a legal challenge". You would have the support of
the public in doing so.
- Need to improve existing housing stock and very
carefully look to build new ....more carefully than this
vision implies!
- Lose the focus on new homes, renovate and expand
existing infrastructure rather than building on new land
just because a housing crash
- Reduce the emphasis on expansion. Work with Welsh
Government and other local authorities to spread
development wider across SE Wales

Climate Change /
Cleaner, greener
city/protect green
spaces

92

21.5

- Doesn't go far enough about the environment. Tackling
climate change should be at the core of every one of
the values.
- Its ok to say this but green issues need to be prioritised
and scientists listened to
- Not strong enough on the environment, Climate change
isn't the only environmental catastrophe we face, our
insect population has dropped by over 75% in 27 years.
- I think the priorities are wrong. By having the 'new
homes, jobs and infrastructure' at the start, you are
already setting a tone for this being given more weight
than green spaces and biodiversity.

Improved Transport
infrastructureroads/public
transport/accessibility

49

11.4

- Transport is the only priority. The current thinking of
transport capacity lagging demand is a disaster.
Transport capacity needs to lead demand. That is to say
you must put in the transport infrastructure first.
Current policy has almost destroyed the city centre
already.
- You must focus on better integrated transport and
cycling routes and more greenery in districts. Is there
an option for cut and cover road in front of the castle to
reopen this back up to pedestrians / public realm whilst
keeping the busy road access?
- The focus on active travel needs to go if you want any
form of post-pandemic recovery.
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The LDP objectives aim to deliver the vision for the plan and respond to the key issues the
plan needs to address.
Please rank the draft plan objectives in order of importance
A total of 798 respondents gave at least one answer for at least one option to this question,
giving an overall response rate of 65.7%
Tackling Climate Change was seen as the most important of the draft plan objectives, with
45.4% ranking this in their top three, and 27.4% ranking this as the single most important.
This was followed by Healthier Environments, ranked in the top three by 38.8%, and first by
6.0%, and Protecting Green & Blue Infrastructure, ranked in the top three by 36.3%, and
first by 10.2%.
Supporting the roles of the city centre and Cardiff Bay was seen as least important of the
objectives listed, ranked in the top three by just 6.9% of respondents, and first by just 1.3%.

Please rank the draft plan objectives in order of importance

Tackling climate change

27.4

10.0 7.9

Healthier Environments

17.0

15.8

38.8%

Protecting green and blue infrastructure 10.2 11.4 14.8
Creating places were people want to live,
7.8 11.4 9.1
work or explore
Provision of new infrastructure to
9.9 7.8 9.0
support growth

36.3%
28.3%
26.7%

Moving around the City

8.1 10.3 7.8

26.2%

Post-pandemic recovery

11.36.18.3

25.7%

Protecting historic and cultural assets

8.8 9.3

22.2%

Provide new jobs and employment

9.0 6.5

21.1%

Provide new houses and homes

8.4

19.3%

Supporting the roles of the City Centre
and Cardiff Bay

6.9%

0.0
1st
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There were differences of opinion across the different demographic groups analysed.
Respondents under the age of 35 were most likely to rank “Tackling Climate Change” as
their most important objective, with 33.6% ranking this as the single most important
objective, and 57.9% placing it in their top three. They were also more likely than average
to place importance on “Moving around the City”, with 32.7% ranking this in their top three.
Respondents over the age of 55 placed less importance on “Tackling Climate Change”, with
38.2% placing this in their top three most important objectives.
Women were more likely to include “Tackling Climate Change” (50.8%), “Healthier
Environments” (44.8%) and “Protecting Green and Blue Infrastructure” (42.9%) in their top
three; men were more likely to include “Provision of new infrastructure to support growth”
(32.5%) and “Moving around the City” (31.8%).
Those identifying as disabled were more likely to support objectives to “Provide new houses
and homes” (34.5%), “Post-pandemic recovery” (35.6%), and “Provision of infrastructure to
support growth” (35.6%).
Respondents with children in their household were more likely to include “Tackling Climate
Change” (53.3%) and “Healthier Environments” (46.2%) in their top three most important
objectives
Those living in the most deprived areas of the city placed more importance on “Creating
places people want to live, work and explore” (34.5%), “Provide new houses and homes”
(29.1%) and “Provide new jobs and employment (23.6%). Those living in the least deprived
areas placed higher importance on “Protecting green and blue infrastructure” (39.8%) and
“Supporting the roles of the City Centre and Cardiff Bay” (9.5%).
A full breakdown is available in Appendix 27.
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Would you add any other objectives?
A total of 208 responses were received for this question, which have been grouped into
themes. The top three themes are shown below, with a full list available in Appendix 28
Theme
Greener city

No
27

%
13.0

Example comments
- Moving around the city in a sustainable way
- Biodiversity should be key
- Creating a more beautiful and less generic looking
city.

Improved Transport
infrastructureroads/public
transport/accessibility

27

13.0

- Should not be any new homes until infrastructure
has been put in place to cope with the 10,000 that
have been built in last 8 years
- The more equal city mentioned in the Vision is not in
the Objectives I've noticed. Why's that?
- Transport, transport, transport. The Metro plan
must be front and centre of the LDP. All new
developments must be Metro-centred, not built
without consideration with a bus service added as
an afterthought to an already congested roads.
Public transport must be fast, clean, reliable, 24hr,
cheap, safe. And make the developers pay for it.

Question concerns /
Queries

22

10.6

- Again, ranking these is difficult. They all have to
work well and together to achieve the vision.
- I've no idea what Blue infrastructure means
- These are a list of aspirations NOT reality! The net is
far too wide and as a result, little will get done!
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13. Additional Comments
Do you have any other comments?
A total of 275 responses were received for this question, which have been grouped into
themes. The top three are shown below, with a full list at Appendix 29.

Theme
Protect Green Spaces /
Address Climate
Emergency

No
48

%
17.5

Example comments
- Address the climate emergency and stop destroying
green spaces
- Protect our green spaces and heritage. Cardiff is in
danger of being destroyed by developers.
- Cut out the obsession with building on greenfield
sites
- We need to be serious about tackling climate
change. It is important that short term gain does
not take priority over long term solutions.

Survey Concerns /
Consultation will be
ignored

32

11.6

- It makes little difference what is said as you do as
you like anyway
- Not really sure why you have bothered to ask as
Cardiff Council will already have done deals with
developers!
- I realise my completing this questionnaire is a
pointless and you will do what you want anyway. I
do wonder why you bother to seek public opinion
and then ignore it. Just more "box ticking" Sadly.

Planning concerns

28

10.2

- I would like to see more powers of objectivity in the
planning department. They need better controls over
quality and design of new builds to protect the city’s
skyline.
- Do not make Cardiff look like every other city with
too many ugly high rise buildings.
- Stop allowing developers to build all this poor
quality student accommodation. It’s a disgrace to
the city centre. Raise standards in building design
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Appendix 1 – Demographic Profile of Respondents
Please provide your full postcode
A total of 746 respondents provided their postcode. The map below shows the location of
complete postcodes within Cardiff.
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Of these, 222 respondents were identified as being resident in the Southern Arc of Cardiff.

What was your age on your last birthday?
No
16-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75+
Prefer not to say

%
14
105
145
157
203
176
60
23
883

1.6
11.9
16.4
17.8
23.0
19.9
6.8
2.6
100.0

Are you…?
No
Female
Male
Other
Prefer not to say

%
369
467
1
44
881
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Do you identify as Trans?
No
Yes
No
Prefer to self-describe
Prefer not to say

%
2
793
6
52
853

0.2
93.0
0.7
6.1
100.0

Do any children live in your household?
No
No children
Yes, under 5 years old (pre-school)
Yes, aged 5 - 11 (primary school)
Yes, aged 11 - 16 (secondary school)
Yes, aged 16 - 18 in full-time education, or working
Yes, aged 16 - 18 but not in full time education or working

%
638
57
102
64
62
9
861 -

74.1
6.6
11.8
7.4
7.2
1.0

Which of the following best describes what you are doing at present?
No
Working full time (30+ hours per week)
Working part time (less than 30 hours per week)
In full time education
Unemployed - Registered Job Seeker
Unemployed - Unregistered but seeking work
On a zero hour contract
Permanently sick or disabled person
Wholly retired from work
Looking after home
Caring for a child or adult
Other
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107
6
5
9
4
22
247
10
17
33
882
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12.1
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100.0
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Which of the following best describes your housing tenure?
No
Owned outright
Owned with a mortgage
Rented from the Local Authority
Rented from a Housing Association
Private rented
Other

%
401
346
20
13
88
11
879

45.6
39.4
2.3
1.5
10.0
1.3
100.0

Do you identify as a disabled person?
No
Yes
No
Prefer not to say

%
94
722
48
864

10.9
83.6
5.6
100.0

Please tick any of the following that apply to you:
No
Deaf/ Deafened/ Hard of hearing
Mental health difficulties
Learning impairment/ difficulties
Visual impairment
Wheelchair user
Mobility impairment
Long-standing illness or health condition
(e.g. cancer, diabetes, or asthma)
Prefer not to say
Other
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17.9
18.8
2.9
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46.8

57
8
308 -

18.5
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Do you consider yourself to be Welsh?
No
Yes
No

%
611
251
862

70.9
29.1
100.0

What is your ethnic group?
No
White - Welsh/English/Scottish/Northern Irish/British
White - Irish
White - Any other white background
Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups - White & Asian
Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups - White and Black
Caribbean
Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Groups - Any other
Asian/Asian Welsh/British - Indian
Asian/Asian Welsh/British – Pakistani
Asian/Asian Welsh/British - Any other
Black/African/Caribbean/Black Welsh/British
Any other ethnic group (please specify)
Prefer not to say
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%
756
13
42
3
2

86.6
1.5
4.8
0.3
0.2

6
5
2
3
2
8
31
873

0.7
0.6
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.9
3.6
100.0
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Appendix 2 – Breakdown of Results for Priorities for new infrastructure
by Demographic Groups
Theme
Houses needed/
Quality /
Affordable housing /
Social housing

No %
278 30.0

Example comments
- There is a shortage of affordable housing especially
for first time buyers in the city.
- Currently my children will never be able to buy a
house
- We need more council housing and low rent costs
- There is a need for affordable housing in Cardiff
- More homes are needed but there is a growing need
for cheaper good quality Council and Housing
Association homes and not homes which require a
mortgage for the privileged people who can afford
them.
- More good quality housing is essential.
- Nowhere near enough housing

Preserve Green Space

273 29.4

- Cardiff is known for being a green city, yet these
boundaries are continuously being pushed.
- important to provide housing but still need protect
land
- A balance between housing need and the benefits of
green spaces
- Green spaces are fundamentally important to the
wellbeing of the citizens. Any future building should
be on brown field sites
- We need more houses but part of Cardiff’s charm is
the proximity to green space.

Need to improve
infrastructure/
Services /
Public transport

235 25.4

- There should be no further land for housing until
sufficient infrastructure has been provided to
accommodate it.
- traffic is out of control, we need to improve
transports and roads before building more houses
- More homes are needed, but the infrastructures
always take so much longer to do, and the public
transport links are just so poor to the areas now
being built on further outside of the City
- The housing supply is currently outstripping the
infrastructure and needs to be reduced slightly until
an infrastructure plan is delivered
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- There has been neglect of the need to provide
infrastructure as described to support existing and
ongoing housing development in the city.
Too many developments

144 15.5

- We are already experiencing overdevelopment of
suburban and rural areas
- We urgently need the exact opposite of the current
super-heating approach of encouraging frenzied
growth. Cool the growth and less new housing is
needed
- A great many new developments have already taken
place.
- Houses being built everywhere we look and
according to recent evidence, the Cardiff population
growth has been grossly exaggerated.
- The city is now big enough and any further
construction will clog the citys infrastructure up even
more, build a new city elsewhere if you feel more
housing is needed

Balance growth /
development

139 15.0

- Cardiff needs to grow fast to become the world city
Wales needs. But this should not be at the expense
of what makes Cardiff great – a green, compact and
liveable city
- A balance is needed, between growth (which is
inevitable) and too much encroachment on Green
spaces
- A balance between housing need and the benefits of
green spaces
- We need sustainable growth that doesn't destroy
our green spaces. Reuse and adaption of existing
buildings should be key and a vital role.

Repurpose old/empty
buildings

117 12.6

- Although I fully understand the need for new
housing, I thing that the priority should lie with
revitalising run down areas and refurbishing
abandoned buildings and plots across town.
- we need to make uses of all the empty plots/housing
before building massive developments on green
open space.
- we should also look at reusing and repurposing
existing buildings, particularly as demand for city
centre large office spaces and extensive student
accommodation schemes are not being used to
their full potential
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- Clear up some of the slums, and empty buildings,
before you build on green field sites.
Use Brownfield sites

106 11.4

- Please use the existing brown sites and renovation
of dilapidated houses first before building new
houses.
- Utilise brownfield sites more
- Housing is needed and there is no problem as long
as use brownfield sites as far as possible
- Do not want to lose greenfield sites but happy for
brownfield sites to be used.

Replace/improve older
stock

78

8.4

- cleverer use of the what's already available should
negate the need for too much more building
- It would be better to use currently vacant houses as
well as building more.
- Existing housing developments need to be updated
to improve communities
- Use the ones empty, derelict or half built
- You can renovate repurpose not build new green
sites

Houses needed / not flats

68

7.3

- We need houses, not flats
- I accept there should be growth but at the same
time we should be building the right type of homes
and not just large detached homes in affluent areas
with a token gesture of social housing. There needs
to be a wide mix of varying sized private homes.
- Need to change some of the housing offered. There
are a large number of blocks of flat around Cardiff
South and central that are empty as they do not
offer suitable housing
- We need more HOUSES not flats, therefore more 2/3
bed houses to be built which will take more space
but provide homes!

Growth figures
questionable

57

6.1

- I think we need to start low and see how things play
out. The growth figures have already altered once
quite significantly.
- As only a quarter of the original prediction of
housing in the last survey was correct, the figure this
time should adapt for that accordingly to save the
city's character and green space.
- Now that future population figures have been
revised, do we need to build so many new homes?
- Growth shouldn't become an end in itself.
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Homes for young people

52

5.6

- There are no houses for young people to buy - I want
to buy in Cardiff but there's no chance at the
moment.
- Currently my children will never be able to buy a
house
- We need more affordable housing for first time
buyers
- Young people are being shut out which is unfair.
Cardiff needs young people to live thrive and work in
the city.
- You need to create opportunities for young people.
The cost of housing, rented or owned, is ridiculously
high

Too much student
accommodation

47

5.1

- Cardiff has loads of empty high rise student flats in
Cardiff that can’t be let as it is
- Repurpose student high rise for residential use
- There is currently an excess in student
accommodation compared to demand. Encouraging
landlords to provide more permanent housing rather
than temporary student accommodation could help
housing needs.
- There is too much development in city for
‘students’!!!

Developers breach/
include community
facilities / Infrastructure

39

4.2

- Time and time again you roll over on big developers
and allow them to refuse to contribute towards
community development and infrastructure.
- Better use of current housing and improving
community facilities is just as important.
- It appears that all new developments take place
before an adequate infrastructure is prioritized.

Build more within the city
region

33

3.6

- There should be a limit to growth in Cardiff and
efforts made to develop more deprived areas of
Wales
- It’s time to expand beyond the M4 rather than
building on the few green spaces that are left
- Yes, we need more homes (especially affordable
ones). But is Cardiff growing at the expense of other
places in the metropolitan region (Valleys,
Newport)?

Private Landlord Concerns 26
/ Multiple properties

2.8
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landlords can own thus freeing up property for
private buyers.
- Stop people purchasing homes to let, and multiple
properties in order to solve housing crisis instead of
building more homes which will then be sold as 'buy
to let'
- Council needs to dissuade landlords from gobbling
up housing
COVID - change demand
closer proximity to city

24

2.6

- The city is too congested and polluted already. The
pandemic has already influenced people to relocate
to the valleys and wider area.
- Covid has changed things. Office workers moving
further out of cities.
- Shift in working patterns to home working will mean
people will not move to Cardiff to save a commute.

Low energy homes
needed

16

Denser Communities

15

1.7

- we need low energy homes that use green energy
- Cost of housing is a real problem - new housing
doesn't have to be environmentally damaging. I am
all in favour of environmentally sensitive new
housing

1.6

- Build denser communities free from car dependency.
- There is only so much space. So mixed density might
be a way. Otherwise, there is just urban sprawl.

Concerns around
questions / more info
required

15

1.6

- The question does not address the core issue. The
City needs to solve the homeless and housing issues
but it is not just about numbers. It is about building
the type of houses in the areas that they are
required.
- The question did not make clear where the housing
would be and what type of housing, so it is hard to
judge the impact

Misc.

77

8.3

- Homes are available… just not used or fit for
habitation
- Should be building more bungalows for the older
generation and not too small so that houses can
become available for families
- We should have a more European balance on
rental/ownership - not everyone needs to own their
homes

Total

927 -
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Appendix 3 – A home that is... “Something else”
Theme
Consideration of
Environment/Nature

No
54

%
20.6

Example comments
- Design that incorporates old buildings and enhances
rather than bulldozers local character
- The earth is now at a point of no return. If you don't
prioritise getting rid of fossil fuel boilers and cars we
are not going to exist anymore and this earth will be
a desert. WAKE UP!
- Awareness of carbon footprint and consequences of
creating housing development too far away from
necessary communication and amenities
- Target energy neutral, reduce/remove reliance on
cement, drive developers to use solar/heat
pumps/renewable materials, disconnect car reliance

Sustainability

44

16.8

- Good design and built to last using local materials
and services.
- Cardiff needs to respond to the climate crisis with a
sustainable and energy efficient building stock. This
also means retrofitting of existing buildings.
- Target energy neutral, reduce/remove reliance on
cement, drive developers to use solar/heat
pumps/renewable materials
- PassivHaus principles please

Better design / quality /
sympathetic to their
settings

42

16.0

- Better design and build quality is needed. Too many
new build homes are architecturally depressing, not
just for the people who live in them but those who
have to look at them on a daily basis.
- The aesthetic and quality of materials used.
Innovative and attractive housing that is
sympathetic with the surroundings.
- The new builds should be visually beautiful. The
aesthetic value of the buildings is often a feature not
considered in the planning process, there are many
positives that beautiful buildings bring to an area
and are worthy of consideration.

Need improved transport
infrastructure

41

15.6

- Transport infrastructure that does not increase
pressure on existing areas and bottlenecks on roads.
All these new developments need train stations.
- Proper consideration for getting from A to B.
Plasdwr assumes everyone can cycle the 6 miles to
town or walk the mile plus to radyr station - many
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people cannot and also we live in wales, it rains a lot
and it's dark a lot!
- Easy green travel into the city centre
Affordability

40

15.3

- Affordable housing
- Affordable to low income groups
- affordable to run

Green Space

37

14.1

- green spaces and green energy with community
areas
- Within walking distance of a green space suitable for
walking, running or exercise
- Community gardens

Bigger Houses

26

9.9

- Bigger houses on new builds. Many new builds are
way too small for the cost
- Less shed -like houses that have more space for cars
than the occupants
- Housing must be family friendly and must not
continue the trend of making homes smaller and
smaller which developers have done to maximise
profits.

Access to local services

24

9.2

- Near to doctors, chemist and dentist. Perhaps there
could be facilities for all these things to be together
so a person could be allocated to these nearby
- Easy access to good schools
- Family pub serving food. Supermarket sized to meet
development ideally in walking distance. Adequate
transport links to adjoining areas and town centre.

Good Parking

17

6.5

- Car parking should be on-site and include charging
points for electric vehicles.
- Off road parking for at least 2 cars per household

Not Built on greenspace

17

6.5

- No further destruction of green spaces.
- Prioritising the planet and affordability for those
who need it rather than turning every green space
into housing developments

Low Traffic

9

3.4

- Low Traffic neighbourhoods, where cars are
discouraged
- Better public transport to encourage less need for
car ownership

To Feel Safe

8

3.1

- the need to feel safe in your neighbourhood,
therefore more police presence and less antisocial
behaviour
- Safe environments
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Less Development /
Renovate existing
structures

4

1.5

- They're all important. But most important is thinking
imaginatively about how we can re-use and upgrade
our existing building stock, increasing density,
tackling loneliness, increasing energy efficiency etc.

Misc.

44

16.8

- Evenly distributed social economics - ie not al social
housing areas and not all executive home areas.
- Homes for Veterans
- Sense of community
- Good broadband coverage

Total

262 -

-
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Appendix 4 - What kind of balance should the plan strike in addressing
future jobs growth? Please explain your answer
Theme
Jobs vital for economy/
growth

No %
209 30.0

Example comments
- The City needs growth in jobs and population in
order to raise taxes to pay for social infrastructure
- Young people need work and attraction of talent
- employment is the future
- Without jobs a city can go into decline.
- more jobs are essential at the moment
- creating new jobs is very important

Do we need more space /
lots of empty offices

162 23.3

- Cardiff is full of empty office and retail space. Fill up
what's there first please.
- I would not support the building of more offices as
they don’t seem necessary now.
- Many businesses are now looking to reduce office
space in the centre of cities and are encouraging
more homeworking. Building more office space in
city centres is increasingly outdated and puts more
pressure on a city's infrastructure.
- Creating space for jobs does not mean that more
jobs will happen. There must be coordinated
approach

COVID has changed how
we work/home working

157 22.6

- Due to the pandemic there are empty offices
everywhere, people will likely work from home,
there is no requirement for more buildings.
- The Council needs to consider the direction
employers will be taking post-pandemic. To what
extent is more flexible working, including from
home, likely to become the norm?
- Covid has changed how business need and use
space.
- Covid and the focus on the capability to work from
home has, I think, changed the need to build the
amount of commercial properties that was needed
previously

Repurpose empty units

94

13.5

- Build on existing business locations
- Use unoccupied space in town centre
- We have too many empty shops & offices already.
- Why can’t redundant buildings be refurbished
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Balance growth to wider
region

63

9.1

- Growth of jobs should not just be focussed on
Cardiff, develop the Valleys and create jobs there
- Jobs should be spread across the country not just
Cardiff
- Jobs are needed across Wales - it's too easy and
unfair to suck them into the city

Need High skilled and
variety of opportunities

62

8.9

- Quality is as important as growth
- We need stronger high quality work in Wales
- Need a range of employment to provide
opportunities for all.

Reduce commuting

51

7.3

- Cardiff as with everywhere needs more jobs, but too
many encourages commuting into Cardiff, which
needs to be reduced, for environmental and quality
of life issues for all
- People need jobs where they live, who wants to
spend time and money commuting?

Better transport links /
Infrastructure

40

5.7

- Better transport links required to enable people to
take up these jobs
- Pointless creating so many jobs if the infrastructure
isn't in place first

Jobs for local / young
people

36

Concerns around
questions / more info
required

30

Need to preserve green
space

24

5.2

- jobs for young people
- There should be jobs available for people in their
own locality

4.3

- It is difficult to answer this question without
knowing the figures
- There is an ambiguity here with regards to the type
of jobs, and how specific jobs are prioritised.

3.4

- creating new jobs is a priority and locations for new
jobs should be only on existing sites or disused sites not new greenfield locations
- Growth and loss of green space cannot carry on
indefinitely.

Green economy

21

3.0

- We need to be prioritising green jobs and a green
recovery
- I would like to think that many new jobs will be
created to diminish our reliance on coal and gas.

Support local business

17

2.4

- Grow business locally and do not import companies
from elsewhere that bring their workers with them
- We are not utilising the talent and opportunities
available to build small cooperative style businesses
and local markets.
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Affordable housing more
of an issue

15

Need a balance

13

2.2

- more jobs mean more people and housing needed
- to afford housing you need jobs

1.9

- Important to have a balance
- It's about getting the balance right

Create decentralised
work hubs

12

1.7

- Suggest a more decentralised hubs for organisations
so that it recognises homeworking and collaboration
spaces.
- The need for additional space to work should be
offset by more blended working conditions for those
that can. More co-working spaces and hubs would
be useful.

Retain welsh graduates

6

0.9

Misc.

110 15.8

- I think it’s important to retain Welsh graduates.
These are all too easily lost to other cities with more
opportunities.
- Business drives new jobs not the plan. Who is
qualified to predict how future jobs will look? Not
the planners.....
- Already a fair amount of vacancies in the city which
employers are struggling to fill (I work in the labour
market)
- What is the point of expanding the city if there is no
space set aside for jobs?
- We need to radically rethink and reconfigure the
economy post Covid and in the light of the climate
emergency.

Total

696 -
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Appendix 5 – Workplaces of the Future: Something else
Theme
Ensure empty properties
repurposed

No
25

%
18.4

Example comments
- use up all existing disused workspace before building
new - I’ve seen so many new buildings being erected
near an identical building with a "to let" sign
- It surely always makes sense to repurpose and reuse
existing spaces before spending money on brand
new out of town places usually with no close
resources
- Less destruction of our old buildings and
architecture.

Improve transport

19

14.0

- Free travel for all to reduce carbon footprint
- Good public transport at all hours.

Working from Home

17

12.5

- Allow people to work from home.
- Supported home working by choice

Adapt city centre Commercial / Residential /
Entertainment premises /
areas

16

Locality of employment

16

11.8

- City centres need to adapt to the changing world.
They need to be more innovative and offer a unique
experience.
- The key is a flexible and diverse range of options,
particularly mixed-use options which can be
reconfigured to respond to changing demands.

11.8

- A sensible employer location policy (I suggest you
use the Dutch ABC location policy)
- Minimising travel.

Cap Rent

10

7.4

- affordable rates/rent
- If the rates were realistic and helped small
businesses then we would see less empty shops and
more businesses willing to be on the high street.

Hubs

10

7.4

- Small hubs allowing small businesses to flourish at a
reasonable cost
- remote working, at home or at a local hub, will be
significant in the future

Environmental Impact

9

6.6

- Reduction of environmental impact should be
number one on list.

Greener work places

8

5.9

- Greening up all work areas. Living green walls,
picnic and exercise areas, bicycle parking, living
roofs, community growing areas, urban bee hives,
green, green, green, green, green.

Minimised Commuting

7

5.1

- The need to travel for work should be minimised.
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Preserve Greenfield

4

2.9

- Consider transport and accessibility consistent with
fewer car journeys, locating jobs near to residential
areas, existing transport links

Health & Well being

4

2.9

- need to avoid loneliness of home workers

Business community to
define

3

2.2

- Business will define the workplace it needs, not the
planners.

Work/Life balance

2

1.5

- People should have options and flexibility to
optimise work/life balance that suits them.

Misc.

45

33.1

- Quality control in terms of use and maintenance of
properties so that commercial areas are well
maintained and therefore desirable business
locations.
- These answers go on about city centres. The Welsh
Valley towns need investments, not Churchill Way.
- Retail restaurants and theatres, museums, art
galleries.

Total

136 -
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Appendix 6 - Workplaces of the Future by Demographic Groups
Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes

Re-purposed vacant retail floorspace in the city centre, district and
local centres
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 72)
Overall (Base: 976)
Disability (Base: 87)
Female (Base: 328)
55+ (Base: 411)
Male (Base: 427)
Southern Arc (Base: 199)
Children in household (Base: 189)
Under 35 (Base: 107)

62.5%
16.7
22.2
23.6
19.1
21.1
15.5
55.6%
20.7
13.8
20.7
55.2%
20.1
21.0
13.7
54.9%
17.5
21.9
15.1
54.5%
18.3
20.6
14.1
52.9%
20.6
17.6
14.6
52.8%
19.0
21.2 10.6 50.8%
15.9 14.0 16.8
46.7%
0

20
1 2

40

60

80

100

3

More remote working, hybrid working, co-working
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 72)

20.8

Under 35 (Base: 107)

20.6

Children in household (Base: 189)

27.8
24.3

17.5

Female (Base: 328)
Southern Arc (Base: 199)

18.1

Overall (Base: 855)

16.2

14.3

16.8
16.6
17.0

11.6

13.1

17.8

55+ (Base: 411)

13.9

13.9 9.5
17.2

0
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57.0%

56.1%
50.9%

47.2%
44.8%
42.9%

37.2%
36.8%

10.3

20

1

11.0
12.6

Male (Base: 427)

9.2

12.1

24.3

23.2

Disability (Base: 87)

16.7

40
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New high-quality modern campus-style business parks in a quality
environment
22.5%
10.1 6.6
12.6 6.9
21.8%
8.3
20.2%
18.1%
8.3
7.2
17.1%
17.1%
8.0

Male (Base: 427)
Disability (Base: 87)
55+ (Base: 411)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 72)
Overall (Base: 976)
Southern Arc (Base: 199)
Children in household (Base: 189)
Under 35 (Base: 107)
Female (Base: 328)

11.6%
11.2%
9.8%
0

20
1

2

40

60

80

100

80

100

3

Home working
Most deprived (Base: 58)
Next most deprived (Base: 81)

12.1

37.9%

15.5 10.3

7.4 6.2 11.1

Middle (Base: 133) 5.3 9.0 12.8

24.7%
27.1%

Next least deprived (Base: 172)

11.0 8.1 9.9

29.1%

Least deprived (Base: 221)

10.9 9.5 6.8

27.1%

Overall (Base: 976)

10.2 9.4 8.5

28.2%

0

1
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Appendix 7 - Priorities for new infrastructure: Please list any other
facilities
Theme
Difficult to rank

No
42

%
20.4

Example comments
- It is very hard to rank infrastructure all of which is
essential to a functioning community. Infrastructure
should be planned as a whole and no one element is
more important than the other. Getting the
infrastructure RIGHT is key
- They are obviously all important!
- No - they are all equally relevant. You cannot rank
them!

Transport

38

18.4

- Accessible transport.
- how about overhead mono rail system following
existing road
- Electric car charging infrastructure

Road Network

31

15.0

- Good roads for logistics and to bring more
businesses to wales
- Spend more for the car
- The road network needs dramatically improving,
ring roads etc

Green infrastructure

29

14.1

- More allotments in the parts of the city that do not
currently have them. For instance Butetown,
Adamsdown, Grangetown.
- Low carbon, sustainability and environmentally
responsible considerations should run through all of
the above themes.
- I personally include cycling withing Green
Infrastructure. A better Green Infrastructure should
lead to better health outcomes.

Community services /
facilities

26

12.6

- Protection, enhancement and support for local
communities.
- Local shops
- You always ignore the needs of retirees and the
contribution that they can make to their community,
they need a place where craftsmen can use their
skills for the community.

Active Travel

25

12.1
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and footpaths without eating into our greenspaces
and parkland
- Please separate cycle paths from pedestrian paths.
Current dual use doesn't work and is dangerous
- Further cycling infrastructure improvements
Preserve Green Space

24

11.7

- Regarding green infrastructure- this should also
include the 'natural undeveloped environment - not
only man made green spaces. The destruction of
Northern Meadows is a disgrace for a city which
prides itself in being green
- More space for allotments and community gardens.
- Anything that stops environmental degradation
comes at the top. If we heat up, flood, there is no
LDP

Health

22

10.7

- Where’s social care facilities? Dementia care? Day
centres?
- CAMHS!
- Do you realise it takes a month to get a doctor’s
appointment in Creigiau! Disgusting..

Schools

17

8.3

- More Welsh medium schools, including a new Welsh
medium secondary school in south Cardiff.
- Schools at the centre of the community which has
sport and leisure facilities at an affordable cost and
accessible for the community.

Arts and Culture

15

7.3

- Culture / The Arts
- Cultural spaces: theatres, galleries, community arts
centres

Reduce Bus/Cycle lanes

7

3.4

- Stop building cycle paths, it’s not going to turn the
city into Amsterdam. People don’t cycle in Wales
because it’s wet and hilly.

Environmental
Management

7

3.4

- Avoid building on food plains - this would avoid flood
defences. But the climate is changing - witness what
has happened in western Germany recently.

Parking

6

2.9

- Provision for private cars

Clean Air

4

1.9

- Clean air for everyone especially for our Children.
The current toxic levels of Pollution kill and damage
health

Places of worship

5

2.4

- Churches and other buildings for religious and
spiritual well-being that also promote good mental
and physical health

Digital

4

1.9

- Telecommunications. Better connections.
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Reduce Car Travel

3

1.5

- Low Traffic Neighbourhoods

Housing

2

1.0

- Affordable housing to buy or rent

Misc.

29

14.1

- Crematoria
- Government offices e.g. benefits
- Accessibility has not been mentioned!!!

Total

206 -

-
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Appendix 8 - Breakdown of Results for Priorities for new infrastructure
by Demographic Groups
Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes

Transport and Highways
Male (Base: 431)

47.6

13.5 10.0

Under 35 (Base: 110)

39.1

12.7

Overall (Base: 953)

37.7

14.5

Southern Arc (Base: 203)

38.9

13.8 11.8

55+ (Base: 409)

38.6

14.2 11.5

16.4

33.8

15.6

Disability (Base: 87)

33.3

14.9 9.2

Female (Base: 330)

27.3

Children in household (Base: 193)

13.6

30.6
0

20
2

1

68.2%
64.5%

12.4

Minority Ethnicity (Base: 77)

71.0%

64.5%
64.3%

14.3

63.6%
57.5%

16.1

57.0%

10.9 13.5

54.9%

40

60

21.8

52.8%

80

100

80

100

3

Schools
Children in household (Base: 193)

11.9

19.2

55+ (Base: 409)

8.3

16.9

20.3

45.5%

Overall (Base: 953)

8.3

16.7

18.2

Female (Base: 330)

11.2 15.2

43.1%
42.7%

Male (Base: 431) 6.0 16.0
Disability (Base: 87)
Southern Arc (Base: 203)

16.4
20.0

9.2 11.5
8.4 9.9

18.4
16.7

Under 35 (Base: 110) 5.5 10.0 16.4
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 77)

10.4 7.8 7.8
0
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Health
Disability (Base: 87)
55+ (Base: 409)
Female (Base: 330)
Overall (Base: 953)
Male (Base: 431)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 77)
Southern Arc (Base: 203)
Children in household (Base: 193)
Under 35 (Base: 110)

72.4%
25.3
23.0
24.1
20.8
24.4
19.3
64.5%
22.1
21.2
14.2
57.6%
19.7
20.5
17.3
57.5%
14.6
20.4
20.2
55.2%
20.8
16.9
16.9
54.5%
15.3
17.7
16.3
49.3%
17.1
15.0 14.0
46.1%
8.2 17.3 12.7
38.2%
0
1

20
2 3

40

60

80

100

Green Infrastructure

Under 35 (Base: 110)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 77)
Southern Arc (Base: 203)
Female (Base: 330)
Children in household (Base: 193)
Overall (Base: 953)
Male (Base: 431)
Disability (Base: 87)
55+ (Base: 409)

69.1%
30.0
20.9
18.2
26.0
19.5
14.3
59.7%
18.7
25.1
14.3
58.1%
20.3
20.9
15.8
57.0%
22.3
20.7
13.5
56.5%
17.2
18.3
15.7
51.2%
15.3
18.3
14.8
48.5%
11.5 19.5
14.9
46.0%
12.7 17.4
14.7
44.7%
0
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Appendix 9 – How do you think the plan can tackle climate change?
Theme
Renewable energy /
sustainable infrastructure

No %
168 21.9

Example comments
- Serious investment is needed to provide sound
infrastructure for green energy. There should be a
mandate placed on housing developers to provide
charging points for all homes.
- Energy efficient new homes. Improve energy
efficiency of existing housing
- Ensuring all new build / infrastructure is built with
sustainability in mind. People's homes are
increasingly becoming workplaces too - ensure that
new homes are fit for this purpose and allow people
to live sustainable lives.
- All public buildings should generate own energy solar panels etc.
- Focus on zero carbon buildings and on low-carbon
heating.

Improved / Enhanced
Public Transport /
Infrastructure

149 19.5

- Reduce journeys by fossil fuel vehicles
- The plan should consider more strategic action on
traffic and transport
- Cheaper, faster, more reliable greener public
transport with plenty of space to avoid
overcrowding if looking to reduce the number of cars
around the city. Incentivise the use of public
transport by making it low cost and affordable.
- Massively increase infrastructure for active
transport and reduce city car use.
- Green transport.

Reduce car use - Ban Cars
/ encourage home
working / Sufficient local
amenities

109 14.2

- Facilitating shift from car dependence through
improved public transport options to all areas of the
city.
- Incentivise people to give up their cars
- Less cars on the streets
- Cut down on private vehicle use
- Develop "15 minute communities" where work,
shops, health & community centres are all within 15
mins walk for everyone - discourage motorised
transport.

Increase / Improve Active
travel infrastructure

97

12.6
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- Encourage active travel, by building well-designed
cycle lanes in consultation with other cyclists.
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- By providing a properly maintained, smooth, joinedup network of routes for all non- motorised forms of
transport alongside a cohesive, reliable and
affordable public transport system
- Make every road cycle friendly. Do more to tackle
bike theft. Add more bike lock bays to district retail
areas so we can cycle to shops
- Ensure that people can walk or cycle to green
biodiverse open spaces and as far as possible to
work and leisure facilities.
Preserve Greenspace /
Build on Brownfield land

96

12.5

- Stop development on existing green sites, taking
away hedgerows, fields and trees which improve air
quality
- Stop destroying green spaces to build. Use
brownfield sites
- STOP building on Green areas, respect what we have
now, at the moment CCC are paying lip service to the
Environment
- Stop allowing commercial developers build on green
sites just to raise income

Reduce emissions / Less
pollution

50

6.5

- Reduce car emissions in city centre and residential
areas through greater promotion of active travel
options.
- More greenery, less pollution
- Say no to incinerators and air pollution across
Cardiff

Greater Education / More
public engagement

42

5.5

- Education in schools regarding these issues,
particularly in deprived areas is essential for next
generation.
- It needs to focus on including Cardiff residents in
consultations like this, but also in decision making.
It needs to be inclusive and participatory.
- Tell others the plan to start. Educate - not speculate
for others to provide you the answers

Incentives / Support /
Grants

41

5.4

- Make it easier to recycle
- To get shops and supermarkets to get rid of as much
plastic waste as possible. Open up the paper making
industry so that food can be put into receptacles
that can be easily disposed of.
- More recycling with less plastic use. Reduce single
use and throwaway goods.
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Waste Management Increase recycling /
reduce packaging / ban
single use plastic

41

5.4

- Encouraging large firms to become greener and
offering grants to small businesses to help tackle
climate change
- Better incentives for doing this
- Grants for improving housing efficiency

Electric vehicle
infrastructure

33

4.3

- Switch to using electric vehicles - more electric
charging infrastructure, council vehicles to be
electric, buses to be electric.
- Expand electric vehicle infrastructure and encourage
people to buy EV's. Right now I would like to buy an
EV but the infrastructure is insufficient
- Support directly the roll out of Electric charging
points as EV's are on their way and here to stay.

Issue is global not local

31

4.1

- The larger organisations are the bigger culprits and
they should be more accountable
- Almost irrelevant give the pollution from much
larger countries - e.g. China
- No matter what we do it will happen anyway , need
countries like China and India and the US to get its
act together

Flood Management

30

3.9

- Ensuring we do not build on flood-plains; being
cognisant of how the green spaces in Cardiff help
manage rainwater run-off etc.
- More monies for Flood Defence schemes
- Flood barriers

Increase green
infrastructure

28

3.7

- Set up more green industries which will support the
environment and provide job opportunities. Develop
a greener and more integrated way of travel across
Wales
- Green economy - focus on jobs around installing
insulation, solar panels, wind farms, rebuilding
street infrastructure for walking/cycling/electric
buses.

Greater adaptation green
energies

24

3.1

- Solar, wind and tidal power can generate electricity
can also help mine Zero Carbon Crypto Currency to
help pay towards local services.
- Renewable energy investments.

Less Development /
Renovate existing
structures

24

3.1
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- Maintain, repair, reuse the buildings and facilities
we currently have.
- Slowing down new development, investing in
repurposing existing, out of date buildings into new,
more-environmentally friendly spaces.
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Improved Road Transport
Infrastructure

21

2.7

- Stop narrowing roads which increases traffic which
increases congestion which increases emissions,
instead keep roads wide and free flowing.
- Better roads, people in cars for less time, less traffic
etc. People don’t use the public transport, it’s
nowhere near good enough and will be outdated by
the time a plan to improve it is finished.

It can’t

13

1.7

- It cannot. Cardiff and its immediate environs are
entirely subject to rising sea levels. We are unable to
generate the finance necessary to prevent dynamic
changes in habitable area.
- It can't, it's too late for that now.

Reduce fossil fuel usage

10

1.3

- Ban the use of all diesel vehicles within Cardiff,
starting with the most polluting which are
commercial vehicles.
- Reduce/eliminate burning of fossil fuels for: 1)
electricity & heating in businesses & homes, 2)
transport & travel, 3) manufacturing.

Introduce Congestion
Charge

8

1.0

Misc.

133 17.4

- There needs to be a congestion charge, which should
include taxis and all commercial vehicles.
- By being flexible enough to adapt to changes in
trends; inherent to this is up-to-date data analysis.
- Climate change is unimportant at this time.
- Welcome but a generation too late.
- By putting common sense before emotion
- Develop a way that businesses can declare their
emissions - including building developments, food
production etc.

Total

766 -

-
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Appendix 10 – Breakdown of Results for Delivering Sustainable
Transport Infrastructure by Demographic Groups
Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes

Bus
55+ (Base: 413)

45.0

Disability (Base: 88)

24.9

40.9

84.3%

14.3

23.9

13.6

78.4%

Female (Base: 334)

34.4

Overall (Base: 923)

32.6

22.1

17.8

72.5%

Male (Base: 436)

32.8

22.0

17.7

72.5%

Southern Arc (Base: 204)

31.4

Minority Ethnicity (Base: 78)

21.8

Children in household (Base: 196)

20.4

Under 35 (Base: 111)

24.6

17.2

20
1

2

64.1%

19.9
23.4

74.3%

67.6%

15.4

21.4
14.4

0

19.1

26.9

17.1

15.3

61.7%
55.0%

40

60

80

100

3

Bus
Most deprived (Base: 59)

28.8

Next most deprived (Base: 82)

13.6

32.9

Middle (Base: 135)

17.1

38.5

Next least deprived (Base: 177)

15.6

33.9

Least deprived (Base: 226)

24.3

29.6

Overall (Base: 882)
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20.7
20.7

22.1
40

70.7%
74.8%

16.4

74.6%

14.6

73.9%

29.6

32.6
0

62.7%

20.3

17.8
60

72.5%
80

100

3
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Cycling
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 78)
Under 35 (Base: 111)
Southern Arc (Base: 204)
Children in household (Base: 196)
Male (Base: 436)
Overall (Base: 923)
Female (Base: 334)
55+ (Base: 413)
Disability (Base: 88)

20.5
23.1
30.8
74.4%
34.2
19.8
16.2
70.3%
20.1
26.0
20.1
66.2%
23.0
24.5
16.8
64.3%
17.2
19.5
22.5
59.2%
15.5
18.6
20.3
54.4%
14.7
18.3
19.5
52.4%
9.7 14.5
22.3
46.5%
25.0
39.8%
0
1

20
2 3

40

60

80

100

Walking
Southern Arc (Base: 204)

14.2

Under 35 (Base: 111)

15.3

Female (Base: 334)

14.1

19.5

Children in household (Base: 196)

14.3

16.8

Overall (Base: 923)

11.6

Male (Base: 436)

10.3

17.4

20.6

55+ (Base: 413)

9.7

16.5

22.0

Minority Ethnicity (Base: 78)

12.8

Disability (Base: 88)

11.4
0
1
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20
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47.4%
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Walking
Most deprived (Base: 59)

13.6

Next most deprived (Base: 82)

12.2

Middle (Base: 135)

12.6

Next least deprived (Base: 177)

13.0

Least deprived (Base: 226)

11.5

15.9

Overall (Base: 871)

11.6

17.9

20.3
26.8

19.5

23.0

1

20

58.5%

21.5

18.1

0

57.6%

23.7

19.2
21.2

3

50.3%
48.7%

21.8

2

57.0%

40

51.2%
60

80

100

Train

Most deprived (Base: 59)

16.9

16.9

22.0

Next most deprived (Base: 82)

17.1

18.3

19.5

Middle (Base: 135)

14.1

Next least deprived (Base: 177)

15.8

Least deprived (Base: 226)

30.4
31.6

25.7

Overall (Base: 882)

26.5

19.2
0
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Appendix 11 – Please specify where else infrastructure resources
should be invested
Theme
Improved / Enhanced
Public Transport /
Infrastructure

No %
109 40.7

Example comments
- Bus service in Cardiff is appalling.
- New train stations are essential. There are so many
existing lines that run through the city for miles
without intermediate stops. Take London – all
central rail and tube lines have stations that are 1520 minutes walk apart. That should be the ambition
for all existing lines within all urban areas.
- Regular and cheap metro / trams
- Have one payment system that's allows train and
bus use combined
- One ticket system to cover public transport, parking
and cycle hire

Road Infrastructure

35

13.1

- The existing roads need maintenance and
improvement to ensure they are still fit for purpose.
- We must recognise that the global pandemic has led
people to want to use private transport for their
travel needs, the obsession with public transport will
cost us dearly in the future, and is not in line with
personal needs.
- good roads and pavements - that will enable people
to cycle and walk safely as well as drive

Focus on reducing need
to travel / Car free areas

20

EV Use / Cost / Charging

19

7.5

- Cars need to be actively discouraged and prevented
- Car-free areas - big ones!

7.1

- Stop making it more difficult and penalising car
users and develop and encourage more selfsustaining and eco-friendly cars.
- Electric charging points must be a priority

Active Travel

15

5.6

- Other active travel methods used by young people,
like skating and scooters
- Safe walking routes are most important but have
been sacrificed to cycle routes in recent times.

Not at the cost of Car
owners

15

5.6

- The purpose of the green target is to get net zero. If
everyone is going to be in green electric vehicles
then the council should not stop or demonise private
car ownership.
- Car/Vehicles - you are creating congestion by
preventing traffic movement.

Prepared by the Cardiff Research Centre
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Making it Inclusive Consideration for the
elderly / those with
disabilities

11

Parking - Improved Park
& Ride Service. More /
Better Car Parking
Facilities

10

e-Scooters

10

4.1

- Remember disabled persons in any plan!
- Equitable access: facilities for disabled people; safe
travel for women; access for other vulnerable
groups.

3.7

- Park and ride schemes. Not everyone has access to
other forms of transport so provide a way to join
them up and manage car use.
- Better roads and car parking spaces. Not everyone
can use public or active transport.

3.7

- E-scooters are only going to become more popular.
Support them with infrastructure and treat them as
bikes on pathways separate to pedestrians
- Allow & encourage use of electric scooters - these
are ideal for movement in and around the city
centre.

Car Hire

5

1.9

- Availability of hourly car hire

Taxis

5

1.9

- Taxis

Reduce Fossil fuel usage

4

1.5

- Get rid of diesel trains

Hydrogen Fuelled
Vehicles
Waterbus

3

1.1

- Consideration of alternative fuels such as hydrogen.

3

1.1

- More water transport could make transport more
fun and sustainable while assisting with tourism.

Misc.

21

7.8

- Future considerations for flying cars, helicopters and
drone networks for both passengers and cargo
- Let creative people lead on this - We are in an
Emergency situation. Think of Childrens Lungs 1st

Total

268 -
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Appendix 11 – Breakdown of Results for Improving health and wellbeing by Demographic Groups
Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes

Feeling safe
Female (Base: 332)

13.9

Children in household (Base: 194)

15.4

10.3

Disability (Base: 88)

41.6%

14.9

14.8

41.2%

10.2

Southern Arc (Base: 203)

10.8

15.8

Overall (Base: 903)

12.8

14.3

55+ (Base: 411)

13.4

14.6

Minority Ethnicity (Base: 76)

37.5%
37.4%
36.8%
36.7%

15.8

Male (Base: 433)

12.7

34.2%
32.8%

12.9

Under 35 (Base: 110)

23.6%
0
1

20
2 3

40

60

80

100

Feeling safe
Most deprived (Base: 59)

18.6

Next most deprived (Base: 82)

17.1

13.6
12.2

11.9
14.6

44.1%
43.9%

Middle (Base: 134)

14.2

14.2

36.6%

Next least deprived (Base: 175)

12.6

16.0

37.7%

Least deprived (Base: 226)

13.7

Overall (Base: 903)

12.8
0
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More walking routes
Under 35 (Base: 110)

16.4

Male (Base: 433)

15.0

Children in household (Base: 194)

11.9

12.7

13.7 12.5

Female (Base: 332)

13.3 13.0
13.2

55+ (Base: 411)

32.8%

15.5

Overall (Base: 903)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 76)

38.2%

15.5

32.0%
31.0%
30.4%
30.3%

14.5

11.9 11.2

28.2%
11.8 10.3 28.1%
10.2
22.7%

Southern Arc (Base: 203)
Disability (Base: 88)
0

1

20
2

40

60

80

100

80

100

3

More walking routes
Most deprived (Base: 59)

20.3%

10.2

Next most deprived (Base: 82)

11.0 12.2

28.0%

Middle (Base: 134)

11.2 11.9

26.9%

Next least deprived (Base: 175)

13.7

14.9

35.4%

Least deprived (Base: 226)

18.1

12.4

35.0%

Overall (Base: 903)

13.7
0
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More cycling routes
46.4%
27.3
13.6
13.4 10.4
33.7%
15.8
32.9%
15.8 10.3
32.0%
14.4
29.9%
10.6
26.2%
20.2%
19.7%
13.6%

Under 35 (Base: 110)
Male (Base: 433)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 76)
Southern Arc (Base: 203)
Children in household (Base: 194)
Overall (Base: 903)
Female (Base: 332)
55+ (Base: 411)
Disability (Base: 88)

0

20
1 2

40

60

80

100

3

Improved access to fresh food
Disability (Base: 88)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 76)
Female (Base: 332)
Overall (Base: 903)
55+ (Base: 411)
Southern Arc (Base: 203)
Male (Base: 433)
Under 35 (Base: 110)
Children in household (Base: 194)

19.3
36.4%
13.2 14.5
30.3%
12.3
28.0%
11.3
25.2%
10.5 25.1%
24.1%
12.8
9.9
11.8
10.8
0
1

22.4%
21.8%
20.1%

20
2

40

60

80

100

60

80

100

3

More control over fast food takeaways
26.8%
20.7%
19.9%
19.6%
18.6%
18.4%
17.0%
14.9%
7.3%

55+ (Base: 411)
Southern Arc (Base: 203)
Male (Base: 433)
Female (Base: 332)
Overall (Base: 903)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 76)
Disability (Base: 88)
Children in household (Base: 194)
Under 35 (Base: 110)
0
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Appendix 12 – Breakdown of Results for “What do you think the future
role of the city centre should be?” by Demographic Groups
Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes

For entertainment
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 86)
Under 35 (Base: 118)
Children in household (Base: 220)
Southern Arc (Base: 221)
Overall (Base: 962)
Male (Base: 462)
Female (Base: 363)
55+ (Base: 439)
Disability (Base: 92)

95.3
92.4
92.3
91.0
89.4
89.2
88.7
85.0
77.2
0

20

40

60

80

100

%

For hospitality
Under 35 (Base: 118)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 86)
Southern Arc (Base: 221)
Male (Base: 462)
Overall (Base: 962)
Children in household (Base: 220)
Female (Base: 363)
55+ (Base: 439)
Disability (Base: 92)

92.4
90.7
85.5
84.6
84.4
82.7
82.6
78.8
78.3
0
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For hospitality
Most deprived (Base: 65)

80.9

Next most deprived (Base: 96)

84.0

Middle (Base: 141)

84.4

Next least deprived (Base: 187)

85.4

Least deprived (Base: 235)

90.8

Overall (Base: 962)

84.4
0

20

40

60

80

100

80

100

80

100

%

For homes
55+ (Base: 439)
Male (Base: 462)
Disability (Base: 92)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 86)
Overall (Base: 962)
Female (Base: 363)
Children in household (Base: 220)
Southern Arc (Base: 221)
Under 35 (Base: 118)

51.3
50.2
50.0
48.8
48.4

46.6
45.5
41.2
37.3

0

20

40

60
%

For homes
Most deprived (Base: 65)

56.2

Next most deprived (Base: 96)

54.0

Middle (Base: 141)

43.3

Next least deprived (Base: 187)

33.3

Least deprived (Base: 235)

40.0

Overall (Base: 962)

48.4
0

20

40

60
%
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Appendix 13 – Breakdown of Results for “In the future, how often
would you be likely to use the following in the city centre for each of
the following?” by Demographic Groups
Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes

To meet family and friends
Under 35 (Base: 116)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 82)
Disability (Base: 86)
Southern Arc (Base: 210)
Male (Base: 445)
Children in household (Base: 213)
Overall (Base: 927)
Female (Base: 358)
55+ (Base: 415)

25.9
26.8
23.3
20.0
18.4
17.4
16.9
16.5
14.0
0%

A lot more often

10%

A little more often

41.4
30.5
32.6
31.9
30.6
29.1
28.8
26.8
24.1
20%

30%

No change

40%

25.0
30.5
7.3
26.7
9.3 8.1
37.1
6.2
41.8
41.8
6.1
41.0
7.4 5.8
40.5
10.3 5.9
48.2
8.0 5.8

50%

60%

70%

A little less often

80%

90%

100%

A lot less often

Entertainment / Leisure
Under 35 (Base: 116)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 82)
Children in household (Base: 217)
Male (Base: 446)
Southern Arc (Base: 212)
Overall (Base: 939)
Disability (Base: 88)
Female (Base: 360)
55+ (Base: 416)

20.7
40.5
23.2
29.3
15.2
32.3
16.1
27.4
16.0
26.4
14.4
26.8
19.3
20.5
11.9
27.2
11.5
20.7
0%

A lot more often

10%

A little more often
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20%

30%

No change
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40%

26.7
9.5
35.4
7.3
36.4
11.1 5.1
40.4
10.3 5.8
40.1
11.8 5.7
40.3
12.0 6.5
37.5
11.4 11.4
41.1
13.3 6.4
48.1
13.2 6.5
50%

60%

70%

A little less often

80%

90%

100%

A lot less often
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Hospitality
Under 35 (Base: 115)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 75)
Children in household (Base: 209)
Disability (Base: 85)
Southern Arc (Base: 199)
Male (Base: 439)
Overall (Base: 910)
Female (Base: 342)
55+ (Base: 409)

20.9
27.0
18.7
24.0
13.9
26.3
17.6
22.4
14.1
25.6
11.8
26.7
12.1
23.7
12.0
22.2
8.1
20.8
0%

A lot more often

10%

A little more often

20%

30%

No change

40.0
41.3
42.6
35.3
44.2
46.0
46.6
47.4
52.3

40%

50%

60%

8.7
10.7 5.3
11.0 6.2
12.9 11.8
8.0 8.0
8.9 6.6
10.9 6.7
12.3 6.1
11.5 7.3

70%

A little less often

80%

90%

100%

A lot less often

Culture / Tourism
Under 35 (Base: 116)
Disability (Base: 82)
Southern Arc (Base: 208)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 82)
Children in household (Base: 210)
Male (Base: 439)
Overall (Base: 923)
Female (Base: 356)
55+ (Base: 412)

23.3
34.5
25.6
25.6
19.2
29.8
20.7
28.0
15.2
31.9
15.7
29.4
14.6
27.8
14.3
25.8
11.7
24.0
0%

A lot more often

10%

A little more often
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20%

30%

No change
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40%

36.2
11.0

24.4
38.0
42.7
44.8
45.1
46.2
48.3
52.4
50%

60%

70%

A little less often

80%

2.6
3.4
13.4
7.2 5.8
7.31.2
5.22.9
4.35.5
6.0 5.4
7.0 4.5
6.3 5.6
90%

100%

A lot less often
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As a work meeting place
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 59)
16.9
27.1
25.4
13.6 16.9
Under 35 (Base: 102) 9.8
29.4
29.4
18.6 12.7
Male (Base: 305) 8.9
22.0
34.4
18.0
16.7
Southern Arc (Base: 154) 7.8
22.7
34.4
14.3
20.8
Children in household (Base: 174) 8.0
22.4
32.8
16.1
20.7
Disability (Base: 54) 5.6
24.1
25.9
14.8
29.6
Overall (Base: 631) 7.1
22.2
33.1
17.4
20.1
Female (Base: 233) 5.6 23.2
32.6
16.3
22.3
55+ (Base: 221)
18.1
37.6
16.7
24.4
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

A lot more often

A little more often

A little less often

A lot less often

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

No change

Shopping
Disability (Base: 91)
14.3
24.2
Under 35 (Base: 119) 9.2
24.4
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 85) 12.9
20.0
Southern Arc (Base: 213) 6.6 18.8
Male (Base: 449) 7.8 16.5
Overall (Base: 941) 8.0 16.2
Female (Base: 357) 8.4 13.7
55+ (Base: 413) 8.0 12.3
Children in household (Base: 216) 6.9 12.5
0%

10%

20%

30%

31.9
32.8
32.9
44.6
42.8
41.8
41.7
48.4
41.2
40%

A lot more often

A little more often

A little less often

A lot less often
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50%

60%

12.1 17.6
21.8
11.8
20.0
14.1
16.0 14.1
18.3
14.7
18.7
15.4
21.3
14.8
17.2 14.0
21.3
18.1
70%

80%

90% 100%

No change
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Appendix 14 – Improving Health and Well-being: Please specify what
else you consider to be important
Theme
Better awareness /
education

No
26

%
15.3

Example comments
- Awareness raising/education regarding the benefits
of more healthy lifestyles (e.g.: Bristol Eating Better
campaign).
- Better education regarding health issues in our
primary schools, how to keep fit and healthy.
- Fresh food is available but people are lazy or not
taught. Home economics should be back on the
curriculum and also taught in hubs

More / Better community
infrastructure / Facilities

24

14.1

- Investing in more community projects and youth
groups and creating activities for young people and
elderly.
- We keep building houses but no amenities to
improve wellbeing, e.g. Plasdwr should include
tennis courts, football pitches, a lido.
- Social isolation is a killer. We need better small scale
social infrastructure and more community
infrastructure, things like community food gardens
(think Incredible Edible).

Retain / More Green
Spaces

19

11.2

- Encourage use of green spaces and allow all homes
to have a safe local place to exercise and enjoy
nature helping mental and physical health
- Need to protect and not destroy existing green
areas, without the protection of these sites CCC will
not have the best interests of the Environment at
heart

Better Active Travel
Infrastructure

13

7.6

- Stop lumping cycling and walking together. It suits
nobody. The sections of the Taff Trail which have
dedicated cycling / walking areas are a joy to use.
The rest of it....as a walker and a cyclist....are a
nightmare, as a walker you have bikes dangerously
close, as a cyclist you have pedestrians getting in the
way. separate the two populations & it'll make a
huge difference
- Cycling isn't the only viable non-motorised form of
transport, and infrastructure should account for this,
especially in terms of surface quality. Provision
should also be made for wheelchair use among
these.
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More help for those living
in deprivation

13

7.6

- Address poverty - support for low income families
and households. Community based approach.
- Not helping those that are deprived today will build
another generation (their children) who may well be
deprived also.

Community Safety / ASB

12

7.1

- Target smoking and drug abuse
- Women's safety. Most women do not go out at night
unless there is no alternative.

Better Health Services

10

5.9

- Improved access to health services such as GPs,
Consultants, Mental Health, etc.
- Improvement to NHS, affordable access to Drs,
Dentists, opticians and mental health specialists as
well as other health care

Greater control

10

5.9

- Legislation, regulation and licensing to benefit and
encourage and increase sustainable and eco-friendly
businesses. Think globally, act locally!
- Ban all polystyrene from take-aways.

Waste Management

8

4.7

- Waste management- if an area looks cared for,
people feel cared for

Housing / Homelessness
Issues

7

4.1

- Housing needs to not just be of quality, it needs to
be affordable, energy efficient, appropriate and
adaptable. Work with innovative housing providers,
not traditional bricks and mortar builders to create
housing for the future.

Generally against the
push for Active Travel

6

3.5

- Stop emphasising cycling all the time some people
cannot and have no desire to cycle. Be aware of
people with reduced mobility and disabilities in your
plans.

Improved / Enhanced
Public Transport /
Infrastructure

6

3.5

- cut the political spin and improve the public
transport network : Cardiff council have embarked
on a policy of destroying the public bus services in
Cardiff

Employment
opportunities

3

1.8

- Jobs! - provide self-worth, dignity, access to better
housing and improved lifestyles.

Misc.

26

15.3

- More beautiful buildings that give a sense of place is
often a forgotten aspect that impacts people mental
well-being. Less depressing glass, steel and concrete
and more beautiful buildings.
- Getting communities back together again, with
effective communication and regular meetings held
- A four day working week

Total

170 -
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Appendix 15 – What do you think the future role of the city centre
should be?: Something else
Theme
Attractions / Tourism Music / Murals / Arts /
Culture / Sporting Events
etc.

No
25

Community Spaces /
Socialising areas / Using
Green Spaces

21

More Amenities

13

%
30.5

Example comments
- Interesting, unique attractions that differentiate
Cardiff from any other UK city. There aren't enough
well developed cultural attractions.
- Arts and culture - music, murals, worships,
creativity!

25.6

- A social gathering place for all ages and
communities
- As a rich living green centre with gardens, a
sanctuary for animals - a re-greening centre as a
sanctuary for citizens.

15.9

- Leisure, sports, green spaces, health centre/dentist,
community education, cycle paths, a Green healthy
city
- Creative production. Fitness and leisure. Education.
Mixed use of all kinds, including those not yet
imagined. Flexibilty and adaptability.

A better mix - not
shopping reliant

10

12.2

- A hybrid solution is important - for example the
predominance of large shops over the last decades
has created a vacuum when they are no longer
popular
- Actually need less shopping for new things , and
more facilities for mending / sharing / hiring /
borrowing / second hand

Travel Hubs

6

7.3

- sustainable travel hubs - cycle parking, facilities for
cyclists including bike repair, lockers etc, access to
car clubs

Misc.

13

15.9

- We are the capital city of Wales, our city should
reflect this, our city should be the ambassador for
our country
- Small independent businesses, not chains (shops and
restaurants)

Total

82

-

-
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Appendix 16 – Breakdown of Results for “In the future, how often
would you be likely to use the following in the city centre for each of
the following?” by Demographic Groups
Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes

To meet family and friends
Under 35 (Base: 116)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 82)
Disability (Base: 86)
Southern Arc (Base: 210)
Male (Base: 445)
Children in household (Base: 213)
Overall (Base: 927)
Female (Base: 358)
55+ (Base: 415)

25.9
41.4
26.8
30.5
23.3
32.6
20.0
31.9
18.4
30.6
17.4
29.1
16.9
28.8
16.5
26.8
14.0
24.1
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

A lot more often

A little more often

A little less often

A lot less often

50%

25.0
5.2
30.5
7.3
26.7
9.3 8.1
37.1
6.2
41.8
41.8
6.15.6
41.0
7.4 5.8
40.5
10.3 5.9
48.2
8.0 5.8
60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

No change

Culture / Tourism
Under 35 (Base: 116)
Disability (Base: 82)
Southern Arc (Base: 208)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 82)
Children in household (Base: 210)
Male (Base: 439)
Overall (Base: 923)
Female (Base: 356)
55+ (Base: 412)

23.3
34.5
25.6
25.6
19.2
29.8
20.7
28.0
15.2
31.9
15.7
29.4
14.6
27.8
14.3
25.8
11.7
24.0
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

A lot more often

A little more often

A little less often

A lot less often
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36.2
24.4
11.0
38.0
42.7
44.8
45.1
46.2
48.3
52.4
50%

60%

70%

80%

13.4
7.2 5.8
7.3
5.5
6.0
7.0
6.35.6
90% 100%

No change
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Hybrid working
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 59)
Under 35 (Base: 93)
Children in household (Base: 161)
Male (Base: 282)
Disability (Base: 49)
Overall (Base: 579)
Female (Base: 215)
Southern Arc (Base: 147)
55+ (Base: 201)

23.7
28.8
20.3
11.9 15.3
17.2
31.2
22.6
12.9 16.1
16.1
31.7
28.0
10.6 13.7
17.4
25.9
29.8
9.2 17.7
18.4
24.5
30.6
8.2 18.4
17.3
24.5
31.6
8.3 18.3
18.1
22.8
34.4
7.9 16.7
18.4
21.8
34.7
4.8 20.4
15.9 11.9
39.3
8.5
24.4
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

A lot more often

A little more often

A little less often

A lot less often

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

No change

Entertainment / Leisure
Under 35 (Base: 116)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 82)
Children in household (Base: 217)
Male (Base: 446)
Southern Arc (Base: 212)
Overall (Base: 939)
Disability (Base: 88)
Female (Base: 360)
55+ (Base: 416)

20.7
40.5
23.2
29.3
15.2
32.3
16.1
27.4
16.0
26.4
14.4
26.8
19.3
20.5
11.9
27.2
11.5
20.7
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

A lot more often

A little more often

A little less often

A lot less often
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26.7
9.5
35.4
7.3
36.4
11.1
40.4
10.3 5.8
40.1
11.8 5.7
40.3
12.0 6.5
37.5
11.4 11.4
41.1
13.3 6.4
48.1
13.2 6.5
50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

No change
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Hospitality
Under 35 (Base: 115)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 75)
Children in household (Base: 209)
Disability (Base: 85)
Southern Arc (Base: 199)
Male (Base: 439)
Overall (Base: 910)
Female (Base: 342)
55+ (Base: 409)

20.9
27.0
18.7
24.0
13.9
26.3
17.6
22.4
14.1
25.6
11.8
26.7
12.1
23.7
12.0
22.2
8.1 20.8
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

A lot more often

A little more often

A little less often

A lot less often

40.0
41.3
42.6
35.3
44.2
46.0
46.6
47.4
52.3
50%

60%

70%

8.7
10.7
11.0 6.2
12.9 11.8
8.0 8.0
8.9 6.6
10.9 6.7
12.3 6.1
11.5 7.3
80%

90% 100%

No change

As a work meeting place
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 59)
16.9
27.1
25.4
13.6 16.9
Under 35 (Base: 102) 9.8
29.4
29.4
18.6 12.7
Male (Base: 305) 8.9
22.0
34.4
18.0
16.7
Southern Arc (Base: 154) 7.8
22.7
34.4
14.3
20.8
Children in household (Base: 174) 8.0
22.4
32.8
16.1
20.7
Disability (Base: 54) 5.6
24.1
25.9
14.8
29.6
Overall (Base: 631) 7.1
22.2
33.1
17.4
20.1
Female (Base: 233) 5.6 23.2
32.6
16.3
22.3
55+ (Base: 221) 3.2 18.1
37.6
16.7
24.4
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

A lot more often

A little more often

A little less often

A lot less often
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50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

No change
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Shopping
Disability (Base: 91)
14.3
24.2
Under 35 (Base: 119) 9.2
24.4
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 85) 12.9
20.0
Southern Arc (Base: 213) 6.6 18.8
Male (Base: 449) 7.8 16.5
Overall (Base: 941) 8.0 16.2
Female (Base: 357) 8.4 13.7
55+ (Base: 413) 8.0 12.3
Children in household (Base: 216) 6.9 12.5
0%

10%

20%

30%

31.9
32.8
32.9
44.6
42.8
41.8
41.7
48.4
41.2
40%

A lot more often

A little more often

A little less often

A lot less often

50%

12.1 17.6
21.8
11.8
20.0
14.1
16.0 14.1
18.3
14.7
18.7
15.4
21.3
14.8
17.2 14.0
21.3
18.1

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

No change

As a place of residence
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 54)
16.7 13.0
Disability (Base: 53) 11.3 17.0
55+ (Base: 273) 10.3 13.9
Male (Base: 322) 10.2 13.7
Children in household (Base: 153) 9.8 10.5
Overall (Base: 640) 9.1 11.1
Under 35 (Base: 94) 6.4 12.8
Southern Arc (Base: 156) 8.3 9.6
Female (Base: 232) 6.9 9.5
0%

10%

20%

30%

31.5
34.0
46.2
45.7
41.8
45.9
38.3
49.4
44.8
40%

A lot more often

A little more often

A little less often

A lot less often
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50%

33.3
30.2
6.6
23.1
7.5
23.0
8.5
29.4
7.7
26.3
6.4
36.2
7.7
25.0
9.1
29.7
7.5

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

No change
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Working at the office
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 57)
Under 35 (Base: 99)
Southern Arc (Base: 151)
Disability (Base: 46)
Male (Base: 290)
Overall (Base: 935)
Female (Base: 231)
Children in household (Base: 166)
55+ (Base: 214)

7.0 8.8 19.3
11.1
25.3
7.9
30.5
8.7
26.1
27.6
28.2
28.1
25.9
30.8
0%

10%

20%

30%

15.8
22.2
15.9
17.4
25.2
21.8
18.6
26.5
17.8
40%

A lot more often

A little more often

A little less often

A lot less often
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50%

49.1
38.4
44.4
47.8
39.7
43.0
46.8
42.2
46.7
60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

No change
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Appendix 17 – For what other purpose would you use the city centre?
Theme
Commuting/Travel

No
11

%
16.7

Example comments
- To commute into/out of
- As a transport hub.

Exercise

9

13.6

- Exercise. The river is an amazing place for swimming
and kayaking. Can we make more of our waterways
as places for exercise?
- For a stroll

Green space

9

13.6

- To enjoy green space - i.e. the castle
- Enjoying green spaces like Bute Park, Cardiff Castle,
walking by the river, boat trips, being able to pop for
a coffee and some relaxation time somewhere quiet
and pretty and not crowded

Independent shops, not
chains

5

7.6

- I used to love the individual shops all over Cardiff
Centre. Now it's mainly big chains like every other
city. I'm not interested in going into town for that.

Leisure

4

6.4

- Recreation. Access to the parks and cycling through
to the Bay. Kayaking or paddle boarding on the Taff.

Cultural Events

4

6.4

- Music! Books! Art! History!

Sport

4

6.4

- Sports events

Community spaces

4

6.4

- A place where services are accessible such as advice
centres

Safer

3

4.5

- I do not feel safe in city centre, so avoid it

Education

3

4.5

- Education

Work

2

3.0

- unfortunately I work there

Health

2

3.0

- To visit doctors, dentists etc.

Library

2

3.0

- To use the library

Misc.

18

27.3

- Urban farm
- Good question. City centres are no longer and will
disappear
- Dependent upon COVID. Would use centre for more
of the above when threat of contagion gone.

Total

66

-

-
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Appendix 18 – Post-Pandemic Recovery: Breakdown by demographic
groups
Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes

Renewed importance of access to green spaces
Female (Base: 329)

13.4

Disability (Base: 85)

18.2

17.6

Children in household (Base: 190)

12.1

Minority Ethnicity (Base: 75)

52.6%

21.0
23.5

18.4

15.3

17.3

22.7

47.1%
45.8%
45.3%

Southern Arc (Base: 200)

18.0

55+ (Base: 407)

10.1 13.5

19.9

45.0%
43.5%

11.0 15.0

17.4

43.4%

17.4

42.2%

Overall (Base: 854)
Under 35 (Base: 109)

19.0

16.5

Male (Base: 424)

12.7
0

16.3

36.8%

20
1

40

2

60

80

100

3

Active travel – Exercise and modal shift to walking, cycling and public
transport
Under 35 (Base: 109)

21.1

Male (Base: 424)

17.5

Minority Ethnicity (Base: 75)

18.4

24.0

Southern Arc (Base: 200)

47.7%

20.2
10.1

16.0

17.5

16.0

45.3%

9.5

43.0%
41.3%

55+ (Base: 407)

14.0

17.2 10.1

Overall (Base: 854)

15.2

16.2

Children in household (Base: 190)

14.7

15.8 8.9

9.8

Female (Base: 329)

13.1 14.0 9.7

Disability (Base: 85)

10.6 16.5
0
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41.2%
39.5%
36.8%
53.3%
32.9%

20
1

46.0%

40

60

80

100
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Revitalising the city centre and district and local shopping centres
55+ (Base: 407)

18.4

14.5 9.6

42.5%

Male (Base: 424)

18.6

13.2 9.9

41.7%

Disability (Base: 85)

17.6

16.5

Overall (Base: 854)

17.3

Southern Arc (Base: 200)

11.1

37.1%
34.0%

17.0 10.0

Female (Base: 329)

13.1 10.0

Minority Ethnicity (Base: 75)

29.2%

9.3 13.3

Children in household (Base: 190)
Under 35 (Base: 109)

41.2%

12.6

28.0%
26.8%

7.9

10.1 10.1
0

26.6%

20
1

40

2

60

80

100

3

Opportunity to improve air quality and address noise pollution
Disability (Base: 85)

15.3

12.9 14.1

42.4%

Female (Base: 329)

9.4 13.7

16.7

39.8%

Southern Arc (Base: 200)

8.5 15.5

14.5

38.5%

10.8 12.0 14.3

37.1%

55+ (Base: 407)
Children in household (Base: 190)

16.3

Overall (Base: 854)

12.5 14.2

Male (Base: 424)

11.3 13.7

Minority Ethnicity (Base: 75)

14.7 9.3

Under 35 (Base: 109)
0
1
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36.3%

12.6

35.0%
32.8%
29.3%

14.7

26.6%

20

40

2
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60
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100
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Opportunity to reverse biodiversity decline

Minority Ethnicity (Base: 75)

16.0 10.7

Under 35 (Base: 109)

15.6

Female (Base: 329)

42.2%

12.8 13.8

10.9 16.1

41.5%

14.6

Children in household (Base: 190)

11.6 13.2 12.1

Southern Arc (Base: 200)

12.0 11.5 13.0

Overall (Base: 854)

53.3%

26.7

36.8%
36.5%

12.1 12.3

33.3%

Male (Base: 424)

9.9 11.1

28.5%

55+ (Base: 407)

11.8 10.1

28.3%

Disability (Base: 85)

10.6
0

24.7%

20
1

2

40

60

80

100

3

Providing high quality digital infrastructure in new development
Male (Base: 424)

25.0%

Children in household (Base: 190)

22.1%

Disability (Base: 85)

20.0%

Overall (Base: 854)

19.7%

Under 35 (Base: 109)

19.3%

55+ (Base: 407)

18.7%

Minority Ethnicity (Base: 75)

18.7%

Southern Arc (Base: 200)

17.5%

Female (Base: 329)

13.1%
0

20

1
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Appendix 19 – Post-Pandemic Recovery: Please specify what else you
consider to be important
Theme
New Approach

No
12

%
17.4

Example comments
- Change the way Cardiff manages parks & verges to
rewilding & local food, low maintenance approach
- Place people and planet at the centre of every
decision, above all else!

Improve Neighbourhoods 11
/ Encourage people to use
local amenities / facilities

15.9

- Having attractive local neighbourhoods with good
transport links and local amenities.

Improved Road
Infrastructure

8

11.6

- The use of electric cars is growing exponentially,
take much more account of that in the plans

Retain / More Greenery /
Use Brownfield Sites

8

11.6

- Access to green spaces shouldn’t mean channelling
more and more people into fewer green spaces

Question concerns /
queries

6

8.7

- Incredibly hard to prioritise these issues - a lot of
them are interdependent

Improved / Enhanced
Public Transport /
Infrastructure
Better Education

4

5.8

- Your policies keep mentioning public transport, but
it’s woefully inadequate & not fit for purpose!

3

4.3

- Educating ignorant individuals to exercise common
sense

Access to Services

3

4.3

- Health & wellbeing access to local services

Safety

2

2.9

- Clean and safe environment

Misc.

16

23.2

- Providing quality digital infrastructure in existing
properties, my broadband is awful

- Investment in exciting children's play - eg.
playgrounds including more money for maintenance.

- Staying local - isn’t that what it was like before?
Total

69

-

-
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Appendix 20 – Breakdown of Results for “What do you think is good
about your neighbourhood?” by Demographic Groups
Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes

Outdoor activities/open space/parks
Male (Base: 454)
Children in household (Base: 214)
Overall (Base: 904)
55+ (Base: 439)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 84)
Under 35 (Base: 112)
Female (Base: 357)
Disability (Base: 91)
Southern Arc (Base: 210)

75.1
73.4
73.1
72.2
71.4
71.4
70.6
70.3
66.7
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90 100

Close to public transport
55+ (Base: 439)
Female (Base: 357)
Overall (Base: 904)
Southern Arc (Base: 210)
Male (Base: 454)
Disability (Base: 91)
Under 35 (Base: 112)
Children in household (Base: 214)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 84)

73.6
69.7
69.5
69.0
68.5
67.0
63.4
60.7
59.5
0
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Pleasant walking environment
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 84)
Male (Base: 454)
55+ (Base: 439)
Overall (Base: 904)
Female (Base: 357)
Children in household (Base: 214)
Disability (Base: 91)
Under 35 (Base: 112)
Southern Arc (Base: 210)

65.5
64.3
63.8
63.6
60.5
59.3
59.3
55.4
53.3
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90 100

Pleasant walking environment
Most deprived (Base: 62)

40.3

Next most deprived (Base: 90)

40.0

Middle (Base: 140)

68.6

Next least deprived (Base: 184)

70.1

Least deprived (Base: 238)

69.7

Overall (Base: 904)

63.6
0
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80

90 100

Safe (low crime rate)
55+ (Base: 439)
Male (Base: 454)
Disability (Base: 91)
Overall (Base: 904)
Children in household (Base: 214)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 84)
Female (Base: 357)
Under 35 (Base: 112)
Southern Arc (Base: 210)

66.7
66.7
64.8
61.5
59.8
59.5
57.1
55.4
41.9
0
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Safe (low crime rate)

Most deprived (Base: 62)

25.8

Next most deprived (Base: 90)

34.4

Middle (Base: 140)

58.6

Next least deprived (Base: 184)

64.1

Least deprived (Base: 238)

79.8

Overall (Base: 904)

61.5
0
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90 100

80

90 100

80

90 100

Good schools
Children in household (Base: 214)
55+ (Base: 439)
Female (Base: 357)
Overall (Base: 904)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 84)
Male (Base: 454)
Disability (Base: 91)
Under 35 (Base: 112)
Southern Arc (Base: 210)

64.5
53.3
52.9
51.4
51.2
50.2
49.5
39.3
31.4
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

Family friendly
Children in household (Base: 214)
Disability (Base: 91)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 84)
Female (Base: 357)
Overall (Base: 904)
55+ (Base: 439)
Male (Base: 454)
Under 35 (Base: 112)
Southern Arc (Base: 210)

57.5
52.7
50.0
48.2
48.0
47.8
46.9
42.9
36.2
0
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Good health facilities
55+ (Base: 439)
Disability (Base: 91)
Male (Base: 454)
Overall (Base: 904)
Female (Base: 357)
Southern Arc (Base: 210)
Under 35 (Base: 112)
Children in household (Base: 214)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 84)

46.0
41.8
39.6
39.3
38.1
31.4
31.3
30.8
28.6
0
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80

90 100

80

90 100

Good health facilities
Most deprived (Base: 62)

29.0

Next most deprived (Base: 90)

31.1

Middle (Base: 140)

35.7

Next least deprived (Base: 184)

45.7

Least deprived (Base: 238)

43.3

Overall (Base: 904)

39.3
0
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Good community facilities/activities
55+ (Base: 439)
Female (Base: 357)
Southern Arc (Base: 210)
Children in household (Base: 214)
Overall (Base: 904)
Disability (Base: 91)
Male (Base: 454)
Under 35 (Base: 112)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 84)

32.3
31.9
30.5
29.9
29.1
28.6
27.5
24.1
23.8
0
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Good cycling routes
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 84)
Under 35 (Base: 112)
Children in household (Base: 214)
Southern Arc (Base: 210)
Male (Base: 454)
Overall (Base: 904)
Female (Base: 357)
Disability (Base: 91)
55+ (Base: 439)

32.1
29.5
26.2
25.7
24.4
23.1
23.0
19.8
18.5
0
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80

90 100

50

60

70

80

90 100

Good child care provision
Children in household (Base: 214)
Southern Arc (Base: 210)
Disability (Base: 91)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 84)
Female (Base: 357)
Overall (Base: 904)
Under 35 (Base: 112)
Male (Base: 454)
55+ (Base: 439)

21.5
15.2
14.3
14.3
14.0
12.6
12.5
12.1
10.5
0
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Appendix 21 - What do you think is good about your neighbourhood?:
Something else
Theme
Proximity / Accessibility /
Close to Local Amenities /
Facilities

No
18

%
38.3

Example comments
- Good location to get to various locations.
- Allotment, which is a great place to take grow your
own food and get a good workout doing it!
- Plenty of choice of places of worship.

Negative Comments

12

25.5

- Nothing is good we feel scared unsafe and
minoritised and surrounded by crooks drug dealers
and nasty creatures
- Not an area I would choose if I could afford to move

Community Spirit

7

14.9

- Diversity within the community.
- The good thing about my neighbourhood is the
community, the people.

Affordability

3

6.4

- Affordable

Good Design

3

6.4

- Aesthetically attractive Victorian terraces.

Misc.

5

10.6

- Welsh awareness
- More community police presence

Total

47

-

-
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Appendix 22 – Breakdown of Results for “What do you think could be
done to improve your local neighbourhood?” by Demographic Groups
Base sizes shown in brackets – caution should be taken with lower base sizes

Provide good community facilities/activities
Disability (Base: 88)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 81)
Children in household (Base: 211)
Female (Base: 347)
Southern Arc (Base: 215)
Overall (Base: 868)
Under 35 (Base: 116)
55+ (Base: 397)
Male (Base: 434)

60.2
59.3
54.5
53.0
51.2
47.1
46.6
45.6
43.8
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90 100

80

90 100

Make it safer (low crime rate)
Southern Arc (Base: 215)
Disability (Base: 88)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 81)
Children in household (Base: 211)
Female (Base: 347)
Overall (Base: 868)
Male (Base: 434)
Under 35 (Base: 116)
55+ (Base: 397)

61.9
55.7
48.1
42.7
40.9
40.1
39.6
37.1
33.8
0
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Make it safer (low crime rate)

Most deprived (Base: 64)

82.8

Next most deprived (Base: 96)

64.6

Middle (Base: 134)

44.0

Next least deprived (Base: 172)

36.6

Least deprived (Base: 221)

17.6

Overall (Base: 868)

40.1
0
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90 100

70

80

90 100

70

80

90 100

Provide good cycling routes
Under 35 (Base: 116)
Children in household (Base: 211)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 81)
Southern Arc (Base: 215)
Male (Base: 434)
Overall (Base: 868)
Female (Base: 347)
55+ (Base: 397)
Disability (Base: 88)

51.7
43.1
42.0
40.9
39.2
37.3
34.6
30.2
25.0
0

10

20
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Provide a pleasant walking environment
Southern Arc (Base: 215)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 81)
Under 35 (Base: 116)
Female (Base: 347)
Children in household (Base: 211)
Overall (Base: 868)
Male (Base: 434)
55+ (Base: 397)
Disability (Base: 88)

47.4
45.7
40.5
40.1
37.0
35.4
33.4
30.7
28.4
0
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Provide good health facilities
Disability (Base: 88)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 81)
Southern Arc (Base: 215)
Female (Base: 347)
Under 35 (Base: 116)
55+ (Base: 397)
Overall (Base: 868)
Male (Base: 434)
Children in household (Base: 211)

52.3
44.4
42.8
38.0
35.3
34.5
34.2
31.1
28.4
0
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20
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40
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60

70

80

90 100

70

80

90 100

70

80

90 100

Provide outdoor activities/open space/parks
Under 35 (Base: 116)
Southern Arc (Base: 215)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 81)
Children in household (Base: 211)
Disability (Base: 88)
Female (Base: 347)
Overall (Base: 868)
Male (Base: 434)
55+ (Base: 397)

39.7
39.5
35.8
35.5
34.1
34.0
30.8
27.9
25.2

0

10
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60

Provide outdoor activities/open space/parks

Most deprived (Base: 64)

45.3

Next most deprived (Base: 96)

45.8

Middle (Base: 134)

24.6

Next least deprived (Base: 172)

31.4

Least deprived (Base: 221)

27.1

Overall (Base: 868)

30.8
0
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Provide closer public transport
Under 35 (Base: 116)
Disability (Base: 88)
Male (Base: 434)
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 81)
Overall (Base: 868)
Southern Arc (Base: 215)
55+ (Base: 397)
Female (Base: 347)
Children in household (Base: 211)

36.2
35.2
29.0
27.2
26.3
26.0
25.4
24.5
22.7
0
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50

60

70

80

90 100

80

90 100

Make it more family friendly
Minority Ethnicity (Base: 81)
Children in household (Base: 211)
Disability (Base: 88)
Under 35 (Base: 116)
Female (Base: 347)
Southern Arc (Base: 215)
Overall (Base: 868)
Male (Base: 434)
55+ (Base: 397)

32.1
31.3
28.4
27.6
26.2
24.2
23.6
21.9
20.2
0

10

20

30

40

Make it more family friendly
Most deprived (Base: 64)

43.8

Next most deprived (Base: 96)

27.1

Middle (Base: 134)

22.4

Next least deprived (Base: 172)

17.4

Least deprived (Base: 221)

18.1

Overall (Base: 868)

23.6
0
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Provide good child care provision

Most deprived (Base: 64)

29.7

Next most deprived (Base: 96)

18.8

Middle (Base: 134)

13.4

Next least deprived (Base: 172)

9.3

Least deprived (Base: 221)

11.8

Overall (Base: 868)

15.0
0
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Appendix 23 - What do you think could be done to improve your local
neighbourhood?: Something else
Theme
More / Improved Local
Amenities / Facilities

No
26

%
22.2

Example comments
- Community gardens and farmers markets. More
sports facilities. Car charging points.
- Make children’s playgrounds more exciting by
adding more equipment; Change policies to not
allow neighbours moving close to existing parks and
playgrounds to have equipment removed due to
noise etc.
- We only have big supermarkets - no small
neighbourhood shops. Hence people drive more, and
few focal points exist for the community

Retain / Protect Green
Spaces

18

15.4

- Not decimate our neighbourhood by taking away
our peace, quiet and tranquillity. Preserve our air
quality, green space, nature and wildlife.
- Stop building on green belt land destroying habitats
and green space.

Improve Litter Issues

17

14.5

- More bins & cleaning of the streets. Fine people who
leave rubbish in their front gardens.
- More street cleaning and drain maintenance. Bins
that the seagulls can’t get into!

More Driving / Parking
enforcement

12

10.3

- Parking needs to be looked at around schools, the
way parents park is careless and unsafe for both
residents and children
- Traffic speeds along my road at rush hour.

Tackling ASB Issues

12

10.3

- Too many unruly youths and too small police
presence
- Where I live crime and noise and vandalism is very
high. These things ought to be prioritised and
tackled.

Cheaper / More Reliable / 11
More Frequent Transport
System

9.4

- Improve frequency and connectivity of public
transport - limited to city centre every half hour and
less at weekends
- Public transport is close but it is unreliable. Bus only
scheduled every 30mins but it is always late or
sometimes doesn't show up at all.

Housing Issues - Less
10
Developments / Renovate
properties / affordable
housing

8.5
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formally from the valleys I see a need for high
quality housing, infrastructure and work in the
valleys not Cardiff. We need a South Wales holistic
strategy, don't make everything Cardiff centric.
- Renovation of run down properties.
Less Traffic / Improve Air
Quality

8

Improve Road
infrastructure

8

6.8

- Reduce traffic and improve air quality
- Mend the roads, improve the shockingly awful air
quality

6.8

- Repair and maintain the roads and pavements,
including cleaning (weeds, leaves, etc.)
- remove all traffic calming

Misc.

12

10.3

- Home Working is an issue with the number of noise
pollution of incessant dogs barking. This needs to be
tackled and dog owners educated about keeping
barking under control.
- More music venues

Total

117 -
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Appendix 24 – Green Spaces: What Other Approaches Would You
Suggest?
Theme
Green Spaces To Be
Protected

No
78

%
25.3

Example comments
- Use of green space should only be sanctioned as a
last resort when all other options have been
exhausted and the decision making scrutinised to
ensure it is the case.
- Green spaces need to be protected and increased,
there are enough brown field sites that can be
redeveloped into housing.
- Too much green space already used
- Given the climate and biodiversity emergencies,
there’s no question now that all green space must be
protected and alternative approaches taken.
Perhaps we need to obsess less about growth and
focus more on preservation - we cannot keep on
infinitely growing - the planet can’t take it

Develop / Re-use Existing
Buildings / Space

61

19.8

- I cannot see the point of creating 'new' green spaces
to replace existing, just be more creative about
where to build what is deemed necessary
- Green space only as last resort. Make use of existing
built up spaces.
- Always look for areas that need updating and can be
"recycled" for other use before taking any green
spaces away. These green spaces are vital to
people's wellbeing but more importantly to nature
and we are losing too much already.
- Use brown land, rebuild or update empty houses

Develop / Use Brownfield
Land

47

15.3

- Build on brown sites
- Prioritise brownfield development and repurposing
of existing redundant building
- Better use of brownfield areas. Incentivise
developers to use infill areas

Preserve / Enhance /
Protect Biodiversity

25

8.1

- This is too vague a question. Some green space is full
of biodiversity. Some green space has been
destroyed by chemicals. We need to preserve and
enhance the places that have biodiversity and use
low biodiversity, well connected green space for
housing
- need to consider the biology of the green spaces and
protect wildlife
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- Maintain green spaces better. Make sure they
support biodiversity.
Any green spaces used
need to be replaced

14

4.5

- Emphasis on replacement green space being
provided.
- Everything is a balance. And losses in one area really
do need to be balanced by gains in another area.

Role of developers

12

3.9

- Developers should be absolutely compelled to
honour their commitments to providing appropriate
infrastructure, affordable housing etc.
- Make the Developers responsibility to provide and
fund Green space in any new development

Consider Local Amenities
When Planning New
Builds

11

3.6

- Housing cannot be the only thing provided in a new
build estate. They require facilities that the
community can use. A hub / library / community
centre / swimming pools etc.
- Use S106 obligations to ensure all new housing has
access to green space

More education /
Community awareness /
Community Engagement

9

Stop developing

9

2.9

- Take children out into parks and teach them about
wildlife
- Community groups to be involved in management of
green spaces, also get local school involved

2.9

- Stop building!
- Stop the huge expansion of Cardiff

Need to look at the bigger 7
picture

2.3

- Do joined up thinking i.e. talk to all those involved in
providing transport, health and education facilities
and all act together
- Better joined-up thinking - e.g. not selling off NHS
land for housing then appropriating nearby
greenfield space for NHS development!

Lack of trust in decisionmakers

7

2.3

- Sensible impartial decisions needed by experts not
council.
- Establish alternative planning committees i.e. nonpolitical lay persons with no vested interest
politically or financially to question decisions before
planning consent.

Build outside Cardiff

5

1.6

- build new houses elsewhere, maybe even a new
city/town, need to stop overloading Cardiff

Transport

3

1.0

- Actually build the metro.

Northern Meadows

3

1.0

- No greenspace development as it is clear the council
can't make decisions correctly on this, the Northern
Meadows, Danescourt and Flaxwood being prime
examples.
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Put the environment first

2

0.6

- The environment is the main concern.

Misc.

43

14.0

- Assessments of environmental and social impacts
need to be very robust
- This can only be assessed in context of what is
required to keep within environmental limits overall
whilst also supporting health equity. So it depends.
- Stop student accommodation scam
- Stop building with so much concrete

Total

308 -

-
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Appendix 25 – What measures do you think the plan needs to put in
place to protect the city’s historic assets and further enhance and
promote the city’s role as a capital city and as an international
destination for residents and visitors?
Theme
Better transport links

No
35

%
14.2

Example comments
- Got to sort out public transportation, it is the weak
link in Cardiff’s offer
- Cultural facilities in city centre are hampered by bad
transport policies
- Reintroduce a central hub for public transport.

Better Art/ Cultural offer

30

12.1

- A huge focus on culture, of which history is a part,
through arts, crafts, and music. Expand the music
scene.
- More city wide co-ordination of historic and cultural
assets.
- Market Cardiff as a city if historical importance with
incredible architecture, culture and make the visiting
experience excellent for all ages

Green spaces

27

10.9

- Green spaces should be legally protected from future
developments and to ensure our city does not
become a concrete jungle; planning restriction
should be tighter to ensure development is in
keeping with environment and sustainable
infrastructure and biodiversity wise.
- Protect and improve the green areas of the city
which are its key attraction

More attractions

26

10.5

- Historic assets should be free for everyone. If Cardiff
is to attract international visitors then a range of
good quality and exciting attractions are needed.
Theatres, Concert Halls, Conference facilities,
Museums, visitor attractions that can relate to
Cardiff. The Doctor Who exhibition was a huge
attraction for visitors that was let go.
- A proper local museum celebrating Cardiff's past

Better promotion

23

9.3

- Better media by the tourist board to promote
- More about Cardiff, its people, its origins and
tracking the journey to where we are today. I've
lived here 2 years and honestly aside from loving the
city don't feel particularly connected to its cultural
identity and heritage. Placemaking, developing place
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attachment and place meaning are important and
Cardiff should think local in its approach to culture.
Clean City Centre

17

6.9

- A cleaner city would help
- Improve cleanliness and introduce stricter
control/fines of littering and fly-tipping - a dirty and
neglected looking city puts visitors off and has a
major impact on quality of life/wellbeing

Celebrate what we have

15

6.1

- We have some beautiful buildings, regardless of
their current use. Protecting these is key, stop
building ugly high rises and ruining our lovely little
city. We’re a compact, pretty, green city on a
beautiful river. We have great cultural spaces, such
as a great museum, St Fagan’s, libraries, theatres,
stadia. Let’s play up those features.
- We have fabulous Welsh history and heritage - it
should taught in schools and celebrated

More events

14

5.7

- make them more accessible to everyone, have more
cultural events and concerts outdoors
- More events and activities needed at places like
Cardiff Castle - why is the Mansion House not used
more?

Anti-social behaviour

11

4.5

- Anti-social behaviour in the city needs to be
addressed, this was shown to be appalling at Roald
Dhal Plas when the first lockdown was lifted which
reflected very badly on the city's image. Tourists to
the city need to feel safe.
- Make the city centre safer - too much drug taking,
homeless people begging. It feels very unsafe

Cars

9

3.6

- No congestion charges which will put visitors off. A
day out is spoiled by public transport.
- Close Castle Street to all vehicles

Better policing

9

3.6

- Clamp down on litter, graffiti and anti-social
behaviour with a visible, walking, Police presence
- Invest in better policing and prosecute offenders.

Canals

8

3.2

- Open up some of the canal systems and use as a
transport/leisure/tourist attraction

Empower/ support
citizens

6

2.4

- Use Cardiff residents as the best ambassadors for
these sites by offering reduced entrance fees for
Cardiff residents all year round and then prize draws
for VIP invitations for specific events. The best
promoters to visitors will then be those residents
who attended and it could have a snowball effect of
engaging others to see the value of our cultural
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assets. I would also encourage more visits to be
organised for local and regional schools, as the
children will then become ambassadors if they are
well engaged on the visit.
Better signage /
information

4

1.6

- Make directions better. Signposting is appalling for a
capital city. Shocking for tourists

Misc.

24

9.7

- Protect our history, too much gets lost already.
History keeps tourism, endless new developments do
the opposite
- Any alternative to it being a stag & hen do
destination...the current trajectory of the city centre
is facilitating this further. The river could be become
more of an asset - Southbank is great example
where you can be there to watch a performance at a
theatre, but you can also just 'be' there.
- The arcades are a particularly draw for visitors. Use
of these units must be encouraged.

Total

247 -
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Appendix 26 – Let Us Know How You Think the Vision Could Be
Improved
Theme
Stop building
new/expand & repurpose
existing infrastructure

No
92

%
21.5

Example comments
- Tackle developers pulling the city apart. No use
holding your hands up and saying "can't do
anything, don't want a legal challenge". You would
have the support of the public in doing so.
- Need to improve existing housing stock and very
carefully look to build new ....more carefully than
this vision implies!
- Lose the focus on new homes, renovate and expand
existing infrastructure rather than building on new
land just because a housing crash
- Reduce the emphasis on expansion. Work with
Welsh Government and other local authorities to
spread development wider across SE Wales

Climate Change /Cleaner,
greener city/protect
green spaces

92

21.5

- Doesn't go far enough about the environment.
Tackling climate change should be at the core of
every one of the values.
- Its ok to say this but green issues need to be
prioritised and scientists listened to
- Not strong enough on the environment, Climate
change isn't the only environmental catastrophe we
face, our insect population has dropped by over 75%
in 27 years, if we don't want to face food shortages
and hand pollination we urgently need to increase
biodiversity, ban pesticides and stop green field
developments.
- I think the priorities are wrong. By having the 'new
homes, jobs and infrastructure' at the start, you are
already setting a tone for this being given more
weight than green spaces and biodiversity.

Improved Transport
infrastructureroads/public
transport/accessibility

49

11.4

- Transport is the only priority. The current thinking of
transport capacity lagging demand is a disaster.
Transport capacity needs to lead demand. That is to
say you must put in the transport infrastructure first.
Current policy has almost destroyed the city centre
already.
- You must focus on better integrated transport and
cycling routes and more greenery in districts such as
Splott, Adamadown and Cathays. Is there an option
for cut and cover road in front of the castle to
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reopen this back up to pedestrians / public realm
whilst keeping the busy road access?
- The focus on active travel needs to go if you want
any form of post-pandemic recovery.
Vision needs clarity /
Could have been written
better

45

10.5

- I agree with that vision. The devil will be in the
detail, which hasn't been put on the table yet...
- This vision is empty, it’s completely generic. A vision
should set a clear idea of what to expect.
- It’s very wishy washy and like a sales pamphlet.

Vision needs to be
implemented

40

9.3

- By following it up with real actions
- Stop creating pointless and expensive ‘Visions’; just
get on with sorting the issues out.
- The vision is wonderful, just make sure you abide by
it / live up to it!

Concerns around the
ordering of visions /
objectives

24

5.6

- Priorities are wrong - Start focussing on what really
matters to existing residents and stop trying to win
votes.
- Environmental issues need to be at the top of the
vision. They affect our health and wellbeing and
increasingly our survival.
- The ordering seems to be wrong. Climate change
has to be first. Empowerment and social integration
through participation and connective social
infrastructure seems to be missing. Local food
production seems to be missing. There doesn't seem
to be any mention of high quality design for the long
term. Data gathering and digital infrastructure
seems to be missing.

Listen / Consult more
with local residents

24

5.6

- Create citizen's assemblies for Cardiff residents to
make informed choices together about the
objectives and how they can be delivered. This also
insures your perspectives are diverse.
- Let the people of the city have a vote on the plan

Affordable sustainable
housing/equality and
diversity

23

Support for Education/
Tourism & culture/our
heritage/Leisure and
recreation

21

5.4

- I don't understand this obsession with building more
houses that people cannot afford.
- By avoiding the building if more homes. We need to
stop landlords buying all the new build houses and
actually allow first time. Users to buy affordable
housing.

4.9
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Vision is positive

18

4.2

- These points are all agreeable.
- The plan as it stands looks to be very good.

Create jobs

14

3.3

- I think the need for new homes is secondary to jobs
and infrastructure - I don't think Cardiff needs more
inhabitants at this point in time
- Jobs, Infrastructure, environment yes - more houses
NO, unless on brown field sites, but then that costs
the developers more to clear!!

Wales wide approach

8

1.9

- I worry about the expanding nature of the capital to
the detriment of other south wales areas. We need a
wales wide cohesive approach

Improved Active Travel
Infrastructure

6

1.4

- Cardiff desperately needs safe cycle routes, painted
lines on a road are NOT safe!!!! they need to be
separated from cars and pedestrians

Help city centre
business/networks

4

0.9

- Help city centre businesses, do not make it difficult
for people to visit the city centre by increasing
parking fees and introducing congestion charges.
This will encourage people to continue to purchase
on line.

Waste Management
Issues

3

0.7

- Improved recycling, e.g. more bottle banks as these
are more efficient for glass and recycling bins in all
parks as well as adequate bins for dog waste and
general rubbish that are seagull safe!

Misc.

75

17.5

- Stronger controls on development.
- Seek to actively improve the experience for all
inhabitants now and not only the future
beneficiaries.
- More cultural mix across the whole city. People
living, working and socialising more often together
by providing more hang-out spaces and co-working
etc.
- How about making Cardiff a dynamic, outwardlooking centre for innovation looking to establish
creative connections with partners around the
world.

Total

428 -

-
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Appendix 27 – Breakdown of Results for “Please rank the draft plan
objectives in order of importance” by Demographic Groups
The following charts show ranking of the top three responses for each objective listed in the
survey. The order matches that for overall responses overall, so differences of opinion by
demographic group .are clearer
Under 35 (Base: 97)
Tackling climate change

33.6

Healthier Environments

19.6

Protecting green and blue infrastructure

15.9

29.9%
24.3%
22.4%
32.7%

7.5 13.1 12.1

Post-pandemic recovery

7.5 9.3

Protecting historic and cultural assets

7.5

Provide new jobs and employment
Provide new houses and homes

17.8%

14.0

21.5%
26.2%

2.7%
0

1

22.4%

8.4 9.3

Supporting the roles of the City Centre
and Cardiff Bay
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40.2%

15.0

Creating places were people want to live,
8.4 8.4
work or explore
Provision of new infrastructure to support
8.4
growth
Moving around the City

57.9%

17.8

2

20
3
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55+ (Base: 317)
Tackling climate change

23.7

38.2%

Healthier Environments

17.0 15.0

36.9%

Protecting green and blue infrastructure

9.5 11.5 15.2

Creating places were people want to live,
12.2
work or explore
Provision of new infrastructure to support
11.2 10.5
growth
Moving around the City

29.9%

25.4%
27.9%

14.0

Protecting historic and cultural assets

9.0 11.2

Provide new jobs and employment

10.0

20.2%

Supporting the roles of the City Centre
and Cardiff Bay

2.1%
0

1

24.4%
20.4%

Provide new houses and homes
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36.2%
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Female (Base: 290)
Tackling climate change

29.5

11.3

Healthier Environments 7.8 19.1
Protecting green and blue infrastructure

17.9

12.9 14.1 16.0

Creating places were people want to live,
8.2 12.9 8.5
work or explore
Provision of new infrastructure to support
growth

8.8

Moving around the City

9.1

Post-pandemic recovery

14.7

19.1%
9.1

29.8%

Provide new jobs and employment

18.2%
16.0%

Provide new houses and homes 7.5
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42.9%

17.9%

10.3 9.1 23.8%

1

44.8%

29.5%

Protecting historic and cultural assets

Supporting the roles of the City Centre
and Cardiff Bay

50.8%

5.6%
0

2

20
3
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Male (Base: 360)

Tackling climate change

26.2

Healthier Environments

15.8 15.1

Protecting green and blue infrastructure 7.5 8.7 14.2

Moving around the City

10.8 11.3 9.7

Post-pandemic recovery

9.0

9.2

Provide new jobs and employment
Provide new houses and homes

7.3

32.5%
31.8%

20.0%
22.6%
22.2%

9.2
7.8%
0
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28.1%

22.9%

10.1

Supporting the roles of the City Centre
and Cardiff Bay

1

35.1%
30.4%

Creating places were people want to live,
8.0 11.1 9.0
work or explore
Provision of new infrastructure to support
13.0 10.4 9.2
growth

Protecting historic and cultural assets

42.9%

10.1

20
2
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Minority Ethnicity (Base: 86)

Tackling climate change

38.7

12.0 13.3

Healthier Environments 6.7 21.3
Protecting green and blue infrastructure

Creating places were people want to live,
work or explore
Provision of new infrastructure to support
growth

12.0

8.0

24.0%
22.7%

12.0

Post-pandemic recovery

22.7%

14.7 8.0

Protecting historic and cultural assets

9.3%

Provide new jobs and employment 8.0 9.3 13.3
Provide new houses and homes 8.0
Supporting the roles of the City Centre and
Cardiff Bay
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17.3%
5.3%
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20.0
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9.3
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48.0%

20.0

13.3

64.0%
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Disability (Base: 87)
Tackling climate change

16.1 8.010.3

34.5%

Healthier Environments

11.5 16.1

34.5%

Protecting green and blue infrastructure 10.3 9.2
Creating places were people want to live,
work or explore
Provision of new infrastructure to support
growth

23.0%

8.0 9.2
11.5

Moving around the City

16.1

11.5

Post-pandemic recovery

35.6%
20.7%
35.6%

16.1 10.3 9.2

Protecting historic and cultural assets

9.2

Provide new jobs and employment

26.4%

19.5 11.5

Supporting the roles of the City Centre
and Cardiff Bay

34.5%

5.7%
0

1

18.4%

12.6 8.0

Provide new houses and homes
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Southern Arc (Base: 196)
Tackling climate change

24.5

12.8 8.7

Healthier Environments 7.7 15.3
Protecting green and blue infrastructure

18.4

29.1%

8.2

27.0%

10.7 10.7 7.7

Post-pandemic recovery

7.7 7.1

Protecting historic and cultural assets

7.6

Provide new jobs and employment

16.8%
20.1%
14.7%

Provide new houses and homes 7.1

6.6%
0
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29.1%

18.4%

7.6

Supporting the roles of the City Centre
and Cardiff Bay

32.1%

11.7

Moving around the City

1

41.3%

8.7 12.2 11.2

Creating places were people want to live,
10.2
work or explore
Provision of new infrastructure to support
11.7
growth

45.9%

20
2

40

60

80
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Children in household (Base: 184)
Tackling climate change

34.2

Healthier Environments

8.7 16.3

11.4 7.6

46.2%

21.2

Protecting green and blue infrastructure 10.3 12.0 15.8

53.3%

38.0%

Creating places were people want to live,
7.6 12.5 10.9 31.0%
work or explore
Provision of new infrastructure to support
8.2 8.2
22.8%
growth
Moving around the City

11.4 8.7

Post-pandemic recovery

10.3

Protecting historic and cultural assets

7.6

Provide new jobs and employment

16.8%

7.6

Supporting the roles of the City Centre
and Cardiff Bay
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23.9%

7.6

20.1%

Provide new houses and homes 7.1

1

23.9%

14.7%
5.4%

0

2
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Appendix 28 – Would You Add Any Other Objectives?
Theme
Greener city

No
27

%
13.0

Example comments
- Moving around the city in a sustainable way
- Biodiversity should be key
- Creating a more beautiful and less generic looking
city.

Improved Transport
infrastructureroads/public
transport/accessibility

27

13.0

- Should not be any new homes until infrastructure
has been put in place to cope with the 10,000 that
have been built in last 8 years
- The more equal city mentioned in the Vision is not in
the Objectives I've noticed. Why's that?
- Transport, transport, transport. The Metro plan
must be front and centre of the LDP. All new
developments must be Metro-centred, not built
without consideration with a bus service added as
an afterthought to an already congested roads.
Public transport must be fast, clean, reliable, 24hr,
cheap, safe. And make the developers pay for it.

Question concerns /
Queries

22

10.6

- Again, ranking these is difficult. They all have to
work well and together to achieve the vision.
- I've no idea what Blue infrastructure means
- These are a list of aspirations NOT reality! The net is
far too wide and as a result, little will get done!

Improve/repurpose
existing facilities and
buildings

19

9.1

- Encourage small businesses and start-ups to exist in
disused buildings - they can offer innovation, a
uniqueness and sense community pride as well as
economic growth.
- Using what we have better

Key services -Education/
Health/ Police/ Tourism/
Leisure

16

More community
engagement / listen to
people in the
communities

14

ASB / Safety Issues

12

7.7

- New schools
- Local sports/play facilities for children and young
people. Development of community centres for local
communities

6.7

- Listen to communities.
- Giving more weight to the concerted views of local
communities in any planning decisions that impact
them.

5.8
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- Make me feel safe as a woman walking around
alone at night. Deal with crime to keep people safe
specifically drug related activity
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- 1) Improve Law and Order by correctly funding the
Police to enable more active policing of our cities. (2)
Tackle anti-social behaviours with ZERO
TOLORANCE; (3) Tackle racial and other hate crimes
with ZERO TOLERANCE.
Affordability/invest in
poorer areas

9

4.3

- Not just building homes, but to make these
affordable to those who work extremely hard in
lower paid job roles, as a priority over those on
benefits.

Waste Management

8

3.8

- Keep the place clean, the whole city is littered and
filthy

Active travel

7

3.4

- Investing into sustainable travel modes especially
walking and cycling

Child friendly city

7

3.4

- Child friendly city - access to local playground from
any neighbourhood. Support outdoor learning in
schools.

Less growth / More
sustainability

7

3.4

- Change the focus on growth. Cardiff does not need
to keep growing. That is not sustainable. Change the
option to say 'Provision of new infrastructure that
makes Cardiff sustainable'

Support small business
not large companies

4

1.9

- Support local enterprise and voluntary sector
initiatives above large corporate business. Make
Cardiff the Creative Capital of Europe.

Protect Cardiff's
Character / Make Cardiff
Unique
Arts and Culture

4

1.9

- Protect Cardiff's unique character

4

1.9

- Support the Music City initiatives and the arts in
general.

Misc.

39

18.8

- When promised section 106 payments from
developers, make sure you get all the money!
- Improve local planning laws to prevent large
companies with money always winning and getting
their way.
- Reduce council tax
- Future proof for the next 100 years

Total

208 -

-
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Appendix 29 – Do You Have Any Other Comments?
Theme
Protect Green Spaces /
Address Climate
Emergency

No
48

%
17.5

Example comments
- Address the climate emergency and stop destroying
green spaces
- Protect our green spaces and heritage. Cardiff is in
danger of being destroyed by developers.
- Cut out the obsession with building on greenfield
sites
- We need to be serious about tackling climate
change. It is important that short term gain does
not take priority over long term solutions.

Survey Concerns /
Consultation will be
ignored

32

11.6

- It makes little difference what is said as you do as
you like anyway
- Not really sure why you have bothered to ask as
Cardiff Council will already have done deals with
developers!
- I realise my completing this questionnaire is a
pointless and you will do what you want anyway. I
do wonder why you bother to seek public opinion
and then ignore it. Just more "box ticking" Sadly.

Planning concerns

28

10.2

- I would like to see more powers of objectivity in the
planning department. They need better controls over
quality and design of new builds to protect the city’s
skyline.
- Do not make Cardiff look like every other city with
too many ugly high rise buildings.
- Stop allowing developers to build all this poor
quality student accommodation. It’s a disgrace to
the city centre. Raise standards in building design

More community
engagement / listen to
people in the
communities

26

Improve Public Transport
Infrastructure

19

9.5

- Please listen to the residents who have to live and
cope with some of the ridiculous plans you have for
the city. We have to live here!
- This is a very important plan but whatever comes of
it can only succeed if the residents feel that their
voices are heard and their opinions are being taken
on board. Too often people complain that the
Council will bash ahead with whatever they want to
do without listening to the public.

6.9
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- Introduce a city wide tram system
- 24 hour frequent and more extensive free public
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city - but car routes MUST be kept open as not all
can access buses etc. and until it is 24 hour and more
routes.
Stop Building

18

6.5

- Yep Cardiff is big enough let’s stop building!
- Cardiff council seem to be intent on destroying the
individuality of the city and obsessed with building.
They have already admitted they will not need so
many houses and yet they will no doubt allow the
developers to build more and more executive homes.
It is too late to rescue the city centre but the suburbs
can still be saved. Start thinking outside the box

More / Improved / Retain
Community Amenities /
Services

17

6.2

- Lots of new housing estates have already been built
i.e. St Edyrns, Radyr with promises of new schools
but this HAS NOT happened. If planning is granted
for new estates with provisions for builders to build
schools they should be accountable for making sure
school is built quickly
- Sports access and availability crucial and making it
free for young people/ families. Better cycle routes
and safety to use this. Swimming pools crucial for
children and tackle obesity

Cars

17

6.2

- Stop being such an anti-car government. Electric
cars are here and green, we need good reliable road
networks to keep the country moving otherwise we
are going to move backwards not forwards
- The city centre will become a no go zone for the
majority of citizens who chose to drive. Post
pandemic increasing numbers of citizens are
avoiding public transport in favour of their car!

Improved Transport
Infrastructure

14

5.1

- Improve the provision of transport infrastructure
and improve the environment for locals before
agreeing and bowing to developers demands which
are basically coming to Town to make a lot of money
so remember who are the public servants!!!
- Park and Ride hubs just off the motorway, with
charging points and regular, high speed electric
vehicle service into the city centre is key to reducing
pollution. It'll also reduce congestion for the
residents of these areas. A new dual carriageway
joining the A48 from the East to Cardiff Bay would
improve traffic flow through the area.

Developers to contribute
to the community

12

4.4
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- I want Cardiff's LDP to work for the people of Cardiff,
not the developers. I want phasing of developments
to create whole new communities with working
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infrastructure and transport, not build the most
valuable houses first. I want a Community
Infrastructure Levy that benefits affected
communities. I want communities consulted about
S106 agreements.
- the Council does not have a good track record of
providing necessary infrastructure to support
housing development. Developments have and
continue to take place in the absence of new
provision of transport links, schools and healthcare
services. Increased traffic pressure on existing roads
has worsened, rather than improved the local
environment. An ill-judged attempt to withdraw
local bus services was overturned in the light of local
protests. In the light of these issues, the Council
must do much more to engender trust if it wishes to
secure support for further housing development
Active Travel

12

4.4

- I love our city it’s a beautiful place to live please
focus on cycling and walking and our green spaces
that make it so wonderful to live
- Stop wasting tax payer’s money on hardly used cycle
lanes. Stop this assault against the city with this
nonsense utopia about cycling

Look at other Models /
Suggestions

10

3.6

- See the ArchDaily website (www.archdaily.com, or
follow on Facebook) for plenty of ideas on
developing sustainable and liveable cities of the
future.
- Follow the Preston Model

Growth unsustainable

7

2.5

- Growth is often seen as an inevitable consequence
of wanting to be better. I think l that making Cardiff
the best it can be is more important than making
Cardiff the biggest it can be.

Green Infrastructure

6

2.2

- Please do not dismiss the EV revolution that has
begun. Road infrastructure and road journeys will
always be the most important whatever the
council’s views and wishes are.

Waste Management
Issues

6

2.2

- Help communities with rubbish collection disposing
of waste. Community skips please. More
accessibility of being able to speak to an actual
person at the Council.

Living Standards

4

1.5

- I feel so strongly about building more housing that
will be homes for life. Space indoors and outdoors,
light, convenient and safe for all age groups.
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Jobs / Economy

3

1.1

- Stop the destruction of the green sites around the
outside of the city. Jobs growth should come before
housing growth.

Affordable Housing

3

1.1

- A great deal of focus is often based on those on
benefits, but those working in low paid jobs are
forgotten - no access to social housing since these
people help themselves and get work, with higher
rent costs throughout the city and inability to
purchase their own homes. There is little to no hope
of progressing to owning their own homes, since the
cost of the supposed affordable housing is still
astronomical compared to lower paid job wages.
The work that these people do, is invariably be much
harder than higher paid job roles; often with
thankless duties, in jobs few wish to undertake, but
are essential to the infrastructure to any
environment e.g. cleaners/carers & support
workers/teaching assistances etc. This needs to be
addressed so hope is given to those who will perhaps
not progress to higher wage earnings.

Health Concerns

2

0.7

- Adamsdown and Splott have air pollution that is
slowly killing children.

Misc.

82

29.8

- I would like proof my comments actually get read
and considered
- Get it right this time and employ a better level of
expertise to make sure that happens!
- Good luck!
- Thanks for giving us an opportunity to voice our
opinions.
- Please use our council tax wisely

Total

275 -

-
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Appendix 3 Part 2: Summary of Comments Received
Introduction
A total of 83 representations to the consultation were submitted to the LDP Inbox. The
comments raised in these representations are summarised below against a number of
themes. These were submitted by members of the public, Councillors, Senedd Members,
land owners and the following organisations:





























ABP
Cardiff and the Vale University Health Board
Cardiff Conservatives
Cardiff Cycle City
Cardiff Cycling Campaign
Cardiff Friends of the Earth
Cardiff Green New Deal
Cardiff Civic Society
Climate Cymru
Coal Authority
CO-Hydro
Glamorgan Gwent Archaeological Trust
Gwent Wildlife Trust
Liberal Democrats Cardiff
Lisvane Community Council
Llandaff Society
Mineral Products Association
Museums Wales
Nant Fawr
NE Cardiff Group
Radyr Morganstown Association
Radyr Morganstown Community Council
South Wales Police
St Fagans Community Council
Watkin Jones Group
Whitchurch Arts Library
Whitchurch Tennis Club
XR Cardiff
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Theme - Draft Vision
-

Include a reference to health in the opening statement.

-

‘To create a fairer, healthier and more sustainable city’. Add moving around by
healthier travel means.

-

Add looking after the health of current populations as well as future.

-

Support the vision to work closely with local communities to improve neighbourhoods
from the outset.

-

Add “more liveable” to “fairer and more sustainable” to the headline statement.

-

Add “within a thriving region” after “city” in the headline statement.

-

Remove “urgent” from the first bullet point.

-

Replace “challenges of climate change” in the second bullet point with “climate and
nature emergencies”.

-

Reorder so that the second bullet point comes first so reads:
To create a fairer, more liveable and more sustainable city within a thriving region, by:


Positively tackling the challenges of climate change climate and nature
emergencies, and post-pandemic recovery;



Responding to urgent future expected needs for new homes, jobs and infrastructure;



Creating a greener, more equal and healthier city which is easier to move around
and enhances the wellbeing of future generations;



Using a placemaking approach, working with local communities to improve
neighbourhoods and deliver high quality design;



Looking after our natural, historic and cultural assets.

-

Strongly support the vision, particularly easier to move around the city, including
keeping traffic flows moving.

-

Commendable ambition but requires more detail to be seen as credible Climate or
ecological impacts fall down the order of priorities.

-

Need to go much further in establishing a well-being economy which puts the climate
and ecological emergency at the centre of decision making, which is backed up by a
planning system geared up to do this.

-

Huge amount of commendable ambition broadly stated within the visioning document
which we support but it lacks detail.
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-

Agree with and support the draft vision set out by the Replacement LDP Consultation.
Want to see a fairer, greener, healthier city in which ordinary people and communities
have influence and power over shaping the future of their communities and city.

-

Should set out a commitment and ambition to be a city ‘that does no harm’ rather than
does little harm.

-

Suggest adding a sixth bullet point: ‘Adopting a flexible approach that allows response
and adjustment to changing circumstances.

-

Planning rules need to be tightened so there is no wriggle room. Current rules to
protect trees, green spaces and to promote affordable housing are too weak LDP vision
gives no certainty this will be addressed. Need a new approach away from the current
emphasis on high rises and facilities only accessible by car.

-

Need a vision for a city which is proud to be a small liveable city, where historic
buildings are protected and maintained.

-

The vision of how Cardiff could function in 20 years’ time has to be a (relatively) traffic
free (large) centre with streets taken over by the hospitality industry with transport
heavily dominated by trams and ev taxis/ unscheduled small bus services. If we try to
return to the status quo it will make this change more difficult. It’s time for a serious
VISION, the current council statements are still dominated by yesterday’s thinking.

-

Object to the Draft Vision and Objectives document, on the following ground :Failure to address the environmental issue of the need for the protection and
enhancement of the Wentloog Levels SSSI, and the need for a full SINC and brownfield
survey from the point of view of the biodiversity value of Cardiff in pursuit of the
formulation of the RLDP.
The deficient manner in which housing and demography are addressed in the
document.
The failure to formulate the document in a manner which is in conformity with the
requirements of the Welsh Government’s Development Plans Manual 2020.

-

Vision and objectives do not set out how the RLDP will address the “wicked” issues
associated with delivering a sustainable city. The vision is more one of “motherhood
and apple pie”, and could have been written about any medium-sized city in the UK. A
further example of this is the matrices set out in appendices. They do not highlight any
potential conflicts to be avoided through plan formulation in a manner in conformity
with the Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 2015, five Ways of Working.

-

The local planning authority is reminded that paragraph 5.11 of the Development Plans
Manual, in reference to setting a vision for the RLDP, states that :

“the vision should ….. articulate how places are planned to be protected”

In failing to set out the required very strong protective policy context, (ie that of
ascribing an absolute constraint on development in all but wholly exceptional
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circumstances in or otherwise affecting the SSSI), the local planning authority is not
acting in conformity with this requirement.
-

Furthermore, paragraph 5.11 states that the vision should :

“be consistent with Area Statements”

5.1.4 The document makes no reference whatsoever to the Area Statement which
includes Cardiff, and for this reason we object to it.
-

5.1.5 Additionally, paragraph 5.11 states that the vision should be :

“based on a clear understanding of the ... environmental issues” and that :-



“focussed statements which seek to address the main environmental issues
identified in the area” should be included in the objectives.

The document contains no reference whatsoever to one of the major environmental
issues, viz the continued destruction of the Wentloog Levels SSSI by inter alia sites
allocated in previous generations of development plans in Cardiff. Neither does it make
any statements committing itself to ascribing an absolute constraint on developments
on/affecting the SSSI, merely restricting itself to the question on page 28 :“what measures need to be put in place to protect and enhance biodiversity?”
This statement is so anodyne that, in the context of the requirements of the
Development Plans Manual, it is meaningless.
-

The consultation document proposes a suite of 5 planning pillars under the goal of
creating a fairer and more sustainable city – this is not a place based vision but a series
of statements that would apply to most locations in the UK.

-

There is a lack of reference to existing Council visions and ambitions and how theses
have informed the LDP Vision.

-

LDP Vision fails to demonstrate how it flows from the Council’s overall priorities and
does not clearly express a well-crafted vision for the LDP.

-

Vision needs to set out an aspirational place based socio-economic and environmental
vision for growth and change in the built environment.

-

The use of the word ‘urgent’ in ‘Responding to the urgent future needs for new homes,
jobs and infrastructure’ implies a key temporal issues in respect of housing land supply,
not just over the plan period as a whole but immediately.

-

Sustainability needs to be at the top of the Council’s priority list.

-

Take a more realistic view of population growth. Figures for existing LDP grossly
inaccurate. Greenfield sites which have not yet received planning permission should be
released and development focused on brownfield.

-

The Vision reflect ‘business as usual’ with a few politically correct ‘add-ons’.
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-

The Vision Statement could refer to any city and needs to be improved and re-ordered
to provide a context for a radically new spatial strategy. Suggest the following
amendments:




To create a fairer and more sustainable city Cardiff by:


positively tackling climate change and post-pandemic recovery;



creating a greener, more equal and healthier city, easier to move around and

enhancing well-being;




using place-making, working with local communities to improve - and
increase the range of - local facilities, create 20 minute neighbourhoods,
and to deliver high

quality design;


looking after the city’s natural, historic and cultural assets; and

• responding to urgent future needs for homes, jobs and infrastructure.

-

Support the recognition of the need for new homes, jobs and infrastructure.

-

A creative focus through the development of a cultural strategy should be added to this
vision and objectives. Cardiff is unusual in lacking a strong strategy for culture and
creativity.

-

The vision should be redrafted to be more engaging and statement of what the actual
outcome will be.

-

What does ‘creating a fairer’ City actually mean in relation to land use planning?

-

Suggest that ‘resilience’ should be embodied in the Vision.

-

The Vision could be anywhere – it does not reflect the nature and character of Cardiff –
we need a vision that feels like one that Cardiff citizens recognize.

-

Welcome aim of fairer and more sustainable city – in particular the placemaking
approach.

-

Support concept of a 15 min city. Look forward to working with the Council with
immediate effect.

-

Would like the Vision to include aim of making Cardiff a vibrant city.

-

Support reference to protecting natural, historic and cultural assets.

-

Encourage Council to demand high quality design. Some poor buildings have been
granted in the past.

-

Vision should include defending Cardiff’s role as location for new key national
developments.

-

Broadly support the Draft Vision – but many of residents’ concerns can only be
addressed in the final LDP.
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-

Welcome aim to create a ‘greener, more equal and healthier city’ – this would be
realised by improving links to the city centre.

-

Public transport links need to be inclusive and accessible in nature.

-

Environmental impact of the construction process and fully occupied developments
should be assessed.

-

Welcome the placemaking approach, but the Council must ensure commitments made
by developers are actually delivered.

Theme - Draft Objectives
- Suggest rewording and re ordering of the objectives as follows:
1) Responding to our expected needs
Objective 1: Provide more good value suitable homes in the right places, to address
the expected housing needs of Cardiff’s diverse population
Objective 2: Provide more good jobs and optimise Cardiff’s role as an economic
driver of South East Wales, to improve the prosperity of the region.
Objective 3: Ensure the adequate and timely provision of new infrastructure, to
support communities and expected growth
2) Creating a more sustainable and healthier city which enhances the wellbeing of
future generations Objective 5: Make the city easier to move around with a focus on
sustainable and active travel Objective 6: Create healthier environments, reduce
inequalities and enhance wellbeing
Objective 7: Support a vibrant mixed-use City Centre, within a City of Villages with
thriving district and local centres at their heart, and optimise Cardiff Bay’s potential
to provide core destinations for Cardiff and beyond
Objective 8: Ensure that the city positively adapts to the new challenges posed by
the implications of the pandemic
Objective 9: Engage communities in participative placemaking to create sustainable
places, improve neighbourhoods, optimise regeneration, enhance public spaces,
effectively manage growth, and deliver developments of high quality design
3) Looking after natural environment and our historic and cultural assets
Objective 4: Respond to the climate emergency so Cardiff becomes a more resilient,
carbon neutral city, and optimises opportunities for energy-efficient solutions
Objective 10: Respond to the nature emergency by protecting and enhancing
Cardiff’s Green and Blue Infrastructure, its biodiversity and other natural assets
Objective 11: Protect and enhance Cardiff’s historic and cultural assets for
community benefit together with supporting sustainable tourism and cultural
sectors
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-

Broadly agree with the objectives set out but an objective about making the planning
system itself easier for people to understand, and to participate in, would be a valuable
addition.

-

Positively tackling climate change and post-pandemic recovery’ should be at the
forefront, followed by ‘Creating a greener, more equal and healthier city, easier to
move around and enhancing well-being.’ Development must fit to these priorities, not
the other way around as has happened in the past.

-

Prioritise provision of new infrastructure, moving around the city, and supporting the
role of the City Centre and Cardiff Bay.

-

The objectives are also too vague – they should describe which urban places most need
jobs and houses – we need Cardiff specific objectives.

-

Support the council’s vision to provide more dwellings within the council. We support
the identified need for new homes and an increased target, which should be met
through a combination of delivering the land bank in addition to new viable and
deliverable sites that will be put forward through the Candidate Site Process.

-

Amend -“Objective 1: Provide more homes to address future housing needs and
support economic growth in Cardiff and the wider region.”

-

Objective 1 should include ‘current and future need’.

-

The Council should be exploring more than just the plausibility of the latest trend based
projections and whether they can be assessed as a sound basis for policy formulation
for the Cardiff Capital Region given the city’s fundamental role in the future of SE
Wales and Wales as a whole.

-

The trend based projections need to be evaluated for a policy-on perspective to assess
whether planning for trends delivers suitable outcomes. Housing supply and economic
growth have a close relationship and PPW advises that household projections are only
a starting point for the assessment of housing requirements.

-

The 2018 household projections are ‘plausible’ in the sense they have been quality
assured. Projections are trend based and the outputs are neutral of any policy
considerations. Trends in population growth feed household projections and
demographic change is strongly linked to housing provision. Where housing delivery
has been suppressed this will feed the trends to inform projections. 2014 based
household projections still form the basis from which to assess housing needs in
combination with an affordability factor for each LPA reflecting a recognition that
housebuilding has systematically been lower than needed ‘policy-on’ approach to
housing.

-

Due consideration must be given to the link between homes and jobs when developing
the evidence base. This is fundamental to ensure that the level of housing provision
does not undermine the realisation of economic ambitions. Cardiff is identified as part
of a wider ‘National Growth Area’ in Future Wales, which provides the main focus for
growth and investment in the South East region. Future Wales also recognises the
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importance of supporting Cardiff’s status as an internationally competitive city and a
core city in the UK stage. Delivering sufficient levels of housing will play an important
role in achieving these ambitions.
-

It is important that the Replacement LDP continues to support the phased delivery of
the strategic allocations identified in the adopted plan. By their nature and scale, such
sites are delivered on a phased basis over a number of years – often crossing plan
periods. The Replacement LDP must ensure that the current landbank of sites is
realised and the trend of a greater diversity of housing is continued.

-

Objective 1: Providing a range and diverse mix of homes is appropriate.

-

It is premature to say that there should be a preference for ‘Brownfield First.’

-

A fall in delivery rates up to 2018 is noted – this lends itself to allocation of more
modest sites. To reduce delay – sites should be allocated rather than rely on windfalls.

-

Objective 2: Good to see that employment objective is routed in need in terms of sector
and location. Due to COVID-19 it is important to reflect/reset to ensure what we need
in the right locations. Some of the protection policies in the City Centre/Bay Business
areas require re-validation.

-

Objective 3: the programming of infrastructure is a fundamental issues that needs
exploring. A clear set of infrastructure actions aligned to the spatial strategy is
required. Existing/upgraded and new community facilities should be part of the
placemaking process to inform the spatial strategy.

-

Objective 5: The programming of infrastructure should be woven into the LDP –
important for growth of the city and wider region. Need to address the 80,000 car
journeys into Cardiff.

-

Objective 5 add healthy travel opportunities.

-

Objective 6 ‘create healthier environments, reduce inequalities and improve and
enhance wellbeing’.

-

Objective 7: Close scrutiny is required to ensure that strategies and policies are tested.

-

The tone and intent of the objective is welcomed but this should not turn into
protectionist policies.

-

No reference to the Council’s wider ambition to be a child friendly city particularly in
Objectives 6 and 8.

-

Objective 8 – Ensure that the city positively adapts to the new challenges posed by the
implications of the pandemic – post pandemic themes cannot justify a separate
Objective. Where there may be a post pandemic response to other topics/objectives,
this should be set out in relation to those other topics/objectives. Delete Objective 8.

-

Objective 9: As this key objective will be woven throughout the Plan should it not be in
the Vision? High density mixed use development will not be possible in every instance.
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-

Objective 10: At the next stage of Plan consultation it is important for context and
evidence for any Green Wedge designation. The matter of a Green Wedge should be
considered in parallel to the Green Belt (NDF Policy 34).

-

Objective 10: A key issue for the plan to address should be – can the city expand further
into the countryside and if so, where are the more sustainable locations in landscape
and other terms.

-

Helpful to incorporate additional wording that also safeguards mineral infrastructure
to accord with PPW11. All existing and potential new wharves and railheads should be
identified for safeguarding within the LDP, to provide a full range of sustainable
transport options (whether or not they are currently utilised).

-

A revision to the extent of the Green Wedge would be justified if development would
aid the achievement of the growth vision for Cardiff. The issue refers to the word ‘form’
and this requires further explanation for consultees to be able to comment. There is no
reference to Green Belt in the consultation document - a tacit acknowledgement that
Cardiff cannot unilaterally identify Green Belt boundaries outside the SDP process.

Theme - New Houses and Homes
-

Need to review the future viability of developing strategic sites C, D and E reductions
to these greenfield sites should be prioritised.

-

Developers must include affordable housing in their developments, and Cardiff
Council must implement its own policies to curb the activitiesof developers. The new
LDP can address this inequality.

-

The objective of 'more housing' does not address the fact that affordable and good
quality housing is what is needed - the rental sector at the moment is heavily
weighted in favour of landlords and letting agents, who are sometimes demanding a
year's rent up front (in addition to rising rents and poorly maintained, damp, mouldy
housing stock). Cardiff should have a much more ambitious vision for dealing with
these issues, for example rent caps could be introduced.

-

Needs to be a balance between building new homes and the infrastructure to support
them.

-

Need early consultation with the UHB for health care planning on planned population
growth. Consultation needs to continue through to pre planning and planning
application submission.

-

Prioritise brownfield sites to enable use of existing infrastructure.

-

Denser development which reduces the need for car use and can improve local
community facilities and the use of local services. As population age’s higher density
walkable neighbourhood are important for independent living and healthier
communities.
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-

The predicted noticeable increase in the over 65s and particularly the over
85s.population will have an impact upon the health and social services. Need for
lifetime homes and neighbourhood that support healthy travel and walking, with
green spaces.

-

Failure to curb developer greed, need to stop developers getting away without
providing affordable housing.

-

New homes need not always mean new builds. Far more could be done to release
existing stock and to encourage conversions. This would have several advantages,
including lower demand for land, reduced climate and ecological damage, and use of
existing transport and other infrastructure.

-

Conversion of larger properties subject to design and space standards, or conversion
of commercial spaces.

-

RLDP should promote good quality upgrading and reuse of existing properties as a
policy priority rather than new build.

-

Liveability of residential units that meet needs rather than just quantitate.

-

Land within the city used for parking at out/edge of-town retail or office locations, or
for car showrooms such as those along Penarth Road could via Planning and local
taxation policies, plus compulsory purchase if necessary, could free up such sites for
new homes, easing pressure on Greenfield sites.

-

Greenfield should be seen as a last resort when other options have been exhausted.
Council should use regulatory, tax and compulsory purchase powers that it already
has to pursue this goal, and lobby Welsh Government for legislative change, within
the devolved agenda, where necessary. We are now at a point where we cannot
afford to lose more green land.

-

In terms of growth the focus should be on jobs backed up by proper transport
infrastructure. Need to work with neighbouring LDPS and SDPs.

-

Growth should focus on brownfield recognising that there has already been a
substantial greenfield release in the current LDP.

-

Priorities for new homes should be in neighbourhoods with amenities, travel options,
energy efficient and affordable to run.

-

Consider houses that are physically and digitally secure.

-

Cardiff’s projected growth was hugely inflated in the previous LDP likely in part to a
failure to engage.

-

Question the make-up of the Citizens panel for consulting on the Cardiff Housing
Market Assessment.

-

Support the provision of necessary housing growth informed by Local Housing Market
Assessments. Need to support the provision of suitable accommodation, including 1
and 2 bedroom properties to address stagnation of household formation and
potential increase in the number of households facing homelessness as a result of the
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pandemic. As well as affordable housing need to make provision for a significant
increase in social homes for rent, maximising s106 contributions. Need to be able to
hold developers to account for their community contributions.
-

Need to .make reference to safe homes in terms of fire safety and the accessibility of
housing stock beyond the mention of lifetime homes.

-

Whilst some greenfield housing may be necessary need to draw clearer distinction’s
where sites are of significant environmental value or in areas at risk of flooding,
provide natural sinks or access to green spaces for residents including areas like
Whitchurch and Tongwynlais where there will be significant greenfield building and
worsening flooding.

-

Urgent need to boost the supply of market and affordable homes for people to live
and to support economic recovery, resilience and growth.

-

The need for new homes should be assessed using an aspirational, forward-looking
approach that takes account of the role of Cardiff as a key driver of growth in the
South East Wales region and in Wales as a whole and as a UK Core City, as identified
in Future Wales.

-

Provision of a sufficient supply of high quality housing will be crucial in order for
Cardiff to achieve its potential in relation to these national policy designations, in
order to support a suitably sized workforce and to attract and retain young and highly
skilled workers to drive innovation and prosperity.

-

The assessment does not place undue emphasis on the results of the latest Welsh
Government household projections. The need to support a more balanced population
age structure is recognised in Future Wales, which states that there is a need to
“think about how we will retain and attract young people to all parts of Wales”. This
is absolutely vital in order to sustain services as well as providing the needed labour
force to support economic growth.

-

The old-age dependency ratio is also expected to increase in Cardiff from 21.3% in
2020 to 26.0% in 2036. Unless this issue is addressed, Cardiff, along with the rest of
Wales, will be faced with increasingly stretched social care budgets and a
proportionately shrinking workforce to fund essential public services and drive the
regional economy. This outcome would clearly be out-of-sync with the emerging LDP
Vision for Cardiff, its role identified in Future Wales and the aims of the Cardiff Capital
Region City Deal.

-

The emerging LDP should provide policies promoting prosperity and wellbeing
through alignment with positive economic and social objectives, including those
within the Cardiff Capital Region City Deal. In particular, there is a need to attract and
retain younger people and workers in order to boost the economy, provide skilled jobs
and improve productivity. Furthermore, the focus on universities in Future Wales
should also be reflected in the aim to retain graduates and skilled workers more
generally, and particularly in Cardiff.
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-

Larger, greenfield developments can play a particularly important role in the delivery
of affordable housing and are often able to provide a higher level of affordable
housing than brownfield sites due to less on-site constraints such as contamination.

-

The difficulties in bringing forward development in Cardiff at pace prior to the recent
uptick emphasises the importance of making available a sufficient land supply in
order to provide multiple routes for development to come forward.

-

Endorse the recognition that further sites will be needed in order to meet future need.
With the allocated strategic sites in the adopted LDP now beginning to deliver at
pace, there will soon be a need to start bringing forward new allocations to meet
future need, taking into account the lead times for commencing development the
emerging housing requirement for the Replacement LDP should take into account: 1
The need to attract and retain a suitably sized workforce to align with national,
regional and local economic aspirations for Cardiff, including its role in the wider
region and the UK and to support the Cardiff Capital Region City Deal; 2 The need to
boost delivery of both market and affordable housing; and, 3 The need to attract and
retain young people to balance the age profile of the population and address old age
dependency ratios.

-

Cardiff must not continue to chase a vision if it is clear that current problems are not
being resolved.

-

Affordable housing must be a priority if Cardiff is to solve its homeless problem.

-

Purpose built student accommodation (PBSA). Policies should not seek to prioritise
conventional housing over– this stock plays a significant role in freeing up traditional
stock in the market for other households – policies should reflect this.

-

No mention of Build to rent or co-living tenures – need to recognise the benefits and
plan for their use.

-

Ensure that any figures on population and numbers of households predicted until
2036 are as accurate as possible and reviewed regularly.

-

Question where the people to buy and live in the new strategic sites are... Houses
already built and for sale across the city are vacant.

-

Question whether Cardiff needs any more high rise buildings/flatted developments
building on every available space to the detriment of the historic centre.

-

Need to do more on affordable housing/Council needs to be more ambitious in its
building and maintenance plans. Failure to secure affordable housing need to stand
up to landowners and developers and deliver for the people.

-

Need to stop allowing car based estates unless they have good public transport and
active travel facilities in place and facilities are planned to be built with the houses.

-

Development needs to be sustainable - This means eco homes wherever possible ensuring o retrofitting in the future.
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-

It also means brown sites must be used and creative use of existing derelict buildings
over the use of precious green space.

-

Affordable housing: developers get away with building very little or no affordable
housing. This needs addressing and leaves developers with the upper hand.

-

Retro-fitting existing buildings meet Cardiff housing needs and improvements should
be prioritised over new builds and developments.

-

Development on greenfield sites must be avoided.

-

Concerned about the way in which the document addresses the issues of housing and
demography, because an unjustified level of pressure for housing would result in
pressure to allocate land in environmentally damaging locations in Cardiff, including
for example the Wentloog Levels SSSI.

-

It is important to stress at the outset that, contrary to the impression given by the
document, demography is not a policy-neutral factor in plan formulation. Cardiff
appears to adhere to the theory of demographic agglomeration - that a higher level
of population growth, far from being a challenge to the environmental fabric of the
city, is actually a desired outcome. This is based on the contested and controversial
theory that an artificially-inflated population will, of itself, drive economic
development and thereby raise living standards for all. However, what Cardiff’s
RLDP plan formulators have failed to acknowledge is that neighbouring local
authorities are also pursuing the same agenda. It is clearly not possible for Cardiff,
Bristol Newport, Rhondda Cynon Taff and Blaenau Gwent for example to all
increase their populations. Instead, we consider that the local planning authority
should plan for a stable population.

-

Object to statement that “New homes... support the continued economic growth of
the city”. This is a reflection of the agglomeration theory of demography and
housing, and should be removed from the document.

-

ONS demographic projections are not predictions - they are based on a number of
scenarios and assumptions. The document, in relying on the 2018 ONS/ Stats Wales
projections, has failed to take into account two of the most important trends in
demography in the UK emerging since 2018 - Brexit and the COVID-19
pandemic. Trend- based population projections from 2018 did not take account of
very markedly falling numbers of in-migrants from the European Union as a result of
Brexit. This trend is already manifesting itself. The COVID-19 pandemic has already
resulted in a large move from urban to rural locations for housing, due to large and
permanent increases in the levels in working from home, and this trend will continue
and accelerate. The local planning authority is reminded that the Welsh Government
has a long- term goal of 30% of workers working at or near home, as this will have a
major impact on the population of Cardiff during the plan period.

-

A very marked downturn in new births during the pandemic has also been observed,
and the document fails to take this into consideration.

-

The next ONS/States Wales projections will be published in 2022 therefore consider
that no firm commitment can be given to levels of housing and employment land
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provision at this stage in plan formulation. It seems very likely that, given that
Cardiff’s previous population growth was based mainly on in- migration rather than
natural growth, and given the above trends, Cardiff's growth will, in common with all
other local authorities in Wales, be far lower than hitherto expected, and the local
planning authority must make provision for this in the RLDP, and could even be below
zero. Whilst reference is made to this in the document, the main body of the text does
not reflect this phenomenon at all.
-

Clarification is required in respect of bullet point 1 of section three of the housing
chapter, which states: - “delivering current landbank of circa 25,000 homes”. It is
not clear whether this means housing sites with extant planning permission but not
yet constructed, or all housing allocations in the current LDP which have not been
built out. If the latter, object to this, because it is bad planning practice to “roll
forward” old allocations from previous development plans, a practice which skews
LDP housing calculations, and adds pressure for housing in unsustainable locations.

-

Cardiff needs more housing to meet demand. There is a desperate need for more
social housing and affordable private housing. Many residents in Cardiff live in
overcrowded, inadequate conditions and pay rents which are barely affordable. The
plan should ensure that the pace of building social housing increases and that the
diversity of the social housing stock matches the wide range of needs of residents. We
believe that more affordable private housing should also be built, by which we mean
housing that can be both bought and rented at reduced market rates.

-

Affordable Housing requirements /policy needs to be supported/ strengthened to
combat inequality.

-

Homes need to be truly sustainable requiring the proper consideration of the raw
materials required to develop them and where these raw materials will be derived.
The new homes must also be developed in locations which avoids sterilising mineral
resources and infrastructure.

-

Why continue to use every available space for more housing?

-

Vital that as a city Cardiff meets the housing needs of our population, however
infrastructure should be in place before houses are built.

-

Affordable housing must be of high quality design.

-

Development must be sustainable – eco homes wherever possible. The use of
brownfield sites and use of derelict buildings over green space.

-

Current greenfield development are primarily for executive homes in suburbs. Need to
provide sufficient homes for young families and older people who wish to downsize
without leaving their communities. Halt the proliferation of blocks of flats.

-

The forecast for housing requirements to 2036 needs to be reduced to reflect the
fragility of the economy, affordability, housing types and tenure and the impact of
student housing and under-occupied dwellings on supply.

-

Access to cultural venues should be an key part of planning new housing areas
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-

Improve access to cultural venues in local neighbourhoods and provide low cost
spaces for people to use.

-

Report that the need for housing was grossly exaggerated.

-

Development in Cardiff has the appearance of being developer led.

-

The design of new housing also needs to be reconsidered.

-

Objective 3 refers to “future growth”. Why the obsession with growth, surely change
is more appropriate?

-

Bungalows, not high rise are especially needed for older people.

-

Support need for Cardiff residents to have access to good housing at a range of
prices.

-

Hope that the large stock of existing land for housing will be taken account of –
including impact of Brexit.

-

Only 526 of 7,900 at Plasdwr have been built. Hope that the build rate will be taken
into account and not allocate more land. We would object if land west of Pant Tawel
lane was allocated for housing in the new LDP.

-

Need to ensure proper drainage plans for housing sites.

-

New housing sites should include adequate open spaces.

-

Should provide for those in need of emergency housing – shelter for the homeless.

-

The RMA would like to see robust and transparent evidence on any future housing
needs/growth.

-

There must be a recognition of the needs of working from home/hybrid working due
to Covid-19.

-

Cardiff’s role as a Capital City must not be at the detriment of the local residents.
Need to see an improved efficiency of the highway network.

-

Would like to see co-ordination between LDP’s across SE Wales region and analysis of
data should look at the whole region not just Cardiff.

-

The Ryan Family owns land at Henstaff Court in land identified for future expansion
under Policy KP1 of the existing LDP. The land has previously been considered and
found to be a sound addition in order to provide housing growth if needed. We
support the Council’s desire to respond to urgent future need for new homes and
Land at Henstaff Court is proposed to meet that need.

-

The promotion of greenfield sites should be seen as a chance to provide for new
homes across different locations.

-

We question the reference to reduced growth assumptions – concerns for the
implications on the LDP.
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-

With regard to low build rates – more homes will still be needed looking forward to
2035 – which highlights the need for deliverable sites.

-

Allocating Henstaff Court for development would address the under provision of
affordable family housing.

-

The growth in population and reducing household size over the new Plan period will
require additional housing sites to be found – we are keen to promote land at
Henstaff Court for future growth in relation to Strategic Site D in the new LDP.

-

Stronger LDP policies on HMOs for eg 10% limit with 50m locality, policy mandating
enhanced sound proofing/cycle storage.

-

Based on the geographical and environmental constraints surrounding the city, there
are limited options for Cardiff’s growth. North West Cardiff represents the logical
area for the next phase of growth. This location for development links with and will
support the development of the South Wales Metro corridor.

-

Object to proposed development between Pontprennau and Lisvane.

-

Recognise there are limits to the concentration of HMOs that are permitted, based on
a 50m radius from the proposal. However flat conversions are not included in this
calculation, despite having a similar impact in local communities. This anomaly
should be addressed.

-

Opportunity for land at Mynachdy to be a candidate site for the development of lowcost housing suitable for elderly people.

-

There is also the problem highlighted recently by a Wales Online report that the need
for housing was grossly exaggerated.

Theme - New Jobs and Economy
-

Need to maximise the effectiveness of the City Centre Land Use and Floorspace
Survey... Identifying space that is currently occupied or vacant would enable planning
committee to better scrutinise future applications based on current and likely future
demand.

-

The Port represents a significant asset to Cardiff, facilitating economic development
and many direct and indirect benefits arising from its operations.

-

LDP needs to provide a more positive and flexible policy approach to the Port to enable
the best and most effective use of the Port. A port-specific related policy that provides
the direction of travel within the area while excluding the Port from the more general
employment land protection policies.

-

Non Port uses are possible at some locations, with land available to anchor new
investments in communities.
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-

Need to broaden uses to include wider employment uses on port land not just port
related uses. As well as industrial and logistical uses other uses such leisure, residential
and mixed uses are possible.

-

An important question for the RLDP is how land use policy could improve the quality,
not just increase the quantity, of jobs within the city.

-

Page 11 repeats the assumptions that have driven planning policy around jobs for
many years: Cardiff is the economic driver of the city region; it has the fastest jobs
growth of any UK core city; office space is in short supply; it has a well-qualified
workforce but productivity lags other core cities with few HQ operations. These
premises have provided the rationale for the “build it and they will come” approach to
office construction in the Central and Bay Business Areas. City leaders have been keen
on the advantages of agglomeration but less keen to acknowledge its disadvantages. A
bigger city is viewed as inherently a better one.
The Replacement LDP is a good time to review, rather than just repeat, these
assumptions, particularly in the context of the climate and nature emergencies, postpandemic challenges and rapid technological change.

-

RLDP should recognise the importance of employment at or close to where workers
live. This offers potential benefits in reducing pressure on the environment and on
transport networks.

-

Growth should be placed on jobs – bringing businesses into the city.

-

Priorities for workplaces of the future are city centre commercial and offices premises
with a focus on public and active travel which could help protect older buildings where
they merit retaining, jointly prioritise live work units and more remote/hybrid working,
small employment hubs in accessible locations.

-

Principle of facilitating the development of high value cluster of specialist sectors as
part of creating long term employment opportunities should not be at the expense of
indigenous business and operations. Investment and development should not price out
established small businesses. No specific mention is made of those communities with
largest populations of Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic communities, who experience
disproportionate levels of unemployment and deprivation.

-

Endorse draft Objective 2, which seeks to provide more jobs and recognises Cardiff’s
key role as the economic driver of South East Wales. This policy objective should be
linked with Objective 1 above in order to support a suitably sized workforce to drive
increased prosperity.

-

Cardiff’s economy is relatively small when compared to the other UK Core Cities, it has
a lower representation in high tech sectors compared to the other Core City regions
and productivity lags behind the Core City average. Its slow recovery following the
2008 recession has also shown that it is vulnerable to economic shocks. This indicates
that the success of the region is not assured. In addition, Cardiff faces tough local
competition for investment from its nearest Core City neighbour, Bristol, which ranks at
the top of the Core Cities group on numerous metrics. Hence, it is vital that Cardiff is
supported to grow and prosper.
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-

Emphasise the importance of planning for aspirational growth in Cardiff in order for
the city to fulfil its potential as the economic driver of South East Wales. Hence, it is
important to ensure that the labour force projections and econometric forecasts to be
considered in the preparation of the emerging LDP are not constrained by past trends.

-

Need a regional approach. Care needs to be taken before dedicating too much land to
offices until there is greater understanding of the medium to long term impact of
COVID-19. Developing remote working hubs, located in areas with good public
transport and with potential for walking/cycling.

-

Home working has risen but will recover, we need to work in teams for cross functional
innovation. It might settle on a 3 or 4 day week at the desk though. Many jobs cannot
be done at home, eg hospitality related and manufacturing, the focus on home
working is a SE of England fixation.

-

Prioritise the set-up and development of SMEs in Cardiff.

-

When developing new employment sites, consideration of the raw materials required
to develop them and where these raw materials will be derived is necessary. The new
sites must also be developed in locations which avoids mineral resource and
infrastructure sterilisation.

-

Establish new jobs in the Valleys rather than greenfield locations to reduce commuting
to the city and regenerate Valleys.

-

New jobs in green technologies would benefit the poorer areas of the City Region and
assist green targets.

-

Need specific policies to support growth of the foundational economy, delivering jobs
from the bottom up to ensure more distributed local employment opportunities and
reduce need to travel by car.

-

Employment Land Review should be accompanied by a reassessment of need for retail
floorspace.

-

A thriving culturally attractive city centre is important for Cardiff to compete as a place
to live and work.

-

National Museum Cardiff and St Fagans National Museum of History play a key part in
the economy of Cardiff as an employer, it is important that for the city centre to thrive
jobs are created and continued.

-

The comment in the draft plan that office space is in short supply is surely outdated,
given that significant numbers of employees are now working remotely, potentially for
the long term.

-

Rethink and reinvent, rather than slavishly trying to make work the existing
commercial space.

-

Do NOT make St Mellons in East Cardiff the Car Park of South East Wales to service this
venue and central Cardiff large scale, sporting, entertainment and business events.
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-

High density mixed use is a term used a lot in the consultation – high density does not
sit comfortably with pandemics.

-

Cardiff should be home to a wide range of jobs – manual, non manual, skilled and non
skilled.

-

The Council should press Welsh Government to introduce business friendly policies.

-

Cardiff residents should be encouraged to become entrepreneurs.

-

Barriers to business should be removed – support small local businesses.

-

The arts sector has a key role to play in the economy and should be supported.

Theme - New Infrastructure
-

Need to assess what infrastructure has been lost due to viability factors and put in
place a viable framework to minimise loss in the future.

-

A focus on wider infrastructure which creates healthy environments is crucial, green
spaces, play areas, cycle and walking routes, community facilities are all important in
creating a healthy environment.

-

Crucial to liaise at an early stage in planning on current and future health care
provision capacity.

-

Important to recognise developing where appropriate public assets as shared multifunctional spaces to enable shared efficiencies and collaborative working across
partner organisations to promote physical, mental and social well-being.

-

Fears that promised improvements will not in fact occur have sometimes been
realised. The plans originally approved can be modified after permission has been
granted, and while ‘Living Decision Notices’ may need to be changed when
circumstances do, they can also provide a mechanism for developers to renege on
promises. Enforcement is not always as strict as it should be, and if a builder goes into
liquidation (whether forced or by choice to avoid commitments) there is little that can
be done, while Council, with other demands on its resources, is reluctant to step in
and fill the gap.

-

Adequate infrastructure is not just a question for brand-new developments but also
for those within the built-up area of the city, where local facilities, such as health,
education or parks, are often already stretched after over a decade of austerity.

-

Transport improvements, should be installed first with new homes around that.

-

Great scope for co-production between professionals and local residents in a
Placemaking ethos of partnership and engagement for community infrastructure. Co-production could come in many forms, from restoration of buildings which have
fallen into disuse, sometimes of historic value to new constructions, or improvements
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to open spaces. Resident involvement ensures that what is delivered meets local
requirements, while professionals bring the skills to make this a success.
-

RLDP should include policies to facilitate these, both by smoothing the way for
planning applications around them, and by requiring community involvement in
infrastructure provision in developments. As well as creating facilities of lasting value,
well-run projects can themselves play a positive role in building community cohesion
and strengthening links with public bodies.

-

For any new developments it is critical to get infrastructure in place first. This includes
transport, utilities, community facilities and communications but there are many
more. Communications must be futureproofed – e.g. the installation of 5G masts on
new estates before houses are constructed/occupied.

-

Priority should be a high quality, fully accessible to people of all abilities,
comprehensive walking and cycling network linking homes to key destinations.

-

Cycle infrastructure should be on space taken from motor vehicles rather than
pedestrians or green spaces. Where not feasible on a particular route convert
equivalent areas of road space to green space in suitable alternative locations.

-

Need strong commitment that active travel infrastructure is in place first.

-

Need a commitment for the provision of secure cycle storage for new development
and on street bike hangars and storage for existing properties. Need to set out
maximising the use of cargo bikes and e bikes. Electric Charging facilities must not
obstruct cycling or walkers or take space from them.

-

Welcome the commitment to a 15 minute neighbourhood and the locality approach.
Concerned lack of detail stands opposed to the approach of zoning of development
across the city which will lead to facilities placed at a distance from many
communities.

-

Seek a policy that masterplans all brown field sites to ensure increased urban
population is matched or outstripped by increased infrastructure transport/green
space/schools/GPs etc and new retail and community development are fully
integrated.

-

Endorse the proposed objective to ensure the timely provision of new infrastructure in
order to support wellbeing and to ensure the lack of infrastructure does not constrain
future growth. This commitment to providing new and better infrastructure must be
central to the LDP in order to reflect Cardiff’s role as a capital city.

-

Where possible, new development should make use of existing and planned
infrastructure in Cardiff, thereby helping to support the continued maintenance of
walking and cycling routes and the operation of public transport services. This will
also support more efficient patterns of development and reduce the need for car
based travel.

-

Large strategic sites will offer opportunities to support the coordinated delivery of
other types of infrastructure, for example community services, schools and health
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services. Greenfield sites will often offer increased opportunities for these added
benefits when compared to brownfield locations.
-

Viability studies should be made public.

-

Fundamental problem with the development on strategic sites that infrastructure is
not being provided in a timely manner. City is not creating sustainable communities.

-

Priority must be given to making a success existing sites. Distinction between
essential and necessary helps developers avoid responsibilities.

-

Planning policies need to be stronger.

-

Cardiff has failed to introduce CIL loosing many millions to the detriment of the City
and its residents.

-

Existing strategic sites have been created with no new facilities leading to car travel –
no 20 minute neighbourhoods.

-

Create outside and partly sheltered areas for young people to socialise in all
communities.

-

More bike parks, skateparks, green areas and play areas for older kids - areas that
are free to use, convenient and have accessible toilets and facilities for public use.

-

Protect and develop communal community areas and facilities, and support
communities to manage their own assets.

-

Helpful to assess the raw material requirements to deliver the infrastructure through
an appropriate resource assessment and consider the supply chain options necessary
to ensure the sustainable delivery of such.

-

Should be a priority for a formal mechanism for making clearer the process by which
Section 106 contributions from developers are allocated – and that developers should
be held publicly accountable.

-

Protect sports facilities and those provide in new development should be of an
appropriate size and not squeezed into flood risk areas.

-

Access to culture will be vital to Cardiff over the length of this plan. Museums and
other cultural facilities should be considered alongside other community facilities.

-

Post pandemic these will be important aspects for recovery.

-

Transport links to St Fagans should be improved – in particular greener solutions such
as rail.

-

Need for more recycling centres.

-

Need improved broadband and mobile phone servers.

-

New infrastructure should cater for young people.

-

Maximum benefits should be obtained from future S106 agreements

-

We support the use of electric cars.
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Theme – Climate Change
-

A Flood Consequences Assessment and a Renewable Energy Assessment isn’t
sufficient to respond to the global threat. Need to stimulate new ideas through
creation of Citizens Assemblies.

-

Need to rethink where buildings are located and how they are built.

-

Repurpose buildings rather than demolish.

-

Thousands of homes in Cardiff could be under water within three decades. No more
building should happen on flood plains.

-

Need bold and innovative ways of responding to the climate emergency New homes
should be carbon neutral, use sustainable materials and are environmentally friendly,
support electric vehicle charging and able to store bicycles.

-

Significant proportion of Cardiff residents want to be able to cycle and walk more
(Cardiff Bike Life Survey).

-

RLDP must respond to the defining challenge of climate change. Need drastic action
against flooding.

-

The vital ambition of carbon neutrality is missing from its proposed objectives. This
must be integrated as a principle, in line with the One Planet progress report.

-

Allow Prioritising determining applications for renewable energy, flood defences and
other green initiatives.

-

Need to encourage energy efficiency in development and how will be enforced.

-

Reserve land for a potential Cardiff Lagoon.

-

Bikes have zero emissions – bringing about a significant modal split from cars to bikes
would be a major contribution to reducing the city’s carbon footprint.

-

No mention of the nature or biodiversity crises, which are separate to that of the
climate crisis and the administrations One Planet Cardiff Strategy.

-

LDP should set out a roadmap for the Council to sign up to a Green Building Council
Zero Carbon Buildings framework.

-

LDP should recognise the need for the Council to work collaboratively with the
development industry to identify feasible ways for new development to contribute
towards addressing climate change.

-

There are many opportunities for new development to assist in addressing the threat
of climate change. However, it is important for the Council to balance increased
regulatory requirements with the need to ensure that much-needed sustainable
development (with the benefits that it brings) remains viable and is not prevented
from coming forward.

-

It is considered that, in general, proposals to increase requirements through the built
fabric are best placed to be managed through the building regulations framework,
rather than the planning system. This will help to ensure consistency in application
and reduce uncertainty for the development industry.
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-

The City must adopt an effective requirement for handling rainfall events/flood
defences.

-

Buildings should not be permitted without energy efficiency measures.

-

Construction is responsible for large amounts of greenhouse emissions – use of
recycled materials will significantly reduce emissions. Ensure that existing buildings
are developed where possible.

-

Fail to mention carbon neutrality potentially diverging from the One Planet Strategy.

-

Business as usual is not tenable. Replacement LDP must set the framework and
decision making must reflect the framework.

-

No mention of getting carbon emissions down to net 0 by 2030.

-

Strategic Flood Risk Plan for Cardiff should be made a high priority.

-

Climate change is accelerating, which means sea levels are rising rapidly. Many
coastal and low-lying areas in and near Cardiff could be submerged by 2050. The
Replacement LDP. Must ensure that flood risk and potential flood risk areas are
identified and finances are made available for work to be carried out on the erosion of
the coast and land identified as at risk of flooding. Need to prioritise funding,
18million set by Council for 2021 compared to 61 million for cycle routes and
improvements to transport infrastructure and active travel routes.

-

Aim for Carbon Neutral.

-

Plan for climate change and consider its differential impact.

-

Flooding: climate action needs to be at the heart of the LDP. It’s the most important
issue facing every area in the world, especially Cardiff prone to risk of flooding and
being underwater w thin decades. Soil sealing is linked to this and is an urgent issue
which needs to be factored into when developing over soil and green space. Can
brown sites please be used as an alternative and sustainable drainage, to ensure
areas aren’t prone to flooding as a result?

-

Overall, I urge Cardiff Council to put residents first and ensure the LDP is sustainable
and puts climate friendly policies in place in the LDP. Climate change is the single
biggest issue facing us all, so there’s no time to waste in allowing poor development
to affect our city further.

-

The LDP needs to include One Planet Cardiff Strategy and its commitment to become
carbon neutral by 2030.

-

Cardiff One Planet aspires to a carbon neutral Cardiff by 2030.

-

In order to achieve this, it will be necessary, when considering a proposal for
development, to estimate how much carbon will be released by any demolition and
development over the life cycle of the development.

-

Each proposed scheme should be evaluated in this way.

-

There should be an option to reject the proposal if the damage caused by carbon
output is not warranted by the benefits of the development.

-

Cardiff is the 6th most at risk city in the world from climate induced flooding. City
Council has a responsibility to treat their decisions with the utmost seriousness in the
light of this and ensure that any plans embed mitigations for this.
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-

Plan needs to enshrine sustainability and zero emissions from the start and a carbon
net zero deadline for 2030 at the latest.

-

All new housing should also be equipped or readily adaptable to cater for foreseeable
or likely future policy shifts such as a move away from natural gas for heating, micro
energy generation leading low-carbon/carbon neutral homes, and increased electric
vehicle ownership.

-

The Climate Emergency should be central and foremost to every development.

-

Must consider the raw material requirements of delivering green energy solutions
from the foundations for wind turbines, to glass for solar panels and the elements
required for energy storage. For flood alleviation schemes, the plan should examine
the resource requirements and supply chain considerations for the raw materials for
the “hard” schemes as well exploring any potential opportunities to develop “soft”,
nature based schemes within mineral workings, from flood capacity to water
management through appropriate planting.

-

Short term proposals ignore climate change.

-

Prioritise electric charging points for vehicles to help cut emissions.

-

This LDP is the last chance for Cardiff to get on the map as a champion in the fight
against climate change.

-

Every decision should consider the climate crisis and target carbon zero.

-

Use natural solutions to protect Cardiff from effects of flooding.

-

Climate action needs to be at the heart of the LDP especially as Cardiff is prone to
flooding.

-

Soil sealing is also an urgent issue. Use brownfield sites and sustainable drainage.

-

Planning decisions short sighted – lack of respect for green spaces especially with the
climate emergency.

-

Impact of climate change is of major importance with Cardiff being a coastal city it is
extremely likely that flooding incidents will occur more frequently in future.

-

There appears to be little sense of urgency tackling the Climate Emergency.

-

The National Museum of Wales declared a climate emergency in 2019.

-

The museums are committed to being sustainable in all of their operations.

-

Cardiff is one of the world’s cities most at risk of flooding. It not only needs greater
flood protection, but the LDP needs to prevent any further new build on flood risk
sites.

-

Cease all existing and prevent future biomass energy production.

-

Renewable energy, produced on appropriate sites in appropriate locations – is the
only way Wales should go.

-

There is no reference to the Council agreement to reach Zero carbon by 2025 – this a
serious omission.

-

Congestion charge should be considered.

-

Cardiff Council and Welsh Government should decrease the amount of traffic entering
the City.
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-

Welcomes this as a key Objective for the new LDP.

-

Planning for new developments must not ignore the reality of car ownership in the
21st Century – must be sufficient parking provided.

-

Support the idea to “promote an increase in tree canopy cover across the city” we
would also like to see the maximised retention of existing green spaces and green
infrastructure.

-

Provide assurances that the climate and ecological emergency will be taken seriously
in all planning decisions through to 2036, proportionate to the global climate crisis.
The planning system must work in tandem with your own One Planet City strategy.
Any proposed developments must meet strict climate neutral benchmarking tests set
within the LDP and work in tandem with OPC.

Theme – Movement and Active Travel
-

Need an assessment of public transport cost and frequency in Cardiff compared to
other UK cities where public transport network is integrated and had led to a
dramatic modal shift.

-

15min city concept should be adopted so people don’t have to travel and end out of
town development.

-

Need to accelerate the shift away from private cars to reduce emissions.

-

Need to take strong action to prioritise active and green travel. Disincentivise private
car use making some car owners unhappy is the only way to encourage other forms
of travel, alongside better public transport, pedestrian and cycle infrastructure.

-

Emphasise the benefits to physical and mental health, through active travel, as well
as to congestion and air quality.

-

Be specific about active travel and public transport being inclusive, for people of all
ages, genders, abilities and disabilities.

-

Infrastructure and services need to avoid marginalising people unintentionally. Very
few people can’t undertake active travel with proper facilities.

-

Add specific ambitions for walking for eg regular benches/rest areas, consistent
wayfinding.

-

Any development to the port needs to recognise the impacts of maritime air pollution,
emissions from shipping can be substantial.

-

Reducing private car use is essential to protect the environment, to reduce
congestion, and to improve health and wellbeing. But this must be done in ways that
do not worsen life for those who today depend on a car for essential tasks, such as
going to work or accessing services.

-

To deter car use must go hand-in-hand with improved alternatives, especially for
those living in places currently badly served by public transport, or with inadequate
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local facilities. This demands a regional perspective on transport policy and provision,
given how many people from outside the city depend on it for work or services.
-

Road charging should be applied to everyone.

-

Parking policy needs to change allowing too much for out of centre retail which needs
to be halted and reversed. Introduction of a workplace parking levy should be
considered.

-

Cycleways should be created out of roadspace and not tarmac cycleways through
parks.

-

More attention needed for pedestrians.

-

Moving rapidly away from fossil fuels for transportation is vital, but we still need to
find ways to reduce the use of cars.

-

Should prioritise investing resources for trains and buses.

-

No mention of trams or trams/trains.

-

Need to protect potential transport routes from development. Vital transport hubs
link up.

-

Provision of high quality active travel infrastructure is key.

-

Modal shift could be achieved quicker if the use of the car is made less attractive,
need to see more roads and streets restricting access to cars, development of low
traffic neighbourhoods, changes to parking policies to achieve the changes,
introduction of fair road charging and a workplace levy.

-

Need to promote active travel particularly in schools and work places. Need a
comprehensive signage system to indicate time to cycle to key destinations.

-

Accurate assessment of effectiveness of measures is needed and need to set targets.
Consider Council should aim for 20% if all journeys to be made by bike by 2030.

-

Need to expand the Nextbike Scheme. Working with neighbouring authorities to
develop similar schemes for the Metro/rail station. Need to make electric assisted
bikes available for outlying areas.

-

Important to encourage alternative modes of transport to the car and cycling should
play an important part together with better public transport and opportunities to
walk however designating the trail to the south of the Llanishen and Lisvane
reservoirs is inconsistent with objectives, adverse impact on walkers, the SSSI and
ecosystems.

-

Lack of walking strategy integrated with the Council’s modal shift and transport
strategy leaves pedestrians disadvantaged. LDP must prioritise the public transport
network.

-

Need to set out clearly how the 20 minute neighbourhood are to be achieved, going
beyond transport infrastructure.
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-

With any interventions should have before and after data so there is a bench mark.
Make use of experts at the local universities.

-

Support cycle lanes on repurposed road space but not through parks. Floodlight cycle
lanes through parks changes the dynamic to the detriment of one user over another
resulting in serious equality issues and very bad for wildlife.

-

Propose all new properties conversions have installed or will be easily adaptable for
on street electric vehicle charging, submit an active travel plan for number of
residents they expect and offer a voucher for buying a bike, pay a contribution to
active travel and public transport in the locality.

-

Need for the Council to continue to work collaboratively with the development
industry to identify feasible ways for new development to support sustainable and
active travel. Larger greenfield developments in particular provide opportunities for
master planning to create sustainable neighbourhoods that include walking and
cycling networks and support bus or Metro links.

-

Reducing the length of commuting distances or the need for commuting entirely,
through enabling home working, should also form part of the approach to improving
ease of movement across Cardiff.

-

Meeting the need for housing in Cardiff will provide a wealth of opportunities to
support ease of movement and active travel, through providing links to existing and
new walking, cycling, bus and Metro networks.

-

Too much focus on bus improvements which are failing to reduce car usage. The City
and the Region need a rapid transit system (metro).

-

People need to feel safe when cycling and walking. Cycle and footpaths should not be
combined and should be well maintained.

-

Support safe segregated well lit well maintained cycle pathways using road space as
cyclists need a safer environment and the population needs to embrace active travel
more. Against shared use pathways and the use of the Nant Fawr and Rhydypenau
Wood Trails as the cost to the environment and the detriment to walkers are too
much - the route takes from nature / other active travel not from roads. Safe Cycle
routes should be segregated/well lit take road space not walking routes/trails.

-

Council is focused on leisure routes or direct commutes to the city centre which don’t
access the local facilities which disadvantages women, kids and older people. Little
regard for elderly, disabled and women. Segregated routes past houses on well-lit
routes are much safer than going through parks and woodland trails. Use of
walking/trails are unsuitable for cycling pathways/superhighways nor for significant
numbers of bikes.

-

The National Museums have committed to Cardiff’s Healthy Travel Charter. The
museums are supportive of healthy travel choices and hybrid working allowed less
journeys into the office.

-

Congestion charge should be considered.
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-

Cardiff Council and Welsh Government should decrease the amount of traffic entering
the City.

-

Need for all forms of public transport to be better integrated and link with active
travel.

-

Supports the creation of more and better active travel routes and usable Public
Transport routes through and across the City as a driver to reduced use of personal
car journeys.

-

Develop safe cycle ways on existing road routes instead of tarmacking walkways in
green areas- and presenting those developments as viable and credible in public
consultations.

-

Consider the needs of children in developing safe cycleways for everyday travel (not
just leisure).

-

Make Cardiff a 15 minute City.

-

Need to promote affordable public transport and active travel/take road space from
cars. Bike lanes should not be built in parks/prevent any further development only
reached by car/tax parking.

-

Dates for EV only production are being announced for 2028-2030 well before the ban
on new petrol and diesel sale. This suggests a rapid switch of the population of cars
not a slow change starting in 2030/35. Charging capacity will be an issue, for the grid
as well as for forecourts - just about the time period for the LDP so we need to look
beyond the status quo.

-

Rush hour will fade as work times will vary and smart travel widens. Travel patterns
will be more variable/spread out.

-

Buses are not popular but are still essential in the absence of a light tram system, ie
they are a short term need.

-

Cycling use has risen but not by as much as expected (London data) so do not expect
miracles.

-

There are more cars than ever, and car use is still the preferred option and will rise
unless an alternative is better.

-

The pollution issues are broadly the same for EV as for other cars. EV autonomous
vehicles threaten to increase journeys like taxis mainly used by one passenger.

-

The plan for traffic in the city needs a thorough review is correct. Castle St reopening
- understand the issues but will not get this is an opportunity again.

-

It is not acceptable just to reroute traffic through existing residential areas, but with
the road pattern in Cardiff as it is this is the only way but must be accompanied by a
serious reduction in traffic, ie public transport and exterior P&R.

-

How should travellers into Cardiff be routed - favour redirection down to the Bay with
a big P&R by the docks with enhanced Metro.
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-

Cycle friendly city and prioritising people over cars: development must prioritise
walking and cycling but this means a proper transport system for Cardiff - metro,
tram lines, cycle lanes, and a proper public transport system. The council shouldn’t
agree for development to happen and allow congestion to increase without sufficient
Public transport in place first. Developers have the upper hand and all they care about
is making money - not the impact on existing services such as healthcare and
education and congestion. This is where the Council comes in through sufficient
protection for residents and a sustainable LDP.

-

The public transport infrastructure proposals are so vague. Without an effective,
efficient public transport system accessible to all areas of the city, our future
development will be undermined. Can you work this up more to reassure citizens you
also think it is important?

-

Object to reference at page of the document to the need for the Eastern Bay Link.
One option for this proposed new highway would impact on the site integrity of the
Severn Estuary Special Protection Area.

-

The plan must clearly integrate the Council and Welsh Government policies aiming at
increasing the number of residents using public transport and active travel.

-

Concern over more and more congestion.

-

Prioritise sustainable development by making sure there are public transport links
and walking and cycling infrastructure.

-

In favour of proposal to build a cycle route from Cardiff High School beside the
reservoirs to Lisvane but it cannot be a continuation of the existing gravel track
between the high school and Rhydypenau Rd.

-

Reduce car traffic, increase public transport and cycle ways and make affordable for
all.

-

Do not invest in big cycle highways which mean cutting trees down in parks.

-

Prioritise people over cars.

-

Prioritise walking, cycling and public transport.

-

Improve public transport. Bus services to outlying areas are infrequent.

-

RLDP must include proposals to tackle the current sustainable infrastructure deficit
and deliver on this before further land releases.

-

Poor air quality a key concern – all buses need to be electric and powered from
renewable resources as soon as possible.

-

The National Museums have committed to Cardiff’s Healthy Travel Charter. The
museums are supported of healthy travel choices and hybrid working allowed less
journeys into the office.

-

Needs more explicit support for cycling as a central element in the city’s future
development.
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-

Due to increase in traffic congestion on Heol Pontprennau and resultant decrease in
air quality. Access to the site should be via a new junction on the A4232 via St Mellons
Road and speed limit on M4 between Junction 30 and 32 should also be reduced to 50
mph. Provision of new schools should also be looked at given it took 20 years to
happen for Pontprennau.

-

Outstanding problems with the present LDP:
1. The lack of evidence of any success to date in achieving the modal split target.
2. In North West Cardiff the development of Plasdwr where there are numerous new
houses and highway alterations, but there is no sign of the provision of any of the
necessary infrastructure or of the parkland suggested by the “garden city” name
given to the development.
3. The total lack of any regional plan beyond the boundaries of Cardiff.

-

There is also considerable need to improve the efficiency of Cardiff’s highway network
for the benefit of all its users and for all forms of transportation.

-

Concerns regarding parking - Cardiff needs to rethink its requirements of developers
to provide adequate levels of off street parking and greater road widths to address
this. Consequently Cardiff needs to start thinking differently, not just carrying on with
the same policies.

Theme – Health and Wellbeing and Equalities
-

Need a commitment to the installation of more permanent air quality monitoring
stations in known high pollution areas to track the problem in real time rather than
sporadic data as with current Air Quality Management Systems.

-

Vital the LDP addresses inequalities in opportunities, employment and health status,
access to green open space.

-

The LDP must address diverse needs: there is no mention of race equality, despite all
the evidence that this is significant for housing or health.

-

Stress the importance of the Health Impact Assessment of the LDP and major
developments...

-

Obesity is a key issue in Cardiff – environment play a key role in how active people are
and the food they eat.

-

Need to consider fat food takeaways and how they can be managed and restricted
particularly around schools.

-

Reference the Cardiff Wellbeing Assessment as a source of existing evidence.

-

RLDP needs to set clear policies which have health and well-being for all at their heart.

-

Must address diverse needs. For example, there is no mention of race equality, despite
all the evidence that this is significant for housing or health.
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-

Inequality of green space. It’s a myth that Cardiff is a green city. Many areas of the city
have well below UK average access to green space. This inequality was highlighted by
the pandemic.

-

Appreciation of inequalities and of how Cardiff residents have diverse needs which
must be taken account of in planning policy.

-

A well-planned city must be inclusive for all. An important part of delivering this will be
breaking down unnecessary physical barriers and exclusions imposed on disabled
people by poor design of buildings and places.

-

No mention the question of race equality.

-

The proposed Vision for the RLDP has fairness at its heart and so must consider how
the development of our city can promote race equality.

-

Local Housing Market Assessment only refers to the needs of different age groups
should be extended to cover all groups with specific housing needs, including needs of
key groups (Black, Asian and minority ethnic people, disabled people, homeless people,
older people, those with mental health conditions, ethnic minority women, etc.).

-

Priorities should be feeling safe, access to green space and equality of access to
education, jobs and training.

-

Increase the provision of land for biodiversity – not just green space.

-

Modal shift away from the private car will help address issues of air quality and noise
pollution, employment and services more accessible to those on lower incomes who
can’t afford a car but can a bike and result in increasing levels of physical activity.

-

Significant inequalities and disparities across Cardiff must inform the way in which
Cardiff grows, including the provision of homes, access to green space, public
transport, and employment infrastructure. The LDP documents make no reference to
race equality, despite implications across housing, employment, health, access to the
natural environment, and pollution for Black, Asian and Ethnic communities in Cardiff.

-

LDP must consider the impact of development on affordability and the existing culture
of communities. Whilst development and re-development bring investment into the
infrastructure of communities – including housing supply, employment, and transport
– it also has the potential to increase property and rental prices and displace
communities. This has the unintended consequence of displacing existing communities,
predominantly low-income households.

-

Need to reference to the Authorities statutory obligations under the Crime and
Disorder Act 1988 to prevent crime and the creating of safer and of more sustainable
development through the consideration of Crime Prevention through Environmental
Design. Such strategic references have played a key part in making many
developments and communities safer and more secure.

-

New development can make an important contribution through the delivery of mixed
communities that include a range of housing tenures and sizes, with a focus on green
infrastructure, public amenities and active travel opportunities.
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-

New greenfield sites are also able to deliver new health facilities.

-

Objective linked to movement and active travel. Improved air quality needs people to
get out of their cars – need a viable alternative to the car – a rapid transit system is
needed and the adoption of policies that do not make the situation worse such as
ribbon development along the A4119 causing bottlenecks and poor air quality worse.

-

Small industrial/manufacturing workshops on sites around the city are important to
reduce inequalities.

-

Need to ensure that improving people’s health is a key consideration of development
proposals. Make greater use of the Wellbeing of Future Generations act for clear
policy to reject proposals that do not meet the City’s standard.

-

Whitchurch Tennis Club is a premier tennis facility, a community asset used by a
number of schools, with holiday camps, use of the outdoor space as a result of covid
for wheelchair tennis clubs, netball clubs, Pilates and fitness clubs.

-

Seek protection afforded by planning policy to protect and preserve existing sporting
and community assets.

-

Improve the air quality in Cardiff - disrupt the growth of car use by creating great
alternatives

-

Adhere to the principles of the Wellbeing of Future Generations Act and the Socio
Economic duty.

-

Protection of trees is important for health and well-being.

-

Strongly support the development of a railway station at Mynachdy as soon as possible
as part of the Metro programme.

-

No reference to race or children.

-

The role of museums and cultural facilities will play a key role here.

-

Amgueddfa Cymru exists to help people and communities in Wales to have a better
and culturally richer life.

-

There should be more, local swimming pools, public and private, gyms, fitness studios,
teen playgrounds and community gardens.

-

More outdoor leisure facilities including reinforcing and investing in the many
neglected public footpaths for walking and cycling should be provided.

-

The Council should allocate more money to fund children’s parks and playgrounds.

-

Crime is mentioned but anti-social behaviour should be dealt with.

-

More farmers markets should be supported.
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Theme – City Centre and Cardiff Bay
-

Agree that a mixed use City centre will be key to regeneration but need the right
balance not over reliance on offices and reduction in leisure as in recent years.

-

Need a dedicated city centre regeneration strategy with extensive public engagement.

-

The Port should be excluded from a Cardiff Bay Business Area which would duplicate
matters and may restrict the flexibility sought in the Port area.

-

Focus is on the city centre with little said about the poorer wards who have long been
deprived the things that would make '20-minute neighbourhoods' a reality - e.g.
thriving local high streets with a wide choice of small independent businesses, shops,
cafes et; a range of public and community spaces for people and community groups to
operate from.

-

Important to have mixed uses for a range of ages and keeping control over the number
and size of licensed premises.

-

Need to repurpose the city centre and empty shops and offices post covid.

-

For Cardiff City Centre to thrive, then out/edge of-town shopping will have to be
discouraged, which will also help the modal shift from private cars This implies that the
Replacement LDP should go further than the Adopted LDP and seek not only to halt the
growth of retail parks but, over time, to shrink or close some.

-

City Centre is going to be far more mixed use, supports tourism. Operates as a
transport hub, role of universities in supporting students and city centre student
facilities, helps retain students after graduation, supports museums, links with Cardiff
Bay and the suburbs.

-

Too much focus on the City Centre and the Bay need to consider. Need to create well
connected, vibrant district shopping and employment centre.

-

LDP should outline how it will balance development whilst meeting the needs of
communities in an affordable way, for example through mixed tenure of housing and
provision of community buildings.

-

Concern that the City is determined to continue a high risk strategy of chasing
signature projects. Question whether there is any point protecting the retail role of the
city centre which were struggling before the pandemic. Question the objective to
establish the Bay as a leading UK urban destination – need to offer a variety of
attractions including St Fagans Museum.

-

Change the city centre into a more social and green area where nature and the arts
dominate.

-

Why demolish Queen’s Arcade to replace it with something similar?

-

Why house a Military Museum in the Bay on the only green site available?

-

The proposals for an indoor arena in the Bay are unnecessary.
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-

National Museum Cardiff plays a key role for the centre of Cardiff and will continue to
attract visitors and facilitate wider benefit for the area.

-

It is vital that the “cultural quarter” around National Museum Cardiff is physically and
psychologically far more accessible from Queen Street.

-

Protecting and developing city centre is of key importance – as retail moves online and
Covid changes how we work.

-

Agree that district and local centres need to be supported. Station Road area as a local
centre and wish to protect and develop its role.

-

These developments are supported but will only be of benefit to Radyr residents if the
infrastructure is in place for them.

-

Do not want through travel of visitors from beyond the city to have a detrimental
impact on local residents.

-

Support the development of local centres.

-

Footfall in the high street will need to be managed back if retail is to survive, like the
idea of more outside eating and experiences creating a non-stop party atmosphere.
Towns need people to use them and people need a reason to be there.

Theme – Post Pandemic Recovery
-

Need to consider the future of the city centre for eg re purposing parts of the city
centre to create parks.

-

Importance of access to green space for exercise and mental well-being continues to
be a priority.

-

Travel changes to cycling and walking should be sustained and enhance.

-

Seen an increases in home working if this trend continues homes should be designed
for this or the creation of local work hubs.

-

Priorities post pandemic active travel, staying local and revitalising the city centre,
district and local centres.

-

Increase in walking and cycling has meant that shared paths no longer function
effectively due to the numbers using them. Need separate walking and cycling
infrastructure.

-

Consider that people who cycle or walk spend more locally than people driving cars
therefore investing in cycling and walking infrastructure will aid viability of district and
local centres.

-

Leisure cycling can assist in reviving tourism. Need to ensure the infrastructure is in
place to support this.
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-

Would like to see a greater detail around place making, including on how communities
shape the priorities for their communities. We would welcome consideration of how
the council and LDP can enable local people to protect the things they value in their
neighbourhood through community land trusts.

-

The trend towards increased working from home will require the provision of a range
of housing types and sizes at a range of densities, including attractive, larger homes
with spare bedrooms to support home working. The provision of attractive work hubs
in neighbourhood centres, together with access to local green spaces and facilities in
well-designed neighbourhoods will also be important in supporting wellbeing and can
be easily incorporated in planned developments.

-

The inclusion of a policy focus on reawakening Wales’ cultural sectors is also
welcomed. The achievement of this aim will require attracting and maintaining
younger people through provision of a sufficient supply and range of high-quality
housing.

-

The inclusion of a policy focus on reawakening Wales’ cultural sectors is also
welcomed. The achievement of this aim will require attracting and maintaining
younger people through provision of a sufficient supply and range of high-quality
housing.

-

Prioritise new working and meeting hubs throughout the city rather than focusing on
the city centre as a high density major financial and service sector The 20 minute
neighbourhood needs to become the standard.

-

Pandemic shoed that people need easy access to open spaces, more green space and
trees.

-

Role of culture should be factored into the thinking in respect of these plans.

-

Council needs to understand how Covid will affect work and travel patterns.

-

Support residents working from home, developing spaces they could use locally.

-

The post pandemic world brings opportunity to develop new services and more co
working spaces.

-

Increased trend of working from home will mean increased use of broadband etc.

-

Local services should be provided to avoid travel into the City Centre.

-

Working practices and travel patterns will have changed and this provides an
opportunity for change.

Theme – Placemaking Approach and High Quality Design
-

Concern at a lack of new evidence being sought.

-

Need to maximise community involvement.

-

The LDP should help local people to protect the things they cherish in their
neighbourhood with the creation of community land trusts.
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-

We need to move towards twenty minute neighbourhoods where all the facilities
citizens need are within a 20-minute walk.

-

The council must work with community - a much more collaborative and helpful
approach, and that was not evident in the LDP.

-

The 20 minute neighbourhood or 15 minute city concepts create healthy and
sustainable communities where services and amenities are within a 15-20 minute walk
or a short cycle ride.

-

Placemaking approach enables consideration to be given to the environmental impact
of a development, the impact on health and how well it integrated into the existing
neighbourhood.

-

Involvement of local communities in the planning and development of their local area
is important.

-

Involving the local community in developing proposals is the first principle of the
Placemaking Wales Charter and must be at the heart of the Placemaking objective. It is
not just a matter for new communities but also for existing ones, which are impacted
by developments in their area or nearby.

-

Communities – whether established or newly forming – should be involved from the
outset in Master planning.

-

Community Asset Transfers can empower local groups to protect the things they
cherish in their neighbourhood but must not become a means of Council cutting
budgets or avoiding ongoing support.

-

Create 20 minute neighbourhoods where all facilities are within a 20 minute walk.

-

Support placemaking approach.

-

Need explicit commitment to creating more 20 minute neighbourhood with key
services within easy walking and cycling distances.

-

Missed opportunity to define ‘Liveable Neighbourhoods’

-

Give more consideration to the concept of City of Villages.

-

Lack of planning in Cardiff, no thought as to how constituent parts fit together.

-

Refer to Policy 2 in Future Wales sets out that the growth and regeneration of towns
and cities should be based on the following strategic placemaking principles. Large
strategic sites (such as an extension to Plasdŵr to the north or west) will offer
opportunities to provide master planned communities incorporating work hubs and
local services in neighbourhood centres, access to green spaces and a range of housing
types and densities, whilst linking with walking, cycling and public transport networks.

-

Commitment to supporting development in the most sustainable locations sometimes
these are greenfield.

-

Endorse the proposed place-making approach and commitment to high quality design,
to ensure that future growth can be effectively managed.
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-

Focuses on taking steps to create sustainable places whilst supporting growth is
welcomed. This represents positive planning.

-

Master planning process can establish design principles and manage capacity for
change.

-

Support the intention of ‘working with local communities to improve neighbourhoods.

-

Need to increase the range of local facilities in line with the 20-minute city providing a
resident’s daily and weekly needs within a 10 minute walk.

-

Success of this objective rests with the Council.

-

Move to brownfield site development as a priority/stop allowing trees to be cut
down/upfront delivery of infrastructure and facilities/have energy standards for all
new development.

-

The use of appropriate materials is integral to placemaking. PPW recognises that
suitable building stone is important for the restoration of historic buildings and may be
available from small operations in specific locations to supply local markets. Further,
dimension stone is used in new buildings where it is important to maintain local
building character. It may be necessary to obtain dimension stone from geological
formations which are restricted in occurrence in order to obtain a particular colour.
Use of local materials may play a significant role in creating sustainable places,
maximising regeneration opportunities, enhancing public spaces and delivering new
developments of high quality design.

-

Utilise existing buildings instead of greenfield sites and repurpose the city centre and
empty buildings.

-

Give communities ownership of their areas.

-

Develop the 20 minute neighbourhood.

-

Museums are not mentioned specifically in the list provided but consideration must be
given to existing key locations in Cardiff as well as planned into future developments.

-

Agree that placemaking can be an important tool to develop safe, vibrant and
attractive communities.

-

Request Station Road area is made a more attractive community destination eg. A
community square.

-

Request that the 7,000 homes near Radyr be built to a high quality.

-

Request a retail site near our community.

-

Would like to see safer cycling across Plasdwr.

-

We want the promised amount of green space to be kept without any loss to housing.

-

All of the promises community facilities must be delivered.

-

Welcomes the proposed protection and enhancements to the key natural assets,
particularly the river Taff.
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-

Developments should protect existing green infrastructure.

-

Re-develop brownfield rather than greenfield sites.

Theme – Green Infrastructure and Natural Assets
-

Biodiversity emergency is an afterthought. Whilst the Green Infrastructure Assessment
and Settlement Boundary review provide some value need more. Suggest mechanisms
like the Citizens Assemblies would be beneficial.

-

ABP recognise the presence of two “Sand Wharf Protection Areas” within the Port. ABP
recognise the value of the wharves but request flexibility to relocate across the Port in
accordance with commercial demand, including consolidation, re-provision or loss in
line with the long-term strategy for the Port.

-

Imperative that current biodiverse areas are properly protected, including mature
trees, new development is nature friendly and integrated into developments, urban
biodiversity mustn’t be an add on.

-

Nature in crisis We need to protect habitat and create new habitat; provision of
wildlife corridors in existing streets and new builds, hedgehog highways, bird and bat
nesting and roosting boxes, wildlife friendly planting and less mowing. The LDP should
protect and create green space, for the health: cities such as Birmingham and
Nottingham have twice as much per capita public open space as Cardiff – and they are
being imaginative in creating more parks and wildlife areas, by eg turning a disused
shopping centre into a park and wetland.

-

Many areas of the city have well below UK average access to green space. This
inequality was highlighted by the pandemic.

-

More priority should be given to existing over developers to buy land and community
voices should carry more weight in planning decisions.

-

Biodiversity has never been more threatened.

-

An essential part of the Evidence Base for the RLDP must be a comprehensive survey
and inventory of biodiversity in the city. We cannot protect and enhance habitats if we
do not know what exists today.

-

Need to protect habitats, provide wildlife corridors in existing streets and new builds,
hedgehog highways, bird and bat nesting and roosting boxes, wildlife friendly planting
and mowing

-

Protection of green space, and creation of green space, for the health and well-being
of all. Cities such as Birmingham and Nottingham have twice as much per capita public
open space as Cardiff – and they are being imaginative in creating more parks and
wildlife areas. Turning a disused shopping centre into a park and wetland for example.
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-

Need to address open green space deficits in central/southern Cardiff.

-

The protection and creation of green space is essential for the health and well-being of
residents. Cities such as Birmingham and Nottingham have twice as much per capita
public open space as Cardiff – and they are being imaginative in creating more parks
and wildlife areas. Many areas of Cardiff have well below UK average access to green
space, an inequality was highlighted by the pandemic. The LDP must do more to drive
forward urban greening.

-

Open space is under pressure from development but the consultation does not draw a
correlation with how development should or shouldn’t take place, for example to
protect urban sinks or watercourses and urban sinks. We welcome efforts to make
Cardiff’s blue spaces more accessible.

-

Loss of mature trees eg Suffolk House, The Rise. Urge the Council to adopt a
methodology such as Capital Asset Valuation of Amenity Trees (CAVAT) for
developments. with the principle that that for eg all development have to be CAVAT
neutral within 5 years.

-

Within the Cardiff City Council area there are recorded risks from past coal mining
activity at surface and shallow depth. The recorded features include; mine entries,
shallow workings and reported surface hazards.

-

Need to maintain /increase access to green space – identify sites that can be
repurposed to green spaces, raise the bar for building on green space, every
development needs to demonstrate a net gain of trees. Presumption against the loss of
mature trees unless it meets a high bar of public interest.

-

It is important to emphasise the value of the master planning process in the design of
high quality neighbourhoods that promote ecological connectivity and support
biodiversity net gain.

-

Cardiff has relatively little open spaces compared to other cities, with many areas of
the city well below UK averages – need to address this inequality.

-

A Green Belt is essential to protect the green backdrop.

-

City should support local groups tree planting/creating wildlife
areas/meadows/allowing them a level of responsibility for the management of local
green areas. Need programmes to protect the rivers from pollution and waste to
achieve clean rivers.

-

The Green Wedge is an important land feature for the city and should remain so for
future generations.

-

40% tree cover.

-

A biodiversity action plan.
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-

Protection for green areas and biodiverse areas- a map for the public to know what is
protected from development.

-

Protection of the river corridors and further joining up of riverside and green areas.

-

Wanted to stress the vital importance of having clean places to swim around Cardiff.
Can the water quality of our rivers and sea be taken seriously so that improvements
enable residents to enjoy swimming in and around fresh water and sea?

-

The creation of new green spaces and wetland. Other cities such as Nottingham are
now creating new green spaces in their city centres.

-

No substantial development should take place on or otherwise adversely impacting
upon the Wentloog Levels SSSI, object to the fact that the RLDP does not contain a
commitment to this effect.

-

The local planning authority is reminded that the Wentloog Levels (as part of the wider
Gwent Levels) has been designated pursuant to Policy 9 of the National Development
Framework (“Future Wales”) as one of only nine National Natural Resource
Management Areas (NNRMAs) in the whole of Wales. The document fails to refer to
this important designation, and impact it should have on development plan
formulation, and for this reason, we object to it.

-

Object to the way in which the natural environment is addressed in the RLDP. The
natural environment section is almost purely descriptive, and sets out no actual
commitments, unlike other sections of the document which set out definite
commitments, for example the Arena project. We consider that the environment
section should be the subject of a fundamental re-write, with concrete commitments,
chief amongst which should be a commitment to an effective absolute constraint on
development on or otherwise affecting the Wentloog Levels SSSI.

-

The section entitled “New Evidence Requirements to Help Address Issues” is wholly
deficient, and objects to it. We are firmly of the opinion that a full brownfield survey
from the point of view of biodiversity (not merely development potential), and a full
potential SINC site survey, covering the entire land surface of the local planning
authority area should be included in the list of new required evidence.

-

Land left for nature is of paramount importance. Biodiversity and ways to help it
flourish within the city boundaries should also be embedded in the LDP and consulted
on with residents of the city.

-

Support the principle of including a Green Belt or Green Wedge and would want such a
policy to be operated to the maximum in order to protect our rural communities.

-

The greening of the centre should be serious as in Singapore or Nottingham.

-

Every mature tree in Cardiff should be precious that developers need to work around,
not destroy.

-

Concern over loss of trees.
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-

Preservation of mature trees and green space needs to take greater prominence in the
LDP. Too many are being lost. Mitigating by planting new trees is not always sufficient.

-

Refers to Wrexham County Borough Tree and Woodland Strategy 2016 – 2026 as a
good practice initiative.

-

Cardiff should be doing all it can to protect and enhance natural green spaces, creating
green, natural corridors throughout the city and protecting all existing green
infrastructure.

-

Protect green corridors and green spaces. Green Wedge should be legally protected
and development sprawl refused.

-

Disappointed there is more detail on Green Infrastructure in Appendix than main text.

-

Integration of Green Infrastructure, Heritage and Culture vital to create a distinctive
future for City.

-

Maximise the use of green spaces for the sustainable growing of food for our local
communities.

-

The wellbeing value of the protection of greenspaces cannot be underestimated.

-

Should rule out development on the Wentloog SSSI and every scrap of the Wentloog
Levels should be protected as a Community Green Infrastructure.

-

Prevent plastic pollution to enter the River Taff.

-

Council should make better use of the Taff – increase leisure use.

-

Housing site at De Braose Close should not be permitted – should be part of green
corridor.

-

Fields west of Pant Tawel lane should be kept.

-

Develop strategy for Hermit Woods.

-

Transport for Wales’s compounds should be returned to green spaces.

-

Welcome the proposed protection and enhancements to the key natural assets,
particularly the river Taff.

-

Developments should protect existing green infrastructure.

-

Re-develop brownfield rather than greenfield sites.

-

Dismayed to see such large areas of green land being built upon when we are trying to
conserve nature, biodiversity and good air quality. Live in Pontprennau peace and
tranquillity sorely missed in more compact built up areas. It seems that what has been
nurtured in our area is being destroyed. Worry for the local wildlife. Appreciate steps
are being taken to minimise impact on local residents but fear that these are being
overridden by greedy developers and lack of care for the landscape, local residents,
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nature and wildlife. Request that our local protect our local environment for the future
of our community.
-

Similar encouragement and support should be given around preservation or creation of
green spaces or the reuse of buildings for community purposes.

-

Most of Adamsdown ward is an SOA of deprivation. The Integrated Sustainability
Appraisal needs to take account of shortage of green space in the area.

-

The existing LDP has failed to protect the small amount of green space the ward has.

-

The Integrated Sustainability Appraisal needs to protect all of Adamsdown’s green
spaces from being built on.

-

Any future development of existing buildings in Adamsdown should be required to
show how it would increase the amount of green space in the community.

Theme – Historic and Cultural Assets
-

Consider successive administrations have resulted in the loss of cultural heritage. Need
to look to lessons from Liverpool's removal from the UNESCO World Heritage Site. Need
to identify what remains and development likely to have a negative impact.

-

Iconic buildings such as the neglected Coal Exchange, and much-loved local landmarks
that tend to fall to development, such as Guildford Terrace, where only the facades
remain, need to be valued in the new LDP.

-

Suggest that a series of story boards be incorporated into the plans to highlight our lost
historic sites like the Greyfriars Monastery and the Cory Hall as well as our remaining
historic buildings.

-

Cardiff has a proud history and a bright future. It is important that our children and
grand children see visible signs of our heritage around the capital so that they can be
proud of how far we have come.

-

Cardiff Council can do much more to protect and enhance the built heritage of our city.
To do this, it has to show real commitment to achieving this to protect local
distinctiveness requires local communities to be engaged.

-

Iconic buildings such as the neglected Coal Exchange, and much-loved local landmarks
that tend to fall to development, such as Guildford Terrace, where only the facades
remain, need to be valued in the new LDP.

-

Need to clearly demonstrate how the enforcement of the existing
protections/legislations will be implemented.

-

Increasing pedestrianisation and restricting vehicle access protects historic assets by
reducing damaging pollutants, maximises the cities attractiveness for tourism and the
night-time economy.
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-

Must include assets of community value, not just assets of a particular historical or
cultural significance, for example the Paddle Steamer, Guildford Crescent, Mynachdy
Institute, and the Coal Exchange.

-

Welsh Language should have greater prominence in everyday life - All new development
if named should be welsh or bilingual, all parks, streets cycle paths , footpaths bus and
train stations developed by public bodies have a welsh name.

-

Consider that little attention has been given to this to date.

-

Old Whitchurch Hospital – Grade 2 Listed Structure with lots of space to be used for
well-being services. Would like to see space such as the theatre used for community
performance groups. Hope the plan would include provision for improvement and
renovation of the theatre.

-

Council’s approach to the city’s heritage is pitiful. Want to live in a capital which has
some pride in its history as a multi ethnic Welsh city.

-

Prioritise cultural heritage and community cohesion in respecting communities (Bute
Town) and communities of interest/ identity (LGBTQIA bars, allotment owners, small
music venues, Muslim community etc).

-

Historical and Cultural Assets includes the recognition of the range of historic assets,
both designated (protected as Scheduled Monuments or Listed Buildings) and nondesignated, and the need to both protect and preserve these as part of Cardiff’s heritage
Understanding these as a resource will contribute to a better appreciation, both from a
development management viewpoint and as keyed in with the well-being goals.

-

It should also be noted that Legislative and Policy changes have occurred since the last
LDP and these include the Historic Environment (Wales) Act 2016, mentioned in the
Sustainability Report; and the legislative cascade includes TAN24: The Historic
Environment 2017, and Planning Policy Wales 2021 Edition 11. Further Best Practice
guidance on managing change in the historic environment is provided by Cadw.

-

When considering cultural assets must be first and foremost about people rather than
money and profit.

-

The objectives of the Council and the Welsh Government to increase the number of
Welsh speakers need to be embedded in LA planning policy. Suggestions include
ensuring that all new schools are Welsh medium, widening access to existing Welshmedium schools and ensuring that all new developments – streets, footpaths, parks,
buildings – have Welsh names.

-

The use of appropriate materials will be necessary to protect and enhance Cardiff’s
historic and cultural assets together with supporting sustainable tourism and cultural
sectors.

-

Protect community heritage.

-

Disappointed there is more detail on Heritage and Culture in Appendix than main text.

-

Integration of Green Infrastructure, Heritage and Culture vital to create a distinctive
future for City.
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-

Important that the LDP provides enhanced protection for Cardiff’s historic and cultural
assets. This protection needs to exist at both macro and micro levels.

-

Cardiff Council should avoid loss of built heritage.

-

Poor buildings in City Centre should be replaced with better quality buildings.

-

Work with Welsh Language Commissioner to operate with Promotion Standards.

-

Work with Council and Cadw to developer management strategy for Mound and
Cooking Mound in Radyr woods.

-

The East of Cardiff lacks any kind of arts centre currently and there should be one as the
nearest is otherwise Canton or Newport Riverside.

-

Theme – Regional Planning
-

Need to take a wider view across the region.

-

Need to work in partnership with neighbouring Councils – decisions such as flooding
issues need a river catchment solution and not be made in isolation as do transport,
employment and housing issues.

-

Cardiff’s future cannot be determined without taking a wider view across the region,
which opens up options for responding to matters like flooding, housing and transport.
This is barely mentioned in the LDP consultation paper.

-

Need better alignment between the LDP and the SDP. Cardiff’s future cannot be
determined without taking a wider view across the region, which opens up options for
responding to matters like flooding, housing and transport. The issues around
employment land and retail locations cannot be resolved purely from a Cardiff
perspective. They are inherently regional, as people cross authority boundaries to work
or shop. Until an SDP is available, Cardiff Council should strive for a common approach
with neighbouring authorities. This is barely mentioned in the RLDP consultation paper.

Theme – Consultation Process
-

Consult communities in a meaningful way not just a box-ticking exercise.

-

Consultation inaccessible – particularly for disadvantaged groups who have the most
need to be involved. Need to stop consultation until able to engage with all sectors of
society and create a consultation that represents the needs and opinions of the whole of
Cardiff.

-

Consultation process flawed as no face to face events held.

-

Consultation document not easy to read and a barrier for many people.

-

Welsh language treated less favourably than English.
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-

Consultations should not be purely by digital means, there needs to be a combination of
methods, as some simply can’t.

-

Developing the RLDP requires intensive work across all sectors and with communities.

-

Take into account the impossibility of respondents judging priorities for land use without
more detailed information.

-

Continue to engage communities in coming to a view on the optimum balance of types
of land use in the light of the limited capacity of the City to absorb new development.

-

Difficulty filling in online consultation. Consultation deadline should be extended.
Suggest community engagement in each ward (officer presence).

-

Document is insular, lacking in substance and unable to decide between moving forward
with new ideas or staying in the past. The paper at times appears to acknowledge past
and current issues (such as delays in providing the necessary infrastructure) but at other
times seems content to continue down the very path that has led to these difficulties.

-

Disappointed in the online survey. More information is needed for a meaningful
response on many issues. It is also questionable for responders to when all of the choices
will be needed. The consultation seems designed to achieve the answers that Cardiff
wants to receive, rather than to gain a genuine understanding of what people and
communities want to see.

-

To really work with local communities the Council must understand what people want
and what they value; please do not assume that the Council, it’s officers or developers
know what people value the Council must listen, not lecture; not claim to listen and then
continue on a pre-decided route. There will be many different voices, with different
views, but that does not justify the Council and its officers, ignoring residents as has
happened previously.

-

Engagement needs to build in resources and expertise to engage fully with citizens.

-

Concern that the document is inaccessible and the lack of consultation in particular the
Virtual Consultation Room.

-

Halt the LDP process unit a public engagement programme is provided which sets out
the plans for citizen engagement.

-

Carry out further consultation and public engagement in addition to this initial
consultation.

-

Consultation questions too binary.

-

Many groups will be underrepresented in this consultation and request the consultation
process is stopped until such time that assurance can be provided regarding engaging
with diverse groups.

-

Consultation needs to be more inclusive. Those in need of social housing and are
currently homeless will not be able to take part in the online consultation.

-

I also I request that the consultation deadline for this phase of 23rd be July be extended.
Developers have until end of August to submit candidate sites so there would be a logic
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in that or a later date applying for citizens as well. This would also allow time for Cardiff
Council to engage in public meetings and events to discuss and explain the LDP and
consultation process in more effective ways than the on-line survey which is not
appropriate for this type of consultation.
-

I would like to strongly request that at this time, the Council halts the LDP process until it
is in a position to provide a public engagement programme which sets out Cardiff
Council's plans for comprehensive citizen engagement going forward.

-

The council must “provide opportunities for the whole community (different age groups,
local community groups, hard to reach groups and protected characteristic groups)
including businesses, to engage at appropriate stages in the process.” Until the above
can be delivered, please pause the LDP process.

-

If the Council is serious about consultation and involving residents need to broaden
approach Process not user friendly and not publicised widely enough and made
accessible enough. Online consultation not user friendly need to use libraries and
community centres.

-

Listen and take into account the views of residents

-

if we are to have any hope of coping with the climate and nature emergency, we have to
move beyond the politics that have so far held us back, and into listening, dialogue and
towards unity and action.

-

We therefore believe citizens should be empowered to hold the power.

-

Inadequate arrangements/shamelessly hidden behind the excuse of covid restrictions.
Digital exclusion particularly effects the poorer and older groups discriminating against
them. Extend the consultation to hold meetings especially in deprived multi ethnic
wards.

-

Lack of public discussion and engagement and the LDP should not be rushed through.

-

Language used throughout isn’t consistently everyday language and may create barriers
to engagement.

-

Online platform whilst engaging and interactive will be difficult for some to access.

-

LDP should emphasise not only the need to positively engage with local communities but
also highlight the Council’s commitment to work together with stakeholders, including
developers in order to deliver high quality sustainable neighbourhoods.

-

Level of engagement disappointing. Use my privilege to ask that consultation is stopped
until proper engagement with diverse groups is assured.

-

Limitations of the consultation process being a managed online exercise which excludes
citizens. Virtual room only contains uploaded documents difficult to print of, room not
supported by a chat function or interactive, focus is on a guided online survey which can
exacerbate the balance of power where individuals are reduced to numbers and
percentages.
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-

Town halls meetings enable citizens to listen to the views of others and challenge those
with power and citizens assemblies.

-

Approach of identifying strategic sites for housing development should be reconsidered.
LDP should identify potential sites of varying sizes, for which rapid approval could be
given, if and when the need arises, but which should not be assumed to be required until
expected growth is more certain. A Placemaking approach (see 3.9.1) should encourage
local residents or community groups to suggest locations that might be suitable for
housing in their area. Such proposals should not be expected to be of the same standard
as the Candidate Site Submission Guidance.

-

Serious misgivings with the finalised delivery agreement, and the depth and scope of
public engagement. Public engagement at this stage has been severely lacking even
with consideration for the Coronavirus pandemic. Want this stage extended and present
to public in community hubs, Councillors, walk in public meetings and citizens
assemblies. Need assurances of a commitment to improved community consultation,
including under represented voices. Demand implementation of citizen’s assemblies,
town hall meetings for the remaining stages of the LDP Review. Would like an
Independent Commissioner for planning and a dedicated team to empower the public to
challenge planning decisions.

-

Demand that the replacement LDP process is halted until such a time that clear plans for
authentic engagement are published prioritising the public and those least likely to have
their voices heard particularly young people instead of favouring the usual suspects and
the developers.

-

Need to make engaging easy and advertise it everywhere.

-

Online consultation very confusing.

-

Level of engagement with citizens not enough.

-

Put the needs of the people and the planet first and declare your accountability to
citizens, not developers.

-

Some of the groups who will be most impacted by planning decisions in the future are
excluded from your consultation methodology to date.

-

Ask Cardiff Council to pause this consultation and provide communities with a further
three weeks to respond to this current stage and publish a programme of engagement
for the rest of the consultation which better befits the development of this important
plan by mid-August.

-

Stop the LDP process until you’re able to provide a public engagement programme.

-

Take note of local groups like Cardiff FoE, Green New Deal, Cardiff Civic Society, Cardiff
Extinction Rebellion and Reclaim Cardiff.

-

Survey very time consuming and not fit for purpose.

-

Organise real engagement events and relaunch the process.
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-

Suspend consultation and provide a public engagement programme for meaningful
public engagement.

-

The current consultation does not allow for valid representation of public views. We are
being pushed into making artificial choices which don't truly reflect how we feel.

-

Please could you halt the current consultation until you have plans for proper citizen
engagement, through a public engagement programme?

-

There is a disconnect between policy and decision making. Becoming a fairer and more
sustainable city needs to underpin every policy in the LDP including all SPG and all
decisions and services.

-

A fairer city means involving those affected by decisions in decision making. Relying
solely on online consultation excluded many people from the process. Diversity of the
city is unlikely to be represented in the responses. Need a robust plan for citizen’s
engagement including children and young people.

-

Need a change in direction in home the Council interacts with citizens and makes its
decisions.

-

There will need to be local people's assemblies and citizens assemblies set up in all local
areas with facilitated forums to discuss the issues.

-

This needs to include fair representation for diverse groups and child care facilities.

-

Use data mapping (passive existing data and active data made with citizens) as part of
the consultation process.

-

We await with interest the results of this exercise.

-

Would like to see the highest possible standards in terms of notification to residents of
new developments, ease for residents to submit comments and increasing the
opportunities to speak to officers and decision makers.

-

Theme – Candidate Site Process
-

Convinced that asking for development sites before declaring the future vision is back to
front particularly as it is not acceptable to just reroute traffic through existing
residential areas. The constraints map is not forward looking enough.

-

Note the call for Candidate Sites as currently issued, we are concerned that this means
the new LDP will again be led by what Developers are seeking.

-

We would like to see the option for communities to propose Candidate Sites rather than
proposals having to come from owners or potential developers of sites.
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Other Comments
-

Council should promote creation of community land trusts to allow people to buy
buildings and green spaces in their neighbourhood they value.

-

Need to create community land trusts to enable local people to protect what they
cherish.

-

More important than ever that assumptions the LDP is based on are thoroughly
researched and reviewed by experts.

-

LDP needs to be focussed, perhaps shorter, and easier to access.

-

LDP constraints map designates the trail to the south of the LLanishen and Lisvane
Reservoirs as a recreational route and a cycle way. Inconsistent with Objectives 4 and
10 and appendix C of the adopted LDP and the Rights of Way Improvement Plan which
shows this as a designated walking route only.

-

Concern of core cycle routes crossing through 2 woodlands.

-

Could the existing HMRC site in Ty Glas, Llanishen be considered as a possible site for the
new Velindre Cancer Centre and avoid the need for development for the Northern
Meadows ‘greenfield’ site.

-

The area with which we are concerned includes the Sites of Importance for Nature
Conservation 113 Nant Fawr (northern section), 114 Nant Fawr Community Woodlands,
115 Nant Fawr Meadows and 144 Rhyd-y-Pennau Complex. These sites are related to
the SSSI 10 Lisvane Reservoir and Site of Importance for Nature Conservation 96
Llanishen reservoir.
We write with respect to two features in the region we specify above: The Strategic
Recreation Route (blue solid line) and the Cycleway (dotted green line) in the Nant Fawr
Corridor.
The Strategic Recreation Route appears to be the Nant Fawr footpath which we
personally know very well. This is a well-used footpath in a semi-rural setting, offering
us and many other people calm, refreshment and recreation within an urban area. We
trust that this footpath will be retained for the health and wellbeing of everyone. The
proposed Dwr Cymru Welsh Water Visitor Centre and paths around Llanishen and
Lisvane reservoirs will be valuable additions.
The Cycleway however appears to be a new feature which Cardiff Council is proposing
for this Development Plan. We are extremely concerned about the effects of a cycleway
in this area for nature conservation.
We believe a cycleway here will have a serious effect on nature conservation. We ask
you to reroute the cycleway outside the Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation
113, 114, 115 and 144.

-

The uplift in the value of all land due to planning needs to be subject to CIL which should
be levied on the landowners, not developers.
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-

Document contains only one reference to agricultural land and few to allotments. Need
to protect agricultural land, allotments and large gardens from development and
allocate new areas for allotments in RLDP.

-

Need to protect the Northern Meadow and reconsider building the hospital. Need to
consider brownfield sites to protect this green space.

-

Development in Cardiff has the appearance of being developer led.

-

The Covid pandemic has changed the way people work and where they do it.

-

The design of new housing also needs to be reconsidered.

-

The other problem faced by the city centre arises from climate change.

-

Buildings should be designed to be low level not high rise.

-

Need to compensate for nursery, after school and youth provision lost by redeveloping
Howard Gardens.

-

The area around City Road and Newport Road needs further greening.

-

The new LDP needs to address the HMO issue in Cathays.

-

Any future proposals in Cathays should have to demonstrate how they will increase
green space.

-

Llanedeyrn and Pentwyn – well-designed streets offer opportunities for walking and
cycling. Green spaces should be used for more fruit trees.

-

Pentwyn has no town centre and declining amenities – further thought needs to be
given to how it could be made a more coherent community with new leisure centre and
new shops.
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Appendix 4
Cardiff Council & Levett-Therivel

Integrated Sustainability Appraisal of the Cardiff Replacement Local
Development Plan: Appraisal of the vision and objectives
August 2021

1. Introduction
Integrated sustainability appraisal (ISA) involves assessing how sustainable an emerging plan’s vision,
objectives, alternatives, draft policies and sites are. This is done by testing them against an ‘ISA
framework’ of sustainability objectives. Where the emerging plan has gaps or possible negative
impacts on these ISA objectives, the ISA proposes ways to fill gaps, reduce negative impacts and
enhance positive impacts.
Levett-Therivel have appraised the vision and objectives of the emerging Cardiff Replacement Local
Development Plan (RLDP) against an ISA framework put forward in an ISA scoping report of March
2020, and updated in August 2021 (shown at Appendix A). Section 2 presents the appraisal. Section
3 presents suggestions for improving the vision and objectives to make them more sustainable, and
the Council’s response to those suggestions.
Cardiff Council consulted on the vision and objectives of the emerging RLDP for eight weeks, from
March 2021. It is this version of the vision and objectives that has been appraised so that the ISA
comments can be considered alongside the LDP consultee comments to enable the LDP team to
finalise the plans vision and objectives. Due to the iterative nature of the ISA process the updated
version of the vision and objectives will be subject to a further appraisal during Preferred Strategy
preparation stages.
2. Integrated sustainability appraisal of RLDP vision and objectives
Table 1 shows the results of appraising the RLDP vision and objectives against the ISA objectives of
Appendix A.
Table 1. Appraisal of RLDP vision and objectives
Key:
+
Positive impact
likely

Negative impact
likely

+/Impact could be positive or negative,
depending on how the RLDP is implemented
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No significant
impact likely

+

+

-
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-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+/-

-

+

-

+?

11. Water

7. Health

+

10. Resources

6. Economy

+

9. Landscape

5. Heritage

+

8. Soils

4. Climate

+

2. Air

+

1. Equality

Plan vision/objective
To create a fairer and more sustainable city by:
 Responding to the urgent future needs for new
homes, jobs and infrastructure;
 Positively tackling the challenges of climate
change and post-pandemic recovery;
 Creating a greener, more equal and healthier city
which is easier to move around and enhances the
wellbeing of future generations;
 Using a placemaking approach, working with local
communities to improve neighbourhoods and
deliver high quality design;
 Looking after our natural, historic and cultural
assets
1. Provide MORE homes to address future housing
needs. The Plan will:
 Provide a range and choice of new homes of
different tenure, type and location in response to
specific housing needs
 Prioritise opportunities for new homes in
sustainable brownfield locations
 Set targets for the delivery of affordable housing
 Provide a diverse mix of housing including
responding to the needs of older people and
other groups who need specialised housing
 Set out the approach to the sub-division of
existing homes.
2. Provide more jobs and maximise Cardiff’s role as
Capital City of Wales and economic driver of South
East Wales to improve the prosperity of the region.
The Plan will:
 Ensure a range and choice of employment sites in
response to employment needs
 Facilitate the development of high-value clusters
of specialist sectors
 Ensure the protection of existing employment
land which contributes to the required supply of
sites to meet employment needs
 Support the economic recovery of the city postCovid-19 and respond to the change in work
practices through increased working from home
and need for new working and meeting hubs
throughout the city.
3. Ensure the timely provision of new infrastructure
to support future growth. The Plan will:
 Identify key infrastructure required, how and
when it will be delivered including:
o Transportation- Different modes, public
transport and Metro
o Affordable, high quality digital infrastructure
o Social/Community Infrastructure

3. Biodiversity

ISA objective
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+

11. Water

10. Resources

+

9. Landscape

+

+

8. Soils

+

7. Health

+

6. Economy

4. Climate

+

5. Heritage

3. Biodiversity

+

2. Air

Plan vision/objective
o Schools, health facilities, sport/recreation,
waste facilities, burial provision
o Environmental - Contributions to combat
climate change and creating new accessible
greenspace
 Support Cardiff’s higher education institutions/
infrastructure in recognition of their key role as
part of a learning city and contribution to
economic development
 Support measures to improve digital connectivity
across the city to meet the demand from
increased working from home post covid and
facilitate new working meeting hubs across the
city.
4. Respond to the climate emergency so Cardiff
becomes more resilient, reduces its carbon footprint
and maximises opportunities for energy-efficient
solutions. The Plan will:
 Set out how Cardiff can become more resilient
and adapt to combat the impacts of climate
change including:
o The role of ecosystems in addressing carbon
storage, natural flood management, air
quality, heat islands and noise pollution
o Guidelines for the design of resilient new
developments
o Managing flood risk
o Facilitate the provision of infrastructure for
cleaner vehicles
 Set out measures to reduce Cardiff’s carbon
footprint and mitigate the effects of climate
change through reducing energy demand
including:
o Locating development in sustainable
locations to minimise the need to travel and
reduce car dependency
o Improve energy efficiency and the
generation of renewable and low carbon
energy in new developments
o Promoting an increase in tree canopy cover
across the city
o Promote high quality design and
environmental performance of new homes.
5. Make the city easier to move around with a focus
on sustainable and active travel. The Plan will:
 Set out how people can move around the city in a
more sustainable and integrated manner with
new development well located to transport
infrastructure

1. Equality

ISA objective

+

+
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+

+

+

+

11. Water

10. Resources

9. Landscape

8. Soils

7. Health

6. Economy

5. Heritage

+

4. Climate

+

3. Biodiversity

2. Air

Plan vision/objective
 Reduce the need to travel, reduce reliance on the
car, reduce congestion and reduce harmful
emissions
 Set a modal split target
 Promote sustainable forms of transport and the
more effective integration of public transport
including new transport interchanges
 Promote active travel- Walking and cycling
 Capitalise on national and regional investment in
sustainable transport infrastructure including the
Metro.
6. Create healthier environments, reduce inequalities
and enhance wellbeing. The Plan will:
 Support the delivery of healthier, accessible
environments to help tackle obesity and promote
healthier lifestyles
 Set out how air quality can be enhanced
 Promote the role of greenspaces in delivering
wellbeing benefits
 Manage waste and control pollution
 Support the regeneration of local
neighbourhoods, particularly the ‘Southern Arc’ of
deprivation
 Promote safer environments which reduce the
scope for crime
 Facilitate equitable access and opportunity to
Welsh Medium education in all areas of the city
so that the language continues to thrive.
 Promote the provision of services and jobs in
areas of highest need to reduce inequalities
 Promote the role of Soundscapes in controlling
noise pollution.
7. Ensuring a vibrant, mixed-use City Centre and
developing Cardiff Bay’s full potential to provide core
destinations for Cardiff and beyond, whilst
supporting the key role of district and local retail
centres as the heart of local neighbourhoods. The
Plan will:
 Maximise the key strategic role of the City Centre
as a high density, major financial and service
sector hub of national significance and generate
the agglomeration effect in attracting further
investment
 Maximise the potential for high density mixed use
development related to the regional sustainable
transport hub
 Support the ability of the city centre to adapt by
encouraging mixed uses and further investment
alongside the key retail role

1. Equality

ISA objective
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+

+

+

+

11. Water

10. Resources

+

9. Landscape

+

8. Soils

5. Heritage

7. Health

+

6. Economy

+

4. Climate

3. Biodiversity

2. Air

Plan vision/objective
 Continue the regeneration of land south of the
regional transport hub
 Ensure centres can operate as flexibly as possible
where a variety of retail, employment,
commercial, community, leisure, health and
public sector uses come together in a hub of
activity to make them viable as go-to destinations
once more by setting out a vision for each centre,
establishing boundaries and identifying sites for
redevelopment.
 Promote a new chapter in the regeneration of
Cardiff Bay as a high density, mixed-use
destination to identify:
o The provision of supporting sustainable
transport infrastructure
o Enhancements to the Mount Stuart Square
area and development of an arena at Atlantic
Wharf including linkages to the Bay
Waterfront
o Future phases for the International Sports
Village site
o Regeneration of the Roath Dock/ Roath Basin
and Alexandra Head areas.
8. Ensure that the city positively adapts to the new
challenges posed by the implications of the
pandemic. The Plan will:
 Pick up on lessons learned to ensure that the city
is more resilient and adaptable in the event of
future pandemics
 Support the economic recovery of the city after
the pandemic has passed and restrictions eased
 Identify wider changes required which also help
the decarbonisation agenda, tackle climate
change and improve general health and wellbeing
 Identify any required positive permanent changes
in places and as part of new development
 Respond to the change in work practices postCovid through increased working from home and
need for new working and meeting hubs
throughout the city.
9. To use a placemaking approach which creates
sustainable places, maximises regeneration
opportunities, enhances the role of public spaces,
ensures that future growth can be effectively
managed and delivers new developments of high
quality design. The Plan will:
Use the placemaking principles as an overarching
approach in plan-making to ensure:

1. Equality

ISA objective
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+

+

10. Resources

11. Water

9. Landscape

8. Soils

7. Health

+

6. Economy

4. Climate

+

5. Heritage

3. Biodiversity

2. Air

Plan vision/objective
 People and Community – The needs, health and
well-being of all people are considered at the
outset
 Location - Development is promoted in the most
sustainable locations and land is efficiently used
with a ‘brownfield first’ priority
 Movement - Sustainable and active travel are
promoted as part of a more integrated movement
network
 Mix of Uses - Promote high density mixed-use
development
 Public Realm - Well designed and connected
public spaces
 Identity - Features of local distinctiveness are
respected in new development
 High quality design of new development.
10. Protect and enhance Cardiff’s Green and blue
Infrastructure, its biodiversity and other natural
assets. The Plan will:
 Identify and set out how key natural assets of the
city will be protected and enhanced including:
o Open spaces, parks and allotments
o The strategically important river valleys of the
Ely, Taff, Nant fawr and Rhymney
o The countryside, including strategically
important ‘green backdrop’ formed by the
ridge north of the City
o Cardiff’s rich biodiversity and wildlife resource
including designated sites and other features/
networks including trees and hedgerows.
 Recognise the wider role that green infrastructure
can play in contributing to tackling climate change
and providing healthy environments
 Ensure natural resources are protected including
mineral and sand/gravel resources and reserves.
11. Protect and enhance Cardiff’s historic and cultural
assets together with supporting sustainable tourism
and cultural sectors. The Plan will:
 Identify and set out how key historic and cultural
assets of the city will be protected and enhanced
including:
o The city’s Conservation Areas, Listed
Buildings, Ancient Monuments, Registered
Historic Landscapes and areas of
archaeological importance
o Other non-designated features which make
important contributions to Cardiff’s historic
and cultural distinctiveness
 Maximise Cardiff’s role as an international
tourism destination and host city of major events

1. Equality

ISA objective

+/-

+
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11. Water

10. Resources

9. Landscape

8. Soils

7. Health

6. Economy

5. Heritage

4. Climate

3. Biodiversity

2. Air

Plan vision/objective
 Set out how Cardiff’s night time economy and
music scene can form part of a vibrant and
diverse city centre
 Set out how the Welsh Language can be protected
and enhanced in line with relevant legislation.

1. Equality

ISA objective

3. Suggested modifications to the RLDP vision and objectives
Table 2 shows modifications to the RLDP vision and objectives suggested as a result of the appraisal
of Table 1. They include gaps (e.g. young people, reuse/recycling, healthy food, Gypsies and
Travellers); ways of reducing negative impacts (e.g. prioritising the use of brownfield land for
employment as well as housing sites, focus on achieving environmental targets); and clarifications
(e.g. ‘Soundscapes’, ‘Southern Arc’). The final column of Table 2 shows changes to the vision and
objectives made by the Council in response to the appraisal. Where no changes has been made, an
explanation is given about why.

Table 2. Suggested modifications to the RLDP vision and objectives, and Council response
Vision or
objective
General

Vision

Objective
1

Objective
2

Objective
3
Objective
4

Suggested modification

Council response

The plan objectives are a somewhatconfusing mixture of doing (‘provide’,
‘ensure’, ‘reduce’) and
preparing/planning to do (‘investigate’,
‘set out an approach’, ‘set out how’).
Do they need to be more consistent,
one way or another (e.g. all doing)?
Refer to environmental
targets/standards: climate change
objectives, achievement of air and
water quality standards, biodiversity net
gain.

As the plan is at an early stage no preferred
approach has been determined for some
aspects of the plan. For these issues, the
objectives are to ‘investigate’ etc. Where a
preferred approach is known, it is stated in
the objectives.

Third bullet point: A “healthier city
which is easier to move around” could
encourage car-based travel. Better to
stress accessibility rather than mobility,
e.g. 15 minute neighbourhood
approach.
Bullet points 1 and 4 seem to duplicate
each other.
Add reference to Gypsies and
Travellers.
Objective 1 includes reference to
prioritising brownfield land for housing,
but Objective 2 does not do this for
employment land.
The list of infrastructure does not
include water, wastewater and energy.
Include reference to the One Planet
Cardiff Strategy.

Bullet point 2, sub-bullet point 2 limits
improvements in energy efficiency etc.
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Objective 4 changed to refer to One Planet
Cardiff and Objective 6 changed to refer to
air and water quality standards. The
correct reference in the Welsh context is
biodiversity enhancement as referenced in
objective 10 and no further changes are
therefore required.
Agree.

Agree bullet points 1 and 4 merged.
Reference to Gypsies and Travellers added.
Add “Prioritise opportunities for new
employment sites in sustainable
brownfield locations”.
Water, wastewater and energy added.
Include “in line with the One Planet Cardiff
Strategy to become a carbon neutral city
by 2030.” Remove “reduces its carbon
footprint” as this is covered by the above.
Reference to new developments removed.

Vision or
objective

Objective
5

Objective
6

Suggested modification

Council response

to new developments. Widen this to all
developments.
“Capitalise on national and regional
investment in sustainable transport
infrastructure including the Metro”
sounds odd. Reword to emphasise
linking new development to sustainable
transport infrastructure rather than
capitalising on investment.
Refer to access to healthy food.
Given the Welsh Government emphasis
on future generations, refer to young
people.
Refer to reuse and recycling.
Remove reference to Southern Arc of
deprivation.
Access to Welsh Medium education
sounds like it would fit better under
Objective 11 on culture.
Clarify what Soundscapes are.

Objective
7

Last bullet point: “to identify” doesn’t
fit with subsequent bullet points.

Objective
9

Include reference to dealing with need
(e.g. for accessible food, green areas) or
redressing imbalances.

Objective
10

Refer to achievement of biodiversity net
gain.

Agree amend to read “Integrate new
development with national and regional
investment in sustainable transport
infrastructure including the Metro”.

Add “and access to healthy food” after
tackle obesity in bullet point 1.
Add “To support strong and cohesive
communities which recognises Cardiff’s
commitment to make Cardiff a Child
Friendly City and Age Friendly City”.
Reuse and recycling added.
Replace with “communities in the Southern
Arc”.
The point of the objective is to provide
equality of access to Welsh Medium
education, i.e. emphasis is on access so this
point should remain under Objective 6.
Replaced with “Promote the role of natural
and hard infrastructure to reduce noise
pollution”.
Agree amended to “with”. Also for clarity
amend second bullet to “Maximise the
potential for high density mixed use
development related to the sustainable
regional transport hub at Central Square”.
As set out above, objective 6 amended to
add reference to access to healthy food
and issue relating to green areas is already
covered in objective 6 where reference is
made to promoting the role of greenspaces
in delivering wellbeing benefits.
The objective is worded correctly in the
Welsh context as it refers to biodiversity
enhancement.
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Appendix A. ISA framework (from ISA scoping report of March 2020, updated in August 2021)
ISA objective

Sub Objectives: Will the vision/objective/alternative/policy…

1. Help deliver
equality of
opportunity
and access for
all







2. Maintain and
improve air
quality





3. Protect and
enhance
biodiversity,
flora and
fauna









Reduce
emissions of
greenhouse
gases and
adapt to the
effects of
climate change







5. Protect and
enhance
historic and
cultural
heritage,
including the
Welsh
Language
6. Help deliver
the growth of
a sustainable
and diversified
economy



4











Meet the need of Cardiff’s population for homes, jobs and community
facilities
Address existing imbalances of inequality, deprivation and exclusion
Improve access to education, life-long learning and training opportunities
Improve access to affordable housing and employment opportunities,
particularly for disadvantaged sections of society
Improve access to community facilities and services, particularly for young
and elderly people
Support the regeneration of deprived areas
Reduce the need to travel through the location and design of new
development, provision of public transport infrastructure and promotion
of cycling and walking
Avoid locating new development, including active travel routes, where air
quality could negatively impact upon peoples’ health
Help to meet air quality standards for people and ecosystems
Maintain and achieve favourable condition of international and national
sites of nature conservation importance (SACs, SPAs and SSSIs)
Maintain extent and enhance the quality of locally designated sites (LNRs
and SNCIs) and LBAP priority habitats
Protect and enhance protected species and LBAP priority species
Maintain and enhance connectivity of corridors of semi-natural habitats
Provide opportunities for people to experience wildlife and habitats
Help to provide a net benefit for biodiversity, consistent with Planning
Policy Wales 10
Support energy conservation and energy efficient design
Promote renewable energy generation
Promote efficient land use patterns that minimise the need to travel
Promote sustainable modes of transport and integrated transport systems
Reduce vulnerability of the built environment to the effects of climate
change
Help Cardiff to achieve the One Planet Cardiff vision to become a carbon
neutral city by 2030
Protect and enhance historic and cultural assets including scheduled
ancient monuments, listed buildings, historic parks and gardens, historic
landscapes and conservation areas
Encourage access to the historic and cultural heritage
Support local character and distinctiveness through good design
Support the use of the Welsh Language

Increase the number and range of employment opportunities
Support and enhance the role of Cardiff as a key economic driver of South
East Wales city region
Promote and support city and local centres, local employment
opportunities and mixed use development
Support a post-pandemic green recovery
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ISA objective

Sub Objectives: Will the vision/objective/alternative/policy…

7. Improve health 
and well-being 



8. Use soils and
minerals
efficiently and
safeguard their
quality





9. Protect and
enhance the
landscape



10. Minimise
resource use
and waste,
increase re-use
and recycling
11. Maintain and
enhance water
quality and
resources, and
manage
flooding















Reduce health inequalities
Encourage and facilitate walking and cycling, particularly in green
infrastructure
Protect, and improve access to, open space, the countryside and other
opportunities for physical activity
Improve environmental quality by minimising adverse impacts on health
and wellbeing from pollution, flooding and waste management disposal
Promote good design that minimises adverse impacts on health and
wellbeing from crime and road traffic accidents
Re-use derelict and other previously developed land
Remediate contaminated and unstable land
Safeguard soil quality including the best and most versatile agricultural
land, and protect and enhance allotments
Safeguard mineral resources and encourage their efficient and
appropriate use
Protect and enhance the landscape including the countryside, areas of
landscape value, river valleys, greenspaces and the undeveloped coastline
Protect and enhance Cardiff’s Special Landscape Areas
Promote high quality design in keeping with its landscape context
Increase access to open space
Reduce Cardiff’s ecological footprint
Promote resource efficiency and the use of secondary and recycled
materials
Promote waste reduction, re-use, recycling and recovery
Conserve water resources and increase water efficiency
Improve the water quality of rivers, lakes, groundwaters and coastal areas
Ensure that a precautionary approach is applied, and that the location and
design of new development manages the potential risks and
consequences of flooding down to an acceptable level.
Ensure new developments have adequate sustainable drainage systems
Help to achieve water quality standards
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Appendix 5: Engagement Plan for Strategic Options and Sites
Consultation
Introduction
The next stage in the preparation of the Replacement LDP is consultation on strategic options,
which will commence in late November 2021 and run for 10 weeks until early February 2022.
This consultation plan sets out the consultation and engagement we will undertake as part of
this next stage under the following headings:
1. Use of Social Media
We will use the Council’s Facebook, Twitter and Instagram sites to publicise and explain the
consultation process, with a comprehensive and targeted campaign of posts over the 10 week
consultation period using the agreed LDP Branding.
2. On-line Survey
We will develop an accessible on-line survey so residents and stakeholders can make their
comments on the consultation easily on-line. This will be hosted on the Council’s Replacement
LDP website and will be publicised via the social media campaign and mail out to residents
and stakeholders on the LDP consultation database.
3. Virtual Consultation Room
We will host a fully bi-lingual virtual consultation room on the Council’s Replacement LDP
webpage, which will include a short film explaining the consultation process and how people
can engage in the process, a range of display panels, the on-line survey and copies of the
consultation documentation.
4. Launch Event
We will host a launch event at the start of the consultation period. This will be a virtual event
and will explain the consultation process and how you can get involved and will be open to
residents and stakeholders to attend.
5. A Broad Range of themed Focus Workshops
We will engage directly with stakeholders through a broad range of themed focus workshops
and we will work with partner organisations to support these sessions to foster open
discussion of issues participants consider the new LDP should address. The themed
workshops we proposing are listed below but this is not exhaustive and we are happy to
consider further suggestions:




Focus Workshop 1 – Representatives of Black and Minority Ethnic Groups
Focus Workshop 2 – Representative of Homeless Groups and those on Council Waiting
Lists
Focus Workshop 2 – Representatives of Environmental Groups
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Focus Workshop 3 - Representatives of Young Peoples Groups
Focus Workshop 4- Representatives of Older Peoples Groups
Focus Workshop 5 – Representatives of unemployed Groups
Focus Workshop 6 – Representatives of disabled and Access Groups
Focus Workshop 7 – Representatives of Landowner/developer Groups
Other Groups to be confirmed such as the Cardiff Music Board, Landlord’s Forum,
Heritage and Civic Societies

These workshops will be held virtually or via a hybrid approach depending on Covid
restrictions at the time of the consultation.
6. Public drop in face to face events
A series of public drop in face to face events will be arranged across the city so residents and
stakeholders have an opportunity to talk through the consultation exercise with Officers face
to face within the LDP Team. The precise format of these events will depend on the Covid
restrictions in place at the time of the consultation. However, steps will be made to ensure
the ability to talk direct with Officers be this either in an outside location, pre-arranged
appointment system or an indoor drop in event.
7. Engagement with stakeholder groups and networks
Officers will be available to attend meetings of stakeholder groups and networks to brief them
on the consultation process and how they can comment and gather feedback to feed into the
new LDP preparation process.
8. Engagement with Community Councils
Prior to the launch of the consultation a virtual briefing session will be held with Community
Council’s to explain the purpose of the consultation and how they and their local areas can
get involved in the process and how they can disseminate information to their local area.
Following this Officers in the LDP Team will be available to respond to any queries and provide
further information.
9. Engagement with Members
Prior to the launch of the consultation a virtual Member briefing session will be held to explain
the purpose of the consultation and how they and constituents can get involved in the process
and how they can disseminate information to their local area. Following this Officers in the
LDP Team will be available to respond to any queries and provide further information.
10. Scrutiny Process
Prior to the launch of the consultation a process will be agreed with the Chairs of the Scrutiny
Committee’s to ensure they can feed their comments into the consultation process.
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